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Preface

Dramatic changes have occurred in civil rights over the last decade. When the 1960's began only one of the three branches of the Federal Government--the judiciary--had been actively engaged in the fight to protect the rights of minority citizens. Through such cases as Shelly v. Kraemer, the United States Supreme Court helped awaken government--Federal, State, and local--to its responsibility to assure equal protection of the laws for all persons. And through Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, the Court made it clear that equality could not be achieved constitutionally under a system of apartheid.

The executive and legislative branches had only begun to stir themselves to action. Presidential executive orders, issued during the 1940's and 1950's, desegregated the armed forces and began an attack on employment discrimination. Congress, in 1957, passed the first civil rights law since post-civil war years, but it was extremely limited in scope.

During the decade of the 1960's, however, all three branches acted more vigorously to secure basic legal rights for the country's minorities. The courts continued to define the civil rights responsibility of government and brought new life and substance to constitutional and statutory protections in such key areas as voting, education, employment, and housing. The executive branch, through additional presidential executive orders, strengthened its attack against employment discrimination and moved also to end housing
discrimination. And Congress enacted four additional civil rights laws covering such areas as voting, employment, housing, education, public facilities, and public accommodations. In short, at the end of the 1960's, there existed a significant array of Federal laws and policies to protect basic rights of minorities.

What also changed dramatically in the course of that decade was the attitude and perspective of the American people and their leaders toward civil rights problems--a change from optimistic hope that they could be resolved quickly and simply to sober realization of how deep-seated and complex those problems actually are. They involve not only denials of basic legal rights but also social and economic injustices which have been allowed to grow and fester for many years. The civil rights laws attack only the first aspect of the problem--denials of basic rights. As for the second, we as a Nation have barely begun to deal with them.

Measured by a realistic standard of results, progress in ending inequity has been disappointing. Even in securing basic rights--by far the easier part of the problem--we have not been entirely successful. In many areas in which civil rights laws afford pervasive legal protection--employment, housing, education--discrimination persists and the goal of equal opportunity is far from achievement. The plain fact is that some of these laws are not working well. The Federal civil rights effort has been inadequate to redeem fully
the promise of true "equal protection of the laws" for all Americans. As a result, many minority group members are losing faith in the Federal Government's will and capacity to protect their rights. Some also are losing faith that equality can be achieved through law. It is important that their faith be restored and that the promise of the hard-fought battle for civil rights laws be redeemed.

From its establishment in 1957, this Commission, through hearings, reports, and investigations, documented the need for many of the civil rights laws and participated in the effort to enact them. The civil rights struggle now has shifted in large part from legislating to administering and enforcement. In recent years, the Commission has examined closely the civil rights enforcement operation of various Federal departments and agencies. We have investigated the role of agencies charged with responsibility for assuring against employment discrimination by Federal or federally-assisted contractors. We also have looked into policies and practices of agencies with civil rights responsibilities in housing and home finance. We have paid particular attention to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination in programs or activities receiving Federal assistance, and have studied the structure and mechanism by which enforcement of that important law is carried out. The Commission has issued reports based on these studies concerning such diverse agencies as the Department
of Agriculture, the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Department of the Interior, and, most recently, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

To some extent, the problems and inadequacies in the civil rights structure and mechanism of Federal agencies can be considered unique and attributable to the special qualities of their programs. Many problems and inadequacies, however, are shared by all the examined agencies and cut across program lines. By the same token, the wide disparities in the effectiveness of civil rights enforcement efforts can be attributed, partly but not totally, to program differences.

The Commission's experience in its investigations of contract compliance, housing, and Title VI persuaded it of the utility of conducting an across-the-board investigation of the Federal civil rights enforcement effort—of discovering, for one given period of time, where various Federal departments and agencies with significant civil rights responsibilities stand in terms of effectiveness.

The study represents one of the Commission's most ambitious undertakings. An effort was made to review the civil rights operation of some agencies not widely recognized as having significant civil rights responsibilities—Department of Commerce, Department of the Interior, and those regulating particular industries, such as radio
and television broadcasting, rail, air, and motor transportation, and gas and electric power—as well as those whose importance has been generally recognized, such as HEW, HUD, and the Department of Agriculture. In addition, inquiry was made into areas which have not received widespread public attention in civil rights discussions, such as programs of assistance flowing directly from the Federal Government to individual beneficiaries, as well as programs of insurance and guaranty. Not neglected, however, were those activities which have been in the eye of the civil rights storm, such as federally assisted loan and grant programs, covered by Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

Nonetheless, this study is not an exhaustive one. Limits necessarily have been placed upon it, in terms of the laws, agencies, and programs covered. For example, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which has been treated in previous Commission reports, is not covered. Further, in the sections dealing with various Federal programs, it was possible to treat only a representative sample. Moreover, there is considerable variation in the depth of treatment of the included programs and agencies, due to restrictions of time and staff resources.

Since it was not possible to investigate firsthand the field civil rights operation, the study has involved work almost exclusively in Washington, D.C. However, information on field activities, as well
as central office operations, was obtained through examination of
central offices files, interviews with agency personnel, and agency
responses to questionnaires. The Commission received excellent
cooperation throughout its work and is grateful to department and
agency personnel who provided the requested information.

To assure accuracy of the report, the Commission forwarded
copies of the report in draft form to departments and agencies whose
activities are discussed in detail and requested their comments and
suggestions. Their responses invariably were helpful, serving to
correct factual inaccuracies, clarify points which may not have been
sufficiently clear, and provide updated information on activities
undertaken subsequent to the time of Commission staff investigations.
These comments have been incorporated in the report. In some instances,
agencies expressed disagreement with Commission interpretations of
fact or with the views of the Commission on the desirability of
particular enforcement or compliance activities, and in such cases
we have noted their point of view, as well as that of the Commission.
In their comments, agencies sometimes provided new information not
made available to Commission staff during the course of their
interviews and investigations. Sometimes, the information was inconsistent
with the information that was provided earlier. Although it was not
always possible to evaluate this new information fully or to reconcile
it with what was provided earlier, in the interest of assuring that
agency compliance and enforcement activities are reported as compre-
prehensively as possible, the new material has been noted in the report.
A further caveat. This report does not deal primarily with the substantive impact of civil rights laws. The Commission has not attempted here to measure precise gains made by minority group members as a result of civil rights actions of the Federal Government. This will be the subject of future Commission studies. Rather, we have attempted to determine how well the Federal Government is doing its civil rights enforcement job—to pinpoint for one period of time (March-June 1970) the posture of a number of Federal agencies with key civil rights responsibilities.

The purpose is not to criticize particular departments and agencies, but to analyze on a comparative basis the effectiveness of the overall enforcement effort. Through a comparative study, the Commission believes all agencies can profit from the experience of others, particularly those whose activities clearly call for improvement.

Finally, while the report deals primarily with the current civil rights posture of the Federal Government, it should be understood that the inadequacies described have roots that lie deep in the past. They did not originate in the current Administration, nor was there any substantial period in the past when civil rights enforcement uniformly was at a high level of effectiveness. Rather, the inadequacies are systemic to the Federal bureaucracy and it is only through systemic changes that the great promise of civil rights laws will be realized.
CHAPTER 1
THE FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS ARSENAL

I. Introduction

Over the past three decades, the Federal Government has demonstrated a growing concern for the rights of minorities, after nearly three quarters of a century of governmental indifference. The courts have led the way, providing substantive civil rights meaning to the broad constitutional mandates of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. The Executive Branch followed, through a series of executive orders by the last six Presidents, directing Federal departments and agencies to assure against discrimination in their own activities and in the practices of those with whom they deal. Congress was the last of the three branches to act. Since 1957, Congress has enacted five civil rights laws, including the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Federal fair housing law of 1968.

These governmental actions have been taken in response to increasing protest by minority group members against the second-class citizenship to which they have been relegated for many decades. Protests led by black Americans such as the Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott in the mid-1950's, and the 1963 March on Washington, led many white Americans to a better understanding of the nature of civil rights denials. Violent suppression of peaceful protest by white citizens and law enforcement officers in Birmingham, Alabama, in 1963, in Selma, Alabama, in 1965, and elsewhere, aroused national indignation and spurred passage of Federal civil rights laws. In recent
years, Mexican Americans, American Indians, and other minority groups also have protested the denial of their rightful heritage of full equality. Their protests, too, have begun to strike a responsive chord in the Federal Government.

The various laws, executive orders, and judicial decisions constitute a formidable array of civil rights guarantees. They provide broad protections against discrimination in virtually every aspect of life—in education, employment, housing, voting, administration of justice, access to places of public accommodation, and participation in the benefits of federally assisted programs. Further, while some of the remedies require the aggrieved individual to take the initiative in securing his own rights, in most cases, responsibility is placed also on Federal departments and agencies to act affirmatively in support of the guaranteed rights.

In short, there exists today a powerful Federal arsenal of weapons available to cope with racial and ethnic discrimination. Set forth in the following sections is a brief discussion of the breadth of protection afforded and the scope of Federal responsibility.

II. Civil Rights Protections

A. Employment

Equal opportunity in employment is mandated by a host of Federal enactments—statutes, judicial decisions interpreting the Constitution, and executive orders and regulations. Taken together, they constitute a comprehensive ban on job discrimination, covering all Federal, State,
and local jobs and nearly all private employment. Almost any act of discrimination by a government or private employer violates some aspect of Federal law. The remedies available to redress such discrimination, however, vary widely in their scope and efficacy.

1. **Federal Employment**

The most complete Federal policy of equal job opportunity is that dealing with Federal employment. On August 8, 1969, President Nixon issued the most recent Executive Order dealing with this subject, superseding and strengthening previous presidential orders. The Order reaffirms governmental policy both to assure equal opportunity in Federal employment to all persons regardless of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin and "to promote the full realization of equal employment opportunity through a continuing affirmative program in each executive department and agency."

Every Federal department and agency is required to take necessary steps to assure that the Order's goals are achieved. For example, each agency is required to provide sufficient resources

\[1/\text{Exec. Order 11478 (1969).}\]

\[2/\text{Exec. Order 11478 (1969).}\]
to carry out its equal employment opportunity program, to insure that recruitment reaches all sources of job candidates, to utilize fully the skills of employees, and to provide maximum opportunity for employees to develop their abilities and to advance accordingly.

The Civil Service Commission is the agency chiefly responsible for implementing the Order. The Commission is directed to provide leadership and guidance to other executive departments and agencies in the conduct of equal employment opportunity programs. It is also directed to review and evaluate agency performance and report to the President, and to assure fair consideration of complaints of discrimination including impartial review within the various agencies.

2. State and Local Government Employment

In a very general sense, it may be said that Federal law is as comprehensive in prohibiting discrimination in State and local government employment as it is in barring discrimination in Federal jobs. For the courts have held that discrimination by State and local governments—including job discrimination—violates the Fourteenth Amendment. But as a practical matter, protection against discrimination by State and local governments is not nearly as complete, because—with certain exceptions—there is no

Federal administrative machinery to assist the victim of discrimination. In most cases, a private lawsuit is the only route available to him to secure his constitutional right.

The exceptions pertain to certain areas where Congress and the Executive branch have acted to provide an administrative remedy because the Federal and State governments participate jointly in furnishing the government service. For example, an administrative remedy is provided by the Federal Merit Standards, which apply to a variety of federally funded programs and cover some 250,000 State employees.  

Originally promulgated under a 1939 amendment to the Social Security Act of 1935, the Merit Standards require that State employees administering these programs be selected, promoted, and compensated according to a federally approved, State-administered merit system. Among the specific criteria established in the 1939 standards was a prohibition against discrimination on the basis of religious and political affiliation. In 1963, the prohibition was extended to include race and national origin, and State regulations were required to provide an appeal procedure in cases of alleged

---

4/ For a full discussion of Federal Merit Standards see U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, For All the People...By All the People 91 (1969).
discrimination.

The major programs covered by the Merit Standards Provision are: Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Old Age Assistance, other federally aided public assistance programs, and certain State health programs financed by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; State employment services and unemployment insurance systems, which are funded by the Department of Labor; and civil defense activities supported by the Department of Defense.

Each Federal agency authorized to grant financial assistance has the final responsibility for assuring the implementation of approved State plans for program operation. For administrative convenience, however, supervision of the implementation of all aspects of Merit Standards, including the nondiscrimination clause, rests with the Office of State Merit Systems in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

In addition to protection against State employment discrimination provided by Federal Merit Standards, such discrimination also is prohibited by contractual requirements of the Department of Housing and Urban Development in two important programs it administers—Urban Renewal and Public Housing. Under these requirements, some 900 local urban renewal agencies and 2,000 local public housing authorities, which are State agencies, are required to be equal opportunity employers.\(^5\)

\(^5\) Id., at 109, for a full discussion of HUD equal opportunity requirements in State employment.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination in programs and activities receiving Federal financial assistance, also forbids employment discrimination by States or localities in programs and activities such as apprenticeship training, work-study, or economic development programs where a primary purpose of the assistance is to provide employment. Under Title VI, discriminatory employment practices also may be prohibited where they would tend to result in discriminatory or unequal treatment for intended beneficiaries of the program or activity, such as teachers in a federally aided school system, doctors or nurses in a federally aided hospital, or agricultural extension workers.

3. **Private Employment**

a. **Employment by Private Government Contractors**

The last six Presidents, over a period of nearly thirty years, have used the Federal contracting power to require non-discrimination in employment by Government contractors. Executive Order 11246, issued in 1965, prohibits employment discrimination by government contractors or federally assisted construction contractors, and requires them to take affirmative action to remedy the effects of past discrimination. In addition, banks which are depositories of Federal funds or which handle Federal savings bonds are subject to the same requirements.
The Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) in the Department of Labor is responsible for establishing overall policy and overseeing the entire program of equal employment opportunity by Federal contractors. Primary responsibility for securing compliance in specific industries, however, rests with 15 Federal agencies, called "predominant interest agencies." Sanctions available to these agencies and the OFCC under the Order include cancellation of contracts, debarment of contractors from future Federal contracts, and public identification of noncomplying contractors.

b. **Private Non-Federally Related Employment**

(1) Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employment discrimination by all employers with 25 or more employees, labor unions with 25 or more members or which operate a hiring hall, and employment agencies which regularly obtain employees for an employer covered by the Title.

It also created the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) with responsibility to administer the Title and conciliate and negotiate differences between aggrieved individuals and the accused parties. The EEOC also may make studies, provide technical assistance and carry on other activities designed to stimulate employers, unions, and employment agencies to develop effective equal employment opportunity policies. The EEOC is granted no
power to require a discriminatory party to cease engaging in prohibited activities. Lawsuits, however, may be brought by private parties or by the Department of Justice.

(2) Section 1 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866—provides that all persons shall have the same right to make and enforce contracts as white citizens of the United States. A recent Supreme Court decision indicated that a similar provision of the 1866 law prohibits racial discrimination in housing. Similarly, lower court decisions have ruled that this law prohibits employment discrimination. Thus, despite limitations in coverage of other equal employment opportunity provisions, any individual who believes he has been discriminated against in employment because of his race may bring Federal suit for relief under the 1866 Act.

(3) The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) and related laws regulate the conduct of employers and unions. Although not specifically designed to provide relief for employment discrimination, the NLRA has a significant impact on the Federal effort to

---


end such discrimination. The Act creates an obligation on the part of all unions representing employees under the Act to do so fairly, impartially and without discrimination. A union failing to comply with this obligation would be in violation of its duty of fair representation.  

In addition, a union's discriminatory membership policy constitutes an unfair labor practice under the Act. With respect to employers, a recent U.S. Court of Appeals opinion indicated that discrimination by an employer in his employment practices can constitute an unfair labor practice.

Persons who have been subjected to discrimination covered by the Act may file a complaint with the National Labor Relations Board. The Board is empowered, after a finding of discrimination, to issue a cease and desist order against an employer or union, to revoke or deny certification or exclusive representation status of a union, or to refuse to require an employer to bargain with an offending union.

B. Housing

Like employment, equal opportunity in housing is a broadly

---


10/Independent Metal Workers Union, Local 1 (Hughes Tool Co.), 147 NLRB No. 166 (1964).

protected Federal right. Almost all housing, federally assisted or not, must be made available without discrimination.

1. Federally Assisted Housing

a. Executive Order 11063, issued in November 1962, constituted the first significant Federal requirement on nondiscrimination in housing. Discrimination is prohibited in the sale or leasing of all federally assisted housing provided after the Order's issuance, including housing owned by the government, housing purchased in whole or in part with government loans (such as low-rent public housing), housing provided through loans insured or guaranteed by the government (such as FHA and VA housing) and housing provided through slum clearance or urban renewal programs. The prohibition also extends to lending practices insofar as those practices relate to loans insured or guaranteed by the Federal Government. Finally, the Order directs all executive departments and agencies with functions relating to housing to "take all action necessary and appropriate to prevent discrimination because of race, color, creed, or national origin...." 12

The Order provides for the following remedies to be applied in cases where discrimination is found and conciliation and persuasion

fail to bring about compliance: cancellation or termination of agreements or contracts with offenders; refusal to extend further aid under any program to offenders; refusal to approve a lending institution as a beneficiary under any program which is affected by the Order; and revocation of such approval if previously granted.

b. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 covers all federally assisted housing except where the assistance provided is solely in the form of contracts of insurance or guaranty. (Although this exclusion exempts FHA home mortgage insurance and VA home loan guaranty programs, they are covered by Executive Order 11063.) Title VI does apply to such varied housing programs as urban renewal, housing rehabilitation, relocation grants, low-rent public housing, and code enforcement programs. Remedies under Title VI include suspension or termination of Federal financial assistance, or refusal to grant or to continue such assistance. In addition, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) may refer noncompliance matters to the Department of Justice for litigation.

2. Private, Non-Federally Assisted Housing

a. Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (the Federal fair housing law) covers not only federally assisted housing, but most private housing as well. The only significant exceptions from coverage are rental housing with fewer than five units one of which
is owner occupied, and single-family houses owned by a private
individual and sold without the use of a real estate broker. It is
estimated that 80 percent of all housing is covered by Title VIII.
In addition to prohibiting discrimination in the sale or rental of
housing, Title VIII requires all Federal departments and agencies
with functions relating to housing to administer their programs
and activities affirmatively to further the purposes of fair housing.

Although the coverage of Title VIII is much broader than that
of the Executive Order or Title VI, the remedies are not nearly so
strong. Compliance with Title VIII can be brought about through
administrative conciliation by HUD, through action by a State or local
enforcement agency, through private litigation, or, in the case of
patterns or practices of discrimination, through lawsuits brought by
the Attorney General. Administrative enforcement is not available
under Title VIII.

b. A provision of the 1866 Civil Rights Act, which
grants to Negro citizens the same rights as white citizens to rent
or purchase property was construed by the Supreme Court in 1968 in
to prohibit racial discrimination in all
housing, private as well as public. The means of enforcement, how-
ever, appears to be limited to privately instituted litigation.

In addition to HUD, there are a number of other Federal departments and agencies with direct responsibility to insure that minority group citizens are not deprived of their right to equal housing opportunity. These include: the Department of Justice, which has authority under Title VIII to institute lawsuits to eliminate patterns or practices of discrimination; agencies which supervise mortgage lending institutions; the General Services Administration, the Federal Government's real estate agent which is responsible for insuring that housing problems of low-income and minority group employees are taken into consideration when sites for Federal installations are selected; the Department of Defense, which has the obligation of insuring that its minority group servicemen are able to secure adequate, nonsegregated off-base housing; and the Veterans Administration, which administers a major program of housing loans and guarantees.

C. Federally Assisted Programs

Of all of the provisions of civil rights law, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is the one with the greatest coverage. It is designed to insure equal treatment not merely in federally assisted housing and employment but in all loan and grant programs administered by the Federal Government. As a result, nondiscrimination requirements apply to public schools, hospitals and other health facilities, highway construction and public parks. All told more than 400 programs administered by 23 Federal departments and agencies are covered.

When a violation is uncovered, agencies must try to get compliance by voluntary means. If this fails, administrative proceedings
may be initiated to terminate grants or to refuse to grant
or continue assistance. In addition, agencies may utilize any
means authorized by law, such as requesting the Department of
Justice to file suit to compel compliance with Title VI.

In addition to the 23 departments and agencies involved in
enforcing Title VI, the Justice Department and HEW have roles of
special importance. Under Executive Order 11247 (1965) Justice is
responsible for coordinating enforcement efforts of all Federal
agencies administering programs covered by the Title. HEW, under
a series of coordination plans, has been delegated authority for
securing compliance from recipients of assistance under higher
education, elementary and secondary school, and medical facilities
programs even though other agencies may provide assistance to the
same recipients. 15/

15/The legal requirement of nondiscrimination by Federal recipients
in their distribution of Federal assistance antedated the passage
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Supreme Court and lower court deci-
sions had indicated much earlier that this was both a Federal and
local responsibility. In Hurd v. Hodge, 334 U.S. 24 (1948), and
Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497 (1954), the Supreme Court held that
the Federal Government could not itself discriminate and in Burton
v. Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715 (1961), it was held
that where government and private parties act together in a unified
fashion or where governmental involvement in private discrimination
is substantial, the private party also is constitutionally barred
from discriminating. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit in Simkins v. Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital, 323 F. 2d 959
(4th Cir. 1963), cert. denied, 376 U.S. 938 (1964), stated the test
of constitutionality:

1/In our view the initial question is...whether the state
or the federal government, or both, have become so involved in
the conduct of these otherwise private bodies that their
activities are also the activities of these governments and
perform under their aegis without the private body necessarily
becoming either their instrumentality or their agent in a
strict sense. (at 966).
D. Direct Federal Assistance

The programs covered by Title VI are those in which there is an intermediary between the Federal Government and the ultimate beneficiary of its assistance programs. It is through these intermediaries, called recipients, that the Federal aid flows. Title VI is concerned with assuring against discrimination by the intermediaries in the distribution of program benefits. In many Federal programs and activities, however, the relationship between the Federal Government and the ultimate beneficiary is a direct one. Programs such as those concerned with retirement and disability payments, hospital and supplemental medical insurance payments, veterans insurance and benefit payments, and unemployment benefit payments, are among those involving such a direct relationship. In addition, the Federal Government operates a number of direct loan programs, providing business and housing loans, which also run directly to beneficiaries. There are more than 100 programs of direct Federal assistance involving annual expenditures of more than $75 billion.\(^{16}\)

Many of these programs are outside the scope of Title VI. To the extent that discrimination is practiced in direct assistance programs, however, it is the Federal Government itself that is discriminating. Such discrimination clearly is in violation of the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution.

The right to nondiscriminatory access to direct assistance programs is enforceable through the sanction of disciplinary action against Federal employees guilty of discrimination, pursuant to administrative procedures or regulation, and through litigation by aggrieved beneficiaries.

E. Programs of Insurance and Guaranty

Some federal aid programs do not involve financial assistance in the form of loans or grants, either through intermediaries or directly to beneficiaries. Rather, they rely on Government insurance and guarantees to induce private lenders to provide funds for specific purposes. In these programs the Federal Government's


18/Most Federal agencies have regulations regarding employee conduct which prohibit discrimination by their employees. See, for example, Veterans Administration regulations on this subject at 38 C.F.R. § 0.735-10(c).

19/Jurisdiction for suits against the United States is found in 28 U.S.C. 1343, 1346 and 1361.
role is that of underwriter, while the funds are made available through ordinary private credit channels. FHA and VA housing programs, for example, use the vehicles of insurance and guaranty to stimulate private credit for housing. The Small Business Administration acts similarly to encourage the availability of private credit to help small businessmen.

Such insurance and guaranty programs are specifically exempt from coverage under Title VI. The substantial governmental involvement in these programs, however, undoubtedly would prohibit discrimination under the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. Moreover, insurance and guaranty programs in the housing area also are covered by Executive Order 11063, and insurance programs for business loans are covered by nondiscrimination requirements of the Small Business Administration (SBA).

The only remedy for discrimination under these programs is private litigation, except in the housing and business loan area where administrative sanctions to assure against discrimination are provided pursuant to Executive Order 11063 and SBA regulations.

---

20/Secs. 602 and 605, Civil Rights Act of 1964.

F. Other Federal Protections

1. Public Accommodations and Public Facilities

The Civil Rights Act of 1964, in addition to creating the statutory rights of equal employment opportunity and equal access to the benefits of Federally assisted programs, also prohibited discrimination in places of public accommodations, such as hotels, restaurants, and theaters, and in public facilities such as publicly owned or sponsored parks, beaches, swimming pools, golf courses and the like. Principal responsibility for enforcement of the public accommodations and public facilities provisions rests with the Department of Justice.24/

2. Education

The 1964 Civil Rights Act attacked the problem of discrimination and segregation in education in two ways: First, through the leverage of Federal financial assistance. Under Title VI, schools and colleges must end discriminatory practices as a condition to receiving such financial assistance. Second, through litigation by the Department of Justice. Under Title IV of the Act, the

22/Title II, Civil Rights Act of 1964.

23/Title III, Civil Rights Act of 1964. Discrimination or segregation in public education is covered by Title VI of the Act.

24/Under Title II, the Attorney General may initiate an action on his own, but under Title III, the Attorney General may institute litigation only on the basis of a written signed complaint.
Attorney General is authorized to bring lawsuits to eliminate unconstitutional discrimination by public schools and colleges. Thus, even if schools are willing to forego Federal education funds as the price of continuing discriminatory practices, they face the prospect of litigation by the Justice Department to require an end to discrimination.

3. Voting

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 assured the right to vote by suspending literacy tests and other discriminatory qualifications for voting in six States and 40 counties in another State.25/ Under the Voting Rights Act, the Attorney General has authority to appoint voting examiners to register individuals in cases where it does not appear that local officials are willing to do so. The Attorney General also has the duty to review and approve proposed changes in voting qualifications or procedures of any State or subdivision covered by the Act.

4. Regulated Industries

Under the Constitution and specific statutory authority granted by Congress to a number of Federal agencies to license and regulate particular industries, the practices of a large number of business corporations are subject to nondiscrimination requirements.

For example, railroads and bus companies are licensed and regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC); radio and television stations are licensed and regulated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC); hydroelectric plants and many natural gas companies are licensed by the Federal Power Commission (FPC), and many electrical power companies are regulated by the FPC as well; and airlines are regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB). The involvement of the regulatory agencies in the activities of the industries they regulate is pervasive and their control over industry practices is plenary. These agencies have constitutional responsibility to assure that the companies they regulate do not practice racial or ethnic discrimination in employment or in the provision of services or facilities.26/

III. Mechanisms for Coordinating Civil Rights Enforcement

The various civil rights laws and executive orders cover many subject areas and involve a large number of Federal departments and agencies. The ultimate responsibility for assuring that these laws and orders are carried out with maximum effectiveness

26/ See Legal Appendix.

27/ The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has statutory responsibility for appraising Federal civil rights laws and policies, and reporting its findings and recommendations to the President and the Congress. The Commission has no authority for enforcing civil rights laws or requiring changes in agency civil rights policies or practices. In carrying out its appraisal function, the Commission, in addition to reporting publicly on its findings and recommendations, works informally with departments and agencies that have civil rights responsibilities and with those who provide staff assistance to the President. An evaluation of the Commission's role is outside the scope of this study.
rests with the President in whom the Constitution places the
Government's executive power. A number of agencies and mechanisms
have been used or are capable of use to assist the President in
coordinating, evaluating, and directing the civil rights efforts
of Federal departments and agencies.

A. White House Staff

The President is assisted most closely in carrying out civil
rights responsibilities by his own staff of White House assistants.
Their chief function is to provide him, on an informal basis, with
information needed to make civil rights policy decisions and
determine the most appropriate courses of action to meet existing
problems. Although White House staff members have no formal authority
to require changes in policies or practices of Federal departments
and agencies, the influence they enjoy through their close working
relationship with the President frequently affords them unusual
persuasive leverage to bring about such changes.

B. Bureau of the Budget

The Bureau of the Budget is part of the Executive Office of the
President and, like the White House staff, provides direct staff
assistance to the President. The Bureau assists the President in
five specific areas: (a) formulation of the annual budget;
(b) analysis of proposed legislation and executive orders; (c) improve-
ment of Federal management and organization; (d) coordination and
improvement of Federal statistical programs; and (e) planning and

28/Effective July 1, 1970, the Bureau of the Budget was incorporated
into a new Office of Management and Budget.
evaluation of Federal substantive programs. Civil rights is an integral part of each of these five areas.

The Bureau's two most important civil rights related functions consist of its role in reviewing agency budgetary submissions for civil rights activities and its role in planning and evaluating Federal programs. A principal purpose of program evaluation is to determine whether the intended beneficiaries of Federal assistance are actually deriving the benefits, and, if not, whether racial or ethnic discrimination or other factors are involved.

C. Department of Justice

The Department of Justice, as the government's chief litigator, plays a central role in the Federal Government's civil rights effort. It is, in effect, the agency of last resort where non-compliance is found and sanctions either are unavailable to the Federal agencies (as in the case with EEOC under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964) or the sanctions available (such as the withholding of Federal welfare payments from an entire State) are deemed less appropriate than the bringing of a lawsuit. Further, the Department of Justice passes on the legality of significant new civil rights policies proposed by all other Federal departments and agencies. For example, the "Philadelphia Plan" which sets minority employment goals for government contractors, and the school desegregation guidelines issued by HEW, were reviewed and approved by the
Department of Justice before issuance.

In addition to its litigative and other legal responsibilities, the Department, through the Community Relations Service (CRS), also serves as an information bridge between the minority community and the Federal establishment, for the principal purpose of promoting peaceful race relations. In carrying out its functions, CRS obtains information about Federal programs that can be of assistance to minority group members and transmits to Federal officials information on the needs and desires of the minority community. CRS also works with local groups in an effort to bring about institutional changes in well-defined areas, such as police-community relations, education, and minority economic independence.

D. Specific Coordination Responsibilities

The White House, the Bureau of the Budget, and the Department of Justice have broad responsibilities for assisting the President and overseeing civil rights enforcement and administration. Their concerns extend to all civil rights laws and policies. In some areas, however, Federal agencies have coordination responsibilities for specific subjects.
For example, under Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has responsibility for coordinating the activities of all other Federal departments and agencies to promote the purposes of fair housing.

In the employment area, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) share responsibility for coordinating the government's efforts. Under Executive Order 11246, OFCC sets overall policy and coordinates the activities of the 15 Federal agencies initially responsible for assuring equal employment opportunity by government contractors in specific industries. EEOC, while not specifically authorized to act as coordinator or policymaker, plays a leadership role by virtue of its expertise in the employment field.

In the area of Federal employment, the Civil Service Commission is responsible for establishing policy and coordinating activities of all government agencies in assuring equal employment opportunity in the Federal Government.

The Department of Justice, in addition to its broad mandate to help determine the direction of the entire Federal civil rights effort, has specific responsibility, under Executive Order 11247, for coordinating activities under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The Cabinet Committee on Opportunity for the Spanish-Speaking
is another Federal agency with specific coordinating responsibilities. Composed of the heads of various executive departments and agencies, it is concerned with whether Federal agencies discriminate in employment against Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans and Latin Americans, and whether substantive Federal programs are so designed and administered as to insure that Spanish surnamed Americans receive an equitable share of the benefits.

The Federal Executive Boards and the Federal Regional Councils are organizations composed of top Federal agency officials located in certain metropolitan areas. They are designed to assist in the implementation of government-wide policy, to improve Federal service and management, and act as a coordinating mechanism with regard to the government's efforts to deal with urban problems.
IV. **Impact of Civil Rights Laws and Policies**

These civil rights laws and policies provide the Federal Government with significant authority to assure equal opportunity in such fields as employment, housing, education, voting, and in all Federal programs. There are few aspects of life unaffected by Federal nondiscrimination laws.

This is not to say that all necessary laws have been adopted. In some areas already covered, there are serious gaps in coverage. For example, effective Federal requirements for equal opportunity in State and local government employment are largely limited to Federal Merit Standards and HUD contractual requirements, which affect less than five percent of all State and local government employees. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 exempts State and local governments from coverage. An amendment to Title VII to include employment by State and local governments could provide protection to all of the 7 1/2 million State and local government employees.

Moreover, coverage of Title VII currently is limited to employers of 25 or more employees. It is estimated, however, that an additional 6 1/2 million workers are employed by employers who have between eight and 25 employees. Many of these employers

---

29/ This Commission so recommended in its 1969 report, *For All the People...By All the People*, supra note 4.

are located in areas where minority group people are heavily concentrated. An appropriate amendment to Title VII could provide protection to these millions of employees as well.

In the field of education, the principal concern of the Federal Government has been with eliminating school segregation in Southern States where it resulted from legal compulsion. Yet there is also extensive segregation of children in areas of the North and West. In the absence of proof that governmental involvement in such school segregation is so significant as to render it *de jure*—which requires painstaking, lengthy, and costly investigation—this form of school segregation, according to the weight of court decisions, is currently beyond the reach of Federal law.  

In addition, enforcement mechanisms provided under some civil rights laws are weak. Under these laws, while minority people are assured of their legal right to equal opportunity, the means of securing this right in fact frequently are lacking. In the important fields of employment and housing, for example, enforcement is limited largely to efforts at voluntary compliance, with recourse to litigation only if those efforts should fail. In both areas, Federal agencies are charged with responsibility for administering the laws (EEOC in employment and HUD in housing),

---

31/ See the recommendations in U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, *Racial Isolation in the Public Schools* (1967). The report documented the high degree of racial isolation in virtually all of the Nation's cities and metropolitan areas.
but neither agency has authority to issue cease and desist orders to bring a quick halt to discriminatory practices.

Despite these gaps and weaknesses, the laws already on the books represent an impressive array of protections. Most have been in force for five years or more and they have brought about salutary change. There is evidence, however, that discrimination persists even where it is prohibited by Federal law or regulation.

A. Progress in Ending Discrimination

Civil rights laws and policies by the Federal Government can be of value even when they do not contain strong enforcement mechanisms. The fact that government speaks out in favor of principles of equal opportunity frequently brings about substantial changes in attitudes and behavior. In some cases, the mere enactment of a civil rights law has brought about a dramatic and almost immediate end to discrimination. In other cases, the laws, accompanied by effective enforcement, have brought about a similar end to discriminatory practices.

1. Public Accommodations

One of the best examples of the dramatic impact that the enactment of a civil rights law can have is in the field of public accommodations. A decade ago, segregation of restaurants, motels, hotels, and theaters was the rule throughout the South and parts
of the North. So rigid and inflexible was adherence to this rule that in cases where African diplomats, who traveled frequently between New York City and Washington, D.C., were denied service in restaurants along the route, even the urgent pleas of the Department of State could not induce a change in racially discriminatory policies. In 1964, Title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed outlawing racial discrimination in most places of public accommodation. While the law has not brought a complete end to discrimination, thousands of hotels, motels, restaurants, and theaters have abandoned their discriminatory policies. A number of factors are responsible for this success. For example, the sit-ins of the early 1960s had brought about some change before Title II was enacted. Other private and public efforts to achieve voluntary desegregation of public accommodations before passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act helped create a climate of opinion ready to accept desegregation. One other factor that undoubtedly contributed to the impact this law has had was the quick action taken by the Department of Justice immediately after the public accommodations law was passed. Within a few months after enactment, the Department of Justice brought several enforcement actions that tested the constitutionality of the public accommodations law. The law was upheld by the U.S.
Supreme Court; and it was made clear that equal access to places of public accommodation was, and would remain, the law of the land.

2. Voting

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 has also resulted in dramatic, statistically measurable progress. Before its passage, registration of black citizens of voting age in the six Southern States affected by the law was less than 31 percent. By the spring of 1969, approximately 57 percent of eligible blacks in these States were registered. Black registration in these States has increased by more than 740 thousand persons since passage of the Act. There now are more than 400 black elected officials in the South, as compared to 70 in 1965. To be sure, the Voting Rights Act has not resulted in full use of the franchise. Means other than disqualification, such as exploitation of continuing economic dependence of rural Negroes in the South, still constitute deterrents to the exercise of the right to vote. Nonetheless, impressive


33/ Speech by Vernon E. Jordan, Jr., Director of the Voter Education Project of the Southern Regional Council, 21st Annual Conference of the National Civil Liberties Clearinghouse, Washington, D.C., Mar. 20-21, 1969.

34/ Id.

35/ Id.

36/ For a description of other methods used to discourage or dilute minority voting, see U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Political Participation (1968).
progress has been made as a result of the Voting Rights Act.

3. **Hospitals**

Another example of salutary change resulting directly from civil rights laws relates to practices in hospitals and health facilities. The combination of the existence of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the introduction of a new Federal program—Medicare—and a large-scale compliance effort by HEW, brought a swift and almost total end to discrimination and segregation as an official policy of hospitals.

The Medicare program was enacted in 1965. In 1966, HEW's Office of Equal Health Opportunity undertook a massive compliance effort, using a large staff of compliance reviewers, which at one time numbered nearly 500, to conduct thousands of visits to hospitals to determine whether the requirements of Title VI were being met. Anxious to obtain Federal certification for participation in Medicare, many of these hospitals abolished practices of refusing admission to Negro patients or of segregating them in assignments to rooms, wards, and wings, in order to qualify for the substantial aid offered by the new program. By January 1, 1968, HEW was able to report that 97 percent of the nation's hospitals were committed to nondiscrimination in the provision of services. More than three thousand hospitals and other health facilities
changed previous policies and practices to comply with Title VI.  

4. Education

In school desegregation as well, progress has resulted directly from the enactment of civil rights laws. Ten years after the decision in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, holding that legally compelled school segregation was unconstitutional, only three percent of the black school children in the South were attending public schools with white children. By the 1968-69 school year, however, five years after enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, more than 20 percent of the black school children attended desegregated schools in the region. Energetic use of the administrative mechanism of Title VI by HEW was the principal factor responsible for this significant acceleration of Southern school desegregation.

37/ For a detailed account of the HEW effort, see U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, HEW and Title VI (1970). Following the massive medicare compliance operation, however, field reviews of hospitals and other health facilities were sharply curtailed. Many hospitals which discontinued long-standing discriminatory practices have not been reviewed since 1966. There have been reports that some hospitals and other medical facilities have reinstated some of their discriminatory practices.


39/ U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare Press Release, Jan. 16, 1969. The 1968-69 school year was the last year for which official figures were obtained by HEW. It was generally anticipated that desegregation would reach approximately 40 percent for the 1969-70 school year.
B. Persistence of Discrimination

Despite the progress made possible by recently adopted civil rights laws and policies, there still is substantial evidence that discrimination persists in many areas. Generally, civil rights laws have been most successful in dealing with practices that do not require complex institutional change. Thus desegregation of public facilities, places of public accommodation, and hospitals and other health facilities, required basic, but simple changes in conduct, and was accomplished with neither violent opposition nor massive Federal enforcement efforts.

In the area of voting, progress may be attributed primarily to the fact that the Federal Government--by suspending literacy tests and authorizing the appointment of Federal examiners to register citizens--intervened more directly to protect the rights of citizens than it has in other civil rights areas.

In fields where complex institutional change is required and the Federal Government has not intervened so directly, progress has come slowly and, in some cases, at a pace which can barely be discerned.

1. Employment

In the employment field, elimination of discriminatory practices to facilitate full participation of minority group members in the Nation's economic mainstream has proved to be a
complex process. As the following examples suggest, equal employment
topportunity still is far from a fact of American life.

a. Federal Employment

In the area of Federal employment, where the degree of
Federal control is absolute, minority group representation has
increased substantially, but Negro and Spanish surnamed Americans
still are grossly underrepresented in the higher salary brackets.
According to a survey by the U.S. Civil Service Commission of
minority group employment in the Federal Government as of 1969, less
than 2 percent of GS-13 and above classified workers were Negro.
Less than .7 percent of such workers were Spanish-surnamed.40/
The employment record of some agencies is even worse. For example,
the Federal Aviation Administration, an agency of the Department of
Transportation, employed more than 20,000 air traffic controllers
as of June 30, 1969, only 547 of whom were minority employees.
Moreover, there were only 13 minority group employees among the
1,600 supervisory and administrative personnel at grade GS-14 or
above.41/

b. State Employment Under Federal Merit Standards

Despite nondiscrimination requirements in the Merit
System, applicable to federally aided State programs, minority
group employment often remains low. For example, the Mississippi


41/U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration,
Office of Civil Rights, Minority Group and Women Employment Reports,
Welfare Department had only 38 Negroes on its staff of more than 1,500 in 1967. Data for 1968 indicated that only 5.3 percent of the employees of the Louisiana State Employment Security Agencies were Negro and only 7.7 percent of the employees of the State Employment Security Agencies in Texas were of Spanish American descent. Furthermore, in the latter two States, most minority group employees were in nonprofessional positions.42/

When the State of Alabama refused to amend its standards for the Merit System of Personnel Administration to include a non-discrimination clause, the Justice Department filed suit against the State. Evidence introduced at the trial indicated that in 1968 the six State agencies involved in the Merit System had one Negro among 988 clerical employees and 26 Negroes of their 2,019 professional, technical and supervisory employees. Of the 70 custodial, labor and laboratory helper positions, however, 67 were occupied by Negroes.43/

42/U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, For All the People...By All the People 103, 95 and note 2 to Table 4-1 on 95(1969).

c. Private Employment

Despite the fact that there have been requirements of equal employment opportunity imposed on government contractors since the 1940s and that since 1964, Title VII has extended that requirement to most other employers, the evidence indicates that employment discrimination in the private sector is still prevalent throughout the United States.

At an April 1966 Commission on Civil Rights hearing in Cleveland, Ohio, for example, it was shown that there were 139 government contractors with facilities in Cleveland with 50 or more employees. These firms had a total complement of more than 93,000 employees. Despite the fact that Negroes constituted 34 percent of Cleveland's population, 21 of the firms employed no Negroes and 86 had less than 10 percent Negro employment. 44/

In San Francisco, the following year, the Commission found no Negro electricians, ironworkers, or plumbers working on the construction of the Bay Area Rapid Transit System, a federally funded project. 45/

44/ Hearing before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, held in Cleveland, Ohio, Apr. 1-7, 1966, Exhibit No. 21 "Population," p. 645 and Exhibit No. 37 "Employment," Table 9, p. 801.

In a 1968 hearing in Montgomery, Alabama, the Commission examined employment opportunities in a 16-county area in that State and found that, while sixty-two percent of this area's population was black, companies filing employment data with EEOC in 1967 reported that only 22 percent of their employees were black. More significantly, black persons were hired almost exclusively for the more menial jobs. Sixty-three percent of unskilled positions were held by Negroes, compared with 8 percent of the white collar and skilled jobs.\footnote{Hearing before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, held in Montgomery, Alabama, Apr. 27-May 2, 1968, [hereinafter cited as Montgomery Hearing], Exhibit No. 3, "A Population, Employment and Income Profile...," Table 1, p. 694 and Exhibit No. 15, "Employment," p. 805.}

The hearing revealed that the Dan River Mills textile plant, a Federal contractor in Greenville, Alabama, had only three Negro employees of a total of 200 and that the American Can Company, also a Federal contractor, owned a segregated company town, complete with segregated schools and homes.\footnote{Id., at 401 and 387-390.}

A December 1968 Commission hearing in San Antonio, Texas, disclosed that the El Paso Natural Gas Company, which holds Federal contracts and is regulated by the Federal Power Commission, employed
1,450 persons of whom only 10.6 percent were Spanish surnamed. The company maintains its home office in a city where Mexican Americans account for 43.6 percent of the population. A little over half of the company's Mexican American employees were in blue collar jobs. 48/

In June 1969, testimony received at an open meeting of the Commission's Massachusetts State Advisory Committee in Boston showed that of approximately 1,000 building trades apprentices in the Boston area, just 58 were black 49/ and that the skilled building trades in the Boston area had a total journeyman membership of 11,120 of whom only 1.4 percent were non-white. Yet 6 percent of the population of the Boston metropolitan area is black.

Testimony at a Commission hearing in St. Louis, Missouri, in January 1970, also uncovered gross under-utilization of minority group individuals in the employment area. While tremendous growth in both white and blue collar jobs has taken place in the suburbs of


St. Louis County suburbs, a relatively small number of these positions have been filled by Negroes. For example, the McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft plant—the Nation's fourth largest defense contractor—employed more than 33,000 persons in its St. Louis County plant, of whom only 2,500, or less than 8 percent were Negro. The Negro percentage of the population for the St. Louis Metropolitan Area is at least 14 percent. Moreover, less than one percent of the company's officials, managers, and professionals were Negro; none of the company's general foremen or sales workers were Negro.\footnote{Unpublished Transcript of Hearing Before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights held in St. Louis, Missouri, Evening Session, Jan. 15, 1970 at 60-63, 83 [hereinafter cited as St. Louis Hearing].}

The truck plant of the Chrysler Corporation at Fenton, Missouri, in St. Louis County, employed 1,469 employees of whom 194 were Negro. Only three of the 118 officials and managers were Negroes, none of the 43 professionals, and only one of 20 technicians were Negro.\footnote{St. Louis Hearing, Evening Session, Jan. 15, 1970, at 8, 9.}

Department store hiring in St. Louis County showed a similar
pattern. Only 2.5 percent of J.C. Penney's 1,128 employees were Negro, and only 4.8 percent of Sears Roebuck's 2,105 employees in the St. Louis County stores were Negro.\footnote{St. Louis Hearing, Afternoon Session, Jan 15, at 54.}

Other Federal agency investigations have yielded similar results. The Department of Labor, in adopting the "Philadelphia Plan" to establish goals and targets for hiring of minority group individuals in the construction trades, concluded that eight construction trade unions in the Philadelphia area showed a pattern of discrimination against minority group individuals. Specifically, the Department found that in the Philadelphia area over a period of years, less than one percent of the membership of the iron workers, plumbers, pipe fitters, steam fitters, sheet metal workers, electrical workers, roofers and water proofers unions have been Negroes.\footnote{Report of Chairman Warren P. Phelan, Philadelphia Federal Executive Board (FEB) to all members FEB, Part A at 2, and Part B at 1, Oct. 27, 1967.}

A review of Department of Justice litigation in the employment area shows that the Attorney General has alleged patterns of discrimination by such major companies as Continental Can Company, Georgia Power Company, Owens-Fiberglass Corporation, Cannon Mills Company, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, H.K. Porter Company, Roadway Express, Incorporated, and a number of labor unions representing such diverse groups as mine workers, longshoremen,
teamsters, electrical workers, iron-workers, plumbers and steel workers. In addition, the Justice Department recently negotiated an agreement with 73 motion picture producers, nine craft locals, and other organizations affiliated with the motion picture and television industries to eliminate discrimination against minority group members in employment for craft, administrative, and clerical jobs in those industries. At the time of the initial investigation by EEOC the labor unions in the industry had a combined membership of approximately 12,000, including only 45 Negroes and 800 members of other minority groups.\textsuperscript{54/}

2. \textbf{Housing}

The denial of equal opportunity in housing also remains a severe and persistent problem. In 1959, before adoption of any Federal fair housing laws or policies, it was estimated that less than two percent of the new homes provided through FHA mortgage insurance since 1946 had been available to minorities.\textsuperscript{55/} In 1967, nearly five years after issuance of Executive Order 11063, the situation had not improved appreciably. A 1967 national FHA survey of minority group occupancy in subdivisions built after the date of the Executive Order, and subject to its provisions, found

\textsuperscript{54/} Department of Justice News Release, Mar. 31, 1970.

\textsuperscript{55/} U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, \textit{Housing} 63 (1961).
that of the more than 400 thousand units surveyed, only 3.3 percent were reported as sold to black families. In some areas, the survey showed even less encouraging results. In the St. Louis area, for example, only 56 units, or 0.85 percent of the total, were reported as sold to black families.56/

In public housing, the pattern of all-white or all-black projects has remained the rule, even after laws and executive orders prohibited segregation. The most extreme example, perhaps, is the Robert Taylor Homes, a project in Chicago housing 28,000 tenants. As of the end of 1965, three years after issuance of Executive Order 11063 and a year and a half after enactment of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, all of the units were occupied by black families. Other projects in that city were all-white.57/ The situation in Chicago is not atypical. As of June of 1968, of six projects in Jacksonville, Florida, four


57/U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Racial Isolation in the Public Schools 38 (1970). In 1969, a Federal District Court in Chicago found that the tenant assignment and site selection policies of the Chicago Public Housing Authority had a discriminatory effect and enjoined the Authority from continuing these practices. Gautreaux v. The Chicago Housing Authority, 296 F. Supp. 907 (N.D. Ill. 1969).
were all non-white and two were all-white.\textsuperscript{58/}

Another major HUD program, Urban Renewal, was found by the Commission at its January 1970 public hearing in St. Louis, Missouri, to have had the effect of uprooting black families living in suburban areas and forcing them into the center city, thus further intensifying the pattern of racially segregated neighborhoods throughout the metropolitan area.\textsuperscript{59/}

3. \textbf{Education}

Despite progress in Southern school desegregation occurring over the past five years, a substantial majority of black school children in the South still attend segregated schools.

In a number of Southern school districts, including some under court desegregation orders, the amount of actual integration is negligible. For example, in the Monroe, Claiborne Parish, Concordia Parish, Union Parish, Quachita Parish and East Feliciana Parish school systems in Louisiana—all under court order to desegregate—fewer than two percent of the Negro students attended predominantly white schools in the 1968-69 school year.\textsuperscript{60/}

\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{59/}U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Staff Paper, \textit{Housing in St. Louis} 50 (1970).

\end{flushleft}
At the Commission's April 1968 Montgomery, Alabama hearing, it was found that despite Federal requirements, only 1.7 percent of the black children in 20 school systems in the hearing area, for whom information was available, were attending white schools as of September 1967. Teachers in the 15 county systems involved were desegregated only on a token basis.

A 1969 Commission survey documented extensive segregation of Mexican American students in the five Southwestern States. Although Mexican Americans comprise 17 percent of the student enrollment in these States, more than 65 percent of the Mexican American students were in schools with 50 percent or more Mexican American enrollment. Twenty-two percent were found in schools with 80 to 100 percent Mexican American enrollment. In Texas, where one of every five students is Mexican American, the ethnic isolation was most severe. Two-thirds of the Mexican American students were in schools with 50 percent or more Mexican American enrollment, and 40 percent were in schools with 80 to 100 percent Mexican American enrollment.

A 1968 Commission study of nine San Antonio school districts demonstrated the inequality of educational opportunity offered in


63/ Id., at 14, 30.
the predominantly Mexican American school districts, as evidenced by the disparities in educational finances, teacher qualifications, and quality of school facilities. The predominantly Mexican American school districts were characterized by lower pupil expenditures and teachers with lower qualifications than in predominantly Anglo districts. In Edgewood, for example, a school district with a high percentage of Mexican American enrollment (89 percent), 160 teachers, or 19.7 percent of all teachers, held no college degree. In contrast, in the three predominantly Anglo districts studied, which employed more than 2,000 teachers, only 14 teachers held no college degree.64/

Segregation of Mexican Americans often is perpetuated by granting school transfers to students on a discriminatory basis. One such example occurred in Del Rio, Texas, where, since 1959, the children of military personnel (mostly Anglo) connected with the Laughlin Air Force Base have been bussed outside a predominantly Mexican American school district to a wealthier and predominantly Anglo district. Laughlin Air Force Base is located entirely within the boundaries of the predominantly Mexican American San Felipe School District. This practice has resulted in the almost complete

64/San Antonio Hearing, Exhibit No. 11, "A Study of Equality of Educational Opportunity for Mexican Americans...," pp. 871, 830, 839 and Table 9, on p. 840.
segregation of the Mexican American students of San Felipe (97 percent Mexican American) and the loss of over $300,000 per year in Federal aid that otherwise would go to the district. 65/

Nor has discrimination been eliminated in the treatment received by black students and other minorities at colleges and universities. In some States, colleges and universities originally established to serve only Negroes continue to be virtually all-black and schools from which Negroes were previously excluded have only token numbers of black students. Earlier this year, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare indicated to ten States that their State-operated institutions of higher education were not in compliance with Title VI and requested that the States file desegregation plans. This action was taken with respect to such States as Louisiana, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, Maryland, Virginia and Oklahoma. 66/

65/San Antonio Hearing, Testimony, at pp. 295, 301-302 and 310-311.

66/Interview with Louise Lucas, Civil Rights Specialist HEW, Apr. 23, 1970.
4. **Agricultural Services**

In its 1965 report, *Equal Opportunity in Farm Programs*, the Commission found gross discrimination and inequity in a number of Department of Agriculture programs, particularly the Cooperative Extension Service. The report was based on information concerning conditions before enactment of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. A recent audit of the operation of the Alabama Cooperative Extension Service conducted by the Office of Inspector General of the Department of Agriculture found, more than five years after Title VI had been enacted, that the situation had not appreciably improved. Among the findings of the Inspector General were the following:

"Our review at 12 county offices disclosed that the professional staffs were providing service through direct contacts to clientele predominantly of their own race.... This is a repeat finding of a condition reported [in a previous audit]....

..."

"Our review of office arrangement and housing of personnel at 12 county offices disclosed that personnel at 5 county offices were grouped by race instead of occupying space according to their functional assignment....

..."

"In four of the 12 county offices reviewed mailing lists were maintained on a racially separate basis....

..."

"...In three of the 12 counties examined, some non-white professionals with the same or higher academic degrees, longer tenure and similar duties received less salary than their white counterparts." [67/]

---

Discrimination persists in the operation of other Agriculture programs. For example, the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, which administers programs to stabilize farm income through price support payments and crop allotments, runs its program through a system of locally elected farmer committees. In addition to administering the programs, committees serve as an informational link to farmers who participate in and receive the benefits of the programs. Prior to 1968, no black farmer ever had been elected to any committee at the county level in the South. Even in 1970, although the 1964 Census of Agriculture indicated 58 counties in the South where blacks comprised a majority of the farm operator population, only two blacks are among the more than 4,100 such committeemen in

5. Department of Labor Programs

In a September 1968 report of Title VI activity in the programs of the Department of Labor, a wide variety of discriminatory practices in State employment security agencies was disclosed. These included

68/ U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Civil Rights Digest, Spring 1969, "1 in 4,000 or a Federal Farm Agency Makes Progress", at 26.


discrimination in the referral of applicants to employers, segregated facilities in employment offices, discrimination due to location and organization of offices, discriminatory counseling, and discriminatory advertising. In recent compliance reviews and complaint investigations by Department of Labor officials there are continued reports of discrimination. In 1968, the Department of Justice brought suit against the Ohio State Employment Security Agency, charging the agency with discrimination against Negroes. The Department also conducted investigations and lengthy negotiations with the Texas Employment Service agency in an effort to eliminate discriminatory practices without resorting to legal action.

6. Public Accommodations

Despite significant progress in opening places of public accommodation, incidents of discrimination still are found. For example, attorneys from the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice reported to the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) in May 1967 the segregated use of waiting rooms in the Greyhound Bus Terminal in Greenville, Mississippi. There were two waiting rooms—one for white customers and one for black customers. Even though there were no signs requiring segregation of white and black customers, the fact that all the black customers were in one room and all white


72/ Interview with Benjamin Mintz, Deputy Director, Office of Special Assistant to the Attorney General, Department of Justice, Feb. 5, 1969.
customers in the other, showed that a sign was unnecessary. 73/ A similar observation of the Trailways Bus Terminal in Jackson, Mississippi, was made by a Civil Rights Commission attorney and reported to the ICC in 1969. In fact, the Department of Justice continues to receive a substantial number of complaints each year of discrimination in places of public accommodation.

7. **Public Facilities**

The publication currently used by the State of Virginia to advertise its State Park System clearly demonstrates, through the use of photographs, which of the State Parks are for whites and which are for blacks. All of the parks except one, formerly called the Prince Edward Lake Negro State Park, show white persons utilizing the facilities, but in the case of Prince Edward State Park, the photographed clientele is all black. This is a clear violation of Title III of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, and since the State is a

---

73/ Letter from John Doar, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, to Bernard A. Gould, Managing Director, Interstate Commerce Commission, Nov. 3, 1967.


75/ Interview with Gerald Jones, Chief, Voting and Public Accommodations Section, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, Nov. 12, 1969; 1967, 1968 and 1969 Annual Reports of the Attorney General, at 185-186, 67 and 48-49, respectively.
recipient of funds from the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation of the Department of Interior, it also represents a violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. 76/

At the Commission's hearing in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1968, it was disclosed that public parks in Jackson and Monroeville, Alabama 77/

were still operated on a segregated basis.

In 1969, the Mexican American Legal Defense fund brought suit to enjoin the Marlin Texas, community swimming pool from refusing to admit Mexican Americans. The management of the pool agreed to change the policy prior to the pending trial date. 78/

The examples of continuing discrimination do not purport to be exhaustive, nor has the Commission undertaken special investigations to uncover them. Rather, they represent some of the instances of continuing discrimination and inequity that have come to the

76/ This matter was called to the attention of the Department of the Interior by a letter from Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, to Edward E. Shelton, Director, Office of Equal Opportunity, Department of Interior, May 8, 1970.

77/ Letter from William L. Taylor, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, to Stephen J. Pollak, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, May 22, 1968.

Commission's attention in the normal course of its work. They indicate, however, a national pattern of continuing abridgement of the rights of minority citizens.

They also demonstrate that while progress has been made in eliminating discriminatory practices, many of the problems which existed before civil rights laws were passed, before various executive orders were issued, and before key court decisions were rendered, continue to exist. The adoption of these civil rights laws and policies have given hope to minority group citizens that they would be freed from the second-class status to which they had been confined for generations and could assume the role of equal members of American society. Their expectations of equal status have been reasonable, but in many cases these expectations have been frustrated.

It is clear that the full potential of civil rights laws and policies has not been realized. The promise of equal protection of law for all citizens has not been redeemed.

The persistence of discrimination raises serious questions about the way Federal departments and agencies charged with civil rights responsibilities have carried them out. Have these agencies established adequate goals and priorities? Are the mechanisms and procedures adopted to secure compliance adequate to the task? Have the officials responsible for enforcement pursued their duties vigorously enough?
In the chapters that follow, these questions will be examined with respect to the activities of a number of Federal departments and agencies having key responsibilities for civil rights enforcement.
CHAPTER 2

EMPLOYMENT

I. Introduction

Equal employment opportunity is a broadly protected Federal right. Through Presidential executive orders and congressional legislation, the Federal Government has established this right in its own institutions and in most of the private business sector as well. The Government also has created a variety of administrative mechanisms in an effort to secure this right in fact, as well as in legal theory.

Nondiscrimination is a sweeping requirement in Federal employment. It has been established through Presidential executive orders applying to every department and agency and requires that necessary steps be taken to achieve equal employment opportunity. These executive orders also have designated the Civil Service Commission to oversee and coordinate the Federal effort to end discrimination in its own ranks.

The Federal requirement of nondiscrimination in private employment, while not as pervasive as that applying to the Government itself, covers most of the Nation's labor force. Through Presidential executive
orders, all private businesses contracting to supply goods or services to the Government, as well as those engaging in federally assisted construction contracts are required to follow policies and practices of equal job opportunity. Penalties for noncompliance include contract cancellation and debarment from future Federal contracts. While primary responsibility for securing compliance in specific industries is divided among a number of Federal departments and agencies, overall responsibility has been placed in the Office of Federal Contract Compliance within the Department of Labor.

Congress also has acted to prevent private employment discrimination. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employment discrimination by all private employers with 25 or more employees as well as by labor unions and employment agencies. The same Title established the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to administer the law's provisions and promote achievement of its goals. The formal tools given EEOC to carry out its mission are limited, however. It has no power to issue cease and desist orders against violators, nor may it impose sanctions against those in noncompliance. The only formal weapons available for enforcement of Title VII are lawsuits, brought by private parties or the Department of Justice. Nonetheless, EEOC has a variety of other,
less formal powers available to it in promoting equal job opportunity.

Despite these provisions against employment discrimination, the problem of unequal opportunity remains severe. Minority employment in the Federal establishment remains disproportionately low and minority employees rarely are found in high grade positions or supervisory positions. Despite strong Federal contract requirements, the record of government contractors, heavily reliant on Federal contracts for their livelihood, is no better than that of employers not subject to these requirements. And while there have been some overall minority employment gains in the general private labor market, discrimination continues largely unabated six years after Congress ordained equal employment opportunity as organic law.

---

1/ There are several other laws affecting public and private employment discrimination. For example, Federal merit standards and HUD contractual requirements prohibit employment discrimination by States which participate in a number of Federal programs. For a discussion of the effectiveness of these requirements see U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, For All the People...By All the People 1969. Further, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employment discrimination in federally assisted programs where a primary purpose of the program is to provide employment. For a discussion of Title VI as related to employment, see Ch. 4, infra. In addition, an 1870 civil rights law providing that all persons shall have the same right to make and enforce contracts as white citizens, has been ruled by some courts to prohibit all employment discrimination. The National Labor Relations Act, while not specifically designed to provide relief for employment discrimination, has been held by courts to prohibit such discrimination by employers and labor unions. Treatment of these laws is beyond the scope of this report.
The harsh fact is that these laws are not working very well. In some cases, enforcement procedures and mechanisms have inherent weaknesses which limit the laws' effectiveness. In most cases, however, the enforcement agencies have not used their procedures and mechanisms with the boldness and imagination necessary for maximum effect. And in the area of private employment, there has been a failure of coordination which has diluted the Federal enforcement effort.

II. FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT - The Role of The Civil Service Commission

A. Introduction

With nearly 3,000,000 civilian workers (almost four percent of the total work force), the Federal Government is the Nation's 2/ largest employer. There are thousands of different job categories within the Federal civil service, ranging from unskilled labor jobs to those involving highly complex technical and scientific skills and administrative positions of broad scope and responsibility. Although Washington, D. C., is the focal point for most Federal activity, Government employees are located throughout the country and in many places overseas.

All issues of importance to the Nation--foreign relations, rural and urban problems, social welfare, and military activities--are reflected in the variety of occupations and skills within the Federal civil service.

If for no other reason than the size and diversity of its work force, the Federal Government serves as the standard bearer in the employment field for the entire country. In fact, the Government today compares favorably with private employers, as measured by such commonly accepted indicia as wage and salary levels, job security, insurance protection, vacation and sick leave benefits, retirement plans, grievance and appeal procedures, and other mechanisms designed to assure equitable treatment for all who are employed or seek employment. But in terms of equal employment opportunity the relative position of the Federal Government is less clear. A tradition of discrimination in the Federal service accounts in part for both the actual shortcomings and the aura of suspicion which characterize the Federal Government employment picture.

For more than 50 years following passage of the Civil Service Act of 1883, discrimination against nonwhite employees--often total minority exclusion--was accepted practice among Federal agencies. For

example, racial segregation in the Census Bureau, which was started during William Howard Taft's administration, continued into the 1920's. During President Wilson's administration, Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo and Postmaster General Burleson established similar policies. The President condoned their actions, stating, "I would say that I do approve of segregation that is being attempted in several of the departments." In 1914, the Civil Service Commission introduced a requirement that a photograph be attached to applications for Government jobs. And during the First World War, Negro clerks employed by the Navy were required to work behind screens.

Overt discrimination continued well into the Administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt. For example the congressional restaurant was still segregated in 1934 and dual lunchrooms were maintained in many Federal agencies. Various Federal projects, most notably the Civilian Conservation Corps, embraced discriminatory practices during the New Deal era.


_5/ Id., at 21.


_7/ Id., at 23._
Not until late 1940--only 30 years ago--did the Federal Government officially promulgate a policy of nondiscrimination. Remedial action was initiated by Congressman Robert Ramspeck of Georgia, who introduced legislation to revise the civil service, including provisions to prohibit racial discrimination. On November 7, 1940, a few weeks before passage of the Ramspeck Act, President Roosevelt issued an Executive Order barring discrimination in employment and promotion within the Federal service.  

Thus, skepticism expressed by many minority group members about the genuineness of recent Federal pronouncements on equal employment opportunity is, at least in part, a legacy of the history of discrimination by the Federal Government, itself. If this skepticism is to be overcome, it is necessary for the Federal Government to do more than merely speak out clearly on the subject, or even to adopt measures designed to bring about equality of opportunity. It must actually produce the kind of results that demonstrate its credibility and reduce the distrust between minority groups in this country and

_8/_ Exec. Order 8587 (1940).
their own Government.

B. Background and Legal Authority for the Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Program

Although discrimination by the Government because of race, creed, color or national origin has always been contrary to Constitutional principles, it is only within recent years that Presidential directives and Congressional action have reflected this. Federal law today, is unequivocal with respect to equal employment opportunities for Federal employees. The U. S. Code states:

It is the policy of the United States to insure equal employment opportunities for [Federal] employees without discrimination because of race, color, religion, sex or national origin. The President shall use his existing authority to carry out this policy.10/


Many of the issues discussed in the ensuing pages, e.g., training, complaint procedures, sanctions and remedies, goal setting, inter-agency liaison, etc., are as pertinent for women as for blacks, Mexican Americans and other minority groups. However, numerous other problems unique to the status of women have not been dealt with in this chapter. Similarly, the Federal Women's Program and the actual function of the Federal Women's Program Coordinators in each of the agencies would have required separate treatment which was beyond the scope of the present study.

10/ 5 U.S.C. 7151.
Executive action has outpaced that of the legislative branch. During the past quarter of a century, each of our Presidents has issued at least one executive order dealing with equal employment opportunity in the Federal service.

1. Executive Orders 9980, 10590, 10925 and 11246

In 1948, President Truman issued Executive Order 9980 setting forth, "a policy of fair employment throughout the Federal establishment, without discrimination because of race, color, religion or national origin...."

President Eisenhower reiterated that policy in Executive Order 10590 and sought to have it applied in a "fair, objective, and uniform manner" by establishing the President's Committee on Government Employment Policy. A significant shift in program emphasis, from nondiscrimination to affirmative action occurred in March 1961. Recognizing the "urgent need for expansion and strengthening of efforts to promote full equality of employment opportunity," President Kennedy promulgated Executive Order 10925, establishing the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity (PCCEO).

Kennedy directed the newly established Committee to study and recommend "affirmative steps which should be taken by executive departments and

agencies to realize more fully the national policy of nondiscrimination within the executive branch of the Government."  

In 1965 President Johnson promulgated E.O. 11246. Part I of that order reaffirmed the Government's policy of providing equal opportunity in Federal employment and prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race, creed, color, or national origin. The Civil Service Commission (CSC) was called upon to "supervise and provide leadership and guidance in the conduct of equal employment opportunity programs... within the executive departments and agencies and... review agency program accomplishments periodically." CSC was further authorized to issue appropriate regulations, orders and instructions with which agencies were directed to comply. In addition, CSC was directed to consider complaints of discrimination in Federal employment and to hear appeals of decisions following impartial review of the agency involved. Agencies themselves were charged with establishing and maintaining a "positive program of equal employment opportunity for all civilian employees and applicants...." After

14/ Exec. Order 10925 (1961), Sec. 201.

15/ Exec. Order 11246 (1965). Part II of this same order, which deals with "Nondiscrimination in Employment by Government Contractors and Subcontractors" is much more specific and rigorous with respect to duties imposed on contractors than is Part I with respect to Federal agencies' responsibilities.


consultation with minority and civil rights organizations, unions, and Federal agencies, the Commission issued comprehensive equal employment opportunity regulations which outlined action program requirements for agencies and an improved system for the processing of individual complaints of discrimination.

2. **CSC's Role Under Executive Order 11246**

Despite this mandate, CSC's role under E.O. 11246 was characterized more by passivity than by "leadership"; more by neutrality than by "guidance". A January 1969 memorandum prepared for the then CSC Chairman, John W. Macy, Jr., by the staff of the Community Relations Service, in cooperation with several high level black Federal officials, was sharply critical of the equal employment opportunity posture of the Federal Government and, specifically of CSC's performance under the Executive Order. The memorandum stressed that "application of the merit system without regard to existing preferential practices and procedures is tantamount to ignoring the most prevalent form of discrimination in employment." Indeed, as the memorandum pointed out,


19/ Id., at 4. The memorandum set forth other areas, such as recruitment, security clearance, and training, in which it alleged that inadequate activity by CSC and other agencies had allowed discrimination to continue unabated.
the CSC approach, which focused primarily on problems of overt discrimination, failed to affect significantly most of the more subtle, pervasive and institutionalized forms of bias.

It was also charged that CSC avoided "defining acceptable standards of performance against which realistic measurements of progress" might be made; failed to act energetically to eliminate racial and cultural bias in examinations; permitted agencies to follow traditional (and hence discriminatory) methods in promotion.

---

20/ Robert Hampton, Chairman of the CSC, has recently indicated to this Commission that:

[E]qual employment opportunity under our merit system is not a program to offer special privilege to any one group of persons because of their particular race, religion, sex or national origin. Equal employment opportunity applies to all persons including those of different races, women, handicapped persons, veterans, rehabilitated offenders, and others. It means the elimination of any discrimination on factors irrelevant to the job. It means helping persons without the necessary skills to gain those skills so they can qualify and compete for a job and advancement. It means making all segments of the population fully aware of employment opportunities. It means the removal of unnecessary barriers to the employment of particular groups of persons and it means support of community activities designed to facilitate employment of persons who otherwise might not have the opportunity. In short, it means the taking of affirmative action to make it possible for all groups of persons, including those who are disadvantaged educationally or otherwise, regardless of their race, sex, or national origin, to compete for Federal employment on an equal footing with other citizens. Letter from Robert E. Hampton, Chairman, Civil Service Commission, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, July 24, 1970.
policies; was hesitant to recommend, much less require, adequate data systems, by race, to enable agency equal employment opportunity programs to be adequately evaluated; and failed to establish within its own agency the necessary centralized, high level structure for adequately directing and coordinating equal employment opportunity efforts.

3. Continuing Inequities in Federal Employment

Whether judged by absolute numbers, grade levels, agency functions or geographic distribution, employment disparities were evident. For example, 1967 data showed less than 70,000 "Spanish-Americans" (this category includes Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and others of Latin American or Spanish origin or ancestry) out of a total of more than two-and-a-half million Federal employees--2.6 percent of the work force--despite the fact that there are an estimated 10,000,000

21/ Id., at 5, et seq.

"Spanish-Americans" in the U.S.--approximately 5 percent of our total population.

Nearly 15 percent of Federal employees were Negroes (399,842) according to the 1967 study. The postal service alone, with 18.9 percent Negro employment, accounted for one-third of the total. Minority representation in other agencies was less impressive. For example, fewer than 5 percent of Department of the Interior employees were Negro; National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) had less than 1,000 blacks among its more than 33,000 employees--a 2.9 percent representation. Certain bureaus, divisions and occupational categories within the various agencies presented an even more dismal picture. For example, despite the high proportion of nonwhites in the Post Office, only 16 minority group employees could be counted within the elite cadre of 1,134 postal inspectors as of April, 1968. The picture was even more discouraging with respect to rural carriers.


Within this category, only 161 (slightly more than one-half of 1 percent) of 31,071 employees were from minority groups according to July 1968 data.

The Federal Aviation Administration, a component agency of the Department of Transportation, employing over 20,000 air traffic controllers as of June 30, 1969 had fewer than 550 minority employees within this occupational group. Moreover, there were only 13 nonwhites among the 1,612 supervisory and administrative personnel in General Schedule (GS) grades 14 thru 18. In the category of flight standards inspectors there were 27 nonwhites of the 1,764 employees, only two of whom were among the 428 employees at GS-14 and above.

Taking into account the racial composition of certain areas in the country, disparities in minority employment are often even more striking. Census data for November 1967 for the Atlanta Civil Service Region is illustrative. Negro employment, listed at 13.1 percent, is overwhelmingly concentrated at the lowest pay levels.


27/ Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virgin Islands.
Thus, only 130 out of more than 25,000 GS-12 thru GS-18 employees were Negro (.5 percent of the total). Less than 1 percent of wage board employees earning $8,000 or more per year were black. And among 538 Postal Field Service (PFS) employees in grades 12 thru 20 there were but 3 Negroes.

During the past decade, the ratio of Negroes to whites in the Federal service has slightly exceeded the ratio of Negroes to whites in the total U. S. population. However, year after year most Negro employees consistently have been concentrated at the lower end of the salary scale within every pay plan. A comparison of 1962 and 1967 data is revealing.

In the former year, .8 percent of all employees in GS-12 thru 18 positions were Negro. By November 1967, the percentage had only risen to 1.8. Wage Board and Postal Field Service pay categories


showed faster rates of improvement, although the 1967 picture still reflected gross under-representation of Negroes in better paying jobs.  

Spanish American employees fared no better during the same period than blacks. In 1962, this group constituted 2.2 percent of all Federal employees. By November 1967, the percentage had only risen to 2.6. And in 1967, Spanish Americans were a mere .6 percent of Federal employees earning more than $8,000.

30/ In June 1962, .6 percent of Wage Board employees earning over $8,000 per year were black; by November 1967, the figure had risen to 3.9. Postal Field Service showed .4 percent black employment in June 1962 in PFS grades 12 thru 20, and 2.4 percent in November 1967 in PFS 12 thru 20 positions. Negro employment in PFS grades 13 thru 21 had risen to nearly 3.7 percent as of November 1969 according to information published in a May 14, 1970 CSC News Release.

31/ As used in reporting Federal employment data for 1967, the term "Spanish-American" included persons of Mexican American, Puerto Rican and other Latin American or Spanish origin or ancestry. Currently, the terminology "Spanish surnamed" has replaced "Spanish American."

4. President Nixon's Message - Executive Order 11478

Shortly after taking office President Nixon called on the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission to review the Government's efforts to achieve equal employment opportunity and make recommendations for policy and program changes. Based on CSC's report, the President issued Executive Order 11478 on August 8, 1969, prefacing it with a statement reemphasizing several points made in the CSC report. The President's statement underscored the following points:

1. Assuring equal employment opportunity in a Federal department or agency is the responsibility of the organization's head.

2. Equal employment opportunity must become an integral part of day-to-day management.

3. Emphasis should be on best possible utilization of the skills and potential of the present work force. Opportunities to improve skills and serve at supervisory and administrative levels should be provided.


4. Efforts to publicize opportunities in the Federal Government at professional levels should be widespread so that persons from diverse ethnic, racial and religious backgrounds can assume positions of leadership.

5. The Government must provide special employment programs for the economically and educationally disadvantaged.

Executive Order 11478 extends and enlarges the policy enunciated in previous Executive Orders. By its terms agencies are required to establish and maintain an affirmative program of equal employment opportunity, including provision of sufficient resources to administer the program. Full utilization of present skills of each employee is called for. Other measures include providing maximum opportunity for employees to enhance their skills, offering managerial and supervisory training designed to assure understanding and implementation of the Federal policy, and expanding recruitment activities and local level efforts designed to reach all sources of job candidates and to improve community conditions affecting employability. The Civil Service Commission is directed to review and evaluate agency program operations, obtain necessary reports and advise the President as appropriate on overall progress.
5. CSC's Response - Chairman Hampton's Statement

Two weeks after Executive Order 11478 was promulgated, CSC announced a staff reorganization designed to implement "the newly strengthened program...." On September 4, 1970, a meeting was convened of Department Assistant Secretaries for Administration, Agency Executive Directors, Directors of Equal Employment Opportunity, Directors of Personnel and Coordinators for the Federal Women's Program, to discuss plans for carrying out the new directions on equal opportunity. In a statement distributed to participants at the September 4 meeting, Chairman Robert Hampton said:

With the issuance of Executive Order 11478, President Nixon set new directions to assure equality of opportunity in every aspect of Federal employment. For the first time in an Executive Order, the responsibilities of Federal department and agency heads for affirmative action in equal employment opportunity are clearly enunciated. The Order emphasizes the integral relationship of equal opportunity and personnel management in the employment, development, advancement and treatment of civilian employees of the Federal Government.

B. Role of the Civil Service Commission under the Executive Order

Prior to August 1969; CSC's civil rights responsibilities were widely diffused throughout the agency. The problems which this posed especially with respect to its responsibilities under Executive Order

---

11246, had been widely noted. In response, one of the first actions taken by CSC under the new Executive Order was a staff reorganization to centralize and elevate equal employment opportunity functions, thereby facilitating coordination and more effective implementation of the program.

1. Structure of the Equal Employment Opportunity Office

In conjunction with the restructured operation, Nicholas J. Oganovic, CSC's Executive Director (Level V of the Executive Schedule), was named Coordinator of Federal Equal Employment Opportunity, reporting directly to the Commissioners. Two high level staff positions, Director of Federal Equal Employment Opportunity (Communications) and Director of Equal Employment Opportunity (Operations), were located immediately below the Coordinator. These roles were respectively occupied by James Frazier, Jr., (GS-15) and Irving Kator, (GS-16).


38/ The office originally called the "Office of Coordination of Equal Employment Opportunity," is now the "Office of Federal Equal Employment Opportunity."
The former was made responsible for "coordinating operations with minority group organizations and with other Federal agencies having civil rights responsibilities;" the latter, responsible for program operations and activities within the Commission and in Federal agencies as well.

As of October 1969, a sixteen-member staff was projected for the newly created equal employment opportunity office. On November 18, 1969, CSC Chairman Robert Hampton announced the designation of CSC's 10 Regional Directors as Coordinators for the Equal Employment Opportunity program in their respective areas. Subsequently, a new midlevel position of Equal Employment Opportunity Representative was created within each of CSC's regional offices.

39/CSC News Release, Aug. 25, 1969. On May 21, 1970, CSC announced a further reorganization of its civil rights office. Mr. Frazier was promoted to a GS-16 and named as the sole Director of the Office of Federal Equal Employment Opportunity. He will assume all of the duties of the Office which had previously been shared with Mr. Kator and will continue to report directly to Mr. Organovic. Mr. Kator was named Assistant Executive Director and will work with Mr. Organovic on a variety of special assignments not necessarily relating to civil rights. Civil Service Commission News Release, May 21, 1970.

Although such a centralized, high level office, is essential for the direction, cohesiveness, oversight, and stature of the equal employment opportunity program, many equal opportunity functions are so integrally tied to CSC's mission that it is impossible to separate them from other responsibilities of the various bureaus in which they reside. While the equal employment office provides input, coordination and stimulation, heavy responsibility for the program's success rests within the Commission's several bureaus.

2. Major Components of the Equal Employment Opportunity Effort

a. Recruitment

There is, of course, no single starting point from which to attack the massive problems of job discrimination and inequality of opportunity. In a sense, however, recruitment is the first step since it is the principal means of bringing new people into Federal service.

In recent years, concepts of affirmative action have begun to take hold. CSC officials, with whom Commission staff spoke, recognized the need for their own agency and others to exercise initiative in searching out, informing, and attracting minority group

---

41/ The euphemism, "disadvantaged" was generally used. Most CSC officials appeared to be sensitive to possible accusations of "preferential treatment" or "reverse discrimination" and therefore tended to speak of programs aimed toward helping the "disadvantaged" rather than programs aimed toward helping "minority groups" or, more specifically, "Negroes," "Mexican Americans," etc.
candidates. A variety of methods are used in keeping with the
diversity of jobs, skill levels, location of Federal offices and
installations, and sources of potential manpower. Edward Dunton,
Director of the Bureau of Recruiting and Examining, describes the
problem in terms of "getting the word out". Post Offices--more
than 1,000--provide information on job openings and give tests at
frequent intervals. Announcements are sent to labor unions,
minority group organizations, veterans organizations, college placement
centers, U. S. employment offices and other public and private agencies.
Written materials in Spanish are utilized in parts of the country with
high concentrations of Spanish speaking people. Announcements are
sometimes given to radio and press. Federal Job Information Centers
are located in 65 cities throughout the country, including Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Canal Zone. Finally, considerable in-
formation is disseminated simply through personal contacts--present
Federal employees passing the word to relatives, friends and
neighbors.

CSC is responsible for general recruiting--informing the public
about employment opportunities, getting people to apply and take
qualifying exams for Federal hiring. CSC also trains recruiters
from other agencies.

42/ Interview with Edward Dunton, Director, Bureau of Recruiting and

43/Recruitment in its true sense is seeking applicants for specific jobs
and is a basic agency responsibility. Thus, in addition to the ongoing
general CSC recruitment effort, other Federal agencies recruit for their
own specific needs. In some instances, Federal agencies pool their efforts
in recruiting for particular occupations or join in conducting job clinics
on college campuses and other central locations.
Recruitment training concentrates on problems of minority group recruitment including sources of referral, techniques, and the value of using recruiters who are themselves black, Spanish speaking, etc., to reach blacks, Mexican Americans and other minority group members.

The pace of the college recruitment program, especially that part directed toward black students, has picked up in recent years. CSC estimates that 1 of every 10 recruitment visits to predominantly white colleges are made by the Government (CSC and/or other agencies), while 1 out of every 5 recruitment visits to predominantly black colleges are conducted by Federal officials. The ratio of visits to numbers of students reveals more clearly the emphasis on minority recruitment. A visit by one or more Federal officials is made for every 20 black students; the ratio for whites is estimated at 44:1:225.

44/ Interview with Thomas McCarthy, then Director of College Relations and Recruitment, currently, Assistant to the Deputy Executive Director of CSC, Nov. 12, 1969. Hard racial data are not maintained. These estimates are on the assumption that all students at predominantly black colleges are black and that all students at predominantly white schools are white. Consequently, the ratios may be slightly exaggerated.
CSC reports that similar, specialized efforts are made to recruit Spanish Americans, although data are not kept. Despite the intensity of these efforts, no method for assessing the efficacy of recruitment has been developed to date.

Not all recruitment efforts are geared to college students or are aimed at filling white collar jobs. A summer employment program for disadvantaged youths has provided part-time jobs for approximately 70,000 teenagers during each of the past two years. Priority is given to those in greatest need--families on welfare or others near the poverty level. Recruitment is through local U.S. Employment Service (U.S.E.S.) offices, which in turn have contacts with various high school guidance counselors.

45/ Id.

46/ However, College Placement Services, Inc. recently conducted a survey of June 1967 graduates from 51 black colleges. Of nearly 1,400 graduates, 656 had accepted jobs with government (primarily Federal government) while only 741 had gone into private industry. Federal employment comprises less than 4 percent of all U.S. employment. McCarthy interview, supra note 44.

47/ Interview with James Poole, Director, Office of Youth and Economic Opportunity, Nov. 18, 1969.

48/ CSC officials have expressed satisfaction with the cooperation given and the effectiveness of U.S.E.S. efforts on behalf of the summer program and other programs designed to aid disadvantaged youth. Poole interview, supra note 47. However, as reflected elsewhere in this report, the overall U.S.E.S. operation has fallen short with regard to many other aspects of equal opportunity. See ch. 4 infra.
Although racial data are not maintained, James Poole, CSC's Director of the Office of Youth and Economic Opportunity, estimates that 85 percent of the more than 260,000 summer youth hired under the program during the past 4 years are from minority groups.\(^{49/}\)

Recruitment for low-skill and blue collar jobs is frequently linked closely to special training programs which are discussed later in this report. Recruitment of minority group members for senior level and executive positions has often been geared primarily to filling civil rights and staff assistant slots carrying limited decision making authority.\(^{50/}\)

b. Examinations and Hiring

The examination process is the vehicle for selection of most Federal employees.\(^{51/}\) It is the process for screening more than 2.5 million applicants annually and helping provide 300,000 to 450,000 new Federal employees each year. The crucial function of examinations has brought the entire procedure under which they operate under attack from individuals and groups concerned with equal opportunity. Over the years, examinations often have had

\(^{49/}\) Poole interview, supra note 47.


\(^{51/}\) Certain positions are excepted from the examination requirement, e.g., attorneys.
the effect of barring blacks and Spanish-speaking Americans from the chance to obtain a Federal job. In some instances, heavy emphasis on verbal skills—often not related to the requirements of the job—had tended to screen out minority group members denied an adequate basic education. Similarly, the premium placed on higher education as an aid in evaluating candidates for promotion, has drastically curtailed upward mobility for many black and brown employees. In recent years, the inherent cultural bias in "objective" tests has come to be recognized.

Moreover, Albert Maslow, Chief, Personnel Measurement Research and Development Center, advised Commission staff that studies have shown that the nature of the test setting and interview environment may significantly inhibit performance by minority group members. The impersonal, formal, authoritarian aspect of large-scale testing situations which are generally conducted by white officials in "establishment" settings epitomize for many persons from minority groups the dominance of white society. Perceived as alien and unfriendly, the examination setting is scarcely conducive to optimum performance. CSC is cognizant of these factors, and has been working to assure that examiners are sensitive to all applicants.


53/ Maslow interview, supra note 47.
(1) Types of Examinations
   (A) In General

For many, the term "examination" connotes a written question and answer test. However, as used by CSC, an "examination" is any method by which a candidate is determined to be qualified for a Federal job. Currently there are some 20 basic examination plans. These can be broadly grouped as: 1) written exams, and 2) unassembled exams. The former category includes both aptitude and achievement tests. The aptitude test in widest use is the clerk/carrier postal exam which screens an estimated three-quarters of a million applicants each year.

The Federal Service Entrance Exam (FSEE), designed to select candidates for a wide range of professional, technical, and management jobs is another of the more familiar written aptitude tests. Achievement tests are used to fill positions such as typists and stenographers. Examinations for apprentice trades are primarily achievement tests. Arithmetical and algebraic components, formerly contained in these exams, have been largely eliminated with a view toward designing the exam to more accurately predict the applicant's ability

---

54/ Dunton interview, supra note 42.

55/ About 100,000 hirings are made annually in the postal service.

56/ The FSEE accounts for up to 10,000 placements each year. See U. S. Civil Service Commission Preparing for the Federal Service Entrance Examination 1966.

57/ Several years ago a "programmed" learning test was started on an experimental basis. The exam is designed to test the ability of applicants to become familiar with the principal elements and their application in a particular trade. The Bureau of Engraving has begun using this with promising results from the standpoint of EEO. Dunton interview, supra note 42.
to do the job. Also, by dropping the older tests CSC sought to give greater opportunity to students who lacked good high school preparation in these subjects but who might have the ability to learn them in the apprentice program itself.

Unassembled exams have no written test component. They consist of an evaluation of education, experience, or both. An attempt is made to quantify educational and experiential elements in each applicant's background as measured against job standards established by CSC's Bureau of Policies and Standards.

Regardless of whether the exam is written or unassembled, efforts have been underway at CSC for some time to reassess all exams in terms of their relevance to the actual job to be performed. A recent example of this approach is the Worker-Trainee Exam which has been in use since 1968.

(B) Worker-Trainee Exam

The Worker-Trainee Exam is a method of bringing unskilled persons into Federal service at beginning grade levels. There is no written test and experience is not necessary. The exam, inaugurated in July 1968

58/ In comparison to written exams the unassembled exam is time consuming and costly to score. In large scale selections, such as Post Office jobs, it would be impractical to have an exam which did not lend itself to mass administration and scoring.
in conjunction with the Concentrated Employment Program (CEP), is aimed at finding persons who are likely to be satisfied with a steady, secure, routine job despite low salary. Motivation is evaluated and willingness to work at a job that may be boring and tiring is an important requirement. Thus, an over-qualified candidate—a college student or a high school graduate, for example, as compared to a high school dropout—would actually score lower on the exam. Candidates who have participated in CEP job training

59/ The Concentrated Employment Program (CEP) is a system of packaging and delivering manpower services. Working through a single contract with a single sponsor (usually a Community Action Agency), the Manpower Administration of the Department of Labor provides a flexible package of manpower programs, including outreach and recruitment; orientation; counseling and job coaching; basic education; various medical, day care, and other supportive services; work-experience or vocational training under a variety of individual manpower programs; job development and placement; and individualized follow-up after placement.

Concentrated Employment Programs are established by priority in urban neighborhoods or rural areas having serious problems of unemployment and sub-employment, coordinating and concentrating Federal manpower efforts to attack the total employment problems of the hardest hit of the disadvantaged in a way that will make a significant impact on the total well-being of the area. See, Office of Economic Opportunity, Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (1969).
programs are given highest priority. In FY 1969, about 10,000 disadvantaged persons, mostly from minority groups, entered Federal service at General Schedule grade one, Postal Field Service grades one through three, and Wage Board grades one and two, via the worker-trainee route. As of the fall of 1969, an estimated 1,000 persons were being hired through this exam each month. CSC has been encouraging agencies to develop more openings at the worker-trainee level by breaking certain higher grade jobs into their component parts--creating for example, two low-skill positions to perform one more complex job--or separating menial tasks involved in certain mechanical, technical, or even professional positions, in order to create another job while at the same time improving the utilization of persons with high level skills. Expansion of the program had been limited, however,

60/ The exam is offered at approximately 100 locations throughout the country including all of the 70 plus CEP cities. Between 75,000 and 80,000 applications had been received during the first five months of FY 1970.

61/ The Worker-Trainee Program ironically tends to exacerbate the problem of the disproportionately heavy concentration of non-whites within the lowest grade levels. Opportunity for advancement from worker-trainee slots is limited.
by agency personnel ceilings. In the fall of 1969, CSC requested that the Bureau of the Budget (BoB) exempt worker-trainee placements from personnel ceilings. BoB responded favorably and by January of this year, advised CSC that 25,000 spaces would be exempt on a Government-wide basis for use by agencies participating in the Public Service Careers Program. CSC has responsibility for allotting exemptions to agencies upon their request.

The Worker-Trainee Exam Program, in common with most of the newer, innovative examinations, training programs, and recruitment efforts, is being evaluated by the Research and Development Center of the Bureau of Policies and Standards under the direction of Dr. Albert Maslow.

C. The FSEE

From a civil rights viewpoint, the Federal Service Entrance Examination (FSEE) has undoubtedly been the most widely criticized of all examinations utilized by the CSC. A written test in use

62/ See CSC Bulletin No. 410-52, June 3, 1970. The Public Service Careers Program is an effort to "employ persons with limited education and skills within the Federal Government and to expand current activities to upgrade lower level Federal employees." It is described as a "hire first and train later" program designed for career development with a timetable for training and promotional opportunities.

63/ Telephone conversation with Edward Dunton, Director, Bureau of Recruiting and Examining, June 5, 1970.
since 1955, the FSEE is designed to screen, via a single testing
device, applicants for approximately 200 different types of managerial,
technical, and professional occupations in some 50 Federal agencies
throughout the country. The FSEE is intended to measure verbal
ability \(^{64/}\) and quantitative ability \(^{65/}\) required by these positions.
These factors correlate significantly with individual academic
background. Educational disabilities experienced by many Spanish
Americans, blacks and other nonwhites necessarily have placed members
of these minority groups at a decided disadvantage when taking the
FSEE.

Precise racial data, which would enable an accurate appraisal
of the extent to which the FSEE screens out minority group applicants,
are not available. CSC officials concede, however, that the per-
centage of blacks and Mexican Americans who pass is low. Over the
past several years, an average of 10,000 to 14,000 persons entered
Federal service annually via the FSEE out of approximately 150,000
applicants. The vast majority of these new employees are recent

\(^{64/}\) "Verbal ability" includes the knowledge of words, comprehension
of reading materials and appreciation of the correct use of language.

\(^{65/}\) "Quantitative ability" is the ability to understand ideas pre-
sented in terms of number concepts and the ability to apply basic
arithmetic to solving practical problems.
white college graduates.

Basic FSEE requirements for entry-level GS-5 positions are:

1) A bachelor's degree or 3 years of responsible experience, or a combination of the two; plus a minimum FSEE rating of 70, or a combined score on the Graduate Record Exam Aptitude Test of 1,000;

or

2) A bachelor's degree within the previous two years and either a 3.5 grade point average (4.0 equals an "A") or rank in the top 10 percent of the class. No written test is required.

Entry at the GS-7 level is also possible. Additional education and/or higher scores on the written portion of the exam is required.

Requirement number (2) above, instituted in 1967 with a view toward bringing more minority group members into managerial and administrative positions has had only limited value. Thus only about 600 persons (approximately 5 percent of those appointed from the FSEE register) enter Federal service through this avenue each year. Of this total, however, an estimated 200 to 300 are nonwhite.

(2) Other Special Hiring Programs

(A) Mexican Americans

CSC has urged Federal agencies with Southwestern offices and installations to make special efforts to recruit, hire, and promote Mexican Americans. These agencies are also expected to be alert

---

66/ This number represents about 2 percent of the total FSEE hires each year.

67/ Interview with James Bohart, Chief, Manpower Sources Division, Bureau of Recruiting and Examining, Oct. 29, 1969.
to available job opportunities outside their region (and outside their own agency) which will enable more Mexican Americans to move into the mainstream of Federal employment.

(B) Indians

In recent years, CSC has moved more imaginatively to reach and enlist other minority group members in Federal service. For example, CSC is working with the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), especially in the Seattle and Denver regions, to increase the employment of Indians. Since BIA is authorized to give preference to Indians in employment, that agency is being encouraged to serve as an entry vehicle for Indians who can subsequently move more readily into jobs with other Federal agencies. BIA in cooperation with CSC has also begun giving examantions directly on reservations to reach more potential employees.

(C) Disadvantaged Alaskan Natives

A program, designed for "disadvantaged" Alaskans, provides pre-employment training for about 200 native Alaskans each year. In 1967, when the program was launched, there were only 1,400 natives (Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos) of 13,700 Federal employees

68/ Id.

69/ Despite the statutory preference accorded to Indians in appointments to BIA and despite the efforts noted in the text, April 1969 data revealed that only one percent of all Bureau employees in grades GS-12 thru 18 were American Indians.
in the state. Currently, there are 1,505 natives of approximately 12,751 full-time Federal civilian employees in the State. In 1969, BIA conducted recruitment for the program and provided transportation, housing (for entire families) and a small stipend for 206 trainees. Currently, there are 76 in jobs. BIA hopes to attain 200 placements this year.

(D) Project Value

In 1968, another coordinated Federal effort, involving the Civil Service Commission, the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Labor produced Project Value. Under the program, DoD agreed to employ up to 5,625 disadvantaged youths following a nine-month training program under Neighborhood Youth Corps auspices.

70/ In addition, as part of a joint Federal effort, the Defense Department, the largest Federal employer in Alaska, has undertaken Project Hire, a program to hire 200 natives each year for Manpower Development and Training Act on-the-job training, CSC has been instrumental in developing the program--qualifying candidates through the Worker-Trainee Exam (non-written) and providing a basis for exempting the trainee from the usual personnel ceilings. Although employees enter at the lowest levels, the training provided is designed to lead to higher paying jobs.
The project has operated in 44 CEP areas and enrolled nearly 4,800 trainees. More than 2,800 are currently employed or still in training. Racial data have not been kept but according to CSC, the program has been "substantially" nonwhite.

(E) Outreach Programs

CSC provides leadership in a variety of summer, part-time and temporary employment programs. Under these outreach programs, racial data are not maintained, but CSC officials contend that the vast majority of persons involved (especially in the summer and youth opportunity programs) are from minority groups. The 1968 Revenue and Expenditure Control Act exempted up to 70,000 jobs from being counted under the program. Beyond that number, summer employees would have been counted in the same manner as other employees against agency personnel ceilings. Following repeal

71/ Poole interview, supra note 47.
72/ At least one CSC official, who did not wish to be quoted, stated, and others have intimated, that maintenance of racial data would give critics of some of these outreach programs a basis for complaining about "reverse discrimination."
of the Act, administrative controls remained. However, at CSC's urging these were subsequently relaxed to allow exemption of disadvantaged program employees.

c. Advancement and Upgrading

As noted earlier, the greatest problem in the Government's equal employment opportunity program lies in the disproportionate concentration of blacks and Spanish Americans at the lowest echelons of Federal employment. The true measure of the equal employment opportunity program's effectiveness is its ability to produce a representative number of minority group members at all grade levels in all agencies and in all regions of the country. By these criteria, the Federal equal employment opportunity effort still has a long way to go.

73/ In response to this problem, the Civil Service Commission has issued comprehensive guidelines for a broad-band program of upward mobility for lower level employees. The new upward mobility instructions call for:

-Career systems to increase opportunities for advancement, utilization, training, and education.

-Career development plans for lower grade employees.

-Career counseling and guidance.

-Education and training opportunities.

-Personnel procedures to assist upward mobility.

-Occupational analysis, job redesign, and job restructuring.

-Qualifications standards facilitating upward mobility.

-Communication of program information to employees.
(1) Merit Promotion Program

Although the Civil Service Act of 1883 gave the Civil Service Commission responsibility for establishing basic requirements for promotions to all positions in the competitive service, it was not until 1959 that a Government-wide Merit Promotion Policy was instituted. The new policy: (1) provided that agencies adopt systematic procedures to insure that merit principles were observed in making promotions in competitive service, (2) required agency heads to develop and publish promotion guidelines and merit promotion plans, and (3) established general principles and procedures under which agency promotion programs were to operate.

There were several weaknesses in the original policy and in September 1966, a CSC task force was formed to consider revisions in the merit promotion policy. In April 1967, agencies and employee organizations were asked to comment on a draft of proposed changes. At the same time the Second Annual Interagency Advisory Group (I.A.G.) Conference was held and, "Merit Promotion and Performance Appraisal"

---

74/ CSC Bureau of Recruiting and Examining, "Some Features of the Revised Federal Merit Promotion Policy" 1, Nov. 1968.

75/ Weaknesses of the 1959 policy included:
- incomplete understanding and appreciation of agency promotion programs by employees and supervisors;
- inappropriate evaluation methods; and,
- failure to use competitive promotion procedures for certain placement actions where they were needed to assure quality staffing.

76/ The Interagency Advisory Group (I.A.G.) is a device for maintaining interagency communication under the auspices of the Civil Service Commission. Composed of approximately 60 top personnel officials from all departments and most agencies, the I.A.G. is convened about once a month. See pp. 130-31 infra for further discussion.
was the subject of one workshop at the conference.

Based on a variety of suggestions and criticisms, a revised policy was formulated and again submitted for review to agencies, interested groups, and Federal Executive Boards in CSC's regional office cities. On August 27, 1968, the Federal merit promotion policy currently in use was promulgated. On November 22, 1968, the IAG Committee on Merit Promotion Policy was established to obtain agency involvement in developing plans to implement the revised policy. The committee held nine meetings during Fiscal Year 1969 and continues to meet regularly.

Since that date, CSC has issued further statements, bulletins and Federal Personnel Manual System (FPM) letters dealing with promotion policy. These criteria, set forth in considerable detail,

---


78/ Bulletin No. 335-8, Changes in Merit Promotion Policies, Aug. 27, 1968. See also FPM Chapter 335, Promotion and Internal Placement, Sept. 20, 1968.


80/ The most significant of these issuances is FPM Letter No. 335-4, May 2, 1969, "Evaluation of Employees for Promotion and Internal Placement," which runs to more than 50 pages including attachments and appendix.
cover such matters as evaluation process and methods, determining important elements of job performance, selecting instruments for evaluating employees, arranging employees in order of merit, and guidelines for use of written tests.

Regardless of CSC suggestions, guidelines, or directives, in the final analysis, promotion and upgrading rest with the various agencies. Moreover, supervisory personnel in each agency ultimately make the crucial individual determinations which affect promotion. No matter how precise, detailed, and equitable the criteria may be, a broad degree of agency discretion inevitably must remain. Evaluations and promotions ultimately come down to matters of subjective judgement. Personal preferences, preconceptions and biases come into play. Recognizing the imperfect nature of merit ratings

81/ The salient features of the Revised Federal Merit Promotion Policy as set forth by CSC include:

- Assuring that employees are considered for higher-level jobs for which they are eligible and in which they are interested.

- Using the most effective evaluation methods to identify highly-qualified candidates for promotion, with written tests being allowed only when approved by the Commission.

- Requiring selection from among the best-qualified candidates.

- Eliminating all forms of discrimination or personal favoritism.

- Keeping employees fully informed about their agency's promotion program and about their own promotion opportunities.

82/ For example, the individual agencies are responsible for reviewing the status of each employee in a "dead-end" job with a view toward finding an avenue for further advancement or else advising the employee of the unlikelihood of future promotion.
and the importance of allowing some flexibility, the revised Federal Merit Promotion Policy suggests that candidates be considered from as broad an area as "practicable" (with agency-wide consideration normally for promotions to GS-14 and above), with final selection made from an "adequate number" (e.g., 3-5) of the best qualified candidates. The principle of freedom to select from among the best qualified is expressly recognized.

Aware of the implications for equal employment opportunity in promotion policies, CSC has taken steps to reduce the possibility of deliberate or inadvertent discrimination. The Merit Promotion Policy requires, for example, that all first-level supervisors be provided with "suitable initial training" (including emphasis on equal opportunity) either before assuming their new duties or as soon after as possible. Efforts are underway aimed at encouraging


84/ Chairman Hampton has stressed the vitally important role which individual supervisors play:

The key to effective equal employment opportunity and to affirmative action to achieve this goal is the individual supervisor. He must have understanding of and sensitivity to the objective of the program and the needs and aspirations of individual employees. Training can be an effective tool in bringing this kind of understanding to him.

To achieve this end, we plan to take the following steps:

require each employee who becomes a supervisor in the Federal Government to participate in appropriate training courses to bring him understanding of and sensitivity to the goals of equal employment opportunity;.... Toward Equal Opportunity in Federal Employment, A Report to the President from the United States Civil Service Commission, Aug. 1969.
supervisory support of equal employment opportunity through incentive programs and through inclusion in supervisory ratings of an evaluation of performance in the area of equal employment opportunity. There is also a civil rights component in virtually all general management and supervisory courses offered by CSC. Use of written exams for promotion purposes has been sharply curtailed. Agencies are prohibited from using a written test as the sole means of ranking or evaluating employees. Moreover, CSC has numerous requirements which limit the scope and purpose of such tests. Agencies using written tests for in-service placement purposes are required to review and evaluate them periodically. CSC conducts its own review and evaluation of all such devices. Other equal employment opportunity safeguards in the promotion system lie in the right to complain, to be heard, to appeal, and finally in CSC's own inspection system. Each of these avenues is discussed later in the chapter.

(2) Executive Manpower

In no area is the disparity in minority group employment more evident than the executive supergrade level, GS-16 through 18. Only 87 minority group members could be identified in the 5,492 supergrade positions canvassed in November 1967. Although all

---

85/ The usual formula calls for devoting one session of each general management or supervisor's course to analysis and discussion of a case study involving discrimination. Emphasis is on preventive and remedial action.

agencies fared poorly in this regard, some were particularly deficient. The Department of Agriculture for example, had only two Negroes, and no Spanish Americans or other minority group members among 207 GS-16 thru 18 executives. The Office of the Secretary of Defense presented an almost identical picture, with two Negroes as the sole minority group representatives among 265 supergrade employees.

Government-wide figures based on the November 1969 census of minority group employees reveal only slight progress. Out of 5,319 supergrade positions there were still less than 100 held by members of minority groups. An examination of the source from which supergrades are drawn helps explain why. Only 11 percent of all supergrades enter from outside the government. The rest are promoted from within their own agency (generally from within the same bureau) or, in 10 percent of the cases, from another Federal agency. In view of the miniscule number of minority group members in GS 14 and 15 positions, the chances for a nonwhite to come up from the ranks to fill a supergrade opening are slight. Moreover, in selecting Federal executives, program knowledge and experience are key factors, but many among the relatively few blacks and Mexican Americans in senior levels (GS-13 through 15) occupy staff rather than line positions. That is, they

87/ 63 Negroes; 14 Spanish Americans; seven American Indians; 13 Orientals. CSC News Release, May 14, 1970. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, as of June 1, 1970, listed three Negroes and one Mexican American among its six supergrade employees.

frequently serve in special assistant or public relations jobs which carry little if any authority, and tend to be out of the line of command for policy determination and administrative actions. Many occupy civil rights jobs which rarely are positions of authority and generally are removed from matters of program decision and policy formulation. Their opportunity for acquiring substantive program knowledge and administrative experience is more likely to be limited.

An analysis of occupational categories comprising most GS 15-18 executive positions also is revealing. For example, medicine and engineering - occupations long virtually closed to minority group members - make up nearly one-third of all such positions. More than 50 percent of Federal executive level employees hold Masters degrees or better. Again, the premium placed on higher educational attainment works to the disadvantage of minority group members, who have been systematically deprived of equal educational opportunities for generations. Other characteristics of GS 15-18 executives - long years of Federal service (two-thirds of the group have more than 20 years of Federal service) and age level (more than 80 percent are 45 or older) also shed light on the grossly inadequate minority group representation within the upper grades.

\[^89/\]

\[89/\textit{Id.}, at 2-3.\]
CSC's role with respect to supergrade promotions and appointments is limited. CSC is responsible for:

- Allocating spaces and determining agency priorities
- Classifying positions in GS-16, GS-17, & GS-18 levels
- Approving candidate qualifications for GS-16, 17 & 18 positions
- Approving agency requests to place positions in excepted or competitive service
- Establishing pay rates and approving qualifications for scientific and professional positions
- Administering the executive assignment system

The crucial tasks of identifying and developing potential executive talent and selecting candidates via appointment, promotion or reassignment, reside within the agencies.

d. **Training**

Training plays three major roles in equal opportunity:

first, to improve, upgrade, and fully utilize the skills of minority group employees in the Federal service; second, to assist compliance personnel in developing the skills necessary to carry out such diverse responsibilities as monitoring Title VI programs, assuring equal opportunity in Federal employment and evaluating affirmative action plans of Government contractors; third, to help Federal managers and supervisors understand their role in equal employment opportunity.
The Government Employees Training Act made CSC responsible, subject to supervision and control by the President, for promotion and coordination of Government training operations. The Act confers broad authority on CSC and the agencies to provide in-service training "for the development of skills, knowledge and abilities which will best qualify them (i.e., Federal employees) for performance of official duties." Provision is also made for utilization of non-Government training facilities to a limited extent. The number of man-years of training permitted through these facilities may not exceed one percent of the total number of man-years of civilian employment for such department in the same fiscal year. Nor may training be provided: (1) solely for the purpose of obtaining an academic degree, or (2) solely for the purpose of obtaining an academic degree in order to qualify for appointment to a particular position for which such degree is a basic requirement.

---


91/ President Johnson reaffirmed and clarified CSC role and agency responsibilities for training by Exec. Order 11348 (1967).

92/ However, CSC is not authorized to prescribe types and method or regulate details of intradepartmental training programs. 5 U.S.C. § 4101 et. seq. Supp. III, 1968.


94/ CSC has advised that non-Government facilities are not, nor does CSC believe they should be, the principal training avenue for upward mobility. At its peak, participation in non-Government facilities never exceeded 2/10 of 1% of the total number of man-years available.

With respect to funding, the Act directs the Bureau of the Budget to provide for "absorption by the respective departments, from the respective applicable appropriations or funds available...to such extent as the Director (BoB) deems practicable, of the costs of the training programs and plans provided for by this Act."

Under these and related restrictions the possibilities for large-scale in-service training for Federal employees are virtually precluded.

(1) Training to Upgrade Federal Employees

Between the 1958, enactment of the Government Employees Training Act and April 1967, when the Bureau of Training was established in the Civil Service Commission, little analysis or evaluation of the training activity of Federal departments and agencies was undertaken. The Training Act established few reporting requirements and although the Commission had authority to establish additional ones, it did not because it lacked the resources to collect and analyze the large amount of data needed to document training activity in the Federal service. Thus neither the size of the total investment nor its impact could be approximated with any degree of certainty.

In April 1967, the Bureau of Training was established to provide better coordination and promote interagency training activities.

---

The Bureau helps agencies assess their training needs and evaluate their own program, and coordinates and promotes interagency training activities. The Bureau also provides training to agencies through a nationwide network of training centers which conduct courses in executive development, general and personnel management, communications, office skills, automatic data processing, financial management, and planning, programming and budgeting.

During fiscal year 1968 more than one million Federal employees participated in at least some formal classroom training; Federal agencies listed a total of 5,605 full-time training personnel; and agencies spent nearly $31 million for interagency and non-Government training.

Types of training range widely, with most courses dealing with immediate job needs and enhancement of skills required to perform the task at hand. Except as noted later, the equal opportunity


99/ E.g., SEC sent teams of regulatory staff members to New York City for three-day periods to acquire first hand exposure to the problem of the New York Stock Exchange and its member firms; the Department of the Air Force trained its own personnel in generator maintenance which previously had been performed by non-Government workers; GSA provided "cross-training" for various employees in its motor equipment and communications divisions--e.g., training teletypists as switchboard operators and automotive inspectors as motor pool chiefs.
significance of Federal training programs lies primarily in the nature and extent to which such programs aid minority group employees. Although data on training by race are not maintained, some inferences can be drawn by comparing grade levels of persons trained with grade levels of employees by race. For example, among General Schedule (GS) participants in training programs, more than half were at or above the GS-9 level; fewer than 20 percent were in grades 1-4. Only 3.1 percent of full time employees in GS grades 9 and above were Negro, as compared with more than 16 percent Negro employment in grades below GS-9 as of November 1967. In addition, although GS employees comprised fewer than half the total Federal civilian work force (as of November 1967) they received nearly two-thirds of all training given during FY 1968. Negroes comprised only 10.5 of the GS workforce as compared to 20.4 percent of all wage board employees and 18.9 percent of postal employees. Similar correlations can be found with regard to training opportunities for Spanish Americans.

100/ A Statistical Annex to Employee Training, supra note 98, at 5.
102/ A Statistical Annex to Employee Training, supra note 98, at 5.
103/ U.S. CSC, Study of Minority Group Employment in the Federal Government 1967, supra note 101, at 3. As of November 30, 1967, total GS employment was 1.27 million; wage board and postal service employment combined totaled 1.29 million. Within GS grade groupings (i.e. GS 1-4; 5-8; 9-11; 12-18) the majority of employees were found in the GS 1-4 and GS 5-8 categories (about 719,000).

As of November 30, 1969, total GS employment was 1.29 million; wage board and postal field service combined totaled 1.25 million. (Data derived from CSC New Release of May 14, 1970 reporting preliminary results of the November 1969 minority employment survey of Federal agencies.
It seems fair to assume, even in the absence of precise data by race, that minority group employees do not share equitably in benefits of Federal training programs.

(2) Equal Opportunity Training - Compliance Personnel

The focal point for equal opportunity training for compliance officers from many agencies throughout the Government is the General Management Training Center (GMTC), within the Bureau of Training. In common with other CSC training programs, courses for contract compliance specialists, Title VI compliance officers and so on, are provided on a reimbursable basis. CSC tries to anticipate

104/In June 1970, the Commission developed and sent to the heads of Federal agencies, a comprehensive plan for "upward mobility" of lower grade employees calling for more career planning, counseling, training, and similar activities on the part of agencies. The plan also commits the CSC to a wide variety of actions to support agency efforts.

105/Other Federal agencies, notably HEW, have their own training programs specifically geared to their particular compliance problems. Such agencies vary in their utilization of CSC training.

106/Congress does not allow any portion of CSC's annual appropriation to be used to support Bureau of Training operations. Consequently, the entire cost of operating the Bureau of Training--salaries, overhead, etc.,--must be recovered by charging other agencies tuition for each staff member who attends a course given by the Bureau.

The present "rule of thumb" is that a minimum of 25 participants is needed per course to break even. Interview and telephone conversation with Dr. Ronald Semone, Director, Executive and Entry Level Training, General Management Training Center, Bureau of Training, Nov. 3, 1969 and June 12, 1970, respectively.
the demand for various training well in advance of each fiscal year and devise courses to meet the need. In some instances CSC perceives a need for a particular type of training and tries to encourage agencies to enroll participants. If the response is poor, CSC bears the cost and must make it up elsewhere.

For example, there has been decreasing interest among the agencies in Title VI training and CSC has had to rely on "overcharging" or

107/ Based on estimates of enrollment, duration and expense of planning and conducting the training, CSC sets a price tag on each course offered.

108/ Interview with Wilton Dickerson, Director, General Management Training Center, Bureau of Training, Nov. 3, 1969. In the years immediately following passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act there were some four Title VI courses offered. Mr. Dickerson and Dr. Semond speculated on the declining interest in Title VI training. Mr. Dickerson suggested that agencies were primarily interested in courses with specific, tangible content. He felt that too much attention was given in Title VI courses to trying to "change hearts and minds". Programs managers, for whom many such courses were designed, simply did not want this and often participated only because someone at a higher administrative level required it. Dr. Semone indicated that Title VI training had been the special province of Richard Parkins (formerly with GMTC) who subsequently joined the civil rights office in HEW. With Parkins' move to HEW the in-service training program of that agency was further expanded and interest by HEW officials in Title VI training found expression in programs provided by HEW's Office for Civil Rights rather than in courses offered by CSC.
overenrollment in other courses to take up the slack. Wilton Dickerson, Director, GMTC expressed the view that the Department of Justice should take a more active role in planning and fostering Title VI training. He felt that, in contrast to contract compliance courses, Title VI "lacked content" and that the Department of Justice failed to supply this. He explained that Title VI courses emphasized attitudinal change, whereas he believes that equal opportunity courses should concentrate on legal requirements and how investigations should be carried out. Similar criticisms have been expressed by participants in CSC-sponsored Title VI Training programs.

(3) Equal Opportunity Training - Federal Managers and Supervisors

In areas other than direct training of compliance officers, CSC has significantly expanded the equal opportunity aspects of various management, personnel and supervisory courses. In all management and supervisory training, equal opportunity considerations are emphasized as an integral part of good management. In one of the basic courses, "Introduction to Supervision", a discrimination case is included as part of the standard teaching materials. One of the 14 sessions of the course is entirely devoted to equal employment opportunity (about 1½ to 2 hours). The two courses

109/ Id.

110/ Several courses in the CSC's curriculum are aimed primarily at Federal managers and supervisors to explain their role in equal opportunity. For example, "The Role of the Manager in EEO" has been conducted over the past four years. In FY 1969 and FY 1970, approximately 1,430 participants attended this course in regional offices while 120 attended in the central office.

111/ All new supervisors are required to take this course.
given to middle level managers in "Management and Group Performance" also have equal opportunity components. Equal employment opportunity has also been a prominent topic at the Federal Executive Institute in Charlottesville, Virginia.

The Personnel Management Training Center (PMTC) is also heavily involved in equal opportunity activity. It is responsible for training an estimated 6,000 persons who have been designated by their agencies as equal opportunity counselors under revised discrimination complaint procedures which went into effect in July 1969. Having anticipated the new procedures, which place heavy emphasis on resolving complaints through informal means, PMTC inaugurated training early in 1969. By July 1969, 3,500 equal employment opportunity counselors had participated in training provided within their own agencies or by CSC. PMTC also offers courses for complaint investigators and for appeals examiners, and at one

112/ See FPM Letter No. 713-11. See also discussion at pp.116-18 infra.

113/In fiscal years 1969 and 1970, CSC provided training to about agency employees in the investigation of complaints of discrimination, 500 of whom were trained in the regions, 300 in the central office.
time also provided one for Title VI hearing examiners.

e. **Inspections**

"The eyes and ears of the Commission," is one CSC official's characterization of the Bureau of Inspections (B.I.). Working out of Washington and 10 regional offices, the Bureau directs nationwide evaluations of the personnel management practices of Federal agencies. Although the

---

114/ Other components within the Bureau of Training, which at different times and in varying degrees become involved in civil rights activities include:

1) The Office of Agency Consultation (OAC) and Guidance, which provides consultation, guidance and technical assistance to other Federal agencies on request. OAC also develops guidelines for training and works with various agencies on programs which involve training the disadvantaged such as Project Hire, Project Value and others discussed earlier in this chapter.

2) The Executive Seminar Centers, which offers training for senior level (GS 13-15) employees, in general management and administration. Civil rights issues are generally incorporated in the curriculum.

scope and emphasis of reviews vary, equal opportunity considerations have been given increased attention in recent years.

Following promulgation of Executive Order 11246 (Sept. 24, 1965), which assigned supervisory, leadership, and review authority to CSC, a number of significant actions were taken. In March 1966, CSC distributed to all Federal agencies guidelines to be used by CSC inspectors in reviewing agency equal employment opportunity programs. The guidelines suggested that agencies might find them "useful in planning self-evaluations" of their own programs and urged "wide dissemination among personnel officers and Equal Employment Opportunity Officers." The guidelines were detailed and forward looking. A section on affirmative action, for example, stated:

An affirmative program must go beyond mere non-discrimination. It must be devised to overcome obstacles that impede equality of opportunity for minority group persons and should be governed by a plan of action tailor-made to the problems and needs of the installation.

116/ Since 1962 every general management survey has included an EEO component and in 1963 the concept of EEO community reviews was introduced in Birmingham with particular emphasis on recruitment efforts. Interview with Gilbert Schulkind, Director, Bureau of Inspections, Oct. 30, 1969.


Also recommended was "participation in community activities which work toward improved and equal opportunity for minority groups."

Later in the year an Equal Employment Opportunity committee consisting of Directors of Personnel and Equal Employment Opportunity officers from 20 agencies was created as a study committee within the Interagency Advisory Group. The committee, still in being, is a device for facilitating interagency communication on equal employment opportunity matters and provides consultation and feedback to CSC on matters of program and policy.

On November 18, 1966, CSC issued an "Operations letter", the implications of which go to the heart of the Federal EEO effort. The four-page letter, distributed to CSC Washington and regional staffs, sharply limited the scope of affirmative action and appeared to neutralize the entire thrust of the program. The following excerpts are revealing:

(1) The point which must be made again and again is that the purpose of the program and our efforts is to insure this equality of opportunity, not to give preference in opportunity to any one group. Unless it is forcefully made, agency managers may issue statements and take actions such as establishing numerical quotas and goals which are contrary to policy and which lay the program open to charges of reverse discrimination.

In discussing use of comparisons of employment and population statistics for a particular installation the letter stated:

(2) Such statistical comparisons are to be used only for establishing a frame of reference within which the program can be considered and analyzed. It must be made clear that their use does not require or justify the establishment of numerical goals or quotas or imply that program success will be measured on the basis of whether the employment ratio is below or above the population ratio.

With respect to grade, occupational and organizational analyses:

...the purpose is to provide a frame of reference for discussion and evaluation and not to require or suggest that agencies must have minority group members present in every grade level, organization, or occupational group. This purpose must be spelled out in discussions and reports. Otherwise, the requiring of analyses may be interpreted as demanding the presence of minority group members in all such groups or indicating that they should be present in particular proportions.

Its conclusion, however, was as follows:

The instructions contained in this letter should not be construed as indicating a desire for a less direct approach or a change in program orientation. They are intended to point up those situations where less than complete agency understanding of what is expected can result in serious problems which adversely affect the EEO program and Commission-agency relationships.

Nonetheless, the CSC directive served to undercut efforts of many EEO officers and impair the entire program. EEO officers who tried to develop plans replete with specific percentages and/or numerical goals and target dates were taken to task by CSC's Bureau of Inspections which, in essence, praised the intent but vetoed the most expeditious measure for attaining the goal.
In the face of such limitations, agency plans of action developed pursuant to CSC guidelines issued on Sept. 1, 1966, became to a large extent "excellent policy and position documents." As such, however, they were an imprecise yardstick against which the Bureau of Inspections could measure change.

On December 30, 1969, a new set of comprehensive and specific guidelines was issued by CSC, and agencies were called upon to submit agencywide plans of action within a month. The guidelines cover such matters as organization and resources to administer the Equal Employment Opportunity program, recruitment, training, participation in community efforts, internal evaluation, and various other aspects of the subject. They specifically recommend "active support of community equal housing efforts", "development of programs to identify and reward supervisors and managers who contribute notably to Equal Employment Opportunity program success" and other affirmative actions.

**120/** CSC Bulletin No. 713-5.


Bulletin No. 713-12 takes cognizance of the limitations in the Sept. 1966 guidelines but offers only a partial solution. More specific guidelines have been provided and restrictions on affirmative action have been removed but the key step of goal setting has not been taken.
The guidelines also speak of "emphasis on results" and the covering letter (Bulletin No. 713-12) recommends that "action items...be geared wherever possible to specific goals." However, the vital step, goal-setting in quantitative terms (i.e. numbers and/or percentages), is not taken. CSC still adheres to a policy which approves of result-oriented equal employment opportunity programs, but rejects the establishment of specific quantitative goals in hiring of minority employees as representing preferential treatment.

122/ See, for example, the letter from Gilbert A. Schulkind, Director, Bureau of Inspections, to Walter G. Ingerski, Equal Employment Officer, Defense Supply Agency (Department of Defense) Oct. 30, 1967, in response to that agency's proposed plan of action. Mr. Schulkind's letter reads in part:

We strongly endorse the Center's positive approach in the equal employment opportunity area. However, on reviewing its plan we find that significant revisions to the plan are needed.

Among the goals in the Center's present plan of action are percentage increase of Negro employees from 4.5 percent to at least 5 percent in higher graded jobs, from 22.8 percent to at least 24 percent in middle grades, and from 5.2 percent to at least 7 percent in higher level Wage Board rankings, by the end of the fiscal year. A long-range objective included in the plan is continuing increases in the percentage of Negroes at middle and higher grade levels.

We have a strong conviction that results are important and must be achieved in the equal employment opportunity effort. However, we also firmly believe that the intention of the equal employment opportunity program is not preferential treatment for any particular ethnic group and that plans of action should be in terms of providing equal opportunity for all persons. As indicated in Commission Bulletin 713-5, we consider the establishment of numerical quotas of any kind for minority group employment to be clearly contrary to Executive Order 11246 and Commission regulations.
f. Complaint Procedures - Appeals and Review

Adequate procedures for redress of grievances are vital to any effective equal opportunity program. At a minimum, such procedures must include the right to be heard - including the right to be represented by counsel - and the right of appeal and review. Moreover, if the use of these procedures is not to be an exercise in futility, remedies commensurate with wrongs must be available.

(1) New Regulations

In March 1969, in an effort to improve existing complaint procedures, CSC, after consultation with the Equal Employment Opportunity Committee of the Interagency Advisory Group and with a number of agencies, amended that portion of its EEO regulations governing processing of discrimination complaints. The amendments which became effective on July 1, 1969, have the following salient features:


The purposes of the changes are to guarantee a fair and impartial hearing of discrimination complaints by trained appeals examiners, to provide an independent investigation of the facts involved in any case, to provide the maximum opportunity for informal resolution of problems which otherwise might turn into complaints, and to speed up the entire complaint process.
1. Establishment in each agency of a Director of Equal Employment Opportunity and sufficient staff to carry out an affirmative program, including handling of discrimination complaints.

2. Establishment of Equal Employment Opportunity Counselors, disassociated from the formal complaint process, whose function is to seek resolution of complaints on an informal basis. Employees must consult the Counselors before a formal complaint of discrimination may be filed with the agency."

3. Independent, impartial investigation of formal complaints by persons not associated with that part of the agency involved in the complaint, with a copy of investigative file given to complainant.

4. Hearing, if requested by complainant, before an appeals examiner from another agency, with findings of fact and recommended decision on the merits.

5. Decision by the agency head adopting, rejecting, or modifying the hearing examiner's recommended decision with explanation of reasons therefor given to complainant.

124/ In almost all instances persons designated as "EEO Counselors" carry this role on an "as needed" basis in addition to other regular job duties.

125/ It would appear desirable to provide complainants the option of requesting that the investigation be conducted by someone from another Federal agency altogether.
6. Right of appeal to CSC's Board of Appeals and Review.

(2) Agency Counseling System

The thrust of the revised procedures is toward informal resolution of complaints. Introduction of the counseling system was motivated in part by a desire to filter out specious complaints and to settle disputes before they had become polarized.

On March 10, 1970, a CSC press release announced results of a Government-wide survey covering the period July 1 through September 30, 1969, immediately following inauguration of the new procedures. The survey revealed that 2,744 employees sought out EEO Counselors and that 257 formal complaints were filed—about half the number \(^{126/}\) for a comparable period under the formal procedures. Although these early figures indicate that the number of formal complaints was reduced, the significance of this fact is unclear.

(3) Appeals and Review

The final administrative step in the complaint procedures is appeal to the Civil Service Commission's Board of Appeals and Review (BAR). As of December 1969, BAR had had no experience with appeals under the revised complaint procedures. However, figures for fiscal

---

126/ Further study showed that during the five-month period ending November 20, 1969, an average of 79 formal complaints were lodged as compared with an average of 147 under the old system. An analysis of a sampling of 282 cases showed that "corrective action" had been taken in 85 instances, about 30 percent of the sample. In more than half of the 85 cases the corrective action directly benefitted the employee. CSC News Release, Mar. 10, 1970.
year 1969 are of some interest. Approximately 2,100 appeals of all kinds were considered that year. The bulk of these concerned adverse actions and retirement issues. There were 336 EEO appeals. Two-hundred and eighty cases of these 336 were decided on their merits; the rest were either remanded to agencies for further processing or disposed of for technical reasons. Of the 280 cases

127/ Interview with William P. Berzak, Chairman, Board of Appeals and Review, Nov. 5, 1969.

128/ More than two-thirds involved allegations of discrimination based on race or color; the remainder were based on national origin, sex or religion. ("Statistics on EEO Appeals to the Board of Appeals and Review for fiscal years 1967, 1968 and 1969" - unpublished tables).

129/ Although hearings are not held before the Board, the Board is not restricted to the information in the record. In about 25% of the cases, it goes back to the agency for more documents, statistics, etc., in order to determine the past practices of the accused official with reference to his treatment of persons of the minority group involved in the case. The complainant may also submit further arguments to the Appeals Board but these must be in writing. Oral argument by counsel is not permitted at this stage. Berzak interview, supra note 127.
decided on the merits, in 214 instances (more than 75 percent) a
decision of "no discrimination" was rendered; in the other 66 cases, corrective action by the agency or CSC was ordered. William P. Berzak, BAR Chairman expressed the view that because discrimination can only be proved in a small number of cases, there is a serious credibility gap between minority groups and the Federal establishment.

130/ In many of these cases the allegation of discrimination was not adequately substantiated but remedial action was warranted. In almost every instance remedial action was predicated on the basis of poor personnel practice and/or some type of unfair or unduly harsh action. It should be noted that only cases which the complainant has "lost" at the agency level are brought to BAR's attention. Cases of blatant discrimination generally are resolved within the agency and fail to reach BAR's attention. The agency has three opportunities to correct a situation or find discrimination before the case ever reaches the Board, i.e., (a) during the EEO Counselor's inquiry; (b) after investigation; and (c) at time of agency's final decision. Thus if there is a case of apparent discrimination, it would be disclosed at one of these three stages.

131/ Berzak indicated that discrimination cases reaching BAR are never clear cut. Generally, questionable or downright poor personnel practices are part of the picture. When an agency finds a poor personnel practice and corrects it by offering the appellant what he wants, the agency in such cases often does not make inquiry into the past practices of the accused official to determine whether discrimination was present. However, the Board does make such inquiry if the case is appealed to it. Berzak interview, supra note 127.
(4) *Sanctions and Remedies:*

As noted earlier, the effectiveness of the entire grievance process rests largely on the adequacy of available remedies. However, in the vital matter of promotions, which comprises almost half of all EEO appeals, the Comptroller General has ruled against awarding either back pay or retroactive upgrading even when the complainant is found to have been discriminated against in the action at issue.

In many instances, the matter is moot by the time the decision is rendered -- a lost conference or training opportunity, a temporary special detail, etc. Granting the complainant top priority for the next available opening may be the only remedy possible under the circumstances, but it does not afford full relief.

Other corrective actions have value from an equal employment opportunity standpoint, although they may be of little direct benefit to the complainant. CSC reports that supervisors found culpable in discriminatory actions have been "appropriately disciplined including demotion, reassignment, reprimand or warning,

and removal from supervisory authority to make appointments or promotion selections. Generally, the Board in its decisions does not recommend disciplinary action beyond what the agency prescribed, but it has, in a number of cases, recommended to agencies that they take or consider taking disciplinary action, such as a reprimand or warning against the guilty official. In no instance however, has BAR upheld a complainant's request for disciplinary action against a supervisor above and beyond what the agency prescribed.

Theoretically, CSC can require an agency to secure CSC's prior approval of every appointment and promotion it seeks to make. This authority represents a potentially strong sanction, which could be used against an agency persisting in discriminatory practices. In fact, use of this sanction never has been seriously contemplated. Chairman Hampton takes a broader view of the role

133/ Chairman Hampton's reply of Sept. 22, 1969, to questions submitted by the Senate Subcomm. on Labor. (See covering letter of Sept. 22, 1969), from Hampton to Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr., Chairman, Subcomm. on Labor, Comm. on Labor and Public Welfare). Data on the number of supervisors found guilty of discrimination and the number of those against whom disciplinary action has been taken, is not available. Both CSC officials and agency EEO officers agree that the number in each instance is small. Moreover, little, if any, publicity is given to disciplinary actions which have been taken against supervisors who have been found to have discriminated.

134/ Berzak interview, supra note 127.
CSC should play in furthering the cause of equal opportunity:

Our reviews of equal employment opportunity indicate ... that the obstacles to equality of opportunity are not so much overt acts of discrimination which can be proved and thus which could be overcome by the imposition of sanctions, but rather lack of affirmative action to achieve equality of opportunity. The thrust of our regulations and guidelines is therefore premised on the conviction that equality of opportunity must be achieved through positive action, and that it does not occur simply with the removal of discrimination.135/

g. Collection and Evaluation of Data

Virtually every aspect of the Federal civil rights effort has suffered from lack of sufficient data on which to base compliance activity or evaluate the impact of existing programs. The Federal equal employment opportunity effort shares this deficiency. As noted earlier, there are a number of instances in which the absence of data precludes accurate knowledge of the dimensions of a particular problem or a realistic assessment of the value of newer programs. The extent of the racial impact of examinations remains a matter of controversy in the absence of data by race on those being examined. The significance of current recruitment efforts cannot be appreciated without racial data on persons contacted and interviewed. Training efforts cannot be fairly appraised from an equal employment opportunity standpoint unless data by race are collected and analyzed. Only in the matter of full-time Federal employment as of a specified date (e.g. November 30, 1967) are racial data available. Although information is categorized by agency, grade, 

135/ Hampton reply to Senate Subcomm. on Labor, supra note 133, at 5.
and race (other breakdowns, e.g., by CSC region, by State, by metropolitan area, are also compiled), much relevant information is either not gathered, not collated, or not widely available. Such data as, years in grade by race, race by sex, rates of hiring, promotion, and separation by race, are not kept. A perennial problem, racial designations, has been particularly troublesome with respect to "Spanish Americans." As used by CSC, the category includes "persons of Mexican American and Puerto Rican as well as other Latin American or Spanish origin or ancestry." The broad inclusion currently in use, however, may act to obscure the problems of particular minority groups within the "Spanish American" category.

(1) New Regulations

CSC officials have contended that past attempts to expand collection and maintenance of racial data have encountered opposition from civil rights groups. In the 1940's civil libertarians fought to expunge racial identification from official records on grounds that that they were being used to facilitate discrimination. In November

CSC officials have indicated that the use of the category, "Spanish American" is not as troublesome as may appear. Since there is a high correlation between certain geographical areas (e.g., the five southwestern States; the metropolitan New York City area) and the two major "Spanish American" subgroups (Mexican American and Puerto Rican) a more detailed breakdown is not essential for equal employment opportunity purposes. Thus, for example, most "Spanish Americans" employees in the New York Civil Service Region, are Puerto Rican.

In deference to objections of some Spanish speaking groups to the terminology "Spanish American," the Civil Service Commission now refers to this minority as "Spanish surnamed."
1942, CSC urged all agencies to eliminate photographs from the standard employment form. Many who had struggled to eradicate racial designations two decades earlier found it difficult to reverse their position in the 1960s. The NAACP reportedly opposed racial head counts until quite recently and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) also raised objections based on invasions of privacy.

In 1966 Federal employment statistics were gathered largely by means of an employee "self designation" system, on a voluntary and confidential basis. Information obtained, however, was of doubtful validity. The following year statistics were obtained by a visual interview.

---

137/ Interview with Charles Sparks, Director, Bureau of Manpower Information Systems, Oct. 31, 1969. Sparks reported that "sometime in 1966 or '67" he and Anthony Rachal (former Special Assistant to the Chairman for EEO) tried unsuccessfully to gain the support of the NAACP for the collection of racial data. About a year later the NAACP modified its position but was still reluctant to go on record. Sparks also reported that a spokesman for the ACLU was hesitant about the desirability of including race on personnel records. However, this same ACLU official reportedly expressed support for the new computerized data processing system recommended by the CSC in September 1969.

138/ Apparently a significant number of Federal employees who resented the racial self designation survey either failed to respond or deliberately gave facetious answers. A disproportionately high number of respondents designated themselves, "American Indian" either for the reason stated or because a grandparent or great grandparent was an American Indian.
identification survey conducted by supervisory personnel. This same method was used in the November 30, 1969 Census.

Mindful of the need for an improved data base, CSC has authorized the agencies to institute new automated procedures. Taking account of earlier objections, CSC states that the conditions under which the employment statistics are to be maintained, "are designed to safeguard individual privacy and assure the separation of minority employment data from personnel records." The procedures include four distinct phases:

(1) initial identification and collection - Essentially the same method is used as for the 1967 and 1969 censuses. However, the supervisor's visual identification is recorded on a list which includes the employee's name and identification number.

139/ The 1969 census requirements were similar to those of the 1967 census. Significant changes included expanded coverage of SMSA's from 41 to 75; salary groupings by every grade level (in contrast to sub-groupings, each of which encompassed several grades) and reports from selected bureaus and other organizational units.

140/ FPM Letter No. 290-2, "Automated Procedures for Processing Minority Group Statistics," Sept. 30, 1969. The letter authorizes and "encourages" agencies to install the approved procedures. However, they are not required to do so.

141/ Id., at 1.
(2) **establishment of an independent minority identification file** - The employee's name is removed and the identifying number with racial designation is fed into an automatic data file.

(3) **update of file** - New employees are continuously added; separated employees are deleted.

(4) **file output** - Outputs (e.g. data by race on hiring, promotions, training, separation etc.) are achieved by merging the agency's personnel record file with the minority identification file. In all cases only gross data without identification of employees by name, is to be used. After use, the merged file is destroyed (or stored under safeguards for future use). Specific authorization by agency head or responsible EEO official is required.
Agencies were called upon to report to CSC whether they planned to install the new procedures and, if so, by what date. Initial responses are encouraging.

As of October 31, 1969, most agencies had responded and CSC reported:

The following agencies plan to use automated procedures in taking the census and to automate statistical processing of the data: as of November 30, 1969.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Civil Service Commission</th>
<th>Justice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>HEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior (5 bureaus now-remainder in 1970)</td>
<td>Treasury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL - Number of Employees** 1,432,779

The following agencies plan to use automated assistance in taking the census with later development of the statistical processing systems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOD</th>
<th>by December 1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSA</td>
<td>beginning in February 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior</td>
<td>remaining bureaus in 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Office</td>
<td>under consideration for late 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>by August 1970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL - Number of Employees** 833,599

Those agencies indicating in writing that they do not intend to automate are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Army</th>
<th>(Army has since indicated it will automate by January 1971)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Capital Housing Authority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL - Number of Employees** 479,334

CSC further noted:

This was not intended to be a comprehensive survey, but in covering agencies employing the bulk of the Federal workforce, it is apparent that a large percentage will take advantage of the capabilities of ADP in maintaining and processing data for the management of equal employment opportunity programs. The total of the first two groups above is 2,266,378 personnel, or 74 percent of the workforce.

h. CSC's EEO Role Vis-a-Vis Other Federal Agencies

Since September 1965 when Executive Order 11246 assigned to CSC supervisory and leadership responsibility for equal employment opportunity programs within the Executive Branch, that agency has played an increasingly significant part in this aspect of the Federal civil rights effort. With promulgation of Executive Order 11478 in August 1969 renewed emphasis was placed on equal employment opportunity in the Federal Service, and, correspondingly, on CSC's role. Earlier sections of this chapter have reflected various aspects of that role as manifested in such activities as recruitment, examinations, and inspections. This section deals with other aspects of CSC's leadership in coordinating the Federal equal employment opportunity effort.

(1) Interagency Advisory Group

A major device for developing and exchanging ideas and proposals on personnel policies, projects, and ongoing programs, has been the Interagency Advisory Group (IAG), established in January 1954. Composed of approximately 60 top personnel officials from all departments and most agencies, the full I.A.G. meets under CSC auspices about once a month and follows an agenda prepared by its Secretariate.

143/ Interview with Donald Williams, then Director, Office of Complaints, Oct. 29, 1969. The Secretariat was actually the office of Donald Williams who served as Executive Vice-Chairman of the IAG and also acted as CSC's Director of the Office of Complaints (largely an information and referral function). The position is now held by Clinton Smith.
The Secretariiate is also responsible for establishing ad hoc committees, preparing memoranda, notices, and correspondence, providing CSC staff assistance, and general administration.

Much of IAG business is performed by a variety of ad hoc and standing committees each chaired by an official from the CSC bureau most closely related to the function of the committee. In fiscal year 1969, twenty-nine committees were active and met a total of 56 times. However, most committee work is simply handled by phone and correspondence. In addition to full IAG meetings and those of its various committees, informal luncheon meetings are held about once a month for each of four subgroups of the IAG (about 15 people each).

Although equal employment opportunity matters occasionally provide the agenda for the monthly IAG meetings and have been the concern of various committees, it was not until November 1966 that

---


145/ Two of the groups are comprised of representatives from large agencies; two of the groups are made up of personnel directors from smaller ones. These meetings are designed to give IAG members a chance to become better acquainted with one another and/or serve for special consultative purposes in lieu of full IAG consultation. Williams interview, supra note 143.

146/ Id. Mr. Williams reported that Equal Employment Opportunity was the subject of four meetings within the past year and a half, (April 1968 through October 1969).
a standing committee on equal employment opportunity was established. During fiscal year 1969 Directors of Personnel and Equal Employment

opportunity officers from the score of agencies comprising the Equal Employment Opportunity committee met four times under the Chairmanship of Edward A. Dunton, Director, Bureau of Recruiting and Examining. The group's attention was directed primarily to the revised discrimination complaint procedures. Although the group also had input into the agency equal employment opportunity action plans there is no way of determining the extent of its influence. In the final analysis Government-wide policy decisions on equal employment opportunity are made by the CSC.

(2) Other Types of Liaison

In addition to the IAG, other devices have been used in recent months to convey Federal Equal Employment Opportunity policy and to elicit suggestions for improvements. On September 4, 1969, CSC convened a meeting of Department Assistant Secretaries for Administration, Agency Executive Directors, Directors of Equal Employment Opportunity, Directors of Personnel, Coordinators for the Federal Women's Program, and others, to hear Chairman Hampton and CSC staff members describe some of the new directions taken

---


148/ James Frazier is currently Chairman of the IAG and Irving Kator will assume the chairmanship for fiscal year 1970.
and contemplated. Although the meeting was billed as a "discussion" and a question and comment period was provided for, it proved to be mainly a one-way vehicle for communication.

Somewhat different, however, was the two-day seminar on equal employment opportunity in the Federal Service which was held by CSC on December 4 and 5, 1969. Representatives from a number of private civil rights groups, labor unions, professional associations, and a few Federal agencies, were invited to participate. CSC called upon its bureau and division heads to describe various equal employment opportunity efforts in recruiting, examining, upgrading, training, complaint processing, and other related areas. Each speaker was subjected to questions--often sharply critical--from seminar participants. For much of the two-day session there was free discussion, with CSC officials receiving criticism for the Federal Government's failure to increase more substantially minority representation.

The December 4 and 5 seminar reflected an attempt to narrow the communication gap between CSC, as the embodiment of the Federal equal employment opportunity effort, and representatives of the minority community. However, unless the Government can point to results in terms of minority representation, as well as procedures, it is doubtful that this gap can be fully closed. Creation of equal employment opportunity committees, conferences and workshops of Federal officials, meetings and dialogues with private groups, will be perceived as palliatives rather than solutions.

149/ Observations of U.S. Commission on Civil Rights staff members who attended the seminar.
III. FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

A. Introduction

For nearly three decades, nondiscrimination in employment generated under Federal contracts has been national policy. This policy has been affirmed and reinforced through executive orders of the past six Presidents, the last of which, Executive Order 11246, was issued by President Johnson in 1965. Equal employment opportunity now is an unequivocal requirement for all who seek to contract with the Federal Government.

Fully a third of the Nation's labor force is employed by companies which are Government contractors. Moreover, these companies generally are among the Nation's largest and most prestigious business enterprises. They typically are leaders in the business community and the policies they adopt frequently are precedents which other business enterprises follow.

Elaborate mechanisms have been established over the years to assure effective administration and enforcement of the Government's equal employment opportunity policy. Resources of the various Federal departments and agencies which contract with private businesses are available to monitor compliance. Particular agencies have been assigned responsibility for compliance in specific industries. And mechanisms have been established for coordinating and overseeing the entire Federal compliance effort. Further, strong sanctions, such as termination of Government contracts and debarment from future contracts are available to assure full compliance with equal opportunity requirements.
Despite the increasingly strong Presidential commitment to the goal of equal employment opportunity, despite the strength of the sanctions available to secure it, and despite the potential effectiveness of the Federal monitoring mechanisms, equal opportunity in Government contract employment, when measured in terms of actual employment of minorities, has not been achieved. Presidential commitment has not been realistically communicated to the community of Government contractors; sanctions rarely have been used; and the Federal monitoring mechanisms have not proved effective.

This section presents examples of discrimination and analyzes the component parts of the Federal contract compliance program, tracing them from their beginnings in the days just before this country's involvement in World War II to the present renewed effort to realize the longstanding promise of equal employment opportunity.

Patterns of Discrimination

The responsibilities given by Executive Order 11246 to the Department of Labor are extremely significant. It is estimated that almost one-third of the Nation's labor force is employed by government contractors and that there are more than 100,000 contractor facilities covered by the Order. In fact, a major proportion of the largest industrial employers are Government contractors.

150/ 150/ OFCC Order No. 1 to Heads of All Agencies, Oct. 24, 1969. Though estimates vary, it appears that the government had more than 225,000 contractors facilities and sites with at least 20 million workers in 1969. The Budget of the United States Government, 1969 Appendix, at 711.
It is well established that the minority labor force continues to face a serious disparity in the rate of unemployment and promotional opportunities. Indeed, in its public hearings across the country, this Commission has heard charges of flagrant employment discrimination. Employment statistics submitted by major Federal contractors appear to bear out the assertion, at least as measured by the acid test of results, that Executive Order 11246 and its predecessors have not been successful in bringing about equality of job opportunities for America's minorities.

For example, in a May 1967 Commission hearing in the San Francisco Bay Area of California, a review was made of one large federally funded construction project— the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system. For this construction, the Commission was told, BART anticipated grants of up to $80 million in Federal funds and employment of about 8,000 people at peak construction times. As of May 1967, the Commission found no Negroes among the electricians, ironworkers, or plumbers engaged in this construction.


152/ Hearings before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, held in San Francisco and Oakland, California, on May 1-6, 1967, at 289, 291.
In April and May of 1968, the Commission held a five-day hearing in Montgomery, Alabama, in which it examined problems affecting the economic security of Negroes in a predominantly rural 16-county area of Alabama. The Commission found that Negroes had been largely excluded from the new industrial jobs created in the area; that Government contractors in the region had done little to improve the situation for the area's Negroes; and that many contractors had, in fact, contributed significantly to patterns of segregation and oppression.

One large Government contractor, with several facilities in the hearing area, was the American Can Company. At its pulp and paper mill in Choctaw County, American Can had contracts with the General Services Administration in the first three quarters of fiscal 1968 for more than $1.7 million. The Commission found that of 1,550 persons employed at this mill, only 108, or 7 percent, were Negro, and that only "several" of these employees occupied skilled positions. This mill draws its employees from an area whose population is approximately

---

153/ Many Negroes in this area--the population of which is 62 percent Negro--have been displaced from their former principal employment as sharecroppers or tenant farmers.

154/ In 1967 reports to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission from the area, Negroes accounted for only 22 percent of industrial jobs.

155/ Hearing before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, held in Montgomery, Alabama, Apr. 27-May 2, 1968 [hereinafter cited as Alabama Hearing].
57 percent Negro. Since 1960, American Can Company also had owned a company town at Bellamy, Alabama. This town provided rental housing for employees of the company's nearby saw mill. At the time of the hearing, the town was totally segregated and only 8 of the 123 Negro houses had running water and inside toilet facilities, while every white-occupied house had running water and inside toilets.  

Another large Government contractor in the hearing area was Alabama Power Company, which grossed about $2.5 million a year under a contract with the General Service Administration. The company employed 5,394 persons, of whom just 472 were Negro. About three-fourths of the Negro employees were in unskilled positions. The Commission learned that the company still maintained segregated facilities at locations in Birmingham, Alabama.

156/ The Commission also found that there were several segregated churches, two segregated swimming pools, and a company-owned Negro school house. Alabama Hearing, supra note 155, at 391, 394-397. It should be noted that some change has taken place since the hearing. There is now one black foreman and six black assistant foremen; from March 1969 to September 1969, 10 of 12 promotions went to blacks. J. Williams, "Bellamy, Alabama-Company Town Revisited," Civil Rights Digest Fall 1969, at 17. An official of the American Can Company, reported that as of June 1970 there were two black foremen.

157/ Id., at 414. In 1966, of the company's more than 1,000 craftsmen, only three were Negroes; two years later, at the time of the hearing, the number of Negro craftsmen had risen to four. From 1967 to 1968, the proportion of the company's male employees who were Negro actually declined.
Dan River Mills, another large Government contractor in the hearing area, manufactures uniforms for the Armed Forces. At a Dan River Mills plant in Greenville, Alabama, the Commission found that white employees used restroom facilities on the inside of the building while Negroes employees used facilities on the outside. Of approximately 200 employees only three were Negro—a watchman, a warehouseman and a truck driver doubling as a janitor.

Finally, a large GSA contractor in the hearing area whose officials testified that they believed their company was in compliance with Federal equal employment requirements was Allied Paper Company, which operated a pulp and paper mill located in Jackson, Alabama. The personnel manager reported that 47 out of a total of about 445 employees were Negro and that none of the Negroes were clerical or supervisory personnel.

---

158/ A Negro witness, formerly employed at the plant, was asked whether he had been told not to use the inside facilities; he replied

"I was not told that I couldn't use any of the facilities. I was just pointed out the one to use."  Id., at 38.

The same witness testified that although there was a drinking fountain in the plant, he "was told that the other Negro employees always got a coke bottle to drink out of."  Id., at 38. The plant manager of the mill testified that he was unaware of any segregation in the plant.  Id., at 404.

159/ Id., at 401-02.

160/ Id., at 427-429.
At a December 1968 Commission hearing in San Antonio, Texas, it was discovered that less than 15% of the employees of Southwestern Bell Telephone Company were members of minority groups. In fact, only 12 of the 626 craftsmen, less than two percent, were of Spanish surname despite the fact that the company headquarters is in San Antonio, a city which is more than 40 percent Mexican American.

Another major Government contractor, the El Paso Natural Gas Company, presented a similarly distressing picture. Most of the company's employees are located in West Texas and New Mexico, areas with large numbers of Mexican Americans. Yet of its 5,612 employees only 237, less than 5 percent, were Mexican Americans, and of the company's nearly 1,500 officers, managers, professionals and technicians, only 20, less than two percent were Mexican American.

At the Commission's most recent hearing in St. Louis, Missouri, on January 15-17, 1970, the Commission found that the Chrysler Truck Assembly Plant, a Federal contractor in suburban St. Louis, employed 1,420 persons, of whom only 204 were black. Of those, 187 were in assembly line jobs. The Commission also found that the McDonnell

161/ Hearing Before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, held in San Antonio, Texas, on Dec. 9-14, 1968, at 593. [hereinafter cited as Texas Hearing]

162/ Id., at 583-91.

163/ Transcript of Hearing before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, held in St. Louis, Missouri, Jan. 14-17, 1970. [Hereinafter cited as St. Louis Hearing]
Douglas Corporation, a holder of a multi-billion dollar Defense Department contract, employed a total of 33,007 employees, of whom 2,507 or 7.6 percent were black. Of the more than 11,000 officers, managers and professionals, fewer than one percent were black. Yet it is estimated that the population of the city of St. Louis, which is located within ten miles of the McDonnell Douglas installation, is 43.7 percent black.

Some of the discriminatory acts denying minority citizens equal employment opportunity are personal and overt, but the most significant and omnipresent type is institutional or systemic--discriminatory practices that operate automatically to impede minority access to employment opportunity. For example, where an employer or union relies for recruitment mainly upon word-of-mouth contact, minority persons, who have less access than nonminority persons to established informal networks of employment information, such as through present employees or officials, are necessarily denied equal access to available opportunities. Recruitment carried out through schools or colleges with a predominantly nonminority makeup also inevitably excludes minority group applicants.

164/ Id. A review of employment patterns of 12 of the largest Defense Department contractors, who had 1.4 million employees and $9.5 billion dollars in contracts in 1968 showed distinct underutilization of minority employees in total employment and extremely few minorities in professional or managerial positions. The A. Philip Randolph Institute, The Reluctant Guardians: A Survey of the Enforcement of Federal Civil Rights Laws (prepared for the Office of Economic Opportunity, 1969) Ch. 1, at 31-35.
By the same token, qualifications not substantially related to
job needs unfairly penalize minority persons with limited education
job experience. In addition, where minority employees have been
assigned to "traditional" jobs or departments, which do not afford
equal access to opportunities for training or advancement within the
organization, this, too, represents a continuing barrier to equal job
opportunity.

Barriers to equal employment opportunity such as these will
persist until positive action is taken to correct them. Therefore,
nondiscrimination in employment in most cases can be achieved only
through an affirmative effort to assure that practices are genuinely
nondiscriminatory.

B. The Executive Orders

1. Prior Executive Orders

Executive action to prevent employment discrimination by
Government contractors began with Executive Order 8802, issued by
President Franklin Roosevelt on June 25, 1941. It was superseded

165/ Exec. Order 8802 (1941): See generally, U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, Employment Vol. 3 (1961). This first Executive Order established
a five-member, Fair Employment Practice Committee (FEPC), responsible
solely to the President. The Order applied to all defense contracts,
but provided no enforcement power to the Committee. The Committee,
in effect, suspended operations in early 1943.
by Executive Order 9346, issued on May 27, 1943, which was in effect until June 28, 1946. No further significant effort was made to require nondiscrimination in employment by Federal contractors until 1951 when President Truman issued Executive Order 10308 which created an 11-man Committee on Government Contract Compliance to study the effectiveness of the existing compliance programs. Its report, with more than 20 recommendations, was provided to the President at the end of his term of office and was the basis for issuance of President Eisenhower's Executive Order 10479. This Order, however, 

166/ Exec. Order 9346 (1943). This Order applied to all government procurement contractors and was administered by a new seven-man FEPC. The Committee lacked power to enforce its decisions except by negotiations, moral suasion, or the pressure of public opinion.


168/ One of the recommendations called for contracting agencies to enforce the nondiscrimination clause, if conciliation failed, by termination of contracts and debarment from further contracts. The President's Committee on Government Contract Compliance, Equal Employment Opportunity (Terminal Report) 70 (1953).

169/ Exec. Order 10479 (1953). The order created a 15-man President's Committee on Government Contracts, headed by then Vice President Nixon. The Committee functioned basically in an advisory and consultative capacity with the primary responsibility for investigating complaints, making compliance reviews and securing compliance resting with the contracting agencies.
like all its predecessors, did not specifically provide for the use of sanctions in the case of noncompliance.

Executive Order 10925, issued by President Kennedy on March 6, 1961, for the first time set out strong and specific penalties for noncompliance and centered ultimate enforcement responsibility in a single administrative unit. Although the Order had important potential because of its sanctions, it did not bring about significant changes because its penalty provisions were never employed.

170/ As a result of contracting agencies relying solely on persuasion, conciliation and meditation to obtain compliance, in 1957, Chairman Nixon wrote to the head of each contracting agency requesting adoption of a firmer approach, i.e., the denying of new contracts, where conciliation failed to bring a contractor into compliance. Although General Instruction Number 2, issued by the Committee on October 1957, provided procedures for finding a company ineligible to receive a Government contract, it does not appear that any contracting agency ever denied a contract on the basis of a company's employment practices and no contract was ever terminated for failure to comply with the nondiscrimination clause. See, President's Committee on Government Contracts, Five Years Of Progress, 22 (1958) and Fourth Annual Report of Equal Job Opportunity 6-7 (1957).


172/ The Order established a President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, under the Chairmanship of then Vice President Johnson, with overall responsibility and authority for implementing the Order. Although the contracting agencies were still considered primarily responsible for enforcement, the Committee was authorized to assume jurisdiction over any complaint alleging a violation of the Order and to conduct compliance reviews of government contractors; it also had final authority over the imposition of sanctions. On paper, the Order embodied most of the recommendations made by President Truman's Committee on Government Contracts. See discussion in note 168, supra.
The prohibitions required by all these Executive Orders were extended to Federal and federally aided construction projects on June 22, 1963, when President Kennedy issued Executive Order 11114.

2. **Executive Order 11246**
   
a. **Administrative Structure**

President Johnson's Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, like its predecessor, covers both Federal procurement and Federal and federally assisted construction contracts. The new Executive Order established a new administrative arrangement, with the Secretary of Labor, rather than a Presidential Committee, charged with supervising and coordinating the activities of the contracting

---


174/ Federal procurement refers to Federal service and supply contracts other than construction contracts. Office of Federal Contract Compliance regulations define a "government contract" as any agreement between a contracting agency, i.e., any Federal agency which enters into contracts, and any person for the furnishing of supplies and services to the Federal Government. The term "services" includes, for example, utilities (gas, telephone and electricity), construction, transportation, research, insurance, and fund depository. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.3(g)(m).

agencies. The contracting agencies maintained primary responsibility for obtaining compliance.

The Secretary of Labor was empowered to issue regulations implementing the Order, investigate complaints, conduct compliance reviews, hold hearings and impose sanctions. The Secretary also has authority to virtually direct contracting agencies to conduct such complaint investigations, compliance reviews, hold hearings, and impose sanctions as he deems necessary for implementation of the Order.

An Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) was established in the Office of the Secretary of Labor on October 5, 1965 to administer the new Executive Order.

176/ Exec. Order 11246 (1965). Sec. 201 and 205. The designation of the Department of Labor as the responsible agency for contract compliance is not a complete break with tradition because the Department of Labor has been involved with contract compliance since 1953, when the Secretary was first designated Vice Chairman of the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity (PCEEO). President Kennedy extended the Secretary's duties to general supervision and direction of the work of the PCEEO. Exec. Order 10925, Part I, Sec. 102(b).

177/ Id., at Sec. 201, 206, 208, and 209.

178/ Id., at Sec. 205, 206, 208(b), and 209.

179/ Secretary of Labor, Secretary's Order 26-5, Oct. 5, 1965.
b. Scope and Coverage

(1) Employers

Executive Order 11246 is addressed most directly to employers--those who are Government contractors. Like its predecessor, it not only requires that all Federal contractors assure the Government they will not discriminate in employment practices, but that they will undertake "affirmative action" to assure that nondiscriminatory practices are followed in all areas of employment. The Order also indicates that all the facilities of a contractor are covered by its provisions even if only one of them is engaged in work on a Federal contract. It further requires that the contractor, unless exempted by the Secretary of Labor, obtain similar guarantees from his subcontractors.

The OFCC regulations which implement the Executive Order requires each executive department and agency administering a program of Federal financial assistance in the nature of a grant, loan, insurance, or otherwise involving a construction contract, to obtain from these contractors assurances identical to those required of direct Government

---

180/ Exec. Order 11246 (1965), Sec. 202(1). The concept of "affirmative action" was further clarified in OFCC's regulations, issued May 28, 1968, which noted that affirmative action programs are required to correct problems identified. In the preparation of his plan a contractor is required to complete a thorough minority group personnel utilization evaluation including upgrading, transfers and promotions. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.40.

181/ Exec. Order 11246 (1965), Sec. 204.

182/ Exec. Order 11246 (1965), Sec. 202(7) and 301.
An equal employment opportunity clause is required in all contracts and subcontracts, except those under $10,000. In federally assisted construction contracts, the total amount of the contract or subcontract, and not the amount of the Federal financial assistance, is determinative of whether the clause is required. Open-ended and similar type contracts must include the equal employment clause if the total amount purchased by the Federal agency thereunder exceeds $10,000. Contracts for work to be performed outside the United States, and contracts with State and local governments generally are not required to include a nondiscrimination clause regardless of their size.

---

183/ 41 C.F.R. 60-1.4(b); 60-1.5.

184/ It is unfortunate that the requirement of affirmative action to undo past employment discrimination and to assure true equal opportunity is limited to those contractors with contracts of $10,000. Even contractors with 25 or more employees with no government contracts at all are prohibited by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 from discriminating in their employment practices. The point of the matter is that OFCC is charged with the responsibility for assuring that Federal funds are not unconstitutionally disbursed through contracts with discriminatory contractors, and the $10,000 minimum for application of the Executive Order is an unjustifiable and arbitrary limit.

185/ 41 C.F.R. 60-1.5(a).
The Director of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance is empowered to exempt any agency or contractor, in a specific contract or group of contracts, from the requirements of including the nondiscrimination clause, if he finds that "special circumstances in the national interest" require it.

(2) Unions

The Executive Order, while not addressed directly to labor unions, nonetheless affects them. It requires a contractor to inform the labor union or the representative of the workers with which he has a labor contract that he has equal employment commitments under the Executive Order. No explicit obligations are undertaken by the employer to assure that the union does not discriminate. Nor does the Order force a union to accept any equal employment obligations.

186/ 41 C.F.R. 60-1.5(b)(1). Notwithstanding the power of the Director to make "national interest" exemptions, each individual agency head may also award a contract without a nondiscrimination clause where he makes a determination that the "national security" is involved 41 C.F.R. 60-1.5(c). In the case of both "national interest" and "national security" exemptions, the Director of OFCC may withdraw the exemptions upon his own initiative; however, where a "national security" exemption has been granted by an agency, the Director of OFCC may not affect any contracts granted by the agency during the time the exemption was in effect. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.5(c) and (d). Although exemptions under the "national security" and the "national interest" provisions have not been used, it is undesirable to maintain such exemptions in the regulations unaccompanied by precise guidelines explaining what the terms mean, and procedures for review and evaluation of the use of the exemptions.

187/ The Executive Order amends Title 41 of the Code of Federal Regulations - Public Contracts and Property Management - and thus deals with obligations of Federal contractors. The Order therefore does not speak to obligations of unions unless they are Federal contractors.
although the Secretary of Labor is directed to use his best efforts to cause a labor union performing work for a contractor to cooperate in implementing the affirmative action plan.  

A contractor with a collective bargaining agreement must submit in its compliance report information showing how the unions' policies and practices affect the contractor's ability to comply with its equal employment obligations. Refusal on the part of a union to comply in furnishing needed information must be disclosed to OFCC, accompanied by an indication of the contractor's efforts to comply with the disclosure requirement. In the case of a union's failure to cooperate in furnishing information or its interference with the affirmative action program, the Secretary of Labor may report to Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the Justice Department, or the National Labor Relations Board, actions which violate Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or the National Labor Relations Act and recommend action be taken. If any other agency's regulations or any other Federal laws are violated by the union's discriminatory conduct, the Secretary of Labor may also notify the appropriate agency.

188/ Exec. Order 11246 (1965), Sec. 207.

189/ Exec. Order 11246 (1965), Sec. 209(a).
OFCC's Order No. 4, \(^{190/}\) spelling out the meaning of affirmative action, requires an employer to meet with union officials to inform them of his affirmative action responsibilities and request union cooperation in effectuating the program. \(^{191/}\) The employer must also include nondiscrimination clauses in his collective bargaining agreements. All contractual provisions between the contractor and the union must be reviewed to ensure that they are nondiscriminatory and do not have a discriminatory effect. \(^{192/}\) This includes seniority clauses in union contracts. \(^{193/}\) Since discrimination by a labor organization in its membership policies or failure of a union fairly to represent minority group members is a violation of Title VII, which would, affect the employment practices of a contractor, such discrimination may also be reached under the Executive Order.

(3) **Employment Agencies**

In most situations, the Executive Order only indirectly affects the practices of employment agencies. A Federal contractor assures, as part of the equal employment opportunity clause, that he "...will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees

---

\(^{190/}\) For a discussion of the implementation of Order No. 4, see pp. 189-93 infra.

\(^{191/}\) 41 C.F.R. 60-2.21(a)(6).

\(^{192/}\) Id., at 2.21(a)(7).

\(^{193/}\) Id., at 2.25(f)(7).
placed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin." Furthermore, the contractor undertakes an affirmative obligation to ensure that the applicants employed have not been selected on the basis of race or other prohibited factors. These undertakings may be interpreted as prohibiting a contractor from utilizing an employment agency that refuses to refer employees to him on a nondiscriminatory basis. The primary responsibility of guaranteeing equal employment opportunity rests with the contractor and cannot be shifted to an employment agency. Only those agencies servicing contractors are affected by these provisions of the Order.

An employment agency has a much clearer obligation where the contractor has an agreement under which the agency supplies the contractor with his work force. In such cases the compliance report which is required to be filed by the contractor must indicate the agency's employment practices. In addition, the employment agency must submit, in writing, information showing that its practices and policies are nondiscriminatory and declaring that it will affirmatively

194/ 41 C.F.R. 60-1.4(a)(2). OFCC Order No. 4, the affirmative action guidelines, recommends that the contractor "inform all recruiting sources verbally and in writing of company policy, stipulating that these sources actively recruit and refer minorities for all positions listed." 41 C.F.R. 60-2.21(b)(1).
cooperate with the contractor in carrying out his equal employment responsibilities or that the terms and conditions by which it will recruit and employ under its contractual agreement will conform to the purposes of the Executive Order. 

These undertakings require that the contractor not utilize an employment agency refusing to refer employees to him on a nondiscriminatory basis. Where an employment agency interferes with the equal employment purposes of the Order, a contractor, despite a contractual agreement between the agency and himself, must terminate further dealings with the agency.

In instances where an employment agency directly refuses to comply with the equal employment obligations of the Executive Order or where, during the course of the execution of the Federal contract, it fails to cooperate in carrying out the purposes of the Order, the Director of OFCC may notify EEOC, the Department of Justice, or other appropriate Federal agencies, for the purpose of securing effective relief under Title VII or any other Federal law which may have been violated.

195/ Exec. Order 11246 (1965), Sec. 203(d) and 41 C.F.R. 60-1.9. Nothing in the Executive Order would prevent the employment agency from discriminating with regard to other employers to whom it may supply personnel. Likewise, a contractor is not prevented from using employment agencies who discriminate as long as that agency agreed not to discriminate in its referral policies with regard to the contractor.
(4) Testing

The requirements for an acceptable testing program under the Executive Order and Title VII appear to be substantially the same.

Each contractor is required to provide evidence showing the tests used have predictive value or significantly evaluate the skills required in the jobs for which the test is administered. Many contractors rely exclusively on test results to make employment and promotion decisions. This is desirable if, in fact, the tests are result-oriented and not discriminatory in effect. The guidelines issued by the Department of Labor assert, however, that there has been "...a notable increase in the incidence of doubtful testing practices which, experience indicates, tend to have racially discriminatory effects." In order to remedy the situation, OFCC published the guidelines requiring that tests be valid indices of performance potential.

(5) Seniority

The Executive Order, through implementation of Order No. 4 and the June 1969 Philadelphia Plan has been interpreted as prohibiting seniority systems which exclude minorities from employ-


197/ 33 Fed. Reg. 14392 (1968). The recently issued Order No. 4, although not extensively dealing with testing, requires that tests be validated. 41 C.F.R. 60-2.23(b)(7). Furthermore, since a total evaluation of the minority employment must be done under Order No. 4, testing evaluation is only one aspect of the requirement.

198/ See discussion of Order No. 4, pp. 189-93, and the Philadelphia Plan on pp.171-72, 201-03 infra.
ment or deprive them of promotion rights. This determination is essentially the same under the requirements of Title VII.

The seniority policy of OFCC was formally communicated to all contract compliance officers on August 8, 1968 by memorandum. This policy decision developed from Court decisions in the U.S. v. Crown Zellerbach and Quarles v. Philip Morris cases which defined discriminatory seniority systems and determined they violated Executive Order 11246, as well as Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. OFCC stated that discriminatory seniority systems, previously permitted by contractors, are unacceptable and not negotiable as principles or as to the extent of remedy required; only the method of remedy is open to discussion.

Order No. 4 requires in depth analysis of seniority practices and the seniority provisions of union contracts to determine whether such plans result in underutilization of minority group members. In situations where seniority provisions contribute to discriminatory employment practices the employer must undertake corrective action.


200/ 41 C.F.R. 60.2-23(a)(6).

201/ 41 C.F.R. 60.2-23(b)(11).
The Department of Labor (DOL), in issuing the Philadelphia Plan, maintained that it was necessary because of the long-standing history of discrimination by contractors and, more importantly, by construction craft unions in Philadelphia. Unions were, as a practical matter, the exclusive source of labor for the contractors. Where, because of past discrimination, maintenance of apparently neutral hiring principles, such as referral by seniority, perpetuates the effects of the past, the Executive Order is violated. Thus under the Philadelphia Plan, a contractor may not justify his failure to meet the minority employment goals on grounds of the union's seniority system. The union, itself, regardless of its seniority system, must make an affirmative effort to refer minority employees. The absence of such an affirmative effort may result in the contractor being directed to draw his employees from a source other than the union.

202/ The Philadelphia Plan, which applies to all Federal and federally assisted contracts for projects in the Philadelphia metropolitan area valued in excess of $500,000, states that no contracts or subcontracts shall be awarded ... unless the bidder submits an acceptable affirmative action program which shall include specific goals of minority manpower utilization. In fact, in an Order issued September 23, 1969, as guidelines to the Revised Philadelphia Plan, percentage ranges of acceptable levels of minority employment were adopted for each of the next four fiscal years. Failure to meet the designated percentages requires that the employer demonstrate that he made every good faith effort to meet the goals. A failure to make such a showing will subject the contractor to the sanctions available to OFCC.
C. Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC)

1. Early Response of OFCC (1965-1968)

(a) Procurement Contract Compliance

Executive Order 11246 carries significant potential for having a major impact on the problem of unequal job opportunities faced by minority groups. In its first five years, however, it has not fulfilled this potential for a number of reasons.

First, the staff of OFCC and the contracting agencies devoted to this program has been numerically inadequate. In 1967, OFCC maintained a small full-time staff of 28 in Washington, while the contracting agencies employed only 228 full-time contract compliance specialists plus forty other individuals who devoted more than half-time to this activity.

203/ R. Nathan, Jobs and Civil Rights, (Prepared for the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights by the Brookings Institution) 101 (1969). The data are for fiscal year 1967. A small additional staff supported the private "Plans for Progress" program, which attempted by purely private voluntary means to improve equal employment opportunity. This support was provided for in Section 402 of the Executive Order.

204/ Id., at 113. The Department of Defense, at the time of the Commission's hearing in Montgomery, Alabama, had a contract compliance staff of 11 professionals with responsibility for monitoring the compliance of more than 5,800 contractor facilities in the seven States and Puerto Rico that make up its Southeast region. To supervise equal employment opportunity in GSA contracts in the amount of $1,350,400,000, GSA provided three professionals in Washington and 10 compliance investigators in the field. Only one investigator covered the entire seven-State region, and he devoted a portion of his time to matters other than contract compliance. For a more detailed discussion of agency staffing, see pp. 237-49 infra.
From the beginning, OFCC has had a Director, a Deputy Director and two major units: Contract Compliance (Procurement) and Construction Contract Compliance. An assistant director for construction, with one assistant, supervised the area coordinators who, beginning in April 1965, were stationed in more than a dozen large metropolitan areas to assist the contracting agencies in obtaining compliance from construction contractors. The contract compliance unit consisted of seven Senior Compliance Officers and seven Assistant Compliance Officers responsible for liaison with the 26 contracting agencies. Their job consisted of establishing government-wide goals, targets, and priorities; reviewing selected pre-awards and follow-up compliance investigations; complaint investigations; participating in the most significant contract compliance negotiations conducted by the agencies; and monitoring the manner in which the compliance agencies implement their compliance programs. For reasons of insufficient staff, the

205/ The area coordinators were to assist in the application of uniform compliance standards by the contracting agencies with construction contracting responsibilities. Although they report to OFCC, the funds for their salaries are paid by the contracting agencies. The rationale for separating construction compliance from other contract compliance is based on the different nature of construction employment. Construction employment begins and ends with the contractor having no control of employment opportunities for particular individuals once his project is complete. See pp. 178-81 infra for current structure.

206/ Interview with Leonard Bierman, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Nov. 27, 1969. Interview with Robert Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Dec. 4, 1969.
unstructured nature of the relationship between OFCC and the agencies, and, in relationship to the other duties of OFCC, the resulting lower effective priority assigned to the monitoring function, very little attention was paid to comprehensive agency compliance program evaluations. Agency evaluations by OFCC appeared superficial and done on an ad hoc basis.

The gross lack of staff of OFCC and the agencies had obvious effects on the agencies' ability to perform their roles in this area. This was both a cause and effect of the reluctance of agencies to take vigorous contract compliance action.

207/ Interview with Ward McCredy, Assistant Director for Contract Compliance, OFCC, Dec. 2, 1969; interview with Alex Estrin, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Dec. 3, 1969. It was felt that it is difficult for one cabinet agency to give orders to another. Furthermore, since OFCC staff had to work with the agencies on a regular basis, they could not afford to antagonize them.

208/ Bierman interview, supra note 206.

209/ Id. McCredy and Estrin interviews, supra note 207. Response by 15 contract compliance agencies to a December 23, 1969 Questionnaire from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

210/ Leonard Bierman, an OFCC Senior Compliance Officer, decided at the Commission's Alabama hearing that, "95 percent of the contracting agencies' staff and attention and desires are aimed at awarding contracts...it is therefore necessary to overcome this built-in resistance that we find in every contracting agency." Federal agencies are loath to upset their relations with contractors. Effective enforcement might result in the disqualification of low bidders or other preferred contractors, or cause delays in the letting or performance of contracts. Alabama Hearing, supra note 155, at 471.
Second, OFCC failed to exercise effectively its own role as leader or coordinator. OFCC did not even issue regulations until two
211/ and a half years after it was created. Until recently, OFCC even avoided explicitly defining what is required by the Order's mandate of "affirmative action." For example, in a January 1967 statement, the Director of OFCC, Edward C. Sylvester, Jr., defined affirmative action, not in terms of specific actions the contractor had to perform, but vaguely, in terms of undefined results that had to be achieved.

Affirmative action is going to vary from time to time, from day to day, from place to place, from escalation to escalation. It depends upon the nature of the area in which you are located, it depends upon the kinds of people who are there, it depends upon the kind of business that you have. There is no fixed and firm definition of affirmative action. I would say that in a general way, affirmative action is anything that you have to do to get results. But this does not necessarily include preferential treatment. The key word here is "results." 212/

211/ The regulations were finally issued on May 28, 1968, although it had been indicated that they would be issued in early 1967. 1967 Plans for Progress Report 75. Until the new regulations were issued OFCC continued to use the regulations of its predecessor, the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity. This delay may be one measure of the impotence of OFCC in the Federal bureaucracy. See pp. 189-93, infra, for a discussion of the latest classification of affirmative action by OFCC.

The failure of OFCC to provide specific guidance on affirmative action requirements gave rise to the use of vague or otherwise ineffectual standards by the contracting agencies. For example, a booklet published by the Defense Department's Defense Contract Administration Services, entitled "Nondiscrimination in Employment," which appeared to be the principal Department statement on standards for compliance, failed to state any requirements at all. Instead, the booklet listed actions or practices which a contractor might undertake in support of the equal employment opportunity program. Further, the booklet stated that "the absence of any of these factors (including desegregated facilities and the elimination of other forms of discrimination) does not necessarily establish a condition of non-compliance." This uninformative and even misleading exposition of substantive compliance standards was an inadequate substitute for the guidance which it was OFCC's responsibility--perhaps its most important responsibility--to provide.

With regard to its leadership and coordinative role OFCC did not take aggressive and effective action to require contracting agencies to comply with their responsibilities under the Order. In many cases OFCC was unaware of the fact that the agencies were not

operating in accordance with its regulations and in some cases where it knew the facts it failed to insist upon strict compliance with policies.

A third problem was the inadequacy of the reporting system used in assessing employment practices of Government contractors. Companies subject to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and companies with substantial Federal contracts are required to submit annually an employment data report called the "EEO-1" form. The report gives employee statistics, by race or national origin, for each of the employer's facilities. The data in general use were out-

214/ For example, the Alabama hearing disclosed that OFCC's directive creating a program of pre-award compliance reviews by the agencies—potentially a most effective method for obtaining compliance—was not being carried out by the Department of Defense, in that 40 to 50 percent of the supposedly pre-award compliance reviews in the Southeast region in fact were being conducted days or weeks after award of the contract. The Commission learned that in the 16 months prior to the hearing, in DOD's Southeast region, contract compliance officers in 95 percent of their compliance inspections said that a follow-up inspection was necessary; yet in only 10 percent of the cases was a follow-up inspection actually made. Alabama Hearing, supra, note 155, at 460. Interview with Kenneth W. Eppert, Chief, Office of Contract Compliance, Defense Contract Administration Services, Atlanta Region, Atlanta, Georgia, Mar. 16, 1968.

215/ For example, when the Commission's Alabama hearing uncovered serious problems of discrimination in Alabama facilities of the American Can Company, a General Services Administration contractor, OFCC became involved in their resolution. But apparently by reason either of hesitance to exercise its supervisory authority, or of inadequate resources with which to do so, OFCC permitted GSA to adopt an enforcement course which was clearly inadequate. Also see discussion on textile industry compliance problems, pp. 226-30 infra.
dated. For example, in 1968, Federal agencies were relying principally on data from forms submitted in 1966. Moreover, the agencies did not have reports covering all the facilities for which they were responsible.

Of even greater significance is the fact that current racial data on applications, hiring, and promotions, crucial for evaluating present employment policies, were not systematically gathered. The official responsible for administering the Department of Defense contract compliance in the area comprised of Alabama, Mississippi and portions of neighboring States, indicated in 1968 that less than a dozen of his 1,300 facilities were submitting special compliance progress reports detailing such current data.

The ineffectiveness of the program, however, was due at least as much to failure to impose sanctions on noncomplying contractors, as to the lack of staff of OFCC and the agencies, and OFCC's lack of leadership. All contract compliance efforts prior to Executive Order 11246 had been characterized by voluntarism--designed to achieve

\[216/\] While GSA has responsibility for an estimated 5,000 contractor facilities, GSA has indicated that it has in its files EEO-1 forms covering only 1,600 facilities. Interview with Robert J. Harlan, Contract Program Policy Officer, GSA, Feb. 11, 1968.

\[217/\] Eppert interview, supra note 214.
compliance by consultation and mediation without resort to sanctions. This policy initially had been appropriate because of the need of OFCC and the contracting agencies to establish policies, procedures and ground rules and the need to inform compliance agency personnel and contractors of the program's importance and the manner in which it was expected to operate.

From its beginning, OFCC indicated its preference for enforcement as opposed to continued emphasis on voluntarism. Notwithstanding this stated preference it was not until May 24, 1968 that

218/ Voluntarism was best exemplified by the Plans for Progress approach. The organization, whose members are private employers who pledged compliance with the Order, was serviced by Federal employees. It was established in 1961 as an "adjunct" to the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity. There was considerable feeling at the time of President Kennedy's first Executive Order that before it could be effectively enforced, it would be necessary to have leading government contractors take voluntary action, thereby setting the climate for the government to insist that other contractors follow suit. The program was not notable for its success. In 1969, the program was merged with another private group, the National Alliance of Business, which had the goal and purpose of providing large numbers of full-time jobs for disadvantaged unemployed persons including minorities.

219/ For example, see Jobs and Civil Rights, note 203, at 102-03 supra.
first notices of debarment were sent to contractors. At that time there had not been a single cancellation or termination because of a contractor's discriminatory policies. Furthermore, only two noncomplying contractors had been sued or recommended for suit; the administrative authority to suspend contractors from government business during the pendency of hearings had never been used; only one hearing had

220/ On May 24, 1968, notices of proposed debarment (ineligibility for future Federal contracts) were sent to 5 different contractors. The 5 were: The Bethlehem Steel Corp., Timken Roller Bearing Co. (Columbus and Canton, Ohio), Allen-Bradley (Milwaukee, Wisconsin), B & P Motor Express (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) and Pullman Inc. (Bessemer, Alabama). Memorandum from Edward C. Sylvester, Jr., Director, OFCC, to the Secretary of Labor, Debarment Hearings, May 24, 1968.

The only subsequent debarment notices were sent in August 1968. On August 5, 1968, a debarment notice was sent to Hennis Freight Lines, Inc. and on August 8, 1968, a debarment notice was sent to the Bemis Co., Inc.; both firms requested hearings within ten days, but no further action has been taken, i.e., no hearings have been held and no agreements reached. Interview with Gresham Smith, Assistant Solicitor of Labor, June 9, 1970.

DOD was the compliance agency for four of these contractors. B & P Motor Express and Hennis Freight Lines, Inc. were Post Office Department contractors and Bemis Co., Inc., was the responsibility of the Department of Agriculture. Hearings were actually held for Bethlehem, Timken and Allen-Bradley—and agreements were reached with two others before a hearing. Timken is functioning under an agreement while Allen-Bradley is being considered for court action. Though the Bethlehem hearing is completed, no decision has been rendered. Interview with Robert Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Apr. 15, 1970.

been held by a contracting agency since the start of the compliance program; the Department of Labor was in the fifth year of negotiation with the only contractor it had found guilty of discrimination; and only enforcement cases were before the Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance, after the agencies that let the contracts failed to take action against the contractors.

The lack of utilization of sanctions by contracting agencies forced OFCC to become involved in some of the most difficult negotiations and possible noncompliance situations. For several reasons,

222/ Id.
223/ Id.
224/ Memorandum from Edward C. Sylvester, and Smith interview, supra note 220
225/ A striking illustration of how differently an agency treats civil rights enforcement from its other responsibilities is afforded by the Department of Defense. Since 1964, DOD has cancelled more than 6,500 defense contracts for shortcomings in quality or production--yet it has never cancelled a single contract because of a firm's unfair hiring practices. This is typical of the behavior of the other contracting agencies. The A. Philip Randolph Institute, The Reluctant Guardians: A Survey of the Enforcement of Federal Civil Rights Laws (prepared for the Office on Economic Opportunity) (1969) ch. 1 at 30.
including the size of OFCC's staff, this deference to OFCC in enforcement actions caused many to believe that sanctions would be imposed only in exceptional cases and only with OFCC involvement. Failure to make sanctions appear to be a likely result of noncompliance undermined all enforcement efforts in the early stages of implementing the Order. Many compliance officers and contractors did not seem to take the substantive provisions of the Order seriously and acted only when it was absolutely required. In many cases public exposure was the only vehicle which seemed to bring about even minimal compliance.

(b) Construction Compliance

From its inception, OFCC handled construction contracts in a different manner from supply contracts. Construction employment is temporary and no fixed site of operations exists. Further, construction

226/ Kenneth Eppert, Chief, Contract Compliance for the Atlanta Region, Defense Department, stated that unless all of a companies' business was with the Federal Government, it would not be terribly concerned about timely compliance with the Executive Order. Alabama Hearing, supra note 155 at 460-61.

227/ For example, see discussion on compliance failures regarding the textile firms agreements at pp. 226-30 infra and the McDonnell Douglas case at pp. 231-34 infra. Recently a Newport News agreement was held up by OFCC. Washington Post, Apr. 15, 1970.
Contractors do not maintain employee forces of workmen, instead they assemble the necessary crews for each job. The various construction trade unions have established hiring halls which are fully utilized by contractors and subcontractors. Job selection in the union hall is usually based on (a) union membership and (b) seniority. For these reasons, plus the fact that there was no body of knowledge concerning methodology in securing compliance in the construction area, OFCC officials believed that a method other than regular compliance reviews would be needed to promote minority employment progress in this industry.

To coordinate compliance efforts of each agency with construction contracts, OFCC developed "special area plans" in four cities: St. Louis, in January 1966; San Francisco, in December 1966; Cleveland, in February 1967; and Philadelphia, in November 1967.

228/ Executive Order 11114, issued by President Kennedy in June 1963 included construction as a responsibility of the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity. No previous attempt had been made to establish any uniform approach to construction compliance and little was accomplished in this area by the President's Committee.

229/ Interview with Nathaniel Pierson, Deputy Assistant Director for Construction, OFCC, Nov. 27, 1969.

230/ Beginning in 1965, area coordinators were established in more than a dozen metropolitan areas to try to improve minority construction employment within an entire labor market or metropolitan area. The four special area programs were developed to strengthen this approach and develop methods which might be used in other metropolitan areas. These plans or approaches, in their most comprehensive form, tried to set up a government-wide construction plan for an area. All Federal agencies with construction going on or pending in selected areas were expected to participate and the same rules and guidelines would be used on all contracts. Hobson interview, supra note 220.
The St. Louis Plan resulted from local minority group agitation regarding job discrimination at a large construction job, the famous St. Louis Commemorative Arch, which received Federal funds and potentially could have provided job opportunities for many minority group persons. Prior to settlement, work was shut down several times by recalcitrant unions, who were importing white craftsmen rather than hiring local minority craftsmen. In the end, a compromise plan was agreed to, permitting some minority group contractors to receive sub-contracts on the job. Measured by results, the plan was a failure. Job penetration by minority groups into the St. Louis construction trades was small and temporary. Further, no methods or institutions to extend minority hiring to other construction jobs were developed.

231/ Finally on February 4, 1966, the Department of Justice filed suit against the Building and Construction Trades Council of St. Louis and local unions of the pipefitters, sheet metal workers, electricians, plumbers and laborers.

232/ A Federal court suit charging discrimination and seeking remedial steps was finally won in September 1969. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in revising the decision of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Missouri, found discrimination in actions of the sheet metal workers and the electricians, and outlined the steps to be followed by the District Court to implement the holding. United States v. Sheet Metal Workers Int'l Ass'n., 280 F. Supp. 719 (E.D. Mo. 1968), rev'd, 416 F.2d 123 (8th Cir. 1969).
The San Francisco area plan also came about as a result of a large Federal fund commitment, the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) project. The area plan called for BART, a local public authority, to require all bidding construction contractors to comply with affirmative action commitments previously established by the contracting agency (HUD) and OFCC. BART did not adequately enforce the program and significant minority entrance into the local building trades did not take place. Thus, this plan must also be judged a failure.

The Cleveland plan was not aimed primarily at one Federal project, but involved all Federal construction contractors in a seven-county area. The plan's approach was sophisticated and required a pre-award conference at which contractors had to agree on a set of minority

233/ For a full discussion of the San Francisco plan, see Hearings before the United States Commission on Civil Rights, held in San Francisco and Oakland, California on May 1-6, 1967, at 355-71.

234/ The latest report on BART from OFCC indicates that little has changed regarding employment of minorities by building contractors though a few contracts have gone to some minority group contractors. Interview with Nathaniel Pierson, Deputy Director for Construction, OFCC, June 12, 1970.

235/ A pre-award conference is a meeting between apparent low bidders and Federal officials, which is held prior to the acceptance of the winning bid.
"manning tables" for the job. The manning tables were project-connected, covering six building trades and containing modest requests taking account of local minority manpower resources. Federal pressure was exerted in support of the plan by postponing a number of federally financed construction projects when contractors with acceptable manning tables were not forthcoming.

The Comptroller General, while not passing on the legality of "manning tables" as such, ruled on May 22, 1968, that companies cannot legally be asked to bid on federally assisted construction contracts unless they are first informed about the affirmative action obligations which will run with the contract. Since the manning table requirement was not in bid specifications, but rather, was developed by the contractor and contracting officials at a later date, the Comptroller General found it illegal. The ruling severely limited the application of manning tables in other metropolitan areas and thus the Cleveland plan could not be called significant success.

---

236/ Manning tables are the contractor's way of planning work for a job. These tables are established by trade and work week, indicating how many men of each skill will be used at each point in the project. Minority manning tables noted how many of each working trade each work week would be members of a minority group.


238/ Once a low bidder for a contract was selected, a meeting or conference was held with the contractor prior to the official award of the contract, which is usually 30 days later. At these conferences the nature of the affirmative action requirements was discussed and the manning table commitment was negotiated.

239/ Pierson interview, supra note 229.
The original Philadelphia Plan, which was modeled after the Cleveland Plan, required an effort by compliance agencies, coordinated by OFCC, to obtain a pre-award commitment on a detailed affirmative action plan which would result in an increased minority employment in eight technical trades. It was based on a finding that there was a significant discrimination by building trade unions in the Philadelphia metropolitan area and that voluntary efforts to change this had been ineffective.

240/ The Plan began on November 30, 1967 and was directed by the Construction Contract Compliance Committee (CCC Committee) of the Philadelphia Federal Executive Board (FEB), a metropolitan area committee of Federal regional office directors in the area who meet quarterly to deal with problems of mutual concern. OFCC, EEOC, the Community Relations Service of the Department of Justice, and the U.S. Attorney's Office were to participate and an OFCC Area Coordinator was designated by the CCC Committee to administer the program. The Area Coordinator was to attend all pre-award conferences with apparent low bidders when affirmative action programs were to be negotiated. All Federal agencies in the Philadelphia FEB were urged to participate and a report indicated that total Federal construction activity in Philadelphia for the 1967-68 fiscal year was expected to equal $241 million. Report of Chairman Warren P. Phelan, Philadelphia FEB, to all members FEB, Part A, at 2, Part B at 1-2, and Part C at 7-8, Oct. 27, 1967.

241/ Minority employment opportunities in the Philadelphia construction industry were extremely limited in the higher skilled trades. The 8 locals most lacking in minority group representation had a combined membership of about 8,500-9,000, including between 650-750 apprentices. Of these no more than 25-30 were minority journeymen and there were only 15 minority apprentices. Id., at Part C, at 2.
Since the procedures of the November, 1967 Philadelphia Plan, like those of the Cleveland Plan, required that affirmative action requirements be determined after bids were made, the Comptroller General on November 18, 1968, held it to be a violation of competitive bidding principles. This action temporarily ended the pre-award approach to construction compliance.

2. Current OFCC Activities

After a slow and inauspicious first few years, OFCC began to take positive action. In May, 1968, for the first time it commenced proceedings to debar 5 contractors from further government contracts for noncompliance with the Executive Order. In the same month it issued its first regulations, including a relatively specific section on

242/ The Comptroller General said:

Accordingly, in our view where Federally-assisted contracts are required to be awarded on the basis of publicly-advertised competitive bidding, award may not properly be withheld pursuant to the Plan from the lowest responsible and otherwise responsive bidder on the basis of an unacceptable affirmative action program, until provision is made for informing prospective bidders of definite minimum requirements to be met by the bidder's program and any other standards or criteria by which the acceptability of such program would be judged. 48 Comp. Gen. 326 (1968).

This opinion was not entirely unexpected because of the Comptroller General opinion of May 22, 1968, which had held that there appeared to be a technical defect in bid specifications which included no statement of the minimum standards of affirmative action required. 47 Comp. Gen. 666 (1968).
affirmative action requirements. They provided that the contractor had an obligation to analyze and identify problems of minority group utilization; and where deficiencies were found, to adopt specific goals and timetables for increasing minority utilization. Since then, OFCC has issued an order on non-

243/ 41 C.F.R. 60-1.40  (a) Requirements of Programs.

... a necessary prerequisite to the development of a satisfactory affirmative action program is the identification and analysis of problem areas inherent in minority employment and an evaluation of opportunities for utilization of minority group personnel. The contractor's program shall provide in detail for specific steps to guarantee equal employment opportunity keyed to the problems and needs of members of minority groups, including, when there are deficiencies, the development of specific goals and time tables for the prompt achievement of full and equal employment opportunity....

(b) Utilization Evaluation.

The evaluation of utilization of minority group personnel shall include the following: (1) An analysis of minority group representation in all job categories. (2) An analysis of hiring practices for the past year, including recruitment sources and testing, to determine whether equal employment opportunity is being afforded in all job categories. (3) An analysis of upgrading, transfer and promotion for the past year to determine whether equal employment opportunity is being afforded.

(c) Maintenance of Programs.

Within 120 days from the commencement of the contract, each contractor shall maintain a copy of separate affirmative action compliance programs for each establishment, including evaluations of utilization of minority group personnel and the job classification tables, at each local office responsible for the personnel matters of such establishment .... A report of the results of such program shall be compiled annually and the program shall be updated at that time. This information shall be made available to representatives of the agency or Director upon request and the contractor's affirmative action program and the result it produces shall be evaluated as part of the compliance review activities.
discrimination in employment testing and other selection procedures, by covered contractors and a further order to clarify the action requirements of compliance agencies.

The Secretary of Labor announced in July, 1970 that goals and timetables will also be used to achieve equal job opportunity for women in Federal contract work. The previous month, on June 3, 1970, the Department of Labor issued sex discrimination guidelines which apply to employment with government contractors and subcontractors covered by Executive Order 11246. Effective June 9, they require written personnel policies which pledge that the employer will not discriminate on the basis of sex. The guidelines prohibit, among other things, distinction by sex in conditions of employment; distinction between married and unmarried women; penalizing women because they require time off for childbearing; maintaining seniority lines and tests based solely on sex; and differing retirement ages by sex. Covered employers

are also required to take affirmative action to recruit women for those jobs from which they had previously been excluded.

a. Organization and Staffing

In May 1969, OFCC was transferred from the Office of the Secretary to the Wage and Labor Standards Administration, now called the Workplace Standards Administration. The transfer was reportedly made to increase the flexibility of OFCC manpower and improve the unit's status. Assistant Secretary of Workplace Standards, Arthur Fletcher, is the highest ranking black

246/ 41 C.F.R. 60-20 (1970). Exec. Order 11375, issued Oct. 13, 1967, which adds sex discrimination to the employment practices banned under Exec. Order 11246, was effective on Oct. 13, 1968. To prepare for this an OFCC memorandum noted that the approach of OFCC to "sex discrimination is the same as it is with respect to the other forms of discrimination covered by Exec. Order 11246... emphasis should be placed upon affirmative action and compliance reviews in a pre-award process." Seminars were organized for compliance personnel on the subject of sex discrimination, to be held in Sept. 1968. Memorandum from Ward McCready, Acting Director, OFCC, to All Contract Compliance Officers, "Implementation of Exec. Order 11375...," Aug. 8, 1968.

247/ Secretary of Labor's Order, No. 24-69 (effective May 19, 1969). The Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions and the Division of Wage Determinations, Office of the Solicitor, were also transferred to the Wage and Labor Standards Administration, effective Jul. 1, 1969. During the week of Jul. 27, 1970, it was announced that the Wage and Labor Standards Administration had been renamed and reorganized. It is now called Workplace Standards Administration. The effect of this change on OFCC is not yet clear, but appears to be minor.

248/ Interviews with Robert Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Nov. 17, 1969, and Nathaniel Pierson, supra note 229. It was also noted that the transfer was the first step in an expected OFCC reorganization.
official in the Department of Labor. The Deputy Assistant Secretary, John L. Wilks, who is also black, is Director of OFCC.

A reorganization of OFCC, approved February 6, 1970, significantly alters the form and missions of the sub-units of OFCC. The new organization is not completely staffed, but the major positions have been filled. There are three major and two minor sub-units, under Mr. Wilks and his deputy director.

Assistant Secretary Fletcher has shown a keen interest in effective enforcement of the Executive Order. He has made numerous public statements urging its vigorous enforcement. For example, when speaking before contract compliance officers from 26 Federal agencies on Jun. 23, 1969, Mr. Fletcher noted that it was apparent that the Executive Order was not being adequately enforced in accordance with OFCC procedures. Those areas where "we have been falling down must be immediately...corrected," he stated. On Mar. 30, 1970, Mr. Fletcher interpreted President Nixon's pronouncement on equal job opportunity in construction as presenting a "golden opportunity" to provide minorities with an appreciable portion of the two million new construction jobs expected to be created in the next 8 years. He added that this effort would not be preferential treatment but a deliberate effort to share National wealth with minorities. Address by Assistant Secretary of Labor, Arthur A. Fletcher, at a human relations workshop for teachers in Phoenix, Arizona, Mar. 30, 1970.

As of Sept. 1970, the position of Deputy Director had been vacant for more than six months. Civil Service Commission approval for the position had not been granted as of Aug. 20, 1970.
The three major sub-units of OFCC are: the Office of Program Operations (OPO), the Office of Technical Assistance (OTA) and the Office of Program Review (OPR). The two minor sub-units are the Special Projects Office and the Office of Plans and Programs.

The Office of Program Operations has been divided into three divisions: Conciliation, Operations Support, and Training.

The conciliation division is concerned with establishing policies, procedures and methods for implementation of affirmative action requirements by compliance agencies. The division also

251/ The units are headed by two whites and a black; there is no Mexican American or other Spanish Speaking professional in the Washington Headquarters. Interview with Robert Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Apr. 15, 1970.

252/ Organization Chart, dated Feb. 6, 1970. The Special Projects Office does not have its mission defined, but it will be concerned with compliance agency technical management problems as well as OFCC communication opportunities.

The Office of Plans and Programs is concerned with providing overall policy guidance and direction to OFCC and the compliance agencies. The Office is responsible for OFCC budget preparation and budget coordination with compliance agencies. It is also concerned with the development of long range objectives while maintaining a continuing review of the impact of OFCC policies. OFCC Mission and Function Statements Feb. 6, 1970; Hobson interview, supra note 251.

253/ OFCC Mission and Function Statements, supra note 252.
becomes involved in affirmative action negotiations expected to result in landmark agreements. When required, the division approves or disapproves compliance agency recommendations for sanctions, and hearings.

The operations support division concentrates on surveillance, guidance and evaluation of the Washington and regional offices of the contract compliance agencies, and also provides Washington level coordination of the construction compliance programs.

The training division is responsible for training OFCC personnel in Washington and the 11 regional offices created under the recent reorganization, and also is authorized to coordinate

---

254/ Id. The surveillance or monitoring plan is expected to be based on a target selection system (a method for selecting contractor facilities to be reviewed) which it is hoped will select suitable industries for each of the compliance agencies to concentrate their efforts. The operations support division is particularly responsible for directing the compliance agencies to develop and effectively implement programs for complaint investigations, pre-award compliance reviews, post-award reviews and follow-up reviews.

255/ Id. The reorganization of February 6, 1970, established 11 regional offices which incorporate all the previous functions of area coordinators plus technical assistance responsibilities with regard to procurement contract compliance.
and direct special training programs for compliance agencies. The training will cover questions about contract awards and complaint investigations, compliance reviews, and how to handle special problems of contractor management or unions.

The principal task of the Office of Technical Assistance (OTA) is to supervise and direct the 11 regional offices, thereby

256/ Id. As of August 25, 1970, the division will have "three professionals including a Director of Training, a Training Officer, and an Employee Development Officer. Thus far, one of the positions has been filled."

The specific purposes "include (1) an Employee Development Program for OFCC and the contracting agencies, (2) an orientation and training component as a part of all OFCC issuances relating to new policies, programs, standards, and procedures...and (3) a comprehensive training course for Agency Compliance Officers."

OFCC indicates that, "/e/ach of these activities will be undertaken in such a manner as to overcome past obstacles to effective training. For example, in the past, the OFCC operated in connection with the Civil Service Commission a comprehensive training course of one weeks duration. These courses were offered on the average of one each six weeks. The major problem was that many of the contracting agencies would not permit their Compliance Officers to implement the knowledge gained through the training course." The intention is "to resolve this problem by obtaining a commitment at the highest level of the contracting agencies that all OFCC policies, programs, standards, priorities, procedures, etc., will be adhered to. This commitment will be obtained prior to undertaking the training effort." Memorandum from Robert R. Hobson, Director, OPA, OFCC, to George Travers, Economist, OFCC, Aug. 25, 1970.

assisting agency regional personnel to develop and implement industry compliance programs. OTA continues the previous work of the area coordinators in helping the compliance agencies develop cooperative, area-wide affirmative action programs in the construction industry, which apply uniform requirements on all construction contractors performing on Federal or federally assisted contracts. In addition to these tasks, OTA will develop a comprehensive agency, construction contractor, and industry reporting system, to determine minority group employment in covered industries and the rate of improvement in the future.

The Office of Program Review (OPR) is concerned with:

(1) evaluating the effectiveness of OFCC policy, and agency programs which implement that policy, through field investigations of selected contractor facilities, (2) evaluating new policy and technical proposals through field tests, and (3) investigating and assisting in conciliation efforts when the resolution of

258/ Hobson interview, supra note 251.
259/ OFCC Mission and Function Statements, supra note 257.
contractor compliance problems will establish a new precedent or have other national impact.

The new organization has been structured in anticipation of increased staffing levels. While staffing of these three offices is not complete, for fiscal year 1971, OPO is expected to have a staff of 25 professional and clerical personnel; OTA is scheduled to have 11 regional directors and a Washington supervisor; and OPR is to have a staff of 13. The current staff of OFCC members is 43. In addition, there are 22 employees assigned

---

260/ OFCC Office of Program Review Project Plan for Fiscal Year 1971 (undated but in effect as of 8/20/70).


262/ OFCC is also programmed for a small Management Information System unit with a staff of 6 responsible for developing, refining and assisting in the implementation of the information system, see pp. 185-86 infra.
to the function area coordinator. They report to OFCC but are paid from other Department of Labor funds.

b. **OFCC Goals**

The basic goal of OFCC as indicated in the Executive Order and in its regulations is to promote and insure equal opportunity for all workers.

---

263/ The Area Coordinator Program will be combined with the Technical Assistance Program in the FY 1972 budget.

As a result of the reorganization of the Workplace Standards Administration, certain staff functions previously performed by each bureau will be performed by the Administration. Consequently, the OFCC Office of Plans and Programs has been abolished. The new Office of Management Information Systems is responsible for systems evaluation, data analysis and research, and the direction of the OFCC management information system.

### OFCC Future Staffing Plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Fiscal Year 72</th>
<th>Fiscal Year 73-76</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conciliation</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Review</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Assistance</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL-OFCC</strong></td>
<td>118</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

employment opportunity for all persons, without regard to race, creed, color, sex, or national origin, by Government contractors or contractors performing under federally assisted construction contracts. An analysis of the regulations, recent OFCC actions and statements issued by ranking Labor Department officials, however, suggests that, in fact, the goal is more specific and far reaching than the one cited in the regulation: to insure that minority employees are proportionately represented

at all levels of the work forces of Federal contractors.

265 / 41 C.F.R.  60-1.4 and 60-2 of the regulations. The revised Philadelphia and other "home town solution" plans anticipate proportional representation.

Excerpts from recent speeches and statements of senior Department of Labor officials appear to bear out this point.

Affirmative action means that government contractors must pledge themselves to establish goals and timetables for employing minority personnel. They must make an honest and good faith effort to hire a percentage or number of qualified workers. Percentages or numbers are used because industrial progress itself is measured in numerical standards. Address by Assistant Secretary of Labor Arthur A. Fletcher, before the West Coast Regional Meeting of the NAACP, Asilomar, California, Sept. 20, 1969.

Mr. Fletcher was also quoted in The Washington Post, Apr. 16, 1970, as saying: 'We're going to play the numbers game...in hiring Negroes for federally funded construction jobs in the Washington area because numbers is what its all about.'

Affirmative action was once limited only to improving techniques and achieving 'progress' toward equality in a general sense. This is no longer the case. It is no longer limited to the mere improvement of techniques or the achievement of 'progress.' The affirmative action concept now includes the accomplishment of full equality through the use of specific goals and within a specific--and prompt--time frame....Remarks by John L. Wilks, Director, Office of Federal Contract Compliance, Before the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies, Kiamesha Lake, New York, Oct. 1, 1969.
OFCC strongly denies this or any implication that quotas or goals are, in fact, required for contractors to be in compliance. OFCC’s stated requirement is that the contractor make an "honest and good faith effort" to achieve a goal.  

266/ Memorandum attached to letter of Arthur A. Fletcher, Assistant Secretary of Labor to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, July 30, 1970, at 3-4.

267/ The nature of these three priorities has been developed from discussion with OFCC staff and review of OFCC documents.

c. OFCC Priorities and Policies

Three major priorities presently are operative within OFCC: first, to provide substance to the affirmative action requirement; second, to develop OFCC capability to monitor the compliance operation of all agencies assigned compliance responsibility; and third, to revitalize the national construction compliance program.

An important effort to organize, systematize and assist in the implementation of these priorities has been initiated through OFCC's Management Information System (MIS) Unit. Of five elements of the MIS program, three have just commenced operation, and thus effectiveness cannot be evaluated; one is in development and one is planned. The three in operation are: the program/budget system, the target selection system and the coordinated agency system. These systems are intended to concentrate Federal compliance resources on the most serious conditions and to direct efforts to achieve the most
employment opportunities for minorities.

Briefly, the purposes of the three systems are:

1. The Program/Budget System

The purpose of this system is to identify all available resources in all agencies so that we can set and monitor program goals in terms of new jobs and promotions for minorities, and recommend budget levels needed to achieve those goals.

2. Target Selection System

This system will enable the compliance agencies to concentrate their limited resources on reviewing those establishments with the most opportunities for minorities.

3. Coordinated Agency System

This effort will coordinate the OFCC system with systems developed by the agencies and will help agencies and contractors in their use of appropriate data. OFCC will help the Compliance Agencies in the development of their own information systems so that we will have relevant and compatible information.

The Operating Information System is in development.

This system will retrieve information from 25,000 on site reviews to enable OFCC to review and evaluate the operating program. This part of the management information system represents the largest part of our effort. This system, along with EEO-1 data, will become the basic source data for our program...

Evaluation and operating reports resulting from the system will include the following, for example:

- Deficiencies found and resolved by type (e.g. in affirmative action plan, in seniority, in segregated facilities, etc.)

- Establishments reviewed by minority opportunities.

- Establishments reviewed by affirmative action criteria.

In a Program Guidance Memorandum draft to the compliance agencies, OFCC admitted a "failure to provide proper leadership in the past." The MIS programs noted above, the revised Philadelphia plan and "hometown" solution adjunct (see pp. 142-153 for a detailed discussion) and Order No. 4 are recent steps by OFCC to meet leadership requirements. These steps, plus OFCC's internal reorganization and a planned staff expansion,

---

are considered by OFCC as significant responses to earlier criticism by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The success of these efforts is yet to be determined but the potential of the policy decisions already taken is extremely important. A review of those actions in the three priority areas which have been in operation some months will seek to identify continuing problems.

270/ Id. On February 2, 1969, in a letter to the Secretary of Labor George P. Shultz, this Commission pointed out a series of shortcomings in OFCC's implementation of Executive Order 11246. These included:

The inadequacy of the contract compliance operations of the individual contracting agencies must be attributed, in significant part, to the failure of OFCC to set minimum standards for the agencies' programs with respect to staffing, enforcement procedures, and substantive requirements.... It is the responsibility of OFCC to exercise its leadership by making clear its position on minimum staffing needs for effective agency compliance programs to contracting agencies and to follow up on this matter with the Bureau of the Budget....

Neither the Department of Defense nor the General Services Administration had any system in general use for monitoring current compliance through special periodic current activity reports from contractors.... If the Department of Labor is adequately to discharge its supervisory responsibilities, it should make clear its view of these deficiencies, and establish procedural standards for the agencies to follow....

The failure of OFCC to provide guidance on the substance of affirmative action requirements has given rise to the use of vague or otherwise ineffectual standards by the contracting agencies.... Requirements for compliance in federally assisted construction should be standardized along the lines of the developing programs in Cleveland and Philadelphia.
(1) **Affirmative Action**

Development of detailed affirmative action requirements for Federal contractors by OFCC is the core concept of its compliance program. Neutrality on the part of a contractor, even open espousal of equal opportunity, will not overcome the years of job discrimination to which minorities have been subjected. Where no affirmative action is taken by employers, as was the prevailing situation prior to 1969, recruitment and upgrading of minority individuals proceeds at an extremely slow pace. Lack of specific OFCC requirements in this area brought criticism of the program by this Commission and others.

The OFCC regulations issued May 1, 1968 explained, for the first time, the meaning of the affirmative action requirement and also required each Federal contractor with 50 or more employees, and a Federal contract of $50,000 or more, to develop for each of its establishments a written plan of affirmative

---

action. These regulations were supplemented on February 5, 1970 by adding an entirely new part, amending and clarifying the sections of the regulations on affirmative action.

This addition to the regulations, referred to as Order No. 4, states that any contractor required to develop affirmative action plans has not complied fully with the Executive Order until a program is developed and found acceptable by using standards and guidelines of Order No. 4. The new regulation sets forth three basic requirements and eight additional

272/ 41 C.F.R. 60-1.40(a). See discussion in note 243 for a summary of the requirements.

273/ 41 C.F.R. 60.2.
guidelines for acceptable affirmative actions plans. The three basic obligations imposed on the contractors are: (1) to

274/ The eight additional guidelines are:

I. Development or Reaffirmation of Company Policy of Non-Discrimination in all Personnel Actions.

II. Formal Internal and External Dissemination of Company Policy.

III. Establishment of Clear-cut Responsibilities-Line/Staff Relationship.

IV. Identification of Problem Areas by Division, Department Location, and Job Classification.

V. Establishment of Company Goals and Objectives by Division, Department, Location and Job Classification, Including Target Completion Dates.

VI. Development and Execution of Action Oriented Programs Designed to Eliminate Problems and Further Designed to Attain Established Goals and Objectives.

VII. Design and Implementation of Internal Audit and Reporting Systems to Measure Effectiveness of Total Program.

VIII. Active Support of Local and National Community Action Programs.

The Order also includes a procedure for the compliance agencies to follow when noncompliance is indicated.
perform an analysis of minority utilization in all job categories, 
(2) establish goals and timetable to correct deficiencies, and 
(3) develop data collection systems and reporting plans documenting progress in achieving affirmative action goals.

Although the supplemental regulation is somewhat weaker as promulgated than it was in draft, it nevertheless represents a significant forward step. It is too early to determine how important Order No. 4 will be since, to a large degree, its success

275/ On Nov. 20, 1969, Order No. 4 was sent by OFCC to the heads of all agencies, but not published in the Federal Register. After some Congressional criticism, the Order was called back with the explanation that its release was unauthorized and that at present, it represented merely a draft.

Order No. 4, as finally revised and promulgated in Feb. 1970, differed in two important ways from the November 20th draft. In the final version the contracting officer, as opposed to the compliance officer, could find a contractor-bidder in compliance without requiring concurrence of the compliance officer in this determination. Also, the final Order assures the contractor that his acceptability as a government contractor is not dependent upon whether he meets the targets he sets forth in his affirmative action plans and stated that the detailed criteria represent only guidelines for action, whereas the November draft indicated that the contractor was expected to meet his goals to be found in compliance. In addition, in several places, the terms "shall" and "must" of the November draft became "should" in the final version.
depends upon implementation by the compliance agencies and the ability of OFCC to monitor that effort.

(2) Monitoring Compliance

The second priority—developing an OFCC capacity to monitor, evaluate, guide and assist the contracting agencies with their compliance responsibilities—is critical to effective implementation of the first priority. Just as in the case of the affirmative action requirement, monitoring has always been a responsibility of OFCC, but until 1969, no real attempt was made to become deeply involved in this process. No effective system

276/ One of the technical improvements in the final version of Order No. 4 from the draft is the extensive detail regarding agency action (Sec. 60-2.2) to be taken against non-compliance contractors. OFCC is currently concerned about the enforcement of Order No. 4 because no agency other than the Defense Department has taken any enforcement action as a result of it. Defense has issued "show cause" orders to more than 66 contractors. OFCC has called a meeting for June 29, 1970, with agency contract compliance officials to discuss this lack of enforcement activity on the part of the agencies. Interview with Robert Hobson, Director, Office of Program Operations, OFCC, June 9, 1970.
for reviewing agency efforts on a systematic basis was developed, nor was any determination made as to the information required to undertake such an effort.

277/ Interview with Leonard Bierman and Robert Hobson, Senior Compliance Officers, OFCC, Nov. 27, 1969, and Apr. 15, 1970; interview with Alexander I. Estrin, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Dec. 3, 1969. This has been true in spite of the fact that the regulations have required contracting agencies to furnish complaint investigations, compliance review reports, schedules of compliance reviews and any other information requested by the Director of OFCC, 41 C.F.R. 60-1.6 The regulations also provide:

The Director may from time to time evaluate the programs, procedures, and policies of agencies in order to assure their compliance with the order and the regulations in this part.... 60-1.6(e).

In the past, OFCC required each agency to develop an annual program plan describing how it would perform its compliance function. The annual program plans did not prove to be a successful monitoring or planning device; for example, OFCC did not receive plans from all agencies and was unable to review all it received. OFCC no longer requests such plans. Interview with Nathaniel Pierson, Deputy Assistant Director for Construction, OFCC, Nov. 27, 1968; interview with Robert R. Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, Apr. 15, 1970.
Order No. 1, issued on October 24, 1969, reduced the number of compliance agencies from 26 to 15, and assigned the compliance responsibility for Federal supply contractors to agencies on the basis of industry classification.

278/ OFCC Order No. 1, to Heads of All Agencies, Oct. 24, 1969. The assignment for supply contracts is based on the Standard Industrial Code (SIC) classification used by the Bureau of the Census. It organizes similar industries into industry groups. Below is a consolidated list of compliance agencies and the industries and industry groups for which they have contract compliance responsibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Type of Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AID</td>
<td>Miscellaneous and other services (consulting and research firms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Agriculture based industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>Chemicals, stone and clay prod., instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce (Maritime Administration)</td>
<td>Shipbuilding (coastal), water transport (coastal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense</td>
<td>Ordnance, textiles, leathers, primary metals, machinery, motor vehicles, printing and miscellaneous manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSA</td>
<td>Forestry and wood, paper, communications, electric, gas and sanitary services, trade, real estate, amusements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEW</td>
<td>Insurance, medical, legal and educational services, museums, and non-profit organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior</td>
<td>Fisheries, mining, petroleum, rubber, plastics, pipelines, hotels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA*</td>
<td>Aircraft &amp; parts, business services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Office</td>
<td>Rails, mass transit, motor freight, transportation services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Shipbuilding (interior), water transport (interior), air transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury</td>
<td>Banking, credit and securities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Biologicals and pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These assignments were reassigned from NASA to DoD. NASA still remains responsible for all of its own contractors, Order No. 9, Mar. 16, 1970.
Previously, compliance responsibility was assigned on a "predominant interest agency basis," which meant that the Federal agency with the most significant contract at the time of assignment became permanently responsible for that contractor in all future compliance activities. The old system, involving a large number of agencies, made it difficult for OFCC staff to maintain adequate communications with the agencies or evaluate their compliance effectiveness. The current operation provides both a rational basis for contractor assignment, and a more manageable system for OFCC to oversee.

The second part of Order No. 1 requires agencies to complete reviews of at least 50 percent of all contractor facilities assigned to them in a year's time. They also were to submit budget requests for fiscal year 1971 permitting them to accomplish this. In the past most compliance agencies were unable to review more than 10 percent of their compliance responsibility in a year.

The recent OFCC reorganization provided for units with specific responsibility to review the adequacy of agency compliance

279/ Hobson interview, supra note 277.

280/ Id. Prior to Order No. 1, agencies were assigned responsibility for contractors on the basis of which had the largest dollar volume of contracts with the company at the time of the assignment. Often, agencies and companies were confused as to their responsibilities and, in fact, some large contracts were just not assigned for preaward review.

281/ Order No. 1, supra note 278. Most of the agencies needing staff increases in this regard received at least partial approval from the Bureau of the Budget.

282/ Hobson interview, supra note 276.
operations and recommend policies and procedures to improve them. This monitoring or oversight function is to be performed by the Office of Program Operations in Washington and by the Office of Technical Assistance through eleven newly established regional offices. Thus not only should OFCC be able to determine how the contracting agency's central office is fulfilling its policy role, but it will also have a capacity for reviewing policy implementation by regional agency staff.

In an effort to improve agency performance and simplify its own monitoring function, OFCC also has begun to develop a comprehensive "Contract Compliance Manual", defining in detail inter-agency relationships and responsibilities. The proposed manual will include sections on compliance agency organization and administration, OFCC policies and standards, compliance agency reporting requirements, on-site review procedures, follow-up procedures, legal matters, an OFCC operations section, and sections on the use of other Federal, State, and local resources.

Latest reports indicate, however, that the manual is still not near completion. OFCC is also considering development of a self-evaluation mechanism, by which compliance agencies will report their activities in such a manner as to simplify the

---

283/ The Office of Technical Assistance will work with the field operation, and the Operations Support Division of the Office of Program Operations will work on the Washington level. See pp.178-81. supra.

284/ Outline of planned OFCC Manual, as of Aug. 25, 1970

285/Hobson interview, supra note 277.
monitoring function.

A uniform relationship has been established between OFCC and most compliance agencies. Compliance agencies have requested OFCC assistance in training compliance officers, preparation of review guidelines, and, in a few cases, in conciliations with contractors. Compliance agencies have been in contact with OFCC for clarification of regulations and administrative rulings, which affect compliance programs or contracting operations. OFCC, however, has not always been able to provide the requested assistance. For example, in 1968, the Treasury Department compliance staff tried to get OFCC assistance in developing guidelines for the banking industry. Their requests went unanswered and Treasury, with limited experience in these matters, was forced to go ahead on its own.

While the new organization is now functional, the responsibilities for procurement compliance of Senior Compliance Officers will continue until their responsibilities can be turned over to new staff. Hobson and Bierman interviews, supra note 277. These duties include: monitoring agency implementation of the Executive Order and OFCC regulations by reviewing selected complaints, pre-award compliance review and follow-up investigations, assuring that uniform standards of compliance are being applied, assisting agencies in negotiations and on other compliance problems, and coordinating activities with other Federal agencies, such as EEOC and the Department of Justice.

Questionnaire Responses from most of the 15 compliance agencies. Questionnaire Response from the Department of the Treasury.
OFCC has arranged meetings on an irregular basis with agencies responsible for compliance of supply contractors and then, only for special purposes. In some cases, these have been to discuss pending policy changes, such as the new industry compliance responsibility assignments; to report proposed new programs; to announce administrative adjustments; or to plan a special compliance operation, such as the one involving the textile industry. A significant problem of concern to the agencies and OFCC is how a general rule like Order No. 4, which establishes universal guidelines for supply contractor affirmative action, will be applied under compliance programs for industries with dissimilar characteristics and contracting procedures.

For example, the Post Office Department, in dealing with the motor transport industry, must be concerned with the fact that bills of lading used by the industry rarely exceed $10,000 and never reach $50,000; while the Treasury Department has to deal with

289/ Bierman interview, supra note 277. Questionnaire Response from the Treasury and the Post Office Departments.

290/ See discussion under the Defense Department, for an explanation of the Textile Case, pp. 226-30 infra.


292/ A bill of lading is a written acknowledgement of goods received for transportation. A separate bill is written for each truck and each trip, arguably making each a separate contract.

293/ Contracts must exceed $50,000 to require an affirmative action plan and thus affirmative action agreements are not developed.
banks and credit institutions which do not have Federal contracts but hold Federal funds and often employ less than 50 people. The Defense Department has to procure weapons for the national defense and may exempt any contract from the regulations for national security reasons. It has been contended by OFCC senior staff that current staff levels have made it impossible to monitor and help the agencies adequately.

Questionnaire Response from the Department of the Treasury. An employer with less than 50 employees need not file an affirmative action plan. Order No. 4 is geared to large industrial employers, and agencies such as Treasury are having difficulty applying it to their contractors.

For reasons of national security a contractor may be exempted from the regulations. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.5(c).

Interview with Robert R. Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, Dec. 4, 1969. Interview with Nathaniel Pierson, Deputy Director of Construction Compliance, Nov. 27, 1969. OFCC estimated in 1968 that there were over 100,000 Federal contractor facilities and over 12,000 contractor reviews were conducted in 1969 making the monitoring task unmanageable.
Only with sizeable staff increases can the new organization and approach permit OFCC to begin to fulfill these functions.

(3) **Construction Compliance Program**

Redevelopment of a national construction compliance program became a necessary third priority when the initial Philadelphia Plan "area" approach was invalidated by the Comptroller General's ruling in November 1968. OFCC made it clear that the area construction concept would not die, but rather would be expanded.

A new Philadelphia Plan, issued June 27, 1969, applied to all invitations for bids for construction contracts of $500,000 or more after July 18, 1969. Implementation of the Plan's requirements of goals and timetables to correct deficiencies was included in bid invitations through the use of percentage ranges of minority group participation. The percentages were established by the OFCC area coordinator for seven specific building trades. The Comptroller General again ruled that the Plan violated Federal law, but on

---

297/ See pp. 171-72, *supra*.


299/ *Id.*, at 2. The seven trades were: iron workers, plumbers and pipefitters, steam-fitters, and sheetmetal workers, electrical workers, roofers and water proofers, elevator construction workers.

300/ The Comptroller General ruled that the revised Philadelphia Plan violated Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 because it provided a preference for a racial group thus discriminating against another racial group. Letter from Elmer B. Staats, Comptroller General, to George Shultz, Secretary of Labor, Aug. 5, 1969. 49 Comp. Gen. B.163026, 1969.
September 22, 1969, the Attorney General issued a formal opinion that the Philadelphia Plan was legal and that his opinion should be the basis of future action by OFCC and the contracting agencies.

The Philadelphia Plan, reissued on September 23, 1969, affirmed the June 1969 plan, while amending it in certain respects.

Congressional criticism of the Plan continued and on October 27, and 28, 1969, hearings on a bill to abolish the Executive Order were held, in no legislation resulted from the hearings.


302/ The principal amendment was to establish minority group employment ranges for the next four years. The September 23 Order made findings that minority group participation in the trade unions ranged from a high of 1.76 percent (electricians) to a low of .51 percent (plumbers and pipefitters) and that minority craftsmen were available, but not admitted into the unions. OFCC Order, Establishment of Ranges for the Implementation of the Revised Philadelphia Plan for Compliance With Equal Opportunity Requirements of Executive Order 11246 for Federally-Involved Construction, to the Heads of All Agencies, Sept. 23, 1969.

303/ Hearings on S.931 Before the Subcomm. on Separation of Powers of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., 154-55 (1969). A continuing resolution (to allow the Executive branch to spend funds at the rate of the previous fiscal year, for a period of 30 days) was amended to grant the Comptroller General the power to disallow certain Federal expenditures (including contract funds) if he determines that they contravened Federal statutes. This move would have killed the Philadelphia Plan since the Comptroller General had already concluded it was illegal. Because of the status of the amendment, it still required an additional vote for inclusion in the legislative report. On December 22, the President indicated that he might have to veto legislation containing such a restriction of his Executive authority, and a successful motion was made to table the amendment. 115 Cong. Rec. S.17, 624-17-636 (Dec. 22, 1969).
OFCC followed up its Philadelphia effort with two additional but related steps calculated to broaden its construction compliance program and make it more effective. First, in late 1969, it embarked on a program of encouraging and assisting local representatives of minority groups, unions, and contractors, to develop their own minority group employment plan in lieu of a federally imposed plan. Second, in early 1970, it announced that if a "hometown solution" approach to the problem of minority underutilization in the construction industry was not reached in 18 selected cities, it was prepared to install a Federal "Philadelphia-type" plan in each of the cities.

The "hometown solution" represents an attempt by OFCC to augment Federal authority by making use of the negotiating power of local community minority groups. This approach permits development of a plan covering all metropolitan area construction, not just

---

304/ These agreements, called "hometown solutions", may not have the power of a contract. Although the Federal Government is not a party, representatives of the Labor Department and OFCC have assisted in their negotiation. Interviews with Nathaniel Pierson, Deputy Director for Construction, OFCC, Nov. 27, 1969; and Robert Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Apr. 15, 1970.

305/ The 18 cities program was announced the week of February 16, 1970. It is national program for equal employment opportunity in federally funded construction work where underutilization of minority group members has become a widespread problem. OFCC contemplates the possible installation of Philadelphia-type plans in those communities unable to develop acceptable area-wide agreements on their own initiative. Secretary of Labor Shultz said, "We have made it quite clear that in solving these problems of the cities we favor voluntary, area-wide agreements to the imposition of specific requirements by the Government." The 18 cities are: Atlanta, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Miami, Milwaukee, Newark, New Orleans, New York, San Francisco, Seattle, and St. Louis. Because of limited resources, OFCC will first focus attention on six "priority" cities: Boston, Detroit, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Seattle and Newark. Department of Labor News Release, 11-027, Feb. 9, 1970.
federally assisted, thus broadening the effort to meet employment needs of the area's minority group workers. Negotiations between local minority coalition leaders, unions and contractors to develop local area employment agreements have taken place in a number of cities, but were successfully concluded first in Chicago and Pittsburgh.

On July 9, 1970, the Department of Labor announced a significant expansion of the area construction program. Seventy-three additional cities were designated for OFCC assistance in developing voluntary area construction plans. Every opportunity would be given local communities to work out agreements covering all construction activity in metropolitan areas. Secretary Hodgson noted, however, "where an area-wide agreement is not possible, the Labor Department will continue its policy of imposing solutions, such as

306/ Negotiations are underway in a number of cities throughout the country and have resulted in voluntary plans in St. Louis, Missouri; Chicago, Illinois; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Indianapolis, Indiana; Boston, Massachusetts; Denver, Colorado; Los Angeles, California; Rochester, New York. Memo. from Robert R. Hobson, Director, OPO, OFCC, to George Travers, Economist, OFCC, Aug. 25, 1970.

A Washington plan was issued by the Department of Labor on June 7, 1970 because local parties—a minority group coalition, unions and contractors—had been unable to develop their own plan. The Washington plan applies to the metropolitan area, covers 12 trades, and establishes percentage ranges of minority employment for four years. The distinctive features of the plan include: (1) it is still possible for the local parties to develop a plan to partially or completely replace the Federal plan, (2) the Labor Department has committed itself to providing training funds, and most importantly, (3) the contractor's commitments will cover all his work, not just the work performed on government contracts. Thus, for the first time, a construction contractor's compliance requirement will now be in line with those of supply contractors.

the Philadelphia Plan and the Washington Plan."

This "intensive summer program" will use an additional complement of compliance officers to assist the cities. At the time of the July 9 announcement, seven "newly-trained officials" were in the field and 23 more were in training to provide assistance to groups in the communities.

In Chicago, where the first voluntary plan was instituted, a coalition of minority group organizations was created early in 1969, and for many months unsuccessfully attempted to negotiate with contractors and unions. When negotiations failed, mass disruptive actions were taken to stop construction. HUD began compliance reviews in September 1969, and later in the month, Assistant Secretary of Labor Fletcher held hearings in Chicago to determine the extent of the employment discrimination and the need for a federally developed plan. Findings of discrimination were made, and on October 29, 1969, OFCC issued Order No. 2 to all contracting agencies, requiring consultation with OFCC prior to construction contract awards to 17 Chicago-based contractors. This Federal pressure, plus the activities of the minority group coalition, resulted in the first successful "hometown solution" in the OFCC area construction program.


309/ Id.

The Chicago Plan, which was signed January 12, 1970, is very brief and appears to be a one year program. The goal of the Plan is to increase minority participation in the industry "proportionate to their percent in the community" in five years. It covers all construction in the Chicago area; establishes an overall planning committee representing the three parties (the minority coalition, contractors and unions); and lays the foundation for subcommittees to be established for each participating construction craft union to develop actual details of the plan. OFCC plans to consider in compliance those construction contractors that participate fully in the Plan, and those craft unions which sign agreements developed under it. The Secretary of Labor hailed the Plan

---

311/ The plan establishes an administrative committee of seven members, with the mayor's representative as one. The committee is free to use public or private funds to accomplish its goals (such as recruitment, staffing, etc.) There are also established operations committees for each "participating individual affiliate [union]." Each operations committee will develop a plan to accomplish the goals, and the administrative committee is "to implement the program agreed upon by each operations committee." The agreement also contains guidelines for the operations committees which permit them to "endeavor to obtain employment at once for one thousand qualified journeymen.... The coalition would be responsible for the recruitment of 1,000 applicants...," provided that the necessary funding for training can be obtained. The coalition would also be responsible for recruitment of "at least 1,000 applicants" for the existing apprenticeship program. The entire agreement was conditioned by "if general business conditions permit...." This agreement is to be reviewed in six months. The Chicago Plan, Jan. 12, 1970.

312/ Interview with Robert Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Apr. 15, 1970.

313/ Secretary Shultz said: "I am delighted with the Chicago agreement. It is my hope that area-wide plans will now spread to other cities having similar problems....While the Chicago agreement may not cover every desirable point, we are pleased with the results it should achieve." Department of Labor News Release, week of Jan. 26, 1970.
and the presidents of both the AFL-CIO and its Building and Construction Trades Department have commended the Chicago agreement and urged its adoption by union locals. At the same time, these officials vigorously attacked the Philadelphia Plan.

In several respects, however, the Chicago Plan, while applying to all construction, offers weaker protections than the Philadelphia Plan. The Philadelphia Plan establishes percentage ranges for each trade on an escalating scale for a four-year period, while the Chicago Plan merely sets fixed numbers for a one-year period. Further, the Chicago Plan depends upon availability of Federal training monies and minority group action to provide suitable trainees, while the Philadelphia Plan places entirely on the contractor the burden of achieving minority employment goals set forth in the bid specifications. Most significant is the difference in available enforcement mechanisms. Unlike the Philadelphia Plan, with specific procedures and sanctions for enforcement, the Chicago Plan will depend entirely on the ability of the local minority group coalition to


315/ As mentioned previously, the Chicago agreement has one distinct advantage over the Philadelphia Plan. The Philadelphia Plan deals only with Federal construction projects and is further limited to those construction trades which have the worst minority group employment record in that city. The Chicago Plan, by contrast, applies to all construction employment.
exert pressure. Ultimately, it must rely on Federal action. Where a union or a contractor refuses to live up to the agreement, there will, of necessity, be a time-lag before Federal enforcement mechanisms can be brought into play.

Shortly after the Chicago Plan was developed, OFCC issued a model area-wide agreement for the guidance of communities seeking to develop local plans. Of particular concern under "hometown solution" plans, such as Chicago's, is that the model area-wide agreement be applied with flexibility. The model plan should be pliant enough to reflect special circumstances unique to each city's problems, but firm enough to produce results similar to those specified under the Philadelphia Plan. The danger in "hometown solution" plans is that without guidelines to set minimum standards for local community solutions, contractors and unions may seek agreements less demanding than the Philadelphia-type Plan and lacking automatic sanctions clauses.

316/ The Federal government will have to allow the local groups to conclude their negotiations before it enters the picture and will then proceed to start negotiations anew. Comprehensive compliance reviews and probably public hearings will also precede imposition of Federal sanctions. These preliminary Federal procedures may well take six months or longer to complete.

317/ The model plan requires a statement of numerical or percentage goals of minority employment for the first year and estimates for future years; classification of minority job applicants by skill and experience; plans for recruitment, training and counseling; grievance procedure; and provision for duration, extension, and modification of the agreement. There is no provision for enforcement in the model plan. Department of Labor News Release, 11-027, Feb. 9, 1970.

318/ Both the Chicago and Pittsburgh Plans were developed prior to the issuance of the OFCC Model Areawide Plan. These early plans do not contain comprehensive grievance procedures, and are less detailed in other respects than the model plan recommendations.
The implementation of the Chicago and Philadelphia Plans has not been adequate. It has been reported that violation of the Philadelphia Plan is very wide-spread. Assistant Secretary of Labor Fletcher said, "a major problem was the lack of enforcement..." by the compliance agency. Fletcher noted that seven firms in Philadelphia had been ordered to answer violation charges.

In Chicago, after eight months, only 75 minority group members are in any training program. Numbers achieved on the other Chicago goals are not available. While the Federal government has been working to improve the plan, no other action has been taken. "Today, Chicago's black community is divided and riddled with suspicion... [which] has its origins in the disarray of the Chicago Plan."


320/ Id. One of the contractors has been notified of intent to debar from future Federal work.


323/ The Washington Post, supra note 288c. "Herbert Hill, Labor Director of the NAACP and one of the architects of the Chicago Plan, has flatly called it a 'failure'." Id.
One of the more important factors in the success of area construction plans is the provision of Federal training monies. The Federal Government has been able to rapidly commit training funds but cannot compel their use.

The attitude of local building trades union leaders is a key element in the development of a hometown solution, says Arthur Fletcher, Assistant Labor Secretary.... He says Government procurement procedures, in effect, give unions a veto over the use of Federal funds for the training programs built into most minority hiring plans.

This union training veto may explain that part of the delay which is directly related to training programs, but there has also been a reluctance to enforce the Executive Order by the compliance agencies and OFCC has been too patient in its efforts to ensure that the agencies fulfill their responsibility.

The construction compliance program is still being handled by OFCC separately from procurement compliance. Under the new organization, responsibility lies with the Office of Technical Assistance, with overall guidance from the Operations Support Division of the Office of Program Operations. The area coordinators spend almost all their time working with the "18 City Program"—developing area plans to establish uniform standards of affirmative action for construction contractors in each metropolitan area.

---

326/ Statement by Secretary of Labor George P. Shultz, Feb. 9, 1970. See discussion in note 305/ supra. The addition of 73 cities to the area construction program caused a special task force of 30 additional field compliance officers to be assigned to the construction program for assistance and monitoring.
The relationship between OFCC and the compliance agencies with construction responsibility has been dominated by this effort to devise an area-wide compliance approach which is responsive to the distinctive features of the construction industry.

The kind of cooperation required and the degree of OFCC direction involved is demonstrated by a March 1970 memorandum requesting a coordinated compliance approach in Washington, D.C. The memorandum noted that in February, six agencies had conducted compliance reviews of construction projects in Newark, New Jersey, and had found many problems. This coordinated approach was to be the model for construction compliance in Washington. Each agency with on-going construction in the Washington metropolitan area was requested to undertake compliance evaluations of its projects. The importance of the memorandum lies in the detailed schedule and timetable that OFCC presented the agencies. For example, the plan included:

- an investigation orientation meeting scheduled for March 25,
- a written report of review findings due April 3, and testimony to be prepared for a public hearing on April 13.

---

327/ Memorandum from John L. Wilks, Director, OFCC, to Contract Compliance Investigators, Mar. 20, 1970.

328/ The agencies were: HUD, HEW, DoT, GSA, Interior and the Post Office Department.

329/ The metropolitan area includes Washington, D.C. and the following counties: Maryland (Montgomery, Prince Georges) Virginia (Alexandria City, Falls Church City, Arlington County, Fairfax County).

330/ Wilks Memorandum, supra note 327.
It is not yet possible to evaluate OFCC's increased efforts in the construction area since programs capable of replication in many places have only begun to be developed. Furthermore, there have been virtually no data collected or released by which to evaluate compliance efforts.

d. Complaints and Sanctions

Two related areas in which OFCC has played a relatively active role are complaint processing and application of sanctions. Complaint processing by the compliance agencies is supposed to be more closely supervised by OFCC than other activities, and the agencies are required to conduct complaint investigations as soon as they are received. It should be noted that contract compliance complaint processing is quite different from other Federal complaint

A potentially important step was taken when OFCC established a reporting system for the Philadelphia Plan. Three reports are required: (1) identification of contract bidders and those selected; (2) preparation of detailed monthly implementation reports; and (3) preparation of area-wide construction employment reports. The second report requires the monthly calculation of the minority percentage of man-hours per craft, by contract. If this proportion is less than the minimum of the range for that craft, a "show cause" notice must be sent. Such a reporting plan would have to be substantially modified for voluntary plans because commitments there have been made in numbers for training purposes and not by craft. OFCC Memorandum to All Contract Compliance Officers, Evaluating Contractors' Performance Under the Philadelphia Plan, June 26, 1970.

For a more full discussion of complaint processing and sanctions see pp. 163-67, supra, dealing with the role of contracting agencies.

Complaints may be filed by any employee working for a private firm which is performing on a Government contract valued in excess of $10,000 per year. The charging party cannot be a party to any solution of his complaint and has no right to reject a solution agreed to by the Federal Government and the contractor.

Interview with Leonard Bierman, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Nov. 27, 1969.
procedures in that the complainant, while he initiates the process, is not party to its resolution. Further, the complainant has no standing to institute litigation on his own behalf in the event the resolution is unsatisfactory to him. Rather, in many respects, the process is similar to compliance reviews. The nature of required evidence to support a complaint allegation is virtually the same as that needed to support a finding of noncompliance with the Executive Order. The sanction (or remedy) under the Executive Order is the same in individual complaints as for the failure to comply with the Order's general nondiscrimination affirmative action clauses; namely, withdrawal of contract and/or debarment from future contracts, or referral to the Justice Department for suit.

335/ E.g., Farkas v. Texas Investment, Inc., 375 F. 2d 629 (6th Cir. 1967); Farmer v. Philadelphia Co., 329 F. 2d 3 (3rd Cir. 1964). It appears, however, that a party may be able to bring suit to enjoin the Federal Government from letting a contract to a contractor who is engaging in discriminatory employment practices. See, Ethridge v. Rhodes, 268 F. Supp. 83 (S.D. Ohio 1967). In February 1970, a suit was filed in the Federal District Court of the District of Columbia seeking to stop the Federal Government from dealing with 12 paper product companies alleged to discriminate against black employees. The suit is based on the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. In addition, last April, the Legal Defense Fund of the NAACP sued the Secretary of Defense and other Government officials claiming they violated Executive Order 11246 by giving $9 million in contracts to three Southern textile firms accused of job discrimination. The cases have yet to be heard. See pp. 160-185 for a discussion of the Defense Department, infra.

336/ Hobson interview, supra note 312.

OFCC requests and receives a report on all complaints and complaint investigations conducted by the compliance agencies, but it has not had the staff to review them. In fact, OFCC has not even been able to keep track of the number and type of complaints received and their disposition. To an extent, this reflects the fact that OFCC staff believes the complaint mechanism is a poor tool to effect basic changes in industrial employment practices and has assigned complaints a low priority in its overall program.

Application of sanctions under the Executive Order in either the construction or supply contract compliance program has been extremely limited. The Executive Order and the OFCC

338/ Hobson interview, supra note 312.

339/ Bierman interview, supra note 334; interview with Ward McCreedy Assistant Director for Contract Compliance, OFCC, Dec. 2, 1969. On May 20, 1970, OFCC and EEOC signed an agreement which may eventually result in nearly all OFCC discrimination complaint investigations being conducted by EEOC. In those cases where EEOC is unable to obtain adequate redress by conciliation, the compliance agency will issue a notice to the contractor granting him 30 days to show why sanctions should not be imposed. Memorandum of Understanding Between U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Federal Contract Compliance and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Concerning the Processing of Complaints of Employment Discrimination as Between the Two Agencies, May 20, 1970.

340/ See p. 164, supra, for figures of debarment hearings and other actions.
regulations contemplate such action primarily by the compliance
agencies, with OFCC approval required to withdraw a contract or debar
a contractor. In fact, few compliance agencies have imposed any
sanctions, and debarment actions have been initiated by OFCC against
seven companies—Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Timken Roller Bearing Co.,
Allen-Bradley, B & P Motor Express, Pullman Inc., Hennis Freight
341/
Lines Inc., and Bemis Co., Inc.

The Executive Order provides that sanctions may be imposed on
Federal contractors only after they have been afforded an opportunity
for a hearing to show cause why they should not be penalized. Only
three of the seven cases cited for hearing actually have gone to a
formal hearing: Allen-Bradley, Timken Roller Bearing, and
Bethlehem Steel. The Allen-Bradley case was never adequately settled

341/ Id. Hobson interview, supra note 312. Memorandum from Edward
Sylvester, Jr., Director, OFCC, to the Secretary of Labor, May 24, 1968.
Interview with Gresham Smith, Office of the Solicitor, Department of
Labor, June 9, 1970. As of August 1970, there have been 15 "show cause"
notices issued independently of Order No. 4. More important, seven notices
of intent to impose sanctions have been sent in 1970: OFCC – 5, DoD – 1,
and HEW – 1. Four low bidders have been passed over: DoD – 1, VA – 1, and
Treasury – 2. Memorandum from Robert R. Hobson, Director, OPO, OFCC, to
George Travers, Economist, OFCC, Aug. 25, 1970. Although a step in the
right direction, this effort appears inadequate after years of inaction.

342/ Id. Compliance agencies have imposed few sanctions, though DoD
has held one hearing which was recessed pending an agreement and the
Post Office has passed over the low bidders on Federal construction
contracts for noncompliance with the Executive Order. OFCC maintains
no data on such agency enforcement actions.
and the Department of Justice has filed suit to obtain compliance. In the Timken Roller Bearing case, an agreement was reached, without the imposition of sanctions. The Bethlehem Steel hearing took more than a year because the three-man hearing panel could not get together more than one or two days a month. As of August 1970, a decision has not been reached. Although OFCC and the compliance agencies are ill-equipped to make use of the hearing mechanism, no arrangements have been made for services of professional hearing examiners, nor have hearing regulations been adopted.

D. Compliance Agency Enforcement

There are 15 agencies responsible for securing compliance with Executive Order 11246 for supply contracts and Federal and federally assisted construction contracts. Of these, the Department of Defense (DoD) is by far the major compliance agency, with responsibility for some 75 percent (worth more than $41 billion) of all Federal contracts.

343/ Interview with Robert R. Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Dec. 4, 1969. A single hearing examiner may be used in future cases, thus overcoming one of the problems which impeded the final decision in the Bethlehem case.


Of the 14 other compliance agencies, 12 have procurement 
compliance responsibility and ten have construction compliance 
tasks. The Departments of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and 
Transportation (DoT), which are principally concerned with construc-
tion, operate the most important compliance programs other than DoD; 
in fiscal year 1969 contracts were awarded in the amounts of more than 
$3 billion and $4.5 billion, respectively. All other compliance 
agencies, however, are responsible for significant industries with 
job-creating potential. The inadequate size and structure of the 
compliance units, the ineffectiveness of the compliance procedures, 
and reluctance to apply the sanctions has resulted in a program not 
calculated to produce a significant overall improvement in minority 
job utilization.

346/ Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Department of 
Transportation, Department of the Interior, Post Office Department, 
Department of Commerce, Veterans Administration, Agency for International 
Development, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Atomic 
Energy Commission, Department of the Treasury, Department of Agriculture, 
General Services Administration.

347/ Department of Housing and Urban Development, Department of 
Agriculture, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Department of 
Transportation, General Services Administration, Department of the 
Interior, Post Office Department, Department of Commerce, Tennessee 
Valley Authority, Veterans Administration.

348/ DoD, HUD and DoT responses to a questionnaire from the U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights, Dec. 22, 1969. [Hereinafter all responses 
to this questionnaire will be cited as Questionnaire Response of (agency)].

349/ It will be recalled that agency procurement compliance responsi-
bilities are assigned on the basis of specific industries. See 
discussion in note 278 supra.
1. **Department of Defense**
   
a. **Responsibility**

The Department of Defense (DoD) has been assigned the largest contract compliance task by OFCC. Its responsibility includes the industrial backbone of the Nation's economy: ordinance, textile mills, primary metal industries, all machinery, motor vehicles, air craft parts, printing, publishing, and business services. OFCC estimates these industries represent at least 28,583 establishments and have more than 10,100,000 employees. Defense contracts in force during fiscal year 1968, in excess of $10,000, amounted to $39.8 billion, and in fiscal year 1969, to $38.1 billion. During fiscal year 1969, 10,344,000 contractual actions were recorded within the Department.

b. **Organization and Staffing**

Organization of the Department of Defense contract compliance program separates policy direction from compliance operations.

---


351/ See Order No. 1, discussed in note 278 supra. The Department of Defense, however, estimates that it is now responsible for between 35,000 and 50,000 establishments. Questionnaire Response of the Department of Defense.

352/ Department of Defense, Military Prime Contract Awards, supra note 308. These figures are only for contracts in excess of $10,000. Those below that figure amount to between $3 and $4 billion a year. Id.

353/ Questionnaire Response of DoD. Contractual actions are all actions taken to modify terms, increase or extend, award or cancel contracts.

354/ Broad interview, supra note 345.
Policy direction personnel consist of two professionals plus one clerical. Their mission, while not well defined, seems to be to assure that OFCC policy is disseminated to compliance operations units and to advise the Assistant Secretary of Manpower and Reserve Affairs, the designated Contract Compliance Officer for the Department of Defense. They are also usually involved in sensitive conciliation negotiations.

\[355/\]

\[Id.\]
The Office of Contract Compliance (OCC) of the Defense Contract Administration Service (DCAS) is the operations arm of the Defense Department Contract Compliance effort. The OCC headquarters consists of three supervisory personnel, 13 compliance officer specialists, and six clericals, with staff evenly split between a programs and systems division and a field operations division. The staff assists the OCC Director in his supervision of compliance operations by developing and administering the required planning, scheduling and reporting systems, as well as by supervising program execution by regional compliance personnel.

The contract compliance staff in the 11 Defense Contract Administration Regions (DCASR's) actually conduct all compliance reviews. The regional Chief, Office of Contract Compliance (OCC), is responsible to the regional military commander, though he receives directions from headquarters OCC. The 11 DCASR regions have a total of 140 compliance personnel: 11 supervisory, 89 compliance officers, and 40 clerical assistants.

---

356/ Questionnaire Response of DOD.


358/ Shafer interview, supra note 357; Questionnaire Response of DOD.
The Department of Defense is establishing approximately 171 new compliance positions for fiscal year 1971 by transfer of slots within the Defense Contract Administration Service. Even with this staff, DOD will not be able to conduct compliance reviews of 50 percent of its assigned contractors, as required by OFCC in Order No. 1. In fact, judging from past performance, it will be difficult to meet half that goal, as one DOD compliance official as much as conceded.

The compliance function is highly structured and a finding of noncompliance requires five internal reviews before the DOD Contract Compliance Officer receives a recommendation for the imposition of sanctions. At all levels of review, additional attempts frequently are made to conciliate with the contractor, which further slows down the procedure.


360/ Questionnaire Response of DOD. At this Commission's St. Louis Hearing the Chief of Compliance in the St. Louis region stated that he currently had nine professional Contract Relation Specialists and would need 30 to do the job required by Order No. 1 -- review 50 percent of assigned facilities in a year. Hearings before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights held in St. Louis, Missouri, Jan. 15-17, 1970 (Unedited transcript). /Hereinafter cited as the St. Louis Hearing./ A DOD official indicated in late 1969 that by using the OFCC estimate of 40 hours needed for a review plus about 30 hours to analyze data, write a report and negotiate problems, DOD would require additionally (to existing staff) 344 professional and 112 clerical staff to review 50 percent of its compliance responsibility. Speech by Burleigh B. Drummond, Chief, Programs and Systems Division, Office of Contract Compliance, DOD, to Commanders Conference, Dallas, Texas, Nov. 18, 1969.

361/ Shafer interview, supra note 357.

362/ See chart on p. '223 infra.

363/ Questionnaire Response of DDD.
c. Compliance Mechanism and Process

It is common for DOD Contract Compliance Specialists to find deficiencies when a compliance review is conducted. When this occurs, the reviewer must notify his Chief, Office of Contract Compliance, DCASR (OCC-DCASR), who in-turn advises the Commander, DCASR, that noncompliance has been found. The Commander's role is crucial because he controls the disposition of the case. He may conciliate the case to his satisfaction, and if he does so, that ends the matter. Under DOD regulations, the Commander is not obligated even to inform OCC on the disposition of a case if a compliance agreement is achieved. Defense Department officials attribute distinct advantages to this procedure since nearly all recalcitrant contractors agree to take necessary action to come into compliance when a case goes to a Commander. Nonetheless, imposition of the Commander between the OCC-DCAR Chief and OCC headquarters, by giving an other-than-compliance official a key role in compliance determination, represents a significant structural weakness in the overall process.

364/ Id. For example, some DOD compliance officials estimated that noncompliance is found in 85 percent of compliance visits made in the Southeast region. Interview with Kenneth W. Eppert, Chief, Office of Contract Compliance, Atlanta Region, Defense Supply Agency, Mar. 17, 1968.

365/ Shafer interview, supra note 357; Questionnaire Response of DOD.

366/ DOD Regulations, DSAM 8705.1, Chapter IV, Section I, II Negotiations and Conciliation Procedures, Paragraph 3 & 4.

367/ Shafer interview, supra note 357.

368/ The Department of Defense contends that this is not really a problem because the Commander, for all intents and purposes, is a disinterested objective reviewer of this situation. Final disposition of compliance reviews are periodically spot checked when OCC staff visit the DCSARs. Shafer interview, supra note 357. While the procedure may be theoretically adequate, there is no reason to expect a Commander to become vigorous in this field. His record is not dependent upon vigorous contract compliance enforcement but on securing satisfaction from the contractors of the substantive requirements of the procurement contracts.
The current compliance mechanism is the result of a February 1967 reorganization, which shifted responsibility for contract compliance from a centralized and independent compliance office, reporting directly to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower), to the Office of Contract Compliance within the Defense Supply Agency (DSA). Critics charged that the purpose of the reorganization was to avoid possible embarrassment resulting from actions by an office independent of that doing the contracting. DOD responded that involvement of the contracting officers would make the new compliance operation more effective. Yet, it is this involvement of other-than-compliance personnel in the decision process which remains a major source of criticism of the DOD compliance system.


371/ Ad Hoc Hearing before Congressman William F. Ryan, Dec. 4-5, 1968.

In fact, there are suggestions that DOD compliance activity is less than forceful. For example, in spite of the Defense Department's past failure to effectively implement the Executive Order, the Director of DSA has cautioned compliance officials against allowing compliance activities to become too didactic or abrasive, or reviews to become too detailed. These warnings are not calculated to produce a vigorous program, respected either by contractors or by the minority groups whose rights DOD is obligated to protect. In addition, DOD delayed establishing a construction compliance program until late

373/ Defense Supply Agency, OCC Bulletin, Mar. 1969, at 11. General Hedlund, the Commander of the DSA was quoted in the March issue as indicating to region officials "the contracts compliance function is of national interest and importance. It must, therefore, be pursued vigorously. However, it must be conducted in a reasonable way to avoid didactic or abrasive implementation which in the long run can result in impediments to compliance." (emphasis added). The April 1969 issue mentioned Congressional criticism of Federal contract compliance reviews. The response in the DOD bulletin stated "In view of the increased interest in the Equal Employment Opportunity Program and the critical congressional scrutiny to which the program is subjected, CCO Chiefs should insure that only the minimum information required to conduct the review is requested from the contractor, and that the information which is required be enumerated in the body of the letter and not attached as a checklist." Defense Supply Agency, OCC Bulletin, Apr. 1969, at 14. The Report of the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel to the Secretary of Defense included recommendations which appear to recognize the problem created by having procurement officials involved in contract compliance activities. Recommendation V-8, removes compliance operations from the procurement unit and assigns them to a proposed Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA). The implication is clear that procurement officials, including regional commanders, would no longer have a role in compliance and would be expected not to impede the program. Report to the President and the Secretary of Defense on the Department of Defense by the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel 163-64, July 1, 1970.
1969, after the Philadelphia Plan was found legally valid by the Attorney General. Earlier, DOD had made it clear that it would not so act until OFCC issued "procedural guidelines to enable this agency to establish a nationwide compliance program for construction without undue delay." DOD is now participating in the 18 cities program, and has established its own safeguard missile site construction program.

d. DOD Compliance Performance

Two recent cases involving DOD compliance activities point up severe weaknesses in DOD's review and investigation activities. One case concerned the compliance posture of the textile industry and the other involved procedures utilized in evaluating the compliance status of a single, large DOD contractor, the McDonnell Douglas Corporation.

374/ Interview with C. Stuart Broad, Director of Equal Employment Opportunity Policy, DOD, Feb. 24, 1970. The construction compliance contract clause for Philadelphia was approved by the Armed Services Procurement Regulations (ASPR) Committee on December 19, 1969.


377/ A special set of guidelines was established by OFCC for DOD for its ABM construction site in North Dakota. A range of 6 percent to 10 percent for each job classification, including crafts, was set as the goal for the contract. Memorandum from John L. Wilks, Director, OFCC to Roger T. Kelly, Assistant Secretary of Defense, DOD, Technical Assistance Guidance for Affirmative Action Plan - ABM Site Construction, North Dakota, Feb. 19, 1970.

378/ The most complete discussion of the Textile Case was in the March 27, 28, 1969, Hearings on S. Res. 39 Before the Subcomm. on Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong. 1st Sess., at pp. 25-103, 127-158, 222-226, /hereinafter cited as Textile Hearing/.

379/ See St. Louis Hearing, supra note 163.
(1) Textile Case

In 1967, a joint effort, involving EEOC, OFCC, and DOD, was initiated to assure compliance in textile plants in parts of the South -- areas where textiles are the largest manufacturing industry. The effort focused particularly on discrimination against Negroes in jobs which paid relatively well and which were traditionally reserved for whites. After a series of meetings between OFCC, EEOC, and the Defense Supply Agency of DOD, to assure that the same general policies were being followed by the Federal Government, compliance reviews were conducted between January 1968 and August 1968 by OCC personnel.

Between April and September 1968, three major textile firms, Dan River Mills, Burlington Industries, and J.P. Stevens and Company, Inc., were notified by DOD that they were not in compliance with the Executive Order. After considerable efforts at conciliation, on January 7, 1969, DOD and OFCC officials concluded that the Government's position in the conciliations was correct and that one final attempt would be made before they would "institute the kinds of proceedings that would lead toward the enforcement of the Order."

380/ See Textile Hearing, supra note 378.

381/ The four major areas of noncompliance were discriminatory promotions, failure to recruit minorities, significant under-utilization of Negro females due to the use of non-job related qualification standards, and racially segregated company maintained housing. Textile Hearing, supra note 378, at 39.

On February 3, after failure of the final conciliation effort, Deputy Defense Secretary David Packard, having received recommendations for imposition of sanctions under the Order, conferred with the contractors and accepted their verbal commitments for change. This action was contrary to OFCC regulations.

The required written agreements, finally secured from the three firms in March and April of 1969, were not comprehensive and a reporting requirement was not added until later. On January 6, 1970 responding to questions about the effect of the agreements, the Secretary

383/ Id.
384/ 41 C.F.R. 60-1.40(a) requires affirmative action commitments to be made in writing.
386/ Other than a variety of reports which do not adequately detail many aspects of the employment situation, e.g., the nature of the promotions made, the only firm commitment made by the three companies was to dispose of the employee housing, which was owned and operated in a discriminatory manner by the companies. Whether or not the disposition of the housing will benefit, or hurt the minority employees is not clear from the agreements.

What is clear is that the agreements in no way comply with the affirmative action requirements of OFCC regulations effective since July 1, 1968. (See discussion on pp. 117-19). They are even less adequate when measured against the mandates of OFCC Order No. 4. (See discussion on pp. 129-32) The plans do not set goals and timetables of actions within the meaning of the regulations nor do they detail the steps to be taken to improve minority utilization. Training commitments are non-existent, and in the Burlington agreement coverage for reporting purposes is to include all employees except those in management above first line supervisors, an exception which seems discriminatory on its face.
of Labor noted that there had been some progress. He added, however, that only 5 percent of those minorities in "dead end jobs" had been upgraded, which was not "as much as we would like to see." He also expressed "some confidence" in the proper disposition of company-

owned segregated housing.

---

387 See News Conference of George P. Schultz, Secretary of Labor, Jan. 6, 1970. Later data provided by DOD indicates a slow but constant increase in minority group hiring, with minority female employment increasing rather sharply. The increase in minority female employment from 1968 to 1970 was 95 percent for the three firms. However, underutilization remains in the employment pattern; 8,620 individuals are employed in the four top level occupations with minorities constituting only 1.7 percent of all managers and officials, professionals, technicians and sales jobs are minority. In 1968 minorities held 41 of these four positions and by 1970 they held 148, an inadequate improvement.
Reverberations from these actions, including interagency disagreements and Senate Hearings, continued for many months. The entire episode, along with the resulting undistinguished agreements, has not added to the credibility of DOD's contract compliance program.

\[388/\] Upon being informed of Deputy Secretary Packard's action of awarding contracts to the three textile firms, Secretary Schultz requested a full report from Mr. Packard. It is highly unusual for the Secretary of Labor to write to a ranking official of another Department demanding a written explanation of actions taken. This was a clear indication of Secretary Schultz' displeasure with the procedures followed by Mr. Packard. Mr. Packard's response to the Secretary's letter noted:

The department has engaged in lengthy discussions about procedures which the contractors should be required to use in increasing minority employment and providing better advancement opportunities for minority groups within the company and in certain questions involving company-owned housing. These discussions have bogged down on the basis of semantics. The contractors involved have assured me that they will take further actions in connection with the problems involved. One of the firms has provided a detailed plan, and the others have provided information of specific things they expect to do...the department is expected to have continuing business with these firms and is in a position to resort to other procedures at any time their progress is not acceptable. Textile Hearings, supra note 379, at 45-46.

The Secretary of Labor noted in the Hearing that the procedures used were not traditional, i.e., not in accordance with the regulations but defended them because the result was an effective agreement. He added, however, that:

At the same time, and I wish to emphasize this point, we regard this procedure as exceptional and in no way a precedent for pre-award negotiations. Textile Hearings, supra note 378, at 223.
(2) McDonnell Douglas Case

The second case concerned a major aircraft contract with McDonnell Douglas Corporation. Although compliance reviews conducted prior to the award of $7.7 billion in contracts showed significant deficiencies, the award was made. It appeared that there were some attempts to require the company to develop an adequate, effective affirmative action plan, however, these required efforts were not concluded prior to the contract award. Thus, the action was consummated while the McDonnell Douglas Corporation was in violation of the Executive Order and had not agreed to take steps to bring it into compliance in a reasonable time. This was clearly contrary to OFCC regulations.


390/ The McDonnell Douglas Corporation had submitted a plan, however, that it claimed met the requirements of the regulations. At the time of the contract award, Defense Department compliance officials had found the McDonnell Douglas plan unacceptable.

391/ The OFCC Regulations require the development of an acceptable written program—based upon an analysis of problem areas, minority underutilization, hiring, recruitment and other personnel policies regarding upgrading and promotion -- which will correct deficiencies and set specific goals for improvement. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.40(a).
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, having documented these facts in a public hearing, sent letters on January 24, 1970, to the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of Labor, requesting immediate action to enforce the Executive Order.

Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird and Air Force Secretary Robert C. Seamans both expressed shock and deep concern at the failure of their staff to properly handle the McDonnell Douglas contract.

The Secretary of the Air Force, Department of Defense and OFCC compliance officials engaged in intensive negotiations with McDonnell Douglas to develop an acceptable affirmative action plan. On February 10, 1970, DOD announced that such a plan containing goals and timetables had been developed by McDonnell Douglas and accepted by the Defense Department and OFCC. This was the first time that the guidelines of OFCC Order No. 4 were used in assisting a firm to develop an adequate affirmative action plan.

392/ Secretary of Defense Memorandum for the Secretaries of the Military Departments and Assistant Secretaries of Defense, Jan. 30, 1970. Secretary Laird indicated: "I am shocked by the apparent situation in which we find ourselves vis a vis compliance with moral and legal equal opportunity provisions and procedures on defense contracts. We must take immediate and vigorous corrective action." Secretary Seamans was portrayed as deeply concerned that the pre-contract audit of McDonnell Douglas had not been conducted. News Release of Robert Seamans, Secretary of Air Force, Jan. 27, 1970.

393/ DOD Press Release, Feb. 10, 1970. Although this Commission has reviewed the McDonnell Douglas Plan and forwarded its comments, criticism and suggestions to DOD, it is not at liberty to publish its full evaluation at this time because the plan has been classified as confidential by the Defense Department. An abbreviated version of the critique was released to the press on Aug. 26, 1970. See discussion on pp. 233-34 infra.

394/ Id. Broad interview, supra note 374.
Defense Department officials consider this plan to be a landmark in effective contract compliance. It would be used, they say, in conjunction with Order No. 4 itself, as a guide in assisting other corporations in formulating their affirmative action plans. The plan agreed to by McDonnell Douglas, however, does not contain a detailed reporting requirement.

The Defense Department in notifying all contractors that existing affirmative action plans must be updated as required by OFCC Order No. 4, and regional offices have been authorized to discuss the McDonnell Douglas plan commitments in general terms with other contractors. The exact nature of some aspects of the McDonnell Douglas plan, such as the hiring goals, however, is considered confidential by DOD. Since all other existing affirmative action plans submitted to DOD are going to be reevaluated on the basis of McDonnell Douglas, it is important for the plan to be subjected to public examination, analysis, and criticism before it is used as the DOD model. Yet, DOD claims that confidentiality prevents this.

395/ Id.

396/ Id.

397/ Id. The reporting plan was established in a separate letter to McDonnell Douglas in which DOD indicated the type of information that was to be reported periodically. Letter from R.S. Sullivan, Captain, U.S.N. Commander, Defense Contract Administration Services Region-V, to Robert C. Krone, Corporate Vice-President, Personnel, McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Mar. 20, 1970. The summary reports from McDonnell Douglas for February, March and April show commendable achievement in excess of stated goals and timetables in hiring, but no action in the establishment of training programs.

398/ Id. It should be noted that shortly after the issuance of Order No. 4, DOD was found to have granted a multi-billion dollar contract to a contractor not in compliance with the Executive Order. Public pressure resulting from this incident may have prompted DOD to take the aggressive actions noted above.
Although respecting the confidentiality of certain aspects of the McDonnell Douglas plan, the Civil Rights Commission has recently issued a critique of the plan. This review concedes that the plan "represents a significant step forward -- principally in its minority hiring goals and upgrading program." There remain a number of problems relating to inadequate information and imprecise commitment. Briefly, the deficiencies are: current racial employment by job is not shown, thus evaluation of the hiring goal is impossible; this is only a one year plan, the firm is not committed to future improvement, only review; evaluation of upgrading goals is not possible from information in the plan; there is no plan to modify impact of layoffs (usually more harmful to minorities); training commitments are inadequate and not specific.

399/ In a different context, the McDonnell Douglas Corporation's effort was praised by Chairman Charles H. Wilson of a special House subcommittee of the Armed Services Committee. In seeking to find "whether toughened Federal insistence on non-discrimination hiring in defense plants is hurting the military effort through higher costs...," he concluded that "They are accepting the government program, and they want to comply. They recognize we have reached a time when past practices must be changed." St. Louis Globe Democrat, Aug. 6, 1970 at A6.


401/ Id. One problem, however, has been corrected since this analysis was made -- current data by job has been secured by DOD. Some of the other problems have been dealt with in affirmative action plans since secured from other companies. Interview with C. Stuart Broad, Director, Equal Employment Opportunity Policy, DOD, Sept. 1, 1970.
e. Reviews and Investigations

In fiscal year 1969, DOD conducted almost 5,000 contractor reviews and investigations, of which only 2,703 were compliance reviews. Of the remainder, 1,347 were follow-up reviews, 587 were pre-award reviews, and 342 were complaint investigations. Since DOD has responsibility for a minimum of 36,000 contractor facilities, it thus reviewed fewer than 10 percent of its assigned facilities. Further, there are no data available suggesting that these reviews resulted in development of acceptable affirmative action plans.

---

402/ Questionnaire Response of DOD. The comparable figures for fiscal year 1968 were 3,629 total reviews and investigations, and 1,578 compliance reviews.

403/ Id. The comparable figures for fiscal year 1968 were 1,189 follow-up reviews, 507 pre-award reviews and 355 complaint investigations.


405/ Neither interviews nor the DOD Questionnaire Response were able to connect the development of acceptable plans to compliance reviews. DOD noted in its response that the affirmative action program requirement has been in their procurement regulation only since January 31, 1969, and has been a part of compliance reviews since that date. Questionnaire Response of DOD. A memorandum attached to the DOD response noted that DOD had not uniformly required affirmative action plans which met the standards of Sec. 60-1.40 of the regulations, as interpreted by OFCC, and that if they did it would result in "mass findings of non-compliance." Memorandum from W.R. Senter, Assistant Deputy Director, Defense Supply Agency (Contract Administration Services) to Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Civil Rights and Industrial Relations), Sept. 15, 1969.
Compliance reviews of known contractor facilities in different areas are scheduled by DCAS regions through the application of selection criteria. Under these criteria, facilities are selected which: (a) have more than 150 employees, (b) are engaged in work on an active Government contract or subcontract, and (c) are in a metropolitan area with at least three percent minority group population. In practice, facilities with the largest employment are scheduled first. The OFCC official having the chief liaison responsibility with DOD strongly criticized the strict application of these criteria as too narrow. The main reason for OFCC concern is that a decisive factor in determining where a compliance review will be conducted is whether a contract is actually being performed at the facility. Under OFCC rulings, all of the firm's facilities are subject to the Executive Order, regardless of whether each one is currently performing work on a government contract.

The necessary consequence of the DOD procedure for limiting reviews is to prevent the agency from determining whether agreed to policies for the reviewed facilities are being applied corporate-wide.

406/ These criteria may be circumvented "only when the total circumstances underlying the selection are clearly of so serious a nature as to warrant departure...and reports of reviews which do not meet the criteria will be subject to review...." Defense Supply Agency, Office of Contract Compliance Manual, Ch. 2, Sec. 1, at 9.

407/ Interview with Leonard Bierman, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Nov. 27, 1969.

408/ In the February 1969 issue of the OCC Bulletin it was reported that an October 24, 1968 letter from the Acting Director, OFCC to Director Equal Employment Policy, Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) restates that all divisions of a corporation are covered by the Executive Order if any one has a Federal contract, and adds that subsidiaries may also be covered, depending upon the degree of independence of the subsidiary. See also Bierman interview, supra note 407, DSA, OCC Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2, Feb. 1969, at 4.
The Office of Contract Compliance of DSA has shown dissatisfaction with the adequacy of compliance reviews. Affirmative action plans, initially required within 120 days after the date of the contract, have not, in past instances, always been filed in a timely manner. In fact, OCC reviewers have permitted contractors an additional 120 days from the time of the review to come up with a plan.

Implementing the pre-award procedures also has created problems because most DOD contracts in excess of $1,000,000 are negotiated. Originally, under OFCC regulation, pre-award procedures were applied by DOD only to contracts let under bids, not to those negotiated. For such contracts, OFCC had instituted a pre-award check procedure. OCC interpreted the pre-award check procedures, however, as not requiring any review if no deficiencies were noted previously.

OCC has reported that the narrative reports of compliance reviews too often contain conclusions not supported by the facts, and resulted in unrelated recommendations. DSA, OCC Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 7, Nov., 1969, at 33. It was further noted that OCC had been embarrassed by the quality and accuracy of reviews forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of Defense or OFCC.

A compliance review must be conducted on any contractor receiving a bid contract award of more than $1,000,000 prior to the actual award. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.20(d).


The "check" procedures required that the contracting offices of DOD notify the compliance unit of anticipated negotiated awards of more than $1 million; prior contract status; and whether any previous compliance reports have been filed. The compliance unit then reviewed the contractor's file and if any deficiencies were noted the contracting office would be notified of what action the office should take. DSA, OCC Bulletin, supra note 410, at 19-20.

The contracting office which will make the award need only notify the proper OCC regional office of the pending award; no review will be required unless OCC has a record of contractor deficiencies. DSA, OCC Bulletin, supra note 410, at 19-20.
The compliance review process, as described in these examples, appears to be lacking both in quantity and quality, involving questionable practices which suggests the need for a thorough investigation and audit of DOD implementation of the Executive Order.

Since January 1970, the Department of Defense has taken actions which indicate a more aggressive program will be implemented in the future. The Department has begun to conduct pre-award reviews of all contracts, negotiated or bid, of a value of $1,000,000 or more. Procurement officers have been informed of requirements of Order No. 4 and instructed to apply its guidelines to all contractors they review. This action has resulted in more than 60 "show cause" notices to contractors between April 1, and September 1, 1970, though all of these cases but one have been settled at the regional level, usually by the military commander. It is still too early, however, to determine the extent to which the Department will follow through on these progressive recent actions.

415/ On Aug. 25, 1970, procurement regulations were finally amended to require negotiated as well as bid contracts over $1,000,000 be subject to full pre-award procedures. DOD, however, had been doing this for some months. DOD, Defense Procurement Circular, No. 82, Aug. 25, 1970.

416/ Interviews with C. Stuart Broad, Director, Equal Employment Opportunity Policy, June 12, 1970, and Sept. 1, 1970. Initially, DOD was alone among the 15 compliance agencies in taking such action under Order No. 4. Note: A "show cause" notice is issued to a contractor found not in compliance as a result of a review. The notice gives the contractor 30 days to show why he should be considered in compliance. At the end of 30 days, if he is still not in compliance, a 10 day notice of the imposition of sanctions is to be sent; it offers the contractor a hearing to establish his compliance, if he chooses.

417/ Id.
f. Racial and Ethnic Data Collection

The Department of Defense has collected no reliable data on which to base an evaluation of their program. It has, however, collected incomplete data on the racial and ethnic composition of some contractor facilities subjected to DOD review. Minority employment data has been gathered for 2,683 facilities, covering changes during the period July 1, 1967 through December 31, 1968. The facilities had a total December 1968 work force of 3,391,913. In the one and one-half year period, minority employment had increased 90,499, including 63,255 Negroes, 3,856 Orientals, 1,832 American Indians, and 21,556 Spanish-speaking Americans.

The period January 1, 1969 through June 30, 1969, minority employment increases in 1,623 facilities were measured. The employment at the end of the period was 1,727,887. The total minority increase for the six-month period was 53,566, of whom 36,439 were Negroes, 1,880 Orientals, 1,267 American Indians, and 13,980 Spanish-speaking Americans.

418/ This is the first report and it was based on reports submitted by the DCAS regions on the minority employment records resulting from their compliance reviews. The detailed data remains in the regions. DSA OCC Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 4, Apr. 1969, Attachment -- "Accomplishment Report."

While the data indicate an increase in minority hirings, they are seriously lacking in detail. For example, they do not indicate: (a) the total percentage of minority employment at the initiation or close of the covered periods; (b) whether the rate of increase is greater or less than that for all employment; (c) what the job levels were; (d) any figures concerning promotions; and (e) whether the surveyed facilities were typical of DOD contractors. DOD has indicated no plans to seek these additional data.
2. **Other Compliance Agencies**

Under Order No. 1, twelve agencies, in addition to DoD, have responsibility for procurement contract compliance, and ten for construction contract compliance. Staff resources and the manner in which the compliance agencies have organized their activities have had a significant influence on their programs' effectiveness.

In 1969, excluding DoD, the agencies awarded contracts amounting to more than $16,250 million, affecting more than 60 thousand business establishments which employ more than 10 million persons.

a. **Staffing and Organization**

Provisions of Order No. 1 require agencies to prepare a budget request for sufficient additional compliance staff so that they are able to conduct an annual review of 50 percent of the firms assigned to them. At the time, all agencies were understaffed, some hopelessly so. The staffing aspect of the OFCC Order was an attempt to bring all agencies to a minimum level of enforcement capability. The President's fiscal year 1971 budget request for these contract compliance agencies would result in an overall increase

---

420/ See discussion at pp. 193-95, *supra*.


422/ The Treasury Department had responsibility for approximately 12,000 banks but had only three staff people assigned to contract compliance. HUD was responsible for more than 3 billion dollars in contracts in 1969 and had only 41 people assigned to compliance work.
of 100 percent in their compliance personnel. For two principal reasons, however, the goal of uniform compliance enforcement capability is not likely to be achieved: First, even with the increases proposed by the President, staff resources still will be insufficient. Second, some organizational structures present obstacles to effective contract compliance enforcement.

(1) **Staff Resources**

Insufficient staff is a problem of overriding importance in contract compliance, as in other areas of civil rights enforcement. In some cases, this results both from Congressional unwillingness to appropriate sufficient funds and the failure of the Executive Branch even to request them. For example, in connection with the 1971 budget request, the HEW Office for Civil Rights asked for an additional 118 contract compliance positions. The Department reduced this request to 95 in its full agency transmittal to the Bureau of the Budget. The Bureau of the Budget cut the new positions to 59, one-half the original Office for Civil Rights request. This was the number included in the budget submitted to Congress.

Some agencies have run into special problems as a result of budget request reductions. The Department of Agriculture, for example,

---

423/ The 118 positions requested were based upon the requirements of compliance activity as contained in OFCC Order No. 1.

424/ Questionnaire Response of HEW. The Office for Civil Rights is responsible for the compliance of education institutions and nonprofit organizations and industries with approximately 5,000 establishments. It now has a compliance staff of 24.
had its compliance responsibilities increased by 600 percent as a result of Order No. 1, and planned to reorganize its compliance program to better handle this added workload. The Bureau of the Budget, however, reduced the Agriculture 1971 budget request to such a level that the reorganization has been postponed until more funds become available. A similar reduction in the General Services Administration request may also have influenced its decision not to decentralize its compliance activity in the unit responsible for supply contracts.

Compliance review staffs of the Treasury Department and the Agency for International Development (AID), however, were dramatically increased. Prior to the reassignment, each had only two professionals on their compliance review staffs. The President's fiscal year 1971 budget request calls for an increase of ten for each of these

---

425/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of Agriculture. The Department now has a compliance staff of 15. It requested 104 new positions to cope with the responsibility of reviewing approximately 4,000 contractors. The Bureau of the Budget approved only 17 new positions.

426/ Questionnaire Response of GSA. The supply contracts compliance headquarters staff now numbers five professionals and two clericals responsible for 5,000 contractors. Seventeen man-years of additional investigative effort is supplied for compliance reviews by the Office of Audits and Compliance. GSA requested 125 new positions. The Bureau of the Budget granted approval for 51, but the House Appropriations Committee allowed only 39 new positions.
The problem of coping with the additional responsibilities imposed by Order No. 1 is compounded by the fact that some agencies assign staff to contract compliance duties on less than a full-time basis. For example, compliance personnel of the Economic Development Administration of the Department of Commerce spend 20 percent of their time on this activity and the remaining time on other civil rights duties. In some agencies, contract compliance staff also have non-civil rights duties. For example, the Transportation Department, which has assigned compliance responsibility to independent program units, has four constituent agencies with identifiable contract compliance programs: Coast Guard, Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Highway Administration, and the Urban Mass Transit Administration. All have professional compliance officers working less than full time on contract compliance or other civil rights work.

427/ Questionnaire Response of the Treasury Department and AID. Both of these increases were desperately needed. Treasury has responsibility for 12,000 banks and AID is responsible for over 1,000 facilities. At the Commission's San Antonio Hearing, Robert Wallace, then Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury, testified that the staff has always been less than what was needed: "We felt that for the Banks, we needed to start with 15 professional employees to make compliance reviews and to work with the banks all over the United States to help them implement the requirements of this Executive Order." San Antonio Hearing, supra note 161, at 572.

428/ All agencies currently with compliance responsibilities, except NASA, the Post Office Department, and the Social Security Administration of HEW, are now responsible for more contractors than prior to the Order. For example, the Atomic Energy Commission, previously responsible for 1,115 facilities, is now compliance agency for about 3,900 establishments.

429/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of Commerce.
These percentages range from 50 percent in the Coast Guard to 80 percent in the Federal Highway Administration. The Department of the Interior has a total of 15 units with some contract compliance responsibility, six of which have no individual devoting as much as 50 percent of his time on contract compliance.

The actual value of staff members whose jobs are divided between contract compliance and other functions has not been judged by the agencies, and is open to question. For example, there is no way of knowing which staff duty takes priority or whether the distribution of time is evenly allocated throughout the year. Thus, it frequently is not possible to determine, from simple manpower calculations, the extent of staff resources devoted to contract compliance.

(2) Organization and Decentralization

Aside from numbers of staff, the other important determinant of contract compliance effectiveness is the manner in which agencies

\footnote{430} Questionnaire Response of the Department of Transportation.

\footnote{431} Questionnaire Response of the Department of the Interior. Part-time compliance staff, which invariably works out of regional offices, is not directly responsible to contract compliance officials in the central office; rather, they are responsible to the regional director who may or may not be interested or committed to aggressively implementing the compliance program.
organize and direct their programs. Compliance activities may be concentrated in a central office, with all compliance reviewers reporting to it, or they may be decentralized into smaller, more specialized units. Decentralization may be transferred from central offices to program bureaus or units, or the responsibility may be delegated from the Washington level to regional offices. The most significant decentralization was that of the Defense Department, by far the most important compliance agency. There, the rationale for delegating compliance responsibility to the department's contracting arm was declared to be increased efficiency resulting from specific knowledge of the workings of the contractor's business. It was charged, however, that previous centralized operations had produced a more forceful program in which compliance determinations were made independently of other contract administration considerations.

432/ In some cases, such as in the Treasury Department and AID, all compliance review personnel are in the central office and make reviews from that office with no regional intervention. At HUD, all contract compliance personnel are on the staff of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity although they work out of field offices. For a discussion of agency practices, see R. Nathan, Jobs and Civil Rights, (Prepared for the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights by the Brookings Institution), pp. 116-28 (1969).

433/ See discussion and notes on pp. 222-24 supra.

434/ Id.
Other Federal departments, such as the Departments of the Interior, Transportation, Health, Education and Welfare, and Commerce, also decentralized operational control of compliance programs to their program bureaus. They usually maintain a small central office for administrative coordination, but each program bureau develops its own compliance program, organization, and staff commitments.\footnote{The Department of the Interior has 15 units with compliance responsibility. Transportation has 4, HEW has 3, and Commerce has 2. Questionnaire Responses of Interior, Transportation, HEW, Commerce. The Interior program is so fragmented that the Department has not even been able to come up with a reorganization plan which would enable it to effectively implement its new responsibilities. The Post Office Department has decentralized responsibility for contract compliance, with review examiners administratively responsible to their local postmasters, while operationally responsible to the central office. The degree to which local postmasters influence compliance decisions is, however, unknown.}

For example, HEW has two supply contract compliance programs and one for construction, each relatively independent of the other. The two supply elements have vastly different compliance capabilities. The contract compliance division, responsible for all supply contracts other than insurance, estimates it was able to perform reviews on only 2 percent of the assigned contractors, while the unit responsible for the insurance industry covered virtually every contractor in a year's time.\footnote{Questionnaire Response of HEW.}

\footnote{Id.}
Not only have compliance responsibilities been decentralized in many cases to program units, they have been further delegated to reviewers in regional offices of the program bureau. Like their central office counterparts, these reviewers often have responsibilities beyond contract compliance. Thus the problems resulting from fragmentation of responsibilities are compounded. As noted, the Department of Transportation has three constituent units with sizeable compliance staffs. Some of the field staffs of these units are spending less than full time on contract compliance, ranging from 50 to 80 percent. This diffusion of responsibility is even more apparent in the Bureau of Land Management of the Interior Department, whose field personnel work on a variety of civil rights assignments including contract compliance, Title VI, and Federal employment, as well as program tasks. All civil rights activities account for 55 to 90 percent of their time. The GSA Office of Audits and Compliance, which conducts all GSA supply contract compliance reviews, has assigned responsibility for this effort to 38 field staff who spend from 5 to 90 percent of their time on this activity.

GSA is an example of an agency within which centralized and

438/ The three important units are: The Coast Guard, Federal Aviation Administration and the Federal Highway Administration.

439/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of Transportation.

440/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of the Interior. The contract compliance function absorbed from 50 to 85 percent of their time.

441/ Questionnaire Response of the General Services Administration.
decentralized contract compliance coexist. The Federal Supply Service has retained a large degree of centralized control of supply contract compliance, while the Public Building Service, responsible for construction, has completely delegated the compliance function to regional office personnel. The two units offer sharp contrasts in approach. An internal study by GSA suggests, however, that after further study the Federal Supply Service's compliance functions may also be transferred to regional offices.

While the general trend appears toward more delegation and decentralization, the benefits appear open to question. Interposing program officials in supervisory and/or decision-making positions between the compliance reviewer and the designated Contract Compliance Officer increases the chances for cautious or timid enforcement. Program audit and contracting officials are concerned with securing goods and services from contractors, and this is the principal basis for judging their work performance. Equal employment is looked upon by these officials as an additional and often unwanted burden.

---

442/ Questionnaire Response of GSA. The Office of Audits and Compliance, a general investigatory body for GSA, actually performs compliance reviews for the Federal Supply Service. Most OAC reviews concern the propriety of the expenditures. Mr. John Brosnahan, Deputy Director for Compliance of OAC said that most OAC investigators consider contract compliance work an interference with their own professional development. The practice of part-time investigators undoubtedly hinders effective compliance reviews. Interview with John Brosnahan, Deputy Director for Compliance, OAC, GSA, Feb. 3, 1970.


444/ OFCC has taken no position on this important question. Hobson interview, supra note 421.

445/ See statement in note 442 supra.
b. **The Review Process**

Contract compliance agencies conduct various types of investigations regarding contract compliance:

1. The regular compliance review is a thorough investigation of employment practices of a selected number of the total contractor facilities assigned to an agency.

2. The pre-award compliance review, is a comprehensive inquiry into the compliance status of an indicated low bidder, conducted immediately prior to the award of a contract of more than $1 million.

3. The follow-up review is conducted in order to verify any positive actions a contractor had agreed to take after having been found in non-compliance.

4. The corporate-wide review involves conferences between central office compliance staff and corporate officials to develop an affirmative action plan for all corporate facilities.

5. The complaint investigation is a review of allegations of discrimination made against a contractor.

446/ The regulations require such reviews. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.20(d).
Pre-award compliance reviews are now being conducted on negotiated contracts of more than $1 million by DoD.
The 15 compliance agencies reported that in fiscal year 1969 they conducted 12,348 regular, follow-up, pre-award, and corporate reviews. The comparable figure for fiscal year 1968 was 8,683.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENCY</th>
<th>FISCAL YEAR 1968 Compliance Reviews</th>
<th>FISCAL YEAR 1969 Compliance Reviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
<td>3,274</td>
<td>4,637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. Services Admin.</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing &amp; Urban Devel.</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health, Education &amp; Welfare</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept. of Transportation</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept. of the Interior</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept. of Commerce</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Office</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept. of Agriculture</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept. of the Treasury</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vet. Admin.</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Admin.</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency for International Development</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Energy Commission</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL**                      | **8,683**                           | **12,348**                          |

**Source:** Questionnaire Response of the 15 compliance agencies.

*These reviews include all initial compliance reviews, follow-up reviews, corporate reviews (of an entire firm rather than a single establishment), and pre-award reviews. Complaint investigations are not included as data was not available.*
figure includes several visits to a single establishment, with follow-up reviews constituting a third of the total, as it does for the Department of Defense. Thus, of the more than 100,000 contractor facilities, fewer than 10 percent were reviewed in 1969.

Many initial compliance reviews find some deficiency and each of these is supposed to result in at least one follow-up review. In fact, however, few follow-up reviews of this type are conducted. Thus, correction of the deficiencies is left largely to the contractor's good faith. In addition, the number of corporate reviews conducted is quite small, and their adequacy is not known since the results are not systematically checked by OFCC.

448/ Questionnaire Response of the 15 compliance agencies.

449/ For example, HEW reported that 90 percent of initial reviews found deficiencies. Questionnaire Response of HEW.

450/ In DoD's Southeastern Region, 95 percent of reviews conducted from January 1966 to April 1968, contained recommendations for recontact reviews; only 10 percent were followed up. Alabama Hearing, supra note 155, at 460. Also see, Questionnaire Response of DoD. The Questionnaire Response of the Department of Agriculture, AEC and other agencies, indicated that most reviews found non-compliance.

451/ The total number of corporate reviews reported was 16.

452/ Hobson and Bierman interviews, supra notes 421 and 407.
In construction compliance, ordinary reviews are of less value than in the area of supply contracts, since construction contractors change their work force and location with each job. The OFCC effort to develop area plans, such as the Philadelphia Plan, appears to be a more significant vehicle than compliance reviews to increase minority employment in the construction trades. All agencies having construction compliance responsibility are participating in the plans.

HUD, with OFCC's approval, is planning its own "59 cities" program as an extension of the "18 cities program" of OFCC. Elements of the program are still subject to change, but the basic outlines have been settled. It contemplates a full-time person in each of the 59 cities, which will be selected with reference to HUD regional and area offices, and large HUD-financed projects. The HUD regional "Cities Officer" will become an expert on compliance in that area. Participation of other Federal agencies will be encouraged but in any case, HUD intends to undertake the program.

---

453/ See list of agencies with construction responsibility, supra note 347.


455/ Id.

456/ Id. Although the goal of the plan is admirable, HUD would require additional staff to carry it out. It now has only 41 people in contract compliance work and estimated it would need another 31 to do reviews of half of its contractors, yet its budget request asks only for 21 new positions. Even if HUD had the staff to operate the program it would then have no staff for compliance activities outside of the 59 cities. In any case, experience has shown that one "cities officer" will not be able to effectively develop and implement a program of this nature without help from other agencies.
c. **Imposition of Sanctions by Compliance Agencies**

The Executive Order and OFCC regulations contemplate that compliance agencies will play the major role in the application of sanctions. Yet, to date, OFCC alone has brought the formal hearings necessary before contract withdrawal or contractor debarment. Where formal action has been contemplated by compliance agencies, the cases have been transferred to OFCC.

There are two related factors primarily responsible for this. First, OFCC has not established or required any specific guidelines for compliance agency action other than general procedures contained in the May 1968 regulations. Much more is needed--for example, guidelines aimed at preventing protracted negotiations, measures to insure that agencies have the necessary legal and hearing examiner support, and directives requiring adoption of agency regulations.

The second factor has been OFCC's acquiescence to the contracting agencies' reluctance to impose sanctions on their own. Neither the Secretary of Labor, Assistant Secretary, nor the OFCC Director has communicated to the agencies the importance of bringing prompt enforcement actions in appropriate cases. Further, while Labor Department officials

---

457/ The regulations merely indicate that OFCC may issue a 30-day show cause notice to a contractor believed in noncompliance, giving him a chance to show why sanctions should not be applied. At the end of 30 days, if an agreement has not been reached, or if the company has not responded in a way to convince OFCC that no action is indicated, OFCC will issue a debarment notice. A contractor has ten days to request a hearing before OFCC or the compliance agency (with the approval of OFCC) under OFCC-hearing regulations. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.26(b)(2), 60-1.28.

458/ Id. Prior to Order No. 4, no record was found of any effort by Department of Labor or OFCC officials to direct the compliance agencies to apply sanctions.
have made a number of public statements and speeches stressing the
value of mechanisms such as the Philadelphia Plan, they have been
relatively silent on the requirement of strict compliance enforcement.

There are available sanctions, other than the ultimate ones of contract
debarment or termination, which have been applied by agencies to encourage
Executive Order compliance. Compliance agencies have reported instances
where lesser, but significant sanctions have been imposed which, if utilized
systematically and consistently, could be developed into effective compliance
tools. The Post Office and the Department of Agriculture, both have
utilized such sanctions against noncomplying contractors. A 1969 Commission
study reported that the Post Office passed over apparent low bidders in
construction projects because of noncompliance with the Executive Order.

459/ Id.

460/ Examples of these actions were reported by all compliance agencies except
the following five: Commerce, AID, (here, the program and responsibility are
so new that no example could be expected), NASA, TVA and the VA. Questionnaire
Responses of the 15 compliance agencies. In some cases, these actions were
taken only in cases where noncompliance was so blatant, publicity so great and
that the agency had no recourse, e.g., where an employer refused to file
an annual racial data report with the Federal Government.
Questionnaire Response of HEW.

461/ Jobs and Civil Rights, supra note 432, at 121-22. Interview with
A later report from the Post Office indicated that several companies were
found in noncompliance and were referred to OFCC for action in 1966.
Questionnaire Response of the Post Office Department.
Agriculture has indicated that in several instances contractors' eligibility was administratively suspended until acceptable compliance agreements were negotiated.

In Chicago, where HUD found 17 construction contractors in non-compliance, further OFCC approval was required before awarding future contracts. Similar action has been taken by HEW's Office of Construction Services. The Social Security Administration of HEW, upon noncompliance findings for insurance companies, has called top company officials to its central office for discussion as to why enforcement actions should not be initiated. According to the Social Security Administration this negotiation approach has been very successful.

The Interior Department has also taken some enforcement action on its own. The Office of Civil Rights, the Department's coordinating body, recently withdrew four cases from its program bureaus' jurisdiction for more intensive negotiation. According to Interior, two of these cases have been satisfactorily conciliated and the other two are still pending final disposition. No contract, however, has ever been delayed or otherwise put into jeopardy.

___

462/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of Agriculture.
463/ Questionnaire Response of HUD.
464/ Questionnaire Response of HEW.
465/ Id.
466/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of the Interior.
467/ Id.
Most agencies, however, have been reluctant to take any action on their own by way of imposition of sanctions. In testimony before this Commission at its 1968 Montgomery, Alabama hearing, the General Services Administration noted that it had threatened to terminate Federal contracts many times. The testimony of the GSA official later indicated that the threats were merely requests made upon contractors for affirmative action plans or progress reports. Additional testimony at the hearing related to the Alabama Power Company, where GSA showed a distinct hesitation to enforce the Executive Order despite its compliance reviewer's recommended action. A year and a half after the hearing, GSA reports it still had never applied sanctions to any contractor.

In most cases where an agency has determined noncompliance, it forwards the case to OFCC. For example, the AEC, which never has imposed

468/ Alabama Hearing, supra note 155, at 442.

469/ Id., at 439-40, GSA officials responded that it would be difficult to terminate the contract since the Alabama Power Company was the area's sole source of electric power.

470/ Questionnaire Response of GSA. The agency indicated, however, that it had held up contract awards until acceptable affirmative action programs were received.
sanctions by itself, has passed along several cases to OFCC for enforcement
action.

The Treasury Department's compliance program for banks, which are
Federal depositories, has avoided the use of sanctions in any form. 
Compliance reviews have been used to educate the Department on the
nature of problems of minority utilization in the banking industry, 
rather than to enforce the Order against individual banks. Under 
this type of program, Treasury never has initiated any action to withdraw 
Federal deposits from noncomplying banks, nor have any other sanctions 
been imposed. Treasury operates its compliance program mainly through 
conference and personal dealings with bank representatives or banking 
associations and by providing educational information to the bankers.

These types of enforcement actions by compliance agencies are ins-
sufficient to convince contractors of the Government's resolve to 
eliminate employment discrimination. Informal enforcement measures, 
while of some value, would be more effective if they were systematically 
used and buttressed by imposition of formal sanctions. The possibility of

471/ Questionnaire Response of AEC.

472/ San Antonio Hearing, supra note 161, at 573-75.

473/ Questionnaire Response of The Department of the Treasury.

474/ San Antonio Hearing, supra note 161, at 1071. At the time of 
Commission hearings in San Antonio, Texas, in December 1968, four 
banks had indicated to the Treasury Department they did not wish to 
be Federal depositories if they had to comply with the Executive Order 
and the Federal deposits were accordingly withdrawn. Id., at 577.
enforcement by court suit, through referral by OFCC to the Department of Justice, is not a viable alternative to the swift application of agency sanctions. The Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department is capable of litigating less than 20 employment discrimination suits each year and the long time lag between noncompliance and the ultimate court decision presents a formidable barrier to effective enforcement of the Order. Unless there is much greater use of sanctions by compliance agencies, the widespread skepticism that already exists as to the Federal Government's determination to enforce its contract compliance program, will increase.

Noncompliance abounds and yet no contract ever has been cancelled; only seven debarment actions have been brought. Thus, the tradition of voluntarism, which permeated and immobilized all previous Federal contract compliance efforts, appears still to be present in the current effort.

d. **Contract Compliance Impact**

Precise data are not available on changes resulting from reviews. The rather uniform neglect of data collection on the contractors' total and minority employment, makes it difficult to determine whether there has been a significant improvement in minority group employment by government
contractors. Fragmentary evidence seems to indicate that serious problems still exist, especially in white collar and technical occupations.

The agencies did report, however, what they considered to be the results of their contract compliance effort. Even here there were inconsistencies, with some agencies providing relatively insignificant examples of change but including no overall statistics and giving no indication of how representative the examples were. For instance, the Department of the Interior made many general statements concerning contractor improvement and then specifically identified one "situation" in Texas where new seniority rights and training opportunities were being negotiated for 358 Negroes, 35 of whom would receive pay increases. Whether this change is part of a pattern or an isolated case was not specified, nor was any evaluation made of the program's total impact.

475/ See discussion, pp. 140-41, supra.

476/ No compliance agencies reported changes in minority group employment in the context of other factors which would affect employment opportunities. For example, some evidence indicates that minority group employment in North Carolina textile industries has been affected by increasing difficulty in hiring white workers who have been moving into higher paying, newer industries. Hearing on S. Res. 39 before the Subcomm. on Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., at 94 (1969).

477/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of the Interior. Other examples provided by Interior were not specific and included their own evaluation without data.
The HEW Office for Civil Rights report on a follow-up study of 50 contractors showed increased minority employment of 3,909. However, the total employment of the 50 contractors before and after the minority employment increases was not provided, nor were the job categories specified in which the increases occurred. Without such information, it is impossible to measure accurately the degree of progress, or indeed, whether there has been any. The Department of Agriculture, for example, indicated that one contractor increased minority employment by 196 while the overall work force declined from 7,872 to 7,794. Additional detail was provided, however, showing that only 11 of the 196 employment increases were in the four top white collar occupational categories: managerial, professional, technical, and sales. These increases raised total minority group participation in those four occupations to a mere 1.9 percent.

The problem of white collar minority employment also is shown in data gathered on the shipbuilding industry by the Maritime Administration of the Commerce Department. In early 1969, total employment in major shipyards stood at 84,912, of whom 14,430 or 17 percent were minorities.

478/ Questionnaire Response of HEW.
479/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of Agriculture.
480/ Id.
481/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of Commerce.
Minorities constituted 15.7 percent of the skilled employment, but only 3.3 percent of the 26,861 white collar employees.

Lack of significant data indicates that OFCC and the compliance agencies have been derelict in developing measures by which to evaluate their efforts. Such comprehensive information not only would direct compliance agency and OFCC attention to the important problems which remain, but would also permit public disclosure of the hard facts and possibly result in a more credible posture for the entire contract compliance program.

482/ Id. The problem of white collar employment recurred in another compliance agency report. AEC reported a consolidated employment change for minorities--in an industry which grew from 360,363 to 370,034--of an increase from .4 percent to .5 percent in the officials and managers occupational class. Overall minority group employment was only 6.5 percent at the end of the period. Questionnaire Response of the AEC.

483/ To comprehend the full meaning of minority employment changes, facts must be gathered on occupational employment; upgrading; promotions; transfers; seniority systems; effects of automation; whether the industry is a declining one--nationally or in a particular region; in-migration and out-migration by race; and other economic changes in regional or metropolitan areas.
IV. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

A. Introduction

On July 2, 1964, Congress passed the historic Civil Rights Act of 1964, whose Title VII renders most employment discrimination illegal on a nationwide basis. To enforce the Title, the law established a five-member, bipartisan agency--the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)--as a national counterpart to State and local fair employment practice commissions, some of which had existed for more than 20 years.484/

The EEOC jurisdiction under Title VII is broad. The statute is specific on groups covered and the kinds of practices prohibited, such as employment discrimination by employers, labor organizations, and employment agencies.

An employer is defined as "...a person engaged in an industry affecting commerce who has twenty-five or more employees."485/

Employees of Federal, State, or local governments, however, are

484/ Passage of Title VII came after a period of two decades during which more than 200 fair employment measures had been proposed in the Congress. History of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (Prepared for the Lyndon Baines Johnson Library) 5 (unpublished).

485/ Sec. 701(b).
excluded from coverage. An exemption is also provided for bona
fide private membership clubs; Indian tribes; for employees
of religious corporations performing work connected with the organ-
izations' religious activities; and employees of educational
institutions engaged in the institutions' educational activities.

EEOC estimates that only 328,000 of the Nation's private
employers employ 25 or more people, thereby falling within the ambit
of Title VII. But they account for approximately 75 percent of
the Nation's labor force not including the self-employed.

Title VII coverage extends to labor organizations which operate
hiring halls or in any other manner procure employees for an
employer; or which have a membership of 25 or more and are the

486/Sec. 701(b)(1).
487/Sec. 701(b)(2).
488/Sec. 701(b)(1).
489/Sec. 702.
490/Sec. 702.
491/Hearings on EEOC and Related Agencies 1970 Appropriations Before a
Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Appropriations, 91st. Cong.,
Appropriation Hearings].
492/Id. Many of the employers not covered are in central cities and
engage in the type of wholesale and retail trade that could serve as
a fruitful source of employment for minority group individuals.
493/Sec. 701(e)(1).
certified or recognized bargaining agent for a group of employees, 494/
or are seeking such recognition.

Discrimination by employment agencies is also made illegal by 495/
Title VII. Included are not only private employment agencies, but also the United States Employment Service and the system of State and local employment services receiving Federal financial 496/
assistance.

Title VII also affords wide jurisdiction with respect to the basis on which discrimination is outlawed, viz., race, color, religion, sex, and national origin. Moreover, specific prohibited activities are delineated. Thus, Section 703 prohibits an employer from considering an individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin as a basis for hiring, firing or paying him. It also makes it illegal to vary the terms, conditions and privileges of employment for any of the enumerated reasons or to classify or segregate an employee in such a way as to deprive him of employment opportunity.

494/ Sec. 701(e)(2).

495/ An employment agency is defined by the statute as any person who regularly undertakes to secure employees for an employer. Sec. 701(c).

496/ Sec. 701(c).
Title VII provides a catch-all prohibition which makes illegal any employer practice which would "...otherwise adversely affect the individual's status as an employee, because of ...his race, color, religion, sex, or national origin."

An exception is provided, however, to the extent that religion, sex, or national origin can be proved a bona fide occupational qualification. Most court cases involving such qualifications have been concerned with sex qualifications. The law prohibits race from being used as a bona fide occupational qualification, nor can community prejudices be so used.

Specific labor union activities are also made illegal. A covered labor organization cannot exclude or expel from its membership an individual because of race, color, sex, or national origin. Limiting, segregating, or classifying union membership on the basis of these criteria also is prohibited. Any action on the part of

497/ Sec. 703(a)(2).
498/ Sec. 703(e)(1).
501/ Sec. 703(c)(1).
502/ Sec. 703(c)(1).
a labor organization which deprives or limits an individual's employment opportunities based on the prohibited grounds constitutes a violation of Title VII. Additionally, a labor organization may not cause an employer to discriminate.

Similarly, covered employment agencies may not fail or refuse to refer for employment; classify or refer for employment; or, in any other way, discriminate against any individual because of his race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

In contrast to the wide jurisdiction assigned EEOC by the 1964 Civil Rights Act, it is provided only limited means to enforce the statute. The agency may attempt to eliminate job discrimination through the "informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion;" it has no enforcement powers with which to penalize those who persist in violating the law. Of the various procedures provided EEOC to eliminate employment discrimination, the most important is the processing of a complaint of discrimination. Under Section 706, when an individual or a Commission member charges that a violation of the Title has occurred, the Commission shall investigate the charge. "If the Commission shall determine, after such investigation, that there is reasonable cause to believe that the charge is

503/ Sec. 703(c)(2).
504/ Sec. 703(c)(3).
505/ Sec. 703(b).
506/ Sec. 706(a).
true, the Commission shall endeavor to eliminate any such alleged unlawful employment practice by informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion." If the charge alleges an act of discrimination in a State which has a law prohibiting such an act, the EEOC must defer processing of the complaint to the State for a sixty-day period. In the event the Commission is unable to secure relief through conciliation, the individual complainant may institute private civil action against the respondent in Federal court. And in those instances where a pattern or practice of discrimination is revealed, EEOC may recommend that the Attorney General bring suit against the respondent pursuant to Section 707 of the Title.

In addition to these compliance mechanisms, Title VII empowers the Commission to use certain affirmative action methods to reduce employment discrimination. These include cooperating with

507/ Sec. 706(a).
508/ Sec. 706(b).
509/ Sec. 706(e).
510/ Sec. 705(g)(6).
State and local fair employment practice commissions; offering technical assistance to those subject to the Title; conducting educational and promotional activities, e.g., hearings; collecting employment data; and publication of studies regarding job bias.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's lack of enforcement powers is compounded by the meager budget and staff given the agency during the first three years of its five-year history. Through fiscal year 1968, EEOC operated with fewer than 400 authorized positions. In fiscal year 1969, this was increased to 570. Sizeable as this number may appear, it is inadequate to carry out effectively the Commission's work, particularly in face of the large volume of discrimination charges filed with the agency. As of August 1970, EEOC has received 52,085 complaints alleging job discrimination, of which 35,445 have required investigation.

511/ Sec. 705(g)(1).
512/ Sec. 705(g)(3).
513/ Sec. 705(i).
514/ Sec. 709(c).
515/ Sec. 705(g)(5).
The combination of meager staff resources and the large number of complaints has prevented the Commission from utilizing to any great extent the other weapons provided by Title VII to combat employment discrimination.

The following section of this chapter evaluates EEOC's implementation of Title VII during its first five years within the constraints of absence both of enforcement power and adequate financial and staff resources.

B. Organization and Staffing

In establishing the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Congress invested it with authority to establish regional or State offices as required to fulfill its mandate. At the present time, the Commission's operations are divided between the central organization in Washington, D.C., and thirteen field offices throughout the country. While the conduct of a large part of the enforcement function has been regionalized, decision-making authority, policy determination, and overall responsibility for coordination remain in headquarters. Other Commission activities, such as technical assistance and liaison with State and local

516/Sec. 705(a).

517/ Sec. 705(f).

518/The 13 offices are located in the following cities: Albuquerque, Atlanta, Austin, Birmingham, Chicago, Cleveland, District of Columbia, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Memphis, New Orleans, New York, and San Francisco. In addition to the 13 field offices, the Commission is in the process of establishing small district offices responsible to their respective field offices.
fair employment practice agencies also are central office responsibilities.

Since its inception, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has been plagued by organizational and personnel problems which have impaired its ability to operate at maximum effectiveness. The agency opened its doors on July 2, 1965, under inauspicious circumstances. Since the implementing provisions of Title VII, passed on July 2, 1964, were not to become effective until one year later, it was anticipated that the interim year would be used to organize and staff the new agency and to establish procedures for its operation. President Johnson, however, did not appoint a Chairman and Commissioners until May 10, 1965. Sworn in on June 1, 1965, they had only a month to make the Commission operational. Consequently, on the date Title VII became effective, EEOC had only a skeletal organization and staff and no operational procedures. In addition to the difficulties attendant to establishment of a new organization, problems peculiar to decentralization, such as lack of uniformity, communication, and supervision, also have prevented the Commission

519/ The Commission's organization is currently being studied by a Task Force and a reorganization is pending. As of August 17, 1970, however, announcement of a reorganization had not been made.
from utilizing its limited resources in the most efficacious manner.

Structural deficiencies have been compounded by acute staffing problems, most notably long vacancies in key positions, and high rates of turnover at all levels, including major policy-making and supervisory positions, and, as a result of meager appropriations, an insufficient number of personnel. Consequently, the Commission has suffered from a critical lack of continuity and direction; its ability to operate efficiently and to fulfill its mandate under Title VII has been seriously impaired.

1. Central Office

The headquarters organization consists of the Chairman, Vice Chairman, and the three other Commissioners, with four supportive units responsible directly to the Chairman, and five operational units reporting to the Executive Director.

520/ Three units--Administration, Public Affairs, and Congressional Relations--are omitted from the following discussion because their functions are not peculiar to the enforcement of Title VII.

521/ This is the official structure as delineated in the EEOC Functional Chart.

522/ Executive Director (to which is attached the Plans and Programs Staff), Office of the General Counsel, Congressional Liaison Staff, and Public Affairs Staff.

523/ Offices of Administration, Compliance, Research, State and Community Affairs, and Technical Assistance.
The Commissioners

The five Commissioners are appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate for staggered five-year terms. No more than three of the appointees may be of the same political party. The President designates one member as Chairman and one as Vice Chairman.

(1) Chairman

Title VII vests responsibility for EEOC's administration in the Chairman, and also grants him the power to appoint key staff. Armed with these dual powers, the Chairman is in a formidable position vis-a-vis the other Commissioners to set the Commission's course. He basically establishes the Commission's goals and direction, although a majority vote of the Commission is required on major policy issues.

524/ Sec. 705(a).
525/ Sec. 705(a).
526/ Sec. 705(a). The following office heads serve at the pleasure of Chairman: Executive Director, General Counsel, Public Affairs Director, Congressional Liaison Director, and Plans and Programs Director.
In five years of operation, the EEOC has been directed by four \(^{527/}\) Chairmen, not one of whom has served as long as two years. Moreover, there was a hiatus of five months between the resignation \(^{528/}\) of the first Chairman and the qualification of his successor. Thus there has been a lack of continuity in Commission leadership during its five-year existence, particularly since the rapid succession of Chairmen has been paralleled by a high turnover in high-level staff.

The position of Chairman is currently held by William H. Brown, III. Originally appointed as a Commissioner by President Johnson in October 1968, Mr. Brown was designated as Chairman by President Nixon in May 1969.

(2) Vice Chairman

The Vice Chairman's only responsibility, apart from his function as a member, is to act as Chairman in the absence or disability of \(^{529/}\) the Chairman or in the event of a vacancy in that office.

---

527/ The 4 Chairmen, and their terms, have been: Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., July 1965 - May 1966; Stephen N. Shulman, September 1966 - July 1967; Clifford L. Alexander, Jr., August 1967 - April 1969; William H. Brown, III, May 1969 - Present. The first two Chairmen were white; the latter two black.

528/ Chairman Roosevelt resigned in early May 1966; Mr. Shulman was not sworn in until September 21, 1966.

529/ Sec. 705(a).
The office has been held, since the Commission's inception, by Dr. Luther Holcomb, who is white. Originally appointed by President Johnson, he was reappointed for a full term by President Nixon in July 1969.

(3) Commissioners

As the Commission is presently constituted, the members (with the exception of the Chairman) have a limited role, with no specific statutory administrative duties. Their major function is in the decision stage of the complaint process: Commissioners are charged with determining whether "there is reasonable cause to believe that a charge is true." Initially, this function occupied a considerable amount of the members' time; the Commissioners, with assistance from their small staffs (Commissioners have no more than two special assistants; some have only one), actually wrote the decisions. Since establishment of a Decisions and Interpretations Division during the 1967 fiscal year, the Commissioners' function has been primarily a passive one of reviewing draft decisions and acting only on those with which there is disagreement.

530/ Interview with Clifford L. Alexander, Jr., former Chairman and Commissioner, EEOC, Mar. 5, 1970.

531/ Sec. 706(a).

Given the Commission's lack of enforcement or adjudicative powers, there is strong argument for discontinuing the present Commission form of organization in favor of a single administrator. Critics of the present structure argue that the single administrator would provide for more efficient operation. If, however, the Commission is granted cease and desist order power, thus giving its members an adjudicative role, a strong rationale would exist for continuing the present Commission form.

As with the position of Chairman, there has been a rapid turnover of the other members, thus contributing to the lack of leadership continuity. This situation has been further exacerbated

533/ Id., at 20. This argument discounts the importance that Commissioners may serve as voices of various interest groups. For example, many consider Commissioner Vicente Ximenes as the spokesman for Spanish surnamed American groups; Commissioner Elizabeth Kuck, for women's organizations.

534/ Id.; see also, Alexander interview, supra note 530.

535/ Richard A. Graham was not reappointed when his one-year term expired in June 1966; Vicente T. Ximenes replaced him in June 1967. Aileen C. Hernandez resigned in November 1966; Elizabeth J. Kuck was sworn in March 1968, to finish the unexpired term. Samuel C. Jackson was not reappointed upon completion of his term in June 1968; William H. Brown III was chosen to replace him October 1968 and became Chairman in May 1969. Though resigning as Chairman in April 1969, Clifford Alexander retained his position as a Commission member until June 1969 when he resigned.
by long delays in filling Commissioner positions, leaving EEOC to
function for long periods of time with only four, and at times with
only three members.

Presently serving are Vicente T. Ximenes, who was appointed
for a five-year term in June 1967, and Elizabeth J. Kuck, sworn in in
March 1968 to fill an unexpired term. A third position was vacant from
Clifford Alexander's resignation in June 1969 until Senate confirmation
of Colton Lewis on July 24, 1970.

b. **Executive Director**

The Executive Director, who is responsible directly to the
Chairman, is the Commission's top manager, whose office has four
major functions: administration of the headquarters operation; pro-
gram planning and evaluation, including budget; supervision of field
directors; and liaison with other Federal agencies.

---

536/ There have been three vacancies of over a year's duration:
one from June 1966 to June 1967; one from November 1966 to March 1968;
one from June 1969 to present. Additionally, from November 1966 until
June 1967 the Commission had only three members.


538/ Mr. Lewis was nominated by President Nixon on February 20, 1970.

539/ Interview with George Draper, Deputy Director, Nov. 18, 1969.
At the time of the interview Mr. Draper was also Acting Executive
Director. The Executive Director has line authority over the
operational units; the actual direction and supervision of the field
offices are the responsibility of the Deputy Director; the program
planning and evaluation function is discharged by the Plans and Programs
Staff, an arm of the Executive Director's Office.
Management of the central office and the field offices has suffered because of frequent changes in both the Executive Director and Deputy Director positions, and long vacancies in the latter position. In the Commission's short history there have been six Executive Directors (of whom two were only "Acting").

The same situation has prevailed with regard to the Deputy Director. Four people have held the position to date, though one unofficially; during one period it was vacant for an entire year. Partially as a result of the situation, resolution of who actually runs the field operation has not yet been made and for a long period the locus of day-to-day liaison with the field offices was not established.

540/ The position has been held by N. Thompson Powers, Herman Edelsberg, Gordon Chase, Daniel Steiner (Acting), George Draper (Acting), and Joseph Fagan. The four Directors and one of the two Acting Directors have been white. A second Acting Director was black. The longest tenure of any one Director was the one year, 10 month-period served by Gordon Chase. Only one other person, Herman Edelsberg, has held the post for as long as one year. Moreover, from February 1969, to January 1970, the position was filled by persons serving in acting capacities. Letter from Joseph C. Fagan, Executive Director, EEOC, to Lawrence B. Glick, Deputy General Counsel, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 18, 1970.

541/ The position has been held by Walter Davis, William Williams (unofficially), Robert Randolph, and George Draper. All four have been black.

542/ June 1968 to June 1969.

543/ Interview with John Rayburn, Acting Director, Office of Compliance, Apr. 29, 1970. See pp.287-91 infra for further discussion.
Coordination with other Federal agencies has also suffered because a designation of continuing responsibility has not been made. Formerly lodged in an Office of Liaison, since Fall of 1966 the function has been alternately exercised by the Chairman's office and the Executive Director on an ad hoc basis. The place of responsibility for coordinating the various operating offices' liaison with other agencies has not been determined. At the present time, the Chairman's office is assuming responsibility for major liaison with other agencies.

The Plans and Programs Staff, operating as an extension of the Executive Director's office, is responsible for the analysis of the Commission's basic policies and major operational plans and programs. The general purpose of this function is to determine how EEOC can make most effective use of its limited resources to improve equal employment

---

544/ The Office of Liaison was formally discontinued in May 1968. However, the function of Federal liaison had been assumed by Chairman Shulman when he took office in Fall 1966. History of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, (Prepared for the Lyndon Baines Johnson Library) 226, 227 (unpublished).

545/ For example, at the present time OFCC relates to the Office of Research on the matter of employment reporting by employers; to the Office of Compliance on discrimination charges against Government contractors; to the Chairman's office on policy matters. It is not clear who has responsibility for overall coordination of these activities.

546/ Interview with Patricia King and William Oldaker, Special Assistants to the Chairman, May 11, 1970.

547/ Interview with James Robinson, Acting Director, Plans and Programs Staff, Oct. 31, 1969.
opportunity. Fulfillment of this function, through such means as the formulation of two or five-year plans or through the establishment of a Programming, Planning and Budgeting System (PPBS), has been impeded by the staff's small size and the pressure of other demands.

The Office's role has also been hampered by failure of the Commission to appoint a permanent Director; the incumbent, James Robinson, has served in an acting capacity throughout the 1970 fiscal year.

As of May 1970, an appointment did not appear to be imminent.

c. Office of General Counsel

Like the Executive Director, the General Counsel is a supportive arm of the Chairman. In addition to the usual functions of a general counsel, his office has special responsibility for three activities directly related to Title VII enforcement. These are: recommendation to the Attorney General for institution of pattern or practice of discrimination suits under Section 707; participation as amicus curiae in private suits brought under Section 706(c); and the filing of demand notices in Federal district court when necessary to secure documentation pursuant to a charge of discrimination.

548/ Id. Not only is the staff size small—six professionals, but at the time of the interview only half of the slots were filled. At a later interview with Mr. Robinson on April 8, 1970, five of the six positions were filled.

549/ Id.

550/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 546.
To date, the Commission has had five General Counsels (including two "Acting"); during one fourteen month period the position was either unfilled or filled by an "Acting" General Counsel. Moreover, the position of Deputy General Counsel was unoccupied from May 1967 until December 1969.

d. Office of Compliance

The central operating section of EEOC is the Office of Compliance which is responsible to the Executive Director. In this office resides responsibility for overall coordination and supervision of the enforcement process, except the litigation function. The Office consists of a Director and his staff, and three operating divisions—Conciliation, Decisions and Interpretations, and Control.

The Conciliation Division serves in an advisory and review capacity to field conciliation personnel and is responsible for establishing general guidelines for the conduct of conciliations. In addition, the unit conducts or guides those conciliations which it determines are of national import or scope, or involve highly complex issues.

551/ The General Counsels have been Charles Duncan, Kenneth Holbert (Acting), Daniel Steiner, Russell Specter (Acting), and Stanley Hebert.

552/ The position was vacant from October 1966 to May 1967; from May 1967 until November 1967 it was held by Kenneth Holbert who only served in an acting capacity.
The Decisions and Interpretations Division (D&I) is responsible for the drafting of Commission decisions. As this function becomes partially decentralized, the Division will assume more of an advisory and review role. The unit has been variously located as an extension of the Commission's staffs, as part of the General Counsel's Office, and finally in the Office of Compliance.

The control division has responsibility for monitoring the location and progress of all charges and for compiling statistical data based on the charges received by the Commission.

The Office of Compliance also has suffered both from leadership changeovers, as well as from insufficient staff. During five years of operation, it has had seven Directors (including three who were only "Acting"). Moreover, the Office has lacked a permanent Director for the entire 1970 fiscal year.

---

553/ Partial decentralization of the decision drafting function was begun in February 1970. Field office personnel will draft decisions for Commission approval in specified types of cases. See discussion at pp. 328-30 infra.

554/ The seven Directors have been George Holland, Kenneth Holbert (Acting), Eric Springer, Robert Randolph, Vincent Cohen (Acting), John Rayburn (Acting), and Andrew Muse.

555/ Robert Randolph resigned effective July 1969. Mr. Muse was appointed as Director effective July 13, 1970.
It now takes the Commission approximately two years to process a charge of discrimination. The greatest time lag is currently in the Decisions and Interpretations (D&I) Division where a completed investigation often waits 16 to 18 months for a draft decision to be prepared. One of the major causes for this delay has been an insufficient number of staff in D&I, caused by inadequate budget allocations, a disproportionate number of positions assigned to other headquarters offices (in the opinion of those responsible for the compliance function), and assignment of four or five D&I slots to other functions within the Compliance Office. Staffing numbers have also been inadequate in the Conciliation Division.

Moreover, for fiscal year 1970, the immediate office of the Director of Compliance operated at much less than full strength. Increased staffing has been provided by the 1970 budget; but the units are just completing the process of filling these positions. Nearly

---

556/ See pp. 306-27 infra for a more detailed discussion.

557/ Interview with John Rayburn, Acting Director, Office of Compliance and Jules Gordon, Chief, Decisions and Interpretations Division, Apr. 29, 1970.

558/ Interview with Charles Wilson, Deputy Chief, Conciliations Division, May 1, 1970.

559/ At the time of the first interview with the Acting Director of Compliance on January 28, 1970, the office was functioning with only three of its five professional slots filled; at the time of the second interview on April 29, 1970, only one of the five professional positions was filled.
half of them have been allocated to the Decisions and Interpretations Division. The unit director felt that it was too early to tell whether the number of positions was adequate, even though it represented a substantial improvement over the past allocation.

e. Office of Technical Assistance

The Office of Technical Assistance, also serving the Executive Director, is a bipartite organization consisting of the Technical Assistance Division and the Education Programs Division. The former is responsible for promoting development and acceptance of affirmative action programs by those subject to Title VII. However, the Division has dealt essentially with corporations, to the exclusion of labor unions and employment agencies, and even that aspect of its activity has been limited primarily because of insufficient staff. Plans for establishing a labor unit have never materialized, even though the Office has one staff member who spends most of his time dealing with unions.

560/ The 1970 budget provides for 22 professional slots for D&I; 10 for Conciliation; 8 for Control; and 5 for the Director's Office. Rayburn and Gordon interview, supra note 557.

561/ Id.

562/ Interview with George Butler, Acting Director, Office of Technical Assistance, Jan. 28, 1970. At the time of the interview, Mr. Butler indicated that he had only five Technical Assistance Officers of whom one was on detail.
The Education Programs Division, responsible for informing those affected by Title VII, has operated as part of the Public Affairs staff for more than two years, although it is officially lodged in the Office of Technical Assistance. The unit lacked a chief from June 1967 until May 31, 1970. Currently, the two positions allocated to the Office have been detailed to Public Affairs.

Compounding these organizational and staffing problems is the absence of a permanent Director for the Office. The position was not filled initially until February 1967; since April 1968 it has been held by two different people serving only in acting capacities.

f. Office of State and Community Affairs

Created in May 1968, this Office, which reports to the Executive Director, has primary liaison responsibility with State and local fair employment practice agencies. Major areas of contact involve deferral of charges to State agencies, data sharing, and awarding and monitoring of grants to State and local FEPC's to improve their

563/ In a press release of December 8, 1969, Chairman William H. Brown, III, mentioned this office when he singled out those positions that had been vacant for a year or longer prior to his assuming the chairmanship in May 1969. EEOC Press Release, Dec. 8, 1969, at 2. Chris Roggerson was appointed to the position on May 21, 1970.

564/ Butler interview, supra note 562.

565/ George W. Draper served as Acting Director until June 1969; George Butler, from June 1969 to the present time. The Commission is hopeful of filling the post before the end of the 1970 fiscal year. King, Oldaker Interview, supra note 546.
operating mechanisms. The Office is the only one in headquarters that has not had a change of leadership; however, the staff changes have been relatively numerous. In November 1969, three of eight professional positions were vacant, however, as of June 21, 1970, there was only one vacancy.

g. Office of Research

The Office of Research, also under the Executive Director, is responsible for gathering, analyzing, and disseminating information on employment discrimination. These functions are performed by the Reports, Technical Studies, and Technical Information Divisions, respectively.

The Reports Division develops and collects reports and/or recordkeeping devices from those subject to Title VII. The unit functions on behalf of the Joint Reporting Committee, made up of EEOC, OFCC, and the recently defunct Plans for Progress. Inadequate staffing has been cited as one of the major causes of the unit's inability to process EEOC reports in a timely manner.

566/ Interview with Peter Robertson, Director, Office of State and Community Affairs, Nov. 13, 1969.

567/ Letter from William H. Brown III, Chairman, EEOC, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 11, 1970.

568/ EEOC 1970 Appropriations Hearing, supra note 491, at 359-60.
The Technical Studies Division utilizes data collected by reports, as well as other sources, to produce studies in support of Commission activities. One of the Division's responsibilities has been the conduct of research preparatory to Commission hearings.

Dissemination of information from EEOC reports to other Federal agencies, State and local anti-discrimination commissions, and university researchers, is the function of the Technical Information Division.

The Office of Research has functioned without a permanent Director since October 1968 and without a Chief of Technical Studies since May 1969. As of May 1970, these two positions still had not been filled, and there were no plans to fill the former position before the end of the 1970 fiscal year.

2. **Field Offices**

Commencing with the Atlanta Office in February 1966, the Commission has established 13 Regional and Area offices. Beginning with the delegation of analysis and investigation of complaints in mid-1967, 569/

569 / *Id.* The Division, though formed in March 1968, has never been formally recognized in the Budget or on the EEOC Functional Statement.

570 / King, Oldaker interview, *supra* note 546.

571 / The offices in order of establishment are: Atlanta*, Feb. 1966; Chicago*, June 1966; Cleveland*, June 1966; Los Angeles, July 1966; New Orleans, July 1966; New York*, July 1966; San Francisco*, July 1966; Albuquerque, Aug. 1966; Kansas City (Mo.), Aug. 1966; Austin*, Oct. 1966; Washington, D.C., May 1967; Birmingham, Oct. 1967; and Memphis, Jan. 1969. Asterisks denote the six Regional Offices; the other seven are Area Offices. Area offices are under the jurisdiction of the Regional Office within whose geographical boundary they lie. No differentiation in terms of duties or responsibilities has been made, however.
EEOC has continued to decentralize the enforcement process. Responsibility for conducting conciliations was transferred to the field offices later in 1967; in February 1970 a further step was taken with the partial decentralization of the decision-writing part of the compliance function. Additionally, Field Offices were recently assigned a substantive role in the litigation area of the enforcement procedure with the appointment of Regional Attorneys who are active in this role. Other Commission activities, such as technical assistance and liaison with State and local FEPCs have not been regionalized.

In addition to the 13 area and regional offices, EEOC is now establishing district offices in cities with heavy caseloads, such as Seattle and Indianapolis, where large concentrations of minority groups exist, and Denver with its Mexican American population and Phoenix which has large Indian and Mexican American components.

Organizational and staffing problems have attended decentralization of the compliance process to field offices, and account in part for EEOC's failure to operate a timely or efficient enforcement system. Among the significant problems have been lack of supervision or direction resulting in poor lines of communication and lack of uniformity of organization and operation; insufficient staff; and frequent changes in field personnel involved in investigation and conciliation.

572/ At the present time EEOC has or expects to establish District Offices in Dallas, Denver, Houston, Indianapolis, Jackson, Philadelphia, Phoenix, and Seattle. District Offices will be responsible to their respective area offices.

573/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 546.
As previously indicated, the Deputy Executive Director has responsibility for field office direction. Long vacancies in this position, as well as a high rate of turnover, have been detrimental to field office operation and, therefore, to the compliance process. Moreover, clear delineation of the roles of the Deputy Director and the Director of Compliance in field direction still has not been made. Liaison has been conducted on an ad hoc basis with field offices contacting various headquarters offices, e.g., Compliance, General Counsel, Executive Director, or one of the Commissioners, at their own discretion. An attempt to alleviate this confusion has been made with the institution in March 1970 of a contact system, in which specific personnel in the Conciliation and "D&I" Divisions are responsible for monitoring inquiries from field offices. Such a system is expected to afford some degree of continuity in the field - headquarters relationship.

---

574/ See discussion of the Executive Director position, at pp. 377- supra.

575/ Id.

576/ See Rayburn, Gordon, interview, supra note 557.

577/ Id.

578/ Id.

579/ It should be noted that such a system was made essential by the adoption of new compliance procedures. See pp. 306-27 infra.

580/ Wilson interview, supra note 558.
Failure to direct adequately the decentralization process has resulted in lack of uniformity among the structures or operations of the 13 regional and area offices. As EEOC Chairman Brown has put it: "The field offices, in effect, had become 13 different Equal Employment Opportunity Commissions." The Chairman, who favors uniformity of operation, hopes to improve this situation.

Compounding these organizational problems have been several serious staffing problems, most notably an inadequate number of personnel and a high attrition rate. Both the immediate former Chairman and the current one have emphasized the understaffing problem which is attributed to meager congressional appropriations. This problem has had a deleterious effect on the functioning of the compliance process.

581/ Statement by Chairman William H. Brown, III, supra note 563.
582/ Letter from Chairman William H. Brown, III, supra note 567.
The effects of insufficient manning are most obvious in field offices, which have the major enforcement responsibility. As the Commission stated in its fiscal 1971 budget submission:

Since the beginning of the Commission in FY 1965, budget and staff resources have proven inadequate to deal with the inflow of complaints.... As a result, the enforcement backlog...has grown steadily.... [T]he Commission has not been able to satisfy its most basic responsibility--that to distressed charging parties.... 584/

High attrition also has been a severe problem. Because of this, the Commission has been unable to develop a core of field experts in investigation and conciliation. As Chairman Brown pointed out, "In the field, the high rate of turnover among young investigators... seriously hampered the effectiveness of these offices." Moreover, similar experience among conciliation personnel is one of the reasons offered for the increasing rate of conciliation failures. 585/


586/ Wilson interview, supra note 558.
3. Training

The absence of a systematic training program has been another serious problem in the Commission's overall operation. It has been particularly acute in the case of field investigators and conciliators, and was cited by Chairman Brown as a cause of the Commission's past failure to develop an effective enforcement procedure.

Although never officially authorized, a small training unit has existed at various times as part of the Compliance Office. Its main function, however, has been preparation and updating of an instructional manual for field personnel. No uniform or systematic training program has been developed either for new employees or for older employees moving to more advanced positions.

A new training unit, the Employee Development and Training Division, was established in January 1970, as part of the Office of Administration. The Division plans intensive training for compliance personnel, particularly those in the field. The unit's creation is too recent to permit evaluation. However, it does not have sufficient time or staffing now to train all the field compliance

587/ Interview with Patricia King and William Oldaker, Special Assistants to the Chairman, May 11, 1970.

personnel hired just prior to the close of the fiscal year. For example, while newly hired investigators have been exposed to an orientation program prior to assuming their positions, specific investigative training has not yet been programmed. Thus new investigators begin their jobs with little more than on-the-job training provided by the already over-taxed field offices.

C. Goals and Priorities

1. Goals

As charged by Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has one basic program goal—the elimination of employment discrimination in the private sector.

EEOC has described its function as follows:

The mission of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is to obtain the highest possible degree of compliance with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which eliminates all employment discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex or national origin in all industries affecting interstate commerce.

589/ Interview with James Robinson, Acting Director, Plans and Programs Staff, Apr. 8, 1970.

590/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 557.

591/ The problem caused by the small size of the Training Division is alleviated, according to EEOC, by the extensive use of regular staff to train employees under the guidance of the Training Division. Letter from Chairman William H. Brown, III, supra note 567.

592/ EEOC 1971 Appropriations Hearing, supra note 584.

593/ EEOC Mission Statement and Organization Chart (undated).
Achievement of this goal, six years after enactment of Title VII, still lies in the future. In a recent speech, EEOC's Chairman, William H. Brown, III, charged continuing employment discrimination:

It is five years after the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and yet the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has found that job discrimination is still so prevalent that it must expand and enlarge.

The reality is that minority group persons, although substantially advanced in employment compared to five years ago, are still concentrated in the lowest level and lowest paying positions. 594/

2. Priorities

Because of staff and financial limitations, the Commission has been forced to assign priorities in three different areas: first, in determining the most effective vehicles of implementation; second, in choosing the categories of respondents against which to direct its resources; and finally, in selecting among classes of aggrieved persons to concentrate its efforts.

It is difficult to identify precisely the priorities the Commission has adopted, nor has there been any definitive Commission statement in this regard. Rather, they must be inferred from public


595/ Respondents are those against whom charges are lodged, i.e., private employers, labor unions, private and public employment agencies, and joint labor-management apprenticeship groups.

596/ Aggrieved persons are those who file complaints on one or more of the following bases: race, color, religion, sex and national origin.
addresses of those who have served as Chairman, from printed statements, from budget and staff allocations, and the actual conduct of Commission activities. Moreover, the priorities that have been established have been subject to change with modifications resulting from decisions of the various Chairmen as well as the pressure of events.

a. Mechanisms of Implementation

The most important question for the Commission in allocating priorities has been determining which of its available mechanisms can be most effective in reducing employment discrimination. At issue has been the delineation of the Commission's basic role. Should EEOC adopt a primarily reactive approach, responding on a case-by-case basis to filed charges, or should it assume an initiatory posture, emphasizing self-starting activities in both enforcement (e.g., Commissioner charges) and affirmative action (e.g., public hearings, technical assistance)? Those favoring a reactive approach have contended that this was Congress' intention and was necessary to build a body of law. Those involved in the enforcement process at EEOC

597/ For example, a growing case backlog, hostile political reaction to public hearings, and increasing politicization of the Mexican-American community have contributed to alterations in Commission priorities.

still favor this tack. Others disagree; former Chairman Alexander, for example, believes greater emphasis should be placed on initiatory proceedings, particularly public hearings.

During most of its history, the Commission has given priority to the handling of individual discrimination complaints. Hearings, technical assistance, and a broad use of Commissioner charges have been relegated lower priority in relation to complaint handling. Thus in its First Annual Report, the EEOC described itself as a "complaint-centered agency" with "specific statutory responsibility... to handle complaints." Two years later, in its Third Annual Report, the Commission asserted that its "primary resource has been and continues to be its authority to investigate and conciliate reported violations of Title VII."

---

599/ Interview with John Rayburn, Acting Director, Office of Compliance, and Jules Gordon, Chief, Decisions and Interpretations Division, Apr. 29, 1970; interview with Charles Wilson, Deputy Chief, Conciliations Division, May 1, 1970.

600/ Alexander interview, supra note 583. The need for EEOC to devote more resources to initiatory activities was also adopted by Richard Nathan in a published study done for the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Mr. Nathan concludes:

The Commission's greatest promise for the future lies in..."self-starting" activities. The EEOC could increase its effectiveness appreciably by moving further away from the case-by-case or reactive approach and giving more emphasis to broader self-starting activities, such as the 1967 and 1968 textile and white collar hearings. Another promising technique for the future is the development of an EEOC-initiated enforcement program. Nathan, supra note 598, at 67, 68.


In addition, much of the Commission's resources has been allocated to the compliance function, a trend accelerated under the present Chairman. In FY 1969, enforcement accounted for almost fifty percent of total program costs; for FY 1970, it will be more than half; and the FY 1971 estimate is for enforcement activity to require more than 63 percent of total program costs.

This emphasis has been given the complaint process despite the Commission's recognition that the complaint mechanism is an inadequate vehicle for eliminating job discrimination. Speaking in January 1970, EEOC Chairman Brown questioned the adequacy of the complaint process as a means of opening up new and broader opportunities. "Millions of people," he stated, "...will not complain because they have 'no evidence' of discrimination--only a suspicion--when turned away from a job; they cannot complain if they are unaware of the opportunities in the first place."

603/ EEOC 1971 Appropriations Hearing, supra note 584, at 584. These figures do not include legal program support, most of which is complementary to enforcement activities.

604/ EEOC News Release #70-3, Jan. 29, 1970, at 1. This view is not peculiar to the present Chairman; nor is it of recent origin. In a series of government-industry symposiums held in 1968, EEOC responded in the following manner to an inquiry about the adequacy of the complaint process to handle legitimate questions of employment discrimination:

Experience has shown that in many cases people who have legitimate complaints of discrimination do not file charges.... Frequently an individual feels that he has much to lose if he files a complaint.... In some companies the individuals who file complaints are branded as troublemakers. This is particularly true in connection with executive or white collar positions. See T. Powers, Equal Opportunity: Compliance and Affirmative Action 16 (Published by NAM and PFP, 1969).
The immediate former Chairman, Clifford L. Alexander, Jr., viewed priorities somewhat differently, and placed greater emphasis on the holding of hearings. Mr. Alexander considered public hearings, in particular, an important means for uncovering patterns of discrimination. During his less than two years as Chairman, Alexander presided over four of the six Commission hearings that have been held to date. His successor has placed high priority on the compliance function, particularly on eliminating the backlog of cases. Almost all the new positions he has requested, if granted, will be allocated to the compliance function. However, he has not discounted the importance of initiatory activities. Under his direction, EEOC held a public hearing in Houston in June 1970. Further, several Commissioner charges have been filed against employers in Wisconsin and in the New Mexico-Arizona-Utah region.

b. Respondents

Because Title VII coverage includes private employers, labor unions, public and private employment agencies, and joint labor-management

\(^{605/}\) Alexander interview, \textit{supra} note 583.

\(^{606/}\) EEOC 1971 Appropriations Hearing, \textit{supra} note 584, at 584.

\(^{607/}\) EEOC News Releases #70-11, Apr. 1, 1970 and #70-12, Apr. 7, 1970.
apprenticeship groups, EEOC has had to determine where to direct its major efforts in eliminating job discrimination. Priority clearly has been assigned to employers; labor unions come next; and almost no attention has been given to employment agencies or apprenticeship programs.

Two major considerations helped shape these decisions. First, EEOC has sole responsibility for private employers, other than Federal Government contractors; while it shares enforcement responsibility for labor unions with the National Labor Relations Board and for apprenticeship programs and public employment agencies with the Department of Labor. Second, the overwhelming majority of charges have been lodged against private employers, with labor unions a distant second; only a handful of complaints have concerned employment agencies and apprenticeship programs.

In addition to the complaint processing, these priorities are reflected in various other EEOC activities. The Commission in five hearings has focused almost entirely on the role of employees. Only

608/ Nathan, supra note 598, at 63-66.

609/ In FY 1968, 9,339 complaints were filed against employer practices; 1,535 against union practices; 159 against employment agency practices; and 69 against labor-management apprenticeship practices. The comparable figures for FY 1969 were 12,456, 1,495, 140, and 202.
in the Los Angeles hearing, were labor practices considered; the role of employment agencies was alluded to only in the New York City White Collar hearing. Similarly, technical assistance activities have been directed largely toward generating affirmative actions by private employers in the hiring of minorities.

The same set of priorities also has prevailed in the collection and publication of data. Thus, a reporting system for employees was instituted a year prior to one for unions; a similar system for employment agencies still has not been established, nor is it programmed for FY 1971. A three-volume statistical report based on 1966 employers' employment data has been released by EEOC, a similar report for 1967 is forthcoming. There have been no corresponding publications on unions and apprenticeship groups.

No early change is anticipated in this ordering of priorities. The Houston hearing, for example, held on June 2, 3, and 4, 1970, focused on practices of employers; a reporting system for employment agencies is not programmed in the next fiscal year; and no activity presently is planned dealing with joint labor-management apprenticeship groups.

610/ Interview with George Butler, Acting Director, Office of Technical Assistance, Jan. 28, 1970.

611/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 587.

612/ Id.
c. Aggrieved Classes

Although Title VII prohibits job discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, EEOC has insufficient resources to launch an effective attack on behalf of all the potentially aggrieved classes. Priorities have been assigned on the basis of a variety of factors, including number of incoming charges, prevailing patterns of discrimination as evidenced by EEOC reports, lobbying by concerned pressure groups, and determination of Congressional intent. Consequently, the Commission's three priority groups have been blacks, Spanish Americans, and women, with first priority assigned to discrimination against blacks and second to Spanish Americans and women.

Generally little attention has been devoted to job discrimination based on religion, and there have been relatively few religious 613/ complaints and little pressure from religious groups. 614/ Guidelines on discrimination because of religion were put out in July 1967, however. This was in response to several complaints which raised the


614/ The employment reports required by EEOC do not solicit information on employees' identification by religion. EEOC recommends a visual survey to determine minority identification. Information on religious affiliation would require self-identification which is against EEOC policy.
the issue whether it is discriminatory to discharge or refuse to hire employees whose observance of different Sabbaths or certain special religious holidays prevented them from working on such days. The Commission ruled employers must make reasonable accommodations to employees' religious needs where it can be done without undue hardship to their business. Similarly, little attention has been given to employment discrimination against American Indians or Orientals.

Highest Commission priority has gone to attacking discrimination on the basis of race. As a result, EEOC has been criticized by Spanish American and women's groups and, in fact, accused of being "black-oriented." At the EEOC-sponsored Albuquerque Conference on Job Discrimination held on March 28, 1966, groups representing the Mexican American community withdrew claiming lack of sensitivity and knowledge of Mexican American problems by EEOC representatives. At the March 1969 Los Angeles hearing, chicano groups picketed the Commission for its alleged "black-orientation." Similarly, women's organizations have complained that too little attention has been given to sex discrimination. The National Organization of Women (NOW), for example, noted "a reluctance among some of its [by EEOC] male members to combat sex discrimination as vigorously as they seek to combat racial discrimination."

615/ 29 C.F.R. 1605.1.

616/ Cited by Nathan, supra note 598, at 52. Letter from National Organization of Women (NOW) to President Lyndon B. Johnson, Nov. 11, 1966.
These claims are an accurate reflection of the Commission's priorities during early years; particularly justified were the grievances of the Spanish surnamed community. The Commission's initial black-orientation and apparent insensitivity to Spanish Americans were evident in numerous ways. A Spanish American Commissioner was not sworn in until two years after EEOC began to function. While Negroes occupied many top staff positions, no Spanish American held a supergrade job and no headquarters office was directed by a Puerto Rican or Mexican American, a situation prevailing still. The first Commission hearing was held in an area where there are many Negroes, but relatively few Spanish speaking Americans. The Commission's publications have evinced the same concentration on the problems of black Americans. Thus, the First Annual Report stated: "The chief thrust of the statute was, of course, aimed at discrimination against the Negro."

617/ Vicente T. Ximenes was sworn in June 1967.

618/ Interview with Patricia King and William Oldaker, Special Assistants to the Chairman, May 11, 1970.

619/ Textile Hearings, Charlotte, North Carolina.

In the past two years, however, increasing awareness has been shown the problems of Spanish Americans. The last three public hearings have been held in New York, Los Angeles, and Houston with their respective heavy Puerto Rican and chicano concentrations. Commission instruction booklets and charge forms, as well as many of its press releases, are published in Spanish, and a major report of Mexican American employment in the Southwest was released in early 1970. Moreover, a special post, Special Assistant to the Chairman for the Spanish surnamed and American Indian communities, was created and filled by Chairman Brown in January 1970. Finally, because of the relatively small number of charges filed by Spanish Americans, the Commission is opening district offices in areas of high Spanish American concentration (e.g., Denver and Phoenix) and recruiting investigative personnel fluent in Spanish.


622/ EEOC New Release #69-60, Jan. 9, 1970. Eliseo Carrasco was appointed Special Assistant to the Chairman to monitor Mexican American problems.

623/ In FY 1967 a total of 478 complaints based on national origin were filed; 721 in FY 1968; 1,093 in FY 1969. Presumably, not all of these complaints were filed by Mexican Americans or Puerto Ricans.

624/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 618.
Similarly, the Commission has become more sensitive to the problems of sex discrimination. After long delays, the Commission has taken action to protect the rights of women in several areas, including State protective laws, classified advertisements, and bona fide occupational qualifications. Considering that almost a fourth of its complaints have concerned sex discrimination, however, the Commission's resources have not been directed proportionately to this issue. Also, the Commission's efforts to deal with sex discrimination continue to be on a complaint-oriented basis. Moreover, EEOC employs no women at the supergrade level; and only the Office of Administration and one of the thirteen field offices are directed by females.

---

625/ The Commission's guidelines on discrimination because of sex, amended on August 15, 1969, provide that State legislation which restricts the occupations women may hold, the hours they may work, and the weights they may lift, do not justify limiting work opportunities for women. See EEOC News Release #69-37, Aug. 26, 1969.

626/ The Commission's guidelines concerning sex discrimination in job advertising state that the placement of job advertisements under separate male and female column headings violates the law unless sex is a bona fide occupational qualification for the position advertised. See EEOC News Release #69-3, Feb. 3, 1969.

627/ The Commission has held that as a general rule all jobs must be open to both men and women. The burden of proof that sex is a bona fide occupational qualification—a term being narrowly defined by the EEOC—for a job falls on the employer. See EEOC pamphlet, "Toward Job Equality for Women," at 5.

628/ Of 8,512 charges filed in FY 1967, which were recommended for investigation or other action, 2,003 alleged sex discrimination. 2,410 of 11,172 in FY 1968; and 2,689 of 14,471 in FY 1969 also alleged sex discrimination.

629/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 618.

630/ Id.
D. Implementation

Title VII delineates various means which the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission may utilize in its efforts to eliminate job discrimination. The Commission views these mechanisms as falling into two broad categories: enforcement—the process by which complaints are investigated, conciliated, and possibly recommended for litigation; and affirmative action—programs designed to effect broad-scale change in discriminatory employment practices and result in increased hiring and promotion of minority group persons. The effectiveness with which EEOC utilizes the various available means to reduce employment discrimination is the focus of this section.

1. Enforcement Mechanism

Four enforcement techniques exist to implement Title VII: the complaint process; the Commissioner charge; the "706" or private litigant's suit; and the "707" or "pattern or practice" suit filed by the Attorney General.


632/ Additionally, EEOC will now investigate complaints filed with OFCC pursuant to an EEOC-OFCC agreement of May 20, 1970. See Section VI, Coordination, supra for further discussion of this agreement.
a. **Complaint Processing**

The complaint process is the procedure by which job discrimination complaints are investigated and conciliated. It has been the primary weapon used by the Commission to combat employment discrimination. The processing of a valid charge (i.e., one which is timely-filed and over which the Commission has jurisdiction) is made mandatory by Title VII, while resort to other mechanisms—enforcement or affirmative action—is discretionary.

To date, EEOC has received 52,085 complaints of discrimination, of which 35,445 have been recommended for investigation. Of those complaints which completed the decision process the Commission found reasonable cause to believe that a violation of Title VII had occurred in 63 percent of the cases. "/I/n less than half of these cases were we able to achieve either a partially or totally successful conciliation."

---

633/ The process followed by EEOC is prescribed in Section 706(a)(e) of the statute. See discussion, pp. 267-68. supra.

634/ The complaint process is the major program activity engaged in by EEOC. In fiscal year 1969, for example, 365 of the Commission's 579 staff members were assigned solely to this activity; in fiscal year 1970, 544 of 780 slots were assigned to compliance. The Commission has requested 1,175 personnel for fiscal year 1971 of whom 853 would be assigned to this compliance activity.

The Commission relates this serious deficiency directly to its lack of enforcement powers.

Although the highest priority has been given the processing of charges of employment discrimination, this function has not been carried out in a timely or efficient manner. EEOC now takes a minimum of 18 months to two years to process a job discrimination complaint, from receipt through attempted conciliation. In fact, in some cases the timelag has risen to nearly two years prior to the conciliation stage, although EEOC's regulations anticipate a 60-day period for case processing. The current backlog has reached almost unmanageable proportions: more than 4,000 investigated cases are awaiting decision; the number requiring investigation is approaching 2,600.

636/ Id., at 40-42.
637/ EEOC 1970 Appropriations Hearings, supra note 491, at 384. (Testimony by, then, Chairman, Clifford L. Alexander, Jr.).
638/ Interview with James Robinson, Acting Director, Plans and Programs Staff, Oct. 31, 1969.
640/ EEOC 1971 Appropriations Hearing, supra note 584, at 591.
641/ Id.
Beyond this, however, the Commission has not fully utilized its limited potential for reducing discrimination through the individual complaint process. For example, although many complaints involve more than a single instance of discrimination against an individual, investigations are not generally directed toward uncovering instances of class or institutional discrimination. Further, conciliation agreements are not usually followed-up to ascertain compliance.

(1) Stages of the Complaint Process

The complaint process, as it has evolved during five years of operation, has four major stages: pre-investigation, investigation, decision-writing, and conciliation. New procedures, instituted in February 1970, will attempt to eliminate the decision-writing step. This discussion focuses on the operating procedures through February 1970. The revised process, which, as of May 1970, was being implemented, will be considered later.

---

642/ For a detailed discussion, see pp. 346-50, infra.

643/ Interview with John Rayburn, Acting Director, Office of Compliance and Jules Gordon, Chief, Decisions and Interpretations Division, Apr. 20, 1970. See pp. 315-20, infra for further discussion.

644/ Interview with Charles Wilson, Deputy Chief, Conciliation Division, May 1, 1970. See "Conciliation Stage", infra for further discussion.
The complaint process has been gradually decentralized, but only part of it has been delegated to the field offices. Thus, pre-investigation and investigation are solely the field responsibilities; decision-writing is a headquarters function; conciliation is divided, with field offices conducting the bulk of these attempts.

(a) Pre-investigation

Pre-investigation involves two important aspects of the complaint process: analysis of the complaint to determine EEOC jurisdiction and timeliness, and deferral to State fair employment practice agencies in cases required by the statute. Pre-investigation was the first stage of the complaint process to be assigned to the field; prior to mid-1967, initial disposition of complaints was made by the Washington compliance office.

During the pre-investigation analysis, issues of timeliness and jurisdiction are resolved. A valid complaint must be filed within 90 days of the alleged illegal act and must fall within EEOC's jurisdiction.

A recent EEOC audit of administrative closures revealed that in a given one-month period accounting for approximately 400 closures, seven complaints were closed for non-jurisdiction when, in fact, EEOC


646/ Sec. 706(d).
did have jurisdiction. In addition, instances of questionable procedures were revealed, such as accepting a withdrawal from a complainant's father rather than from the charging party himself. According to the Acting Director of Compliance, these kinds of analysis problems have resulted in part from assignment of this function to untrained, non-professional personnel. As a reaction to the audit, the Office of Compliance has recommended to the Commission that analysts be professional rather than clerical personnel. It also advocated that final approval of administrative closures be made by the Deputy Director of the field office. As of May 1970, both suggestions were under advisement.

Deficiencies revealed by the audit—lack of uniformity or procedure and wrongful determination of non-jurisdiction—are also due to inadequate guidelines on such matters as determining jurisdiction, referral of matters outside EEOC's jurisdiction to appropriate agencies, and broadening charges to encompass a class complaint. For example,

647/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 643.
648/ Id.
649/ Id.
650/ Id.
on referring matters to other agencies, the EEOC Manual states only that if EEOC does not have jurisdiction, "Whenever possible the complaint should be referred by letter to the appropriate Federal, State, local, or private agency." No further guidance is given.

Partially in response to these deficiencies, a new appeals procedures was effectuated as of February 19, 1970, permitting the charging party to submit written objections to a charge dismissal within 20 days after receipt of notice.

The other aspect of pre-investigation is the deferral process. Section 706(b) of Title VII requires EEOC to defer processing of a complaint of discrimination for 60 days (120 days for a State agency in its first year of operation) if a State agency has jurisdiction over the alleged type of discrimination and is authorized to secure relief from such practice. EEOC's policy is not to defer a complaint

651/ The EEOC Manual is the instruction book, prepared primarily for field personnel, detailing procedures to be followed for the compliance process and other enforcement mechanisms. It has been the major source through which the field offices have received guidance from headquarters.

652/ EEOC Manual, 516, IIA (1), at 3.

if the agency has only partial jurisdiction or if a complaint alleges discrimination on a nationwide scale in which case a State agency could not provide complete relief. It is also Commission policy to assume jurisdiction even though a State agency has denied relief.

At the present time, EEOC defers to 35 jurisdictions on charges of racial or ethnic discrimination and to 18 on cases involving sex discrimination. However, this is merely a paper procedure since EEOC automatically asserts jurisdiction at the end of the deferral period "unless notified to the contrary by the charging party." In fact, EEOC estimates that it assumes

654/ EEOC Manual, Sec. 231, A.4, at 8, 9. "Partial jurisdiction" refers to a situation in which an agency has jurisdiction over one part of a charge, e.g., race, but not over another, e.g., sex.

655/ Id. at Sec. 231, A. 10, at 14.

656/ Id. at Sec. 231, A. 10, at 12.

657/ EEOC defers to State Commissions pursuant to Section 706(b) if the agency has budget and staff and is prepared to discharge its statutory duties; if the State law provides a meaningful remedy; and if the agency has full jurisdiction over the charge. See EEOC Manual, Sec. 231, at 7-9.


659/ The 18 include: Colorado, Connecticut, D. C., Hawaii, Idaho, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Utah, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

660/ EEOC Manual, Sec. 520, III A., at 3.
jurisdiction in 86 percent of the cases it defers. By deferring a charge it receives to the State agency and then automatically asserting jurisdiction at the expiration of the statutory time limit, EEOC has simplified the procedure for the complaining party and eliminated the burden of duplicate filing.

It appears that the deferral process has had only negative results. It involves "delay for charging parties, two investigations for the respondent, and duplication of the Federal government effort." It has also placed constrictions on EEOC's ability to amend or broaden charges during an investigation since an amended charge would require reddeferral. Nor has the deferral process alleviated EEOC's caseload, since many State Commissions are limited and/or ineffective. As stated by the Commission Chairman, "Many State agencies do not adequately protect the rights of charging parties."

661/ Interview with Peter Robertson, Director, Office of State and Community Affairs, Nov. 13, 1969.

662/ A. Blumrosen, Administrative Creativity: The First Year of the Equal Employment Commission 20, 21 (unpublished manuscript)

663/ 1971 Appropriations Hearing, supra note 584, at 602.

Collateral to its deferral obligation, EEOC is authorized to enter into written agreements with State agencies whereby EEOC refrains from processing a complaint within that State's jurisdiction. To date EEOC has not done so because the State agencies have not exhibited sufficient effectiveness to justify such a delegation of responsibility.

(b) Investigation

During the investigation phase of the complaint process, "information is gathered and analyzed" to enable a Commission determination of whether there is reasonable cause to believe a Title VII violation has occurred.

Initially, all investigations were conducted by a small unit of sixteen persons operating out of the central office, but by the end of Fiscal Year 1967, the function had been transferred to the field. The responsibility has been so completely delegated to the field that there is no investigative counterpart in the central office (as there is for the conciliation function). As a consequence,

665/ Sec. 709(b).

666/ Interview with Peter Robertson, Director, Office of State and Community Affairs, Apr. 13, 1970.

667/ EEOC Manual, Sec. 551 11, at 1, 2.

668/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 643:


670/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 643.
no one appears to be responsible for formulating or altering investigation policy or for coordinating investigations of a national scope.

However, under the pending reorganization plan, an Investigations Division will be established.

Through fiscal 1969, the Commission had received a total of 40,785 complaints; each year of its operation has seen an increase in the number of complaints. Of these, 24,065, or 60 percent, have been recommended for investigation. By the end of Fiscal Year 1969, the Commission had completed investigation of 18,119 cases.

---

671/ Letter from William H. Brown III, Chairman, EEOC, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 11, 1970.

672/ The number of new complaints received in FY 1966 was 8,854; FY 1967, 9,688; FY 1968, 10,095; and FY 1969, 12,148.

673/ The number of charges recommended for investigation in FY 1966 was 3,773; FY 1967, 5,084; FY 1968, 6,056; and FY 1969, 9,152.

674/ In FY 1966, 1,659 cases were investigated; FY 1967, 3,549; FY 1968, 5,368; and FY 1969, 7,543. Not all cases initially recommended for investigation are actually investigated. Some are administratively closed for lack of jurisdiction; in others, the charging party withdraws; in still others the aggrieved party exercises his right to bring suit pursuant to Section 706(e) of the statute.
The backlog of cases, which spans the entire compliance process, has been a problem in the investigation stage since the day the Commission began operation. Although the initial budget and staff were predicated on annual receipt of 2,000 complaints, nearly 9,000 came in the first year. Budget and staff have remained inadequate to handle the growing investigation backlog, which, at the beginning of FY 1971, is expected to number 3,731 cases. As of January 1970, the last date for which figures are available, the investigation backlog was 3,851 cases. An additional 1,451 were in preinvestigation status. The number of cases awaiting investigation in field offices ranged from a low of 127 to a high of 486.

---

675/ The time lag, however, is not nearly so acute as that which has occurred in the decision-writing stage. See Section on "Decision-Writing," infra.

676/ EEOC First Annual Report, FY 1966, at 5.

677/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 643.

678/ EEOC 1971 Appropriations Hearing, supra note 584, at 590.


680/ Id. The number of cases backlogged by office was: Albuquerque, 183; Atlanta, 432; Austin, 360; Birmingham, 151; Chicago, 337; Cleveland, 466; District of Columbia, 367; Kansas City, 215; Los Angeles, 285; Memphis, 127; New Orleans, 202; New York, 240; and San Francisco, 486.
Inadequate staff and low budget are not the only explanation for the accumulation of cases awaiting investigation. The factors of untrained staff and high rate of turnover among investigators have also contributed. Lack of competence of many investigators has also been cited as a major problem. Production has also been substantially reduced by the requirement that each investigation be recorded in an elaborate field investigator's report; the average investigator had spent approximately 50 percent of his time compiling his report. This procedure was curtailed as of February 2, 1970.

There has also been an acknowledged poor quality of investigations, which, in turn has increased the time it takes to produce draft decisions.

681/ Interview with John Rayburn, Acting Director, Office of Compliance, and Jules Gordon, Chief, Decisions and Interpretations Division, Apr. 20, 1970.


683/ Interview with Charles Wilson, Deputy Chief, Conciliation Division, May 1, 1970.

684/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 681.

685/ See discussion of new procedures, pp. 328-32 infra.

686/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 681. It should be noted that these opinions are based on evaluation of field investigator's reports that are over a year old; no recent evaluations have been made.

687/ Id.
Several measures have been tried by the Commission to deal with the investigation backlog. A production point system was instituted in 1967, under which investigators were awarded three points per investigation completed and were expected to earn 12 points per month. Based only on quantity and giving no consideration for quality or case complexity, it proved to be counterproductive, causing, among other things, poor quality, administrative closures, and the inhibiting of broadened charges or the pursuit of nonalleged violations. The system was finally abandoned at the close of the 1969 fiscal year, but no substitute system for evaluating or monitoring field investigation work has yet been devised.

Another remedial device has been use of investigative task forces, intended only as a stopgap measure, to reduce backlogs in specific geographic areas. The last such task force was used in January of 1969 in Memphis, Tennessee. Subsequently, Commission attention was focused on the buildup of cases in the decision-writing stage.

688/ Id.
689/ Interview with Patricia King and William Oldaker, Special Assistants to the Chairman, May 11, 1970.
690/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 681.
Other measures have included staff increases as budget permitted; detail of other Commission staff to compliance functions; and revision of regional boundary lines for more equitable caseload allocations, along with the opening of additional area and district offices.

(c) Decision-Writing

The decision-writing function is the third step in the complaint process. During this stage the Commission, using information compiled by the investigator, renders a decision as to whether or not there is "reasonable cause" to believe that Title VII has been violated. Through fiscal year 1969 the Commission had decided 4,793 cases of which 2,492 (or 52 percent) have been "reasonable cause" decisions.

Decision drafting has been the responsibility of the Decisions and Interpretations unit within the Office of Compliance. Initially they were written in the Commissioners' offices, but it soon became apparent that EEOC's heavy caseload would render such a system impossible, and the Decisions and Interpretations Division was established during the 1967 fiscal year. The Commissioners still retain ultimate responsibility for approving decisions before they become final, a responsibility they can exercise only negatively. Draft decisions are circulated to the Commissioners for a 72-hour period; if no "hold" is placed during that time, the draft becomes an official Commission decision. Holds are placed very infrequently.
Until the present time, the "cause" or "no cause" decision has been a formal document stating: the charge, findings of fact, and Commission decision, and generally giving the legal justification. The Commission has in the past argued that a "reasonable cause" decision is essential to effecting conciliation and is important, as well, to the success of private suits brought under Section 706.

The written decision also insures separation of the investigation and conciliation stages, which the Commission believes is necessary to a serious attempt to secure an adequate remedy for the complainant. This procedure has been one of the causes of the

691/ Nathan, supra note 645 at 24. The Deputy Chief of Conciliations believes that the fact that a decision exists is important in the attempt to bring about successful conciliation. Wilson interview, supra note 683.

692/ Nathan, supra note 645 at 23, 24.
acute timelag in the complaint process. Another approach has been suggested:

Some relaxation of the sharp break between investigations and conciliations would appear to be in order on selected cases at the discretion of EEOC regional directors. 693/

The Commission's new procedures will attempt to do away with formal decision writing in many cases. However, they do not eliminate the separation between the investigation and the conciliation stages. As of May 1970 such a departure from past Commission procedure was 695/ not being actively considered.

693/ Id., at 68. Mr. Nathan suggests that this could be done:

...by having the Commission delegate authority to its investigators or regional directors under certain circumstances to act as mediators and work out an agreement on the scene between the complainant and the respondent. Allowing discretion in this way would cut down on the time required to handle routine complaints. It would thus permit the Commission to allocate more resources to pattern cases with wholesale, as opposed to, retail payoffs. Id., at 23; 24.

694/ See pp. 328-32, infra.

695/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 681.
In the past, the compliance process backlog was most acute in the decision-writing stage. The rendering of a decision, after the investigation has been completed, had been delayed approximately 18 to 20 months, with the number of cases awaiting decision approaching 4,000 by the beginning of the 1970 fiscal year. This situation has adversely affected the Commission's credibility in minority communities. The untimeliness with which decisions are rendered also hinders EEOC's ability to obtain successful conciliations, and moots many Commission recommendations that the Attorney General institute a pattern or practice suit.

The unmanageable backlog in the decision-writing phase has resulted primarily from a shortage of manpower, and according to EEOC staff, lack of attention to the problem by the Executive Director's Office. Low productivity appears also to have been a factor.

---


698/ Interview with David A. Rose, Chief, Employment Section, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, Nov. 12, 1969, See below, '707' suit, for further discussion.

699/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 681.

700/ Only 25 decisions were being produced per week, meaning that each draft writer was averaging only about 2.5 cases per week. Expected productivity was 4 cases per week. The low productivity was attributed partially to the poor quality of investigation reports. Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 681.
The staff assigned to decision writing has been grossly inadequate even to keep current with cases received, let alone process the backlog of 4,000. As of October 1, 1969, for example, there were only 13 full-time professional staff employed to draft decisions, including the Division Chief and three supervisory personnel. The problem was compounded by allotting an additional four or five "Decision and Interpretation" slots to other Office of Compliance divisions.

Action has been taken to remedy the situation. By the end of the 1970 fiscal year, the professional staff is expected to total 22. Since the unit's function under the new procedures will be primarily review and audit, the Division Chief believes the increased staffing will be sufficient to handle the workload.

On August 29, 1969, EEOC Chairman Brown announced new procedures, including decentralization of decision-writing, to eliminate the backlog. The immediate goal was 100 to 200 decisions per week, compared to the approximately 25 that were then being rendered. At the same time, Mr. Brown promised a restructuring of the overall complaint process to insure speedy case completions.

\[701/\] Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 681.


\[703/\] Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 681.

\[704/\] Id.

It was not until November 13, 1969 that the Commission adopted the procedures, to become effective February 2, 1970. In short, the revised process seeks to bypass the decision-writing stage by securing predecision settlement. This represents a basic departure from past EEOC policy which has emphasized the importance of a written "cause" decision in attaining productive conciliation and supporting the aggrieved party's right-to-sue prerogative.

(d) Conciliation

The final phase of the complaint process is conciliation. On determination of "reasonable cause", the Commission is authorized to endeavor to eliminate the alleged unlawful employment act by methods of "conference, conciliation and persuasion." As indicated, the lack of enforcement authority has hindered EEOC's ability to secure relief through the conciliation process. However, the Commission has attempted to augment the limited potency of the

706/ At the same time the Commission also adopted new permanent procedures to hasten the overall processing of a complaint. See pp. 328-32, infra.

707/ EEOC Minutes, Nov. 13, 1969, as amended.

708/ In the event of a "no cause" decision, the respondent and charging parties are so notified and the latter is issued a right-to-sue notice.

709/ Sec. 706(a).
conciliation process by incorporating within the mechanism the individual's right to sue under Section 706(e) of the statute. As one commentator has pointed out:

The EEOC's conciliation system was designed from the start to give as much thrust as possible to the operations of the new agency. Most importantly, the conciliation process was structured to absorb the power of the charging party to go to court. This is done by having the charging party, if conciliation is successful, waive his right to file suit under Title VII in exchange for 'enforceable' promises by the respondent to end discriminatory practices. 710/

In addition to the threat of a private suit, the conciliation process receives leverage from the Commission's "reasonable cause" decision. Conciliation personnel believe a decision gives support to the conciliator in his negotiations with the respondent. 711/

EEOC has tried to use the "reasonable cause" decision and the potential 706(e) suit as leverage to broaden the conciliation negotiation from an attempt to secure individual relief to an endeavor to produce a class remedy. More specifically:

The goals of the Commission in conciliation are to obtain specific relief for the charging party; to remedy the practice of the respondent which led to unlawful discrimination against the charging party; and, where necessary, to modify other employment practices to achieve compliance with Title VII. 712/ (Emphasis added)


711/ Wilson Interview, supra note 683.

To date, there has been only marginal success in achieving these goals.

The conciliation function was partially regionalized during the latter part of fiscal year 1967; previously, it was conducted by a small Washington-based staff.\(^713\) The central office's Division of Conciliation retains considerable responsibility for the process, including standardization of procedures, training of field conciliators,\(^714\) and review of agreements involving novel cases.

By the end of fiscal year 1969, the Commission had attempted conciliation in 3,360 cases. Of these, there were 683 successful conciliations with respondents, and direct relief was secured for 14,304 charging parties; 276 conciliations were denoted as partially successful for the charging parties; 2,027 attempts failed to secure any relief.\(^715\)

Although the number of successful and partially successful conciliations of respondents has increased greatly the rate of success has decreased. Thus in fiscal year 1966, 56 of 68 conciliations, or 82 percent, were successful or partially successful; in fiscal year 1967, 88 of 174 or 51 percent; in 1968, 306 of 640 or 48 percent; and fiscal year 1969, 376 of 774 or 49 percent.

\(^713\) Nathan, supra note 710, at 34.

\(^714\) Wilson interview, supra note 683.

\(^715\) A successful agreement is one in which EEOC, the respondent and the charging party are all signatories. In a partially successful conciliation, the respondent does not sign an agreement but does agree to eliminate the discrimination identified in the decision. If no relief is secured the conciliation is considered a failure.
(2) New Permanent Procedures

When the Commission voted to adopt special procedures to eliminate the decision writing backlog of 4,000 cases, it also accepted new compliance procedures to be instituted on a permanent basis. Modeled after those used by the National Labor Relations Board, they represent extensive changes in practices that evolved during EEOC's five-year history. The procedures, adopted as a "compromise matter", were to take effect on February 2, 1970, but did not actually become operational until the beginning of April 1970.

The Commission's aim is to cut in half the time it currently takes (about two years) to process a case. There is no realistic hope a case can be processed in the 60 days as the regulations provide, even with the revised system.

---

716/ See section on "Decision-Writing", at pp. 320-25, supra.

717/ EEOC Minutes, supra note 707.

718/ Interview with Jules Gordon, Chief, Decisions and Interpretations Division, Apr. 28, 1970.

719/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 689.

720/ Gordon interview, supra note 718.

721/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 689.


723/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 689.
The new permanent conciliation procedures are directed toward securing predecision settlements, thus eliminating the decision-writing phase of the compliance process. In brief, they will operate as follows:

(1) At the conclusion of an investigation, the investigator will write findings of fact, stated in such a manner that most involved parties can anticipate the Commission's action if the case proceeds to the decision-writing stage.

(2) The findings of fact, signed by the Field Director, will be forwarded to the charging party and respondent, who will have 15 days in which to file exceptions. A regional attorney will be available in each field office to aid the charging party or respondent.

(3) On the basis of the findings of fact (which may be altered to reflect valid exceptions filed), the parties will be invited to discuss a predecision settlement. In "non-guideline cases," settlement proposals formulated by conciliators must be approved by the headquarters Conciliation Division prior to negotiation.

---

724/ Interview with John Rayburn, Acting Director, Office of Compliance, and Jules Gordon, Chief, Decisions and Interpretations Division, Apr. 20, 1970.

725/ A non-guideline case is defined as a case "where the Commission's position on law and scope of remedy has not been settled." EEOC Minutes, supra note 707, at Sec. 2, p. 2.
(4) Settlement agreements in guideline cases will be forwarded to the Commissioners for approval; non-guideline cases to the Conciliation Division for review before circulation to the Commissioners.

(5) If settlement talks fail or are not desired, either party requests a written decision (at that point the charging party could request his right-to-sue notice), one of the following will occur: (a) the field office will compose a short-form decision and forward it to the Commissioners for approval; (b) if objections have been filed in a guideline case, the field office will draft a formal, long-form Commission decision and forward it for approval; or (c) if substantial legal objections have been filed in a non-guideline case, the investigator's file will be transmitted to the Decisions and Interpretations Division where a long-form decision will be drafted and then forwarded to the Commissioners.

(6) The decision will be returned to the field for conciliation or right-to-sue notification.

On the surface, the new procedures appear more cumbersome and complex than the present ones. Those responsible for their drafting, however, contend that they will streamline the process in numerous ways. First, the investigative phase will be shortened because the investigator will not have to prepare an elaborate field investigator's report. Second, and most important, in cases where predecision

---

726/ A guideline case is defined in the Commission minutes as a case "where Commission position on law and scope of remedy has been settled." Id.

727/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 724.
settlement is obtained, the need for a written decision will have been eliminated. The Commission believes that most charging parties and respondents will be interested in speedy settlement. If the respondent entertains negotiation but refuses to come to an agreement, the Commission anticipates that many charging parties will request their right-to-sue notice at that point. 728/ The Commission, in fact, expects that there will be many 706 actions instituted. Third, when written decisions are necessitated, the issuance of the short-form will be merely a perfunctory step. Where long-form decisions are required, the job of the decision writer will be shortened since he will not have to cull through the investigator's file; he can base his decision on the findings of fact and the exceptions and legal objections raised. 730/

In addition to streamlining the process, the Commission anticipates two further advantages will accrue. First, because of the exceptions process the quality of investigations is likely to improve. Poor investigators will be identified if valid exceptions are continually filed against their findings of fact. 731/ And the filing of exceptions will permit closing the record since both the charging party and respondent will have an opportunity to object to the findings, raise legal objections, and/or submit additional documentation. 732/

728/ Id.
729/ Interview with Particia King and William Oldaker, Special Assistants to the Chairman, May 11, 1970.
730/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 724.
731/ King, Oldaker, interview supra note 729, Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 724.
732/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 724.
The streamlining of the compliance process depends partially on the willingness of respondents to participate in predecision settlement discussions. It is not evident that this will be the case. Some Commission staff members believe that many respondents will not settle without a written decision. In one office where the procedures have already been made operational, predecision attempts have been unsuccessful because respondents have not been interested in negotiating prior to a Commission finding.

Another problem will arise if many exceptions are filed. Objections raised by respondents, coupled with unwillingness to negotiate prior to a decision could in fact lengthen rather than shorten the process.

Most important, the process could work to the substantial disadvantage of the charging party. The new procedures assume much greater litigation activity by charging parties. Yet, while corporations and their legal staffs have begun to develop expertise in the technicalities and complexities of such litigation, the legal profession generally has not sufficiently specialized in Title VII matters to provide equal representation to complainants.

733/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 729.
734/ Interview with Charles Wilson, Deputy Chief, Conciliation Division, May 1, 1970.
735/ Gordon interview, supra note 718.
736/ Wilson interview, supra note 734.
737/ Id. There is also the problem of the cost of private litigation. See discussion on litigation at pp. 335-38, infra.
b. **Commissioner Charge**

Processing individual complaints of discrimination is a mandatory Commission function, but EEOC is not, by law, relegated to assuming only a passive posture in enforcing Title VII; it also has discretionary authority to initiate enforcement proceedings.

Section 706(a) of the Title states that a charge may be filed "by a member of the Commission where he has reasonable cause to believe a violation...has occurred." The potential impact of Section 706(a) is greatly enhanced by Section 706(e) which permits the initiation of a private suit, in a case where a charge was filed by a Commissioner, "by any person whom the charge alleges was aggrieved by the alleged unlawful employment practice."

Little has been done to implement the potential effectiveness of the Commissioner charge as an enforcement mechanism. No uniform procedures for initiating a Commissioner charge have been adopted, nor has a policy been developed to utilize the Commissioner charge to attack pattern or industry-wide discrimination.

Rather, most Commissioner charges have resulted from routine individual complaints, such as non-alleged violations uncovered during investiga-
tions and complaints from charging parties who wished to remain anonymous. Moreover, with the exception of the Houston Hearings, where it was used extensively, the Commissioner charge has not been used as a follow-up tool to Commission hearings, despite indications at those hearings that substantial job discrimination was being practiced by major nationwide companies. There are no present plans to place more emphasis on the Commissioner charge, at least prior to eliminating the case backlog.

Any impact EEOC might have through those Commissioner charges that have been processed has been vitiated by non-utilization of Section 706(e). Upon failure of conciliation attempts in a Commissioner charge, EEOC has rarely notified members of the aggrieved class of their right-to-sue. This has adversely affected the Commission's ability to successfully conciliate a Commissioner charge. The

---

740/ For example, Commissioner charges were not issued against utilities companies following the Utility Hearing.

741/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 724.

742/ Wilson interview, supra note 734.

743/ Id.
Office of the General Counsel is now formulating procedures to notify members of a class of their 706(e) rights in an effort to make the Commissioner charge more effective than it presently is.

c. Litigation

Although the Commission's formal enforcement proceedings terminate at the conclusion of the conciliation stage, its ability to influence implementation of Title VII continues through the litigation process. Two types of suits are sanctioned by Title VII: private suit under Section 706(e) and action by the Attorney General pursuant to Section 707.

(1) 706 Suits

The aggrieved party may institute civil action against the respondent named in the complaint at any point after EEOC has had jurisdiction of the case for 60 days. Normal procedure, however, is for the charging party to wait until receipt of right-to-sue notification transmitted upon Commission determination of a "no cause" decision or upon failure to secure relief in the event of a "cause" decision. The charging party must exercise his option to sue within thirty days of receipt of notice.

744 Interview with David Cashdan, Senior Attorney, Office of General Counsel, Apr. 29, 1970.

745 The complainant need not wait until the Commission has rendered a decision to institute suit. He may bring an action at any point, after the end of the 60 day period; regardless of the stage of EEOC proceedings. The various issues of when a charging party may file suit are rather complex and are outside the scope of this report.
To date, charging parties have been cautious in bringing suit under Section 706(e). Action has been initiated in less than 10 percent of those cases in which the Commission has found cause but has been unable to secure settlement. The reason: the charging party cannot afford the expense and time involved in private litigation.

Section 706(e) assigns no role to the Commission in the private litigant’s action beyond recommending to the Attorney General that he intervene in certain cases. The Commission, however, has been able to have an impact on the 706 remedy in two ways: by participating in the suit as amicus curiae and by aiding the charging party in processing an action.

---


747/ Id. Also, Wilson and Cashdan interviews, supra notes 734 and 744. Sec. 706(e) of the statute, however, does provide for court appointment of an attorney and commencement of action without the payment of court costs "in such circumstances as the court may deem just."

748/ EEOC's authority to recommend intervention by the Attorney General has been exercised infrequently. The Department of Justice has indicated to EEOC that it will not as a rule intervene in private suits. There have been exceptions, such as the Crown Zellerbach and Asbestos Workers cases. Cashdan interview, supra note 744.

749/ An amicus curiae is an individual or organization with special expertise or interest in the case or a single issue in the case, who, although not a party to the case, is granted permission by the court to file or otherwise participate in the case.
As of July 1969, the Commission has filed *amicus curiae* briefs in 121 Section 706 suits before the courts. In its early years, EEOC engaged in almost no amicus activity. In fiscal year 1968, for example, only 22 amicus briefs were filed. Subsequently activity was increased and 90 briefs were entered in the 1969 fiscal year. EEOC becomes involved when important issues bearing on development of equal employment law are involved and substantial procedural issues are in question. Other criteria considered include the novelty of the issue, the situs of the case (EEOC will file *amicus* in geographical areas where there has been little previous activity in order to involve local attorneys in 706 proceedings), and the stage of the proceedings (EEOC generally enters at the appellate level).

The Commission has had noteworthy success in its *amicus* activity in persuading the courts to adopt its position, particularly in the areas of formulating adequate remedies, determining issues of "standing to sue", and in developing procedures designed to benefit the charging party.

---

752/ Cashdan interview, *supra* note 744.
The Commission has been less successful, however, in assisting the charging party in seeking to exercise his rights under Section 706(e). As indicated, there is almost no experienced 706 bar available for charging parties. Moreover, unless the court appoints an attorney, litigation costs are prohibitive for most charging parties. In only one city to date—Los Angeles—has the Commission developed a list of attorneys willing to serve as court appointed attorneys on behalf of 706 litigants. With the placement of Regional Attorneys in all field offices by the end of the current fiscal year, the Commission hopes to develop Title VII legal expertise in other major cities.

(2) 707 Suits

Title VII empowers the Commission to

Refer matters to the Attorney General with recommendations...for the institution of a civil action by the Attorney General under Section 707, and to advise, consult, and assist the Attorney General on such matters.

754/ Wilson interview, supra note 734.


756/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 729.

757/ Sec. 705(g)(6).
Section 707 in turn permits the Attorney General to institute civil action when he has "reasonable cause to believe that...[there is] a pattern or practice of resistance to ... the rights secured by [Title VII]...."

According to EEOC's General Counsel, the guiding question in determining which cases to refer to the Attorney General is "Would the elimination of this particular practice have an appreciable impact on the elimination of employment discrimination?" Thus, such factors as number of employees, percentage of minority group members in the given area, nature of the unlawful practice, number of complaints against the company, and the priority aims of Justice are weighed in determining referrals.

The referral procedure is an informal one. Cases identified by EEOC as potential vehicles for 707 action are discussed informally with Justice Department attorneys. Files for those cases in which Justice expresses interest are then transmitted by EEOC.

---

758/ Sec. 707(a).

759/ Letter from Stanley P. Hebert, General Counsel, to Linda Blumenfeld, Program Analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, May 20, 1970.

760/ Id.

761/ Id.
The Commission's involvement terminates at the point of referral. According to EEOC, "to date [it] has not played an active role in 707 litigation except to the extent of supplying additional information and charges and rendering informal advice infrequently."  

Though potentially one of the strongest weapons granted by Title VII to combat employment discrimination, the 707 suit has been used very infrequently. Failure to institute more actions has had an adverse effect on EEOC's ability to secure voluntary compliance through conciliation, and limited the impact 707 could have in the area of employment discrimination.

EEOC must bear part of the blame for the Justice Department's failure to bring more 707 actions. The Commission has recommended a relatively small number of cases to the Attorney General for suit: 35 in FY 1967, 26 in FY 1968, and 51 in FY 1969. In FY 1970, the Commission estimated that it would recommend 170 cases but as of May 1970, only 38 had been cleared for referral.

---

762/ Id.
763/ See Section V, infra
764/ Wilson interview, supra note 734
766/ EEOC 1971 Appropriations Hearing, supra note 584, at 607.
767/ Id.
768/ Letter from Stanley P. Hebert, supra note 759.
Moreover, of the cases recommended by EEOC, only 12 have resulted in institution of suit by the Department of Justice. A major reason so few of EEOC's recommendations are acted upon is the untimeliness with which they are submitted to Justice. EEOC referrals must be entirely reinvestigated since the files forwarded to Justice are several years old. Another problem is the different standards used by EEOC and the Justice Department. According to Chairman Brown, "The Justice Department and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission have had and will continue to have difficulties in the amount of evidence needed to fulfill differing legal responsibilities."

To date EEOC enforcement activity has been largely ineffective as a remedy for employment discrimination. The Commission has operated

769/ Id.

770/ Interview with David Rose, Chief, Employment Section Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, Nov. 12, 1969.

771/ Letter from William H. Brown III, Chairman, EEOC, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 11, 1970.
under "the twin handicaps of restricted powers and a limited budget." The damaging effects of lack of enforcement powers on EEOC's complaint handling procedures have been generally acknowledged. One authority has referred to the Commission as "a poor, enfeebled thing. . . [with] the power to conciliate but not to compel." A former Chairman stated: "We're out to kill an elephant with a fly gun." The present Chairman has predicted that, "Neither minorities nor employees would regard the Title [Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964] with the respect due to law until realistic avenues of enforcement are made available." According to the Commission,

---

772/ These were the words used by Chairman Brown to describe the limitations placed on the Commission. See EEOC News Release #70-13, concerning a speech he gave in Albuquerque, New Mexico on Apr. 23, 1969, at 3.

773/ Sec. 706(a) specified that the Commission shall use the "informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion" to eliminate discriminatory practices prohibited by Title VII.

774/ M. Sovern, Legal Restraints on Racial Discrimination in Employment 205 (1966).


it is "currently the only regulatory agency in the Federal structure that must function without such [enforcement] power."

The Commission believes that, in particular, its attempts at conciliation have been frustrated by lack of enforcement powers. As evidence it cites the fact that it has been able to achieve successful conciliation in less than half the cases in which reasonable cause has been found. The Commission contends that both the rate and the strength of successful conciliations would increase with the grant by Congress of enforcement powers. At the 1967 Senate Hearings on a bill to grant EEOC cease and desist authority, the Commission testified:

The success rate of EEOC conciliations would increase if persuasion could be backed up by the power of enforcement. By providing enforcement power, the Congress would enhance . . . the Commission's conciliation role. It would produce more, not fewer, conciliation agreements.

---

777/ EEOC News Release #69-19, June 3, 1969, at 2. It should be noted that the Department of Housing and Urban Development also does not have enforcement powers vis-a-vis Title VIII of the 1968 Fair Housing Act. The Department is not, however, actually a regulatory agency. See Chapter III.


779/ Wilson interview, supra note 734.

The Commission has argued further that the charging party's right to file a civil suit, though it must be retained, is not an effective alternative to Commission enforcement authority, particularly since such actions have been brought in less than 10 percent of the cases in which conciliation attempts were not successful. The Commission blames their infrequency primarily on the onerous cost of private litigation.

Two major proposals, currently before Congress, would grant enforcement powers to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. One bill would provide cease and desist authority; the other would give EEOC the authority to seek relief for a complainant in Federal district court upon the failure of conciliation. The current Chairman has taken a position in support of EEOC court suit; three other Commissioners--Alexander, Kuck, and Ximenes--have testified in favor of cease and desist power, and the Commission on Civil Rights has endorsed the proposal.

---

781/ Testimony of EEOC Chairman William H. Brown III before the House General Subcomm. on Labor, EEOC News Release #69-55, Dec. 21, 1969, at 2. Not all Commission staff agree with this opinion on the effectiveness of the 706(e) remedy. Russell Spector, Deputy General Counsel, believes that the right of private action via the 706 suit has proven to be much more effective than any cease and desist power which could be granted to EEOC. Spector interview, supra note 765.

782/ Mr. Alexander, a former Chairman, was a Commissioner at the time he testified. He has since resigned.

783/ The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has testified before the Senate in favor of cease and desist authority for the EEOC. Hearings on S.2453, supra note 746, at 163-67.
Implementation of Title VII has also been hampered by inadequate appropriations. The results of the limitations imposed on EEOC's operations by insufficient financial resources have been alluded to on many occasions by past and present Chairmen. They are detailed in the Commission's budget request for Fiscal Year 1971:

Since the beginning of the Commission in FY 1965, budget and staff resources have proven inadequate to deal with the inflow of complaints from citizens under Title VII. . . . As a result, the enforcement backlog of investigations and conciliations and decisions to be written has grown steadily . . . . This backlog is indeed shocking when one considers the statutory deadlines established by Title VII for the Commission's enforcement work.

Sufficient resources have not been available for improving the processing and analysis of statistical data collected through the Commission's annual surveys of employers, unions, and apprenticeship programs. . . . . The results of these programs provide decision making data for action programs at the Federal, State and local levels to eliminate employment discrimination. 785/

Despite clear need, Congress has consistently refused to give EEOC the full amount requested by the President. In FY 1968, Congress reduced EEOC's request from $7.17 million to $6.65 million. 786/


785/ EEOC 1971 Appropriations Hearing, supra note 584, at 581.

A $13.1 million request for FY 1969 was pared to $8.75 million; and a 1970 appeal for $15.9 million was cut back to $12.3 million. For fiscal year 1971, the President has recommended that Congress appropriate 19 million dollars for EEOC. If Congress follows its past pattern of substantially reducing EEOC's request, however, the Commission again will be left with insufficient operating funds.

Lack of enforcement powers and inadequate budget are only partial explanations, however, of the ineffectiveness of EEOC enforcement activity. Inability to handle cases in a timely or efficient manner, and failure to maximize its potential for reducing discrimination through the individual complaint process or the Commissioner charge are also significant.

As a consequence of the time lag between filing a charge and the conciliation attempt, many cases are moot when the Commission finally renders a decision. This not only weakens the conciliation process but also prejudices the charging party in exercising his right to institute civil action pursuant to Section 706(e). It also results in most cases recommended to the Justice Department for 707 action being outdated. Additionally EEOC's credibility among minority

---

787/ EEOC 1970 Appropriations Hearing, supra note 491, at 397.
groups has suffered because of the inordinate delays in the complaint process. The following criticisms for example, have been levelled by civil rights leaders:

"Present procedures of the EEOC are too slow, causing complainants to lose faith in the Commission."

"I filed 27 complaints two years ago and some 30 this past year and we haven't heard from them yet."

"I would hazard the guess that the backlog of cases would deter meaningful case settlements."

More importantly, the Commission has yet to utilize the complaint process in a manner that would foster maximum impact in reducing discrimination. For example, EEOC has not yet formulated a system of priority of complaints. Cases are still assigned on a "first come-first served" basis irrespective of whether they appear to deal with individual or systemic discrimination. Indeed, EEOC makes no secret of its lack of priorities. In response to the question, "with a case backlog of approximately 18 months, how does the EEOC establish a priority for investigating charges?", the Commission stated:

The EEOC does not have a priority system. It does not believe it would be appropriate to say to one charging party that his charge is not as


789/ Interview with James Robinson, Acting Director, Plans and Programs Staff, Oct. 31, 1969.

790/ Interview with John Rayburn, Acting Director, Office of Compliance, and Jules Gordon, Chief, Decisions and Interpretations Division, Apr. 20, 1970.
important as the charge of another person. Charges are processed in the order in which they are filed. 791/ More significantly, EEOC does not systematically try to broaden complaints into class action complaints where possible, or broaden investigations to encompass non-alleged violations or "pattern" 792/ situations. Cases are generally "narrowly couched" despite court rulings that would permit their broadening. 793/ The EEOC Manual, which has detailed instructions on almost every aspect of conducting an investigation (e.g., how to take interview notes, how to locate complaining parties, what to say on the initial telephone contact with the charging party), is singularly brief on the issues of broadening investigations or consolidating charges into class complaints. 794/ Nor are there instructions elsewhere on the broadening of investigations. 795/


792/ Robinson interview, supra note 789.


794/ See EEOC Manual, Sec. 500, which deals with investigations.

795/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 793. However, according to Chairman Brown, III, "EEOC has always had a policy of broadening complaints, and in fact does broaden complaints in a great number of cases." Chairman William H. Brown, III letter, supra note 771.
The backlog of cases, lack of resources, and the production point system appear to be factors inhibiting the broadening of investigations and formulation of class complaints. Failure to deal with issues at the policy-making level also appears to be a factor.

Nor has the Commission been able to obtain broad relief through conciliation. It is maintained that the number of charging parties receiving direct relief does not accurately measure the impact of conciliation efforts. Other persons are indirectly benefited through institutional changes or class remedies resulting from some agreements. For example, for fiscal 1967, the Commission estimates that 8,500 persons were indirect beneficiaries of conciliation; 28,600 in fiscal year 1968; and 50,000 in fiscal year 1969. In some instances the Commission has been able to secure wide relief through the conciliation process. There are examples of conciliation agreements that have afforded wide class benefits through such means as merging seniority lines, elimination of employment tests that are not job related, and adoption of an "affirmative action file" of qualified minority applicants. Generally, however, little remedy has

796/ Id.

797/ This is a file of qualified minority applicants for whom positions are not available at the time of their application. The employer agrees to refer to the file when filling positions that become vacant.
been obtained for the class. Regarding the issue of back pay, EEOC's ability to obtain class relief has improved somewhat in the past six months because of recent favorable court decisions.

A number of factors are responsible for the generally limited gains achieved through the conciliation mechanism, particularly as reflected by the increasing rate of unsuccessful attempts. The principal ones clearly are lack of enforcement powers and manpower shortages, already discussed. These are not the only factors, however, that have mitigated against more successful conciliation. EEOC staff members have suggested others that also are relevant. Respondents appear to be less concerned than before about the prospect of a lawsuit by the Department of Justice, particularly since Justice has concentrated on actions that establish law rather than suits to secure individual rights; and, to date, Justice has initiated very few suits. Thus the leverage afforded by the threat of a Justice Department lawsuit has diminished. Second, a high rate of attrition of conciliation personnel has hampered that function. Third, the Commissioners play no role in the conciliation process. Even in

---

798/ Interview with Jules Gordon, Chief, Decisions and Interpretations Division, Apr. 28, 1970.


800/ Wilson interview, supra note 799.

801/ See Nathan, supra note 788, at 39-40.
cases of unsuccessful conciliation attempts with large nationwide employers, the stature that the individual Commissioner has not been brought into play to improve the success ratio or to being about broader remedies. Finally, many cases are moot by the time they reach the conciliation stage because of the two-year time lag in processing.

Moreover, the Commission's effectiveness in successfully conciliated cases has been lessened by lack of a uniform follow-up system to determine compliance with the agreement. In fact, to date the EEOC has no real compliance follow-up program. The few conducted compliance reviews are made to determine if the individual remedy has been granted; rarely do the reviews encompass class relief.

Compliance reviews of conciliation agreements are somewhat fruitless unless such agreements are enforceable, and this issue has not yet been resolved, although two cases are currently before the courts. In a Texas case, yet to be decided, the Commission, having determined that the conciliation agreement had been breached, is seeking court enforcement. If successful, the suit will establish

---

802 Wilson interview, supra note 799; interview with James Robinson, Acting Director, Plans and Programs Staff, Apr. 8, 1970.

803 Wilson interview, supra note 799.

804 Interview with David Cashdan, Senior Attorney, Office of the General Counsel, Apr. 29, 1970.
that such agreements are legally binding. It will then be incumbent upon EEOC to institute an effective compliance review program. However, an affirmative decision may prove to be a pyrrhic victory, since the result may be fewer respondents willing to sign conciliation agreements, particularly ones broad in scope or including class remedy.

2. **Affirmative Action**

In addition to enforcement responsibilities, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has discretionary authority under Title VII to sponsor affirmative action programs to hasten the elimination of job discrimination. Measured by its announced priorities and allocation of resources, there is little question that the Commission has relegated affirmative action programs to a secondary position. By the same token, the effectiveness of those programs which have been undertaken has been weakened by the generally low priority assigned to them and lack of staff and financial resources allocated to them. Most importantly, they have suffered because of the failure to utilize them in conjunction with the enforcement mechanisms.

Affirmative action programs initiated by EEOC fall into four broad categories: aid to State and local fair employment practice commissions, technical assistance, educational and promotional activities (primarily hearings), and collection and dissemination of data and reports regarding employment discrimination.

---

805/ Id., Wilson interview, supra note 799.
a. **Aid to State and Local Fair Employment Practice Agencies**

In addition to the deferral mandate in Title VII, two other sections define EEOC's relationship to State and local fair employment practice commissions. Section 705(g) (1) empowers the Commission:

> to cooperate with and, with their consent, utilize regional, State, local, and other agencies, both public and private, and individuals....

Section 709(b) delineates the forms this cooperation may take:

> The Commission may cooperate with State and local agencies charged with the administration of State fair employment practices laws and, with the consent of such agencies, may for the purpose of carrying out its functions and duties under this title and within the limitation of funds appropriated specifically for such purpose, utilize the services of such agencies and their employees and, notwithstanding any other provision of law, may reimburse such agencies and their employees for services rendered to assist the Commission in carrying out this title.

The Commission now administers two programs designed to aid State and local fair employment practice agencies: a data sharing program and an affirmative action grant program.

The data sharing program, much the minor of the two, involves agreements with a total of 84 State and local FEP agencies entitling them to receive, at no cost, employer, union, and apprenticeship data collected by EEOC. In exchange for the data, the agencies agree not to require duplicate reporting, thus enabling EEOC to collect data without violating Section 709(d) of Title VII.

---

806/ Sec. 709(d) prohibits EEOC from requiring duplicate reporting from those subject to Title VII.
Although the EEOC grant program, designed to provide resources to State and local agencies, is potentially more significant, it has floundered during four years of development. For example, in the effort to define its goals, the program's direction has changed three times since its initiation in fiscal year 1966.

The first State and local grant EEOC funding was research-oriented. The Commission provided $165,000 to Wayne State University and to 11 State and local fair employment practice agencies in FY 1966 to study employment discrimination patterns in specific industries.

In fiscal year 1967, new direction was given the effort because of the Commission's belief that funds could better be used for an action-oriented program. A total of 39 "affirmative action" contracts costing $548,000 were funded to State and local anti-discrimination agencies. The program's primary goal was to obtain jobs for minorities. At the conclusion of the annual program, only 7,548 additional minority group employees had been hired through the efforts of the State and local agencies. The Commission's own evaluation concluded that the effort did not alter institutional employment and was too narrowly construed to have significant impact.

The focus changed for a third time beginning in fiscal year 1968 and was retained for the FY 1969 program. The grants are now directed at exploring ways of identifying and eliminating "institutional

807/ Interview with Peter Robertson, Director, Office of State and Community Affairs, Nov. 13, 1969.

808/ Grants are made at the conclusion of the fiscal year and thus 1970 grants have not yet been announced. As a consequence of the end of the year funding, results for the 1969 fiscal year program are not yet available.
discrimination" on a "systematic, affirmative basis". The Commission hopes to achieve this goal by improving and strengthening the compliance procedures of the State and local agencies. A second but tangential goal is to secure jobs for minority group members. To carry out this work, the Commission awarded $700,000 to 41 agencies in FY 1968 and $700,000 to 40 agencies in FY 1969. The agencies use these funds to identify underutilizers of minority labor; if investigation then indicates discrimination on the part of the underutilizer, the agency's enforcement mechanisms are activated.

For several reasons, the effectiveness of FY 1968 and FY 1969 programs has been limited. First, only 17 of the agencies funded have power to initiate investigations. The others may act only on receipt of complaints. Second, some of the agencies funded have no enforcement powers; they are limited to persuasion in their efforts to eliminate discrimination, a means which is incapable of producing significant results. Third, the programs have been staffed and funded on a small scale.


810/ Robertson interview, supra note 807.


As a consequence of these limitations, the 1968 program resulted in 323 charges of patterns of discrimination by the funded agencies and only approximately 9,000 jobs for minority group members. Moreover, the primary goal of the program, as stated by EEOC Chairman Brown, of enhancing "the effectiveness of State and local fair employment practice agencies" in order to reduce "duplication of Federal and State effort" has not been approached. The Commission, however, investigates de novo all charges deferred to State agencies, over which it ultimately assumes jurisdiction in order to protect the complainant. Nor does it believe that the FEPC's operations are adequate enough for it to effectuate Section 709(b) under which the Commission may refrain from processing specified classes of charges pursuant to an agreement with a State or local FEP agency.

Another major reason the programs to aid State and local agencies have not been more effective is that they have not been meshed with other Commission activities. For example, there has been no coordination with the compliance activity to synchronize remedies sought by EEOC conciliators with those sought by State agencies. Nor has there been coordination with the field directors who work on a day-to-day basis with the State and local bodies.

813/ Robertson interview, supra note 807. However, in the prior 10 years, only 100 pattern complaints were initiated by State FEPCs.

814/ Figures are not yet available for the FY 1969 program.


816/ Wilson interview, supra note 799.
b. Technical Assistance

The Commission's mandate to administer a technical assistance program derives from Section 705(g)(3), empowering it:

\[817/\]

to furnish persons subject to this title such technical assistance as they may request to further their compliance with this title or an order issued thereunder;

The objective of EEOC's technical assistance program has been to promote equal employment opportunity through "affirmative action" by those subject to the statute. This goal has generally been translated into devising programs which result in more and improved employment opportunities for minorities. In short, the technical assistance program is result oriented and its success is measured by EEOC in terms of new jobs secured for minorities.

The Commission has experimented with various types of technical assistance programs over the past four years; many have only been of an ad hoc nature, with limited results. For example, one program, initiated with the trucking industry and the Illinois FEPC, resulted in fewer than 100 jobs for minorities.

---

817/ The term "persons" refers to employers, labor unions, employment agencies, and apprenticeship programs.


819/ EEOC Second Annual Report, FY 1967, at 37.

The following are examples of major, on-going technical assistance programs operated by the Commission:

A "new plant and expansion" program, started in fiscal year 1967, has been the most successful of the programs. EEOC contacts with companies building new plants or expanding old ones have resulted in jobs for approximately 5,000 minority employees. 821/

A second program, involving follow-up to Commission hearings by EEOC staff visits to companies, has been used for only three of the Commission's first five hearings—the textile forum, the private drug hearing, and the utility hearing. Subsequent to the EEOC visits, Negro employment in the textile industry increased from 8.6 percent in 1966 to 13.1 percent in 1968; in the pharmaceutical industry from 7.4 percent to 8.7 percent; and in 67 gas and electric companies, from 3.7 percent to 7.7 percent. 822/

821/ EEOC 1971 Appropriation Hearing, supra note 584, at 597.

822/ Id. It should be noted, however, that many factors combined to increase minority employment. In the textile industry, for example, a large exodus of white employees to higher paying jobs in new industries in South and North Carolina was one of the major reasons for the large Negro influx into the textile industry. Moreover, the inroads made by Negroes in textiles have been in the lowest paying blue collar jobs.
A third program is "Operation Outreach" under which EEOC is working in conjunction with other government agencies and private organizations to secure placement of minority youth in apprenticeship programs. EEOC's role is to coordinate the efforts of the various groups. Under the program, instituted late in the 1967 fiscal year, training is provided to approximately 2,000 minority youth annually.

These efforts have been characterized by limited scope and lack of systematic follow-through. For example, although the mandate is to assist "any person" subject to Title VII, EEOC has limited its work essentially to corporations. Little has been done in the way of formulating affirmative action programs for labor unions or employment agencies. The only employment agency program was a limited program with the Association of Personnel Agencies of New York (APANY).

Further, follow-up of hearings have been sporadic and uncoordinated. For example, no organized technical assistance followed the New York hearing held in January 1968 or the Los Angeles hearing held in March 1969 to secure jobs or to offer assistance to employers or unions cited for


824/ Interview with George Butler, Acting Director, Office of Technical Assistance, Jan. 28, 1970.

825/ Union activity has been limited to EEOC participation at trade union conferences and in the "Operation Outreach" program in which EEOC is just one of many participants.

826/ Interview with Patricia King and William Oldaker, Special Assistants to the Chairman, May 11, 1970.
underutilization. The Houston hearings presented a notable departure in that a detailed follow-up was prepared prior to the hearings.

Despite some progress in increasing minority employment opportunities, the Commission has not developed technical assistance as an effective mechanism to further its affirmative action program. Lack of direction and staff have been major impediments. Only two field offices currently have a person assigned to the technical assistance function.

More important, the technical assistance program has operated in isolation from other EEOC activities. Its potential for use as an auxiliary to the enforcement function has not been utilized, nor is there any coordination with the conciliation function.

c. **Educational and Promotional Activities**

Commission affirmative action efforts arousing the most controversy have been the educational and promotional activities--more precisely, public hearings. The Commission's authority to conduct educational

827/ The Office of Technical Assistance has not had a permanent Director since April 1968.

828/ Butler interview, supra note 824.

829/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 826.

830/ Butler interview, supra note 824.

831/ Wilson interview, supra note 799.
and promotional activities is referred to in Section 705(i) of the title which states that:

The Commission shall, in any of its educational or promotional activities, cooperate with other departments and agencies in the performance of such educational and promotional activities. 832/

During its five years in operation, the Commission has conducted many activities of an educational and promotional nature. Numerous pamphlets have been distributed, such as "Equal Employment Opportunity is Good Business", "Towards Job Equality for Women", and "Help Wanted--Or Is It?"; films have been produced, including "Even Chances", showing EEOC's attempts to aid a person subjected to job discrimination; and conferences have been held with minority groups and community organizations, e.g., a series of conferences arranged through the Chambers of Commerce of Atlanta, New Orleans, Memphis, and Charlotte, and a "Conference on Job Discrimination" held with Mexican American groups in Albuquerque.

832/ The Commission believes that this section plus section 705(g)(5) which empowers it "to make such technical studies as are appropriate to effectuate the purposes and policies of this title and to make the results of such studies available to the public", when considered along with relevant administrative law, are sufficient authority to enable it to conduct public hearings. Title VII contains no specific grant of authority for the holding of hearings. Interview with David Copus, Attorney, Office of General Counsel, May 28, 1970. EEOC does not, however, have the authority to subpoena witnesses to attend the hearings it conducts.
The most significant of the Commission's educational and promotional activities has been the holding of hearings, both public and private, involving major industries throughout the country. Opinion within the Commission has been divided as to the desirability of such hearings. Those in opposition have felt that Commission resources should not be diverted from the enforcement process, at least not until the backlog has been diminished. Those in favor have asserted that hearings focus attention on the magnitude of job discrimination; publicize the Commission's existence and procedures; stimulate employers to institute affirmative action programs; and help reveal patterns of discrimination which can lay the basis for future action. Former Chairman Alexander, an advocate of the hearing concept, believes that they are of particular value in exposing the prevailing discriminatory practices of industry. Four of the six hearings held to date by EEOC were conducted during Alexander's one-year, nine-month tenure as Chairman. Under the present Chairman, a hearing was conducted in Houston in June 1970.

833/ Rayburn, Gordon interview, supra note 793.
834/ A History of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, supra note 335
835/ Interview with Clifford L. Alexander, Jr., Former Chairman and Commissioner, EEOC, Mar. 5, 1970.
The first Commission hearing, which was open to the public, was conducted in Charlotte, North Carolina on January 12 and 13, 1967, and concerned the textile industry. This was followed by a private hearing with the drug industry on October 6, 1967, in Washington, D.C., sponsored jointly by EEOC and the Food and Drug Administration. The same format was used in June 12, 1968, when EEOC and the Federal Power Commission met with the utility industry, also in the nation's capital.

The most widely publicized hearings were the ones held in New York and Los Angeles. A four-day "white collar" hearing was held in New York on January 1 through 4, 1968, involving major white collar industries headquartered in New York, viz., the financial establishment (banking, insurance, brokerage firms) and communications (advertising, television and radio, publishing). Los Angeles was the site of the fifth hearing on March 12-14, 1969, and covered the aerospace, motion picture, and TV-radio industries, as well as selected large white collar employers.

The results of these five hearings have been mixed. One of the problems in determining their effectiveness has been EEOC's own failure to devise a system for evaluating results achieved by a hearing. In the past, follow-up procedures have been an afterthought rather than an integral part of the hearing planning.

836/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 826.
The textile industry hearing was followed by EEOC staff visitations, by the involvement of several local groups, and consultation with OFCC and the Defense Department. Although these actions resulted in numerous advances in the employment of minorities, improvement was noticeable only in the lower-paying jobs; white collar employment was not appreciably changed. Similarly, the drug industry hearing, which was followed by joint EEOC/FDA visits, also resulted in improved employment opportunities for minorities; however, advances were not uniform among all companies. In fact, some firms evidenced noticeable absence of change.

The results of the utilities hearing have been even less encouraging. A year after the private hearing, Chairman Brown described the electric utilities industry "as one of the poorest performers" in the field of minority employment and cited the "continuing failure of the electric power industry" to comply with the law.


Two of the major Commission hearings--New York and Los Angeles--were not followed up by any concerted action. After the New York white collar hearing, data on banking employment were transmitted to the Treasury Department and 10 Commissioner charges were filed. Since that time, however, there has been no further action, other than the collection of employment statistics. A follow-up hearing, to be conducted a year later to check on delivery of affirmative action promises, never occurred.

Similarly, the Los Angeles hearing was not pursued by planned EEOC follow-up activity. However, the Commission did recommend to the Attorney General that he institute a 707 suit against the movie industry employers and unions for operating a closed system and perpetuating past practices of discrimination. After a four-month investigation by the Justice Department, with EEOC participation, an agreement was negotiated with the motion picture and television industries, which became effective April 1, 1970. The most significant part of the agreement, one of the most comprehensive ever negotiated, calls for 20 to 25 percent of the craft referrals to be filled by minority workers. This agreement indicates the kind of broad

839/ Interview with George Draper, Deputy Staff Director, Nov. 18, 1969.
840/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 826.
industry action that can be generated by a public hearing. It also points up, however, the need for EEOC to plan a coordinated effort with other agencies, such as OFCC or Justice, whose enforcement powers are stronger than its own, if significant results are to be achieved.

The Houston hearing, held in June 1970, reviewed employment practices of the thirty largest companies in the metropolitan area, of which approximately one-third are in the petro-chemical industries. According to Chairman Brown, the hearing attempted to correct past deficiencies by building in a follow-up procedure. The planned follow-up procedure included two steps. First, on the last day of the hearing, Commissioner charges were filed against four major Houston employers, 13 related unions and two major referral unions. Second, EEOC staff remained in Houston for more than 60 days after the Hearing concluded to receive and investigate further charges of discrimination and to provide technical assistance to companies and unions.

Although most of the larger invitees were government contractors, the EEOC did not ask OFCC to jointly sponsor the proceedings. However, OFCC was used constantly as a source of information.


844/ King, Oldaker interview, supra note 826.

845/ Letter from William H. Brown, III, Chairman, EEOC, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 11, 1970.
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d. **Data Collection Utilization**

Section 709(e) of Title VII provides for the filing of reports by employers, labor organizations, employment agencies, and sponsors of apprenticeship programs, as prescribed by the Commission after public hearing.

The Commission currently has three reporting systems. The EEO-1 system involves receipt of annual reports from all employers of 100 or more employees, giving a breakdown of employment by numbers of minority employees and job category.

Under the EEO-2 system, joint labor-management apprenticeship programs with five or more apprentices are required to file annual reports giving minority breakdowns of apprentices for each trade and craft, as well as information on selection procedures.

The labor union reporting system, EEO-3, requires membership and referral data only from those local unions which impinge in one of several delineated ways on the hiring process.

Further, pursuant to the New York White Collar hearings, during which it was revealed that many private employment agencies respond to discriminatory job orders, the Commission, in June 1968, announced its intention to develop reporting and recordkeeping regulations for employment services. Two years later, however, the EEO-4 system, as it has been denoted, had not yet been instituted, nor does the 1971 Budget Request include provision for it.

---

846/ These programs are co-sponsored by employers and labor unions to train apprentices in skilled crafts.

847/ King, Oldaker interview, *supra* note 826.
Data collected by these reporting systems have been an essential tool in many Commission activities. The most significant use has been in industry and geographical target selection for Commission hearings and in the preparation of background papers for those hearings. The data are also an important part of the State grant program in that they are used to identify underutilizers. Data on specific unions and companies are also utilized as supporting material for the compliance process and for technical assistance efforts. Moreover, almost all of the Commission's technical publications and studies, including the exhaustive three volume *Equal Employment Opportunity Report No. 1*, have been based on data collected through the reporting systems.

Although significant utilization has been made of the data provided by the reporting systems, operational problems have precluded even more effective use. As a result of retrieval problems, employment data has not been obtained in a timely manner. 

For example, EEO-1 data, though available for specific employers for 1969, are not available beyond 1967 on an industry-wide or geographic basis. Data on minority apprentices are available only for 1967; on labor unions, only for 1967 and 1968. In addition to the problem of timeliness, processing difficulties have resulted in inaccurate or incomplete information and failure to locate submitted data.

---


849/ Id.
Other factors have also curtailed maximum effective use of the data collected. For example, EEOC has yet to adopt an integrated data system combining compliance information with employer and union information. And little use has been made of the EEO-2 and EEO-3 information gathered to date.

Most important, the creative use of EEO-1 and EEO-3 data as a compliance tool on a routine basis has yet to be explored. For example, examination of EEO-1 and EEO-3 reports to identify gross underutilizers for the purpose of instituting Commissioner charges or procedures leading to such charges has not yet been undertaken.

Finally, EEOC is precluded by Section 709(e) of the statute, the so-called "confidentiality" provision, from releasing data in such a manner as to identify an individual employer or union or other "person" subject to Title VII. This reduces the effectiveness of the information, per se, in that public exposure is unavailable as a means of stimulating companies, particularly those concerned with their "image", to take positive action to comply with the law.
V. The Department of Justice

The Department of Justice plays a crucial role in the enforcement of Title VII and Executive Order 11246. EEOC is basically limited to methods of "conference, conciliation and persuasion" in enforcing Title VII and the agencies responsible for enforcing the Executive Order have demonstrated a reluctance to utilize the sanctions available under the Order. The Department of Justice, however, can and has instituted law suits when a "pattern or practice" of discrimination exists, and has intervened in privately instituted law suits where the cases are of general public importance. Thus, Department of Justice litigation provides, in fact, the most effective remedy available against discrimination by private employers. In addition, the Department's law suits, by developing important legal principles under Title VII, provided strong support to the activities of EEOC and OFCC.

The Department of Justice was late in recognizing the importance of its role in attacking employment discrimination and has not yet developed the capacity to fill the void created by the ineffectiveness of other Federal agencies.

850/ Section 707 and 706(e) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. See also Section 209(a)(2) and (3) of Executive Order 11246.

A. Staffing and Organization

Responsibility within the Department of Justice for enforcing the laws prohibiting employment discrimination lies with the Employment Section of the Civil Rights Division. Its chief is David Rose and his staff allocation is 32 attorneys and ten research analysts. For fiscal year 1969 this amounted to an allotment of 27 percent of the Division's Manpower resources.

B. Objectives and Priorities

Employment cases have required large amounts of Division manpower because of the voluminous records that must be analyzed, the extremely technical factual and legal questions involved in determining and proving the existence of discrimination in hiring, testing, seniority lines, and other employment practices, and the fact that many of the

852/ Until a reorganization of the Civil Rights Division in September 1969 the Division was organized along geographic, rather than subject matter lines, with each unit handling all matters within its jurisdiction. See, Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division Memorandum No. 69-4 to all Personnel Re: Reorganization of the Civil Rights Division, Sept. 4, 1969.

853/ Until June of 1970, Mr. K. William O'Connor was Special Assistant for Litigation to the Division and worked exclusively on employment matters. With assistance from the Employment Section he handled large cases, such as the negotiations with representatives of the movie industry, which led to a landmark written agreement in April, 1970 (See p.380 infra.). He was recently made Chief of the Criminal Section of the Civil Rights Division and his former position is not expected to be filled.

854/ U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Program Memorandum, Fiscal Year 1968. The Employment Section is the largest of the Division's five substantive Sections (Employment, Education, Criminal, Housing and Voting and Public Accommodations). Education was the priority issue for the Division from 1965 to 1967. Prior to that time the priority issue was voting discrimination.
hard issues under Title VII have not yet been decided. The large number of man-hours required to prosecute a Title VII action, compounded by the small number of attorneys available to the Section, severely limits the number of employment cases which the Civil Rights Division can bring.

In attempting to allocate its resources most effectively the Division has established 3 broad objectives in the employment area:

First, to bring suits in large metropolitan areas with heavy Negro or Spanish-speaking concentration.

Second, to develop legal principles under Title VII.

Third, to assist other Federal agencies having equal employment opportunity responsibility (notably EEOC and OFCC) in order to develop a uniform governmental approach to the problem.

855/ Interview with David L. Rose, Chief Employment Section, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 12, 1969. For example, the first employment case filed by the Department, U.S. v. Sheet Metal Workers Int'l. Ass'n., Local Union 36, was filed on February 2, 1966, and was not decided by the Circuit Court of Appeals until September 16, 1969. Furthermore, the Eighth Circuit reversed and remanded the case to the District Court, making further litigation necessary. However, the parties settled the case at this point without further judicial hearings.

856/ U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Program Memorandum, FY 1969. The 1970 Program Memorandum had not been completed at the time of the Commission investigation. An example of the type of litigative support the Employment Section provides other agencies is the suit filed on June 2, 1970 against a construction union in East St. Louis, Illinois. The union was the most vocal of the several local unions which did not agree to State administered area equal employment opportunity plan. (Ogilvie Plan) The Department of Transportation requested the Department to investigate the practices of the union and if they were discriminatory to file suit. The suit, thus, encourages the growth of the area plan concept. Interview with Robert T. Moore, Deputy Chief, Employment Section, Civil Rights Division, June 3, 1970.
Priorities to secure these objectives have been determined in terms of two categories—geographic and substantive. The geographic priorities are not regional, but consist of certain cities on which the Division will concentrate its efforts. The first area of concentration is the 41 cities with populations of more than 100,000 persons which are more than 10 percent Negro and which are large manufacturing centers. Next, the Division focuses on those cities with populations of more than 100,000 persons with Negro populations of more than 10 percent, which are not manufacturing centers. The third geographic priority focuses on cities where State and large private employment agencies are located. This priority is based on the theory that these agencies can be a major source of employment referral for Negroes. The final priority is to give attention to other cities of 100,000 with other identifiable minorities of more than 10 percent.

The Civil Rights Division does not appear to adhere closely to the geographic priorities. Although most of the employment actions have been brought in large cities, almost half (23 of a total of 50) have been in the South. Only one action has been filed against a State employment agency, and two others were filed against private

857/ Id.

858/ Civil Rights Division Memorandum, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Status of Cases as of May 11, 1970.
employment agencies. As of August 1970, there have been few employment cases in which the prime victims of discrimination have been minority group members other than Negroes.

The substantive priorities of the Civil Rights Division's employment program focus on those unions, companies, and employment agencies which are the most serious violators of Title VII and present the broadest spectrum of discriminatory practices. The rationale behind this approach is that it is the most efficient way of developing the law, so that Federal agencies, companies, and unions will understand the "full range of Title VII requirement." Also, 

859/ Id. A complaint was filed against the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services, December 12, 1968. A complaint was filed on April 4, 1970, against the Ideal Employment Company in Chicago, Illinois. On July 3, 1968, a complaint was filed against the Metro Personnel System, Inc., in Texas and a consent decree was issued on August 1, 1969. In a related case, the Division, in U.S. v. Frazer, 297 F. Supp. 319 (M.D. Ala. 1968) sued various officials of the State of Alabama to enjoin racial discrimination in the administration of the Alabama Merit System as a condition to the receipt of Federal grants-in-aid.

860/ Rose interview, supra note 855. The Employment Section has no Spanish surnamed Americans, Orientals or American Indians on their 33-man professional staff. The Justice Department's first suit in which the prime victims of discrimination were Spanish surnamed and American Indians was filed on June 24, 1970 against Inspiration Consolidated Copper Company, 13 unions and a trades council. Its first suit in which women were the prime victims of discrimination was filed on July 20, 1970 against Libby-Owens-Ford Company, Inc., and the United Glass and Ceramic Workers of North America, AFL-CIO.

861/ Program Memorandum, supra note 856. Defendants in Justice suits include, but are not limited to a power company, textile manufacturers, trucking companies, a furniture company, a hospital, an oil company, a railroad, a pharmaceutical company, a steel corporation and unions of electrical workers, building trade workers, auto workers, mine workers, longshoremen and teamsters. A wide variety of issues, such as hiring, upgrading, testing and seniority have been covered by these suits.
it is the belief of the Division that lesser violations of the law can be remedied by private suits.

Furthermore, to derive the greatest impact from each case, the Section intends to increase the number of suits it has filed against employers with multiple facilities. Generally, only one of the employer's facilities will be sued, on the assumption that an action against one of the employer's plants will generate voluntary reform in its other facilities. On the other hand, the Division has also brought suits charging discrimination in all of the plants of a particular employer. This approach was followed in the April 1969 suit against Cannon Mills, Inc., which has 14 plants and 23,000 employees in North and South Carolina. Other methods specified by the Division for increasing the impact of employment cases include suing unions on a nationwide basis, suing all employers in a limited geographic area who discriminate and litigating cases against selected employers within an industry. The rationale here is

862/ Rose interview, supra note 855.
863/ For example, in January 1969, suit was brought against one of the facilities of Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corporation.
864/ A Department suit, filed on October 31, 1969, against five trade unions in Seattle, Washington, was an attempt to reach all of the worst discriminators in an industry in a specific area.
that once a legal precedent is established, OFCC, through the use of its sanctions, can enforce the law nationally on an industry-wide basis.

C. Litigation

Although Title VII became effective in July 1965, the Justice Department did not file a Title VII complaint until February 2, 1966. Prior to late 1967, when employment discrimination became the Division's priority issue, only eight Title VII actions had been initiated. In the two years between September 1967 and September 1969, 38 more cases were filed. Since the Employment Section was formed in October 1969, only four cases have been brought, as of June 1970. The reason given by Justice officials for their failure to file a larger number of new cases during this period is that the manpower of the Employment Section is almost totally committed to litigating the cases filed in late 1968 and early 1969.

---

865/ Interview with Frank M. Dunbaugh, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Dec. 4, 1969.

866/ Status of Cases Memorandum, supra note 858.

867/ Id.

868/ Id.

869/ Id. Moore interview, supra note 856.

870/ Rose interview, supra note 855.
It was for this same reason that the Employment Section Chief estimated in November 1969 that the Section would file no more than 20 to 25 new cases in the next year. It is unlikely, however, that the Division will file as many as ten cases during that period.

It is the hope of senior officials in the Civil Rights Division that once sufficient legal precedents are established, most employers will reform their practices voluntarily or through the action of OFCC, and that those sued by the Justice Department will settle without a trial and that in the small number of cases that do come to trial judgments will be handed down within a few months after the Department files its complaint. Three recent circuit court of appeals' decisions are cited by Justice officials as the types of precedents which suggest that the Division's hope will be realized. The

---

871/ Id.

872/ From the time of the interview with Mr. Rose in November 1969, until late August, 1970 Justice has filed only five additional employment discrimination suits and there are only a handful of matters which are in the later stages of investigation.

873/ Rose and Dunbaugh interviews, supra note 855 and 865. The feeling is that whereas a public body, such as a school board or a county board of voting registrars would litigate an issue even though they were aware of the fact that they would lose the case, a private party would not do this because of attorney costs and the bad public relations effect protracted litigation might produce. It should be noted, however, that many companies retain house counsel to handle litigation and that opposing a Title VII law suit might not be an unpopular course of action on a local level.

874/ Id.
issue in *U.S. v. Local 189, United Papermakers and Paperworkers*, was the legality of the seniority system in effect at Crown Zellerbach's Bogulusa, Louisiana, paper mill. The court held that:

where a seniority system has the effect of perpetuating discrimination, and concentrating or telescoping the effect of past years of discrimination against Negro employees into present placement of Negroes in an inferior position for promotion and other purposes, that present result is prohibited, and a seniority system which operates to produce that present result must be replaced with another system.

An important precedent for job referrals by unions was established in *U.S. v. Sheet Metal Workers International Association, Local 36*, a suit stemming from the labor disputes which arose over the construction of the St. Louis Arch. In that case, the Eight Circuit Court of Appeals held that employment referral systems established under collective bargaining agreements which gave priority to those with work experience prior to the effective date of the Civil Rights Act were unlawful, since Negroes had not been able to obtain the experience. Consequently, the referral systems were held to have perpetuated past employment discrimination in violation of Title VII.

Justice officials expect that these two cases, defining what the law prohibits, will discourage employers from engaging in those practices

---


876/ 282 F. Supp. 39, 44.

and thereby reduce the number of suits Justice must bring. Furthermore, trial court judges are required to follow these precedents, thus eliminating the need for detailed arguments on these points at the lower court level.

The third decision was a procedural ruling of great importance to all future Title VII cases made by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in U.S. v. Hayes International Corporation. The court held that in a Title VII case, when the facts show that the employer has engaged in a pattern and practice of discrimination on account of race, "affirmative and mandatory preliminary relief is required." The court ruled, further, that irreparable injury need not be proved in seeking a preliminary injunction in a Title VII action. This prerequisite is assumed from the fact that the statute appears to have been violated. As a result of this decision, it is felt that the Department can now move for a preliminary injunction in almost all situations, and that many of the district courts will grant the motion. In effect, a large part of the relief is secured once a preliminary injunction is granted, since the discriminatory practices then cease for the duration of the litigation.

---

878/ Rose and Dunbaugh interviews, supra notes 855 and 865.


880/ Interview with David L. Rose, Chief, Employment Section, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 12, 1969.
A matter handled by the Division which has resulted in an important non-judicial precedent is the April 1, 1970, agreement signed by 73 motion picture producers, 3 major television networks and the 13 craft unions which service those industries. The Justice Department was originally asked by EEOC to bring suit in the Los Angeles area against a large number of employers and unions in the motion picture industry. Justice investigated the allegations and, although its own staff originally recommended suit, it reached an agreement with the potential defendants after long negotiations, but without resort to the courts. The agreement provides, in part, that 20 to 25 percent of all craft daily employment will be made available to minority group members and that selections for permanent craft jobs will be based on a 20 percent ratio of minority to white members. The agreement also requires submission of a series of reports to the Department and EEOC so that compliance with the agreement can be monitored. Justice hopes to be able to replicate agreements of this nature in other industries.

881/ Interview with Clifford Alexander, former Chairman, EEOC, Mar. 5, 1970. The initial information in this matter was made public at hearings held by EEOC in Los Angeles, California, on Mar. 12-14, 1969.

882/ Id.

883/ News Release Department of Justice, Mar. 31, 1970. One of the significant provisions in the agreement is a waiver by all the private parties, in any enforcement action, of the right to deny violations of Title VII that occurred prior to the agreement.

884/ Interview with Robert T. Moore, Deputy Chief, Employment Section, Civil Rights Division, June 3, 1970. It should be noted that in the future the Department would prefer to file suit and submit the agreement to the court for approval. In that case future noncompliance would not require the Department to initiate a new cause of action. Rather it would request the court to find the defendant guilty of contempt of court. Id.
D. **Liaison with Other Departments**

For the most part, matters of coordination (except those which arise in the course of a lawsuit) are handled by the Civil Rights Division's Coordination and Special Appeals Section, rather than by the Employment Section. Prior to the October 1969 reorganization, the former Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI handled all interagency coordination, including that which was related to Title VII and other employment issues. For example, that unit wrote a memorandum recommending the centralization of the equal employment opportunity responsibilities of the Civil Service Commission. The unit also worked with the Department of Labor, notably the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and the Bureau of Employment Security. Representatives of the Title VI unit conducted joint investigations with the Labor Department personnel of the Texas

---

885/ Interview with J. Harold Flannery, Chief, Coordination and Special Appeals Section, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 14, 1969. Mr. Flannery and his Deputy, Mr. Benjamin Mintz, both resigned in June 1970 and the Coordination and Special Appeals Section was divided into three separate units, Legislation and Special Projects, Planning and Special Appeals and Title VI. The Title VI unit assumed responsibility for coordination of employment matters. However, it is anticipated that the Employment Section will take an increasing role in the coordination area. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division Memorandum No. 70-2 to all Personnel, Re: New Appointments and Personnel Changes, May 27, 1970; interview with Benjamin W. Mintz, Special Assistant to the Assistant Attorney General, June 3, 1970.

886/ Interview with Benjamin W. Mintz, Deputy Chief, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Civil Rights Division, Feb. 5, 1969.
and Ohio State Employment Services. It also reviewed the apprenticeship programs sponsored by DoD and NASA in the Norfolk and Hampton Roads area of Virginia, and tried a case against six agencies of the State of Alabama involving failure to comply with the nondiscrimination requirements of the Federal Merit Standards agreement.

The two agencies with which the Civil Rights Division has the most frequent dealings regarding Title VII matters are EEOC and OFCC. Cooperation with these agencies arises both within and outside the context of litigation. The Employment Section has only ad hoc dealings with them in connection with court actions, whereas the Coordination and Special Appeals Section works with the EEOC and OFCC on a more continuous basis.

---

887/ Id. The Ohio investigation led to the filing of a law suit against the State agency (supra, note 859). The suit was handled by the Employment Section. The Texas Employment Commission refused to sign a written agreement with the Department of Labor, guaranteeing certain reforms. The Texas Commission has been reinvestigated, and the matter was under study at Justice and Labor at the time this report was written.

888/ Interviews with David L. Rose, former Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI and present Chief, Employment Section, Civil Rights Division, Feb. 3 and 11, 1969. See, D. Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General, Memorandum to Jerris Leonard, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, "Pending Matters of Significance in the Title VI Office", Jan. 28, 1969.

889/ For a more detailed discussion of the relationship between Justice and EEOC and OFCC see Section VI of this Chapter--"Coordination."

890/ The Civil Rights Division has been involved in drafting proposed legislature amendments of Title VII.
Section 705(g)(6) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 gives the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission the power:

- to refer matters to the Attorney General with recommendations for intervention in a civil action brought by an aggrieved party under Section 706, or for the institution of a civil action by the Attorney General under 707, and
- to advise, consult, and assist the Attorney General on such matters. 891/

In practice, the referral of cases from EEOC to the Department has been done on an informal basis and in a manner which was described by the Chief of the Employment Section as "hit or miss." 892/

Since it has taken EEOC more than two years to process most of the complaints it receives, when a file is turned over to the Department of Justice for action, the investigative report may be several years old. It is, of course, still of some value, but the Civil Rights Division experience has been that it must entirely reinvestigate an EEOC referral before proceeding with the case. At present, there were no formalized criteria for referral of cases by the EEOC, although guidelines are scheduled to be drawn up in the near future. 893/

891/ The Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sec. 705(g)(6). The comparable section of Executive Order 11246 is Section 209(a)(2), (3).

892/ Rose interview, supra note 880. The referrals are done informally and depend to a great extent on the availability of Department attorneys and the types of cases EEOC has when attorneys are free to deal with new cases. Id.

893/ Id. The Justice Department reports that it has:

advised EEOC of our criteria for bringing lawsuits. We understand that EEOC will attempt to develop with us a criteria which will be mutually satis-factory, so that its referral criteria are the same as our criteria for filing lawsuits. Letter from Jerris Leonard, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Attachment, Aug. 25, 1970.
There has been more coordination with the OFCC than with EEOC, particularly in nonlitigative areas. The former Title VI unit worked closely with OFCC on several matters, such as agreements negotiated between the OFCC and various employers, the issuance of OFCC regulations, and the question of what OFCC should do with respect to Federal contracts of employers who are being sued by the Department.

In the summer of 1969, a committee was set up by the three agencies which meets weekly to discuss problems and policies in the employment area. Prior to this, there had been informal bi-weekly luncheon meetings of representatives from EEOC, OFCC and the Justice Department. The Deputy Chief of the Coordination and Special Appeals Section usually represented the Division at the luncheons. Currently, he represents Justice at the weekly meetings. Besides serving as a forum for the exchange of information, the Interagency Committee is intended to develop solutions for substantive questions which arise under Title VII and Executive Order 11246. For example, the Committee has served as a forum for bringing three agencies together to write new uniform testing guidelines.

894/ Mintz interview, supra note 886. The policy that evolved is that OFCC is to suspend any noncompliance proceedings against such an employer. The reason for this is that it is considered pointless to cut off Federal contracts while the issue of discrimination is being settled by the courts.

895/ Interview with Benjamin W. Mintz, Deputy Chief, Coordination and Special Appeals Section, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 18, 1969.

896/ Id. See Sec. VI, infra for a full discussion of the operation of the Interagency Committee.
As of June 1970, the Employment Section was not regularly sending a representative to the Interagency Committee meetings because it did not have enough attorneys to spare on a regular basis for this purpose. The Deputy Chief of the Coordination and Special Appeals Section, Benjamin Mintz, was the only person working on coordination with EEOC and OFCC until he left the Justice Department in June, 1970. His position, however, gave him many other responsibilities. The fact that the only attorney who was intended to assist him in this work was detailed, full time, to a housing case, is a reflection of the priority given nonlitigative matters by the Division.

---

897/ Rose interview, supra note 880. The Justice Department has indicated that a lawyer from the Employment Section was not sent ...to the Interagency Committee when Ben Mintz was available because we thought it would be duplicative and his representation was adequate for the entire Division. If he had not been available, we would have sent someone to attend.

Letter from Jerris Leonard, supra note 893.
VI. Coordination

A. Past Practices

Three agencies -- EEOC, OFCC (with the 15 compliance agencies), and the Department of Justice carry the Federal responsibility for eradicating job discrimination in the private employment area. Although the laws under which they operate afford different sanctions with which to carry out their responsibilities, the three agencies are charged with achieving basically the same ends and deal with essentially the same employers. A reasonable assumption, therefore, is that the agencies would, at a minimum, coordinate their activities to insure the overall effectiveness of the Government's program. In this regard, the steps that should be taken appear evident:

Joint development of consistent goals, policies, and procedures; compliance reviews; and complaint investigations;

Utilization of joint reviews, investigations and conciliations;

Development of guidelines to determine most effective use of the various sanctions available;

Undertaking of joint annual evaluations of the entire Federal effort with emphasis on determining how to resolve outstanding problems.

---

898/ Nearly all the employers involved in job bias suits instituted by the Justice Department also are Federal contractors. Interview with Benjamin Mintz, Deputy Chief, Coordinator and Special Appeals Section, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, June 9, 1970.
In spite of the need for such a program of coordination, one has not been developed. Only *ad hoc* coordination measures have been initiated.

The agencies have adopted their own program goals, priorities, and mechanisms on an independent basis. Furthermore, each has developed criteria for initiating action and implementing their findings in isolation from the other agencies. The lack of coordination has existed at both Washington and field levels. This failure to join forces has resulted in a critical misuse of limited staff resources and the dissipation of enforcement potential.

The lack of coordination which generally has existed among the three agencies has resulted in such strange occurrences as one agency's refusing to share investigatory materials with another. For example, the Post Office Department noted that EEOC has not always shared requested information, usually justifying its refusal on grounds that *Title VII requires that complaint information be kept confidential.*

One of the problems generated by the failure of the agencies to relate regularly to one another has been overlapping investigations and the resultant inconsistency in the demands made by the agencies.

---

*899/* Questionnaire Response of Post Office Department. In fact, the confidentiality requirement of Title VII does not apply to other Federal agencies, other than to require that they do not release the information to the public.
The Treasury Department--the compliance agency for banks--has reported that in one instance, its efforts to obtain an adequate affirmative action plan from a bank were inhibited by the nature of the conciliation agreement that EEOC was negotiating with that same bank. Treasury had only accidentally learned of EEOC's involvement.

Another example is provided by the unfortunate history of the Federal attempt to secure compliance with equal employment opportunity laws from the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co. The efforts of the compliance agency, DoD, OFCC, and EEOC, began more than five years ago and initially resulted in an April 1966 conciliation agreement. When the agreement was not honored, none of the agencies took effective steps to enforce its provisions. Finally, in 1968, responsibility for the matter was transferred from DoD to the Maritime Administration of the Commerce Department and when it requested copies of the reports DoD had filed with EEOC, DoD could not locate them.

At the time, EEOC also was investigating charges against the shipyard and the Maritime Administration did not know whether to

---

900/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of the Treasury.

901/ Memorandum from J. M. Heneghan, Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, Maritime Administration, to the Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, Department of Commerce, Apr. 17, 1969.
begin compliance reviews. Offers by the Maritime Administration to cooperate with EEOC in the conciliations were not accepted.  

OFCC finally informed the Administration that EEOC activities and agreements were not a bar to contract compliance reviews. In February 1969, EEOC handed down the first of a series of decisions which held that Newport News had violated the original conciliation agreement and Title VII. The Maritime Administration finally negotiated an agreement with the shipyard and submitted it to OFCC for review. In April 1970, OFCC rejected the affirmative action plan.

The most famous example concerning overlapping reviews and inconsistent demands was the Crown Zellerbach case. In that matter, EEOC had investigated the company's practices in late 1965 and agreed to accept a certain type of seniority plan. In February 1967, OFCC attacked the plan EEOC had approved, and finally in January 1968, the Justice Department, in a suit, urged the court to reject the seniority plan that OFCC had requested and adopt an altogether new test. In

902/ Id. The Maritime Administration took more than a year and a half to determine if it should conduct compliance reviews on the shipyard's facilities.

903/ Memorandum from Peter M. Silva, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, to Lurther C. Steward, Jr., Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, Department of Commerce, July 2, 1969.

904/ The Washington Post, Apr. 10, 1970, (Sec. 24.) Acting Secretary of Labor Hodgson indicated on June 10, 1970 that an oral agreement had been reached with the shipbuilding company and that a final written agreement would soon be signed. The Washington Post, June 11, 1970, A 2.

905/ Local 189, United Papermakers and Paperworkers v. United States 416 F. 2d 980, 984, 985 (5th Cir. 1969).
commenting on this lack of Federal coordination, the U. S. Court of Appeals noted:

We cannot help sharing Crown Zellerbach's bewilderment at the twists and turn indulged in by Government agencies in this case. 906/

As a result of incidents such as these employers have publicly charged that they have been harassed by the civil rights agencies concerned with equal employment opportunities. In 1969, in hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure, the late Senator Dirksen said that he was receiving complaints on this matter every day. One large corporation, he said, advised that they "spent a million dollars just to go to hearings, answer questions, have investigators around the place, until they do not precisely know what to do." 907/

Agency officials contend that the worst examples (e.g., Crown Zellerbach) of duplication of effort occurred in the early stages of their implementation of the nondiscrimination requirements. Although admitting that there was overlap in investigations and conciliations,

906/ Id., at 997.


In Hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on Separation of Powers, which inquired into the propriety of the Philadelphia Plan, Senator Ervin asked the representative of the Association of General Contractors of America:

(footnote continues on next page)
they deny that the problem ever was of sizable proportions. In addition, they express the hope that steps taken by the agencies in the last year will reduce the possibility for such occurrences.

One way to cope with overlapping investigatory assignments is for EEOC and OFCC to conduct joint reviews and joint conciliations. This appears to be necessary since, although the OFCC complaint rate is relatively small compared to that of the EEOC, many of the complaints OFCC receives also have been filed with the EEOC. Some complaints even

/footnote 907 continued/

Have you known of any instances when after the Office of Federal Contract Compliance had investigated a company, the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission would then investigate the company and sometimes the State agency would conduct a third investigation?

The response was in the affirmative. In addition, the witness, William Naumann, indicated that one of his project managers was going to be subjected to two compliance reviews in one day; one by representatives of the Bureau of Reclamation of the Department of the Interior and one from the compliance staff of the State Highway Department. Hearings on S. 391 before the Subcomm. on Separation of Powers of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., 89 (1969).

Interviews with Robert Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Apr. 15, and June 9, 1970; interview with William Draper, Acting Staff Director, EEOC, Nov. 18, 1969; interview with George Butler, Acting Director of Technical Assistance, EEOC, Oct. 29, 1969. A Justice Department official indicated that the problems of poor coordination had been indeed significant and had probably resulted in considerable investigatory duplication. Interview with Benjamin W. Mintz, Deputy Chief, Coordination and Special Appeals Section, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, Mar. 12, and June 9, 1970.

Hobson (June 9, 1970) and Mintz (June 9, 1970) interviews, supra note 908. For a discussion of the recent steps taken to improve coordination, see p.404-08 infra.
involve triple filing, being sent to the OFCC, EEOC, and the relevant State or local FEPC's. Yet DoD, the compliance agency with more than 75 percent of all contract compliance responsibility, has been involved in only one joint complaint investigation and conciliation with EEOC. It resulted in a successful conciliation with the International Harvester Company in California. The joint OFCC-EEOC effort (with assistance from the Department of Justice) to cope with discrimination in the textile industry in North and South Carolina, which began in 1966, was a failure and ended in an OFCC-DoD dispute over proper enforcement procedures.

B. Present Attempts at Coordination

There have been efforts made of late to improve coordination among the agencies. The network of interactions among the agencies is increasingly large. There are presently two types of coordination efforts involving the three agencies concerned with employment discrimination. There are coordination efforts of a bilateral nature, i.e., affecting

910/ Questionnaire Response of the Department of Defense. Only one other joint investigation was noted in the Questionnaire Responses of the other agencies. The review involved the Department of Interior, EEOC, OFCC and the Department of Justice in an attempt to secure compliance from two major oil companies in Texas. If successful, the agencies will conclude the first multi-agency agreement with an employer covering all noted deficiencies.

911/ For a discussion of the textile case, see Sec. II, supra.

912/ In certain respects the record of these efforts is incomplete since much of what transpired among these agencies is handled informally. Documentary evidence is usually the result of much informal discussion and several drafts. Even interviews with involved agency officials did not completely fill in the inevitable gaps in the documentary evidence.
or between two agencies, usually for a specific purpose, and multilateral efforts involving more than two agencies. There are bilateral relationships between EEOC and OFCC, EEOC and the Department of Justice, and Office of Federal Contract Compliance.

913/ A number of agencies with contract compliance responsibilities have been included in the multilateral efforts. This is because they were specifically involved in a special project, such as the Department of Defense in the Textile project, or because their program was of particular interest to the three agencies.

Relationships between OFCC and other Federal departments and units implementing Executive Order 11246 and the regulations pursuant to it, are different in that the regulations specifically require the relationships and to some extent define their nature. For a discussion of these relationships, see Sec. II, supra.

One factor affecting coordination of agencies is the importance of the question of employment discrimination to each agency. Where difficulties arise the views of the Department of Justice and the Department of Labor carry more weight than those of EEOC because they have the power to impose sanctions, thus EEOC is to some extent dependent on them. In addition, they are cabinet level agencies and potentially command far greater resources than EEOC. OFCC is but one unit of the Workplace Standards Administration, which is one of seven divisions of the Department of Labor and the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice is one of its smaller Divisions and has responsibility for all civil rights laws. Decisions from the Secretary of Labor and the Attorney General are sometimes difficult to obtain promptly because of the large number of their other responsibilities.
and the Department of Justice. Most other contacts of these three principal policy agencies also are conducted on a bilateral basis. For example, each has relationships with the NLRB, the Bureau of the Budget, and White House Staff. The multilateral inter-agency coordination efforts have been principally restricted to the three policy agencies -- EEOC, OFCC, and the Department of Justice.

1. Bilateral Coordination

   a. EEOC and OFCC (including the 15 Contract Compliance Agencies)

   There are two levels at which these agencies must coordinate their efforts -- the Washington central office policy level and the field operations level. The Washington office is not only responsible for coordination of major decisions, but sets the guidelines under which the regional staff operates.

   Important policy decisions and compliance actions are still being initiated by EEOC and OFCC on a unilateral basis. For example, in the development of the two most important recent policies OFCC--the issuance of Order Number 4 and the restructuring of the "area construction plans" --OFCC did not have discussions with EEOC. OFCC

---

914/ For example, most EEOC complaint files are in field offices and in the absence of directions from Washington, each EEOC regional office decides for itself the conditions under which it will release the file to compliance agencies.
felt that EEOC had no role to play in those matters, despite the fact that its jurisdiction covers the very same employers and unions that are being required to adhere to the standards set down in Order Number 4 and the area plans. In addition to the possible contribution EEOC could have made, joint announcement with EEOC of these OFCC innovations would have strengthened the Government's position.

By the same token, important EEOC activities, such as hearings, have generally been conducted without the active and open assistance of OFCC representatives. Important progress has been made, however, in coordinating OFCC's sanction power with EEOC's findings of noncompliance.

---

915/ Interview with Nathaniel Pierson, Deputy Assistant Director for Construction, OFCC, Nov. 27, 1969. It is anticipated by OFCC officials that once an area plan is in effect the local minority coalition will utilize EEOC in their effort to require adherence to the agreement by contractors and unions. Hobson interview (June 9, 1970), supra note 908.

916/ It is possible that some of the recent critics of OFCC and Order Number 4 would not be as vocal or as effective if the posture adopted by OFCC was endorsed by all Federal agencies involved in preventing discrimination in employment. See the Washington Post, June 7, 1970, sec. A, p.2, for a discussion of pending Congressional hearings opposing Order Number 4. This situation is analogous to the Title VI area where HEW took the lead in enforcement and was then subject to a great deal of Congressional harassment. It has been asserted that if all of the Title VI agencies had moved with the same dispatch and forcefullness as HEW, Congressional pressure on HEW would not have been as effective. Interview with Ramsey Clark, former U.S. Attorney General, Mar. 30, 1970.

917/ See Section IV of this chapter, supra.

918/ For a further description of recent EEOC-OFCC actions in this regard, see pp. 404-08 infra.
The most important area of day-to-day coordination takes place in the field. These efforts are complicated by the fact that EEOC has to deal with a large number of different contract compliance agencies. The regional offices of the compliance agencies and EEOC maintain investigative files on many employers and the information contained in them is constantly being increased. The need to share this information is clear, but problems in making maximum joint use of the information persist. Formal procedures for obtaining the information have not been devised; the materials are often unavailable; and, because investigative criteria of EEOC and the various compliance agencies differ, the files often are of limited use. Existing OFCC policies and directives have proved inadequate to resolve the problem of field coordination between EEOC and the compliance agencies and much of the coordination that presently exists at the field level is accomplished on a personal rather than agency basis.

919/ Currently, OFCC Washington personnel are rarely in contact with either EEOC or compliance agency regional people. OFCC compliance officers assist EEOC and compliance agency field efforts in cases of unusual importance or on special projects such as the textile investigation. There are, however, no established procedures allowing for and explaining this type of OFCC activity. Therefore, most contact is between the 15 compliance agencies' regional officials and regional EEOC personnel. Pierson interview, supra note 915.

920/ Interviews with John Rayburn, Acting Director of the Office of Compliance, EEOC, Apr. 29, 1970, and William Draper, Acting Staff Director, EEOC, Nov. 18, 1969.
Two steps presently being taken by OFCC should improve the possibility for effective coordination with EEOC at the field level. First, the OFCC area coordinators, who have spent all of their time developing area construction compliance plans, are, pursuant to the OFCC reorganization, designated directors of newly created OFCC regional offices. They will now treat a broader spectrum of compliance matters including procurement. Second, OFCC is developing a comprehensive contract compliance manual which includes sections dealing with guidelines and procedures for inter-agency relationships in Washington and the field. In the past, the area coordinators have been left largely on their own and OFCC did not try to evaluate their effectiveness. Guidance from OFCC to the area coordinators, other than on the creation of area plans, was insignificant in terms of quantity and quality.

2. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the Department of Justice

Under Title VII, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission may refer cases to the Justice Department when EEOC believes

921/ Pierson interview, supra note 915. See Sec. II, supra for a discussion of the OFCC reorganization.

922/ Id.
the case reflects a pattern or practice of employment discrimination.

This process of case referral has formed the basis of the relation-

ship between the two agencies. Of the 115 matters referred by

EEOC to Justice from July 1968 to May 1970, only eight have resulted

in lawsuits filed by the Justice Department. There are three

major reasons why more Department of Justice suits have not been

filed as a result of EEOC referrals: (1) EEOC files may be two

years old when they are ready for transmittal to Justice. This

delay stems from EEOC's internal procedures, but in the opinion of

Justice Department officials is of crucial importance. (2) EEOC's

923/ When a complaint alleging employment discrimination is sent to

the Department of Justice, it is referred to the Employment Section

of the Civil Rights Division where it is reviewed by an attorney.

If the attorney determines that the charges in a complaint reflect

a pattern or practice of discrimination, he will send it to the FBI

for investigation. If, on the other hand, the letter appears merely

to represent an act of discrimination against a single individual,

the letter is referred to EEOC and the complainant is so informed.

Very few complaints are transferred by Justice to OFCC.

924/ The only Division of the Department of Justice which deals with

EEOC is the Civil Rights Division. The Community Relations Service of

the Department of Justice does not involve itself with matters of

employment discrimination. Interview with Irving Tranen, Chief, Community


925/ Letter from Stanley P. Hebert, General Counsel, EEOC, to Linda

Blumenfeld, Program Analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, May 20,

1970.

926/ Interview with Benjamin Mintz, Deputy Chief, Coordination and

Special Appeals Section, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice,

Nov. 18, 1969.

927/ Id.; interview with Frank M. Dunbaugh, Deputy Assistant Attorney

General, Department of Justice, Dec. 4, 1969.
investigations are geared to determining if a particular charge has validity, whereas the Attorney General under Section 707 must find a "pattern or practice" of violations. Thus, EEOC's investigations generally are not sufficient for Justice Department purposes and further investigation is required. Furthermore, Justice Department officials have suggested that the quality of the investigative work done by EEOC personnel is below Departmental standards. (3) EEOC requires its investigators merely to find "reasonable cause" to believe a violation has occurred. EEOC officials contend that the Department of Justice requires sufficient evidence to prove a violation "beyond a shadow of a doubt" before it will file suit.

Prior to 1968, EEOC and the Department of Justice had a formal mechanism for coordinating the referral of complaints. It called for the General Counsel of EEOC, after approval of the Commission, to refer individual cases to Justice by formal memoranda. That referral system,

928/ Letter from Stanley P. Hebert, supra note 925.

929/ Interview with David Rose, Chief, Employment Section, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 12, 1969. Dunbaugh and Mintz Interviews, supra notes 927 and 928.

930/ Interview with Russell Specter, Acting General Counsel, EEOC, Dec. 23, 1969; interview with Patricia King and William Oldaker, Special Assistants to the Chairman, EEOC, May 11, 1970. See also Mintz interview, supra note 926.

931/ Letter from Stanley P. Hebert, supra note 925. One of the problems with this system from the point of view of EEOC was that they did not know what action to take with regard to the complaint once they referred it to Justice. They had no way of knowing what action the Justice Department was going to pursue as a result of those unsolicited referrals.
in which Justice played only a passive role, has been replaced with a new inter-agency procedure. The new system consists of a periodic review by the EEOC General Counsel of all complaints in which conciliation has failed; meetings between Justice and EEOC staff attorneys to determine which files the Justice Department is interested in; and the transmittal of only those files requested by the Justice Department. Both agencies believe that the present system is superior to the one used prior to 1968, but that improvements need to be made in order to come to grips with the problems which still appear to limit the usefulness of the referral system.

The contact between EEOC and Justice on matters other than complaint referrals has been on a purely *ad hoc* basis. For example, over the years, the agencies have cooperated in drafting new legislation, which would provide EEOC with enforcement powers. Justice also was

932/ Id., Mintz interview, *supra* note 926.

933/ Rose and Mintz interviews, *supra* notes 929 and 926. Letter from Stanley P. Hebert, *supra* note 925. The Department of Justice does not normally discuss with EEOC the relief it intends to request in cases referred by or which concern EEOC. Interview with Benjamin W. Mintz, Special Assistant to the Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice, June 12, 1970.

934/ Interview with J. Harold Flannery, Chief, Coordination and Special Appeals Section, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, Nov. 14, 1969; Mintz interview, *supra* note 926. Justice has not engaged in joint training investigations or conciliations with EEOC.
requested to take action as a result of information produced at the New York and Los Angeles hearings held by EEOC in January 1968 and March 1969, respectively. In neither case, however, did Justice file the suits requested by EEOC. In March 1970 the Department signed a compliance agreement with a large number of West Coast motion picture producers, television networks and craft unions which had been the object of EEOC charges in the Los Angeles hearing.

3. OFCC and the Department of Justice

The Department of Justice has had more extensive dealings with OFCC (and its 15 compliance agencies) than with EEOC. Under Executive Order 11246, which authorizes OFCC to refer appropriate cases to Justice for litigation, eight matters have been referred and Justice filed suit in each case. No formal referral procedures exist, but Justice officials do not believe they are necessary because of the small

---

935/ Interview with Clifford Alexander, former Chairman, EEOC, Mar. 5, 1970. Mr. Alexander indicated that he was unsuccessful in obtaining Justice Department cooperation at his hearings. After the New York white collar hearing, Justice was requested to file "pattern or practice" suits against the 10 worst offending companies, but refused to do so. Id.

936/ Hobson and Mintz interviews, supra notes 902 and 926. The cases were against: the St. Louis Building and Construction Trades Council, et al. (the St. Louis Arch case), February 4, 1966; the Crown Zellerbach Corp., January 30, 1968; East St. Louis Operating Engineers, (Local 520), January 17, 1969; East St. Louis Electrical Workers (Local 309), January 17, 1969; East St. Louis Cement Masons (Local 90), January 17, 1969; the Seattle Ironworkers (Local 86) et al., October 31, 1969; National Lead Co. and (Local 1744) the Chemical Workers, January 14, 1970; and the International Association of Bridge, Structural, and Ornamental Iron Workers, (Local Union No. 392) (East St. Louis, Illinois) on June 2, 1970. Each of these cases represented a crisis or emergency situation for OFCC and Justice was reported to have reacted with dispatch. Id.
number of cases referred and the excellent coordination that exists between personnel of the two agencies.

A problem which the OFCC and Justice have yet to completely solve is what action should be taken by OFCC when Justice is involved in a pre-suit investigation of a contractor who is not in compliance with the Executive Order and who is being considered for a new Federal contract. OFCC regulations provide that all contractors with contracts in excess of one million dollars must have an approved affirmative action plan on file. If a contractor does not have such a plan, the Federal contract is to be withheld. On several occasions, the Department of Justice has requested OFCC to disregard this procedure—to allow the contracts to be awarded and to discontinue its conciliation efforts—so that the Department of Justice may develop the best possible case for its court suits. Thus far, the dilemma has been resolved in favor of dropping compliance activities and allowing Justice to continue its pre-suit investigations.

A significant example of good coordination between OFCC and the Justice Department concerned Justice support of the legality of the "Philadelphia Plan" in 1969. The Attorney General and the Secretary

937/ Rose and Mintz interviews, supra notes 929 and 926.


939/ For a discussion of the Philadelphia Plan, see Sec. III, supra.
of Labor jointly released legal opinions and statements supporting the procedure. Further, there was considerable cooperation between attorneys at Justice and the Department of Labor leading up to the Attorney General's opinion.

Other examples of coordination between the Department of Justice and OFCC include a Justice evaluation of OFCC regulations prior to their issuance in 1968; Justice assistance in the development of significant OFCC-contractor agreements; Justice reviews of briefs and other legal papers prepared by OFCC in preparation for hearings; and Justice analysis of the compliance enforcement potential of contract compliance agencies.

2. Multi-Agency Coordination

Coordinated action by all three agencies—Justice, EEOC and OFCC—has been rare. It has been attempted in two instances. The first was a coordinated effort concerning a specific project. The second was a broader effort represented by the Interagency Staff Coordinating Committee.

a. Textile Case

The one example of coordinated action by the three agencies on a specific project involved the effort to end discrimination in certain

---


941/ Pierson & Mintz interviews, supra notes 915 and 926. In fact, the Philadelphia field representative of the Community Relations Service of the Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorney in Philadelphia were active in the committee of the Philadelphia Federal Executive Board which developed the Plan. Interview with Kenneth Kugel, Director, Operational Coordination and Management Systems Staff, Bureau of the Budget, Apr. 17, 1970. Representatives of the Department's Civil Rights Division had provided unofficial opinions supporting the legality of the Plan prior to the request for a formal opinion of the Attorney General. Rose & Mintz interviews, supra notes 929 and 926.

942/ Rose and Mintz interviews, supra notes 929 and 926.
Southern textile mills. That example of coordination was limited in purpose and necessarily limited in result. It was done on an ad hoc basis and did not result in any agreement that similar efforts would be undertaken in the future. Although no substitute for systematic coordination, this kind of action can be of value when directed against employers in particular industries or specific geographic areas.

b. Interagency Staff Coordinating Committee

The Interagency Staff Coordinating Committee was formed in July 1969 in response to the need for better coordination among the three agencies. Five persons representing the three policy agencies were designated to serve as representatives. The following broad goals were established by the Committee:

943/ For a more complete discussion of the textile case, see Sec. III, supra.


For almost two years prior to July, there had been informal bi-weekly luncheon meetings of staff members of the 3 agencies, at which coordination issues were discussed. Alexander and Mintz interviews, supra notes 935 and 926.

945/ Memorandum on "Interagency EEO Coordinating Committee" Robert R. Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, to Assistant Secretary of Labor, Arthur Fletcher, July 23, 1969.

The five individuals were Benjamin Mintz, Deputy Chief, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General, Justice Department; William Oldaker, Administrative Assistant to the Chairman, EEOC; James E. Jones, Jr., Associate Solicitor, Labor Department; Alfred G. Albert, Deputy Associate Solicitor, Labor Department; Robert Hobson, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC.
1. Establishment of priorities in enforcement activity;
2. Development of exchange of information;
3. Agreement upon uniform standards for compliance;
4. More effective marshalling of enforcement procedures; and
5. Ongoing operational coordination.

Beginning with the July meeting, representatives of the agencies agreed to meet on a weekly basis to devise means for accomplishing these goals. Discussions at most of the early meetings were concerned with analyzing

---

946/ July 8 Memorandum, supra note 944. This memorandum referred 9 items to the Committee for study. They were: 1) referral by EEOC to OFCC for enforcement action under Executive Order 11246 of cases involving government contractors and subcontractors where EEOC conciliation efforts fail and the case is not referred to Justice for a pattern or practice suit; 2) deferral of cases to OFCC for enforcement when appropriate by Justice; 3) development of procedures under which EEOC would refer cases to Justice at the earliest possible date after completion of investigation; 4) issuance of uniform testing guidelines by OFCC and EEOC; 5) uniform standards for corrective action programs for use of EEOC, OFCC and Justice; 6) procedures to avoid duplicative and overlapping investigations; 7) jointly sponsored programs for the training of investigators; 8) joint investigations and negotiations by EEOC, OFCC, Justice and other agencies such as FPC and FCC if appropriate; 9) jointly sponsored public hearings.

947/ A member of the White House Staff, Bruce Rabb, Staff Assistant to the President, attended the first few meetings of the Committee, but usually did not attend subsequent meetings. Interagency EEO Coordinating Committee Memorandum, supra note 945.
several agency contract compliance programs and determining which issues should have priority. In November 1969, a chairman and vice chairman were chosen and more formal procedures were chosen.

Between November 1969 and May 1970, the Interagency Staff Coordinating Committee continued to hold regular weekly meetings, discussing various problems of coordination, but no substantial progress was made in resolving them.

On May 20, 1970, however, as a result of the Committee's efforts, the OFCC and EEOC announced the signing of a potentially significant Memorandum of Understanding. The Memorandum deals primarily with the problem of investigative coordination and overlap and is aimed at: facilitating the sharing of data; reducing investigative overlap by assigning OFCC complaints to EEOC for investigation; and employing OFCC's enforcement powers against contractors who

948/ Interview with Alfred Blumrosen, Consultant to the Assistant Secretary of Labor, Dec. 2, 1969. The priority issues were determined to be the development of a joint testing order for OFCC and EEOC, and the structuring of mechanisms to reduce investigative duplication and make maximum use of OFCC's sanction authority.

949/ Id. The Chairman was Professor Alfred Blumrosen, Consultant to Assistant Secretary of Labor Fletcher. The Vice Chairman was Benjamin Mintz of the Department of Justice. The new Chairman insured that agendas were fixed for each meeting, minutes kept and discussions remained on point. Prior to the selection of a Chairman, the Committee operated on a rather haphazard basis. Id.

950/ E.g., see Minutes and Notes for Meetings of Interagency Staff Coordinating Committee, Nov. 25, 1969; Dec. 2, 1969; and Jan. 13, 1970.
refuse to conciliate with EEOC. The Memorandum also indicates that EEOC and OFCC are to agree on the number of cases which EEOC can refer to OFCC during the 90-day initial phase of the agreement. The memorandum took effect immediately and will operate for a 90-day trial period. At the end of that period it will be reevaluated and appropriate changes will be made.

Issuance of the Memorandum of Understanding represents the only

---


The Memorandum contemplates OFCC issuing 30 day "show-cause" notices to Federal contractors who do not reach a conciliation agreement with EEOC. The show-cause notice gives the contractor 30 days to demonstrate why enforcement proceedings should not be commenced against him by OFCC.

It should be noted that the Memorandum indicates that OFCC and not the compliance agencies would issue the show-cause orders and impose the appropriate sanctions. Although this is merely a continuation of present policy, it is contrary to the intent of the Executive Order, which states that the compliance agencies will be primarily responsible for enforcement of its provisions. For a further discussion of this point see Sec. II, supra.

**952/** Id. The exact number of referrals allowable was not a part of the Memorandum, but is to be arrived at by the agencies during the first days of the agreement.

**953/** Subsequent to the May 20, 1970 agreement, two additional coordinative actions have been undertaken. First, a set of procedures have been developed by OFCC and EEOC to implement the May 20 agreement. These procedures deal with: information exchange, agency actions prior to an EEOC or OFCC investigation or review, complaints filed with OFCC, and steps to be taken when there is a finding by EEOC that it has reasonable cause to believe that a contractor discriminates in his employment practices. Second, a new Memorandum of Understanding is being developed which fixes criteria; the roles of OFCC, EEOC and other Justice Department; and coordination procedures regarding major employment discrimination cases. Representatives from each agency (including the responsible compliance agency) will be appointed to develop a common approach and to oversee the case to its conclusion. Memorandum from Robert R. Hobson, Director, OPO, OFCC to George Travers, Economist, OFCC, Aug. 25, 1970; "Procedures for Implementation of OFCC-EEOC Memorandum of Understanding of May 20, 1970" (Undated); (Draft)Memorandum of Understanding between EEOC and OFCC, "concerning the Processing of Employment discrimination matters of Major Public Concern". (not yet in effect as of Aug. 25, 1970).
significant achievement for the Interagency Committee. There are several reasons why the Committee has not been more successful. Among them is the fact that, first, the individuals representing the three agencies are not at the policy-making level; and second, the Committee has not established deadlines for decisions on each of the issues raised. Thus, coordination is still not a priority issue for the member agencies.

In addition, the agencies have traditionally seen themselves as having separate and independent roles which do not necessarily lend themselves to close coordination. The Justice Department views itself as a litigator, which should not become too closely involved in the activities of agencies it may have to defend in court. EEOC still operates a complaint-oriented program and OFCC, in the midst of internal reorganization, must take into account the wishes and special needs of agencies in planning its enforcement program.

Thus, although some progress in improving the coordinative mechanisms has been made, the goal of a comprehensive Federal equal employment opportunity program is far from achievement. Representatives of all three agencies have expressed doubt that it can be

954/ The Committee has done a great deal of work on a joint EEOC-OFCC testing order which is expected to be issued shortly. Mintz interview, supra note.

955/ Mintz, Hobson and Blumrosen interviews, supra notes 926, 908 and 948. Interview with Leonard Bierman, Senior Compliance Officer, OFCC, Nov. 27, 1969.

956/ Mintz interview, supra note 926.
achieved under the existing governmental structure. Indeed, so long as responsibility is divided among three different agencies having different orientations and different priorities, their doubts seem warranted.

To the extent that problems of a coordinative nature persist, the Federal Government's ability to make its pledge of equal job opportunity a reality for all Americans is thereby significantly diminished. There is need for a rethinking and reorganization of the Federal effort to secure equal employment opportunity.

957/ Mintz and Bierman interview, supra notes 926 and 955; interview with James Robinson, Acting Director, Plans and Program Staff, EEOC, Oct. 31, 1969.

958/ For a discussion of the various ways in which the Federal effort to end employment discrimination might be organized, see R. Nathan, Jobs and Civil Rights (Prepared for the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights by the Brookings Institution) 243-63 (1969).
VII. Summary

Equal employment opportunity is an unquestioned right of every American, protected by actions of all three branches of the Federal Government. Executive orders require nondiscrimination in employment by the Federal Government, itself, and by those who contract with the Federal Government. Judicial decisions have interpreted post-Civil War civil rights laws and the National Labor Relations Act to require nondiscrimination in private employment. And Congress, through Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, has established equal employment opportunity in private employment as organic law.

Although the legal right to equal employment opportunity is broadly protected, one of the major means of securing it in fact--through enforcement--frequently is lacking. Further, the mechanisms established by Federal agencies charged with responsibility for administering and enforcing fair employment laws have not been adequately utilized.

Federal Employment

The Federal Government is the largest employer in the Nation. Nearly 3,000,000 civilian workers, representing a wide range of skills and occupations are employed throughout the U.S. and overseas. In many respects, the Federal Government serves as the standard bearer in the employment field for the entire country. In the realm of equal employment opportunity, the Government has, in the past, been seriously remiss. In recent years, however, a variety of actions have
been initiated to improve employment and promotional opportunities for minority groups and eliminate discrimination within the Federal service.

Less than 50 years ago, Federal Government policy sanctioned racial segregation and exclusion in its own employment. Less than a generation ago, that policy changed and some of the more overt manifestations of racial and ethnic prejudice were abolished, although many discriminatory practices persisted. Only within the past decade have significant efforts been made to open opportunities in the Federal service on an equal basis to all. Executive Orders promulgated in 1961 and 1965 called upon the Civil Service Commission to "supervise and provide leadership" in the conduct of equal employment opportunity programs of all executive departments and agencies. Until recently, however, CSC's role was characterized by passivity and progress was slow. A November 1967 census of minority group employment in the Federal service, for example, revealed striking inequities. All agencies had disproportionately low minority group representation at middle and upper grade levels. And in some regions of the country, non-white employment at all grade levels ran substantially below the proportion of non-whites within the region.

Taking cognizance of the persisting problems, President Nixon, in August 1969, issued Executive Order 11478 extending and enlarging the policy set forth in previous Executive Orders. CSC responded by centralizing, elevating, and otherwise reorganizing its equal employment opportunity program. Internal coordination was facilitated
and CSC's effectiveness vis-a-vis other Federal agencies was enhanced.

CSC's revitalized operation has continued to encourage a variety of equal employment opportunity activities inaugurated before promulgation of Executive Order 11478, and has also moved vigorously in several new directions.

Efforts to recruit Negroes, Mexican Americans, and members of other minority groups have been intensified.

The examination process has been brought under close scrutiny to eliminate cultural bias and develop examinations that more accurately assess a person's potential for job performance, rather than measure "general intelligence" or other abilities of little relevance to job performance.

A variety of innovative programs, designed to recruit, train, and employ thousands of disadvantaged youth have been initiated in recent years.

Efforts to eliminate discrimination in promotion practices were furthered by a revised Federal merit promotion policy in August 1968.

Closely related to promotion policy has been increased emphasis on upward mobility--searching out underutilized employees--as part of a Government-wide program of maximum utilization of skills and training.

All first-line supervisors are now required to take training designed to enhance their supervisory abilities and heighten their awareness of equal opportunity problems.

Agencies are being encouraged to make wider use of CSC training
and other non-Government resources to improve the skills of disadvantaged employees.

In its supervisory role, CSC has devoted increased attention to the equal employment opportunity aspects of agency programs under periodic review by CSC's Bureau of Inspections. A comprehensive set of guidelines, developed by CSC to help agencies formulate equal opportunity plans of action, was issued in December 1969, emphasizing results and suggesting various affirmative actions. They stop short, however, of requiring specific numerical or percentage goals for minority employment.

Revisions in procedures for processing complaints of discrimination in Federal employment went into effect in July 1969. Utilizing agency "counselors," they encourage informal resolution of grievances wherever possible. Although indications are that the number of formal discrimination complaints has declined in recent months, no evaluation of the new system in terms of the basic goal--elimination of discrimination in Federal employment--has been undertaken. Remedies, in cases where allegations of discrimination have been substantiated, have generally been inadequate.

Efforts to identify sources of problems or even to measure the equal employment opportunity status of Federal agencies at any given point in time have been handicapped by lack of adequate data. Addressing itself to some shortcomings in this area, CSC has authorized agencies to institute automated data procedures designed, among other
things, to provide current information on a variety of Federal employment practices. The new procedures were installed by a number of Federal agencies in conjunction with the November 1969 census of minority group employment in the Federal Government.

CSC has made greater efforts within the past few years to exercise its leadership role with respect to other Federal agencies, as envisioned by the 1965 and 1969 Executive Orders. By such means as an Interagency Advisory Group, Federal Personnel Manual letters, meetings and seminars with Federal officials, private groups and individuals, CSC has sought to disseminate its own policies widely, and facilitate communication with Federal agencies and with private groups interested in improving equal employment opportunity in the Federal Government.

Measures which have been undertaken by CSC in recent years have gone far toward attaining equal opportunity within the concept of a merit system of Federal employment. However, in the context of a society which has systematically discriminated against millions of its citizens and has produced a large class of disadvantaged Americans, even an optimally functioning merit system will inevitably reflect these inequities. Therefore, it is doubtful whether continued efforts to eliminate inequity within the confines of the merit system can entirely succeed. Ultimately, it may well be necessary to gear the Federal effort specifically to attaining equitable representation of minority groups in all agencies and at every level of Federal employment.
Contract Compliance

There is a 29-year history of ineffective efforts to require Federal contractors to be nondiscriminatory in their employment practices. Lack of success of Executive Order 11246, the most recent of operative Executive Orders on the subject, is directly related to inadequate executive leadership provided by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC), which is charged with responsibility for coordinating and overseeing the entire Federal contract compliance program.

OFCC, until recently, had failed to adopt and implement policies and procedures that would produce vigorous compliance programs in the Federal agencies immediately responsible for contract compliance. Recent actions taken in effectuating OFCC's three current priorities--defining the affirmative action requirement of the Order, monitoring compliance programs of the agencies, and structuring a Government-wide construction compliance program--give promise of leading to a more effective effort. Their implementation, however, lies in the future.

The importance of explaining in detail the meaning of affirmative action to contractors and compliance agencies has been clearly recognized and OFCC, earlier this year, took the significant step of expanding its regulations to deal specifically with the nature of the affirmative action requirement. The extent to which these expanded regulations will be implemented by compliance agencies depends upon OFCC capabilities and determination. Until recently, OFCC's activities did not offer encouragement. For example, OFCC was unable to successfully
require adequate enforcement of similar affirmative action requirements in the past.

Monitoring of agency Executive Order enforcement is a key ingredient in an effective Federal contract compliance program. Establishment of uniform policies and the assurance that those policies are carried out are the chief responsibilities of OFCC. In the past OFCC monitoring has been haphazard—a series of ad hoc efforts that did not appear to have lasting effect. A recent OFCC reorganization, the new development of an industry target selection system and the redistribution of compliance agency contractor responsibilities, appears to have improved OFCC's monitoring capability, but no procedures for monitoring have been developed. The value of these structural changes is totally dependent upon actions yet to be taken.

After several false starts, OFCC has finally established the firm basis for a Government-wide construction compliance program and has adopted a strategy for its application. The Philadelphia Plan approach of requiring minority group percentage employment goals for specific construction trades provides the basic standard of construction compliance. OFCC has indicated that it is prepared to impose Philadelphia-type plans in 91 additional cities unless those cities devise plans of their own to increase minority utilization in the construction trades. These community-developed plans, or "hometown solutions," however, have been forthcoming in only a few cities and their viability has not yet been established, nor has provision been made for their enforcement.
Of the 15 departments and agencies assigned compliance responsibility, the Department of Defense (DOD), which, in terms of dollar amount, is responsible for more than half of Federal contracting, is the most important. The Department's performance has been disappointing. For example, in two recent contract compliance matters involving southern textile mills and a large aircraft manufacturer in St. Louis, DOD initially failed to follow its own procedures. Though some changes have been made to prevent recurrence of these failures, the compliance program of the Department still has serious structural defects. In addition, its staff is too small and its compliance review efforts have not proved adequate.

The 14 other agencies, responsible for contract compliance in some important industries, have failed to assign sufficiently high priority to this responsibility. These agencies have limped along with inadequate staffs and cumbersome organizations which have produced a variety of inadequate compliance efforts.

The use of sanctions and the collection of significant racial and ethnic data by OFCC and the compliance agencies are two essentials of a successful contract compliance program that have been missing to date. The use of sanctions is necessary to make the enforcement program credible. Yet, no contract has ever been terminated nor any company debarred for Executive Order violation. Rarely have any hearings been held concerning noncompliance.

The collection of data would permit compliance agencies and OFCC to adequately evaluate their efforts and the total effect of the entire
program. Currently, however, few data are collected and they are inadequate to inform the agencies of the extent of progress in minority employment, or indeed, whether any progress is being made. Though future plans contemplate extensive data collection and analysis these efforts are only in their initial stages.

**Equal Employment Opportunity Commission**

At the close of fiscal year 1970, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which has responsibility for administering Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, will have been in operation for five years. It is not much closer to the goal of the elimination of employment discrimination than it was at its inception.

Many factors account for EEOC's inability to substantially reduce employment discrimination. Foremost among them have been lack of enforcement power and grossly inadequate staff and budget resources. Unless Congress rectifies these deficiencies, the Commission will remain what one observer has called it: a "poor, enfeebled thing."

EEOC has also been crippled in its formative years by organizational and personnel problems which have resulted in an absence of continuity and direction at all levels of Commission operation. Particularly damaging have been the inordinately rapid turnover of Chairmen, Commissioners, and key supervisory personnel; long vacancies in major operational posts; an exceedingly high rate of attrition among field compliance personnel; inadequate training programs, especially for investigative and conciliation staff; insufficient coordination among the various central offices and between headquarters
and the field; and failure to establish clear lines of direction for supervision of the field and for liaison with other Federal agencies.

The Commission's operations have also been hampered by haphazard programming, which is frequently on an ad hoc basis. Means of making maximum use of the agency's limited resources have not been devised and methods to measure its overall effectiveness have not been instituted.

As a result, the Commission has assumed a primarily passive role in the implementation of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Priority has been placed on the case-by-case or reactive approach to employment discrimination and emphasis has been placed on processing individual complaints of job bias.

EEOC has not adopted an initiatory posture, either through broader development of enforcement mechanisms (e.g., development of class complaints, assignment of priority to cases involving patterns of discrimination), or greater use of affirmative action programs, (e.g., hearings or technical assistance).

As a consequence of these numerous factors--lack of enforcement power and inadequate staff and budget, severe organizational and personnel difficulties, and failure to delineate goals--the effective implementation of Title VII mechanisms--both enforcement and affirmative action--has been retarded. Among the more significant implementation failures are the following:

First, complaint processing--the major mechanism relied upon by the Commission to combat job discrimination--now takes two years to conclude a case and in more than fifty percent of the complaints in which the
Commission finds "reasonable cause," it is not able to secure relief for the aggrieved party.

Second, the Commissioner charge has not been utilized to secure compliance in instances of pattern or industry-wide discrimination. And a private lawsuit under section 706 has never been filed as a result of unsuccessful conciliation of a Commissioner charge.

Third, despite the increased emphasis placed by EEOC on the 706 suit as a means to implement Title VII, there has been a lack of sufficient legal assistance available to charging parties in bringing such actions.

Fourth, the program to improve operations of State and local anti-discrimination agencies has not resulted in a decrease in the percent of cases that EEOC must process de novo--about 86 percent. Nor has the Commission entered into agreements with any State agencies, whereby it waives its right to reassume jurisdiction, in any class of cases.

Finally, the potential effectiveness of public hearings has been greatly diluted by failure to conduct those hearings jointly with an enforcement agency--OFCC, the predominant interest agency, or the Department of Justice--or follow them up in any meaningful way.

**Department of Justice**

The Department of Justice, through its litigation function, plays a key role in enforcing Title VII and the Executive Order on contract compliance. The Department's impact so far, however, has been limited. The Employment Section of the Civil Rights Division, which carries out this Justice responsibility, is restricted by its small size.
Its 32 authorized attorney positions are not sufficient to have a significant effect upon discriminatory employment practices. Even if the Employment Section were doubled, however, the widespread reform needed in the employment area cannot realistically be expected through the current practice of piecemeal litigation.

In addition, the Division has limited its activities to cases involving discrimination against Negroes. It has brought no cases in which American Indians, Spanish surnamed Americans, or women are the major victims of employment discrimination. The Division, to date, has sought to bring lawsuits involving different types of defendants, geographic locations, and forms of the discrimination. It has not done so, however, with regard to the victims of discrimination.

Finally, the Justice Department has not recognized the importance of cooperation with EEOC and OFCC so that its litigation becomes part of a coordinated total Government effort to eliminate employment discrimination. The Division has failed to devote sufficient staff resources to this important matter. The Division concedes that it can litigate only a handful of the potential employment cases each year and has devoted serious consideration to methods of deriving the most effective use of its resources. It has done this, however, almost entirely within the context of litigation and has accorded low priority to developing a coordinated Government effort.

It is important that the Civil Rights Division give equal attention to defining its role as an element of the entire Federal equal employment opportunity effort. Rather than focusing solely on internal
procedures and resources, the Division must analyze how the power to sue can be best used in conjunction with the EEOC's conciliation power and OFCC's sanction of contract termination or debarment. It should attempt to determine the different circumstances in which each enforcement method is most appropriate, and to create methods by which the three agencies can supplement each other's enforcement activities.

Coordination

In spite of overlapping legal jurisdiction, EEOC, OFCC (and the 15 contract compliance agencies), and the Department of Justice have not yet begun to effectively coordinate their efforts. Each has independently developed its own goals, policies and procedures. Until recently, no systematic attempts were made to share data or complaint investigation and compliance review findings. Joint reviews or conciliations rarely have been conducted, and when attempted, they have not been successful examples of coordinated action. Employers occasionally have been reviewed by two or three different Federal agencies and inconsistent demands made upon them.

The entire Federal effort to end employment discrimination in the private sector has suffered as a result. This failure of coordination is especially unfortunate in that each of these civil rights agencies is grossly understaffed.

In July 1969, an Interagency Staff Coordinating Committee was formed to develop mechanisms to cope with these problems. The results
of the Committee's weekly deliberations have thus far been disappointing. Although it has issued an agreement which attempts to make maximum use of the investigative findings of EEOC by involving OFCC in the enforcement stage, it has not completed action on any of the other matters referred to it. Among the reasons for the Committee's lack of success are the low priority accorded to coordination by the three agencies involved, the fact that the agencies are not represented at Committee meetings by officials on a policy-making level, and the fact that the Committee operates without deadlines.

Formation of the Committee is salutary, but only as a stopgap measure. Until EEOC, OFCC, and the Department of Justice fully recognize the need for close cooperation and until an effective means is developed to assure that they act in a coordinated manner, progress in achieving the goal of equal employment opportunity will continue to be impeded.
CHAPTER 3

HOUSING

I. Introduction

Like equal job opportunity, equal opportunity in housing, while a broadly protected Federal right, is one where the breadth of coverage has not been matched by results in enforcement.

The Federal guaranty of nondiscrimination began in a limited way through the issuance of an Executive Order by the President limited to housing that was federally assisted. It was followed by Congressional action broadening coverage to include most of the Nation's housing, whether provided through Federal assistance or through the ordinary channels of the private housing market. In addition, the Supreme Court of the United States ruled that an old Federal statute prohibited discrimination on the basis of race with respect to all housing.

A. The Growth of Federal Involvement in Housing

The Federal Government has been heavily involved in housing for more than 35 years. Only within the last decade, however, has the Government recognized a responsibility to assure equality of opportunity.  

1/ The discussion of the development of Federal policy on housing and civil rights is based on material contained in this Commission's 1961 report on Housing. See 1961 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Report. Housing, Ch. 2. [Hereinafter cited as 1961 Commission Report.]
The Federal Government first evinced its concern with housing during the Depression through such measures as creation of the Federal Home Loan Bank System in 1932 and the Home Owner's Loan Corporation in 1933. More significant Federal involvement in housing came through the 1934 National Housing Act, which created the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and its mortgage insurance programs. The Act also established the system of insurance of accounts in savings and loan associations, whose principal business is home finance.

The principal purposes underlying the Federal Government's early housing policy were the facilitation of credit and the relief of depressed economic conditions. Thus the 1934 National Housing Act was aimed primarily at revitalizing the Nation's credit machinery by stimulating greater activity in the home finance community. In establishing the low-rent public housing program in 1937, Federal housing policy took a somewhat different turn by aiming primarily at the provision of housing for lower-income families. Even here, however, a major purpose also was economic—-to relieve unemployment in the construction trades.

In the years that followed, the focus of Federal housing activity changed to one of emphasis on meeting the housing needs of American families. In 1949, the goal of "a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family" was enunciated as the national housing objective toward which Federal housing policy would be directed.
By 1968, when the landmark Housing and Urban Development Act was passed, the goal of producing housing in volume, particularly for families that cannot afford housing provided through the ordinary channels of the market place, had become a matter of national concern and major priority.

When the Federal Government first became significantly involved in the housing field, an opportunity was presented to effect salutary changes in the existing discriminatory practices of the private and home finance industry. It was an opportunity that was lost. Early Federal policy in the housing field accepted and even magnified the attitudes of private industry. FHA, for example, not only acquiesced in discriminatory private industry practices, but encouraged them, even to the point of recommending a model racially restrictive covenant to insure against what the agency called "inharmonious racial groups." The Federal Home Loan Bank Board and the Home Owners' Loan Corporation openly espoused policies favoring racial residential exclusion.

In public housing the Federal Government adopted a different policy--one based on the equitable participation of minorities, not only as tenants, but also in construction and management. But "equitable participation" was not construed to preclude segregation and the majority of public housing projects produced during the first 25 years of the program's operation were either all-Negro or all-white. Until 1962, this was regarded as a matter strictly within the
discretion of local public housing authorities. This was the case despite the fact that numerous Federal court decisions had made it clear that such segregation was in violation of the United States Constitution. Even in newer programs, such as urban renewal, established in 1949 with the purpose of revitalizing the Nation's cities, discriminatory housing practices by private redevelopers benefiting from government subsidies were not deemed a matter in which government should interfere.

By the early 1960's, Federal policy had progressed to the point where open occupancy was considered desirable, but not obligatory. No agency concerned with housing and urban development had adopted any measure to assure that this policy was carried out in fact. In 1959, it was estimated that less than two percent of the new homes provided in the post-war years through FHA mortgage insurance had been available to minorities.

B. Executive Order on Equal Opportunity in Housing

On November 20, 1962, President Kennedy issued an Executive Order on Equal Opportunity in Housing, directing:

---

2/ See e.g., Detroit Housing Commission v. Lewis, 226 F. 2d. 180 (6th Cir. 1955); Heyward v. Public Housing Administration, 238 F. 2d, 689 (5th Cir. 1956).


all departments and agencies in the executive branch of the Federal Government, insofar as their functions relate to the provision, rehabilitation, or operation of housing and related facilities, to take all action necessary and appropriate to prevent discrimination because of race, color, creed, or national origin. 5/

Although the Order was couched in broad terms, it was, in fact, a limited one. This was true in at least two senses. First, its command of nondiscrimination by no means affected all housing in which the Federal Government was involved. For example, in the area of home financing, the Order was limited to housing "provided in whole or in part by loans ... insured, guaranteed, or otherwise secured by the credit of the Federal Government...." 6/ Thus housing provided through mortgage insurance by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) or loan guarantees by the Veterans Administration (VA)--representing some 25 percent of the new housing market and less than 1 percent of the Nation's entire housing inventory--was made subject to a nondiscrimination requirement. But the great bulk of housing units--those conventionally (non-FHA or VA) financed by mortgage lending institutions whose deposits or accounts are insured and regulated by the Federal Government--were excluded from coverage.

5/ Sec. 101.

6/ Sec. 101(a) (iii).

7/ The institutions involved are commercial and mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations. For a discussion of the relationship of Federal agencies to these institutions see section V, infra.
Secondly, the principal thrust of the Order, as set forth in Section 101, related almost entirely to housing provided through Federal aid agreements executed after the Order's effective date of November 20, 1962. Thus existing housing that previously had received Federal assistance and housing that was still receiving such assistance was unaffected by Section 101 if the assistance agreement was entered into before the Order was issued. Moreover, housing not yet even built was, in many cases, unaffected by Section 101 for the same reason. This was of particular significance in connection with the urban renewal and public housing programs because of the long time lag between execution of the agreement for Federal financial assistance and the ultimate construction and occupancy of the housing so aided.

The critical cut-off date for purposes of Section 101 of the Executive Order, it must be emphasized, was the date on which the financial assistance was agreed to be made, not the date on which the housing was constructed or occupied, nor even the date on which money changed hands.

---

8/ For example, in the urban renewal program the lapse of time between the execution of the loan and grant contract and the ultimate completion of the project may be as long as eight years or more.
Housing provided under pre-Executive Order Federal aid agreements was covered by Section 102 of the Order, known popularly as the "good offices" section. Although it expressly authorized litigation and other appropriate action, as well as good offices, to bring an end to discrimination in pre-Order housing, no enforcement action was ever taken. And experience under the Executive Order made it clear that the use of "good offices" alone was inadequate to secure compliance.

C. **Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964**

On July 2, 1964, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was enacted by Congress and signed into law. Title VI provides a broad guaranty of nondiscrimination with respect to federally assisted programs. It states:

No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.  

---

9/ Section 102 directs Federal departments and agencies "to use their good offices and to take other appropriate action permitted by law, including the institution of appropriate litigation, if required, to promote the abandonment of discriminatory practices with respect to residential property and related facilities heretofore provided with Federal financial assistance...." (emphasis added).

10/ For a discussion of the comparative ineffectiveness of the use of "good offices," and the legal basis for more forceful action under Sec. 102, see Sloane, One Year's Experience: Current and Potential Impact of the Housing Order, 32 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 457 (1964).

11/ Sec. 601.
Title VI extended nondiscrimination requirements to many of the urban renewal and public housing units left uncovered by Section 101 of the Executive Order. Pursuant to regulations implementing Title VI, all urban renewal projects that had not yet reached the land disposition stage by January 4, 1965 (the date when the regulations became effective) were subject to the nondiscrimination requirements of Title VI, regardless of the date on which the financial assistance agreement was executed. Since the time lag between execution of the assistance agreement and disposition of the urban renewal land frequently is five years or more, what and since the urban renewal program had only begun to have a significant impact in terms of project completion by 1964, Title VI had the effect of subjecting the great bulk of urban renewal activity to the requirement of nondiscrimination.

In public housing, all low-rent projects still receiving Federal assistance in the form of annual contributions on January 4, 1965, were made subject to the requirements of Title VI, regardless of the


13/ In the urban renewal program land typically is acquired by a local public agency, cleared, and then disposed of to private redevelopers for a fair market price.

14/ For example, by the end of 1962, only 86 projects had been completed, while more than a thousand projects, already under assistance agreements, were in various stages of planning and execution. U.S. Housing and Home Financial Agency, Annual Report, 280 (1962).
date on which the annual contributions contract was executed. This meant that virtually every public housing project authorized since 1937, when the program was initiated, was subject to the mandatory requirements of Title VI.

The principal programs for which Section 102 of the Executive Order was still a live issue after Title VI was enacted were those involving assistance solely in the form of insurance or guarantees. Section 602 of Title VI, which is the implementing provision of that law, expressly excludes from coverage, "a contract of insurance or guaranty." This meant, for example, that apartment houses built with the aid of pre-Executive Order FHA insurance agreements, but still receiving the benefits of that insurance, were excluded from the coverage of Title VI. It also meant that housing conventionally financed by federally insured mortgage lending institutions continued to be outside the scope of Federal nondiscrimination requirements.

D. Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968

In 1968, Congress acted again, closing both coverage gaps that had existed under the Executive Order and under Title VI. On April 11, 1968, Congress passed Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, providing:

15/ Then Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy, in explaining the meaning of the exclusionary language of Sec. 602, said:

Section 602 would not apply to any contracts of insurance or guaranty. Among the kinds of insurance or guaranty which are excluded from Section 602 by the quoted language are insurance of bank deposits by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. (110 Cong. Rec. 9763 (1964)).
It is the policy of the United States to provide, within constitutional limitations, for fair housing throughout the United States. \footnote{16/ Sec. 801.}

The Act provided coverage in phases. The first phase, extending to the end of 1968, provided for coverage identical to that in Section 101 of the Executive Order on Equal Opportunity in Housing— that is, housing provided under Federal aid agreements entered into after November 20, 1962. \footnote{17/ Sec. 803(a)(1).} The second phase, covering the period January 1, 1969 through December 31, 1969, extended coverage generally to private, non-federally assisted housing except single-family housing, and buildings containing no more than four housing units, one of which is occupied by the owner. \footnote{18/ Sec. 803(b).} A further exception permits religious organizations to sell or rent housing to persons of the same religion and permits private clubs to limit occupancy to their members. \footnote{19/ Sec. 807.} The third phase, which went into effect on January 1, 1970, further broadens coverage by limiting the exception of single-family housing to such housing sold or rented without the use of a real estate broker. \footnote{20/ Sec. 803(b).} In view of the fact that the great
majority of single-family housing is sold or rented through a broker, this provision has the effect of bringing most single-family housing within the coverage of Title VIII. Title VIII also expressly prohibits discrimination in financing of housing, the advertising of housing for sale or rent, and the provision of brokerage services. Further, the practice of "blockbusting" is prohibited.

While under the Executive Order on Equal Opportunity in Housing and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 only a small fraction of the Nation's housing inventory of some 70 million units was covered, under Title VIII nearly 80 percent is now subject to a Federal nondiscrimination requirement.

If the Executive Order and Title VI are weak in coverage, however, their strong point is the sanctions available for enforcement. Both provide for enforcement through the leverage of the substantial assistance provided through Federal housing and urban development programs. Thus, if discrimination persists the "recipients,"

21/ Sec. 805.
22/ Sec. 804(c).
23/ Sec. 806.
24/ Sec. 804(e). "Blockbusting" is defined under the statute as: "For profit, to induce or attempt to induce any person to sell or rent any dwelling by representations regarding the entry or prospective entry into the neighborhood of a person or persons of a particular race, color, religion, or national origin."

25/ The term "recipient" is defined in HUD's Title VI Regulations to include: any State, political subdivision of any State, any public or private agency, institution, organization, or other entity, or any individual, to whom Federal financial assistance is extended, directly or through another recipient, for any program or activity, or who otherwise participates in carrying out such program or activity. 24 C.F.R. 12(f).
such as FHA-aided builders, local urban renewal agencies, and local public housing authorities, may be debarred from receiving the benefits of these programs. This potentially is a powerful enforcement weapon.

Under Title VIII, by contrast, while coverage is a strong point, enforcement is weak. In fact, enforcement is limited largely to resort to litigation, either by the person discriminated against or by the Department of Justice in the case of "pattern or practice" lawsuits. In housing, where the need for relief frequently is urgent, the time involved in litigation, as well as the cost, make it a relatively ineffective enforcement mechanism.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development is charged with the principal responsibility for enforcement and administration of the fair housing law, but the only weapons expressly at its command are "informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion." 26/

The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development also is directed to "administer the programs and activities relating to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the policies of this Title." 27/ In addition, all other executive departments and agencies are directed to administer their own programs and activities

26/ Sec. 810(a).
27/ Sec. 808(e)(5).
relating to housing in the same manner and also to "cooperate with the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to further such purposes." The use made by HUD and other relevant departments and agencies of these two broad directives from Congress is a key determinant of the success of the fair housing law.

E. Jones v. Mayer

On June 17, 1968, two months after the Federal fair housing law had been enacted, the United States Supreme Court, in Jones v. Mayer, held that a provision of an 1866 civil rights law "bars all racial discrimination, private as well as public, in the sale or rental of property." The statute, which was enacted under the authority of the Thirteenth Amendment, provides as follows:

All citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every State and Territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal property."

The Court held that this statute represented a valid exercise of the power of Congress to enforce the Thirteenth Amendment, which outlawed slavery, and that it barred all racial discrimination in housing. The Court said:

28/ Sec. 808(d).
30/ Id., at 413.
...when racial discrimination herds men into ghettos and makes their ability to buy property turn on the color of their skin, then it too is a relic of slavery. 31/

The Jones decision rendered all housing, with no exception, open without regard to race, at least as a matter of legal right. Again, however, the means available to secure this right in fact are presently limited to litigation by persons discriminated against.

There is then a full and complex array of laws which, taken together, provide broad protection against racial discrimination in housing. While the main enforcement mechanism is litigation, in many cases opportunities are afforded for assuring compliance by means other than this time-consuming and burdensome process. The laws also afford authority for a coordinated Federal effort by all departments and agencies that have programs and activities relating to housing. These would include not only the Department of Housing and Urban Development, but also agencies such as the Veterans Administration, which administers a home loan guaranty program, financial regulatory agencies, which supervise and benefit the great majority of the Nation's mortgage lending institutions, the General Services Administration, which is responsible for determining where

31/ Id., at 442.
and under what conditions most Federal installations shall be located, and the Department of Defense which, through the economic benefits generated by the presence of military installations, can be a strong influence on housing patterns in many communities throughout the Nation. Further, the Department of Justice, through its authority to bring "pattern or practice" suits, can play a key role. The current and potential role of each of these Federal departments and agencies will be discussed in detail.

II. The Department of Housing and Urban Development

The Department of Housing and Urban Development is the key Federal agency in the effort to end housing discrimination and to secure an open housing market in fact as well as in legal theory. Congress, in addition to giving HUD principal fair housing responsibility, has placed in it responsibility for administering the great majority of federally assisted housing programs, including all programs aimed at meeting the housing needs of lower-income families, a disproportionate number of whom are minority group members.

To carry out the variety of civil rights responsibilities of the Department, Congress has provided HUD with an additional Assistant Secretary. HUD is the only Federal department or agency apart from the Department of Justice whose chief civil rights

32/ Sec. 808(b).
officer is at this level in the agency hierarchy. This means that HUD's civil rights chief is of the same rank as those who administer programs and can participate on an equal footing in discussions with the Secretary concerning key agency policy.

Among the responsibilities of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity are the following: Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968; Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Executive Order 11063 (Equal Opportunity in Housing); Executive Orders 11246 and 11375 (Nondiscrimination in Employment under Government Contracts); and Executive Order 11478 (Nondiscrimination in Federal Employment).

In addition to these specific duties, the Assistant Secretary is charged with the following overall civil rights responsibility within the Department:

(He) serves as the principal advisor to the Secretary on all matters relating to equal opportunity in housing, facilities, employment, business opportunity, and all civil rights and other matters relating to equal opportunity. He also is responsible for assuring that all Department policies, procedures, issuances, and activities effect and promote equal opportunity for all, and he exercises a special affirmative duty in this regard under Title VIII. 33/

Since enactment of Title VIII in April 1968, two persons have occupied the position of Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity: Walter B. Lewis, who was appointed in November 1968 and served until February 1969, and Samuel J. Simmons, who is the incumbent.

A. Organization and Staffing

To carry out the various civil rights responsibilities under the jurisdiction of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, Congress appropriated $6 million for Fiscal Year 1970. Of this amount, more than $5.5 million is allocated for the salaries of the 313 equal opportunity staff positions, of which 224 are devoted to fair housing activities. Other staff members are occupied with such matters as in-house employment, contract compliance, promoting minority

34/ Mr. Lewis previously had been Director of the Federal Programs Division of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Mr. Simmons previously had been Director of the Field Services Division of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

35/ The President requested $10.5 million, nearly twice the amount Congress actually appropriated.

36/ Statement of Samuel J. Simmons, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, at a meeting with the members of the Committee on Compliance and Enforcement, Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, Apr. 7, 1970. As of April 30, 1970, 246 of the 313 positions actually were filled. Letter from George Romney, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Attachment A, Aug. 10, 1970.
business entrepreneurship, and general administration. For Fiscal Year 1971, the President requested a substantial increase in appropriations for HUD's equal opportunity program, to $11.3 million. This would have permitted an increase in the number of positions to 407, of which 276 would have been to administer fair housing. Congress however, approved only $8 million, $2 million more than the previous year's appropriation, but $3.3 million less than the President had requested.

1. Central Office

As currently organized, the central office for equal opportunity consists of the immediate office of the Assistant Secretary and seven offices under his direction. For fiscal year 1970, the Assistant Secretary's immediate office had 11 authorized positions including that of the Deputy Assistant Secretary, who is Malcom Peabody, Jr.

The other seven offices under Mr. Simmon's direction were as follows:

- Departmental Equal Opportunity Office -- 7 positions,
- Program Planning and Evaluation Office -- 3 positions,
- Administrative Office -- 9 positions,
- Education and Training Office -- 8 positions,
- Office of Housing

37/ The President vetoed the FY 1971 HUD appropriations bill and as of August 15, 1970, the bill was still pending.

38/ See Organization Chart, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, Aug. 1969.

Of these seven offices, two -- the Office of Housing Opportunity and the Office of Assisted Programs -- have the main responsibility for carrying out programs to assure fair housing. The Office of Housing Opportunity is responsible for administering Title VIII. Its director, a GS-17, currently is Kenneth F. Holbert. The Office of Assisted Programs is responsible for insuring that the programs and activities of the Department operate affirmatively to further the goals of equal opportunity. 40/ Its director, a GS-16, is Lloyd Davis.

2. Regional Offices

HUD currently maintains six regional offices in the continental United States. 41/ Each regional office has an Assistant Regional Administrator for Equal Opportunity (ARA), who advises the Regional Administrator on equal opportunity matters and is responsible to him


40/ Handbook 1160.1A, at 17.

41/ In accordance with a Presidential directive, these will be expanded to 10 regional offices later in 1970.
for administering and enforcing civil rights laws within the 
Department's jurisdiction. Just as the status of the Depart-
ment's chief civil rights officer in the central office has been 
elevated from Director of Equal Opportunity to Assistant Secretary 
for Equal Opportunity, so the status of the chief civil rights 
officer in the field has been similarly raised -- from Assistant 
to the Regional Administrator to Assistant Regional Administrator.

The equal opportunity organization in the regional offices is 
as follows: A total of thirty positions is provided for the 
immediate staffs of the Assistant Regional Administrators and 
their deputies. In addition, each of the Assistant Regional 
Administrators for Equal Opportunity maintains the following units 
within their offices:

Housing Opportunity Division -- 95 positions.

Assisted Programs Division -- 38 positions.

Contract Compliance and Employment Opportunity 
Division -- 50 positions.

There also are positions for eight equal opportunity representatives 
who act as the ARA's representatives in advising and assisting local 
groups and individuals. HUD is planning to establish "Area Offices" 


43/ Id., at para. 172. See Organization Chart, Regional Office, 
Equal Opportunity Office, Aug. 1969. According to HUD, these 
positions will not be filled. Romney letter, supra note 36.
in 23 cities later this year. These area offices will be manned by some 70 equal opportunity staff, in addition to program staff, who will have decision making authority, leaving the Regional Offices with responsibility for post-audit review.

As in the case of most other departments and agencies, the Assistant Secretary does not maintain line authority over the regional equal opportunity staff. The ARA is appointed not by the Assistant Secretary but by the Regional Administrator; the Assistant Secretary has only the right of veto. Further, the ARA has the power to select his own staff subject to the approval of the Regional Administrator. The Assistant Secretary has no official role in this selection process. In addition, the ARA reports formally to the Regional Administrator, not to the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity. It should be made clear, however, that the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity is treated identically to

44/ There will be approximately 50 professionals and 20 clericals. Romney letter, supra note 36.

45/ Statement of Samuel J. Simmons, supra note 36. See also Romney letter, supra note 36.

46/ This is in contrast to the procedure of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, where the Director of the Office for Civil Rights holds the power to select all civil rights staff members, both in the field and in the central office. These staff members also report directly to him.
program Assistant Secretaries in this regard. None maintains line

B. Administration and Enforcement of Federal Fair Housing Law

While organization and staffing reveal something about an agency's
capacity to carry out assigned civil rights responsibilities, closer
examination is necessary to determine the effectiveness of the agency's
program. The relevant inquiries include what overall goals the
agency has set, what enforcement priorities it has established to make
most effective use of available staff and mechanisms, what use it
makes of its own assistance programs to promote maximum compliance
with civil rights laws, and what activities in areas other than
enforcement the agency engages in to promote full compliance. In
the case of HUD, answers to these questions suggest that effective
administration and enforcement of the various civil rights laws
relating to fair housing have not yet been achieved--that HUD has
barely begun to use the variety of available enforcement techniques
and strategies at its command.

1. Goals and Policy

One major question that arises under Title VIII is the definition
of "fair housing." Under a narrow definition
of the term, HUD would attempt only to provide redress for individual
homesseekers who have been discriminated against. Under a broader

47/ Romney letter, supra note 36.
definition, HUD might establish as a goal the opening of access to housing to minority groups throughout metropolitan areas.

If a narrow definition were adopted, HUD's major effort in implementing the law would focus on the resolution of complaints. Under the broader definition, a much wider range of enforcement activities could be undertaken.

As late as February 1970, nearly two years after the enactment of Title VIII, HUD's Director of the Office of Housing Opportunity conceded that this basic question had not been explicitly faced and answered. Six months later, HUD informed the Commission that:

The Department has established as its goal the creation of open communities which will provide an opportunity for individuals to live within a reasonable distance of their job and daily activities by increasing housing options for low-income and minority families. 49/

An examination of the activities HUD has undertaken to implement Title VIII and the way it has carried them out suggests that as of June 1970 a narrower approach was being followed.

48/ Interview with Kenneth Holbert, Director, Office of Housing Opportunity, HUD, Feb. 18, 1970.

49/ Romney letter, supra note 36.

50/ HUD contends that it is following a "broader definition." Id.
2. **Title VIII Activities**

Principal responsibility within the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity for the administration and enforcement of Title VIII lies with the Office of Housing Opportunity. As noted earlier, this Office consists of 19 professional and clerical staff members in Washington, plus 95 staff positions in the various Regional Offices throughout the country. In view of the variety of responsibilities imposed by Title VIII, a nationwide staff of less than 120 clearly is inadequate. There is a serious question, however, given the small amount of staff resources, whether they have been used as well as they might.

The enforcement priorities that have been developed have placed primary emphasis on the processing of individual complaints. 51/ This, in the Commission's view, makes it unlikely that significant changes in the policies and practices of the housing industry can be brought about in the reasonably foreseeable future or that the growing trend toward racial residential segregation can be reversed.

a. **Complaints**

Section 810 of the Civil Rights Act of 1969 assigns HUD the responsibility for processing Title VIII complaints. The only

---

51/ As HUD told the Commission, "When the Office of Housing Opportunity was established...it was determined that one of the top priorities had to be development of a system for processing individual complaints."  

Id.
authority provided to HUD to eliminate or correct discriminatory
housing practices, however, is "by informal methods of conference,
conciliation, and persuasion." HUD has no authority to issue
cease and desist orders, nor is it empowered to institute litigation
against parties it has found to discriminate.

During calendar year 1969, a total of 979 complaints under Title
VIII were received. According to HUD, as of April 1970, about
270 had been dismissed without investigation, and about 100 of the
176 cases the Secretary determined to resolve had been successfully
conciliated. The rest were in various stages of processing.

One major reason for the lack of greater success in resolving complaints

52/ Sec. 810(a).

53/ Pursuant to Sec. 813(a), lawsuits may be brought by the Attorney
General in cases involving a pattern or practice of resistance, or
when a denial of the rights assured under Title VIII raises an issue
of general public importance."

54/ In all, a total of 1,321 complaints have been received by HUD
from passage of Title VIII through April 1970. Romney letter, supra
note 36.

55/ Statement by Samuel J. Simmons, supra note 36. See also Romney
Letter, supra note 36.

56/ According to HUD, conciliation agreements are aimed at much more
than individual relief for the complainant. They also involve
institutional relief or affirmative action by the respondent to
overcome the effects of his past discrimination. In addition, report-
ing requirements and provisions for compliance reviews are a part of
almost all conciliation agreements. The result, HUD states, is that
the processing of a complaint is not necessarily a "narrow" remedy
but can be a means for opening an entire facility or development, or
a whole complex of apartments managed by a specific firm or real
estate broker to minorities protected by the law. Romney letter,
supra note 36.
under Title VIII undoubtedly is the absence of strong enforcement authority in HUD. In the event that "conference, conciliation, and persuasion" do not succeed, HUD has four additional courses of action available to it: It may recommend to the Attorney General that he bring a lawsuit, refer the matter to the Attorney General for any other appropriate action, institute proceedings under Executive Order 11063 or Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, where they apply, or inform other Federal agencies which have an interest in the subject matter of the complaint.

It also is noteworthy that the number of complaints that have been received in the two years since Title VIII was passed is not impressive--less than 1,500. One reason for this may be the cumbersome procedures that must be followed under the statute. In housing, where, the need for relief often is immediate, complex and time-consuming complaint procedures are likely to stifle complaints. Pursuant to Section 810(b), complaints must be "verified." Under

57/ 24 C.F.R. 71.36.

58/ EEOC, by contrast, received well over 8,000 employment complaints during its first year of operation. The disparity cannot be attributed to differences in complaint procedures (EEOC's are as cumbersome as HUD's). One reason may be the subject matter involved. That is, persons seeking housing generally have an immediate need and cannot afford the delays involved in the time-consuming complaint process.
this provision HUD requires notarization. Following receipt of a complaint, HUD has 30 days in which to investigate the case and give written notice to the complainant whether the Department intends to resolve it. Within that period, a copy of the complaint is forwarded to the party who is alleged to have discriminated, who has 20 days in which to answer. The answer must also be verified.

Further, where a State or local fair housing law provides rights and remedies which are "substantially equivalent" to those under the Federal fair housing law, HUD is obligated to notify the appropriate State or local agency of the complaint and to take no further action if the State or local agency commences proceedings within 30 days. If HUD determines that under the circumstances of the particular case, the protection of the rights of the parties or the interests of justice require it, however, the Department may proceed on its own.

59/ According to HUD, 'The 'requirement' of notarization was adopted because of the interpretation of the Department of Justice. There is no requirement that a complaint be sworn to at the time of filing. The use of a notary public is not necessary. Most complaints are in letter form and are verified under oath subsequently by HUD investigators. In addition, the majority of complainants have filed their own complaints without the assistance of a lawyer.' Romney letter, supra note 36.

60/ 24. C.F.R. 71.21(a).

61/ 24 C.F.R. 71.17.

62/ Sec. 810(b).

63/ Sec. 810(c).

64/ Sec. 810(c).
A complainant also has the right to bring private court action 65/ if voluntary compliance has not been obtained. Further, a complainant may bypass the administrative process entirely and institute litigation in the first instance. The statute directs the courts, however, to "continue" such cases "if the court believes that the conciliation efforts of the Secretary or a State or local agency are likely to result in satisfactory settlement." 67/

Most complaint activities are carried out by the six regional HUD offices, not by the central office. Thus the Assistant Regional Administrator for Equal Opportunity and his staff handle the complaint process--acknowledgement, investigation, and conciliation. If a complaint involves possible violations of Title VI or of Executive Order 11063, action to bring about compliance is supposed to be handled by the Assisted Programs Division in the Regional Office. In fact, Title VIII staff handles these complaints as well, in the same manner as complaints involving non-federally assisted housing. 69/

65/ Sec. 810(d).
66/ Sec. 812.
67/ Sec. 812.
68/ The central office provides backup assistance in particularly complex cases. Romney letter, supra note 36.
69/ HUD explains this on the ground that these cases have generally involved FHA-insured housing on the private market. Id. Further, HUD states that if conciliation failed, the matter would be referred to the Assisted Programs Division for possible enforcement action. Id.
(1) **Referral to the Attorney General**

In cases where it is determined that complaints cannot be conciliated, one of the courses of action available to HUD is referral to the Attorney General for litigation or other appropriate action. The decision on whether particular complaints should be referred to the Attorney General is made by the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity with the concurrence of the Office of General Counsel. As of April 1970, HUD had referred 33 cases to the Attorney General. According to Assistant Secretary Simmons, 22 such referrals had resulted in lawsuits.

---

70/ Statement of Samuel J. Simmons, *supra* note 36. The 22 referrals are counted as three by the Justice Department in that one case involved 16 defendants, another involved five defendants, and the third involved one defendant.
(2) **Referral to State and Local Agencies** --

As noted earlier, where a state or local fair housing law provides "substantially equivalent" rights and remedies to those under the Federal fair housing law, HUD is required to refer complaints to the appropriate state or local agency. Key questions arise concerning the meaning of the term "substantially equivalent" and the standards by which it shall be determined. Shortly after Title VIII was enacted, then Secretary Weaver stated that the question of whether states or localities satisfy the "substantially equivalent" criterion would be answered on the basis of an evaluation of their performance, not their statutes, alone.

In the more than two years since Title VIII was enacted, HUD has not developed standards by which to determine the adequacy of performance by state or local agencies. Nonetheless, as of March 1970, HUD was referring complaints to 21 of the 26 States that have fair housing laws. The basis for determining whether these 21 States

---

71/ Statement of Robert C. Weaver, Secretary, Department of Housing and Urban Development, at a meeting with representatives of private civil rights organizations, Apr. 1968.

72/ The States to which HUD refers complaints are as follows: Alaska, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Indiana, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Wisconsin. In addition, referral to the states of Idaho, Iowa, Oregon, and Washington, is under study. HUD has decided not to refer complaints to Maine because it does not have an enforcement agency.
provide "substantially equivalent" rights and remedies has been an examination of their statutes. No effort yet has been made to determine whether their performance is satisfactory. According to Assistant Secretary Simmons, recognition of these State laws as "substantially equivalent" is temporary. Plans have been made for more intensive examination of their operations, including such matters as budgeting, staff resources, and training.\(^{73/}\) Of the 979 Title VIII complaints received by HUD during 1969, 74 were referred to these States. Of the hundreds of cities and the District of Columbia that maintain fair housing laws, however, HUD has not referred complaints to any. The reason is that HUD's Office of General Counsel has not yet completed its analysis of local ordinances.\(^{74/}\)

b. **Non-Complaint Activities**

While processing of complaints is only one of the responsibilities which HUD has under the fair housing law, the Office of Housing Opportunity has devoted itself to this aspect of its responsibilities almost to the exclusion of other lines of activity.

\(^{73/}\) Statement of Samuel J. Simmons, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, at a meeting with the members of the Committee on Compliance and Enforcement, Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, Apr. 7, 1970. As of August 1970, performance standards for determining equivalency were in the process of clearance. Romney letter, supra note 36.

\(^{74/}\) Romney letter, supra note 36.
(1) **Section 808 (d)**

Section 808 (d) of the Fair Housing Law provides:

All executive departments and agencies shall administer their programs and activities relating to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the purposes of this title, and shall cooperate with the Secretary to further such purposes.

This provision offers HUD an opportunity to exercise a leadership position in bringing the resources of other agencies to bear in the effort to achieve an open housing market. During the first year following enactment of Title VIII, little was done to give meaning to this broad congressional mandate. Over recent months, however, HUD has begun to make significant efforts in two areas.

In May 1968, then President Johnson requested all Federal departments and agencies to submit reports on their current and proposed activities to further the purposes of Title VIII. More than 72 agencies did so. A summary of the reports was prepared by HUD, as well as tentative recommendations for ways in which current and proposed activities could be strengthened. The HUD report, however, remained in HUD files and was shared neither with the President nor with any of the departments and agencies whose activities were discussed.

In June 1968, HUD convened a meeting of representatives from departments and agencies which administer programs having a major impact on housing. According to HUD, the discussions at this meeting,

---

75/ Letter from Samuel J. Simmons, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, Department of Housing and Urban Development, to Howard A. Glickstein, Acting Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 29, 1969.
together with the information provided in the reports from departments and agencies, pointed up the need to develop uniform Government policy in a number of areas common to various Federal programs.

These areas were: mortgage lending by institutions that are federally benefited and supervised, site selection for Federal installations, housing programs for Federal employees, relocation of persons displaced by Government action, site selection and other problems related to Federal programs for the financing or provision of housing, and housing concerns as a part of the Federal contract compliance program.

Despite HUD's recognition of need, little was done to develop the uniform Government policy that was called for. More than a year after the June 1968 meeting was held, HUD informed the Commission that

\[76/\text{Id.}\]
the establishment of interagency committees to develop specific actions to implement Title VIII was still in the planning stage. 

HUD reported, however, that it had worked informally with individual agencies on particular problems, such as with the Department of Defense regarding discrimination in off-base housing, the Department of Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service concerning the submission of assurances of nondiscrimination by private developers aided under that agency's program. Interview with Kenneth Holbert, Director, Office of Housing Opportunity, HUD, Feb. 18, 1970. Six months later, HUD reported the following:

Meetings have been held with the appropriate off-base housing officers of the Department of Defense regarding problems in discrimination and processing complaints in off-base housing and also with DOD officials in charge of off-base housing programs at various bases throughout the Country by regional offices. This has resulted in the expediting and the consolidation of efforts in handling such complaints. A series of meetings have been held with the Department of Agriculture (not informal) with officials of Farmers Home Administration, Soil Conservation Services, Office of their General Counsel, and the Assistant to the Secretary for Equal Opportunity at Agriculture. At the interview, representatives of the Commission were informed that Agriculture had agreed to revise their regulations in Farmers Home Administration to conform with FHA's policies regarding one and two family exemptions and racial restrictive covenants. In addition, significant progress was made in a discussion with officials of Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service by bringing to their attention the relationship of their services in soil testing in the development of watersheds, etc. to private developers who have developed lake-type communities with concurrent membership in Country clubs and recreational facilities. The operation of this type of development to exclude minorities has been particularly difficult to reach because the overall contracts, while couched in words which can operate in an exclusionary manner, do not specifically use race, color, creed, or religion. The fact that these developments could be made subject to Title VI requirements in and of itself indicates significant progress because over the years prior to Title VIII when they openly advertised for white only, the Department could not reach them because financing was generally private and not through any of HUD's programs. In addition, HUD has been working with VA to develop a coordinated approach to mutual problems in the implementation of Title VIII.' Romney letter, supra note 36.
During recent months, HUD has accelerated its efforts under Section 808(d). Beginning in the Fall of 1968, the Department held a series of meetings with Federal financial regulatory agencies, the Department of Justice, and the Commission on Civil Rights, to develop procedures for implementing the prohibitions contained in Title VIII against discrimination in the financing of housing. Among other things, HUD has urged the Federal financial regulatory agencies to require the lending institutions they supervise to maintain records by race and ethnicity of all loan applicants.

Another major area in which HUD has attempted to assume a leadership position among Federal departments and agencies concerned with housing is in establishing uniform site selection criteria for the location of Federal installations. Beginning in March 1970, it convened a series of meetings attended by the major departments and agencies having installations in the Washington metropolitan area,

78/ Sec. 805. The Federal financial regulatory agencies are the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the Comptroller of the Currency, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. In June 1968, this Commission forwarded a memorandum to each of these agencies, as well as to HUD and Justice, calling attention to the fact that under the Fair Housing Law and the Financial Institutions Supervisory Act of 1966, the Federal financial regulatory agencies had a statutory obligation to take action to assure against discrimination by the institutions they supervised. See discussion of Federal financial regulatory agencies, section V, infra.
the General Services Administration (the agency responsible for acquiring space for most Federal departments and agencies) and this Commission.

Although there are many other areas requiring coordinated Federal policy with HUD leadership to which HUD has not yet addressed itself, the actions that HUD has begun to take to assure that it carries out its mandate under Section 808(d) and that other departments and agencies do the same show promise.

(2) Section 808(e)(5)

Section 808(e)(5) provides as follows:

The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development shall administer the programs and activities relating to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the policy of this title.

79/ This Commission, in its recent report, Federal Installations and Equal Housing Opportunity (1970), recommended an Executive Order by the President to assure that before Federal installations locate in any community, especially a suburban community, the community demonstrate that there is a sufficient supply of lower-income housing to meet the current and projected needs of the agency's employees and that the community in fact be open to all without discrimination. For a fuller discussion of the issue of site selection for Federal installations, see section VI, infra.

80/ For example, uniform policy on relocation of families displaced by government action.
If HUD has begun to take affirmative action to prod other departments and agencies to administer their programs and activities to further the purposes of Title VIII, it has been slow to do the same with respect to its own programs. For example, while urging the Federal financial regulatory agencies to require mortgage lending institutions to collect racial and ethnic data, HUD has shown reluctance to collect such data with respect to its own programs.

In August 1969, the Veterans Administration proposed to collect data on racial and ethnic participation in a number of its programs, including the loan guaranty program which is similar in function to the Federal Housing Administration mortgage insurance program. This Commission, in response to a request from the Bureau of the Budget for comments on the Veterans Administration proposal, strongly supported it and urged that HUD adopt similar procedures, particularly with respect to FHA mortgage insurance programs. The Commission pointed out that HUD had urged the Federal financial regulatory agencies to require collection of racial and ethnic data and it observed that for HUD to refuse to collect these data with respect to its own programs would place the Department in the position of urging a higher standard on other agencies than it was willing to adopt itself.

81/ Letter from Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, to Lawrence Bloomberg, Bureau of the Budget, Nov. 28, 1969.

82/ Id.
It was not until April 1970 that the decision was made to collect racial and ethnic data for all HUD programs. The actual collection of these data, however, has not yet been undertaken. As of August 1970, Assistant Secretary Simmons was chairing a task force within HUD to work out problems of implementation.

It also will be recalled that HUD has convened meetings aimed at establishing uniform site selection criteria governing the location of Federal installations, which would promote the purposes of Title VIII. As of June 1970, while these meetings were proceeding, HUD had not yet developed uniform site selection criteria governing its own programs. Such criteria were in force only with respect to the public housing program. Other lower-income housing programs, administered by the Federal Housing Administration, such as rent supplements, Section 235 (home ownership for lower-income families); Section 236 (rental housing for lower-income families), and Section 221(d)(3) (rental housing for moderate-income families), operated with no site selection criteria relating to equal opportunity.

83/ HUD already collects racial data concerning public housing, FHA multi-family housing, and persons being relocated by HUD-assisted programs.

84/ According to HUD, the first priority will be designing a system to collect data on FHA 203, 235, 236, and rent supplement programs. Romney letter, supra note 36.

85/ A HUD task force currently is at work on this problem. In addition, a joint committee which includes the Department of Justice, is considering problems of site selection and tenant selection.
In fact, HUD claims very little in the way of positive accomplishment in carrying out its mandate under Section 808(e)(5). In August 1969, in response to a Commission questionnaire concerning changes in program operation pursuant to this statutory provision, Assistant Secretary Simmons replied as follows:

A Series of Equal Opportunity task forces will soon commence an examination of each HUD program to determine what additional Equal Opportunity requirements should be adopted in the light of Title VIII. 86/ (Emphasis added)

In April 1970, the examination of HUD programs had commenced, but the Assistant Secretary was still discussing program changes in terms of steps to be taken in the future.

C. Other Activities Under Title VIII

Title VIII authorizes HUD to engage in a number of nonenforcement activities, which nonetheless can further the purposes of Title VIII. For example, HUD is directed to make studies on the nature and extent of discriminatory housing practices in representative communities. Because of limited funds, the Office of Equal

86/ Letter from Samuel J. Simmons, supra note 75.

87/ Statement of Samuel J. Simmons, supra note 73. According to the Assistant Secretary, standards will be adopted by September 1970 concerning the following subject areas: site selection, tenant selection, citizen participation, relocation, new towns, and planning.

88/ Sec. 808(e)(1).
Opportunity has undertaken no studies of its own. Funds from the Department's Research and Technology Program, however, have been used to finance three private studies along this line.

HUD also is directed to publish and disseminate reports, recommendations and information derived from its studies. The only publications HUD has issued are three pamphlets explaining the rights protected by Title VIII. Although HUD intends to do so, it has not yet translated these publications or its complaint form into Spanish.

Under Section 808(e)(3), HUD is directed to cooperate with and render technical assistance to public and private agencies which are conducting programs aimed at preventing housing discrimination. According to Mr. Simmons, HUD has conducted training programs for Federal Executive Boards. There is little indication, however,

---

89/ Holbert interview, supra note 48. One study is being conducted by the Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies, in the Washington Metropolitan Area; another by the Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open Communities, in the Chicago area; and the third by the National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing, in the Bay Area of California. Id.

90/ Sec. 808(e)(2).

91/ Interview with Samuel J. Simmons, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, Mar. 6, 1970.
of a systematic effort to carry out the technical assistance directive.

In fact, HUD, which previously maintained a technical assistance office under the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity in Washington and a technical assistance division in each Regional office, has abolished such offices as formal equal opportunity units.

Regarding cooperation with private groups, HUD informed the Commission in February 1970 that when such groups request assistance on individual

92/ This is true unless the term technical assistance is interpreted very broadly. For example, according to HUD the Atlanta Regional Office maintains a speakers bureau which sends staff members to speak to private housing groups. Further, the Atlanta and Fort Worth Offices both have discussed housing problems with private attorneys. Interview with Mrs. Laura Spencer, Deputy Director, Office of Housing Opportunity, Department of Housing and Urban Development, Feb. 18, 1970. In addition, HUD informed the Commission that data prepared for its fiscal year 1971 budget show a total of 480 conferences, speeches, and joint programs with State and local fair housing commissions, as well as approximately the same number of contacts with private housing groups and private agencies and about 250 other affirmative action contacts. There were also 50 press conferences and television appearances. Romney letter, supra note 36. The extent to which these conferences, speeches, joint programs, and contacts represent technical assistance is not clear.

93/ The function of technical assistance has been transferred to the program units. Romney letter, supra note 36.
projects HUD offers its advice. HUD later informed the Commission that it works with these groups in planning programs and supplies HUD resources.

HUD also is directed to cooperate with and render technical assistance to the Community Relations Service to eliminate discriminatory housing practices. As of March 1970, according to one HUD official, no formal contact between the two agencies yet had been initiated.

---

94/ Spencer interview, supra note 92.

95/ Romney letter, supra note 36. One recent project, according to HUD, was a fair housing conference held in Toledo, Ohio. The HUD Chicago Regional Office and its central office supplied the technical assistance and speakers for the program. Continued help is being furnished to this group in implementing the program adopted at the meeting. In addition, two staff members spent two days in Greensboro, North Carolina, at the invitation of the Greensboro Chamber of Commerce to participate in various activities of the Chamber concerned with the elimination of discrimination in housing and the development of a community approach to the problem. The Housing Opportunity Division has assisted the NAACP Housing Office in planning and conducting conferences and seminars relating to problems in housing. Speakers were supplied to the "Commitment to Build" meetings sponsored by the National Association of Home Builders, National Association of Real Estate Brokers, and other private groups at 10 meetings across the country in March and April 1970. Most regions have had discussions with and presentations for civil rights attorneys. The New York Office has conducted research on informing the Cuban population of its rights under Title VIII and has prepared a report indicating some solutions to this problem. Id.

96/ Sec. 808(e)(4).

97/ Spencer interview, supra note 92. According to Mrs. Spencer there has been some cooperation in the field between HUD and CRS. For example, CRS was present at conciliation sessions in one case in the Ft. Worth region. HUD later advised this Commission that formal contact had in fact been initiated prior to March 1970, but that no meeting had yet been held because CRS was studying its responsibilities under Title VIII and wished to complete the study prior to formal conversations. Romney letter, supra note 36.
Among other non-enforcement activities of HUD is an advertising campaign undertaken by the Department early in 1969 and extending through the calendar year. This campaign included spot announcements on television, tape and radio broadcasts, and newspaper announcements of the Title VIII program and the individuals rights available under Title VIII. A contract was let in June 1970 for a new advertising campaign building on the experience of the previous campaign. In addition, in June 1969, HUD conducted training sessions for its personnel concerning investigations, conciliation, and case reporting, as well as an overall presentation of the law and history of discrimination. The discussions were led not only by HUD personnel, but by representatives of the Department of Justice, the EEOC, and experts from the private sector. These training sessions were followed up by training at the regional offices. Training activities also have begun with State civil rights commissions.

C. Activities Under Title VI and Executive Order 11063

In addition to the requirements of Title VIII, all HUD programs are subject either to the requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or Executive Order 11063. Thus FHA housing programs which

98/ Romney letter, supra note 36.
99/ Id.
provide assistance solely in the form of mortgage insurance, while excluded from coverage under Title VI, are subject to the requirements of the Executive Order. Other FHA programs, however, which provide assistance both through mortgage insurance and subsidies in the form of assistance payments—the lower-income housing programs administered by FHA—are included within the scope of Title VI by virtue of the subsidies provided. Other major HUD programs which provide assistance through loans and grants, such as Urban Renewal, Public Housing, Model Cities, and various metropolitan development programs (e.g., grants for water and sewer facilities and planning), also are covered by Title VI.

Both Title VI and the Executive Order, through the leverage of financial assistance provided under the covered programs, can be of substantial help in overcoming the enforcement weaknesses

100/ Section 602 of Title VI excludes from coverage "a contract of insurance or guaranty." The principal programs excluded from Title VI but included under the Exec. Order are its single family, market price housing program (Section 203) and its multi-family, market rent housing program (Section 207).

101/ These programs are rent supplements, Section 235, Section 236, and FHA 221(d)(3) (below-market-interest rate).

102/ For a complete list of HUD programs covered by Title VI, see HUD Title VI Regulations, 24 C.F.R. 1, Appendix A.
of Title VIII. Further, the programs themselves necessarily have significant impact on the development of housing patterns throughout the country. Depending upon how they are administered and the standards governing their operation, they either contribute to eliminating patterns of racial residential segregation or to maintaining and intensifying segregated housing patterns and perpetuating a restricted housing market.

Many of these programs have been in operation for a number of years, in some cases for decades. For example, FHA programs were established in 1934, low-rent public housing in 1937, and urban renewal in 1949. The past civil rights experience under many of these programs has been unfortunate. The opportunities for utilizing them as a force for a unified society have not been taken. As previously noted, discrimination and exclusion of minority group members have been common.

For example, FHA mortgage insurance programs, through enlightened policies at a time when the agency was a major force in the private housing market, could have done much to promote open housing. Instead, FHA, in its early years, openly encouraged racial separation in housing, going so far as to recommend a model racially restrictive covenant to be used on property receiving the benefits of FHA mortgage insurance. Later it acquiesced willingly to the continua-
tion of housing discrimination by builders it aided. Thus FHA was a major factor in the development of segregated housing patterns that exist today.

Over the last decade, FHA has been charged with the responsibility for administering housing programs for lower-income families, as well as for those that serve the more affluent. In the operation of these programs, decisions on site selection and tenant selection are of critical importance in determining whether they contribute to reversing the trend toward racial residential segregation or perpetuating it.

Public housing, which for more than three decades has been the major program serving low-income families, also is of prime importance in determining patterns of racial residence. Here, too, standards and decisions on site selection and tenant selection are key to determining the range of housing choice for minority group families. Until recent years, these decisions almost invariably had the effect of intensifying racial and poverty concentrations in central cities.

103/ For a description of the history of FHA policy, see 1961 Commission Report, Ch. 2.
In urban renewal, which typically involves clearance of designated areas and reuse of the cleared land for purposes of revitalizing cities, the important decisions are which areas will be selected for clearance, what reuse will be made of the cleared land, and what opportunities will be made available to families who are displaced. In the past, these decisions frequently have worked to the disadvantage of minority group families. In most cases, it is their homes that have been selected for razing, the housing provided on the cleared land often has been beyond their means, and inadequate attention has been paid to providing them with opportunities to relocate satisfactorily. It is with considerable justification that minority group members have viewed urban renewal with distrust and bitterness.

In each of these important programs the key decisions are made by parties other than HUD. In FHA programs, for example, private builders and developers determine where the housing will be located

104/ HUD concedes that the effect of urban renewal on minorities has obviously been harmful in the past. According to HUD, some past projects appear to have been aimed at nothing more than "Negro removal." Others have swept through minority neighborhoods because the residents were poor and powerless and because local officials either did not care or were unable to perceive the magnitude of the changes being forced on disadvantaged citizens. Romney letter, supra note 36. HUD states, however, that new legislation and HUD regulations have attempted to minimize the harmful aspects of urban renewal on project area residents. Requirements for low- and moderate-income housing in residential projects, new fair housing legislation, cash payments to homeowners, etc., have improved the lot of displacees. Id.
and who will purchase or rent it. Further, private mortgage lending institutions decide which housing they will finance and which loan applicants they will approve. In public housing, the decisions on site selection and tenant selection are made by local housing authorities, which are State agencies. In urban renewal, responsibility for selecting areas for clearance and for assuring adequate relocation for displaced families rests with local urban renewal authorities (local public agencies), which also are State agencies. Local urban renewal agencies also determine the reuse of the urban renewal land after clearance. Once the land is disposed of to private redevelopers, it is they who determine who will occupy the housing provided on it.

Although the key decisions are made by parties other than HUD, the department is not without authority to assure that these decisions serve to further the purposes of fair housing and not to thwart them. HUD has responsibility under Title VIII, Title VI, and the Executive Order, as well as under the statutes governing its substantive programs, to establish standards and criteria that will promote equal opportunity, and to undertake the kind of compliance reviews that will assure adherence to these standards by the parties with whom it deals (private builders and mortgage lending institutions, local housing authorities, and local urban renewal authorities).
1. **Office of Assisted Programs**

Responsibility within the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity for enforcement of regulations and other requirements under Title VI and the Executive Order rests with the Office of Assisted Programs. There is some question, however, as to the extent of Assistant Secretary Simmons' authority. According to the HUD organization, he is responsible for administering the Department's responsibilities under Title VI and the Executive Order. Under the Department's Title VI regulations, however, the responsibility is that of the program administrators, not the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity. Indeed, Mr. Simmons confirmed to the Commission that he is not responsible for effectuating compliance with Title VI. In at least one important instance responsibility apparently is exercised neither by the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity nor by the program assistant secretary. Then Acting Assistant Secretary for Mortgage Credit, William B. Ross, informed the Commission in August 1969 that compliance reviews are the responsibility of the Office of the Assistant Secretary.

---


106/ 24 C.F.R. 1.2(c).

107/ Letter from Samuel J. Simmons, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, Department of Housing and Urban Development, to Howard A. Glickstein, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 22, 1969.
for Equal Opportunity. According to the HUD Title VI regulations, however, compliance reviews are supposed to be the responsibility of the program administrator, which in the case of FHA programs is the Assistant Secretary for Mortgage Credit. Mr. Simmons confirmed this and added that the program assistant secretaries were not conducting compliance reviews. The confusion apparently is caused by the fact that the original HUD Title VI regulations, which assigned responsibility to program assistant secretaries, have not been revised since the position of Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity was created. As of April 1970, the regulations were in the process of revision to transfer authority from program assistant secretaries to the Secretary himself, who in turn will delegate the responsibility to the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity.

108/ Letter from William B. Ross, Acting Assistant Secretary-FHA Commissioner, Department of Housing and Urban Development, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director-designate, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 18, 1969.

109/ 24 C.F.R. 1.7(a).

110/ Letter from Samuel J. Simmons, supra note 107.

111/ Simmons Statement, supra note 73.
The Office of Assisted Programs was established in September 1969, but the position of Director remained unfilled until February 1970, when Lloyd Davis, the incumbent, was appointed. The current organization of this Office, pursuant to a May 1970 reorganization, is as follows: The Office of Assisted Programs is served by a Director, a Coordinator for Central Office operations, a Coordinator for Field Operations and two major divisions providing specific staff work.

112/ HUD explains the history of responsibility for equal opportunity in assisted programs as follows:

Prior to organization of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity in November 1968, much of the work now done by the Office of Assisted Programs was done by special assistants to program Assistant Secretaries. Some work was also done by a Special Assistant to the Secretary and an Equal Opportunity Standards and Regulations branch (which worked mainly on contract compliance matters). The latter two offices were combined into an Office of Equal Opportunity in January 1968.

The organization order for the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity (Circular 1160.1, November 1968) provided for Directors for Equal Opportunity who were to be directly responsible to the Assistant Secretary. Several of the Directors had previously worked on the staffs of the program Assistant Secretaries.

Because of the number of Directors reporting directly to the Assistant Secretary and the difficulties of coordinating their activities, it was decided to reshape their function into an Office of Assisted Programs headed by a Director. Accordingly, a revised organization order (which also made other changes) was approved by the Secretary in September 1969. Romney letter, supra note 36.
The Central Office Coordinator offers general assistance and counsel to program staffs, including bringing program staff into contact with appropriate Equal Opportunity staff for such technical assistance as may be required from time to time.

The Field Operations Coordinator provides liaison with Regional and Area Office Equal Opportunity staff, including handling problems of coordination and evaluating performance.

Two major divisions provide specific staff work: a division of Complaints and Compliance is responsible for all complaints filed pursuant to Title VI and for those relating to employment of minority group individuals filed in connection with the administrative and/or contractual nondiscrimination requirements of HUD assisted programs. This Division is also responsible for establishing procedures and meeting the training requirements of investigators.

A Division of Program Analysis and Standards is responsible for analyzing the extent to which existing HUD programs provide for equitable participation and meet the needs of minority groups and individuals; for identifying the constraints in Department regulations, requirements and administrative organization which prevent HUD programs from meeting those needs; and for recommending specific changes in Department regulations and requirements.

\footnote{Romney letter, supra note 36.}
2. Relations with Program Staff

A key to effective enforcement of Title VI and the Executive Order is the establishment of a close and cooperative relationship between the Office of Assisted Programs staff and the staff of the respective program assistant secretaries. Traditionally tension has existed in most Federal departments and agencies between those with program responsibilities and those with civil rights responsibilities. This also has been true at HUD.

HUD program personnel have been interested primarily in the production of housing and have tended to view civil rights considerations as an unwanted obstacle, rather than as an inherent and significant part of their responsibilities. For example, Federal public housing officials permitted local housing authorities to assign tenants on a racially segregated basis for many years after the courts had made it clear that such assignment was in violation of the Constitution.

The enactment of laws specifically prohibiting housing discrimination does not automatically change the perspective of program officials, nor necessarily make them sensitive to civil rights issues. For example, at the Commission's 1967 hearing in the Bay Area of California, four and a half years after Executive Order 11063 had been issued, the Deputy Director of the San Francisco Insuring Office of FHA expressed opposition to requiring FHA-aided builders to advertise that
they were equal opportunity developers on the ground that it "would tend to cause us [FHA] to lose a position in the market." The establishment of a close working relationship between civil rights and program staff is of crucial importance if program staff are to gain an understanding of their civil rights responsibilities.

Unfortunately, little has been done to establish this relationship in fact. For example, as of April 1970, the program assistant secretaries had not yet taken the basic step of appointing liaison personnel to work with the staff of the Office of Assisted Programs.

114/ Hearing before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, held in San Francisco, California, May 1-3, 1967 and Oakland, California, May 4-6, 1967, at 182.

115/ HUD points out that previously, several employees of the Office of Assisted Programs served as equal opportunity advisers to program Assistant Secretaries. In HUD's view, it is not desirable to revert to that kind of structure because it tends to focus all civil rights responsibility on one person rather than strengthen the idea that the responsibility rests with all operating officials. HUD states that the Office of Assisted Programs has frequent contact with almost every division head administering a HUD program. Such contact may concern how to handle a particular project where equal opportunity concerns are developing, improving present policies to make them more relevant to the needs of minorities, or corrective action indicated on the basis of a complaint or compliance review. A number of task forces reviewing equal opportunity standards have program staff, both Central Office and regional, participating in the deliberations with equal opportunity personnel. Romney letter, supra note 36.
3. Training

Compliance with civil rights requirements depends, in large part, on how well staff assigned to carry out this responsibility do their job. Adequate staff training is essential for this purpose. Program personnel, for whom civil rights often is a new responsibility, must develop awareness and sensitivity regarding a different set of issues from the ones with which they traditionally have dealt. By the same token, civil rights personnel must develop program knowledge and sophistication to be in a position to monitor compliance in the many and often complex HUD programs.

As of March 1970 no systematic training program had been established at HUD for Title VI compliance. Other than in a few isolated instances where the Assistant Regional Administrator initiated a training program, field personnel dealing with civil rights complaints have not had adequate training to perform their functions with maximum effectiveness. Moreover, program personnel who administer programs having far-reaching civil rights implications have had no training to alert them to potential violations.

This omission has had the effect of perpetuating the orientation of program personnel toward housing production with civil rights responsibilities being viewed largely as an impediment. Civil rights personnel continued to be insulated from the Department's mainstream--its program activities. The lack of systematic training also has serious implications in terms of how effective a compliance review system can be.

116/ One training session was held for regional and central office personnel in June 1969. HUD acknowledges the insufficiency of Title VI training and states that the training of equal opportunity and program personnel can be of only limited value in the absence of objective standards, many of which are in the process of being developed. Training sessions have been scheduled for the Fall of 1970 for equal opportunity staff. Romney letter, supra note 36.
4. Compliance Standards and Procedures

Other important issues concern the standards by which compliance in the operation of HUD programs is to be judged, as well as the procedures by which compliance can be assured. Some of these issues have been resolved satisfactorily. Many more, however, remained unresolved.

a. Removal of Exemption of One-and Two-Family Owner Occupied Homes

Under regulations originally issued pursuant to Executive Order 11063, FHA exempted from average one-and two-family owner occupied homes. Following the enactment of Title VIII and the Supreme Court's decision in Jones v. Mayer and Co., barring all racial discrimination in the sale or rental of housing, FHA reconsidered this exemption and in June 1969, removed it. Under current requirements, all FHA-aided home owners must certify that they will not discriminate in the future sale or rental of the housing. This certification represents a contractual agreement which can be relied on for purposes of judicial enforcement.

b. Racially Restrictive Covenants

After the Supreme Court's decision in Shelley v. Kraemer that racially restrictive covenants could not be judicially enforced FHA ruled that it would not insure mortgages on

117/ Spencer interview, supra note 92.

118/ 334 U.S. 1 (1948).
property carrying such covenants filed after February 15, 1950. Following issuance of Executive Order 11063, FHA revised this requirement to permit the insurance of mortgages on property carrying such covenants if the effect would be to promote the purposes of the Executive Order. The change was to permit the insurance of mortgages where the applicant was a member of a group excluded by the covenant. More recently, FHA has amended this requirement still further. It now will insure mortgages without regard to the existence of a racially restrictive covenant, but requires the mortgagor to certify that he recognizes the illegality and voidness of the covenant and will not be bound by it.

c. Site Selection

Site selection, particularly with respect to housing for lower-income families, a disproportionately high number of whom are minority group members, is an issue of critical importance. When sites are selected in ghetto areas, racial and economic separation may be perpetuated and even intensified. When sites are selected outside ghetto areas, the effect is to broaden the range of housing choice for lower-income minority group families. The public housing program for several years has maintained site selection criteria aimed at assuring a balance of sites both within and outside ghetto areas. Other lower-income housing programs, which are administered by the Federal Housing Administration (Rent Supplements, Section 235, Section 23 and FHA 221(d)(3) (below market interest rate), however, do not carry such site

---

119/ Low-Rent Housing Manual, Sec. 205.1, Aug. 1968.
selection criteria. Thus despite the fact that in some cases these programs serve precisely the same groups of people, the maintenance of site selection criteria depended until recently upon the particular program under which the housing was provided and the particular agency within-HUD that administered the program.

In late 1969, pursuant to a HUD reorganization, effective February 1970, all housing production was placed within the responsibility of the Assistant Secretary for Housing Production and Mortgage Credit-FHA Commissioner and all housing management was placed within the responsibility of the Assistant Secretary for Renewal and Housing Management. Thus, FHA, which previously had declined to adopt site selection criteria covering its lower-income housing programs, now also administers the public housing program which carries such criteria. As of April 1970, a HUD task force, with Department of Justice participation, was considering the adoption of site selection criteria which will apply uniformly to all lower-income housing programs.


123/ Statement of Samuel J. Simmons, supra note 73.
d. Tenant Selection

Assignments of tenants, particularly to lower-income housing projects, is another issue of great civil rights importance. As noted above, until issuance of Executive Order 11063 in November 1962, the then Public Housing Administration, despite court decisions to the contrary, permitted local housing authorities to assign tenants in a racially segregated manner. Following the Executive Order's issuance, the Public Housing Administration permitted use of a freedom-of-choice plan, which proved as ineffective in integrating housing projects as it had proved ineffective in integrating schools. More recently, the Housing Assistance 124/ HUD, itself, provided perhaps the best explanation of why so-called freedom-of-choice plans do not work.

Under these freedom-of-choice plans, the entire burden for expressing a choice of project or location was upon the individual applicants, who were to make this choice in many communities in which segregated housing patterns have been traditional. In such situations, for various reasons such as the mores of the community, fear of reprisals, types of neighborhoods, inducement by Local Authority staff—whether by subtle suggestion, manipulation, persuasion, or otherwise—or other factors or combinations, such 'freedom-of-choice' plans, in their operation, did not provide applicants with actual freedom of access to, or full availability of, housing in all projects and locations. The existence of a segregated pattern of occupancy was in itself a major obstacle to true freedom of choice, since few applicants have the courage to make a choice by which they would be the first to change the pattern. Even without inducement of Local Authority staff, the plans tended to perpetuate patterns of racial segregation and consequent separate treatment and other forms of discrimination prohibited in section 1.4(b) of the Department regulations. HUD, "Statement of the Basis for LRHM Section 102.1, Exhibit 2, 'requirements for administration of low-rent housing programs under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.'" July 1967.
Administration (successor to the Public Housing Administration) has required a form of "first-come, first-served" plan. Some local housing authorities have objected to this requirement as being too inflexible. As of August 1970, a HUD Assistant Secretaries Task Force, with Justice Department participation, was in the process of revising the existing public housing tenant selection and assignment policies. No other lower-income housing program administered by HUD carries tenant selection requirements other than formal nondiscrimination assurances.

126/ Under existing HUD requirements, local housing authorities may establish either 1) a plan under which the applicant must accept the vacancy offered or be moved to last place on the eligibility list, or 2) a plan providing for offers in as many as three different locations before the applicant is subject to being dropped to the bottom of the list. Further, whichever plan is used, the locations having the highest number of vacancies must be offered first. HUD, "Low-Rent Housing Manual, Sec. 102.1, Exhibit 2, 'requirements for administration of low-rent housing programs under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,' July 1967."


128/ Romney letter, supra note 36. According to HUD, the revision will help affirmatively further the goals of Title VIII. Id.

129/ The Assistant Secretaries Task Force also is developing new standards of tenant and purchaser selection in FHA assisted housing and affirmative marketing requirements to help achieve the goals of Title VI and Title VIII. Id.
e. Front-end Review

If compliance with civil rights requirements is to be assured, reviews often must be conducted before the funds are committed and the housing is constructed. Compliance with site selection requirements, for example, can be assured only before the housing is built. Further, in many cases, the only effective remedy may be refusal to provide financial assistance. Once the funds are committed, there may be no recourse to this remedy.

The issue at HUD concerning front-end reviews has not been whether they should be conducted but rather who should conduct them: equal opportunity specialists or program personnel. Assistant Secretary Simmons has been reluctant to have his staff undertake this responsibility, principally because he does not feel he has sufficient staff to carry out the responsibility effectively. Moreover, he believes that his office can be more effective by devoting staff to comprehensive compliance reviews and auditing of the front-end reviews conducted by program staff pursuant to specific equal opportunity standards and after training of program staff in their application. As of June 1970, however, while standards were in the process of development, they had not yet been established, nor were program staff receiving training. In August 1970, HUD informed the Commission that the decision had been made that responsibility for front-end review would be with program personnel. The role of equal opportunity in the review process for site and tenant selection was still under study.

129/ Interview with Samuel J. Simmons, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, HUD, Mar. 6, 1970

130/ Romney letter, supra note 36.

131/ Id.
f. **Complaint Procedures**

No formal complaint procedures have been adopted by HUD for the investigation of complaints under Title VI or the Executive Order. Although such complaints also generally fall within the scope of Title VIII and can be processed through the complaint procedures established under that law, there are distinct advantages to having separate procedures for Title VI and the Executive Order. For one thing, the Title VIII procedures are more concerned with resolving individual complaints than with effecting wide-spread changes in housing patterns or in industry policies and practices. Under Title VI, by contrast, large-scale, institutional changes can be brought about through the vehicle of major Federal programs that affect entire communities, such as Urban Renewal and Public Housing. In addition, the power to withhold funds, available under Title VI and the Executive Order, provides compliance leverage not available under Title VIII, where HUD's enforcement authority is limited to "conference, conciliation, and persuasion."

In March 1970, Assistant Secretary Simmons informed Commission staff that Equal Opportunity staff was in the process of drafting procedures covering Title VI investigations. As of June 1970, the procedures had not yet been issued. According to Assistant Secretary Simmons, under existing Title VI regulations his

---

132/ Informal procedures, however, long have been in effect for investigations under the Executive Order. See 24 C.F.R. Sec. 200.340-200.355.

133/ Interview with Samuel J. Simmons, _supra_ note 129.
authority extends only to the conduct of the initial fact-finding investigation. Responsibility beyond that point rests with the appropriate program assistant secretary. Further, unless complaints concerning programs specifically allege racial discrimination, they are handled entirely by program officials and not referred to the Office of Equal Opportunity. Beyond the question of jurisdiction, there is indication of long delays in conducting investigations. In the Chicago region, for example, of the 18 complaints still open as of February 1970, nine had been received 10 or more months earlier. In only one of the nine cases had the investigation been completed.

g. **Sanctions for Noncompliance**

Under both Executive Order 11063 and Title VI, strong sanctions, in the form of debarment from participation in HUD programs, are available to assure compliance. Under the Executive Order, for example, FHA may place on its ineligibility list builders or apartment house owners who violate the nondiscrimination requirements of the Order. Under Title VI, recipients of HUD loans and grants, such as local public housing authorities and urban

---


135/ Interview with Lawrence Pearl, Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, Feb. 19, 1970.

136/ Delays, according to HUD have resulted from equal opportunity staff shortages. HUD expects that delays will be lessened by the development of investigative guidelines and training programs for equal opportunity staff, implementation of an effective management information system, and the availability of area office equal opportunity staff to assist in complaint investigations. Romney letter, supra note 36.
renewal agencies, may be debarred from participation in these programs for discriminatory practices. The sanction of debarment rarely has been used.

Under the Executive Order, of the 195 complaints of discrimination received by FHA between November 20, 1962 and November 1, 1968, evidence of discrimination was found in 86 such cases. In only 45 such cases did the complainant actually acquire the home or rental unit. In 18 cases, in which the builder or apartment house owner refused to correct the violation and make the unit available to the complainant, he was placed on the ineligible list. All but six ultimately were reinstated.

137/ Interview with Lawrence Pearl, supra note 135. The HUD task forces reviewing equal opportunity standards also are studying procedures to impose sanctions more effectively. Romney letter, supra note 37.

138/ Letter from William B. Ross, Acting Assistant Secretary-FHA Commissioner, Department of Housing and Urban Development, to Howard A. Glickstein, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, June 12, 1969.

139/ Id.

140/ Id. Romney letter, supra note 36.
To participate further in FHA programs, respondents found to have practiced discrimination are required to correct the original violation, if possible, and give assurance of intent to abide by the Executive Order in the future. Since February 1967, respondents found in violation also have been required to establish an affirmative program that would give assurance that discrimination will not be practiced in the future. According to FHA, this affirmative program may include evidence of a number of sales or rentals to minority group members, of advertising on an open occupancy basis, and of intensive instruction of their sales force on the policy of nondiscrimination. In at least one city which the Commission visited, however--St. Louis--it was found that an affirmative program had not been established.

Under Title VI, the sanction of debarment also is available. The only instances which HUD pointed to in which recipients have been debarred have involved cases in which local public housing authorities have failed to submit acceptable tenant selection and assignment plans. As of February, 1970 no debarment

141/ Letter from William B. Ross, supra note 138.

142/ Hearings before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, St. Louis, Missouri, Jan. 14-17, 1970, at 143-146 (unpublished transcript).

143/ Interview with Lawrence Pearl, supra note 135. Approximately 90 local public housing authorities have been debarred on this basis. In addition, the Dallas, Texas Housing Authority has been suspended because of a pending suit by the Department of Justice. Nonetheless, public housing was approved in Dallas under the "Turnkey III" program, which involves construction by private builders and subsequent sale to local public housing authorities. Selection of tenants is by an entity other than the local housing authority.
proceedings had taken place with respect to discriminatory practices in violation of Title VI.

h. Compliance Reviews and Reports

As noted earlier, there is a problem at HUD in determining who has responsibility for conducting Title VI compliance reviews. Assistant Secretary Simmons confirmed that despite the fact that under HUD's organization he is responsible for administering Title VI, the Title VI regulations give the various program Assistant Secretaries responsibility for conducting compliance reviews, adding that "they have not been conducting compliance reviews."

Equal Opportunity staff has conducted some compliance reviews, including 271 on-site investigations, more than two-thirds of which have involved low-rent public housing. In addition, 330 compliance reviews have been conducted through reviews of applications, contracts or plans for aid. Altogether, 80 violations were revealed during the period November 8, 1968-August 7, 1969, most involving tenant selection and assignment to low-rent public housing units and employment by local housing authorities.

144/ Id.
145/ Letter from Samuel J. Simmons, supra note 134.
146/ Id.
147/ Id.
148/ Id.
Other than in the public housing programs, where occupancy data by race are collected, no compliance reports are required of recipients. Neither Assistant Secretary Simmons nor the program assistant secretaries believe it is within their province to require such reports. Once the amended Title VI regulations are issued, pursuant to which Simmons will be delegated responsibility for administering Title VI requirements, presumably he will exercise this responsibility. According to Simmons, compliance review activities will then be intensified. Later in 1970 he plans to conduct 154 compliance reviews with respect to particular programs and 26 city-wide compliance reviews.

Also according to Mr. Simmons, when HUD's revised Title VI regulations are issued, his office will have full responsibility for compliance reviews, except for tenant selection. This will remain the responsibility of the program assistant secretaries.

149/ Statement of Samuel J. Simmons, Assistant Secretary of Equal Opportunity, at a meeting with the members of the Committee on Compliance and Enforcement, Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, Apr. 7, 1970. HUD later reported that Equal Opportunity will have full responsibility for all compliance reviews without exception. In addition, all standards for tenant selection will be subject to concurrence by equal opportunity staff. Further, equal opportunity staff will retain the right to examine (routinely or at random) the selection plans of local authorities and to determine whether they are, in fact, complying with their stated plans. Romney letter, supra note 36.

150/ Id.
i. Data Collection

The only HUD program for which racial or ethnic data currently are collected is the low-rent public housing program, which collects data on occupancy by race. In the past, however, these data have not been used either by the Housing Assistance Administration or the Equal Opportunity Office to evaluate the civil rights compliance status of the various local housing authorities.

FHA, which has assisted millions of American families to become home owners and which collects detailed data on the characteristics of these families, such as age, family income, and family size, never has sought systematically to collect racial or ethnic data. In 1959, it was estimated that less than two percent of the FHA assisted homes produced since 1946 had been available to minorities.

In 1968, FHA conducted a one-time survey of the racial and ethnic occupancy of its insured subdivisions. The survey covered subdivision housing provided between the end of 1962 (following issuance of Executive Order 11063) and 1967. FHA found that only 3.5 percent of the housing had been sold to Negroes, 0.2 percent to American Indians, 2.0 percent to Orientals, and 3.1 percent to Spanish surnamed Americans. In some communities the percentage of minority group purchasers was substantially lower than the national averages. In St. Louis, for example, fewer than 1 percent

---

151/ FHA started to collect racial data on multi-family housing occupancy in 1968. According to HUD, however, the reliability of these data is highly suspect. Romney letter, supra note 36.

of the homes had been purchased by black families. Moreover, 4,800 of the 8,500 reporting subdivisions in the Nation were all white and 300 all black -- the latter containing 70 percent of the black purchasers.

Despite this strong indication of a lack of compliance, FHA declined to collect racial and ethnic data on a systematic basis. In June 1969, the agency informed the Commission that it had no plans to repeat the survey.

In April 1970, however, Secretary Romney decided that HUD would begin collecting racial and ethnic data for all its programs. Assistant Secretary Simmons has been charged with the responsibility for chairing a departmental task force to develop the means of carrying out the Secretary's directive.

153/ U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Staff Report, Housing in St. Louis 1970.

154/ Ross letter, supra note 138.
III. Department of Justice

The Department of Justice plays a key role in the enforcement of Title VIII. While HUD is limited to methods of "conference, conciliation, and persuasion" in implementing the fair housing law, the Department of Justice may institute lawsuits in instances where a "pattern or practice" of discrimination exists, or where the issue is of general public importance. Thus the Department of Justice is the single Federal agency expressly provided with enforcement powers under Title VIII. Although the Department suffers from limitations on the resources available to carry out its responsibilities, it has made strategic and effective use of these resources in enforcing the law.

A. Staffing and Organization

Responsibility within the Department of Justice for enforcing Title VIII lies with the Housing Section of the Civil Rights Division. Its Chief is Frank Schwelb and his staff consists of 13 attorneys and two research analysts. For workload purposes, the Section has divided the country into geographical areas and the attorneys are assigned to work in various cities within each area.

155/ Sec. 813(a).

156/ In addition, the various U.S. Attorney offices provide assistance by referring Title VIII cases to the Department.
B. Priorities

In light of the small number of attorneys available to the Housing Section, it has been essential to establish priorities so that their efforts can have maximum impact. Three broad priorities have been established: to focus on eliminating housing discrimination in large metropolitan areas with large concentrations of black residents; to develop case law under Title VIII and under Section 1982 of Title 42 of the U.S. Code; and to support the enforcement programs of other Federal agencies, especially HUD and the Department of Defense.

In 1968, the Civil Rights Division, preparing for enforcement of Title VIII when its second phase became effective on January 1, 1969, investigated more than 200 allegations of housing discrimination and began developing investigative and litigative techniques under Title VIII. U.S. attorneys were informed of the new law and the Division worked with HUD in establishing regulations, procedures, and programs to carry out its Title VIII responsibilities. The Division foresaw a number of important legal issues that would have to be settled. Among these were: The constitutionality of Title VIII, the standard of

---

157/ This is the Section of the 1866 Civil law relied upon in Jones v. Mayer and Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968).

158/ Civil Rights Division Program Memorandum for FY 1969. Other matters given priority are cases involving large real estate companies and cases involving alleged restriction on the rights of minorities by the exercise of the zoning power. Letter from Jerris Leonard, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 25, 1970 (hereinafter cited as Justice Letter).

159/ Id.
proof necessary to establish a "pattern or practice," determination of what constitutes a refusal to sell or negotiate, the kind of proof necessary to show the existence of "blockbusting," and establishment of the principle that the rights protected by Title VIII extend also to incidents of property ownership, such as full enjoyment of apartment house and subdivision facilities.  

Under Mr. Schwelb the Section's policy is to bring as many lawsuits as possible. The practical impossibility of filing actions in all instances of housing discrimination, however, has led to the Section's establishing its own priorities. It has prepared a list of target cities, based on size and extent of minority group population. By concentrating on these cities and their surrounding suburbs, the Section hopes to develop suits which will affect the largest number of people.

C. Litigation

At the time the Housing Section was formed, in October 1969, the Civil Rights Division had filed 14 cases under Title VIII, had participated as amicus curiae in four other fair housing suits, and

160/ Id.

161/ Interview with Frank Schwelb, Chief, Housing Section, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 13, 1969.

162/ Cities with large Mexican American populations, such as San Antonio, Texas and San Diego, California, although not originally among these target cities, were added in November 1969.

163/ Previously, the Division was not organized along subject area lines.
had intervened in one other. In the first 10 months following its formation, the Section filed 40 additional actions. Many of the cases have several defendants. In all, 120 defendants have been sued. Twenty-two cases had been successfully completed as of August 1970, 19 by consent decrees, which usually include affirmative relief as well as a prohibition against discrimination.

The Section has been attempting to publicize the lawsuits it files so as to assure that people are informed of their rights under Title VIII. In addition, attorneys have been encouraged to speak to local organizations when they are in the field. The Section is attempting to bring a variety of Title VIII actions so as to obtain rulings on as many provisions of the law as possible, although it is somewhat limited in this effort by the nature of the complaints it receives.

In addition to cases involving refusals to sell or negotiate, the Housing Section has instituted litigation concerning the "blockbusting" provision of Title VIII, and filed an amicus curiae brief in the Supreme Court in a case involving the effect of zoning

---

164/ Schweb interview, supra note 161.
165/ Justice letter, supra note 158.
166/ Id.
167/ Id. Mr. Schweb acknowledges the need for initiating suits not based on complaints, but finds that the limited number of lawyers and budget preclude such extensive efforts.
168/ In U.S. v. Mintzes, 304 F. Supp. 1305 (D. Md. 1969), a Federal District Court ruled that the anti-blockbusting provision of Title VIII was constitutional under the Thirteenth Amendment. Other blockbusting suits may also be filed in Winston-Salem, North Carolina; Dallas, Texas; and Memphis Tennessee.
ordinances on residential patterns. The Housing Section also has
achieved significant results regarding the practices of title insurance
companies. The Section negotiated a signed agreement with the
Richmond (Virginia) Title Insurance Company under which the company
no longer will insure titles to property carrying racially restrictive
covenants. The Civil Rights Division subsequently wrote to more
than 17 of the nation's largest title insurance companies advising
them to cease insuring such titles.

In October 1969 a suit was filed against a recreational community
under construction in Virginia. The complaint alleged, among other
things, racial discrimination in soliciting purchasers for lots, in
violation of Title VIII. A consent order was entered on February 5,
1970 under which defendants, without admitting any illegal practices,
agreed to undertake an affirmative program to obtain black purchasers.
Defendants also are required to make quarterly reports to the Court

170/ Interview with Frank Schwelb, Chief, Housing Section, Civil Rights
Division, Mar. 3, 1970.
172/ Defendants agreed to advertise in newspapers with predominantly
black readers, to instruct subsidiaries not to discriminate, and
to indicate in all advertising that it welcomes black people.
Similar consent decrees have been secured against Chainita and
Colony Developers. Justice letter, supra note 158.
detailing the action it has taken pursuant to the order. The Lake Caroline case is particularly significant in that it sets an important precedent for affirmative action in the fair housing area.

The Housing Section has been placed in an awkward position in litigation against the Federal Government. Lawsuits have been brought against HUD concerning its involvement in segregated public housing in Bogalusa, Louisiana, and Chicago, Illinois. In both cases, the Department of Justice, as the attorney for HUD, as well as for most government agencies, represented the Department. Initially the Bogalusa case was assigned to the Civil Rights Division, but it was later reassigned to the Civil Division. As of March 1970 a decision had not yet been made as to whether the Civil Rights Division or the Civil Division would handle the Chicago case. The Housing Section would much prefer to have the Civil Division handle the matter.

---

173/ Schwelb interview, supra note 170. In the three-month reporting period prior to August 1970, 59 of some 500 sales were to blacks. Justice letter, supra note 118.


176/ Schwelb interview, supra note 161.
D. **Liaison with Other Departments**

The Housing Section has worked closely with HUD on a number of matters. Attorneys from the Housing Section and from the Coordination and Special Appeals Section of the Civil Rights Division are participating in joint committees with HUD to consider problems of site selection and tenant selection in public housing. Liaison with HUD is primarily with its Office of General Counsel, but Mr. Schwelb also deals with staff members of the Office of Equal Opportunity. As of March 1970, the Housing Section was in the process of trying to develop more systematic coordination with HUD. The two Departments exchange weekly lists of pending matters, and the Housing Section sends copies of all major pleadings and related papers to the Title VIII Office and the Office of General Counsel of HUD.

According to Mr. Schwelb, his Section has had some dealings with a number of military bases concerning the Department of Defense's off-base housing program, but does not maintain direct liaison with the Department of Defense. Military bases have been requested to refer cases of discrimination in off-base housing to the Civil Rights Division. The Housing Section has obtained lists of housing declared "off limits" because of discriminatory practices, and has filed two lawsuits based on information derived from these lists.

177/ Justice letter, *supra* note 158.
IV. Veterans Administration

The principal housing program administered by the Veterans Administration (VA) is the loan guaranty program, aimed at assisting veterans to purchase homes under favorable terms. Like the FHA mortgage insurance program, the VA loan guaranty program utilizes the ordinary channels of the private housing market--private builders and private lending institutions. The program, through its Government guaranty against loss, provides an incentive for private lending institutions to participate and is of help to private builders by facilitating mortgage credit both for construction and for sales to individual home buyers.

Although VA's share of the housing market has declined substantially over recent years, it still is considerable. During 1969, for example, the agency guaranteed loans amounting to more than $4 billion.

Housing provided through FHA and VA programs both are subject to the nondiscrimination requirements of Executive Order 11063 and Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. The two agencies have

178/ VA guaranteed home loans typically are low-interest, high-loan-to-value-ratio (in some cases no down payment is required), and long term. In addition, VA is authorized to make direct loans to veterans in areas where private credit generally is not available.

179/ Federal Reserve Bulletin, Mar. 1970, A53. FHA-insured mortgages amounted to more than $9 billion during the same year.
worked closely together over the years and generally have adopted identical policies to carry out their equal housing opportunity responsibilities. For example, it was determined shortly after the Executive Order was issued that any builder barred because of discrimination from participation in the programs of one agency also would be barred by the other agency. Similarly, both agencies originally exempted from coverage under the Executive Order one- and two-family owner-occupied homes. At the same time, neither FHA nor VA requires that housing provided under its programs be advertised as "open occupancy" or that aided builders undertake marketing practices aimed at attracting minority purchasers.

The two agencies, however, do not always adopt identical or even similar policies. In some cases their policies have differed substantially.

A. **Racially Restrictive Covenants**

As noted above, shortly after the issuance of Executive Order 11063, FHA changed its policy of a blanket refusal to insure loans on property carrying racially restrictive covenants filed of record after February 15, 1950, to provide an exception if the loan applicant was a member of a minority group excluded by the covenant. VA also changed its policy, but somewhat differently. VA announced that it would grant an exception for any veteran if the facts warranted it. The standards
for determining whether the facts warranted an exception were as follows:

1. Persons in the class prohibited by the covenant were able to purchase homes in the area; and

2. One or more of such persons have in fact bought homes in the area. 180/

In short, VA announced it would grant an exception to its policy only if the area already was in the process of racial or ethnic change. Thus, according to VA policy, a Negro veteran who was successful in purchasing a home carrying a racially restrictive covenant could not obtain VA financing unless at least one other Negro already had purchased a home in the area, presumably through a mortgage loan other than one that VA had guaranteed.

In 1969, FHA and VA made additional changes in their policies concerning racially restrictive covenants. Again, the changes adopted by the two agencies were different. According to current FHA policy, the agency will insure loans regardless of whether the property carries a racially restrictive covenant. FHA requires, however, that the purchaser certify that he will not subsequently refuse to sell the home because of the race, color, creed, or national origin of the prospective buyer. FHA also requires that the buyer expressly

180/ Letter from Fred B. Rhodes, Acting Administrator, Veterans Administration, to Howard A. Glickstein, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, June 16, 1969.
recognize that the racially restrictive covenant is illegal and void and that he specifically disclaim it. VA's current policy also is to grant loans regardless of whether the property carries a racially restrictive covenant. Unlike FHA, however, VA does not require certification by the buyer that he will not discriminate in any resale, nor does VA require a recognition of the illegality and voidness of the covenant or a specific disclaimer from the buyer. 181/

B. Exemption of One-and Two-Family Owner-Occupied Housing

It will be recalled that in June 1969, FHA, in light of the enactment of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 and the Supreme Court's decision in Jones v. Mayer and Co., prohibiting racial discrimination in all housing, eliminated the exception of one- and two-family owner-occupied housing from coverage of Executive Order 11063. Under current FHA policy, homeowners are required to certify that they will not discriminate in any subsequent resale of the housing. As of April 1970, VA retained the exception of one- and two-family owner-occupied housing. Thus, while Federal laws clearly prohibit discrimination in such housing, VA has not yet changed its policy to conform to these laws.

181/ According to VA, such a requirement would impose an additional condition of eligibility upon veterans, which would be unauthorized under the agency's governing statutes. Interview with Aaron Englisher, Staff Assistant to the Director, Loan Guaranty Service, June 3, 1970.
C. Collection of Racial and Ethnic Data

If in the case of racially restrictive covenants and one- and two-family owner-occupied housing, VA policy has lagged behind that of FHA, in one area of critical importance VA has moved ahead of its sister housing agency. Beginning in the fall of 1968, VA took steps to determine the extent of participation of minority groups in the sale of VA-acquired properties. FHA did not follow suit. In August 1969, VA proposed to the Bureau of the Budget that the agency collect data on racial and ethnic participation in the loan guaranty program. It was deemed important, however, for VA and FHA to move together on this matter and Budget Bureau approval of forms to collect these data was held up pending concurrence by HUD. It was not until April 1970 that HUD made a decision to go ahead with such data collection with respect to all of its programs. The Department currently is working out problems of implementation. Thus, as of June 1970, VA which had proposed the procedure nearly a year earlier, had not yet put its data collection system into effect.

182/ The way this was done was to record the race and ethnicity of the purchaser on the purchase application. Between December 1968 and February 1969 total offers received ranged between 3 thousand and 4 thousand per month. Of these, 68 percent were white, 7 percent were Spanish American, 19 percent were Negro, one percent was "other," and in 5 percent of the cases the race was not available. Sale of VA properties--Racial Characteristics of Offerors and Purchasers. Dec. 1968 to Feb. 1969.

183/ Englisher interview, supra note 181.
D. Staffing and Organization

Civil rights requirements for the loan guaranty program are coordinated by a staff of two full-time professionals. In addition, the Deputy Director of the Loan Guaranty Service devotes a portion of his time to matters concerning equal housing opportunity. This small staff has developed procedures to facilitate compliance with non-discrimination requirements which have been adopted by the Loan Guaranty Service. Complaint investigations are handled by personnel in the VA field offices, not by civil rights specialists, although occasionally central office equal opportunity personnel participate on their own initiative.

E. Compliance Reviews

Other than requiring a nondiscrimination certification from builders, the only compliance reviews conducted by VA are through complaint investigations. For example, VA does not use the device of "testing" to determine compliance, nor does it conduct any other form of on-site compliance review. Further, VA, unlike FHA, has not undertaken any racial and ethnic occupancy surveys of VA subdivisions.

184/ For example, in the case of VA-owned properties, the race of all persons to whom the property is shown must be indicated, as well as the race of the person showing the property. Further, when VA-guaranteed loans are foreclosed, the VA appraiser is required to indicate the racial composition of the neighborhood in which the housing is located. Under consideration is a procedure to determine the race of VA property managers. Id.

185/ Id.

186/ Rhodes letter, supra note 180.

187/ Id. In addition, VA, as well as FHA, does not require builders to publicize VA-aided housing as "open occupancy," nor does it consider advice to builders regarding marketing to attract both white and black homeseekers to be within the scope of its functions. Id.
Complaint investigations have not proved to be a particularly effective way of assuring compliance with VA nondiscrimination requirements. From the issuance of Executive Order 11063 in November 1962 until June 1969 a total of 75 complaints were received and investigated. Of these only 12 resulted in a finding of discrimination and in only eight cases were complainants offered the dwellings. Further, in those cases where builders were found to have practiced discrimination, they were reinstated into the program after agreeing only to offer the dwelling unit complained of. According to VA, in one case where discrimination was found and the builder refused to make the unit available he was suspended from the program and remains suspended. In one other case the builder was suspended for 124 days and was reinstated after agreeing to sell to all persons without discrimination. This, of course, was precisely the agreement he originally had made and violated. Nonetheless, VA imposes no additional conditions upon builders found to have practiced racial discrimination.

188/ Id. Sixty-one complaints were subject to Section 101 of the Order and 14 were subject to Section 102.

189/ Id.

190/ Id.

191/ Id.

192/ FHA, by contrast, requires an affirmative program that will give assurance of future nondiscrimination.
V. Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies

VA and FHA were the dominant forces in the housing market during the early post-war years. However, the share of the mortgage market held by FHA and VA has diminished considerably. Most housing is financed through conventional mortgage loans held by commercial banks, mutual savings banks, and savings and loan associations. At the end of 1968, they held in the aggregate well over $200 billion in residential mortgage loans. Almost all of these institutions receive substantial Federal benefits and are subject to close Federal regulation and supervision by one or more Federal agencies.

A. The Nature and Scope of Federal Supervision

Just as banks and savings and loan associations are separate in nature and organization, so their supervision and regulation are conducted separately. The supervisory pattern in each case can be likened to a three-block pyramid.

---

193/ For example, in 1954, the combined FHA and VA share of the market was 35.5 percent; in 1955, 41.1 percent; in 1956, 34.7 percent. Computations based on HHFA, 18 Ann. Rep. 383 (1964).

194/ Commercial banks held $41 billion; mutual savings banks held $47 billion; and savings and loan associations held $120 billion. Data supplied by HUD.

195/ As this Commission has observed, savings and loan associations, unlike banks, "accept no deposits, pay no interest, and possess no independent capital structure. Their entire capital ... consists of funds from individuals in the form of share accounts. Share owners' receive dividends on their shares, not interest on deposits, and constitute, in effect, the associations' stockholders, not depositors." 1961 Commission Report 32.
1. Commercial and Mutual Savings Banks

With respect to banks, the upper block represents national banks, chartered and supervised by the Comptroller of the Currency. The middle block represents member banks of the Federal Reserve System, supervised by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. These are the 4,700 national banks, which are required by law to be Federal Reserve members,\footnote{196/}{12 U.S.C. 282 (1964).} and more than 1,200 of the nearly 9,000 State-chartered banks which voluntarily have joined.

The broad base of the pyramid represents banks whose deposits are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). These consist of the nearly 6,000 member banks of the Federal Reserve System (both national and State-chartered), which are required by law to be FDIC-insured,\footnote{197/}{12 U.S.C. 1814(b) (1964).} plus 7,500 State-chartered, non-Federal reserve member commercial banks and 330 of the 500 mutual savings banks, which have voluntarily applied for and been granted the benefits of FDIC deposit insurance.\footnote{198/}{Letter from K. A. Randall, Chairman, FDIC, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 15, 1969.}
In all, 98 percent of the Nation's commercial banks are FDIC-insured. As of 1968, they held 99 percent ($500 billion) of all commercial bank resources. In addition, the 330 FDIC-insured mutual savings banks held nearly 90 percent ($62 billion) of all mutual savings bank resources.

Federal supervision over the banking community is thus carried on by three agencies: Comptroller of the Currency--national banks; Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System--State-chartered member banks; Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation--State-chartered, non-member insured commercial and mutual savings banks. FDIC, however, has jurisdiction over institutions in the first two categories (national banks and State-chartered member banks) as well as those in the third (State-chartered and non-member insured banks).

In fact, if FDIC should terminate the insurance of a bank that also is a member of the Federal Reserve System, the Board of Governors is required, in turn, to terminate that institution's membership in the Federal Reserve. If the institution also is a national bank, the Comptroller of the Currency is required to appoint a receiver. Further,

199/ Id.
200/ This is because all national banks and State-chartered member banks are required by law to have their deposits insured by FDIC.
if any insured institution violates a law, rule, or regulation, the appropriate Federal banking agency may institute cease and desist order proceedings.

While FDIC theoretically includes within its jurisdiction banks in all three categories, in fact, each of the three agencies, through the important process of bank examination, maintains close supervision over the banks within its supervisory authority. Thus national banks are examined by the Comptroller of the Currency; State-chartered member banks are examined by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; and State-chartered, non-member insured banks are examined by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

2. Savings and Loan Associations

With respect to savings and loan associations, whose principal investments are home mortgages, the upper block represents Federal savings and loan associations, chartered and supervised by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB). The middle block represents savings and loan associations whose accounts are insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC), which is operated under the direction of the FHLBB. These consist of all

2,000 Federal savings and loan associations, which are required by law to be FSLIC-insured, and 2,400 of the 3,900 State-chartered savings and loan associations, which have voluntarily applied for and been guaranteed the benefits of FSLIC insurance of accounts.

The broad base of the savings and loan pyramid represents associations which are members of the Federal Home Loan Board System (FHLBS). These consist of all 4,400 FSLIC-insured associations (Federal savings and loan associations are required by law to be members of the FHLBS; State-chartered FSLIC insured associations are not required to be FHLBS members, but all nonetheless are) plus nearly 400 non-insured associations. In all, 80 percent of the Nation's savings and loan associations are FHLBS members. They hold 98 percent ($150 billion) of all savings and loan resources.

Unlike Federal supervision of the banking community, there is a concentration of Federal authority over savings and loan associations. The three functions carried out by three separate banking agencies are carried out by a single agency--the FHLBB--with respect to savings and loan associations. As in the case of banking agencies, the FHLBB is authorized to take action, including termination of FSLIC insurance.

---

207/ Data obtained from Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
and the institution of cease and desist proceedings when a member savings and loan association violates any applicable law, regulation, or order.

B. Civil Rights Roles of Mortgage Lending Institutions and Their Supervisors

Because nearly all housing is acquired through mortgage credit, mortgage lending institutions necessarily play a key role in determining the range of housing choice. Their role with respect to housing opportunities for minority group members is particularly crucial. For example, as this Commission was told some years ago: "Banks dictate where the Negroes can live."

In its 1961 report on Housing, the Commission concluded that mortgage lending institutions "are a major factor in the denial of equal housing opportunity." There are a variety of ways in which mortgage lending institutions can prove a formidable barrier to minority group members in their search for housing. They may deny mortgage loans to minority group members, either generally or for houses in non-minority areas. Second, they may "red-line" areas in which minority group families are heavily concentrated and refuse to make loans in these areas to all home seekers, minority or majority group. Third, they may offer loans to minority group members under more stringent terms than for members of the majority group by imposing


210/ Id., at 141.
higher down payments, higher interest rates, lower appraisal values, and higher credit standards.

All of these practices are prohibited under Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. Many are difficult to detect, however, in that they can be rationalized on grounds of credit judgment. The agencies which supervise mortgage lending institutions traditionally have shied away from substituting their judgment for that of the lending institutions for purposes of criticizing them for loans they have chosen not to make. Rather, the agencies have confined themselves to criticizing lending institutions for loans they have made which, for credit reasons or otherwise, should not have been made.

Although individual cases of discrimination by mortgage lending institutions may be difficult to prove, patterns or practices of such discrimination are not. If the institutions are required to maintain adequate records on all mortgage loan applications, not merely those which have been approved, examiners would have little difficulty in uncovering patterns or practices of discrimination, and appropriate corrective action could be taken. Thus the supervisory agencies could play a key role in assuring that the Nation's mortgage lending community serves to promote the cause of equal housing opportunity. It is a role they have been reluctant to assume.
C. Past Civil Rights Activities

In April 1961, this Commission, in preparation for an earlier report on Federal policy concerning housing and civil rights, sent detailed letters of inquiry to each of the three banking agencies and the FHLBB to determine what activities these agencies were conducting or planned to conduct to prevent discrimination in mortgage lending by the institutions they supervise. At the time, no Federal law had been enacted dealing with discrimination in housing or mortgage financing. Executive Order 11063 was not issued until a year and a half later. Of the four agencies, the FHLBB was the only one that could point to any positive action to prevent discrimination. Then Chairman Joseph P. McMurray informed the Commission that on June 1, 1961, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board had adopted the following resolution:

"It is hereby resolved that the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, as a matter of policy, opposes discrimination, by financial institutions over which it has supervisory authority, against borrowers solely because of race, color, or creed."211/

In response to a further inquiry from the Commission concerning the Board's plans for implementing this policy, Chairman McMurray replied:

"All of the Board's examiners, who examine institutions over which the Board has supervisory authority, have also been advised of the June 1 resolution for their guidance in the examination of such institutions. If in the examination of these institutions our examiners find that there is discrimination against borrowers solely because of race, color, or creed, they will

211/ Id., at 36.
report the facts and such supervisory action as is feasible will thereupon be taken to effect a discontinuance of the practice." 212/

None of the three banking agencies gave any indication of adopting a similar policy. Two of the three agencies (Federal Reserve and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) disclaimed any legal authority to promulgate a requirement against discrimination in mortgage lending, and all three expressed reservations as to the desirability of pursuing such a course of action. 213/ Their reservations clustered about two points: the nature of the regulation required to effectuate a policy of nondiscrimination; and the belief that race, color, or creed might affect the economic value of property.

In the seven years that followed, the situation remained static. No action was taken by the three banking agencies and the policy statement of the FHLBB proved to be little more than a paper requirement. No procedures were established that would permit the Board's examiners to discover instances of discrimination, nor were member savings and loan associations required to keep records by race and ethnicity which would facilitate such discoveries by examiners. 215/

212/ Id.
213/ Id., at 39-51.
214/ Id., at 52.
215/ Although Executive Order 11063 did not cover conventionally financed housing, membership on the President's Committee on Equal Opportunity in Housing, which was created to oversee enforcement of the Executive Order, included the Chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board and the Secretary of the Treasury.
D. Enactment of Title VIII and Its Consequences

Section 805 of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 provided that as of January 1, 1969, discrimination in mortgage lending was prohibited. On June 11, 1968, the Commission forwarded to the four agencies a memorandum from its General Counsel pointing out that on January 1, 1969, when Section 805 went into effect, the agencies no longer would be free to ignore problems of racial discrimination in mortgage lending, but would be under a legal obligation to take action to eliminate it. The Commission also argued that the agencies were authorized not only to prevent discrimination by the lending institutions they supervise, but to require these institutions to impose non-discrimination requirements on builders and developers with whom they have financial dealings. In view of the enforcement weaknesses in Title VIII, such actions by the regulatory agencies would be of substantial help in assuring compliance.

In July 1968, the FHLBB sent a letter to all member savings and loan associations, describing the requirements of Section 805 and calling attention to the sanctions that could be imposed for violation of the prohibition against discrimination in mortgage lending. Thus

---

216/ Memorandum from General Counsel, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (USCCR), to William L. Taylor, Staff Director, USCCR, "Enforcement of Fair Housing Law by Means of Sanction of Termination of FDIC or FSLIC Insurance," June 11, 1968.

217/ Id.

218/ Copies of this memorandum also were sent to then HUD Secretary Weaver and then Assistant Attorney General Stephen J. Pollak.

219/ Memorandum from John E. Horne, Chairman, FHLBB, to members of the Federal Home Loan Bank System, July 1, 1968.
the FHLBB again was the first of the four Federal financial regulatory agencies to act affirmatively in the cause of equal opportunity in mortgage lending. Nothing, however, was done with respect to the second Commission suggestion--to require the lending institutions to impose nondiscrimination requirements on builders and developers.

Beginning in August 1968, HUD initiated a series of meetings with representatives of the Department of Justice and this Commission to discuss both aspects of the Commission's memorandum--action to prevent discrimination by mortgage lending institutions and action to require mortgage lending institutions to impose nondiscrimination requirements on builders and developers with whom they deal. HUD also held separate meetings with representatives of the four financial regulatory agencies. The only concrete result of the meetings with the regulatory agencies was the issuance of letters by the banking agencies advising banks of the requirements of Section 805.

In June 1969, HUD convened an interagency task force consisting of representatives of the Department of Justice, this Commission, and the four financial regulatory agencies. HUD prepared a list of specific recommendations for an affirmative program by the regulatory agencies to assure compliance with the requirements of Section 805.

---

220/ Early in 1969, the three banking agencies sent similar letters to their member institutions.
Among the recommendations made by HUD were:

1. The issuance of regulations of binding instructions, requiring that each institution keep on file all loan applications, indicating the race or color of the applicant, together with other relevant information, such as the character and location of the neighborhood in which the property involved is located, and if the application is disapproved the reason why.

2. A requirement that each lending institution post a notice in its lobby stating that the institution does not discriminate in mortgage lending and informing the public that such discrimination is in violation of Section 805.

3. The development of a special form of examining documents for use by examiners in checking on discriminatory lending practices covered by Title VIII.

4. Development of a data collection system designed to reveal patterns or practices of discrimination in home mortgage lending operations covered by Title VIII. 221/

There were no recommendations, however, concerning the Commission's second suggestion.

The regulatory agencies, agreeing to incorporate into their examinations, procedures for detecting discrimination in mortgage lending, were opposed to requiring the lending institutions to maintain racial and ethnic data on loan applications. Absent such data collection, however, it was difficult to see how examiners would be in a position to detect patterns or practices of discrimination. Finally, a compromise was reached whereby the regulatory agencies agreed to send a questionnaire to all member institutions for the purpose of determining their current

policies in making loans available to minorities and gauging whether discrimination was a serious problem. As of June 1970, the questionnaire was in the process of review by the Bureau of the Budget.

E. Staff Resources and Potential Use

Each of the four agencies employs a large number of examiners who visit member lending institutions on a regular and systematic basis to determine compliance with various laws affecting them. The Federal Home Loan Bank Board, for example, employs 600 examiners to examine its 4,800 member institutions. The Comptroller of the Currency employs 1,700 examiners to examine its 4,700 national banks. The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System employs 300 examiners to examine its 1,200 State member banks. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation employs nearly 1,000 examiners to examine its 7,500 State-chartered, non-member, insured banks.

Through this network of examiners, these agencies maintain close supervision over the activities of their member institutions. As one administrative law authority has observed: "The regulation of banking may be more intensive than the regulation of any other industry ... ."

These examiners also represent a potential source of civil rights compliance officers. Through them, the regulatory agencies have the capacity for conducting intensive and complete compliance reviews. The examiners, however, are not being utilized to carry out the

[222/ Davis, Administrative Law Treatise, Sec. 4.04, at 247 (1958).]
agencies' responsibilities under Title VIII. Absent detailed racial and ethnic data on loan applications examiners can do little more than go through the motions of checking on civil rights compliance.

The questionnaire that the regulatory agencies have agreed to send to their member institutions represents a commendable first step. Through it, they will, for the first time, obtain information indicating the extent to which the problem of discrimination in mortgage lending exists. It can be considered, however, only a first step. As in other areas of civil rights compliance, the collection of racial and ethnic data is crucial.

Moreover, the questionnaire relates only to the practices of the mortgage lending institutions themselves. No formal consideration yet has been given by the regulatory agencies to the Commission's second recommendation, relating to the practices of builders and developers financed through these institutions. Strong action on both recommendations would contribute significantly to achieving the goal of equal housing opportunity, in fact, as well in legal theory.

223/ The agencies have argued that they have received no indication that discrimination in mortgage lending is a problem at all. For example, as of March 1970, the FHLBB had received only four complaints concerning discrimination. The FDIC had received only two. The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System had received none. The Comptroller of the Currency office had received only one. It is doubtful, however, that these complaints reflect an accurate measure of the extent of the problem. For one thing, the agencies are largely unknown to those outside the financial communities. Therefore, it is doubtful whether people discriminated against would know to whom to complain.
VI. The General Services Administration and Site Selection for Federal Installations

As this Commission pointed out in its recent report on "Federal Installations and Equal Housing Opportunity," the leverage of the substantial economic benefits frequently generated by the location of Federal installations can be a persuasive force in opening up housing opportunities throughout metropolitan areas for lower-income and minority group families. The Federal Government, like private industry, has been locating its facilities increasingly in suburban and outlying parts of metropolitan areas. These typically are areas in which the supply of housing within the means of lower-income employees either is inadequate or nonexistent. Many of these communities traditionally have also excluded minority group families, whatever their income. The relocation of Federal installations to these communities has caused hardships to lower-income and minority group employees and their families. Often they cannot find homes and must either commute long distances or seek new jobs.


225/ Id., at 7.

226/ See, for example, a description of the results of the move of the National Bureau of Standards from the District of Columbia to Gaithersburg, Maryland. Id., at 9-14.
The General Services Administration (GSA) is the one Federal agency possessing the greatest potential for promoting uniform policy to assure the availability of housing for lower-income and minority group families in communities where Federal installations are located. Under Federal law, most space for Federal agencies is acquired and assigned by the GSA. Until March 1969, neither the General Services Administration nor any other Federal department or agency specifically considered the housing needs of lower-income or minority group employees among the criteria by which sites for Federal installations would be selected.

In March 1969, however, GSA announced a new requirement to assure availability of low- and middle-income housing accessible to Federal installations. Under this GSA policy the agency will avoid locations where three conditions exist:

1. The area is known to lack adequate housing for low- and moderate-income employees;

2. The area is known to lack such housing within a reasonable proximity; and

227/ 40 U.S.C. 490(e), (1964). Some agencies, such as the Treasury Department, the Post Office Department and the Atomic Energy Commission, have authority to acquire their own space. However, they may request that GSA acquire land for buildings and contract and supervise their construction, development, and equipment. 40 U.S.C. 490(c), (1964).

228/ For a description of past GSA policy, see Federal Installations and Equal Housing Opportunity, supra note 224, at 15-17.

229/ Memorandum from William A. Schmidt to all regional administrators of GSA, Mar. 14, 1969. See, Federal Installations and Equal Housing Opportunity, supra note 224, at 17, n. 119.
3. The area is not readily accessible to other areas of the urban center.

This policy, while it represents a commendable step forward, leaves a good deal to be desired. First of all, as of April 1970, the policy had not been implemented through any GSA regulations or guidelines. Secondly, it is totally silent on the issue of availability of housing for minority group members. GSA has explained that in view of the fact that it is not responsible for providing space for all Federal agencies, it would not be appropriate "...to decide and publicize that our program of locating Federal agencies be used as a leverage to enhance open access to housing." 

The Commission contended that despite jurisdictional limits, GSA should exercise leadership in promoting a policy of open access to housing. Nonetheless, believing that site selection policy should be uniform and applicable to all agencies whether or not served by GSA, the Commission also urged the issuance of a directive by the President.

\[230/\text{Id.}, \text{Federal Installations and Equal Housing Opportunity, supra note 224 at 19, n. 135.}\]
\[231/\text{Id., at 19.}\]
\[232/\text{Id.}\]
The Executive Order recommended, would establish a uniform policy of site selection governing location and expansion of all Federal installations. The goals of this Executive Order recommended by the Commission were:

1. To expand housing opportunities for lower-income and minority group families outside areas of existing poverty and minority group concentration.

2. To facilitate employment opportunities for lower-income and minority group employees.

3. To promote the balanced economic development of central cities and suburban parts of metropolitan areas.

4. To contribute to the elimination of racial and economic separation.

Specifically, the Commission recommended that Federal departments and agencies having responsibility for determining sites for Federal installations be directed to apply the following as prerequisite to approving any community as a site for a Federal installation:

\[233/\] Id., at 22-23.

\[234/\] Id., at 22
1. The community should be required to demonstrate that there is a sufficient supply of housing within the means of lower-income families to meet the needs of present and potential employees, or that housing will be produced within a reasonable period of time. Some ways the Commission suggested that this requirement could be satisfied are: (a) the community has taken the necessary steps involving local government approval to permit operation of the various Federal low-income housing programs; (b) the community maintains zoning ordinances, building codes, and other appropriate land use requirements that facilitate provision of lower-income housing in all sections of the community; and (c) plans for lower-income housing adopted by builders or developers have reached an appropriate point of maturity.

2. The community under consideration should be required to demonstrate that conditions exist, or will exist within a reasonable time, to facilitate minority group residents within its borders on a desegregated basis. Among the ways the Commission suggested that this requirement could be satisfied are: (a) the community maintains a comprehensive, enforceable fair housing law; (b) members of the local housing and home finance industry have adopted affirmative marketing policies designed to attract minority group members to the community; and (c) steps have been taken by local government officials and by local civil groups and leaders to assure that all facilities and services in
the community are open to minority group families on an equitable and desegregated basis, and that minority group members will participate fully in community life.

On February 27, 1970, the President issued Executive Order 11512, setting forth criteria to be considered in selecting sites for Federal installations. Although the order was issued shortly after issuance of the Commission's report and recommendations, it had been in preparation for some months prior to release of the Commission's report. The Order contains two significant provisions bearing on the civil rights implications of Federal site selection policies.

First, among the policies which the Order directs the General Services Administration and other executive agencies to be guided by in selecting sites for their installations is "the availability of adequate low and moderate income housing..."

Second, the Order directs that: "Consideration shall be given in the selection of sites for Federal facilities to... the impact a selection will have on improving social and economic conditions in the area."

Thus the Order, in effect, incorporates the GSA policy on availability of lower-income housing as a uniform Federal policy, applying to all Federal departments and agencies. In addition, the

235/ Id., at 22-23
236/ Sec. 2 (a) (b).
237/ Sec. 2(a)(2).
Order goes beyond GSA policy to assure that consideration of the social and economic welfare of the area also will be uniform Federal site selection policy.

While the Order specifies that these are among the policies by which departments and agencies are to be guided, it is not clear what priority is to be accorded them in relation to other, and perhaps conflicting, policies, such as "efficient performance" and "adequacy of parking." Further, the Order is silent on the matter of racial discrimination.

In March 1970, HUD initiated a series of meetings with major departments and agencies that maintain installations in the Washington, D. C. metropolitan area. The purpose of the meetings is to strengthen the site selection policy for Federal installations to assure that adequate housing is available for lower-income employees and to assure that it is available on an equal opportunity basis.

HUD presented detailed recommendations for criteria that would achieve these ends. One of the important considerations has been how a uniform policy, if agreed upon, would be enforced--by what authority individual departments and agencies could be required to adhere strictly to the criteria decided upon. One means suggested

238/Sec. 2(a) (1).
239/Sec. 2(a) (6).
would be through a new Executive Order by the President incorporating these criteria into the recent, but limited, Order on this subject.

VII. The Department of Defense and Off-Base Housing

A. Purposes and Aims of the Off-Base Housing Program

A 1963 Defense Department directive stated in part:

Discriminatory practices directed against Armed Forces members, all of whom lack a civilian's freedom of choice in where to live, to work, to travel and to spend his off-duty hours, are harmful to military effectiveness. Therefore, all members of the Department of Defense should oppose such practices on every occasion, while fostering equal opportunity for servicemen and their families, on and off-base.

Base commanders were charged with the responsibility of opposing discriminatory practices affecting their men and were given the authority, subject to the prior approval of the appropriate service Secretary, to use the "off-limits" sanction to combat such discrimination. However, sanctions were not to be imposed on any housing units because of their refusal to rent on a desegregated basis.

This voluntary program did not produce much change in the Nation's segregated housing patterns, for in July of 1967 only 41 percent of the housing around military bases in the South and 60 percent of the off-base housing nationwide was reported by base commanders as being available to Negro servicemen. A new program was announced in April 1967 by then Deputy Secretary Cyrus Vance.

B. Mechanics of the DoD Program

The first phase of the new program consisted of a survey of multiple-unit rental facilities in the vicinity of each military base in the continental United States with 500 or more military personnel. It included a determination of which facilities were to be surveyed, personal contact with each facility owner or manager to ascertain his rental policy, and a report of the results to the Service Secretaries.

242/ Department of Defense News Release No. 577.68, with attached Table 303, June 20, 1968.


244/ Id. The program was applied to smaller installations in November 1968 and made applicable to all in September 1969. ASD(M&RA) Multi-addressee Memorandum Concerning Extension of the Equal Opportunity in Housing to Smaller Installation, Nov. 25, 1968; DoD Instruction 11338.15, Equal Opportunity for Military Personnel in Off-Base Housing Program, Sept. 24, 1969.

245/ DSD Apr. 11, 1967 Memorandum, supra note 243; ASD(M) Multi-addressee Memorandum, Equal Opportunity for Military Personnel in Rental of Off-Base Housing, Apr. 22, 1967. Housing that was to be surveyed consisted of apartment buildings, housing developments and trailer courts, with five or more rental units, that were within the "normal commuting distance of the base." In order to obtain the necessary survey information, the base commander or a senior staff representative was to contact the owner of each facility in person. If this proved to be impossible, contact was to be made in writing. In a case where the commander had satisfactory evidence, which could be documented that a facility was in fact operated on a non-discriminatory basis, the necessity for personal contact was waived.
The instructions were silent with regard to the inclusion of substandard housing. Each base commander was responsible for carrying out all parts of this phase by July 15, 1967.

Phase II consisted of a mobilization of community support for the DoD housing program and a continuous updating of the statistics gathered in Phase I. The base commanders were required to enlist the assistance and support of all interested parties in an attempt to change the policy of those facilities that were closed to Negro servicemen. To accomplish this end, wide discretion was vested in each military commander. This phase was scheduled to end on August 31, 1968, but was extended indefinitely.

A department directive, in setting guidelines for installation commanders to follow in their affirmative action phase of the program, indicates that each commander should determine the most effective approaches to achieve open housing for military personnel. The commander is warned, however, that "in some communities, a proposal for open housing evokes unjustified and emotional fear and antagonisms...."

\[246/\] Id.


In addition, the commander is informed that "The importance of seeking, obtaining, and mobilizing the cooperation and support of local leaders--elected, civic, business and religious--cannot be overemphasized. It should be made clear to owners and managers that they are not being asked to lower their standards of tenant acceptability...."

The directive further indicates that where there is reason to believe that a facility, which has signed an open-housing assurance, has discriminated against Negro servicemen the commander should check on the sincerity of the assurance "through appropriate means," but the commander is specifically directed not to test the policy of facility owners "by utilizing individuals who purport to be prospective tenants when in fact they are not."

Nowhere in the directive is contact with civil rights or open housing groups mentioned and although "testing" is forbidden, no alternative method of checking the sincerity of an owner's assurance is suggested. Furthermore, the directive does not advocate or even mention direct contact between command officials and minority group servicemen. Yet, if the command, which is usually all white, is to develop a real understanding and appreciation of the problems faced by minority servicemen, open discussion must take place. This is especially true because many black and Spanish-surnamed American

249/ Id.
250/ Id., at 5
servicemen will not report incidents in which they were discriminated against and in some cases, they will not even know if they were refused a rental because of their race or ethnic background. Since military installations do not maintain centralized lists of where each serviceman resides, frank discussions are the best method of discovering the reasons why despite open housing assurances, many minority servicemen continue to live in segregated and less adequate facilities than other servicemen.

C. Housing Referral Services

Military bases have always had a housing officer who assisted those military personnel seeking off-base housing. This officer maintains a list of facilities to which he refers those who approach him. To be included on that list, a landlord fills out a housing information sheet that provides the housing officer with all necessary information concerning the facility (e.g., number of units, price, facilities offered). In the past, however, many servicemen did not contact the housing officer, but preferred to fend for themselves.

In July 1967, the Secretary of Defense ordered that a housing referral office be established at every military base taking part in the Program for Equal Opportunity for Military Personnel in Off-Base Housing. He directed that, at the time of arrival at the installation,
all personnel requiring off-base housing should be required to clear through the office. Under the Secretary's order, the housing referral refers servicemen only to those housing facilities whose owners have completed a housing information sheet containing an assurance that

the facility is open to all servicemen.

To insure that all facilities listed with the housing referral office are operated on a nondiscriminatory basis, each office instituted a mandatory feedback system whereby personnel are required to report their experiences in obtaining housing. A card is provided to each serviceman for this purpose. On it he indicates which unit he has selected. He also specifies reasons, from among several stated on the card, why other units were rejected. There is no place on the card, however, for the serviceman to indicate that he believes he has been refused housing for discriminatory reasons.

Until November 1969, no money was appropriated by Congress to provide staff for the newly created housing referral offices.


253/ Interview with Col. Charles Kane, Director, Office of the Coordinator of Off-Base Housing Services (Office of the Secretary of Defense), Apr. 15, 1970. For fiscal year 1971 Congress voted .4 million dollars for the operation of the housing referral offices. Prior to that time, the operating funds had to come out of the budgets of each participating installation. To avoid the expense of hiring a full-time housing referral officer, many base commanders merely detailed a military man to the job. Id.
During the first two years of the program, the housing offices were grossly understaffed. Occasionally they were operated by men out of sympathy with the concept of integrated housing.

D. Reporting Requirements

In Washington, the program was initially directed and coordinated by the Office of the Coordinator of Off-Base Housing Services which was created in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. In 1969 the responsibility for the non-civil rights aspects of the program, i.e., the overall operation of the off-base housing referral offices, was transferred to the Director of Family Housing Program, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) and the

254/ Id. Interview with Col. Charles Kane, Director, Office of the Coordinator of Off-Base Housing Services (Office of the Secretary of Defense), Apr. 15, 1970.

255/ For example, Commission staff members were told by one base housing referral officer that: if Negroes have trouble in finding housing, two of the reasons are that they can't afford the good housing and that they often have so many children; that Negroes claim discrimination recklessly and that Jones v. Mayer is poor law. This same housing officer indicated that there was little housing discrimination in his area, but black servicemen testified to the contrary and a review by Commission staff of the housing accommodations of a number of the black servicemen who lived in off base demonstrated that they lived in black areas and in less adequate housing than whites of equivalent rank.
equal housing aspects to the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Civil Rights).

Each military installation taking part in the program was required to send a copy of its original census report to the Off-Base Housing Coordinating Office. Thereafter, each base was to send a statistical and narrative report to Washington on a monthly (later a quarterly) basis until June 1969, when the reporting requirement was discontinued. The latest Defense Department Instruction on the equal opportunity in off-base housing program reestablishes a quarterly reporting requirement beginning with the first quarter of 1970. The reports are similar to the reports required earlier and call for statistical information on facilities with five or more units, including whether or not they have Negro military residents. It also requests a narrative report summarizing the open housing activities and experiences of the reporting installation. According to the Defense Department, 96.1 percent of surveyed units have signed a nondiscrimination assurance. Sanctions have been imposed against the 56,451 apartment units in multi-unit facilities which refused to sign assurances. There are no reports indicating that any sanctions have been imposed on facilities with fewer than 5 units. Sanctions rarely have been imposed other than in cases involving refusal to sign assurances. The list of sanctioned facilities has been shared with HUD and with the Justice Department.

256/ DSD Apr. 11, 1967 Memorandum, supra note 243.


258/ Kane interview, supra note 254. Col. Kane recalled six instances in which sanctions had been imposed for actual discrimination.
VIII. Summary

Fair housing is the law of the land. All three branches of the Federal Government have acted to assure that housing is open to all without discrimination. The Executive Branch acted first, through issuance of the Executive Order on Equal Opportunity in Housing in November 1962, to prohibit discrimination in federally assisted housing. Congress, in 1964, added the support of the legislative branch by enacting Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, proscribing discrimination in programs of activities receiving Federal financial assistance. Four years later, Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1968, including a Federal fair housing law (Title VIII), which prohibits discrimination in most of the Nation's housing. And later that year, the Supreme Court of the United States, in Jones vs. Mayer and Co., relying on an 1866 civil rights law enacted under v. Mayer, relying on an 1866 civil rights law enacted under discrimination is prohibited in all housing, private as well as public.

Under Title VIII and the Jones decision equal housing opportunity is a broadly protected legal right. Fair housing, however, like other legal civil rights, is not self-enforcing. In an area where racial discrimination for decades has been operating industry practice and where residential segregation has become firmly entrenched, vigorous enforcement and creative administration of fair housing laws are necessary if the rights that are legally secured are to be achieved in fact. Under Title VIII and Jones the tools provided for enforcement
leave much to be desired. Primary reliance is on litigation, with the principal burden for instituting it placed on the person discriminated against. In addition, the Department of Justice may bring lawsuits under Title VII in cases of patterns or practices of discrimination. The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is given primary responsibility for enforcement and administration of the fair housing law, but the only enforcement weapons specifically placed at its command are "informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion." HUD is not authorized to issue cease and desist orders, nor may it institute litigation, itself.

Despite the relative weakness of the enforcement machinery specifically provided under Title VIII, other mechanisms are available to assist in assuring compliance. Title VI and the Executive Order on Equal Opportunity in Housing, for example, both authorize use of the substantial leverage provided by Federal assistance to housing as a means of achieving an open housing market. In addition, Title VIII, itself, specifically directs HUD and all other executive departments and agencies to administer their programs and activities relating to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the purposes of fair housing. Title VIII also authorizes HUD to use techniques in addition to those strictly concerned with enforcement to promote the goals of fair housing.
On the basis of the Commission's examination of the activities of HUD and other agencies which can play a key role in the effort to achieve an open housing market, the results after two years of experience under Title VIII are disappointing. Few agencies have undertaken the kind of affirmative program necessary to carry out their fair housing responsibilities effectively. Most have not even fully recognized what their responsibilities are. Their activities have been characterized by a narrow view of the goals of fair housing and a failure to attune their programs to achieve them.

Department of Housing and Urban Development

HUD is the key Federal agency in the fair housing effort. Title VIII places principal enforcement responsibility in HUD and the agency has the major fair housing responsibility under Title VI and the Executive Order on Equal Opportunity in Housing.

The Department's performance in carrying out its responsibilities under the various Federal fair housing laws has not been such as to fulfill their potential. To some extent, its failure can be attributed to impediments inherent in the laws themselves, such as the lack of enforcement powers just discussed. HUD also suffers from restrictions in financial and staff resources for civil rights common to nearly all agencies.

The Department, however, has not made maximum use of the enforcement tools at its command, nor has it made the best disposition of the available resources. Its activities have reflected a narrow approach toward
achieving fair housing goals. Under Title VIII, the Department has emphasized complaint processing almost to the exclusion of other, potentially more effective means of furthering the cause of fair housing. Under Title VI and the Executive Order, there has been almost no activity at all. As of April 1970, the Department had not yet even taken the basic step of establishing complaint procedures.

Although the Department has begun to assume a leadership position in attempting to focus the entire Federal housing effort toward promoting equal housing opportunity, it has been less vigorous in shaping its own programs to that end. Decisions in such key areas as site selection and tenant selection have not yet been made. It was not until April of this year that the decision to collect data on racial and ethnic participation in HUD programs was made and as of August 1970, data had not yet been collected. Confusion still exists as to the assignment of civil rights responsibilities among the various units of the Department and there is little coordination between Equal Opportunity staff and staff which administer the Department's substantive programs.

A number of the problems have been recognized by the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity and efforts are being made to correct many of the deficiencies. In view of the fact that more than two years have elapsed since the Federal fair housing law was enacted, however, the fact that these deficiencies persist is a cause of major concern.
Department of Justice

The Department of Justice is one of the few Federal agencies with fair housing responsibilities that has attempted to carry them out vigorously and aggressively. Under Title VIII, the Department of Justice has the authority to bring lawsuits in cases involving a "pattern or practice" of Title VIII violations. This responsibility is carried out by the Housing Section of the Civil Rights Division.

Despite staff restrictions, the Housing Section has undertaken an aggressive program of litigation under Title VIII. It has instituted sensible priorities to govern its activities and has attempted to bring wide publicity to the lawsuits it institutes to inform as many people as possible of their rights under Title VIII and to make it known that the law is being enforced. The Section also has been conscientiously seeking to establish a close working relationship with HUD to assure effective coordination of the activities of the two Departments.

Unless the size of its staff is substantially increased, however, it will be unable to maintain the current pace of activities. The Section has filed a number of cases. Soon, many of these will be coming up for trial and the lawyers will be required to devote their time to them. It then will be impossible to do the work necessary to file additional cases. The Section must also expand its activities to include cases involving discrimination against minority groups.
Veterans Administration

The Veterans Administration loan guaranty program, together with the FHA mortgage insurance program, represent the major direct government involvement in the private housing market. The program, which uses the government guaranty against loss as a means of inducing private lenders to make home loans to veterans under favorable terms, is covered both by the Executive Order on Equal Opportunity in Housing and Title VIII. VA rarely has assumed an aggressive posture in carrying out its civil rights responsibilities. Usually, it has followed the lead of its sister agency, FHA, in adopting civil rights requirements and procedures. Sometimes, it has failed to go along with even the minimal steps taken by FHA.

For example, in June 1969, FHA, in light of the enactment of Title VIII and the Supreme Court's decision in Jones v. Mayer and Co., prohibiting racial discrimination in all housing, eliminated its exception of one and two-family, owner-occupied housing from coverage under the Executive Order. As of April 1970, VA still retained that exception. Similarly, VA's policy on guarantying loans on property carrying racially restrictive convenants lags behind that of FHA in terms of promoting the cause of equal housing opportunity.
It moved ahead of FHA by beginning in 1968 to collect data on minority group participation in the sale of VA-acquired properties. As of April 1970, FHA still did not collect these data. Further, in August 1969, VA proposed to collect data on racial and ethnic data with respect to all HUD programs. Presumably, when problems of implementation are worked out by HUD, the VA proposal will be put into effect.

VA has done little in carrying out its responsibilities to assure compliance with nondiscrimination requirements. Other than requiring a nondiscrimination certification from builders, the only compliance reviews conducted by VA are through complaint investigations. The agency has received relatively few complaints and has been of assistance to minority group veterans in only a handful of cases brought to its attention. Further, any builder found guilty of discrimination is reinstated by VA once he agrees to make the dwelling unit available to the minority group veteran. No requirements are imposed upon such a builder other than to agree to sell to all persons without discrimination. This, of course, is precisely the agreement the builder originally made and subsequently violated.

**Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies**

The great majority of the Nation's housing is financed through conventional (non-FHA or VA) loans by mortgage lending institutions supervised and benefited by Federal agencies. The institutions are savings and loan associations, almost all of which are insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) and
regulated by the Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLBB), and commercial and mutual savings banks, nearly all of whose deposits are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and regulated either by the Comptroller of the Currency, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, or FDIC. These institutions are prohibited under Section 805 of Title VIII from discriminating in the financing of housing. Further, in view of their central role in the housing market, a requirement of nondiscrimination imposed by them on builders and developers with whom they deal could be a major factor in achieving the goals of fair housing.

Each of the four agencies employs a large number of examiners who visit member lending institutions on a regular and systematic basis to determine compliance with various laws affecting them. The lending institutions in turn, are required to keep written records so that examiners can determine instances or patterns of noncompliance.

With this network of compliance officers, these agencies have the capacity for conducting intensive and complete compliance reviews. This network of compliance, however, is not being utilized to carry out the agencies' responsibilities under Title VIII. Adequate records to permit examiners to determine compliance with the requirements of
Section 805 are not kept. The agencies have agreed only to send a questionnaire to their member institutions to determine the extent to which the problem of discrimination in mortgage lending exists. This can only be considered a first step. As in other areas of civil rights compliance, the required collection of racial and ethnic data is crucial. Further, the agencies have taken no steps with respect to the practices of builders and developers financed through these institutions.

The General Services Administration and Site Selection For Federal Installations

The economic benefits frequently generated by the location of Federal installations can be a persuasive force in opening up housing opportunities throughout metropolitan areas and furthering the purposes of fair housing. Increasingly, major Federal installations have been locating or relocating outside central cities in suburban and outlying parts of metropolitan areas. Until recently, the housing needs of lower-income employees and minority group employees were not specifically among the consideration taken into account.

The General Services Administration (GSA), responsible for acquiring space for most Federal agencies, possesses the greatest potential for promoting uniform policy to assure the availability of housing for lower-income and minority group families in communities where Federal installations locate. In March 1969, GSA took a significant forward
step by announcing a policy to avoid locations lacking adequate low- and moderate-income housing in reasonable proximity. This policy has not yet fully been implemented. Further, neither GSA nor other Federal agencies yet have adopted policies aimed at assuring access to housing for minority group members.

In its report on "Federal Installations and Equal Housing Opportunity," this Commission recommended a detailed Executive Order aimed at both aspects of the problem. Shortly after the Commission's report was issued, the President issued an Executive Order setting forth criteria to be considered in selecting sites for Federal installations. Although the Order specified, as one of the criteria, availability of adequate low- and moderate-income housing, it, too, was silent on the matter of racial discrimination.

In March 1970, HUD initiated a series of meetings with major departments and agencies aimed at establishing a uniform site selection policy for Federal installations dealing both with the matter of housing for lower-income families and for minority group families. As of April 1970, these meetings were continuing.

The Department of Defense and Off-Base Housing

The program of equal opportunity for military personnel in off-base housing was initiated by the Department of Defense prior to the passage of the Federal fair housing law and the Jones v. Mayer decision. This early action by the Defense Department was a significant step
forward. The program has substantially improved the open housing situation in the areas around the participating military installations. For example, only 22 percent of the surveyed facilities in July 1967, before the program was started, were open to Negro servicemen. As of June 1969, the owners of 96 percent of the surveyed housing units had signed an assurance of open housing. In Maryland and Northern Virginia, where many large military installations are located, the percentage of open housing rose from 27 percent and 36 percent respectively to well over 90 percent.

However, the problems have not disappeared entirely. The percentage in Louisiana, for example, is still below 70 percent. It is also clear that many landlords sign assurances intending never to rent to minority servicemen. The Department is now first gathering rough statistics on the number of "open" facilities which are indeed integrated. A review of the partial returns indicates that the degree of integration is still low.
Chapter 4

FEDERAL PROGRAMS

I. Introduction

Over the years, the Federal Government has established a large number of financial assistance programs to provide aid in specific goals of national concern and to help achieve specific goals of national importance. Many of these programs are aimed at meeting key social and economic problems of the American people and involve such important aspects of life as education, health, food, housing, job training, business ownership, recreation, farm production, and economic development. They affect the lives of most Americans and are of particular importance to disadvantaged Americans, a disproportionately large number of whom are minority group members.

These programs take several forms. Some involve a direct relationship between the Federal Government and the intended beneficiaries, and the program benefits, in the form of payments, loans, subsidies, or technical assistance, flow directly from the Federal agency to the individual. Others involve one or more intermediaries--public or private institutions that intervene between the Federal Government and the intended beneficiaries--and the program benefits reach the individual beneficiary indirectly, through the intermediaries. In these indirect assistance programs, Federal aid often takes the form of cash disbursements--grants or loans--which go to the intermediaries to be used for specified program purposes. In other cases cash disbursements are not involved. Rather, the Federal Government assumes the role of underwriter, seeking to use the ordinary channels
of the private credit industry for nationally desirable ends, by
insuring or guaranteeing loans for particular purposes.

With respect to all of these Federal assistance programs--direct and indirect--the Federal Government has an obligation to assure that program benefits reach intended beneficiaries on an equitable and non-discriminatory basis. Indeed, if inequity or discrimination are permitted to persist, the programs necessarily are prevented from accomplishing their goals. For example, "a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family," which is the goal of Federal housing programs, cannot be achieved so long as American families are denied the benefits of these programs because of their race or national origin. By the same token, the goal of quality education for every American child, which guides Federal education programs, cannot be achieved so long as school facilities and services provided under these programs are distributed inequitably and, above all, so long as children are educated in racially and ethnically isolated schools.

The Federal Government in one form or another, has, in fact, explicitly recognized its obligation to assure against discrimination with respect to all its programs. In direct assistance programs, the courts have made this obligation clear as a Constitutional mandate. In programs of insurance and guaranty, executive action by the President, as well as judicial decisions, established this policy. And in programs involving grants or loans to intermediaries, Congress, as well as the judicial and executive branches, has spoken. Although
the Federal responsibility to prevent discrimination has thus been recognized, the way in which that responsibility is being carried out by Federal departments and agencies is far from satisfactory.

This chapter will analyze the mechanisms and procedures that have been developed to prevent discrimination in the three forms of Federal programs discussed above:

1. Grants or loans to intermediaries.
2. Insurance or guaranty of loans by private credit institutions.
3. Direct assistance programs.

The bulk of the chapter is devoted to grant or loan programs that flow through intermediaries to the benefit of intended beneficiaries. These are the programs in which Federal money is funneled through non-Federal agencies—public and private—for social and economic welfare purposes. They are the programs in which discrimination most frequently has come to prominent public attention. They also are the programs concerning which Congress, in Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, has set forth guidelines for ending discrimination based on race, color, or national origin. Thus in these programs—unlike direct assistance or insurance and guaranty programs—Federal agencies

1/ U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Staff Report, Food Programs in Texas (1969); U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Children in Need (1969); U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Equal Opportunity in Farm Programs (1965).
have been under a statutory mandate to end discriminatory practices. To carry out this Congressional mandate, Federal agencies have developed detailed mechanisms and procedures.

II. Title VI and Federally Assisted Programs

A. Introduction

On July 2, 1964, the most comprehensive civil rights legislation since the days of Reconstruction, was signed into law. Of the 11 titles contained in the Civil Rights Act of 1964, one of the most significant is Title VI, concerned with "Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs." The Title states the following broad and unequivocal prohibition against discrimination:

No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.  

Other provisions of Title VI, dealing with the effectuation of the law, limit coverage to programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance "by way of grant, loan, or contract other than a contract of insurance or guaranty." Thus Title VI applies mainly to Federal loan and grant programs. Although these Title VI programs differ widely in their purposes and functions, they have one signifi-

2/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sec. 601.

3/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sec. 602.
cant element in common. They operate through intermediaries, called "recipients."\(^4\) The loans and grants are made to recipients, not to intended beneficiaries. Frequently, these recipients are State agencies. For example, under HEW's Aid to Families with Dependent Children Program, recipients of Federal grants are State welfare agencies. Under the Justice Department's Law Enforcement Assistance Program, recipients of Federal grants are State or local law enforcement agencies. Under HUD's low-rent public housing program, recipients of Federal loans and annual contributions are local housing authorities, which are State agencies. Sometimes, recipients are private entities. For example, under the Commerce Department's Economic Development Program, recipients of grants or loans may be private nonprofit organizations representing a development area. Under HUD's Rent Supplement Program, recipients may be private nonprofit or limited dividend housing sponsors.

A 1969 study showed that in fiscal year 1968 Federal grant-in-aid payments under these programs amounted to more than $25 billion. The

\(^4\) The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's Title VI regulations define recipients as:

Any State, political subdivision of any State, or instrumentality of any State or political subdivision, any public or private agency, institution, or organization, or other entity, or any individual in any State, to whom Federal financial assistance is extended, directly or through another recipient, for any program, including any successor, assignee or transferee thereof, but such term does not include any ultimate beneficiary under any such programs. 45 C.F.R. 80.13(i).
bulk of this money, $18 billion, went to State and local governments. Estimates are that Federal assistance will exceed $30 billion in fiscal year 1970. 5/

In each of these programs, key decisions on how the program operates and how program benefits are distributed are made by recipients. Despite detailed Federal guidelines on program operation typically contained in the governing legislation and administrative regulations, recipients often have wide discretion in operating the program, and opportunities are presented to discriminate or otherwise deny program benefits to intended beneficiaries. For example, officials of State welfare agencies may require minority group families to meet stricter standards of eligibility than majority group families must meet and may force them to accept demeaning employment as a condition to remaining on the welfare rolls. Officials of State employment offices, which receive funds from the Department of Labor, may refer minority group applicants only to low-paying, low-skilled jobs even though they are qualified for better jobs. Officials of the cooperative Extension Service, which is funded jointly

5/ Cong. Q. Weekly Report, Aug. 15, 1969, Vol. XXVII No. 33, at 1495-1501. The study covered 130 Federal grant-in-aid programs which were arranged into 17 general categories: public assistance; highways; agricultural conservation, extension work and research; education; public health (research); public health (services); antipoverty; national guard; food distribution; unemployment insurance; urban development and public works; veterans benefits; conservation practices; vocational rehabilitation; child care; business development and area redevelopment; and other programs. Public assistance payments and grants for highway construction, maintenance and related activities were the largest Federal assistance categories.
by Federal, State, and county sources, may provide technical and other assistance to black farmers of a lesser quality than provided to whites. Local housing authority officials may select sites for public housing projects and adopt tenant assignment policies that assure against racially interegated projects and promote residential segregation.

These are just a few examples of the kinds of discriminatory practices in which recipients under federally assisted programs can engage in administering the programs. They are by no means hypothetical examples. Title VI was enacted to eliminate these practices and to prevent their recurrence.

B. Scope and Coverage of Title VI

Title VI provides considerable detail on the procedures to be followed in securing compliance with its requirement of nondiscrimination. These provisions concerning procedure are aimed primarily at assuring protection to recipients against precipitous and ill-advised

6/ For examples of continuing discrimination under a variety of Title VI programs, see Chapter 1 supra.

7/ During Congressional consideration of the Act, the thrust of Title VI was enunciated by Congressman Celler who said "it seems rather anomalous that the Federal Government should aid and abet discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin by granting money and other kinds of financial aid." 110 Cong. Rec. 2467 (1964).
actions by Federal departments and agencies. Concerning the scope and coverage of Title VI, however--its substance--the legislation, aside from two specific restrictions on coverage, offers only general guidance. Title VI delegates much of this responsibility to Federal departments and agencies. Section 602 of Title VI directs each Federal department and agency that extends Federal financial assistance to issue rules, regulations, or orders of general applicability to effectuate the provisions of the statute. In large part, the substance of Title VI has developed through agency regulations.

1. Regulations

In enacting Title VI, Congress intended that, to the extent possible, Federal agencies would adopt uniform regulations. In the months immediately following enactment of Title VI, a task force, composed of representatives of the White House, the Commission on Civil Rights, the Department of Justice, and the Bureau of the Budget, worked with representatives of the Department of Health, Education,

\[8\] Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sec. 602 and 603.

\[9\] Section 602 exempts contracts of insurance and guaranty from coverage. Section 604 exempts employment practices "except where a primary objective of the Federal financial assistance is to provide employment."

\[10\] This intent is reflected in the provision in Section 602 requiring Presidential approval before any rule, regulation, or order becomes effective.
and Welfare to develop regulations for that Agency. HEW regulations then were used as a model which other agencies adapted to their own programs.

In all, 22 Federal departments and agencies have issued Title VI regulations since the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Nonetheless, as of May 1970, several agencies that operate programs subject to Title VI had not yet issued Title VI regulations. For example, Title VI regulations for the Department of Transportation, which was established in October 1966 and which in fiscal year 1970 provided approximately $6.1 billion to 1,682 recipients covered by

11/ Agency for International Development; Department of Agriculture; Atomic Energy Commission; Civil Aeronautics Board; Department of Commerce (covering the Economic Development Administration and the Federal Highway Administration before its transfer to the Department of Transportation); Department of Defense; Federal Aviation Administration (before its transfer to the Department of Transportation); General Services Administration; Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Department of Housing and Urban Development; Department of Interior; Department of Justice (covering the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration); Department of Labor; National Aeronautics and Space Administration; National Science Foundation; Office of Economic Opportunity; Office of Emergency Preparedness; Small Business Administration; State Department; Tennessee Valley Authority; Treasury Department (covering the Coast Guard before its transfer to the Department of Transportation); and Veterans Administration.

With the exception of the Justice Department, the Title VI regulations of all the issuing agencies were approved in either December of 1964 or January of 1965.
Title VI, were not submitted for Presidential approval until January 17, 1969, three days before President Johnson left office. The regulations, which since have been revised, were not approved until June 1970.

The National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities is another Agency with Title VI programs which has not issued corresponding regulations. In 1968, proposed regulations were submitted to the Department of Justice for review. These regulations also were submitted to the President on January 17, 1969, along with Transportation regulations. The President did not act on them and the Foundation has continued to operate without Title VI regulations despite the fact that it is responsible for administering a number of federally assisted

12/ Letter from John A. Volpe, Secretary of Transportation, to the Reverend Theodore M. Hesburgh, Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 13, 1970. Estimates of Department of Transportation expenditures (covered by Title VI) in fiscal year 1969 are about $5 billion; most of the funds are authorized under the Federal Aid Highways program which alone exceeds $4 billion. Letter from Richard F. Lally, Director of Civil Rights, Department of Transportation, to Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Jan. 23, 1970.

13/ See 35 Fed. Reg. 10080 (June 18, 1970). Prior to this, four of the Department of Transportation's operating administrations, Coast Guard, Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Highway Administration, and Urban Mass Transportation Administration, continued to operate pursuant to the regulations issued by the agencies from which they were transferred.
programs. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's (EEOC) program of assistance grants to State and local fair employment agencies to aid them in eliminating discriminatory employment practices appears to fall within the purview of Title VI. Nonetheless, EEOC has not issued Title VI regulations. According to one EEOC official, until the Commission on Civil Rights staff raised the issue, the question of whether its grant program was subject to Title VI never had been considered. The official indicated that he would seek an opinion from EEOC's General Counsel. As of June 1970, however, the issue has not been resolved.

In July of 1967, an interagency committee, chaired by the Department of Justice, was formed to consider the adoption of uniform amendments to agencies' Title VI regulations. By that time, agencies had had the benefit of nearly three years experience since the adoption of their original regulations. As a result of this experience and certain administrative changes that had occurred, there was a

---

14/ Some Foundation programs with Title VI implications are assistance to groups for projects and productions in the arts; surveys, research, and planning in the arts; assistance to State arts agencies for projects and productions in the arts; etc.


17/ Id.
general recognition that the regulations needed updating. 18/

The proposed uniform amendments contained many substantive provisions that had not appeared in the original regulations. 19/ Agencies proceeded to redraft their respective Title VI regulations to conform to the uniform amendment proposals. Like the regulations of the Department of Transportation and the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities, however, they were not submitted for Presidential approval until the last days of the outgoing Johnson Administration and were not approved.

The proposed Department of Transportation Title VI regulations incorporated most of the provisions suggested in 1967 by the Uniform Amendments Committee. These regulations, which were revised after original submission to President Johnson, were resubmitted for Presidential approval in April 1970 20/ and approved in June of 1970. Other agencies' Title VI regulations undoubtedly will be revised accordingly and resubmitted for Presidential approval.

18/ See memorandum from Mr. David L. Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, transmitting the proposed regulation amendments to all Title VI coordinators, Nov. 28, 1967.

19/ The uniform amendments contained requirements concerning such matters as site selection, affirmative action, and coverage of certain employment practices.

20/ Memorandum for the President from the Attorney General, Apr. 14, 1970.
2. **Defining Key Terms**

There are several key terms mentioned in Title VI that determine, in large part, the scope of coverage under the law. One is "discrimination"; another is "Federal financial assistance:" and another is "program or activity." These terms are not defined in the statute. Rather, the definition of these terms has been developed through agency regulations and interpretations. Although the Title VI regulations of Federal departments and agencies are similar, each agency determines for itself the definition of these terms as applied to its own programs. Thus the distinct possibility is presented for inconsistency in program coverage. In fact, a good deal of uniformity has been achieved, but in some cases inconsistencies persist.

a. **"Discrimination"**

Despite the lack of statutory guidance on the meaning of the term "discrimination," agency regulations uniformly have spelled out specific practices that fall within the meaning of the term and are thereby prohibited. These include the following:

- Segregation or separate treatment in any part of the program;

- Any difference in quality, quantity, or the manner in which the benefit is provided;

- Standards or requirements for participation which have as their purpose or which have the effect of excluding members of certain racial or ethnic minorities;
- Methods of administration which would defeat or substantially impair the accomplishment of the program objectives;

- Discrimination in any activity conducted in a facility built in whole or in part with Federal funds;

- Construction of a facility in a location with the purpose or effect of excluding individuals from the benefits of any program on the grounds of race, color, or national origin;

- Discrimination in any employment resulting from a program established primarily to provide employment;

- Discrimination in employment practices which has the effect of denying equality of opportunity to beneficiaries of the program. 21/

b. "Federal Financial Assistance"

"Federal financial assistance" is not defined in Title VI other than in terms of the means by which it is provided—"by way of grant, loan, or contract other than a contract of insurance or guaranty."

The legislative history of Title VI supports the view that Congress intended the term to be construed broadly. 22/ In fact, agency regulations generally have reflected a broad interpretation

21/ See, e.g., 7 C.F.R. 15.3 (Agriculture); 15 C.F.R. 8.4 (Commerce); 45 C.F.R. 80.3 (HEW); 45 C.F.R. 1010.4 (OEO); 13 C.F.R. 112.3-112.7 (SBA). With respect to some issues concerning the meaning of "discrimination," there is no uniformity. For example, some agencies consider site selection to be within the ambit of the term (e.g., DOT, HUD). Some do not.

22/ See, e.g., 110 Cong. Rec. 2467 (1964) where Representative Celler, Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee and one of the chief spokesmen for Title VI in Congress, spoke of "granting money and other kinds of financial aid." (emphasis added).
of this term. It generally has been defined to include:

. . . (1) grants and loans of Federal funds, (2) the grant or donation of Federal property and interests in property, (3) the detail of Federal personnel, (4) the sale and lease of, and the permission to use (on other than a casual or transient basis), Federal property or any interest in such property without consideration or at a nominal consideration, or at a consideration which reduced for the purpose of assisting the recipient, or in recognition of the public interest to be served by such sale or lease to the recipient, and (5) any Federal agreement, arrangement, or other contract which has as one of its purposes the provision of assistance 23/

Most of the agencies which have issued Title VI regulations have defined "Federal financial assistance," in a similar fashion. 24/

Although this definition was developed to provide a common basis on which all Federal agencies could operate, definitional problems still arise in determining whether certain forms of financial assistance are covered by Title VI. For example, one issue of current

23/ HEW regulation, 45 C.F.R. 80.13(f).

24/ The Department of Commerce and the Tennessee Valley Authority added "waiver of charges which would normally be made for the furnishing of government services" or a variation thereof (15 C.F.R. 8.3(f) and 18 C.F.R. 302.2); the Department of Commerce also added "technical assistance" (15 C.F.R. 8.3(f); the Office of Economic Opportunity added "the referral or assignment of VISTA volunteers (except the referral or assignment of such volunteers to work in programs or activities being carried out by private organizations under contract with the Federal Government or an agency thereof)" (45 C.F.R. 1010.2(e)); the Small Business Administration defined Federal financial assistance in terms of specific loans (13 C. F.R. 112.2); the State Department omitted "the sale and lease of . . . public interest to be served by such sale or release to the recipient" (22 C.F.R. 141.12(e)); the Atomic Energy Commission added the "detail . . . of other personnel at Federal expense" (10 C.F.R. 4.3(d)); and the Civil Aeronautics Board limited its definition to "grants of Federal funds under section 406 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958" (14 C.F.R. 379.12(b)).
controversy involves the tax exempt status accorded to private segregated schools by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) of the Department of the Treasury. In its report on *Southern School Desegregation 1966-67*, this Commission found that many private segregated schools attended exclusively by white students had been established in the South as a means of avoiding public school desegregation. The Commission also found that some of these racially segregated private schools had been approved by the IRS as charitable institutions, thus exempt from paying income taxes. In addition, contributors to these institutions were entitled to deduct contributions from their taxable incomes. Based on these findings, the Commission recommended that the Secretary of the Treasury request an opinion from the Attorney General as to whether Title VI of the Internal Revenue Code authorized or required the IRS to withhold tax benefits to racially segregated private schools. In the Commission's view, tax exemptions represented cash subsidies to the exempt institutions by allowing them to keep revenues which otherwise would be paid to the government, and thus are "Federal financial assistance" within the meaning of Title VI.

---


26/ Id., at Appendix VIII, at 144-45.
On August 2, 1967, IRS announced approval of the applications for tax benefits of 42 segregated private schools whose status had been under review. In a memorandum written on the eve of the IRS announcement, the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department took the position that a school which bars Negroes on account of race is not an institution organized and operated exclusively for charitable or educational purposes within the meaning of the Internal Revenue Code, in that the racial policies of such schools do not promote any legitimate educational objective and are inconsistent with well-defined public policy. In support of its contention that there was a clear national policy condemning segregation in education, the Civil Rights Division cited, among other things, Title VI. Despite this, IRS approval was given. On July 10, 1970, IRS reversed this policy by announcing that the tax exempt status of private schools which practice racial discrimination would be revoked.

27/ Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, "Federal Tax Status of Private Schools Which Discriminate on the Basis of Race," Aug. 1, 1967. This account of the Department of Justice's position was taken from a draft memo which was similar to, but not identical to, the draft which was submitted to IRS.

28/ The IRS ruling now is the subject of litigation. See Green v. Kennedy, Civil Action No. 1355-69 (DC. D.C.). On January 13, 1970, the court issued a preliminary injunction prohibiting IRS from granting tax exemptions to any new racially segregated private schools while the case was pending. On May 16, 1970, the New York Times reported that the Justice Department had filed a brief in the case contending that exemptions did not constitute any form of Government "support" for these schools, an apparent change in position by Justice.

29/ Internal Revenue Service News Release, July 10, 1970. However, recent comments by IRS Commissioner Thrower, suggest that vigorous enforcement procedures will not be undertaken. See, e.g., Washington Post, Aug. 12, 1970, B-6.
c. "Program or Activity"

Title VI is commonly viewed as applying to Federal grant and loan programs. By its terms, however, the statute applies to "any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." Thus according to the literal language of the statute, it is not the Federal program with which Title VI is primarily concerned, but rather, the State, local, or private program which is receiving the Federal grants or loans. This distinction sometimes is of more than academic interest and can significantly affect the scope of Title VI coverage.

For example, HUD administers a college housing loan program under which below market interest rate loans are made available to colleges and universities for the provision of student dormitories and other facilities. Under either definition of the term "program or activity," there is no question that the college dormitory provided under HUD loans would have to be operated on a nondiscriminatory and nonsegregated basis. That is, all students would have to be assigned to rooms in the dormitory without regard to race or ethnic background. But what of a college or university which enrolls only white students and systematically excludes racial minorities? If the term "program or activity" is defined as the Federal program--that is, the college housing program--this college or university presumably could satisfy the nondiscrimination requirement of assigning all students to the dormitory without regard to race and still maintain an all-white
student body and an all-white dormitory. If, however, the term is defined by the literal words of the statute, then the "program or activity" is the college or university, itself, and all aspects of the administration of the college, including its admissions policies, become subject to the nondiscrimination requirements of Title VI.

HUD was faced with this question shortly after Title VI was enacted. It chose to interpret the term "program or activity" broadly and in accordance with the literal words of the statute. HUD Title VI regulations are drawn to apply not only to dormitory assignments but to all other university policies and practices, including admissions policies.  

Some have urged an even broader interpretation of this term. For example, in a 1966 report on "Metropolitan Housing Desegregation," it was urged that all Federal aid to metropolitan areas be conditioned on the elimination of housing segregation in these areas.  

Thus although the various Federal programs, such as highway construction, urban renewal, hospital construction, waste treatment plants, and electrical facilities, have different purposes and involve different recipients, if the "program or activity" receiving these various forms

---

30/ See HUD Title VI regulation, 24 C.F.R. 1.4. It is noteworthy that under Executive Order 11063, which also prohibited discrimination in the college housing loan program, HUD declined to extend its nondiscrimination requirements beyond dormitory assignments. The language of the Executive Order was quite different from that of Title VI, limiting its prohibition against discrimination to "housing . . . provided in whole or in part with the aid of loans . . . made by the Federal Government . . . ." Exec. Order No. 11063 (1962), Sec. 101(a)(ii).

31/ The Potomac Institute, Metropolitan Housing Desegregation (1966).
of financial assistance is defined as the metropolitan area, itself, then the requirement of nondiscrimination and desegregation extends to the entire metropolitan area. This argument, however, has not been adopted by any Federal agency.

Another issue concerning the definition of the term "program or activity" relates to the identity of the beneficiary of the Federal financial assistance. Generally, the direct payment of Federal funds to an individual beneficiary, as in the case of Social Security, does not come within the purview of Title VI, because neither a "program" nor an "activity" is being assisted—only an individual. In explaining the distinction between direct assistance programs and programs covered by Title VI, then Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach wrote the following to Chairman Celler of the House Judiciary Committee:

A number of programs administered by Federal agencies involve direct payments to individuals possessing a certain status. Some such programs may involve compensation for services rendered, or for injuries sustained, such as military retirement pay and veterans' compensation for service-connected disability, and perhaps should not be described as assistance programs; others such as veterans' pensions and old-age survivors, and disability benefits under Title II of the Social Security Act, might be considered to involve financial assistance by way of grant. But to the

---

32/ See letter from David Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, to Robert C. Fable, Jr., General Counsel, Veterans Administration, Mar. 5, 1968. For a discussion of non-discrimination in direct assistance programs, see Sec. IV infra.
extent that there is financial assistance in either type of program, the assistance is to an individual and not to a "program or activity" as required by Title VI . . . . For similar reasons, programs involving direct Federal furnishing of services, such as medical care at federally owned hospitals, are omitted. 33/ 

Sometimes, however, even when Federal financial assistance is extended directly to the ultimate beneficiary, Title VI may apply. For example, under several education programs administered by the Veterans Administration, direct payments are made to veterans and other beneficiaries to assist them in pursuing courses of education and training at institutions approved by State agencies or the VA Administrator. The Veterans Administration's General Counsel initially determined that these educational programs were not within the scope of Title VI because they represented a form of direct assistance. This position was opposed by the Justice Department:

In our judgement, these educational programs in which veterans and orphans participate, can be viewed as federally assisted programs within the scope of Title VI. Although the question is not completely free of doubt, and despite the Veterans Administration's prior administrative interpretation to the contrary, it is our view that persuasive arguments can be made to sustain an administrative determination that Title VI applies to these educational programs. 35/


34/ E.g., vocational rehabilitation, veterans educational assistance, and widows and war orphans educational assistance.

35/ Letter from then Deputy Attorney General Warren Christopher, to the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, Charles L. Schultz, Jan. 13, 1968.
The Justice Department later elaborated upon its position:

Since coverage of Title VI is specifically limited to 'any program or activity' receiving Federal financial assistance, the direct payment of Federal funds to an individual beneficiary does not ordinarily come under the scope of the legislation, because neither a 'program' nor an 'activity' is being aided -- only the individual. . . . Cash payments made by the Federal Government which may be utilized without restriction, and which are not dependent upon the individual beneficiary's participation in any program or activity, are thus not within the coverage of Title VI. However, under the assistance provisions encompassed by the veterans educational aid statutes, payment, although directly made to the beneficiary, is expressly conditioned upon his pursuit of an approved educational institution. . . . Thus, payments are specifically tied to the beneficiary's participation in an educational program or activity, which is thereby assisted through the availability of Federal funds. 36/

In this opinion, the Justice Department also rejected VA's contention that the payments were not covered because the assistance was primarily for veterans and only incidentally for the benefit of the schools. The Justice Department asserted that the applicability of Title VI should not depend on whether the purpose of the assistance to the recipient institution is primary or incidental. 37/

The General Counsel of VA, while disagreeing with Justice's position, acquiesced in its interpretation on the theory that the

36/ Letter from Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, to the General Counsel of VA, at 2, Mar. 5, 1968. It is noteworthy that while in this case, the view of the Department of Justice, the agency charged with coordinating responsibility under Title VI, was adopted by the program agency, in the IRS case discussed above it was not. For a discussion of the Justice Department's role as Title VI coordinator, see Sec. F, infra.

37/ Id., at 3.
Justice Department, and not VA, is charged with interpreting the Civil Rights Act of 1964.\footnote{38/}

By the same token, the direct business loan program of the Small Business Administration (SBA), which involves a direct payment from the Federal Government to beneficiaries, also has been interpreted to be covered by Title VI. Although the beneficiary of the loan is considered, for most purposes, the "ultimate beneficiary" and thus exempt from Title VI regulations,\footnote{39/} for purposes of providing services to customers and sometimes employment, he is a "recipient" and the customers and employees are beneficiaries entitled to service and employment on a nondiscriminatory basis.\footnote{40/}

3. Other Issues of Scope and Coverage

a. Statutory Restrictions

(1) Insurance and Guaranty Programs

As noted earlier, Title VI excludes from coverage programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance by way

\footnote{38/} Memorandum from General Counsel of VA, to the VA Administrator, Mar. 11, 1968.

\footnote{39/} Title VI regulations apply to "recipient" and define that term as not including the "ultimate beneficiary." See e.g., 45 C.F.R. 80.13(i). In an undated letter to Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, the Director of SBA's Office of Equal Opportunity wrote: "Naturally, we carry out a Title VI program going to equal opportunity obligations of recipients of assistance, but clearly the beneficiary of the assistance is the recipient and not those to whom some benefit might flow in terms of equal opportunity service or employment . . . ."

\footnote{40/} For example, Title VI applies to economic opportunity loans, loans to State and local development companies, loans to small business investment companies, certain master loans etc., however, Title VI only covers the employment practices of economic opportunity and State and local development company recipients. Since March 8, 1966, the employment practices of these recipients and all other business loan recipients (guaranty loans as of Aug. 1, 1970), have been subject to the nondiscrimination requirements of SBA's supplemental regulations (13 C.F.R. 113).
of contracts of insurance or guaranty. Thus banks whose deposits are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and savings and loan associations whose accounts are insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation are not covered by Title VI. 41/

In addition, FHA mortgage insurance programs and VA loan guaranty programs also are typically excluded from Title VI coverage. In some cases, however, insurance or guaranty is not the sole form of assistance. In a number of FHA programs, assistance takes the form not only of Federal insurance, but also of cash payments to housing sponsors or mortgage lending institutions to enable lower-income families to obtain decent housing. For example, the Rent Supplement Program involves rent assistance payments to housing sponsors on behalf of lower-income tenants. The FHA program of home ownership for lower-income families involves payments to mortgage lending institutions on behalf of lower-income home owners which reduces the monthly payments which the home owners must pay. These programs, by virtue of the assistance payments made by the Federal Government, are subject to Title VI despite the fact that assistance also takes the form of insurance or guaranty.

41/ For a discussion of the role of these institutions in promoting equal housing opportunity, see Ch. 3.
(2) Employment Practices

Section 604 of Title VI limits coverage of employment practices to those programs in which a primary objective of Federal financial assistance is to provide employment. Since the provision of employment is not a primary objective of most federally assisted programs, employment practices typically are not Title VI matters. Notable exceptions are the programs administered by the Economic Development Administration of the Commerce Department. Unlike most Federal grant-in-aid programs, EDA programs have as one of their primary objectives the provision of employment, specifically in areas of substantial and persistent unemployment and underemployment.

Issues of employment coverage have proved to be complex. In some cases they have been resolved narrowly. For example, EDA's program of grants and loans to designated areas for community facility improvements under the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, as amended, has as its primary purpose the development of facilities necessary to foster industrial growth and employment in economically depressed areas. The types of projects vary greatly in size and scope and may include water and sewage extensions to industrial parks, airport improvements, and vocational training centers.

42/ Exec. Order 11246 and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 are the principal means of reaching discrimination in employment. See Chapter 2, supra.

The recipient of an EDA grant may be a local or county subdivision or a nonprofit organization representing a development area. EDA designates this type of recipient as the "recipient." 44/ Identifiable business entities which are the substantial and direct beneficiaries of the public facility assisted by the loan or grant are also defined as recipients. 45/ Commerce's current Title VI regulations cover only the employment practices of substantial and direct beneficiaries which are business entities. A public facility, such as a park, hospital, or school, 46/ which may be benefited by a new sewer line, for example, would not be considered a substantial and direct beneficiary and thus its employment practices would not fall within Commerce's Title VI jurisdiction; neither would the services it provides. 47/ It is difficult to reconcile the distinction concerning employment practices that the Commerce regulations make between substantial and direct beneficiaries that are

44/ 15 C.F.R. 8.3(i).

45/ 15 C.F.R. 8.6(b)(2). Substantial and direct beneficiaries, however, should not be confused with the ultimate beneficiaries, which are the employees and customers of the substantial and direct beneficiaries.

46/ A private hospital or a private school, however, would be considered a business entity.

47/ Proposed amendments to Department of Commerce Title VI regulations would change this by stipulating that "discrimination which is prohibited by recipients" . . . is also prohibited by or on the part of any identifiable private or public entities intended to receive a substantial and direct benefit from a public facility assisted or provided by the loan or grant." (emphasis added.)
entities and those that are not. Title VI, itself, makes no such distinction between types of employers, so long as a primary purpose of the Federal financial assistance is to provide employment. At the time the Department of Commerce's Title VI regulations were drafted, the Economic Development Administration felt that its coverage should extend only to business entities since business entities would be creating jobs under its economic development programs. It was also believed that the extension of this coverage to parks, hospitals and schools would duplicate the coverage of other Federal agencies. After some experience with the program, Commerce decided that all substantial and direct beneficiaries of EDA public works assistance should be covered by Title VI. This principle was included in their revised Title VI regulations which were submitted to the Department of Justice on November 22, 1967, and are still awaiting approval.

Other agencies have resolved the issue of employment coverage so narrowly that they totally exclude the employment practices of their

48/ 42 U.S.C. 2000d-3 (1964): "... of any employer, employment agency, of labor organization ... where a primary objective of the Federal financial assistance is to provide employment" (emphasis added.); see memorandum from Alfred Meisner, Assistant General Counsel, to Owen Kiely, Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, Department of Commerce, June 12, 1967.

We have in our Commerce Title VI regulations recognized certain practical problems in applying the above coverage to affected programs. For example, for Appalachia and EDA assistance for public facilities, beneficiaries of such assistance are limited to 'identifiable business public facility assisted or provided by the loan or grant.' (In our proposed revision of these regulations, we have suggested inclusion of 'public entities' as well).

recipients even when coverage seems warranted. The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) of the Department of Justice is such an agency.

The LEAA was established to aid State and local governments in strengthening and improving law enforcement activities. This objective is accomplished primarily by means of block grants to States to support the development of comprehensive law enforcement plans and fund action programs developed under those plans at the State, regional, or local levels.  

In FY 1970, $268 million were appropriated for law enforcement assistance. A substantial portion of this goes to States in the form of grants for law enforcement purposes, also known as action grants. Action grants may be used for public protection; recruiting law enforcement personnel; public education; construction of law enforcement facilities; organized crime prevention and control; and recruiting, training, and education of community service officers. In view of the fact that recruiting is one of the principal purposes for which action grants may be used, it would appear that the pro-


51/ Public Law 91-153.

vision of employment is a primary purpose of the assistance, and that employment practices thereby would be subject to Title VI. LEAA, however, does not so interpret its program.

While there is a provision in the 1968 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, which prohibits quota systems or other programs to achieve racial balance, there would appear to be a clear distinction between action to achieve racial balance and action to eliminate overt practices of discrimination in employment. In fact, the Justice Department's own Civil Rights Division made this distinction in urging LEAA to issue equal employment opportunity regulations applicable to its grantees. LEAA, however, has not

53/ 42 U.S.C. sup. 3766(b) (1968): Notwithstanding any other provision of law nothing contained in this title shall be construed to authorize the Administration (1) to require, or condition the availability or amount of a grant upon, the adoption by an applicant or grantee under this title of a percentage ratio, quota system, or other program to achieve racial balance or to eliminate racial imbalance in any law enforcement agency, or (2) to deny or discontinue a grant because of the refusal of an applicant or grantee under this title to adopt such a ratio, system, or other program.

54/ Memorandum from David Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, to Daniel Skoler; Acting Director, LEAA's Office of Law Enforcement Programs, Mar. 12, 1969.
issued such regulations.

If some agencies have taken an overly narrow view of their authority to cover employment practices under Title VI, others have interpreted their authority much more broadly. For example, in late 1967, the Solicitor of the Department of Labor rendered an opinion on the applicability of Title VI to State employees— which pointed up

55/ On July 10, 1970, Justice Department's Office of Legal Counsel concluded that LEAA does possess the authority to issue such regulations, however, was not the authority cited. See letter from William H. Relinquist, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, to Richard Velde and Clarence Coster, Associate Administrators, LEAA, July 10, 1970.

According to LEAA, although the regulation governing its program severely limits the Agency's ability to examine the employment practices of recipients, it has always recognized that under some circumstances Title VI might apply to employment practices in State-administered, federally assisted programs. Hence, the Agency states, "We have fully endorsed and applied the Title VI mandate that employment practices are covered whenever a primary objective of Federal aid is to provide employment." Memorandum from Richard W. Velde and Clarence M. Coster, Associate Administrators, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, to David Norman, Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, Aug. 25, 1970. LEAA also states:

It seemed practical to us, however, to promulgate a comprehensive employment regulation based on the Fourteenth Amendment which would, in large measure, make the employment practices of our State and local recipients subject to broad equal employment criteria. To this end, this Agency, in accordance with our statute (Sec. 501, Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968), will shortly present such a regulation to 'States and units of general local government' for 'appropriate consultation.' Promulgation of this regulation will obviate the necessity of Title VI employment considerations. Id.

In LEAA's view, "This Agency must be viewed as being ahead of most other Federal agencies in assuring equal employment opportunity under its Federal assistance programs." Id.

56/ Memorandum from Charles Donahue, Solicitor, to Arthur Chapin, Special Assistant to the Secretary of Labor, Nov. 13, 1967.
a way of reaching recipients' employment practices other than under section 604. He noted that section 604 of Title VI precludes the Department from reaching State merit system matters since a primary objective of Labor's financial assistance to State employment agencies is not to provide employment for State personnel. Therefore, Labor ordinarily could take no action under Title VI on behalf of a State employee who has been subjected to discrimination. Instead, however, the Solicitor relied on a different provision of Title VI. Labor's Title VI regulations effectuating section 602 provide in part:

No recipient or other person shall intimidate, threaten, coerce, or discriminate against any individual for the purpose of interfering with any right or privilege secured by section 601 of the Act or this part . . . .

The Solicitor's opinion pointed out that the conduct proscribed by Labor's Title VI regulations is not limited to conduct against a beneficiary, alone. To the extent a recipient intimidates, threatens, coerces, or discriminates against one of its employees, this also could have the effect of interfering with the rights of persons using the services of the agency in violation of Title VI. Thus Labor justified action to prevent employment discrimination by its recipients on grounds of protecting the rights of ultimate beneficiaries, even though its action also inured to the benefit of employees.

57/ State agency employment practices are covered by Standards for a Merit System of Personnel Administration, administered by HEW, and Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

58/ 29 C.F.R. 31.8(e).
Under similar reasoning, discrimination or segregation imposed on teachers could be prohibited under Title VI on the ground that it results in discrimination against school children, the intended beneficiaries. In fact, HEW has based its prohibition against faculty segregation in elementary and secondary schools on this ground.\(^{59/}\) HEW's action has been upheld judicially.\(^{60/}\) Further, the proposed uniform amendments, if adopted, also would reflect this broader view of Title VI coverage regarding employment discrimination.\(^{61/}\)

---


\(^{60/}\) See, e.g., Rogers v. Paul, 382 U.S. 198 (1965); United States v. Jefferson County Board of Education, 372 F.2d 836, 882-886 (5th Cir. 1966), aff'd en banc 380 F.2d 382 (1967), cert. denied sub. nom., E. Baton Rouge Parish School Board v. Davis, 389 U.S. 840 (1967); Bradley v. School Board of Richmond, 382 U.S. 103 (1965); see also Memorandum from Alanson Wilcox, HEW General Counsel, to Peter Libassi, Director, Office for Civil Rights, HEW, Feb. 15, 1968, in regard to HEW authority to issue school compliance policies under Title VI.

\(^{61/}\) The proposed amendments provide:

Where a primary objective of the Federal financial assistance is not to provide employment, but discrimination on the grounds of race, color or national origin in the employment practices of the recipient or other persons subject to the regulations tends, on the grounds of race, color, or national origin, to exclude individuals from participation in, to deny them the benefits of, or to subject them to discrimination under any program to which this regulation applies, the provisions . . . shall apply to the employment practices of the recipient or other persons subject to the regulation, to the extent necessary to assure equality of opportunity to and nondiscriminatory treatment of, beneficiaries....

This language has been incorporated into the proposed Title VI regulations of the Departments of Transportation and Housing and Urban Development. In 1967 the Uniform Amendments Committee justified its reasoning as follows:

(Carried over to next page)
Other agencies, while interpreting their Title VI authority as not to prohibit employment discrimination on the part of recipients, have reached these practices by means of other existing authority. For example, under the SBA interpretation, only those business loans made to borrowers under programs meant to foster employment are subject to the Title VI prohibition against discriminatory hiring practices.62/

Nonetheless, SBA determined to deal effectively with the employment practices of all SBA borrowers. Shortly after Title VI was enacted, the SBA Administrator requested an opinion from the Department of Justice whether, aside from Title VI, the agency had statutory authority to cover the employment practices of all loan recipients.63/

[Footnote 61 continued]

Even if a primary purpose of a program is not to generate employment, however, the beneficiaries' right to equal treatment necessarily encompasses the employment practices of the recipient to the extent that such practices affect the equality of treatment afforded beneficiaries.

See also the Department of Transportation's recently issued regulations (35 Fed. Reg. 10080) which incorporate this provision.

62/ Letter from Philip Zeidman, SBA General Counsel, to David Filvaroff, Special Assistant to the Attorney General, Department of Justice, Mar. 30, 1965.

63/ Letter from Eugene Foley, SBA Administrator, to Robert Kennedy, Attorney General, July 9, 1964. In this letter, the SBA Administrator referred in part to sec. 5(b) of the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 634) which vests the Administrator with broad powers, viz., to "make such rules and regulations as he deems necessary to carry out the authority vested in him by or pursuant to this Act and to "take any and all actions . . . determined by him to be necessary or desirable in making . . . loans under the provisions of this Act." The Administrator indicated that "It seems . . . that, unless superseded by the enactment of Title VI, this broad language contains authority to exclude from the benefits of our financial assistance programs business concerns which practice either or both of the two described forms of racial discrimination" (i.e., discrimination in the employment of workers or in the services provided to the public).
Department advised the Administrator that he had general statutory authority to take the action he desired and that the provisions of Section 604 did not limit this authority. Justice also advised that if he chose to use this authority in cases where assistance to a recipient would be refused or terminated on grounds of racial discrimination, the procedures required by Title VI should be made applicable. SBA then issued regulations prohibiting employment discrimination by all direct and immediate participation borrowers (guaranty borrowers as of August 1, 1970). These regulations, in effect, supplement the agency's Title VI regulations.

64/ Letter from Norbert Schlei, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, to Eugene Foley, SBA Administrator, Aug. 3, 1964. The Assistant Attorney General wrote the following: "I do not construe Title VI of the Civil Rights Act as limiting the general authority vested in you by the act which you administer."

Other agencies have adopted the use of a nondiscrimination clause as a means of providing nondiscrimination coverage of recipients' practices not otherwise covered by Title VI. For example, the Office of Economic Opportunity formerly relied upon a contract provision to ensure that Job Corps facilities were operated in a nondiscriminatory manner (The Department of Labor currently has responsibility for the program). The Office of Economic Opportunity also uses grant conditions which prohibit discrimination in CAP employment (not covered by Title VI) and requires affirmative action efforts to ensure that applicants are hired, and that employees are treated during employment without regard to their race, creed, color or national origin. (OEO Instruction 6710-1, Applying for A CAP Grant, dated Aug. 1968, at VI-16). The question of whether such a grant condition is permissible and not preempted by Title VI was resolved by the Justice Department in a letter which stated that "Title VI does not preempt the authority of an agency derived from a separate statute to impose and enforce conditions requiring nondiscrimination in employment in connection with grants of Federal financial assistance." (Letter from Frank M. Wozenraft, Assistant Attorney General, to Bertrand M. Harding, Acting Director, Office of Economic Opportunity, Sept. 5, 1969).

For an earlier but perceptive treatment of this issue, see "In the Matter of Alachua County Board of Public Instruction (Gainesville, Florida, Project Headstart, Grant No. 0071), Grantee, opinion rendered on Nov. 19, 1965, by Joseph W. Kaufman, Hearing Examiner.

65/ Id.
66/ 13 C.F.R. 113.
The examples described above suggest that despite the restricted coverage of employment practices in Title VI, these practices can be reached by Federal agencies through such means as broad interpretations of Title VI and use of existing statutory authority as a supplement to Title VI. The examples also suggest a lack of uniformity in the Federal application to coverage of employment practices. Agencies determine for themselves the scope of Title VI coverage. In one case, involving the LEAA, uniformity of opinion was lacking within a single Federal department—the Department of Justice, which is charged with responsibility for coordinating the entire Title VI effort.

(3) Coverage of Programs under Pre-existing Loan or Grant Contracts

One of the key issues that had to be decided shortly after Title VI was enacted related to coverage of programs or activities receiving assistance under pre-existing loan or grant contracts. That is, Federal programs had been providing assistance to recipients for many years before passage of Title VI. In some cases, assistance had been terminated well before 1964, although the recipients still benefited from the goods or services provided under these programs. Where Federal financial assistance was extended and concluded to recipients before the
effective date of agencies' Title VI regulations, these recipients were exempted from coverage.

In other cases, however, recipients still were receiving financial assistance, but pursuant to loan or grant contracts executed well before the enactment of Title VI. Did Title VI apply to programs or activities receiving assistance under pre-existing loan and grant contracts, as well as to those for which contracts were executed after Title VI came into effect? The question was answered in the affirmative. With respect to programs or activities still receiving Federal financial assistance on the effective date of Title VI, but under Federal loan or grant contracts signed prior to that effective date, the decision

67/ See, e.g., HEW Title VI regulation, 45 C.F.R. 80.2. The significance of this exclusion is illustrated in a Tennessee Valley Authority program which involves the transfer, lease, and license of real property for a nominal consideration to States, counties, municipalities, and other public agencies for development and administration for public recreation purposes. Since the issuance of TVA's Title VI regulations, there have been 29 recipients of TVA land. In fiscal years 1968 and 1969 alone there were 12 recipients who received a total of 2,082 acres at an estimated value of $1.7 million. Letter from L. Duane Dunlap, Assistant General Counsel, TVA, to Richard Gladstone, Program Analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Nov. 5, 1960.

There are, however, approximately 155 recipients of land that was transferred, leased, or licensed prior to the effective date of the agency's Title VI regulations. 99 of these 155 recipients are subject to a TVA nondiscrimination clause which appears in the transfer or lease instruments. As of June 20, 1969, however, 56 active licenses, leases and transfers neither contained a TVA nondiscrimination clause nor were subject to Title VI. Of these, 12 were State parks, 9 county parks, 12 municipal parks, and 4 playgrounds.

Exhibit E attached to letter from L. Duane Dunlap, Assistant General Counsel, TVA, to Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Dec. 15, 1969.
was that the language of Title VI applied to these programs or activities and that Congress had constitutional authority to do so.

b. Planning, Advisory, and Supervisory Boards

In some instances, Federal agencies extend financial assistance to boards which act in an advisory or planning capacity to State or local governments. In other instances, boards administer Federal grants given directly to State or local governments.

For example, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) of the Department of Justice makes planning grants to States to assist in establishing and operating State Law Enforcement Planning Agencies (SPA's). The function of the SPA's is to develop comprehensive, State-wide, law enforcement plans and to set law enforcement priorities within the State.

The Economic Development Administration (EDA) of the Commerce Department offers planning grants to redevelopment areas and to Economic

---

68/ Justice Department Memorandum, "Application of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act to Future Payments under Existing Grants and Loans," Aug. 3, 1964. It should be pointed out that if a contrary decision had been made, many federally assisted programs, particularly those administered by HEW, which involve continued assistance, would have been entirely excluded from Title VI coverage. In addition, in housing programs, such as urban renewal and public housing, which involve long time lags between contract execution and the provision of housing, much of the housing produced after the effective date of Title VI would have been excluded from coverage.


70/ 42 U.S.C. 3223(b) (1968)
Develop Districts (EDD) to develop an Overall Economic Development Program (OEDP) for the area. These programs are required before an area or district can receive EDA funds for the construction of public work facilities. The programs are developed by OEDP county and district communities.

HUD also operates programs that involve planning boards. For example, under its program of planning grants for metropolitan development, known as the "701" planning grant program, the plans are developed by State, metropolitan, and regional planning agencies. 71/

There is little question that the plans developed by these boards are subject to the requirements of Title VI. To the extent that plans developed with Federal financial assistance exclude areas with heavy minority group concentration or otherwise discriminate against minority group members, these plans would be in violation of Title VI. The more difficult question is whether Title VI also covers membership on these planning boards. Neither LEAA, EDA, nor HUD yet has determined that Title VI applies.

Under LEAA program guidelines, State planning agencies must have "balanced representation" including "representation of community or citizen interests." 72/ LEAA has not determined that these guidelines require adequate minority representation, nor has it determined that Title VI applies.

71/ 40 U.S.C. 461 (1964)
In April 1969, the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights under Law filed a complaint with LEAA alleging that Negroes had been systematically excluded from membership on the Board of the Mississippi SPA. Of the 34 members of the Board, only one was a Negro, although Negroes comprised approximately 42 percent of the State's population. LEAA requested an opinion from the Justice Department's Civil Rights Division regarding the applicability of Title VI to membership on the Mississippi SPA. The response from the Civil Rights Division suggested that Board membership was subject to Title VI. The response also suggested that exclusion of Negroes from SPA membership was a violation of LEAA's own guidelines:

Even apart from the question whether or not there is a violation of Title VI, it is possible that exclusion of Negroes in the instant case is violative of that provision of the guidelines promulgated by your agency....

In Mississippi, where Negroes represent over 42 percent of the total population, it is difficult to envision a 'representative' group from which Negroes have been systematically excluded.75/

73/ Memorandum from Daniel Skoler, Acting Director, Office of Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, to David Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, May 7, 1969.

74/ Memorandum from David L. Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI to Daniel Skoler, Acting Director, Office of Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Aug. 14, 1969.

75/ Id.
On June 9, 1969, the Lawyers' Committee brought suit against the Mississippi Commission on Law Enforcement seeking a judgement which would enjoin the defendants from excluding Negroes from being represented on the State Planning Board. The lower court refused to grant an injunction holding that the plaintiffs had failed to show discrimination in the Governor's appointments to the SPA board and had failed to offer proof that the plaintiffs, or the class they represented (i.e., Negroes residing in Mississippi), were "more qualified" than the present members of the Commission. The court, nevertheless, recommended that more Negroes be appointed to these posts. The decision has been appealed to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.  

EDA also does not treat representation on OEDP county and district committees as a Title VI matter. In fact, at one time, EDA maintained that the issue of committee membership was not even within the jurisdiction

---


77/ According to LEAA, the issue whether Title VI applies to the racial makeup of law enforcement state planning boards 'is not an easy one; but this Agency will of course be guided by the determination of the courts.' Memorandum from Richard W. Velde and Clarence M. Coster, supra note 55.

78/ EDA is in the process of developing standards providing for minority participation on these committees. See letter from Luther S. Steward, Jr., Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, Department of Commerce, to Richard Gladstone, Program Analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, May 26, 1970.
of the Commerce Department's Office of Equal Opportunity. However, this matter was eventually favorably resolved. A November 1969 survey of minority representation on OEDP committees, conducted by EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity, showed that "in general, minorities are underrepresented in counties and districts where their population is high." EDA's position concerning nonapplicability of Title VI was taken despite the fact that under existing EDA policy all applicants for planning grants must comply with Title VI with respect to employment practices and the conduct of their operations. Although Commerce Department's Deputy Assistant General Counsel, as well as its Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, have recognized that Title VI does apply to minority representation on OEDP committees,

79/ See memorandum from Thomas W. Harvey, former Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic Development, to Luther C. Steward, Jr., Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, April 23, 1969.

80/ See memorandum from Larry A. Jobe, Assistant Secretary for Administration, to Robert A. Podesta, Assistant Secretary for Economic Development, May 7, 1969.


82/ 15 C.F.R. 8.4(c).

83/ Memorandum from Luther Steward, Jr., Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, to Larry Jobe, Assistant Secretary for Administration, Department of Commerce, May 5, 1969.
the Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity feels that coverage could better be provided under EDA's own regulations. Nonetheless, no procedures have been established by EDA concerning this matter.

Like LEAA and EDA, HUD also does not consider membership on planning boards to be subject to Title VI. A HUD survey of "701" planning agencies which received HUD grants in FY 1969 revealed that, of the 23 States having planning boards which provided information on the racial composition of these boards, only one had a Negro member. No other minorities were represented. Nonetheless, no action to assure greater minority representation is contemplated by the Department.

84/ Id. Specifically, the Special Assistant indicated the following: However, we do not believe from an administrative point of view that the question of representation on OEDP Committees needs to be handled under Title VI procedures....In our opinion, Economic Development Order 3.02.-2, properly implemented, is and should be a means of ensuring equitable minority group representation on OEDP Committees.

85/ EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity has drafted detailed procedures for implementing EDA's policy of requiring minority representation on OEDP Committees. These procedures are currently being reviewed by Commerce's Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity. Letter from Siciliano to Glickstein, supra note 49.

c. Membership in Federally Assisted Organizations

An issue closely related to minority representation on advisory bodies is the question of membership in organizations which receive Federal financial assistance. The Department of Medicine and Surgery of the Veterans Administration, for example, administers a program which grants space in VA hospitals to national service organizations that help disabled veterans, primarily by aiding them in filling out forms for government assistance. The organizations include such groups as veterans' organizations (e.g., American Legion and Catholic War Veterans), the Masons, and the American Red Cross. There are currently 495 office spaces being made available to these organizations in 165 VA hospitals. While the VA considers the services being provided in the hospitals to be subject to Title VI (i.e., they must be dispensed in a nondiscriminatory manner), it does not consider the membership policies of these service organizations to be covered by Title VI.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has taken a position contrary to that of the VA, with respect to fraternal organizations participating in its urban renewal program. HUD's rationale seems to be more compelling:

87/ Interview with Mr. F. J. Frankina, Director of Legal and Legislative Staff, Department of Medicine and Surgery, Veteran Administration, Dec. 4, 1969.

88/ Id.
While...the owner-participation agreement must contain appropriate nondiscrimination covenants, a question remains as to whether those covenants must preclude discrimination on the basis of race, color or national origin in the owner-participant's membership policies and practices. The Department has determined that the fraternal organization must use and operate their property without discrimination, and that a membership bar...would be incompatible with the commitments in the required covenant. 89/

The Small Business Administration is another agency which requires an assurance of open membership policies from any social, civic, or fraternal organization which seeks assistance under its programs. The SBA position is stated in one of its directives concerning its direct loan program:

...that consideration of race, color, or national origin of applicants for membership in the organization during the term of the loan would be inconsistent with its commitment as set forth in the execution if the 'Assurance' which is deemed to override any membership policies to the contrary required by either the local or national charter or constitution and by laws. 90/

89/ Memorandum from S. Leigh Curry, Jr., Associate General Counsel (RHA), to Robert Pitts, Regional Administrator, Region VI, HUD, Jan. 12, 1968.

Decisions and interpretations regarding issues of Title VI scope and coverage have tended to be made, not on a government-wide, but on an agency-by-agency basis. Sometimes, failure to provide coverage has not resulted from a conscious decision to exclude it, but from the lack of any decision at all. Despite the need for uniform Federal policy on these important civil rights issues, neither the Justice Department nor any other authority has attempted to develop definitive guidelines on the applicability of Title VI.

4. Sanctions

Title VI provides for sanctions in the form of termination of or refusal to grant continuing assistance in the event violations occur. Before these sanctions may be invoked, however, several steps must be taken. First, the agency must determine that compliance cannot be secured by voluntary means. Then the agencies are required "to consider alternative courses of action consistent with achievement of the objectives of the statutes authorizing the particular financial assistance." In addition to proceeding to cut off financial assistance,

91/ In the Department of Transportation's recently issued Title VI regulations (35 Fed. Reg. 10080, June 18, 1970), however, the Federal Aviation Administration (in Appendix C) has provided coverage guidelines. These guidelines will be further supplemented by use of Advisory Circulars and implementing directives. Letter from Volpe to Hesburgh, supra note 13.

92/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sec. 602.

93/ Id.

agencies may take other action authorized by law, including referral to the Department of Justice for appropriate legal action. If an agency chooses to use the sanction of fund cut-off, several additional procedural steps must first be taken. First, the recipient must be afforded an opportunity for a hearing and there must be an express finding of discrimination on the record.

Another procedural safeguard required before termination of assistance can be imposed is the filing of a full report with the committees of Congress having legislative jurisdiction over the program or activity involved. There is a further requirement that thirty days must pass after the filing of such a report before the fund cut-off becomes effective.

95/ Id. If there is a formal contract with a nondiscrimination agreement between the government and the recipient, the appropriate legal action may be a civil suit to enforce the agreement or to invoke any other contractual remedies. If the recipient is a public institution, such as a public hospital or public school, the appropriate legal action may be a civil rights suit to secure a court order barring the unlawful practices under Title III or IV, respectively, of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. An agency may also seek the assistance of State or local authorities responsible for enforcing similar nondiscrimination standards. When a recipient's violation of Title VI involves discriminatory employment practices, the case may be referred to a State or local fair employment practices commission or comparable body.

96/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sec. 602. An opportunity for a hearing is not required if "compliance is effected by any other means authorized by law."

97/ Id.
The Office of Economic Opportunity at one time interpreted this provision as Congressional authority to overrule an agency's termination decision. While Congressional pressures may cause this to occur, there is nothing in either the law or legislative history to suggest that the Congress was actually granted such a veto power. A final procedural safeguard expressly afforded the recipient is judicial review of an administrative determination.

Although the statutory language concerning enforcement procedures is couched in discretionary terms, legislative history indicates that action to enforce Title VI would be mandatory whenever discrimination was disclosed.

98/ Office of Economic Opportunity, undated outline entitled, "Compliance Responsibilities - Office of Civil Rights," § 4c: "Denial of funds for failure to comply with civil rights requirements must be made by the Director of OEO with the advice of the Assistant Director for Civil Rights. The appropriate committees of the Congress can overrule the decisions of the Director."

99/ In fact, information recently received from OEO indicates that this has never been the official position; rather, the document was drafted for internal use to summarize the agency's responsibilities, but never approved. Letter from Wesley Hjomevik, Deputy Director of OEO, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 19, 1970.


101/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sec. 601. "Compliance with any requirement adopted pursuant to this section may be effected...."

102/ Senator Pastore, one of the principal spokesmen for Title VI, said; In accordance with the provisions of section 602, each agency affected is required by the term 'shall' to take action to eliminate discrimination within the programs under its jurisdiction. By the term 'may' each agency is given a certain degree of latitude in the procedure by which it accomplishes the mandate to eliminate discrimination....Action is mandatory, but the procedure by which that action is accomplished is discretionary, subject, however, to the approval of the President.

It is important to distinguish between the procedural requirements for refusing or terminating Federal financial assistance, as compared to deferral of such assistance. In order to refuse to provide or to terminate Federal assistance, there must be an express finding of discrimination on the record, after the recipient is afforded an opportunity for hearing, and a full report must be filed with the appropriate Congressional committees. According to Justice Department guidelines for enforcement of Title VI, however, an agency may defer action on an application without providing the above safeguards. The guidelines provide that deferral is appropriate only in the case of applications for noncontinuing assistance or initial applications for programs of continuing assistance. Moreover, deferral cannot be continued indefinitely.

---

103/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sec. 602.
104/ 28 C.F.R. 50.3. I A, II B.
105/ Id., at I A:

Whenever action upon an application is deferred pending the outcome of a hearing and subsequent section 602 procedures, the efforts to secure voluntary procedures, if found necessary, should be conducted without delay and completed as soon as possible.


Despite the availability of deferral, some agencies will not use it. The Atomic Energy Commission, for example, will not defer assistance even when the recipient has been found to be in noncompliance by another Federal agency in a hearing to which AEC was not a party. According to AEC's Civil Rights Coordinator, AEC could defer assistance without a hearing, but the Commissioners are opposed to doing this. Interview with Harry S. Traynor, Assistant to the General Manager, AEC, Oct. 27, 1969.
Thus Title VI is heavily weighted with a number of procedural safeguards. The need for a speedy, efficient way of bringing about compliance and protecting the rights of minority group members has, in effect, been subordinated to the need to protect the rights of Federal program recipients. Close examination of the stringent procedural requirements which surround the use of Title VI sanctions demonstrates that the image of Federal officials arbitrarily and precipitously depriving States, localities, and private institutions of needed Federal funds on the basis of Title VI can be no more than a myth.

C. Organization and Staffing

In view of the scope and complexity of civil rights problems and their crucial importance to the future well-being of the Nation, effective administration, coordination, and enforcement of the laws aimed at resolving them deserve high priority attention. Title VI is among the most important of these laws. If it is to be enforced effectively, those who carry out the civil rights responsibility of Federal agencies must be in a position to affect agency policy and to make decisions concerning program operation. Accordingly, the chief civil rights official should be at the highest administrative level and his office should be comparably situated within the agency's structure. His status and organizational position within the bureaucracy should be at a level which affords the opportunity to participate fully
in key agency policy decisions. In addition, he must have sufficient staff to conduct the kind of comprehensive compliance program that is necessary.

In none of the Federal departments and agencies that operate Title VI programs is the civil rights office organized and staffed adequately. In most cases, the civil rights chief is of low status and his position in the agency hierarchy is subordinate to those who operate programs; his authority to affect agency policy is limited, and in some cases, nonexistent; and his staff is hopelessly insufficient.

1. Position of Civil Rights Administrators and Extent of Centralization of Civil Rights Functions

There is no uniformity among the various Federal agencies with civil rights responsibilities with respect to the position of the principal civil rights administrator. The chief civil rights administrators, however, have in common relatively subordinate status in terms of title, grade level, position in the administrative hierarchy, and authority--particularly authority to enforce Title VI.

---

106/ Just as the head civil rights administrator in any agency suffers from a low grade level, so do his subordinates. For example, HEW's Office for Civil Rights currently has only six supergrades including the Director and Deputy Director. Several divisions are headed by GS-15's and none of the field offices have been allotted supergrade status. According to the Assistant Director for Management,
he had requested supergrades for all division and regional directors; however, no action had been taken on his request. Interview with Robert Brown, Jan. 30, 1970. Similarly, at the Department of Commerce, the Departmental Office of Civil Rights is allotted two positions; neither of which is allotted a supergrade. The Office of Equal Employment Opportunity at the Department of Labor also has a low-grade structure. The Director is only a GS-15; the two Assistant Directors, GS-14's. The remainder of the professional central office equal opportunity staff (approximately sixteen in number) are mostly GS-13's and GS-12's, while the regional civil rights staff of thirteen are divided as follows: 3 GS-14's, 5 GS-13's, and 5 GS-12's, see Letter from Arthur A. Chapin, Director, Office of Equal Employment Opportunity, Department of Labor, to Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Jan. 22, 1970. The Director has submitted requests for overall upgrading and staff expansion (promotion requests submitted in July of 1969); however, no action has been taken. Likewise, the Director of Interior's Departmental Office for Equal Opportunity is a GS-15 and his deputy also is a GS-15. Civil rights functions in Interior's Bureau of Outdoor Recreation are carried out by the Staff Assistant for Civil Rights, a GS-14. Although the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation contemplates establishing a staff assistant (Civil Rights Program) position in four of the six regions, the grade will be only a GS-12, see Memorandum from G. D. Hofe, Jr., Director, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, to Director, Office for Equal Opportunity, Nov. 14, 1969.

Grade comparisons will be made throughout this portion of the study. It should be noted that although there are instances in which individuals subordinate to others in terms of grade level actually exercise more power, Commission staff generally did not observe this to be the case as regards agency civil rights administrators. On the contrary, civil rights administrators are usually also subordinate in terms of power and influence.
The position is also circumscribed by fragmentation of responsibility or lack of authority to implement Title VI and by the inability, in cases of departmental decentralization, to command performance of bureau civil rights staffs.

Only HUD, among the seven large Federal departments which administer significant programs subject to Title VI, has a civil rights administrator at the assistant secretary level. In three of these major agencies—Commerce, Interior and Labor—the departmental civil rights officer is only a GS-15, thus not even occupying supergrade status. Of the smaller agencies, four—Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Office of Economic Opportunity, Small Business Administration, and Veterans Administration—have significant Title VI programs. Only one of the four, Veterans Administration, has a civil rights administrator in a supergrade position.

In agencies in which the Title VI function resides in separate civil rights offices within the component bureaus, e.g., Commerce

107/ The seven agencies included in this category are: Agriculture, Commerce, HEW, HUD, Interior, Labor and Transportation.

108/ Of the other three—HEW, Transportation, and Agriculture—the chief civil rights officers are GS-17, 16 and 16, respectively.

109/ In one other, OEO, the position is allotted a GS-16 but the present occupant was hired at a GS-15 level.
Transportation, and Interior, the pattern of subordinate position and grade for the Title VI administrator prevails. The inferior status which characterizes the office for civil rights in most departments is reflected by the administrative layers interposed between the Secretary and his top civil rights officer. In three of the seven large agencies with significant Title VI activity—HEW, HUD, and Transportation—the civil rights director reports directly to the Secretary; in three others, Agriculture, Commerce and Labor—he reports to an Assistant Secretary; and at Interior, to a Deputy Undersecretary. Of the four smaller agencies, in only one, Veterans Administration, does the civil rights chief report directly to the Administrator.

Federal civil rights operations and authority, particularly in regard to Title VI, also are marked by decentralization and fragmentation. Only two of the seven large agencies with important Title VI programs have centralized, department-wide civil rights offices. At the Department

110/ At Commerce, the Assistant Secretary for Administration has overall responsibility for Title VI, among his other duties. The Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, however, assists in the day-to-day implementation of the Department's civil rights programs. Siciliano letter, supra note 49.

111/ At HEW, Mr. Pottinger's predecessor, Leon Panetta, reported to the Undersecretary. Mr. Panetta's predecessor, Ruby Martin, reported to an Assistant Secretary. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, HEW and Title VI (1970).

112/ For purpose of this section, a decentralized operation is defined as one in which the enforcement of Title VI is divided between a department-wide civil rights office and the program bureaus. The report also deals with the issue of decentralization of activity to the field. Fragmentation of overall civil rights responsibilities, e.g., when contract compliance is the duty of one office and Title VI or in-house employment of another, will not be considered in this report.
of Housing and Urban Development and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the civil rights enforcement operations are centralized in unitary, departmental offices—the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity and the Office for Civil Rights, respectively. However, only HEW, of the seven agencies, also has centralized authority for the decision-making regarding Title VI.\footnote{113/}

At the Departments of Commerce and Transportation, responsibility is divided between the departmental civil rights offices and the civil rights offices of the operating bureaus; at Interior and Agriculture, between the department office and designated civil rights staff in the bureaus. At Labor, Title VI responsibility is also divided among various staff components.

Among four small agencies with major Title VI programs, there is no prevailing pattern: one has no organization for the effectuation

\footnote{113/ An anticipated change in HUD's Title VI regulations will centralize responsibility for Title VI enforcement under the Secretary's authority and it is contemplated that the Secretary's authority in this area will be delegated to the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity. Letter from George Romney, Secretary of HUD to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 13, 1970.}
of Title VI regulations (LEAA), two have centralized operations (OEO and SBA), and one shares Title VI enforcement with the program divisions (VA).

Among 11 Federal agencies with minor Title VI programs, the Title VI operations, which are usually perfunctory and sporadic, tend to be centralized--usually only one person in the headquarters office has a Title VI function. Since almost no staff time is directed to Title VI activity in these 11 agencies, the relative advantages and disadvantages of centralization cannot be evaluated.

The influence and leverage of the departmental civil rights head and of his counterpart in the operating bureaus are also lessened by his inability to exercise line authority over equal opportunity staff located in the field offices who are generally responsible to a regional director.

---

114/ LEAA disagrees with this statement. According to the agency: "LEAA has thoroughly mapped out the organizational structure of its compliance effort. Among other things, we are undertaking to revise the assurances we accept from grantees, revise our guidelines, provide for a reporting system, and to establish a reasonably reliable system of shared compliance responsibility within the Agency." Memorandum from Richard W. Velde and Clarence M. Coster, supra note 55. A manual containing all relevant civil rights laws and regulations affecting LEAA programs, dated July 1970 (after Commission field work had been completed), has been distributed to State Planning Agencies. LEAA concludes: "In short, we have in the making, and already partially implemented, a comprehensive civil rights compliance program. This program should be fully operational by early 1971." Id.

115/ The only civil rights administrator who has line authority over field civil rights personnel is the Director of the Office for Civil Rights of the Department of HEW.
Title VI functions such as compliance reviews and complaint investigations generally have been decentralized to the agencies' field offices. Of the 11 Federal agencies with major Title VI programs, only the Veterans Administration and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration anticipate centralized operations in which compliance activities will be conducted by headquarters personnel. At the Interior Department, compliance activities are divided between field staff and headquarters staff. Most agencies which have decentralized compliance enforcement to the field have designated full-time civil rights specialists to perform the functions of review and investigation.

Following is a brief discussion of the status of the chief civil rights officer and the extent of decentralization of civil rights responsibilities in agencies with significant Title VI programs.

a. **Department of Housing and Urban Development**

The Department of Housing and Urban Development is the only major agency with significant Title VI programs which has an assistant secretary position allocated solely for civil rights matters. The Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity holds the same position in the administrative hierarchy as other Assistant Secretaries in the

116/ The position is currently held by Samuel J. Simmons.
Department. He is the Secretary's principal advisor on matters relating to equal opportunity and reports directly to him.

However, some of the Assistant Secretary's liaison is through the Office of the Undersecretary, which is responsible for day-to-day operations at HUD.

Other factors such as lack of line authority over field civil rights personnel and the confusion over the locus of Title VI jurisdiction, diminish, at least in terms of effective Title VI enforcement, the potential advantages of having the principal equal opportunity enforcer at the assistant secretary level.

Organizationally, HUD has a centralized operation at the Washington level for all civil rights enforcement activities. The locus for civil rights is the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity. The program Assistant Secretaries do not maintain separate civil rights offices or staff and no program people have been assigned a Title VI function.

Despite this centralized staffing pattern, responsibility for Title VI is not centralized. Although the Assistant Secretary for

117/ In an interview with Samuel Simmons, Assistant Secretary of Equal Opportunity at HUD (Mar. 6, 1970), he indicated that his office often works through the Undersecretary's office on important matters such as collection of racial data, tenant selection and resolution of disagreements between his office and a program Assistant Secretary as to finding a recipient in noncompliance.
Equal Opportunity is the Title VI Coordinator, HUD's Title VI regulations state that the "Responsible Department Official" for Title VI is the Secretary or other official who has the "principal responsibility within the Department for the administration of the law extending such assistance," i.e., the program Assistant Secretaries. Revised Title VI amendments, which have been sent to the President, will assign responsibility to the Secretary or his designee, who in fact will be the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity.

Title VI compliance activity is also regionalized at the Department of Housing and Urban Development. All six HUD regional offices in the continental United States maintain a civil rights staff headed by an Assistant Regional Administrator for Equal Opportunity.

118/ 24 C.F.R. 1.2(c)

119/ Letter from George Romney, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, to Howard A. Clickstein, Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 13, 1970.

120/ On March 27, 1969, the President directed that eight cities serve as regional centers for Labor, HEW, HUD, OEO and SBA. See Statement by the President Upon Establishing Common Regional Boundaries and Locations for Five Agencies Engaged in Social or Economic Programs, Mar. 27, 1969.
However, although HUD's chief civil rights administrator is an Assistant Secretary, similar to the program Assistant Secretaries, he exercises no line authority over field equal opportunity personnel. According to HUD's manual, the Assistant Regional Administrator for Equal Opportunity carries out his responsibilities "under the supervision and applicable delegations of authority of the Regional Administrator." As a result of this regionalization of equal opportunity staff without accompanying line authority, it is the Regional Administrators who make important final decisions when questions arise as to the compliance status of a recipient or the advisability of approving project grants.

b. Department of Health, Education and Welfare

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has perhaps the most significant Title VI enforcement responsibilities of any Federal agency. Yet, the Director of the Office for Civil Rights, in charge or more than 300 staff members in Washington and in regional offices throughout the country, is only a GS-17 reporting to the Secretary. Until early 1968 the Director was a GS-18.

121/ Department of Housing and Urban Development, Handbook 1170.1 Change 8, Regional Organization.

122/ The position was assumed by J. Stanley Pottinger in March 1970, succeeding Leon Panetta, who reported to the Undersecretary.

123/ A reorganization plan was developed by key OCR staff members during the latter part of 1969, whereby the Director would assume the position of Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights or Deputy Undersecretary. No action has been taken to date on his recommendation.
The HEW organization for effectuating Title VI has fluctuated since passage of Civil Rights Act of 1964. Initially, the civil rights operation, (most of which concerns Title VI compliance), was decentralized with responsibility divided between an Office for Civil Rights and the various operating agencies. In the Commission's recent study of HEW and Title VI the following conclusion was drawn concerning decentralized civil rights operations:

During this phase of the Title VI program, compliance was left mainly to the operating agencies. Although, in theory, a compliance program administered by the operating agencies should have greater impact in terms of imparting equal opportunity objectives to program managers than a centralized operation would have, in practice there is little indication that this actually occurred. Compliance staff members connected with operating agencies were regarded as specialists in civil rights. They had no real authority with respect to program management. Rather, they were largely a separate unit with little influence on the programs of the agencies out of which they functioned. If anything, their efforts were impeded by the structure of which they were a part. 124/

124/ HEW and Title VI, supra note 111, at 9, 10.
At the direction of a House Appropriations Subcommittee, HEW placed all departmental Title VI enforcement responsibilities in one office. The centralization process was completed in Fiscal Year 1968.

HEW's current Title VI organization is the most completely centralized of all the Federal agencies with significant Title VI activity. Policies, procedures, and priorities for Title VI enforcement are determined and carried out by the OCR and its field staff. The program agencies play no role in Title VI.

The advantages of such centralization include clearer lines of authority and less fragmentation of responsibility. Most significantly, it obviates situations whereby a person charged with civil rights evaluation of a program reports to and is responsible to the administrator of that program. The major disadvantages are the danger that Title VI staff will not be sufficiently knowledgeable about the programs and that liaison with program administrators will be jeopardized. At HEW the first has not occurred because many of the OCR staff were formerly in the various program units. Liaison with program personnel, however, appears to be a problem. According to one OCR official, there is no feeling of closeness or liaison with program personnel, particularly with those of the Office of Education. (Most of OCR's Title VI activity is in the area of education.)

125/ Brown interview, supra note 106.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is the only Federal agency in which the Department's civil rights director exercises line authority over field equal opportunity personnel. Consequently, there is no problem of dual allegiance commonly found in other agencies in which equal opportunity staffs are in the position of being responsible to the person (regional director) whose programs they are monitoring.

At the same time that all Title VI compliance activities and staff were withdrawn from the operating agencies and centralized within the Office of Civil Rights, a large number of OCR staff were reassigned to HEW's nine regional offices. Each of the field offices has a Regional Director for Civil Rights, responsible only to the Director of the Office for Civil Rights. The Regional Director and his staff, which reports directly to him, are responsible for conducting Title VI field reviews and investigations. The Regional Civil Rights Directors have a good deal of autonomy in their own right. They recruit personnel for field equal opportunity positions and they have full responsibility for processing cases and complaints in the field, including authority to make affirmative determinations or to refer matters to Washington for enforcement. However, the Director of OCR retains the authority to cite recipients for a hearing or to recommend termination of funds to the Secretary.
Decentralization of HEW compliance functions to the field has its advantages and disadvantages, alike. The Commission's report on HEW and Title VI, which was undertaken during the early months following decentralization, found that generally the system was operating well.

The report stated:

Although each of the field offices had had a somewhat different character and orientation, this does not appear to have hampered the conduct of the Title VI compliance operation. Anticipated problems of communication and coordination did not materialize to any significant extent. Indeed, the proximity to the field of operations has facilitated on-site reviews and investigations, permitted a closer working relationship with regional program administrators, and led to a better understanding of regional and local problems. 126/

However, some problems surfaced after the Commission's report on HEW was prepared and were recorded in an October 1969 Task Force Committee report on OCR Reorganization. These included: lack of clear lines and division of authority from the headquarters civil rights staff to the regional staff; lack of consistency and coordination

126/ HEW and Title VI, supra note 111, at 10.
among the various programs and regional offices; and inadequate and irregular communication of policy and developments from Washington to the regional offices.

c. Department of Transportation

The Director of the Office of Civil Rights at the Department of Transportation, a GS-16, the lowest supergrade level, reports directly to the Secretary. Program Administrators who oversee programs subject to Title VI (e.g., Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Highway Administration, and Urban Mass Transportation Administration) all hold the executive level position of Administrator.

Organization and authority for Title VI enforcement at the Washington level are decentralized and fragmented at the Department of Transportation. A small Departmental Office of Civil Rights is charged with establishing overall policy in the area of Title VI and monitoring the Department's performance in this area. Each of the operating Administrations with Title VI programs, i.e., Coast Guard, Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Highway Administration, and Urban Mass Transportation Administration, 

127/ Memorandum from Paul M. Rilling, Regional Civil Rights Director, Region V, Atlanta, transmitting the Report of the OCR Reorganization Task Force, to the members of the Task Force Committee, Oct. 20, 1969.
128/ The present Director is Richard F. Lally.
129/ The position, however, is allocated a GS-17.
has its own Office of Civil Rights whose Director reports to the head of the operating administration.

With the exception of responsibility for conducting complaint investigations, the Departmental Office of Civil Rights is a staff and policy office only, with no line authority over the operating administration's Office of Civil Rights. This point was emphasized by the Secretary of Transportation in a memorandum to the Administrators in which he stated:

Each Administration Director of Civil Rights shall be subject to line supervision only from his administrator.

The Departmental Director is authorized to provide technical advice directly to Administration Directors, but any directed program action shall be addressed solely to the administrators. [Emphasis supplied.] 130/

As a result of this decentralization of Title VI authority, the Departmental Director cannot command agency performance. The deleterious effect that this has on Title VI performance was demonstrated by correspondence, beginning in October 1968, between the Departmental

Director of Civil Rights and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in which the Departmental Director informed the Federal Highway Administrator of the necessity of performing compliance reviews and of the Justice Department's concern that no reviews had been performed.

As late as May 1969 the Departmental Director wrote: "The FHWA Quarterly Report indicated that no compliance reviews had taken place during the last quarter.... This gap in our program was previously pointed out, both formally and informally, by the Department of Justice." As of June 1970, FHWA still has never conducted a Title VI compliance review.

This decentralization also fosters a fragmentation of Title VI responsibility and duties. As of June 1970, the directors of civil rights in the program administrations were in charge of conducting compliance reviews and overseeing pre-award procedures; the Departmental Director of Civil Rights performs complaint investigations. It is not clear who determines when the mechanism for attempting voluntary compliance has been exhausted and that a Title VI hearing should be held. This lack of clarity or delineation of Title VI authority

131/ Correspondence from Richard F. Lally, Director of Civil Rights, DOT, to the Federal Highway Administrator, Oct. 21, 1968, Nov. 4, 1968 (to the Title VI Coordinator), May 6, 1969.

132/ The Departmental Director asserted that he would make such a decision; however, there has not yet been a delegation from the Secretary to the Director authorizing him to assume this function. In fact, Transportation has never held a Title VI hearing. Interview with Richard Lally, Departmental Director of Civil Rights, Feb. 5, 1970.
is a common consequence of the decentralization of civil rights responsibility to the program administrations of bureaus.

The departmental civil rights staff has no direct counterparts in the field offices. Although two of Transportation's operating 133/ administrations have regional offices staffed with equal opportunity personnel, there is no interaction between those officials and the departmental civil rights staff.

d. Department of Agriculture

At Agriculture the chief headquarters civil rights officer 134/ is the Assistant to the Secretary for Civil Rights, a GS-16. At one time, the organizational structure of the Department showed the Assistant to the Secretary reporting directly to the Secretary. In actuality, he reported to the Assistant Secretary for Administration. The practice was formally recognized last September in a memorandum issued by Secretary 135/ Hardin.

133/ Of the four Administrations with programs subject to Title VI, one--Urban Mass Transportation Administration--has no regional offices and in another--Coast Guard--the Title VI function has not been decentralized. The other two--Federal Highway Administration and Federal Aviation Administration--do have regional civil rights staff.

134/ Mr. William M. Seabron now holds this position.

135/ Secretary of Agriculture Memorandum 1662 (Sept. 23, 1969).
It is indicative of the generally inferior status assigned to the civil rights chief that four of the other six office directors responsible to the Assistant Secretary for Administration are GS-17s, even though the civil rights director also serves in the capacity of Assistant to the Secretary. Title VI authority and organization are completely decentralized at the Department of Agriculture. A small Departmental civil rights staff exercises only a coordinative and monitoring function regarding the services' designated Title VI staff.

The Assistant to the Secretary for Civil Rights lacks the authority to command agency performance. Moreover, agency administrators are responsible for implementing Title VI, including decisions whether to hold fund termination proceedings. The decentralization of Title VI authority has resulted in a weakening of Department efforts to achieve a consistent approach to compliance. On occasion, requests from the Assistant to the Secretary for action by a program unit have been totally ignored; moreover, program staff have actually blocked

---

136/ These are the Directors of the offices of Budget and Finance, Information, Personnel, and Planning and Operations.
efforts to implement civil rights measures.  

At Agriculture, there are also no civil rights staff in the field offices. Generally, Title VI compliance reviews are conducted by field program personnel, who are responsible to the regional program administrators. In some cases, State personnel conduct the reviews. Complaints are investigated by the Office of the Inspector General

---

For example, one component agency was able to effectively thwart attempts to secure an equal employment opportunity procedure for employees of the Cooperative Extension Service. In July 1966, acting in response to issues first raised by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in a 1965 report, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Equal Opportunity in Farm Programs (1965), the Assistant to the Secretary initiated, staffed, and received approval for a Departmental complaint procedure for extension workers who felt they had been denied equal employment opportunity because of racial discrimination. The procedure, although signed by the Assistant Secretary for Administration, was withdrawn by Department officials upon the report of the Administrator of the Federal Extension Service that it would meet resistance from the State. Thereafter it was agreed that a committee of the Association of Land Grant College Presidents would work cooperatively with the Department of Agriculture to develop a more acceptable procedure. Although this was anticipated by January 1967, it was not until January 1968, following an opinion by the Department of Justice supporting the Assistant to the Secretary's efforts, that the decision was taken to promulgate essentially the same procedures which, had been suggested 18 months earlier. In May, 1968, the proposed regulation was published in the Federal Register. See U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Mechanism for Implementing and Enforcing Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, USDA Staff Report (1968). As of July 1970, the regulation was not yet effective because USDA had withheld approval of any plans submitted under the regulation.
field staff who are responsible to the Inspector General. Although the propriety of corrective action taken is subject to OIG review, responsibility for the adequacy and implementation of corrective action rests with the program administrators.

e. Department of Commerce

At the Commerce Department, a Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity reports to the Assistant Secretary for Administration. His grade level GS-15, is the same as that of the administration directors of civil rights and lower than that of the program administrators.

The organization of the headquarters civil rights function at the Commerce Department is similar to DOT's. The two program agencies with significant civil rights responsibilities, Economic Development Administration and Maritime Administration, have independent civil rights offices. However, authority is more decentralized than at Transportation. The Departmental Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity exercises principally a coordinative and advisory role; all Title VI activity, including complaint investigation, is conducted by the Administrations' civil rights offices. Further, it is the program Administrator who makes the decision to conduct a Title VI hearing. The division of responsibility meets the approval of the 

138/ The Special Assistant is Luther C. Steward, Jr.
Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity as well as EDA civil rights personnel, who expressed the opinion that compliance with Title VI could best be achieved by units operating within the program agencies and that a more forceful role by the Department's civil rights staff would be viewed by the program people as an intrusion. The efficacy of divided civil rights responsibilities has not been borne out by experience. For example, in the past, the Office of Equal Opportunity of EDA (EDA has a major Title VI program) was not able to mount an effective Title VI compliance operation partially because of the opposition of the program people.

At the Department of Commerce, the departmental civil rights staff has no direct counterparts in the field offices. Although the administrations' regional offices have equal opportunity personnel,________


140/ Id. Commerce contends, however, that the division of responsibility is predicated on past experience with the Maritime Administration's Contract Compliance Program and their awareness of the new thrust of EDA's Title VI program. Letter from Siciliano to Glickstein, supra note 49.

141/ Both the EDA and Maritime Administration have civil rights personnel assigned to the field offices. They are responsible to the Regional Directors, and not to the operating agencies' civil rights director. The Director of the Office of Equal Opportunity at EDA can, however, assign workload, review compliance and investigation reports, and order reinvestigations, if necessary.
there is no interaction between those officials and the departmental civil rights staff.

f. **Department of Interior**

At Interior, the Director of the Office for Equal Opportunity, a GS-15, has been reporting to the Deputy Undersecretary for Programs since July 1968. This represents a setback since formerly the Director of that office had been responsible to the Undersecretary.

The grade level of the Director is especially noteworthy because it is below that of all the bureau directors and associate directors.

The Departmental Equal Opportunity Office has little or no control over the bureaus' civil rights personnel. It has little voice regarding appointments, cannot compel attendance at training sessions, nor enforce mandates as set forth in the Departmental manual. The fragmentation of Title VI is reinforced by the fact that the decision to conduct a non-compliance hearing is made by the bureau director with little or no consultation with the Departmental Office necessary.

---

142/ Mr. Edward Shelton currently holds this post.

143/ Interview with Jack B. Bluestein, Office for Equal Opportunity, Department of Interior, Dec. 8, 1969.

144/ The Office did have some input with respect to the selection of four Bureau of Outdoor Recreation civil rights specialists. Interview with Edward Shelton, Director of Departmental Equal Opportunity Office, Dec. 8, 1969.

145/ 43 C.F.R. 17.7(c)

146/ Shelton interview, supra note 144.
As in the case of the Department of Agriculture, there are no civil rights staff in Interior's field offices. Generally, Title VI compliance reviews are conducted by field program personnel, who are responsible to the regional program administrators. In some cases, State personnel conduct the reviews. Complaint investigations are conducted by field program personnel or headquarter's bureau civil rights staff. However, decisions on what action, if any, is to be taken on the basis of these investigations are made by program administrators.

g. Department of Labor

The Director of the headquarters Office of Equal Employment Opportunity at the Department of Labor, a GS-15, is in the anomalous position of being subordinate to and of reporting to the Assistant Secretary for Manpower under whose administrative jurisdiction falls all Labor Department programs in the purview of Title VI. Thus, the chief Title VI enforcement officer is responsible to the administrator of the Department of Labor.

147/ Recently, the Director of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (BOR) approved the establishment of four staff assistants (Civil Rights Programs), at GS-12, in the Northeast, Southeast, Mid-Continent, and Lake Central Regions. It is envisioned that the incumbents will be responsible in part for on-site compliance reviews and will be under the immediate supervision of the Regional Director of BOR. Memorandum from G. Douglas Hofe, Jr., Director BOR to Director, Office for Equal Opportunity, Nov. 14, 1969. At the time of this memorandum, BOR was recruiting for these positions.

148/ This position is held by Mr. Arthur A. Chapin.

Title VI programs, a situation likely to vitiate any effective
Title VI compliance activity.

This situation is compounded by the low grade level of the Director of the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity Director. The position has remained at a GS-15 level since 1963, although the duties of the office have increased substantially. The low grade level is a particularly severe handicap because it places the civil rights chief in a position subordinate to that of most program administrators.

Although the organization at Labor would appear to lend itself to centralization of Title VI authority and duties, this

150/ The Secretary of Labor has indicated that:
First, the 'administrator of Title VI programs' is the Manpower Administrator who is subordinate to the Assistant Secretary for Manpower. Hence, the Director of the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity does report to a very high ranking policy official who is above the Administrator of manpower programs. The second point is that I too am fully responsible for manpower programs. The Assistant Secretary for Manpower and I work very closely together on these programs, and it is simply not accurate that the Assistant Secretary is less likely to enforce Title VI than the Secretary. To the contrary, the Assistant Secretary is able to give closer attention to this critically important function than the Secretary is.


151/ According to the FY 1971 U.S. Budget Appendix (at 1033) the following positions (not inclusive) in the Department of Labor's Manpower Administration were at a higher grade level than the Director of the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity in FY 1969: Assistant Secretary for Manpower (Executive Level IV); Manpower Administrator (MA) (Executive Level V); Deputy MA for Employment Security (GS-18); Associate MA (GS-18); Associate MA (GS-17); Deputy MA (GS-16); 3 Directors (GS-16); Deputy Director (GS-16); 8 Regional MA's (GS-16); Administrator, Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) (GS-17); Deputy Administrator, BAT (GS-16); Administrator, Bureau of Employment Security (GS-18); Director, U.S. Employment Service (GS-17); and Director, Job Corps (GS-18).
has not occurred. Responsibility is shared by 1) Director of the OEEE, who is charged with developing and administering "a program [152/]
for carrying out... Title VI;" 2) the Deputy Manpower Administrator for Employment Security, who has line authority over the Regional Manpower Administrators, including their civil rights staffs; and 3) Staff Assistants for Minority Group Affairs, who report to the Deputy Manpower Administrator for Employment Security and who "provide leadership and assistance in implementing the Manpower Administrator's responsibilities under Title VI...[by providing] leadership, guidance, and technical assistance to the services and regional offices of the Manpower Administration, to State employment security agencies, and to client groups..." [153/]

The central OEEE has no direct authority over any of these separate EEO staffs and delineation of functions remains unclear. The OEEE staff does have responsibility for monitoring the adequacy of the Title VI review and investigative program. The decision on whether a recipient should be noticed for hearing or whether funds should be withheld, however, rests with the Assistant Secretary for Manpower and not with the Director for Civil Rights.

152/ Memorandum from Arnold R. Weber, Assistant Secretary for Manpower, to Arthur A. Chapin, Director of the OEEE, June 3, 1969.

The regional equal opportunity staff is responsible to the Regional Manpower Administrator for Employment Security. The Director of the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity (OEEO) has no line authority over regional civil rights personnel.

Theoretically, the Director of OEEO cannot communicate directly with equal opportunity field staff even though the field staff is responsible for implementing the goals and procedures developed by the central office. In fact, a Labor Department directive states:

> All communications to the field regarding equal opportunity matters shall flow from the OEEO through the Deputy Manpower Administrator for Employment Security to the RMAs and finally to the EEO officers.154/

Despite the written restrictions on direct communications, the OEEO Director has sign-off authority on implementation of corrective actions and can require that field equal opportunity staff reconduct investigations or modify corrective action. He has no authority, however, to require the imposition of

---

sanctions.

h. Veterans Administration, Office of Economic Opportunity, Small Business Administration and Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

These four small Federal agencies administer programs with major Title VI impact and have followed the pattern of the large agencies in relegating the civil rights enforcer to a subordinate position in terms of grade and place in the hierarchy.

Because of the relatively small size of their staffs, most of the smaller agencies have tended to centralize their headquarters Title VI operations. The Veterans Administration is the only

---

155/ The Labor Department reports that it has acted in recent months to decentralize responsibility for Title VI compliance reviews and complaint investigations to the Regional Manpower Administrators. Hodgson Letter, supra note 150. According to Labor:

'It has proven impossible to monitor thousands of State employment security offices and contacts from Washington. Title VI surveillance must be integrated into the regular monitoring and evaluation process if we are to discharge our responsibilities effectively. Id.

156/ VA is an exception. Title VI organization and authority at the Veterans Administration are decentralized. The Contract Compliance Service has no authority vis-a-vis the programs of the two operating departments, i.e., Department of Veterans Benefits and Department of Medicine and Surgery, which are subject to Title VI other than to conduct a fact-finding investigation in the event of a complaint, conduct periodic audits, and evaluation, and attempt to secure voluntary compliance in the event that noncompliance is disclosed. These duties of the Director, Contract Compliance Service are put into motion upon referral by the Chief Medical Director or the Chief Benefits Director. See 35 Fed. Reg. 10759 et. seg. (July 2, 1970).
one of the four whose civil rights director, titled Director of the Contract Compliance Service, is a supergrade, a GS-17. The Director is also Advisor to the Administrator on Civil Rights matters and reports directly to him. The Veterans Administration is in the process of establishing review and investigation procedures for its major Title VI programs. The review and investigation functions will be performed by headquarters civil rights staff from the departmental civil rights office.

A reorganization during early 1969 at the Office of Economic Opportunity resulted in a downgrading of the civil rights position. Prior to the reorganization, the head of the Office of Civil Rights was designated the Assistant Director of OEO for Civil Rights and occupied a GS-16 position. The Assistant Director reported directly to the Director and Deputy Director of OEO. Under the new organization, the chief civil rights person is designated the Director of the Human Rights Division and reports to the General Counsel. Although the position remains a GS-16, the present Director is a GS-15. The other two divisions within the Office of the General Counsel—the Inspection and Legal Divisions—call for GS-17 positions.

George L. Holland presently occupies this position.

Mr. Frank Kent was appointed to this position in November 1969.

Interview with Wilfred Leland, former Chief of the Compliance and Evaluation Section in OEO's Office of Civil Rights, Nov. 12, 1969.
Title VI activity at OEO is completely decentralized to the regions. Each OEO region has at least one full-time civil rights coordinator who acts independent of the headquarters civil rights division. In turn, the headquarters division has no line authority over the regional coordinators. Prior to the 1969 reorganization, the field civil rights coordinator reported to the Regional Director; currently, he reports to the Regional Counsel.

The Law Enforcement Assistant Administration, a branch of the Department of Justice, is the only Federal agency with a significant Title VI program which does not have an agency civil rights office. The person formerly given the Title VI function bore the title Civil Rights Compliance Officer and was a GS-14 attorney who reported to the Director of the Office of Academic Assistance and later to the General Counsel. LEAA presently has one person who, as of June 1970, was just in the process of formulating a Title VI compliance program for the agency. He has discussed the matter with the Department of Justice's Civil Rights Division and other Federal agencies.

160/ Id.

161/ The position was formerly held by Miss Dorthea M. Klajbor who retired on February 6, 1970, and was replaced by another attorney, Herbert Rice, on May 3, 1970.

162/ Interview with Herbert Rice, Attorney in LEAA's General Counsel's Office, May 27, 1970.
In the Small Business Administration, the Director of the Office of Equal Opportunity is a GS-15 and reports to the Assistant Administrator for Management who in turn reports to the Administrator. Compliance activity is decentralized to the field at SBA, but less so than at OEO. The Regional Equal Opportunity Officers (EEO's) report directly to the Regional Directors, but follow the guidelines and directives issued by the agency civil rights director. Further, although the civil rights Director does not exercise line authority over regional staff, there is a requirement that he concur in compliance reviews and investigations submitted by the Regional EEO's.

i. Agencies with Minor Title VI Programs

An additional eleven Federal agencies have only minor programs identified as falling within the ambit of Title VI. These agencies range in size from the giant Department of Defense to the small Office of Emergency Preparedness, and in type of organizational unit from part of the Executive Office of the President to executive departments and independent agencies.

163/ This position is now held by Mr. Edward Dulcan.

164/ SBA National Directive 1500-11A at 32. A recommendation to centralize compliance responsibility under the Office of Equal Opportunity is currently under consideration.

165/ Included in this grouping are AID, AEC, CAB, DOD, GSA, NASA, National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities, NSF, OEP, State Department and TVA. Excluded from the list are EEOC and Department of the Treasury which may in fact have Title VI programs but have not yet identified them.
Many of the small agencies do not have a full-time civil rights director, e.g., Tennessee Valley Authority, Office of Emergency Preparedness, Civil Aeronautics Board, and National Aeronautics and Space Administration. For those that do, the director typically has neither the grade nor status nor authority to command agency performance in regard to Title VI. In agencies where there is an equal opportunity director, he is generally only a GS-15, e.g., General Service Administration, State Department. In a number of agencies, the Title VI function is carried out by an official who has other duties which are considered to be his primary responsibility, e.g., TVA, OEP, and NSF. The person carrying the role of Title VI coordinator generally is below the supergrade level. In none of the above examples do the Title VI Coordinators report to the agency head.

In addition to HUD, there appear to be only two other exceptions to the relatively low grade level of agency civil rights officials. The chief civil rights post in the Defense Department is the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights and Industrial Relations, a GS-18 position. The Deputy Assistant Secretary reports to the Assistant Secretary for Man-

166/ The Title VI Coordinator at the TVA is L. Duane Dunlap, an Assistant General Counsel; at OEP the Assistant to the Civil Rights Coordinator, Richard Murray, is also an Assistant General Counsel; and at NSF, the Title VI person is Arthur Kusinski, an Assistant Counsel.

167/ The position has been vacant since May 1969, a period of over 12 months; however, Mr. L. Howard Bennett has been acting in his capacity during this time. On June 3, 1970, Secretary Laird announced the appointment of Frank Render II to this position. (Washington Post, June 4, 1970.)
power and Reserve Affairs. At the Atomic Energy Commission, the civil rights officer is a GS-18 Assistant to the General Manager and reports directly to the General Manager of the Commission.

2. Other Problems of Organization and Staffing

   a. Staff Adequacy

   In most agencies civil rights staffing, particularly with respect to Title VI, is inadequate in terms of number of persons allocated. Moreover, positions often remain unfilled for inordinate lengths of time and requests for additional staff have generally gone unheeded.

   (1) Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

   At HEW all division chiefs expressed the need for additional civil rights personnel. The head of the Education Division, for example, stated that 50 to 75 additional slots were needed for his program. The Director of the Health and Social Services Division said he needed at least 50 field personnel; he currently has 39. The Assistant General Counsel for Civil Rights has a staff of 18 attorneys; he says he needs at least 21.

168/ The post currently is held by Mr. Harry S. Traynor.

169/ Interview with Dr. Lloyd R. Henderson, Director of the Education Division, HEW's Office for Civil Rights, Jan. 30, 1970.

170/ Interview with Louis Rives, Director of the Health and Social Services Division, HEW's Office for Civil Rights, Jan. 26, 1970.

171/ Interview with Edwin Yourman, Assistant General Counsel, Civil Rights Division of HEW's Office for General Counsel, Jan. 23, 1970.
While there are indications that many HEW divisions may be inadequately staffed, the shortage appears to be proportionately more acute in civil rights activities than in program areas. The Commission's recent study of HEW noted the following:

Although OCR currently has nearly 300 persons assigned to Title VI activities in the Washington and regional offices. HEW is grossly understaffed in relation to the scope and complexity of its Title VI obligations. More than any single factor, lack of sufficient staff has seriously limited compliance efforts and has frustrated potential programs. 172/

(2) Department of Housing and Urban Development

At HUD, the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity stated that one of the reasons why Title VI personnel could not assume the function of pre-award compliance review of projects and of tenant selection and assignment plans was the he did not have

172/U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, HEW and Title VI (1970). Over a year later nothing has changed to alter this finding. Although OCR asked for 149 positions for FY 1970 to supplement the existing 326 (of which about 300 were allotted for Title VI activity), the request was whittled down to 120 by HEW's budget office and to 75 by the Bureau of the Budget. Due to the date of the passage of HEW's appropriation, as of January 30, 1970, the positions had not been apportioned among the various program divisions; nor had any recruitment efforts been undertaken. The Office will request 140 additional slots for FY 1971. Interview with Robert Brown, Assistant Director of Management, Office for Civil Rights, HEW.
sufficient staff to engage in this activity.

One important position in HUD's Title VI unit remained unfilled for some five months. In September 1969, the Secretary approved a reorganization which brought the Directors for Equal Opportunity under an Office of Assisted Programs. The Director of that office was not sworn in until February 9, 1970. Consequently, as of April 1970, the Office was just being established and functions assigned. 

(3) Department of Transportation

At the Department of Transportation, the Departmental Office of Civil Rights has six professional positions. As of February 1970, two of the professional positions were vacant, however, the two positions designated for Public Programs, which include Title VI, were both filled. The Director stated that he could utilize a total staff of 17, including clerical, and anticipates reaching this number in the future. At DoT the four operating

173/ Interview with Samuel Simmons, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity; HUD, Mar. 6, 1970.

174/ Romney Letter, supra note 119.

175/ The Departmental Office of Civil Rights is divided into a Public Programs staff, which covers Title VI, contract compliance, and all other civil rights activities which relate to programs which may be partially or fully funded by the Department but which are not operated by them, and an Internal Programs staff, which has to do with agency operated programs (e.g., inhouse employment).

176/ Interview with Richard F. Lally, Director of Civil Rights, Department of Transportation, Feb. 5, 1970.
administrations with Title VI responsibility have their own Offices of Civil Rights. For example, in the Federal Aviation Administration's Office of Civil Rights, two professionals work full-time on Federally assisted programs. The 10 Regional FAA Offices all have full-time equal opportunity staff typically consisting of a Regional Chief at the GS-14 level and one or more Regional Specialists, GS-14 or 13. Although all of the Regional Chief positions were filled, six of the Regional Specialist positions were vacant including three in the Western Region.

(4) Department of Commerce

At Commerce, the Department civil rights staff consists of only two professionals; a third position was not refilled when vacated because of a cutback in employment. Also, EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity is understaffed to perform its Title VI review functions. The Office was without a Director for almost a year, from October 1968 until July 1969. According to the new Director, although the headquarters staff of 5 professionals

177/ Interview with John M. Choroszy, Acting Deputy Director of FAA's Office of Civil Rights, Feb. 10, 1970. However, at the time of Commission interview, it was expected that the OCR would be assigned eight new field office positions. Recent information received from DoT indicates that the three Western Region Specialist positions have been filled, while Specialist positions in the Eastern, Southern, and Central Regions remain unfilled due to local budgetary problems. Moreover, the chief's position at the Aeronautical Center is now vacant pending selection. Also authorization has not as yet been received for the eight new positions mentioned above. Volpe letter, supra note 12.

178/ Interview with Luther C. Steward, Jr., Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, Jan. 7, 1970.
is adequate, field staff is insufficient. Each of EDA's seven regional offices was originally allotted one full-time civil rights position. In three of the offices, however, the civil rights specialist has been assigned other non-civil rights duties on a part-time basis. Two of these offices—Austin, Texas, and Huntsville, Alabama—are among the busiest in terms of Title VI activity. The Director of EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity has requested that the three civil rights specialists be relieved of work other than their civil rights duties; he also has requested three additional field personnel, one each, for Austin, Huntsville and Seattle for FY 1970.

(5) Department of Agriculture

Measured by the number of recipients, the Department of Agriculture has one of the largest Title VI programs in the Federal establishment. Yet there are no civil rights staff located in the regional offices to conduct reviews; instead they are performed by Agriculture program staff and by State personnel. For example, although the Federal Extension Service has three civil rights specialists who spend full time on civil rights matters and two who devote part time to it, their functions appear to be review of the audits conducted by the Office of the Inspector General on the various State extension programs. The former Administrator of FES expressed a need for additional


180/ Id.
staff to work on Title VI; however, he thought they should be 
program personnel and not civil rights specialists.

(6) Department of the Interior

At the Department of Interior, the ranks of the Departmental
Office for Equal Opportunity have been reduced from a former
complement of 20 to a total of five people, of whom, two are
clerical. Actual Title VI responsibilities are carried out
by the operating bureaus, viz, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation and
Federal Water Polution Control Administration. Neither has
designated nor trained specific field personnel to conduct civil
rights reviews; rather Title VI functions are performed by field
program personnel. BOR does have a small headquarters staff
composed of three professionals whose head, the Staff Assistant
for Civil Rights, is only a GS-14. At a meeting with representa-
tives of the Bureau of the Budget, the Staff Assistant stated
that at least 12 people would be needed to do an adequate job for
Title VI enforcement alone since BOR has over 4,000 recipients
and another 1,000 new ones are funded annually.

181/ Interview with Lloyd Davis, former Administrator, Federal

182/ Interview with Edward Shelton, Director of the Departmental

183/ Meeting between the Bureau of the Budget, Department of the
(7) **Department of Labor**

The total Departmental civil rights staff at the Department of Labor consists of 24 persons, including clerical. According to the Director of Labor's Office of Equal Employment Opportunity, "There is a lack of sufficient staff to assure Title VI compliance adequately for the manpower programs now running in the billions of dollars per year." The Regional Offices also appear to be understaffed. Of the nine offices, only four have as many as two EEO representatives.

(8) **LEAA, OEO, SBA**

One of the most blatant examples of inadequate staffing for Title VI exists at the LEAA. Although LEAA will disburse almost $200 million in FY 1970 in programs covered by Title VI, there is currently only one Title VI staff member and he assumed his position in May of 1970. Prior to this, the one position allotted to fulfill LEAA's Title VI responsibilities was filled by a GS-14 attorney with no civil rights experience, whose retirement was imminent at the time of the appointment and who also

---

184/Letter from Mr. Arthur A. Chapin, Director, Office of Equal Employment Opportunity, Department of Labor, to Mr. Martin Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Jan. 22, 1970. As of September 1970 there were 36 employees in the Departments EEO program, with twenty-six of them assigned to the field.

185/ The New York, Atlanta, Chicago, and Kansas Regions have two EEO representatives while the Boston, Philadelphia, Dallas, San Francisco, and Seattle Regions have only one.
had unrelated personnel responsibilities.

As of November 1969, the staff of the Office of Civil Rights at the Office of Economic Opportunity had been depleted from January 1969 through the end of November 1969, the Office had only an Acting Director. Additionally, of the other eight professional positions, four were vacant.

Each of OEO's Regional Offices has a full-time Regional Civil Rights Coordinator. Although three of the Regions (South-

In a May 22, 1969 memorandum to the LEAA Administrators, Mr. Daniel L. Skoler, then Acting Director of LEAA's Office of Law Enforcement Programs wrote:

We have received informal criticism both from within the Department (Civil Rights Division) and without (our recent meeting with the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights) with respect to our apparent unwillingness to allocate even one full-time professional position to the program. In short, the word is getting out that Title VI compliance in LEAA is a part-time job for one person whose major duties involve routine personnel activity. While we might be right on all the specific Title VI issues and procedures adopted, we would be highly vulnerable to criticism at this point.

According to LEAA, its audit staff, now consisting of 12 members, has always had clearly defined Title VI responsibilities. In addition, LEAA states it is presently evaluating its manpower needs and will shortly add several persons to its staff who will give full or part-time to civil rights compliance investigative and review work. Under its new procedures, the regional offices, program people, and people out of LEAA's administrative office will have compliance responsibilities. Memorandum from Richard W. Velde and Clarence M. Coster, supra note 55.

According to the former Acting Director of OEO's Office of Civil Rights, the Regional Civil Rights Coordinators were key authorities in the regions on civil rights matters; their duties typically consisted of advising the Regional Directors, providing related training, conducting compliance reviews, handling complaints, etc. Interview with Walter Robbins, former Acting Director, OCR, Nov. 18, 1969.
east, Southwest and West) also have an assistant, lack of manpower remains one of the major Title VI problems. Moreover, in December of 1969 the Regional Coordinator in the Southeast office, the busiest in terms of Title VI activity, lost his assistant because of staffing reductions at the same time that two states were being added to the Southeast Region. The Southeast Regional Coordinator indicated that it was impossible for him to review all grant applications or to conduct more than 10 to 12 compliance reviews annually. He cited staff shortage as the reason.

This was corroborated by the Acting Director of the CCR, who stated that innumerable requests had been made for additional Regional Coordinators. The result was the addition of only one assistant in each of three Regional offices, one of whom was removed from his position as a result of a staffing reduction.

188/ Telephone interview with Robert Sanders, Southeast Regional Coordinator, Dec. 12, 1969.

189/ Id.

190/ Robbins interview, supra note 187.

191/ Information recently received from OEO indicates that each region has been allocated a Human Rights Coordinator position and the Atlanta and San Francisco offices each have two such positions. Letter from Hjorneurk to Glickstein, supra note 99.
SBA's Equal Opportunity Office has a headquarters staff consisting of four professionals and one clerical which the Director felt was a sufficient staff complement as long as the individuals in these positions were competent. As for regional civil rights staff, each of the ten regions, had assigned a Regional Equal Opportunity Officer (EOO) although in Region VI (Dallas) the position had been vacant from March 1969 until October 1969.

Only three of the Regional EOOs, Regions I, III, IV, were aided in varying degrees by program assistants from the internal equal employment program. However, the Pacific Coastal Region EOO and the New York Regional EOO had been without clerical staff.

b. Staff Quality

At some agencies, the problem of insufficient staff is compounded by the problem of poor quality of staff. For example, at the Department of Commerce, some officials admitted that the caliber of some of the field civil rights specialists was less than desired. One EDA equal opportunity staff member also indicated during an interview that several compliance reviews and investigations had to be sent back by headquarters staff for reinvestigation including one review which noted segregated


193/ Id.

194/ In Region III (Philadelphia) a former program assistant was elevated to the position of Compliance Officer when the Regional EOO transferred; however, her grade was only a GS-11 whereas most Regional EOOs were at a GS-13 level.
facilities but made no finding of noncompliance. The problem of staff incompetency is not unique to Commerce, however, civil rights administrators at other agencies (e.g., Department of Transportation, Small Business Administration, Department of Interior) have indicated similar problems.

c. Minority Representation

Negroes are generally well represented on the agencies' civil rights staffs; however, Spanish Surnamed Americans are grossly underrepresented. Representation of Spanish Surnamed Americans has been exceedingly poor among HEW's OCR staff, reflecting the office's past concentration on the civil rights problems of black persons. Of 186 field personnel, there are only nine Mexican Americans and one Puerto Rican. Of the eighteen civil rights attorneys on the General Counsel's staff, none is Spanish Surnamed American. The Assistant Director for Management was cognizant of the problem and mentioned that he had begun to take steps to actively recruit Spanish Surnamed Americans, including a recruitment trip to San Antonio.

195/ Interview with members of EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity, Jan. 15, 1960. This was corroborated in an interview with Luther C. Steward, Jr., Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity and Arthur Cizek, Equal Opportunity Coordinator and Title VI Coordinator at Commerce Department, Jan. 7, 1970.

196/ Interview with Donald K. Morales, Special Assistant to the Director, OCR, Jan. 23, 1970.

At the Department of Housing and Urban Development, Negroes constitute more than half of HUD's central office and regional civil rights staff, while Spanish American representation is about 4% and other minorities (i.e., Orientals and American Indians) constitute about 2%.

There is no Spanish Surnamed American representation on the Departmental Civil Rights staff at the Department of Transportation. Although the Director indicated that he is attempting to recruit three investigators who would be permanently assigned to the OCR, none of the prospective candidates are of Spanish ethnicity.

198/ Phone conversation with Miss J. Edwards of HUD's Departmental Equal Employment Opportunity Office (under the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity), June 4, 1970. The statistics were reported as of May 31, 1970. A more refined breakdown indicates the following: (1) Of 264 equal opportunity staff (professional and clerical), 144 (55%) are Negro; 11 (4%) are Spanish American but 5 of the 11 are employed in the Fort Worth office; 3 (1%) are Oriental; and 2 (1%) are American Indians; (2) the Philadelphia and Atlanta Regional Offices have no minority representation on the equal opportunity staff other than Negroes, and the Chicago Regional Office has no Spanish American representation; (3) of a total of 169 GS-9's and above on the equal opportunity staff, 91 (54%) are Negroes, 9 (5%) are Spanish Americans, and 1 (1%) is an Oriental. Later, HUD reported that a Mexican American professional had been added to the Chicago office. Romney letter, supra note 119.

199/ Interview with Richard F. Lally, Director of Civil Rights, Department of Transportation, Feb. 5, 1970.
Similarly, of the nineteen field civil rights personnel and the nine headquarters civil rights staff (professionals) in the Transportation's Federal Highway Administration, not one is Spanish surnamed American. The pattern is similar at other agencies. The Department of Labor's civil rights staff, contains only two Spanish surnamed employees, both of whom work in the field.

**Staff Training**

Civil Rights legislation during the 1960's created a whole new field of administrative responsibility. Title VI in particular posed novel questions of interpretation and applicability. The need to implement, review, and enforce its prohibition against discrimination in Federally assisted programs was, and remains, enormous. In 1964, when Title VI was enacted, few persons understood the requirements and implications of Title VI. Skill and experience in conducting compliance reviews was initially non-existent. To a great extent the entire Title VI enforcement effort has had to be built from scratch.

Even today few people possess the combination of attributes necessary for effective civil rights compliance—sensitivity to equal opportunity issues, knowledge of civil rights laws and regulations, investigative skills, and understanding of the requisite—

---

200/ Interview with R. T. Harper, Chief of the Review and Evaluation Division, FHWA's OCR, Feb. 9, 1970. The Federal Aviation Administration, however, has two Spanish surnamed Americans on its Western Region Civil Rights staff. Letter from Volpe to Hesburgh, supra note 12.

201/ This does not include the five staff Assistants for Minority Group Affairs, one of whom is Spanish Surnamed. See letter from Arthur A. Chapin, Director, Office of Equal Employment Opportunity, Department of Labor to Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Jan. 22, 1970.
ments and operation of Federal programs. Thus, by virtue of the uniqueness, complexity, and significance of the Federal equal opportunity effort, and of Title VI in particular, staff training is of paramount importance. However, with a few notable exceptions agencies have failed to develop their own training capacity.

Title VI training is usually provided in two ways. An agency may send its personnel to the Civil Service Commission which offers several courses relating to Title VI, or the agency may provide its own on-the-job training, often coupled with periodic workshops conducted by the agency itself. What little training there is, usually is provided to civil rights personnel. Program staff generally receive little Title VI guidance. This is not to suggest that Title VI training of program personnel must necessarily be comparable in scope and depth to that provided civil rights staff. But since some agencies rely on program personnel to carry out civil rights functions, such as determining the civil rights implications of their programs, there is great need for these individuals to become sensitive to existing and potential civil rights problems.

Among the few agencies which have made serious attempts to come to grips with equal opportunity training needs are the Department of Transportation's Federal Highway Administration,

202/ Many of the agency officials interviewed had serious reservations regarding the value of such training; one of the most commonly heard criticisms was that the content of the CSC courses was not relevant to the problems of a specific agency. For example, officials at the Departments of Labor and Commerce and the Small Business Administration expressed this opinion.
and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

a. Department of Transportation

Within the Department of Transportation, the civil rights office of the operating administrations are responsible for conducting their own civil rights training. One of the more ambitious programs has been developed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). On July 1, 1969, FHWA initiated a one year training program for Equal Opportunity Officers. The program involves rotational assignments at various agencies, including: the Department of Transportation, Office of the Secretary, FHWA Central Office, FHWA Regional Offices; the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, the Department of Labor; the Department of Justice; the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission; Civil Service Commission; and the Commission on Civil Rights. The program, by affording the trainees the opportunity to become familiar with the activities of other Federal agencies with relevant civil rights responsibilities, provides them with a wide variety of experiences that will have a bearing on their role as Equal Opportunity officers.

203/ Lally interview, supra note 199.

204/ Federal Highway Administration, "The Federal Highway Administration. One Year Training Program for Equal Opportunity Officers" (undated publication).
Although the training does not focus solely on Title VI, many of the assignments relate to it. This training gives promise of providing a worthwhile investment, for it exposes the participants to a range of experiences in different civil rights areas, which will undoubtedly help them in developing overall sensitivity to the problems and sophistication in analyzing them. Although still in its early stages, the program has the potential to become a model for other agencies.

For purposes of training program personnel, there have been some equal opportunity workshops conducted by FHWA's civil rights staff for Regional and Division engineering personnel whose work impinges on civil rights matters (e.g. dislocation).

b. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Some agencies have such important Title VI responsibilities that there is sufficient need for training to warrant a separate unit as part of an agency's Office of Civil Rights. HEW is such an agency.

In response to its own very substantial training needs, the Department of HEW established a separate training unit in 1967 as part of the Office for Civil Rights. A major task for the unit was seen as "encouragement of team building, communications cohesiveness, group growth, and inter-staff relations which will

205/ Interview with R.I. Harper, supra note 200. Mr. Harper indicated that these workshops had been conducted in five regions. It should be noted that most of FHWA training is oriented to contract compliance rather than Title VI.
improve OCR performance." The unit has served as consultant not only to OCR staff in Washington and in regional offices but, on occasion, to staff from the operating agencies. In addition, it has served to explain HEW civil rights policies and OCR functions to interested individuals and outside organizations.

In line with field decentralization of OCR staff, training responsibilities as well as location have been shifted increasingly to the regional offices. Currently, the branch chiefs of the regions orient and train new workers in their units. Experience and training in field reviews are obtained by accompanying senior workers on investigations, then conducting reviews under direct supervision. In large regional offices with important civil rights responsibilities, such as Atlanta, the Regional Director participates in training. And, in Atlanta, orientation and training sessions are held, from time to time, for all new employees.

Thus, short of on-the-job training in conjunction with sending personnel to Civil Service Commission courses, relatively few agencies have recognized the need for establishing an organized agency program designed to expose civil rights and/or program personnel to training in the Title VI area. For some of the agencies with minor Title VI responsibilities, this approach may be sufficient; for agencies with more substantial Title VI

206/ Undated memorandum issued by HEW's Office of the Assistant Director for Management (OCR): "Training and Staff Development, Purposes, Philosophy and Organization."

207/ See U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, HEW and Title VI 15-17 (1970) for detailed information on training for staff development at HEW.
responsibilities, the need for developing training units devoted primarily to providing civil rights training to agency personnel may become more pronounced. Thus far, however, only one agency, HEW, has developed the capacity to provide civil rights training for staff through a separate training unit.
c. Other Agencies

In the past, most other agencies have failed to provide adequate training for civil rights staffers or program personnel. For example, officials in the Departmental Office of Equal Opportunity at Commerce were of the opinion that past training for the Economic Development Administration (which is the only agency within Commerce with major Title VI responsibilities) civil rights personnel has been inadequate. Moreover, EDA program personnel have not had civil rights training of any kind.

Also, it was not until the past year that the Department of Agriculture developed its own Title VI training program for either civil rights staff or program personnel. Pursuant to a Departmental directive issued by Secretary Hardin in September 1969 calling for civil rights training for program managers, an ambitious course

---

208/ Interview with Luther Steward and Arthur Cizek, supra note 195. Almost all EDA civil rights personnel, however, have attended formal courses sponsored by the Civil Service Commission and formal EDA training courses.

209/ Enclosure to letter from Luther C. Steward, Jr., Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, Department of Commerce, to Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Dec. 18, 1969. At the time the Commission interviewed at EDA, a three-day pilot program for program personnel was being devised. This conference was conducted in July 1970. It consisted of an intensive examination of new Title VI procedures. Personnel from all EDA program units attended and participated in this conference as well as EDA field personnel and the Equal Employment Opportunity Officer for the Port of Oakland, California. Letter from Siciliano to Glickstein, supra note 49.

210/ Secretary's Memorandum N. 1662 (Sep. 23, 1969).
of action has been undertaken. As of March 30, 1970, more than
3,000 Department of Agriculture officials from Washington and the
field offices have participated in one or two day training sessions
designed to heighten awareness of civil rights problems and
sensitivity to racial issues. Each of the operating bureaus within
the Department is responsible for developing its own program.
Internal coordination of the training effort is provided by the
Director of Personnel.

In January of 1969, the Department of Labor's Office of
Evaluation, in the Manpower Administration (MA), issued a study
of the MA's equal opportunity program. With respect to staff
training, the report noted that there were instances of "scattered
training activities, but these have not been carried out thoroughly,
so that one encounters in the field widely different ideas of duties
and powers, with little uniformity of understanding." In
summary, the report found that staff training "is a vital and much
neglected area of endeavor . . . what may be surprising, however,
is the degree of ignorance with respect to equal opportunity
responsibilities that we have encountered throughout the field visit
phase of the study."
In November of 1969, the Department of Labor's Office of Equal Employment Opportunity conducted equal opportunity training sessions for regional program staff in six regions and similar training sessions are planned for the five other regional offices.

The Title VI training programs in most other agencies, where it exists at all, are quite deficient. For example, not one staff member involved in Title VI activities at the Tennessee Valley Authority has had any civil rights or compliance investigation training. It is apparent that the level of training in most agencies is deplorably low both in quality and quantity.

Although a uniform approach to training is neither practical nor necessary, standards and leadership are essential. For these purposes, some agency or unit within the government must have authority

---

214/ Undated memorandum and report from Nelson S. Burke, Assistant Director for Policy and Procedural Development, OEO, to all OEO staff. See also letter from Arthur A. Chapin, Director, OEO, Department of Labor, to Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Jan. 22, 1970.

215/ The Title VI coordinator indicated, however, that two attorney investigators, who do not perform Title VI functions had attended the Civil Service Commission seminar on compliance investigation. Moreover, at the time the Commission conducted interviews, TVA's Office of Tributary Area Development, which was in the process of decentralizing responsibility for compliance investigations, was planning to hold a training session on conducting compliance reviews for field personnel who will be doing the reviews. Telephone interview with L. Dunlap, Assistant General Counsel, TVA, Oct. 24, 1969.

216/ At some agencies, however, civil rights staff were of the opinion that training provided to equal opportunity personnel was adequate. (e.g., interview with Edward Dulcan, Director of SBA's Office of Equal Opportunity, Dec. 14, 1969).
to develop civil rights training guidelines, and authority to review and evaluate agency training programs on a regular basis.

D. Achieving and Monitoring Compliance

Agencies engage in a variety of activities to assure compliance by recipients. They range from the mere issuance of explanatory pamphlets and educational materials to hearings pursuant to fund cutoffs. This section is primarily concerned with the procedures by which agencies have sought to achieve and maintain compliance with Title VI—assurances, compliance reports, compliance reviews, and complaint investigations.

1. Assurances

In order to insure that recipients comply with the requirements imposed by Title VI and the corresponding Title VI regulations, all agencies have devised "assurance of compliance" forms to be executed by their recipients. Typically, the applicant for Federal

217/ Assurances have to be executed by primary recipients (e.g., 45 C.F.R. 90.12 (i) (HEW) and 29 C.F.R. 31.2(f) (Labor)) and also possibly by secondary or sub-recipients (e.g., 45 C.F.R. 80.4(a)(1) (HEW); 15 C.F.R. 8.5(b)(7) (Commerce); 7 C.F.R. 15.4(a)(1) (Agriculture).

See note 4 supra for HEW's definition of recipient. The usual Title VI situation exists where a Federal agency extends financial assistance to a recipient who subsequently passes on the economic benefit received, in some form, to the beneficiaries. For example, a grant to a university to purchase books or equipment constitutes assistance to the institution. The university recipient converts the benefit received into goods which are used by the students, the ultimate beneficiaries. However, the sequence may be altered somewhat when another intermediary is interposed in the chain. A grant from a Federal agency to a State agency, which is then extended to a community agency, and eventually to the individual beneficiaries, represents a slight departure from the usual Title VI sequence. In effect, both of the intermediaries (i.e., State and community agencies) between the source and the beneficiaries are recipients. The first in the chain (i.e., State agency) may be characterized as the primary recipient; the other (i.e., community agency) a secondary or subrecipient.
financial assistance promises to comply with Title VI and all requirements imposed by the corresponding regulations. The applicant also expressly recognizes that "Federal financial assistance will be extended in reliance on the representations and agreements made in this assurance and that the United States shall have the right to seek judicial enforcement of this assurance."

In the months immediately following enactment of Title VI, some believed that a well-drafted, legally sound, assurance would provide the major tool in Title VI enforcement. According to this view, assurances would serve several purposes. They would place recipients on notice that they were liable to forfeit Federal financial assistance if they violated Title VI. Also, the act of signing the assurance would in itself induce recipients to make bona fide efforts to comply with the law. Finally, the assurance would provide a clear legal basis upon which action could be taken to terminate funds if the recipient signed and then violated the agreement.

---

218/ See, e.g., HEW Form 441 (12-64) "Assurance of Compliance with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Regulation under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964."

219/ Id.

220/ Closely associated with this view was the thought that the assurance forms and the explanatory material accompanying them would serve to educate recipients regarding the requirements of Title VI.

221/ For a fuller discussion see, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, HEW and Title VI 18-20 (1970).
In the summer and fall of 1965, this Commission conducted a survey of health and welfare services in the South. As a result of this review, it appeared that the act of obtaining assurances, alone, provided no guarantee of full compliance with Title VI. Subsequent reviews and studies have furnished additional evidence that submission of assurance forms did not in fact assure compliance with Title VI.

**Agencies' Procedural Requirements for Securing Assurances**

The use of assurances poses numerous questions which have been answered differently by the Federal agencies: Of whom should assurances be required? Who should secure the assurances? Should the assurance be contained in the application or incorporated by reference? Should the assurance attempt to set forth all of the types of conduct proscribed by Title VI and the agency's Title VI regulations? What procedures should be followed upon a recipient's refusal to execute an assurance? Treatment of many of these issues is not dictated by Title VI or the agencies' Title VI regulations.

222/ U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, *Title VI ... One Year After* (1966).

In fact, no effort at achieving uniformity of interpretation and coordination of practices has been made. Consequently, there is considerable variation in the way agencies have responded to these questions. Following are several illustrations of the different ways in which agencies have handled problems arising in conjunction with use of assurances.

The Small Business Administration has one of the more comprehensive sets of instructions for securing assurances, putting the recipient on actual notice of his Title VI responsibilities and setting forth the action to be taken against recipients who decline to sign an assurance.

The SBA's standard assurance form sets forth the applicant's nondiscrimination obligations and spells out the regulations which are authority for terminating assistance. The form, which also provides a basis for action against the recipient for failure to comply, is provided to all "direct and immediate participation loan applicants" and as of August 1, 1970, to guaranty loan applicants

224/ SBA Form 652.

225/ SBA National Directive 1500-3A, at 5. Under the regular business loan program, loans may be made directly (i.e., direct loans) or in participation (i.e., immediate participation loans) with banks or other financial institutions. If financial assistance is otherwise available on reasonable terms, no loan may be made by SBA. Direct loans may not be made unless a bank or other lending institution is not willing to share on an immediate participation basis. Furthermore, the latter type loan may not be made unless a guaranteed loan is not available. Basically, under the guaranty plan, SBA guarantees a portion of the loan (up to 90%) made by a bank or other lending institution, which portion it (i.e., SBA) agrees to purchase upon default of the applicant (see 1971 U.S. Budget Appendix, at 947).
with the exception of home disaster loan applicants. In addition to the assurance form, the applicant is given copies of the SBA's nondiscrimination regulations and a "Notice to New SBA Borrowers." The latter, coupled with illustrative attachments, describes the requirements to be satisfied by the recipient as minimum evidence of his compliance with the SBA nondiscrimination requirements.

Whenever a loan application and signed assurance are received "from a social, civic, or fraternal organization, such as a golf club, Elks club, etc.," the applicant is notified that the assurance and SBA's nondiscrimination regulations also apply to the organization's membership policies. SBA's way of handling the procedure for securing assurances assures that the applicant's execution of the assurance will be something more than a perfunctory exercise.


228/ SBA Form 793; see Appendix 1 of the SBA's National Directive, ND 1500-10.

A less exemplary situation exists in the Department of Housing and Urban Development. In 1969, a task force was appointed by the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity at HUD to study a variety of equal opportunity issues within the Department. According to a draft report of this task force, no consistency was found in the Title VI assurance forms used. Moreover, the report indicated that some contract or grant document provisions, which contain only a reference to Title VI, may be legally unenforceable. The report also pointed out that no assurances had been required of recipients in Federal Housing Administration (FHA) programs, even though many are subject to Title VI. (This was subsequently remedied in the summer of 1969 when a form was adopted pursuant to an opinion by the General Counsel.)


231/ Id., at 5.

232/ Id.

233/ Id.

234/ Undated letter from William Ross, Acting Assistant Secretary-Commissioner, FHA, to Howard Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, at 8-9.
In the majority of agencies with Title VI responsibilities, assurances are collected by program or service personnel, the latter being persons in the contract division of the grant office. Usually an agency will use one basic form, but in some agencies minor revisions have been introduced. For example, the Department of Interior's Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and Federal Water Pollution Control Administration have made the assurance part of their application form.

The Department of Agriculture is somewhat unique in its approach to securing Title VI assurances from recipients. A July 1968 Commission staff report noted that of the more than 7,500 assurances required, 165 incidences of refusal to file were under negotiation. As of the end of March 1969, 23 refusals to file still were under negotiation, and had been for more than 30 days; as of July 1969, 22 refusals still had been under negotiation for more than 30 days. Eleven of these refusals were by land grant universities, which are recipients under the Federal Extension

---

235/ See e.g., BOR Form DI-1350.  
237/ Department of Justice, "Quarterly Title VI Status Report for the Department of Agriculture," First Quarter 1969.  
238/ Id., Second Quarter 1969.
Service program. In fact, as of April 1970, Title VI assurances had not been certified by the Presidents of eleven recipient land-grant universities and the directors of the corresponding State Cooperative Extension Services.

Department of Agriculture officials have indicated that they have discouraged recipients from signing assurances until they are in full compliance. Agriculture's point is well taken; it would be a travesty of Title VI to accept an assurance from a recipient which is clearly in noncompliance.

Commendable as Agriculture's refusal to engage in the sham exercise of accepting assurances from noncomplying recipients is, the fact remains that substantial number of Agriculture recipients still are in noncompliance and continue to receive financial assistance from the Department.

239/ Interview with Lloyd Davis, former FES Administrator, Dec. 10, 1969. In lieu of assurances, these recipients have been required to submit a compliance plan in accordance with Cooperative Extension Service's "Supplemental Instruction for Administration of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964." The compliance plans were to delineate how the recipient planned to achieve full compliance. It should be noted, however, that the Supplemental Instructions, which were issued in July 1965, only contemplated use of the compliance plans until December 1965. Despite this target date for achieving full compliance, as of April 1970, eleven recipients were still operating pursuant to their compliance plans.

240/ See OIG compliance audits conducted during 1969 in 16 State and 147 County Extension Services.
2. Compliance Reports

The most effective way to monitor compliance with Title VI undoubtedly is to conduct periodic, on-site inspections of each of the hundreds of thousands of recipients of Federal aid who dispense services and provide other benefits to the millions of Americans whom Title VI is designed to protect. Such an undertaking, however, is impractical. Moreover, a well-developed system of compliance reports, utilizing data collection and analysis, can provide an adequate basis for identifying actual or possible discrimination, thereby pinpointing programs, facilities, and services which require more intensive scrutiny and/or enforcement action.

Title VI regulations take cognizance of the need for the collection of sufficient information to determine compliance by providing for submission of periodic compliance reports by recipients. Such reports can serve at least two important functions: (1) they can help civil rights staffs identify possible instances of discrimination in federally assisted programs that need further investigation; and (2) they can provide a mechanism to ascertain generally what groups of people the program's benefits are reaching and to measure participation by minority groups, in particular.

See, e.g., HEW's Title VI regulations, 45 C.F.R. 80.6(b), which provide:

(b) Compliance reports. Each recipient shall keep such records and submit to the responsible Department official or his designee timely, complete and accurate compliance reports at such times, and in such form and containing such information, as the responsible Department official or his designee may determine to be necessary to enable him to ascertain whether the recipient has complied or is complying with this part. In the case of any program under which a primary recipient extends Federal financial assistance to any other recipient, such other recipient shall also submit such compliance reports to the primary recipient as may be necessary to enable the primary recipient to carry out its obligations under this part.
But very few Federal agencies have attained even the first of these objectives and rarely have data collection and analysis been utilized to evaluate the extent to which benefits of federally assisted programs are reaching minority groups.

a. Reports as an Aid to Compliance

Variations with respect to reporting requirements and data analysis are pronounced. The agency with the heaviest Title VI responsibilities--HEW--has taken the lead in the development of a compliance reporting system. However, even HEW's reporting requirements vary from program to program. For example, there is an annual reporting requirement with respect to elementary and secondary education and a biennial reporting requirement for institutions of higher education. In the area of health, however, HEW's Office of Civil Rights (OCR) does not require an annual compliance report form from hospitals and extended care facilities participating in Medicare or other forms of Federal financial assistance. An initial 1966 form was not followed up with a second form until June 1969 at which time 6,500 hospitals and 4,800 extended care facilities were sent new compliance questionnaires.

OCR uses the data collected primarily as a compliance tool, i.e., to flag recipients for on-site reviews if the data indicate they may not be in compliance. But even with this limited objective, disparities have arisen in reporting requirements. Thus, although employment of faculty comes within the purview of Title VI, elementary and secondary school forms have elicited racial data on teaching staffs but the higher education report forms have not.

242/ For background material, see HEW and Title VI, supra note 221, at 28, 29.
At one time, both education and medical facility report forms called for a simple three-category racial breakdown -- white, Negro, and other -- thereby precluding use of these forms as a means for monitoring compliance with respect to Spanish surnamed Americans and other minority groups.

Despite its unevenness, HEW's compliance reporting system is exemplary as compared to that of many other agencies. At HUD, for example, under existing Title VI regulations, the Department's Program Assistant Secretaries have jurisdiction over the collection of compliance reports but have not developed a program for receiving them. Consequently, compliance reports are not required of recipients

243/ Proposed 1970-71 elementary and secondary school report forms call for a five-category breakdown, namely: American Indian; Negro; Oriental; Spanish Surnamed American; All individuals not included in the First Four Categories. Compliance report forms currently in use for hospitals, nursing homes and extended care facilities use virtually the same four category breakdown.

244/ Letter from Romney to Glickstein, supra note 113, which indicated that when the new Title VI regulations are approved and Title VI responsibility is shifted to the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, Department compliance activities, including the collection of racial data and compliance reports, will be carried out on the basis of procedures now being developed and implemented in HUD's new area and regional reorganization. See also Letter from Samuel J. Simmons, HUD Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 22, 1969: "The Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity is not the 'responsible department official' for purpose of effectuating compliance with Title VI...'The responsible department official' is the Assistant Secretary responsible for extending financial assistance. These Assistant Secretaries have not developed a program for receiving compliance reports....We have no indication from the responsible Department officials as to their plans for instituting compliance reports. Under a proposed amendment to the Department's Title VI regulation, this office is given the responsibility for administering Title VI requirements. We have established a Task Force which has been charged with developing a complete compliance program including compliance reports."
despite the fact that many of HUD's programs have major Title VI implications and that compliance reviews are conducted regarding only a very small percent of the total number of HUD recipients. Thus, HUD generally has no way of being apprised of the compliance status of its recipients, other than through a severely limited number of compliance reviews.

Within the Department of Commerce, only the Economic Development Administration has ever utilized a compliance reporting system. Other programs have either been considered too minor to warrant the expense and effort (e.g., Maritime Administration) or have delegated compliance responsibility to HEW.

The Office of Equal Opportunity of EDA attempted for several years to collect a compliance report from (EDA form 613) from all its recipients and direct and substantial beneficiaries. The form was a facsimile of the standard government Equal Employment Opportunity Form (EEO-1) which requires only employment data by job category with racial and ethnic breakdowns. Despite numerous follow-up attempts, the rate of return was under 60 percent. As a result, EDA abandoned the reporting system.

245/ In order to get BoB approval for the ED-613, EDA had to permit all businesses which file Standard Form 100's to omit their employment statistics on ED-613.

246/ Interview with John Corrigan, Director, EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity, Jan. 15, 1970. Although approximately 1,000 of the report forms were returned, only 71 of these were completely filled out.

247/ Id. The Director of EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity stated his intention to work out an agreement with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to obtain data on EDA's recipients. However, this may be an inadequate source as a compliance or program evaluation tool because EEOC requires data only from employers with 100 or more employees; most of EDA's recipients employ less than 100 persons. It should be noted that EEOC's SF-100 was revised in January of 1970 to require all "multi-establishment" employers employing 100 or more persons to file separate reports for all establishments where 25 or more persons are employed. Therefore, it is conceivable that EDA will receive information on some of its recipients and substantial and direct beneficiaries employing from 25 to 100 persons.
A compliance reporting system would be a particularly effective tool both for compliance and program evaluation purposes for EDA's programs, since employment discrimination is more easily documented by statistics than other kinds of discrimination, particularly if the data on job categories are buttressed by information on wage levels. Moreover, the data are easily collectable by visual survey and/or company records. Furthermore, since one of the main purposes of EDA programs is to secure jobs for the unemployed and underemployed, many of whom are minorities, the data collected would be an invaluable tool for evaluating the programs' success. Given the nature of EDA programs, it is difficult to see how the agency can operate an effective Title VI compliance program without a reporting system.

Like Commerce's EDA, the Interior Department's Bureau of Outdoor Recreation has decided to terminate its compliance reporting system. It will rely instead on reviews by program personnel to identify recipients whose practices are questionable and warrant further review. However, the reviews will only be performed during the initial year of the installation's operation and therefore will not be a satisfactory substitute for the filing of an annual compliance report form.

---

248/ Presently, EDA's Program Analysis Staff is conducting a study of EDA business loans to ascertain whether EDA projects are securing jobs for the unemployed and underemployed; furthermore, a similar study of EDA public works projects is contemplated. Letter from Siciliano to Glickstein, supra note

249/ Meeting with Bureau of the Budget, Department of Interior, and U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Mar, 5, 1970.

250/ See Section D3a(5) for further discussion.
There is no uniformity among the Department of Agriculture's Title VI agencies with respect to reporting requirements. For example, both the Forest Service and the Rural Electrification Administration require an annual report which simply calls for "yes" or "no" responses to a series of questions dealing with availability of services and facilities on a nondiscriminatory basis. No hard data are elicited. The Food and Nutrition Service collects racial participation data on an annual reporting form for one of its minor programs, food distribution for summer camps. However, no compliance report is required for the major programs with equal opportunity implications, e.g., Food Stamps, School Lunch, Special Milk, and Commodity Distribution. The Farmers Home Administration has the most useful reporting system at Agriculture. Monthly reports are submitted which list by various minority categories the numbers of borrowers, number of loans by category of loan, and the number of applicants.

Of the four smaller agencies with significant Title VI responsibilities--LEAA, OEO, SBA, VA--only SBA and OEO have instituted compliance reporting systems.
The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration has not yet established a compliance program beyond the collection of assurances; consequently, no compliance reporting system has been devised.  

The Veterans Administration is in the process of establishing compliance report systems to cover proprietary and training schools attended by veterans.  

VA also requires annual compliance reports from national service organizations such as the Veterans of Foreign Wars, that are given free office space in VA hospitals and centers. However, the report is only a reaffirmation of adherence to Title VI; identification of the organizations' memberships or of the veterans aided is not required.  

OEO uses its compliance report as an integral part of the annual refunding request. Requests for grant refunding by Community Action Agencies are made on an annual basis and must be accompanied by a number

---

251/ As of August 1970, LEAA was in the process of developing a compliance reporting system. Memorandum from Richard W. Velde and Clarence M. Coster, supra note 55.

252/ Each school will be required to submit an annual compliance report form giving specific numerical data on minority enrollment; however, no information is required on faculty employment. In addition, the school must respond positively or negatively to a series of questions, such as, "Do minority students attend job interviews?" The report forms will be used to select schools for on-site reviews. However, without specific information on placement of minority students, counseling services, financial aids, etc., the value of the reporting system as a compliance tool is limited.
of forms including one on the agency's employment, by minority group,
and on the racial and ethnic characteristics of the beneficiaries of
the various programs run by the agency, e.g., Legal Services,
Neighborhood Health Center, etc. Like other agencies, however,
OEO lacks sufficient equal opportunity manpower to evaluate, for
compliance purposes, all the information it receives from the reporting
system.

The Small Business Administration requires annual report forms
from all recipient employers with 35 or more employees. The form
requires precise employment data and information on the recipients'
business practices. The forms are used by regional equal opportunity
coordinators to identify recipients who may not be complying with
Title VI.

b. Reports as an Aid to Program Evaluation

In addition to periodic, detailed, and accurate compliance reports,
effective Title VI enforcement requires that agencies systematically
determine the extent to which minority group members are participating

253/ It is characteristic of a number of Federal agencies that because
of manpower shortages, the information collected is not generally
utilized as a major compliance tool. The single OEO Regional Coordinator
for Civil Rights does not have the time to review all applications for
refunding, particularly since many must be processed hurriedly to meet the
fiscal year deadline.
in the benefits of federally assisted programs. For this determination to be made with any degree of accuracy, agencies must collect sufficiently detailed data to be in a position to evaluate the impact of their programs or their administration to assure equitable distribution of benefits.

Most agencies do not collect significant amounts of racial and ethnic data, nor do they engage in program evaluations from a civil rights perspective. Agencies that collect data rarely do so on a systematic basis. Often the data that are obtained are not sufficiently detailed, accurate, or current to be useful. And sometimes even when the data have been gathered, little use is made of them. Some of these problems are reflected in the following illustrations drawn from both large and small Title VI agencies.

254/ At times the distinction between compliance and noncompliance with Title VI becomes difficult. The familiar "freedom-of-choice" school issue illustrates the point. Despite removal of legal barriers to integrated education, a myriad of other factors can render "free" choice illusory. The result is perpetuation of the dual system. Similarly, longstanding practices of separate treatment and exclusionary use of services and facilities has in the past characterized scores of federally assisted programs. Even though recipients may now be adhering to the letter of Title VI, its spirit and basic purpose--full access to and use by all of all the benefits of federally aided programs--is often thwarted.

255/ See U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, HEW and Title VI 59 (1970).
At the Department of Housing and Urban Development, prior to April 1970, racial data were gathered on a continuing basis only for the low-rent public housing program, which collects occupancy data, and for multi-family housing occupancy and relocation. In the past, however, these data were not used to evaluate the civil rights compliance status of various recipients either by the Housing Assistance Administration, which administers the program, or by the Department's Equal Opportunity Office. Also, for a period of time in late 1969 and early 1970, the Equal Opportunity Office had urged the FHA to collect occupancy and application data by race or ethnic background, but FHA had opposed this. The issue was eventually resolved with FHA's agreement to collect the needed data; a few weeks later, in April 1970, Secretary Romney made a decision to collect data on all HUD programs. As of June 1970, problems of implementation were still being worked out.

256/ Interview with Lawrence Pearl, Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, Feb. 19, 1970.

257/ Letter from Romney to Glickstein, supra note 113.
A recent study by this Commission noted a mixed but generally inadequate pattern in regard to HEW's collection of racial data. Although recommendations by HEW staff for establishment of a Departmental policy on collection and utilization of racial data were made early last year, those recommendations have not been implemented.

At the Department of Transportation, no racial data specifically oriented to Title VI are collected. Applications to the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA), however, must be accompanied by maps indicating the racial composition of the communities to be served. And in the future, UMTA will require transportation authorities to submit dislocation statistics by race.

Some of the smaller Title VI agencies have outperformed their larger counterparts in the matter of data collection and attempts at program evaluation from a civil rights viewpoint. The Small Business Administration (SBA), for example, requires information on the ethnic backgrounds of persons interested in and utilizing agency programs in conjunction with its Minority Enterprise Program.

258/ For a more complete discussion see, HEW and Title VI, supra note 221, at 59-63.

259/ In mid-January of 1969, Alice M. Rivlin, then Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, and Ruby Martin, then Director of the Office on Civil Rights, sent a memorandum to former Secretary Cohen on "Equal Opportunity Goal Setting," recommending, among other things, that he "promulgate a Departmental policy on the collection of racial data." The outgoing Secretary in turn, passed these recommendations along to agency heads in two memoranda, "The Collection and Use of Racial and Ethnic Data" and "Pilot Reviews to Determine Program Impact on Minority Group Citizens." As noted in the text, no action has been taken.

260/ Attachment to letter from Richard F. Lally, Director of Civil Rights, Department of Transportation to Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Jan. 23, 1970.
At the Office of Economic Opportunity, a good deal of racial and ethnic data are available relating to the Community Action Program (CAP). They include the racial and ethnic composition of Community Action Agency Boards; minority information on the community that will be served; and estimates of characteristics of planned participants.

The latter report constitutes a plan against which the applicant will later report actual results on participant characteristics in quarterly reports. Because the Regional Civil Rights Coordinators do not have the staff to review each application, the program analysts must be relied upon to evaluate this information from a civil rights standpoint.

While some agencies have developed good information-gathering devices, none yet has developed the capacity fully to analyze and utilize available data.

\[261/\text{CAP Forms 3, 5, and 84 respectively.}\]

\[262/\text{See HEW and Title VI, supra note 221, for a more detailed discussion of this problem as it has manifested itself within the largest Title VI agency.}\]
3. Compliance Reviews

The term "compliance review" includes a variety of activities by which agencies determine whether recipients are following non-discriminatory practices, ranging from investigations of particular complaints to comprehensive and detailed examinations of the various aspects of a recipient's program. The most effective means of conducting compliance reviews is through on-site investigation of the recipient's operations. The discussion that follows focuses on this type of compliance review.

Every agency with Title VI Regulations is required to perform compliance reviews of its recipients. The language in the various agencies' regulations is almost identical, conforming to the HEW regulations, which state:

The responsible Department official or his designee shall from time to time review the practices of recipients to determine whether they are complying with this part. 264/

Despite the clarity of the mandate, several agencies have never performed a Title VI compliance review of any of their recipients,

263/ For a discussion of complaint processing, see p. 702. infra.

264/ 45 C.F.R. 80.7(a). All agencies with programs subject to Title VI have such regulations except the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities.
e.g., FHWA (of the Transportation Department), AEC, NASA, AID, NSF, and the State Department. To the extent such reviews are conducted, they typically are post-approval reviews, performed after the Federal assistance has been extended and the recipient's program has been in operation for some time.

a. Post-Approval Reviews

Those agencies that do perform compliance reviews rarely reach more than a small percentage of the recipients each year. For many agencies, a large number of recipients have never been subject to an on-site compliance review, e.g., HEW, HUD, DOC, DOT, OEO and VA.

Several factors have resulted in the limited number of compliance reviews which have been conducted by Federal agencies. Foremost has been the shortage of equal opportunity manpower (e.g., HEW, OEO, VA, DOC, HUD, DOT and DOL). A second factor has been the low priority accorded to Title VI activity by many civil rights staffs (e.g., FHWA, HUD, and DOI). A third cause has been the complaint orientation of some agencies, which assumes that their recipients are in compliance if no complaints are filed or, alternatively, some agencies place priority on investigating complaints rather than on conducting compliance reviews.

265/ Some of the agencies' recipients have been reviewed by HEW under one of the Coordination Plans. However, all of the agencies mentioned above, which have delegated compliance responsibility to HEW, have some recipients which do not fall under the delegation authority.

266/ HEW, the most important Title VI agency, diverges from this approach and places highest priority on a planned program of compliance reviews. See, HEW and Title VI, supra note 221, for fuller discussion.
The compliance reviews that are conducted by many agencies are, as a rule, of poor quality and grossly inadequate in scope. There are many reasons for deficiencies in compliance review programs, including: 1) lack of criteria for selecting candidates for review; 2) failure to develop guidelines for reviewers, or the issuance of inadequate guidelines; 3) no training or poor training for civil rights staff involved in Title VI; 4) insufficient and at times incompetent or insensitive Title VI staff; 5) reliance on agency program or on State personnel with no civil rights training or sensitivity to perform the reviews as part of their other duties; 6) reliance on contract compliance personnel to do Title VI reviews while conducting their own reviews under Executive Order 11246; and 7) failure by the civil rights office or the responsible program administrator to recommend corrective action to recipients who engage in questionable practices or, if recommendations are made, failure to conduct follow-up reviews to ascertain if adequate corrective action has been taken by the recipient.

The following outline of review activity by major Federal agencies illustrates the diversity of approaches which have been adopted and the pervasive quality of the deficiencies encountered by Commission staff.

(1) Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

HEW is the only major Title VI agency with an effective, coordinated compliance review program. Because of its manpower shortage,

267/ For a complete discussion of HEW's compliance review program through Jan. 1969, HEW and Title VI, supra note 221, at 32-54.

268/ There are exceptions, e.g., see discussion of Higher Education program in HEW and Title VI, supra note 221, at 42-43.
HEW's Office for Civil Rights has established priorities in selecting programs on which to concentrate its review efforts. Following is the current status of reviews in major areas:

(A) **Elementary and Secondary Education**

Within the elementary and secondary school review program, priorities are being shifted so that more reviews will be conducted of northern and western school systems.

In the South, OCR's activity is being somewhat pre-empted by the courts. According to the head of the southern schools program, if the Justice Department brings State-wide suits throughout the Southern and border States, HEW's review role will be substantially eliminated in the South, although it could conceivably play a role in reviewing the court orders. Although the State of Texas, with its large Mexican American population, is within its jurisdiction, the Southern school unit has admittedly concentrated on black school children. The head of the unit pointed to several problems involved in proving school discrimination against Mexican Americans: 1) the legal ground is not clear-cut, i.e., in many instances, discrimination appears to be *de facto* rather than *de jure*; and 2) enrollment data are still difficult to obtain. The unit has been made aware

269/ Interview with Donald Vernon, Southern School Coordinator, Office for Civil Rights, HEW, Jan. 30, 1970.

270/ Id.
of the existence of discrimination against Mexican Americans and has begun to conduct compliance reviews in Texas systems with large Mexican American populations.

Review activity for northern and western school systems has greatly increased over the past year. Moderate-size school systems have been chosen which have schools of more than 80 percent minority enrollment and which appear to have a discriminatory pattern of teacher distribution. According to the coordinator of the northern school program, the major problem is the shortage of staff. He contended that it takes "many man-hours" to review a system which appears to be segregated as a result of residence patterns rather than by de jure action and that to do an adequate job, he could easily utilize 100 more staff members. The Coordinator indicated that because of the present legal distinction between legally compelled segregation and segregation resulting from factors other than law, such as residential segregation, the Title VI review mechanism is ineffective in dealing with the problems of northern and western schools. The necessary remedy, he stated, is legislation defining racial isolation, from whatever case, as unlawful.

The scope of elementary and secondary school compliance reviews encompasses such areas as student enrollment and transfers, hiring,

271/ Id.

272/ Interview with Frederick Cioffi, Northern School Coordinator, Office for Civil Rights, HEW, Jan. 30, 1970.
firing, and assignment of teachers, other professional staffing, curriculum, adequacy of facilities, construction, and transportation.

(B) Higher Education

Higher education consistently has been accorded second priority within the Education Division. The headquarters civil rights staff for higher education consists of only two professionals. From mid-1968 through January 1970, 375 reviews were conducted of a total of approximately 2,400 recipients. The programs are heavily focused on undergraduate education. As a rule, graduate schools are reviewed only if they are part of an undergraduate complex, physically located at the same facility. Criteria used to select schools for review include:

1) less than one percent minority enrollment; 2) unresolved complaints; 3) geographical distribution; and 4) distribution among public and private, and denominational and nondenominational.

OCR has prepared detailed written guidelines for reviewers to follow and a standardized report must be filed at the conclusion of each review. The compliance reviews, which take approximately two days to complete, are relatively thorough and include review of such areas as counseling, training assignments, financial aid, student


274/ Interview with Dr. Lloyd Henderson, Director, Education Division, Office for Civil Rights, HEW, Jan. 30, 1970.

275/ Interview with Mr. Burton M. Taylor, Acting Higher Education Coordinator, Office for Civil Rights, HEW, Feb. 4, 1970.

276/ Id.
activities, recruitment methods, and placements. Interviews are conducted with university personnel as well as with minority students, white students, and high school guidance counsellors in the vicinity.

Despite the thoroughness of the reviews, the higher education compliance program is deficient in a number of respects. (1) Lack of manpower is a major problem. (2) After reviews are conducted, recommendations are sent to the school's president for improvement in the school's compliance posture and the school is required to advise HEW of the steps they have taken in response to HEW's recommendations.

277/ A perusal of four samples of higher education compliance reviews indicated a thoroughness and competence rarely found in other agencies' Title VI reviews.

278/ HEW's procedure for dealing with State college system desegregation as outlined in a memorandum from Leon E. Panetta, former Director of HEW's Office for Civil Rights to Regional Directors of Civil Rights in Regions III, IV, and VII (October 22, 1969) is more elaborate:

1. Within sixty days after appropriate compliance reviews are completed, requests for desegregation plans will be made by the Regional Civil Rights Director....

2. Requests for desegregation plans should indicate that an outline plan be submitted to...[HEW] within 120 days and upon receipt of...[HEW's] written comments by the State, a final plan be submitted within ninety days.

3. A copy of the state's response to...[HEW's] request for an outline desegregation plan should be sent to the Higher Education Coordinator....

4. Comments on the outline desegregation plan, however adequate or inadequate it may be, shall be made to the State in writing.

...
To date, however, on-site follow-up reviews have not been made to ascertain whether the schools have adopted the recommendations.

(3) Discrimination in matters concerning faculty hiring and promotion is handled as a matter of contract compliance rather than as part of the Title VI jurisdiction. This is unfortunate for several reasons. For one thing, most schools receive much more money in the form of Federal financial assistance than in contracts. Thus greater economic leverage exists under Title VI than under contract compliance. Further, not all schools have Federal contracts. Therefore, some are not covered by the contract compliance requirements of Executive Order 11246.

(C) Health and Welfare

By far the weakest link in HEW's compliance review system is the program for health and welfare. Instead of reviewing individual facilities or programs, OCR staff review the State agencies responsible for administering the programs and insuring compliance with Title VI. They then review only a small sampling of facilities, e.g., hospitals extended care facilities, etc., in the State. As of May 1970, OCR had completed 32 State agency reviews; it expects to have completed all 50 by the end of the 1970 fiscal year.

(2) Department of Housing and Urban Development

HUD's compliance review system is plagued by the same problems as other aspects of HUD's Title VI enforcement program. As noted earlier, both the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity and the program Assistant Secretaries disavow responsibility for performing

279/ For a detailed discussion of the problems in HEW health and welfare compliance reviews, see U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, HEW and Title VI (1970), at 43-54.
compliance reviews. Nonetheless, the Equal Opportunity Office has conducted a very small number of on-site compliance reviews. However, most of HUD's recipients have never been subject to a compliance review. For example, only 5 of the 150 model cities programs have been reviewed; only 186 of the more than 2,000 local public housing authorities have been reviewed. Moreover, no criteria have been developed for choosing which recipients to review and no guidelines have been written for conducting the reviews. According to the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, a review program is currently being devised.

(3) Department of Commerce

Although several of the operating bureaus administer programs that fall within the ambit of Title VI, compliance reviews are conducted only by the Economic Development Administration.

In the past, EDA's compliance review program has been completely inadequate as a means of measuring whether the Federal funds it grants are utilized by recipients in a nondiscriminatory manner. The scope of the Office of Equal Opportunity's reviews has been limited to the employment practices of recipients and subrecipients. Other issues

See Ch. 3 supra.

Interview with Samuel J. Simmons, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, HUD, Mar. 6, 1970.

which have a bearing on equal opportunity for beneficiaries of EDA programs, such as site selection for EDA funded projects, availability of housing and transportation, and use of EDA financed public works projects by public or private institutions that operate in a discriminatory manner, are not routinely considered during compliance reviews.

The number of reviews conducted also has been inadequate. In fiscal year 1969, for example, only some 80 compliance reviews were conducted, while EDA had more than 1,300 recipients. A directive signed by the Assistant Secretary for EDA states that each equal opportunity specialist should conduct 40 reviews annually. The Director of EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity indicated that he will request that each equal opportunity specialist conduct eight reviews a quarter.


284/ Attachments to letter from Luther C. Steward, Jr., Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, Department of Commerce, to Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Dec. 18, 1969.

285/ Economic Development Order 2.12-6 (July 10, 1969). The Order encompassed compliance reviews under Title VI and Executive Order 11246.

286/ Interview with John Corrigan, Director, Office of Equal Opportunity, EDA, Jan. 15, 1970. The Director drafted a directive to this effect and it was signed by the Assistant Secretary for Economic Development on April 9, 1970 (EDA Directive 7.02). The change was made because additional duties were to be required of the field civil rights personnel. Letter from Siciliano to Glickstein, supra note 49.
In order to augment the review capability of EDA, the Director of EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity stated that he hopes to utilize reviews by contract compliance agencies of the employment practices of EDA recipients. He made it clear that EDA would not review any recipient that had been reviewed by another Federal agency even if that agency was uncooperative and would not release a copy of its review to the Office of Equal Opportunity.

Another problem with EDA compliance reviews has been their quality. Of three EDA compliance reviews examined by Commission staff, only one was adequate. In the other two, no findings other than full compliance were made despite the fact that in one plant in Fayette, Mississippi, the work force was almost entirely black while the officials and managers all were Caucasian; in the other plant, in Ohio, only two of 211 skilled craftsmen were Negro.

(4) **Department of Transportation**

With the exception of the Coast Guard, none of Transportation's operating administrations have instituted independent Title VI compliance review programs. Two constituent units have included perfunctory Title VI questions in their contract compliance reviews (UMTA and FAA), while one has never conducted any type of Title VI review (FHWA).

287/ Id.
(A) **Coast Guard**

In terms of Title VI implications, Coast Guard's programs are less significant than others within the Department of Transportation. Yet, it is the only one of the operating administrations that has developed a Title VI compliance review program. The Coast Guard provides several marine harbor and waterfront services to State agencies, political subdivisions, and private organizations. Almost all of the Coast Guard's Title VI activity centers on the Coast Guard Auxiliary, which is a voluntary group of private citizens whose aim is to promote boating safety. The Auxiliary offers public education courses in boating, patrols regattas, assists in search and rescue missions, and conducts courtesy motorboat examinations. Reviews cover membership policies, services provided to boating enthusiasts, and admission to education courses within the Auxiliaries. Only a small number of reviews have been conducted, e.g., 17 in FY 1968 and 22 in FY 1969—all by one staff member. An evaluation of a sample of these reviews revealed some deficiencies. These were commented on by the then Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, in a letter to DOT's Director of Equal Opportunity, October 3, 1968, stating:
Another example of the failure to pursue the facts completely can be seen in the review of the Coast Guard Auxiliary. 

It is reported that...a Negro couple requested membership in a flotilla meeting at an "extremely exclusive marina which normally did not cater to minority personnel." While the owner of the marina told the Commodore "to carry on as usual," the Commodore was apparently prepared to move the place of the meeting had the owner objected to the Negro couple. While the reviewer's report terminates at that point, the obvious question arises as to what the Commodore would have done in the future had the owner asked that he move the meeting. To have continued to go to that particular marina, and provide significant business to it, only when there were no Negroes in the flotilla, would raise serious questions as to the Coast Guard's compliance with Title VI. In any case, this whole relationship should clearly have been explored more fully in the review.

(B) UMTA

UMTA has not yet initiated a Title VI compliance review program.

The only instructions relating to Title VI that have been issued by UMTA consist of one sentence contained in a memorandum from the Assistant Administrator for Program Operations concerning travel. Some Title VI

---

288/ Letter from David L. Rose, then Special Assistant to the Attorney General, Department of Justice, to Richard F. Lally, Director of Civil Rights, Department of Transportation, Oct. 3, 1968. According to information recently received from DOT, a meeting was held at DOT in October 1968, with Mr. Rose. The instance in question was explained to him and he then agreed that the situation had been explored sufficiently. Letter from Volpe to Hesburgh, supra note 12.

289/ Memorandum from W. B. Hurd, Assistant Administrator for Program Operations to Office of Program Operations Staff, Oct. 13, 1969. The sentence states that "Each trip report will contain a specific statement on observed compliance or noncompliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act."
reviews have been conducted very superficially as part of a contract compliance review. Regarding Title VI, the review format asks only whether there was any evidence of Title VI violation. The person who has conducted all the reviews to date has an engineering background with no former civil rights experience.

(C) FHWA

Despite the enormity of the Federal financial assistance rendered to recipients through the highway program, FHWA has never conducted a Title VI compliance review. This failure of FHWA to fulfill its Title VI responsibilities was pointed out in a October 3, 1968 letter from the then Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI:

We were particularly disappointed to note that no compliance reviews were initiated under the Federal-aid for Highways Program in the period covered in your latest report... The absence of any affirmative compliance reviews... suggests a need for examination of the staffing and organization of your Title VI efforts.

290/ Federal highway assistance amounts to more than $4 billion annually.

291/ The FHWA, however, in its conduct of its contract compliance reviews is obtaining on a regular basis information pertaining to the existence of minority subcontractors on Federal-aid highway work (a Title VI matter). Also State Highway Departments are required to inquire as to the utilization of minority group subcontractors on such projects. FHWA also requires that the contractors keep records documenting their efforts to recruit minority group subcontractors for Federal-aid highway work. Letter from Volpe to Hesburgh, supra note 12.

292/ Letter from Rose to Lally, supra note 288.
Seven months later, when FHWA still had not conducted a compliance review, the Director of Civil Rights advised the Federal Highway Administrator:

We believe a Title VI compliance program is essential to fulfill our Title VI compliance responsibility. This gap in our program was previously pointed out . . . by the Department of Justice. 293/

(D) FAA

During fiscal years 1967 and 1968, five Title VI reviews of airports were conducted by civil rights personnel. These were done by one person and his efforts in this regard have since been discontinued. Although these reviews were relatively comprehensive, the information elicited was predominately limited to yes or no responses to a series of questions contained in a reviewer's guideline.

Currently, the FAA conducts only superficial Title VI reviews, usually as part of the technical reviews conducted by program personnel. In the course of their technical reviews, which examine such matters as

293/ Memorandum from Richard F. Lally, Director of Civil Rights, Department of Transportation, to FHWA Administrator, May 6, 1969.

294/ The airports were located in Atlanta, Ga., Memphis, Tenn., Greensboro, N.C., Miami, Fla., and Daytona Beach, Fla.

295/ These reviews primarily investigated whether the facilities operated by the airport or its tenants and lessees were segregated or whether services at the airport were provided in a discriminatory manner.

296/ See Federal Aviation Administration "Compliance Checklist, Title VI" identified as A CS-400 Program Guide.
runway paving and navigational and lighting aids, the reviewers have been instructed to look for Title VI violations in the airport generally.

In the future, Title VI reviews will be more comprehensive although they may be done in conjunction with contract compliance reviews. Priority will be given to "control tower" airports which are usually the busiest.

(5) Department of Interior

The Department of Interior has relied on bureau regional program personnel to perform compliance reviews. This system has not proved satisfactory. By profession, the reviewers may be engineers, marine biologists, game refuge managers, or contract compliance investigators. Except for contract compliance investigators, none has received civil rights investigative training. They are generally provided with a checklist to fill in.

The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (BOR) administers the most significant of the Department's Title VI programs. Its compliance review system is indicative of the status of Title VI enforcement at Interior.


298/ Id.

299/ The scope of the future FAA compliance is suggested in the recently approved Transportation Department Title VI regulations. Appendix C of these regulations indicates that the nondiscrimination requirements of Title VI apply in part to "furnishing, or admitting to, waiting rooms, passenger holding areas, aircraft tiedown areas, restaurant facilities, restrooms..." the providing of services to the public by the airport sponsor and any of his lessees, concessionaires, or contractors; the parking of aircraft; the providing of services (e.g., fueling) to aircraft pilots; etc. 35 Fed. Reg. 10080 (1970).
The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation is in the process of changing its review procedures. As of April 1970, reviews were being conducted by regional program personnel who filled in a Departmental questionnaire. Frequently the reviewer had the State Liaison Officer fill out the review report.

In a review of 10 compliance review reports, Commission staff found nine to be grossly inadequate. In each of the nine, a finding of compliance for all the BOR-aided recreation areas in the State was made, (all southern States) although the reviewer spoke only

---

300/ A description of the State Liaison Officer follows:

Each governor has named an individual within the State government, known as the State Liaison Officer (SLO), to represent him for purposes of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act [under this Act grants are made on a 50-50 matching basis for acquisition and development of high-quality areas and facilities dedicated to outdoor recreational uses.].... All project proposals (applications) must be submitted to the Bureau through the SLO. The Bureau, in turn, makes grants for approved projects to the SLO in behalf of the State or local agency participant. The SLO, frequently in consultation with an advisory body made up of State officials and citizens, has the initial responsibility of determining which projects shall be submitted for financial assistance and the order in which funding will be requested. ...

This description was taken from a BOR publication entitled Land and Water Conservation Fund, Grants-in-Aid Program (Revised Mar. 1968).

301/ Interview with Charles Montgomery, Staff Assistant for Civil Rights, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Dec. 18, 1969.
with State park and recreation personnel; no minority group representatives were contacted.

(6) Department of Agriculture

Compliance reviews at Agriculture are generally conducted by program personnel; however, there is no procedure for reviewing recipients on a systematic basis. A July 1968 study of Agriculture's

Answers to some of the review questions reveal the insensitivity of the Reviewer in conducting a Title VI compliance review:

Review of the State of Mississippi, FY 1968 --

"Q. What action has the recipient actually taken to establish or improve communication with minority group and civil rights organizations?

A. No special action has been taken and none intended as it is expected that everyone will be treated alike as it is required by the law in question.

Q. Are advisory committees actively engaged in the direction and over-all guidance of the project or program of the recipient?

A. Advisory committees . . . are not considered necessary to maintain the present excellent compliance situation."

Review of the State of Louisiana, FY 1968 --

"Q. What action has the recipient actually taken to establish or improve communication with minority group and civil rights organizations?

A. The Governor handles this."

Review of the State of Florida, FY 1968 --

"Q. What has the primary recipient [State] done beyond securing a statement of assurance from other recipients to whom he has extended Federal financial assistance to inform them of their obligation to comply?

A. No particular steps have been followed because none are considered necessary other than the completion of routine assurances."

Q. What action has the recipient actually taken to establish or improve communication with minority group and civil rights organizations?

A. No special action is considered necessary so far as this program is concerned in the State of Florida."
Title VI procedures noted the following:

The compliance review systems in use by the agencies of the Department of Agriculture are not serving the purpose of providing a meaningful measure of compliance. Part of this failure stems from the fact that untrained program staff (and in some cases State program staff) are used to perform these reviews. Another failing of the compliance review function results from the inadequacy of the instruments used and the inadequacy of methods used.303/

For the purposes of this study, Commission interviews focused on the Federal Extension Service and the Food and Nutrition Service. There was still no formal compliance review process in the Extension Service. The only reviews conducted were in 1965 and 1966; however, no follow-up reviews were conducted to determine whether noncompliance had been eliminated. Currently, the only reviews done of Extension Service programs are performed by the Office of the Inspector General. 304/

With respect to the Food and Nutrition Service, compliance reviews are conducted in the school feeding programs primarily by State officials. Private institution reviews are conducted by Federal officials (i.e., program staff in Regional Food and Nutrition Service offices) in those private schools and institutions where the child

303/ U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Staff Report, The Mechanism for Implementing and Enforcing Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, U.S. Department of Agriculture 33 (1968); see also pp. 26-32. This report is reprinted in "Nutrition and Human Needs, U.S. Senate, part 8, (May 1969) at 2693. Continuing failure of the Department of Agriculture to adequately enforce civil rights in its Title VI programs is underlined in a letter from the Attorney General, to the Secretary of Agriculture (Apr. 16, 1969) when the Attorney stated: "Despite the evidence of these widespread violations of law disclosed by your Department's investigations, I am not aware of any meaningful action which has been taken to correct the situation..."

304/ Interview with Lloyd Davis, former FES Administrator, Dec. 10, 1969.
feeding programs are administered directly by Food and Nutrition Service. The reliability of these reviews has been subject to question by both the Commission on Civil Rights and Agriculture's Office of the Inspector General.

(7) Department of Labor

Until recently, Labor's Departmental Office of Equal Employment Opportunity (OEO) set the schedule for conducting reviews for all Manpower Administration equal opportunity staff. Under Labor's recent decentralization of Title VI enforcement activity, this responsibility now rests with the Regional Manpower Administrators. Regional Manpower Administrators also conduct negotiations for corrective action and their implementation. OEO conducts compliance reviews only if requested to do so by the Assistant Secretary for Manpower or by the Regional Manpower Administrators. OEO has responsibility, however, for monitoring the regional Title VI compliance program by on-site visits and regular reviews of actions taken in the region.

305/ The Mechanism for implementing and enforcing Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, U.S. Department of Agriculture, supra note 303.

306/ Hodgson letter, supra note 150.

307/ Id.

308/ Id.
At present, the procedure for conducting a compliance review is set forth in Labor's Compliance Officers' Handbook. Primarily, it focuses on reviewing employment service offices, specifically treating such issues as merit staffing, assignment of occupational classifications of job applicants, referral, testing and counselling of job applicants, and staff training.

(8) Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)

The compliance review system at OEO has been a totally decentralized process. The Regional Civil Rights Coordinators have conducted virtually all of the compliance reviews; however, most have been done as a result of complaints or in response to specific problems, not through a systematic review program.

One Regional Coordinator indicated that word-of-mouth information made him aware of what recipients to review. Of some

309/ Department of Labor, Compliance Officers' Handbook (undated).

310/ The Handbook discusses such topics as development of evidence; amount of proof; examination of records; transcription and identification of records evidencing violations; closing conferences with recipient; negotiations; and interviews. The Handbook also provides a checklist for evaluation of compliance reviews. This Handbook is further supplemented by training guides which deal with such topics as investigative techniques; report preparation; the conduct of an investigation; and recipient compliance reviews. There is, of course, some overlap between the Handbook and training guides.

311/At the time this Commission conducted its interviews at OEO there was a significant reorganization taking place.
225 CAP grantees in that region, the Coordinator indicated that, on the average, he is able to review only about 10-15 annually. He has developed his own compliance review form and has relied somewhat on the Compliance Officer's Manual developed by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.  

One of OEO's headquarters civil rights staff indicated that, in the past, compliance reviews were not done on a regular basis. Office of Civil Rights staff in Washington, which has responsibility for overall civil rights policies, has not issued compliance review procedures, nor were they even aware of what was being done by the Regional Coordinators. Recently, however, coinciding with the arrival of the new Director of the civil rights staff, there has been a shift in policy. Consultants presently conduct reviews on a contract basis at the request of the Regional Human Rights Coordinators. Many reviews are now being evaluated in Headquarters by the Human Rights Division and agreement is reached between Regional and Headquarters staff as to any action indicated on the basis of the findings.

312/ Telephone conversation with Robert Sanders, Southeast Regional Coordinator, OEO Dec. 12, 1969. It should be noted that the Compliance Officer's Manual, a handbook of compliance procedures under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, was prepared by the Commission in October of 1966.

313/ Interview with Wilfred Leland, former Chief of the Compliance and Evaluation Section, OEO, Nov. 20, 1969.

314/ Letter from Hjorneork to Glickstein, supra note 99.
(9) **Small Business Administration**

Title VI compliance reviews are conducted by the Regional Equal Employment Opportunity Officers (EEOs). SBA, unlike most of the other Title VI agencies, has issued comprehensive compliance review guidelines.

SBA's National Directive on compliance reviews and investigations is a comprehensive document that should serve as an extremely useful guide to the investigators. In terms of procedures, SBA has developed an impressive document on conducting compliance reviews and investigations.


316/ In addition to the compliance reviews conducted by civil rights specialists, loan service officers often make field visits to certain recipients; they complete a short report devoted to civil rights compliance (SBA Form 712). If any evidence of noncompliance is revealed, the loan service officer is required to transmit a copy of his findings to the appropriate Regional EEO.
Recipients are selected for review on the basis of the information collected on the required compliance report form and provided further they are located in communities where minority groups total at least 2,500 or 5 percent of the population, whichever is the lesser. Priority is given to recipients with 50 or more employees; the compliance review program does not apply to recipients with less than 35 employees.

The Regional Equal Opportunity Officers are responsible for conducting five reviews per month, or 60 a year. This represents a total of approximately 500 for all the regions. Since in the last three years there have been approximately 12,000 loans made annually, this means that the reviews are reaching only about four percent of the loan recipients.

SBA's guidelines pertaining to the scope of compliance reviews are quite exhaustive. The Regional Equal Opportunity Officers usually determine the scope of a review or complaint investigation

317/ SBA Form 707.

318/ ND 1500-11A, supra note 315, at Sec. 2 (A-2).

319/ SBA maintains that although recipients with less than 35 employees represent 90 percent of SBA's loan business, they are not of sufficient size to warrant reviews.

320/ Figures are not available on what percentage of employers with 35 or more employees are being reached.
by considering such factors as the nature and size of the recipient's operation, and number of allegations of discrimination. \(^{321/}\) It is required that enough aspects of the operation be examined to ascertain affirmatively whether the recipient is in compliance.

On the average, a review takes about 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) days including the preparation, actual review, and writing of the report. \(^{322/}\) SBA's headquarters Office of Equal Opportunity usually reviews the reports and provides critiques of form and content to the Regional Equal Opportunity Officers.

An examination of four SBA compliance reviews by Commission staff indicates that headquarters' civil rights staff do evaluate compliance reviews. In one review, the Washington staff had a number of criticisms which they conveyed to the reviewer. They pointed out, for example, that the reviewer did not offer reasons for the nearly total absence of non-white employees in a business with 66 employees. The reviewer also did not consider the racial composition of the employer's apprenticeship program, location in terms of access to centers of minority residence, or terminations and employee mobility in terms of race, color, or

\(^{321/}\) ND 1500-11A, supra note 315, at Sec. 6a.


\(^{323/}\) Memorandum from J. Arnold Feldman, then Acting Director of SBA's Office of Equal Opportunity, to the Regional Equal Opportunity Officer for the Southeast Region, May 19, 1969.
national origin. In addition, the reviewer did not send a letter to the recipient setting forth recommendations for needed changes. Despite these valid and comprehensive criticisms, the headquarters office of Equal Opportunity requested a reinvestigation limited to the apprenticeship program and did not ask for a reinvestigation on the other relevant matters.

Although a few deficiencies appear in some of the SBA compliance reviews, the reviews seem to be of good quality and sufficient scope, especially when compared to the compliance review programs of other agencies.

(10) **VA and LEAA**

LEAA's Audit and Inspection staff has completed a civil rights compliance review in the state of Maryland and as of August 1970, a similar review was going on in the state of Florida. VA's Department of Medicine and Surgery conducted

---

324/ Id. Since SBA's Office of Equal Opportunity provided the Commission only with the review and its comments, it is not known what follow-up action was taken. Note also that there appear to be other significant issues which the Washington Office did not comment upon. For example, the narrative portion of this review indicates that although no testing is required, all employees are expected to meet union standards. It does not mention, however, the standards or membership policies of the union.

325/ Memorandum from Richard W. Velde and Clarence M. Coster, supra note 55.
some reviews of State nursing homes in 1965 before compliance responsibility was delegated to HEW. By contrast, VA's Department of Veterans Benefits which has compliance responsibility for proprietary schools, has prepared compliance review guidelines but has not conducted any reviews of these establishments.

b. Pre-Approval Compliance Reviews

As noted earlier, most agencies that conduct compliance reviews of recipients' programs or activities typically do so after the fact, that is, after the grant is awarded and/or the project is completed. A problem inherent in this approach is well-illustrated in the field of housing. Once a site for a public housing project is selected, for example, and the project is completed, it is of little use to find in a post review that the site has been discriminatorily located. The same problem arises in connection with the construction of a sewer line which discriminatorily bypasses the minority community of a city. To assure that this does not occur, each project proposal must be examined before approval. Information which will enable the agency to determine whether or not the project as contemplated

326/ Interview with Thomas E. Denton, Chief of Review Group Four of the Compensation, Pension and Education Service, Department of Veterans Benefits, VA, Dec. 4, 1969.
will discriminate against some persons on the basis of race or ethnicity should be requested before the project is approved.

There are several agencies for which a pre-approval procedure appears particularly important. HUD is one such agency. At the present time, however, there is no concerted pre-approval program at HUD. The Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity is reluctant for his own staff to undertake responsibility for pre-approval review; rather, he seeks to develop standards and procedures that will require program staff to take civil rights considerations into account before approving a project application.  

Although some limited pre-approval procedures already are in effect, they are not applied uniformly or consistently. In HUD's water and sewer grant program (Metropolitan Development), a map is required indicating who is to be served and who is not. If a non-white area is to be bypassed, an explanation must be given as to why no service is planned and when, if at all, service will be provided. Program personnel are supposed to check these maps but sometimes they are not appended and/or not checked.

327/ See ch. 3, supra.

328/ HUD Form 41903.

Generally, pre-approval at HUD also involves insuring that projects are not approved for applicants who are already in some stage of noncompliance. One HUD circular states that the Regional Administrator is to check with the Assistant Regional Administrator for Equal Opportunity prior to final approval as to "whether there is any pending equal opportunity problem which would effect such approval." A checkpoint procedure has been adopted in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity to monitor this process.

Another agency where pre-approval is important is EDA. There is currently no comprehensive pre-approval system at EDA. Both the Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity for the Department of Commerce and the Director of EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity recognize the need to institute a comprehensive pre-award compliance review program if Title VI is to have any meaning for


331/ Before the project is cleared, the following are checked: HEW's Interagency Report, Justice Department's litigation list, and a list prepared by HUD's Office of the General Counsel. However, in practice, the lists from Justice and the General Counsel are not always current. Further, although the field equal opportunity personnel are supposed to call to get clearance for the project, according to HUD personnel, they do not always do so.
EDA programs. It would necessarily have to encompass two elements: a review of the employment practices of the recipients and substantial and direct beneficiaries, with special consideration given to the number of minorities that will be hired as a result of the project grant or business loan; and a review of the project itself for civil rights implications, such as site selection and availability of transportation and housing facilities.

Procedures have now been adopted to insure nondiscrimination by employers who are substantial and direct beneficiaries of public works projects or who are recipients of loans. The procedures involve the participation of the Equal Opportunity Specialists in all phases of the application and approval process. They also provide for a revised form to include present and prospective employment data by racial and ethnic composition, and require that all recipients of business loans who employ 50 or more persons submit an affirmative action plan. Further, the Office


333/ At the time of this writing, EDA had issued Directive No. 7.04 (effective May 18, 1970) which requires pre-approval clearance of all business entities in terms of equal employment opportunity.
of Equal Opportunity will review applications that have been flagged by the Equal Opportunity Specialists as being of a problem nature.

The second and more difficult area of EDA pre-award review involves review of the project itself. Procedures have been drafted by EDA's Office of Equal Opportunity under the guidance of the Department's Office of General Counsel which require assurances that minority members of the community will receive an equitable share of any of the direct or indirect benefits of EDA assistance. According to the procedures, project applicants have to submit maps showing minority concentrations and indicating where the project will run. Commerce's Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity is optimistic that these procedures will be approved by the Assistant Secretary for Economic Development.

At the Transportation Department, the FHWA does not have any pre-approval award procedures which consider the racial and/or

---

334/ Interview with Steward and Cizek, supra note 322.

335/ EDA Directive No. 7.05 (approved Jul. 10, 1970); "Equal Opportunity in Connection with EDA-assisted Water and Sewer Facilities."

ethnic implications of highway projects (e.g., dislocation).

As noted earlier, FHWA also has never conducted a post-Title VI review of a project. UMTA, on the other hand, requires that applicants for assistance submit racial maps. The maps must show the areas "which are predominantly inhabited by Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Spanish and Mexican-Americans" and must also show existing and proposed routes of the urban mass transportation system. In addition, the application must contain a statement which will enable UMTA to determine whether the benefits (i.e., service, facilities, and equipment) of the new and existing systems will be available to all, and demonstrate that no person will be discriminated against in the use or benefits of the transit system.

An effective pre-approval process at any agency also must consider the racial and ethnic implications of program designs.

337/ It should be noted that on Jan. 14, 1969, the FHWA did institute a procedure for the conduct of two public hearings in connection with each Federal-aid highway project to assure adequate consideration of all major influences upon highway design and location. Also, on Oct. 20, 1969, Transportation Secretary Volpe established a new Departmental policy to insure that in all DoT projects and activities involving the displacement or relocation of people, such projects will not be approved unless and until adequate and fair replacement housing has been provided for or built. Letter from Volpe to Hesburgh, supra note 12.

338/ Attachment F. 2 to letter from Richard F. Lally, Director of Civil Rights, Department of Transportation, to Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Jan. 23, 1970.

339/ Id.
It is pointless for a program to be open to all and operated in such a manner as to encourage minority participation, if the eligibility criteria or program design are such as to exclude most minorities from reaping the advantages. For example, when the Department of Interior provides funds for a recreation facility, the nature of the facility often determines who will use it and may have the effect of excluding many minority and disadvantaged persons. Federal assistance for the construction of a boat landing is of relatively little benefit to persons who do not have the finances necessary to own a boat.

This demonstrates the need for each agency to conduct comprehensive program evaluations to eliminate or to minimize exclusionary program practices and to determine if the services and benefits available under existing programs are in fact distributed in an equitable manner. Where an inherently exclusionary program continues, some consideration should be given to developing a compensatory program to offset the imbalance.

Essentially this position was taken in a January 1969 memorandum to the Secretary of HEW on the need for "equal opportunity goal setting." The memorandum stressed the need for equitable access.
delivery of program services and benefits, and recommended, among other things, that procedures be instituted to measure minority group participation in HEW programs. The memorandum also recommended a pilot review of the process by which programs are administered to determine how the processes affect program impact on minority group citizens.

To date HEW has not acted on the recommendations contained in the memorandum nor has any other agency adopted such an approach.

4. **Complaint Processing**

Another way in which agencies monitor Title VI compliance is through the processing of complaints. Title VI does not specifically mention complaint procedure, but methods for handling Title VI complaints are outlined in general terms in each agency's Title VI regulations. All agencies provide to any person who believes he has been subjected to discrimination the right to file a written complaint with the appropriate agency.

---

341/ See e.g., 7 C.F.R. 15.6 (Agriculture); 15 C.F.R. 8.8 (Commerce); 45 C.F.R. 80.7(b) (HEW); 24 C.F.R. 1.7(b) (HUD); 43 C.F.R. 17.6(b) (Interior); 29 C.F.R. 31.8(b) (Labor). All the other agencies have essentially the same filing provisions with some minor variations.
The regulations also provide that the "responsible department or agency official" or his designee will launch a "prompt investigation whenever a compliance review, report, complaint, or any other information indicates a possible failure to comply..." This same provision outlines in general terms what the scope of the investigation should include.

All agencies also require the responsible agency official to apprise the recipient of any instances of noncompliance that may have been revealed in the course of an investigation and then to attempt to resolve these informally. If the noncompliance cannot

342/ See e.g., 45 C.F.R. 80.13(c) (HEW). The term "responsible Department official" with respect to any program receiving Federal financial assistance means the Secretary or other official of the Department who by law or by delegation has the principal responsibility within the Department for the administration of the law extending such assistance.

343/ See e.g., 10 C.F.R. 4.43 (AEC); 15 C.F.R. 8.10(a) (Commerce); 32 C.F.R. 300.8(c) (Defense); 41 C.F.R. 101-6.210-3 (GSA); 45 C.F.R. 80.7(c) (HEW); 24 C.F.R. 1.7(c) (HUD); 28 C.F.R. 42.107(c) (Justice); 45 C.F.R. 1010.8(c) (OEO); 13 C.F.R. 112.10(c) (SBA). The remaining agencies impose a virtually identical requirement on the responsible agency official except in a few cases where the responsibility for conducting the investigation is limited to the agency head, viz., 29 C.F.R. 31.8(c) (Labor) which stipulates that the Secretary shall make the investigation. In such cases, the responsibility has, of course, been delegated by means of a subsequent agency order or directive.

344/ See e.g., 45 C.F.R. 80.7(c) (HEW); "The investigation should include, where appropriate, a review of the pertinent practices and policies of the recipient, the circumstances under which the possible noncompliance with this part occurred, and other factors relevant to a determination as to whether the recipient has failed to comply with this part."
be corrected by informal means, the agency can proceed to effect compliance by termination of assistance or other means authorized by law. Conversely, if an investigation discloses compliance, the responsible agency official is obligated to so inform the recipient and complainant in writing. Since the regulations provide the complainant with no right of appeal if the complaint is found to be invalid, the complainant's only recourse is private litigation.

Agencies also prohibit intimidatory or retaliatory acts against any complainants. The provision is not limited to persons who file complaints but also applies to any person who testifies, assists, or in any way participates in an investigation, review, hearing, etc. The provision also requires that the identity of the complainant be kept confidential except under certain circumstances.

---

345/ See e.g., 45 C.F.R. 80.7(d)(2) (HEW). Every other agency with the exception of the Department of Agriculture has a similar provision. Agriculture treats noncompliance disclosed in complaint investigations in a general manner: "Such complaint shall be promptly referred to the Office of Inspector General. The complaint shall be investigated in the manner determined by the Inspector General and such further action taken by the Agency or the Secretary as may be warranted." 7 C.F.R. 15.6.

346/ See e.g., 45 C.F.R. 80.7(e) (HEW). All other agencies use similar language.

347/ Id. "The identity of complainants shall be kept confidential except to the extent necessary to carry out the purposes of this part, including the conduct of any investigation, hearing, or judicial proceeding arising thereunder."
Finally, Title VI regulations require recipients to inform beneficiaries of their right to complain.

Despite the explicit requirements of the Title VI regulations Commission staff has found extensive problems in complaint handling by Federal agencies. Inordinate delays, and in many instances, actual failure to conduct investigations, are not uncommon. In some instances the quality of the investigation has been found wanting and in other instances agencies have failed to take effective remedial measures after alleged Title VI violations have been substantiated. A widespread shortcoming has been the failure on the part of recipients to inform beneficiaries and applicants of their right to complain. Another pervasive problem has been the

348/ Each recipient shall make available to participants, beneficiaries, and other interested persons such information regarding the provisions of this part and its applicability to the program under which the recipient receives Federal financial assistance and make such information available to them in such manner, as the responsible Department official finds necessary to apprise such persons of the protections against discrimination assured them by the Act and this part. 45 C.F.R. 80.6(d) (HEW).
absence or inadequacy of agency procedures for responding to complaints, including delineation of responsibility, investigation, and follow-up.

349/ Some agency officials justified the absence of complaint procedures on the ground that there have been no formal Title VI complaints. It may well be, however, that agencies' failure to communicate to minority groups the complaint vehicles available, is one of the prime reasons for an "unblemished" complaint record.

There seems to be a tendency among program people to equate the absence of Title VI complaints against a recipient with the assumption that the recipient is in full compliance. See, e.g., Department of Labor, "Pilot Evaluation Study of the Manpower Administration Equal Opportunity Program" (Jan. 1969) at 22: "We found a tendency to equate lack of receipt of complaints from an area with an assumption that there was equal opportunity in the manpower programs....However, our field study suggests that the complaint system is not sufficiently well known to be effective...." (The reader should note that although the study refers to both Title VI and Title VII complaints and is somewhat outdated--the finding still appears to be valid.) In part, the low number of complaints received may be attributable to the victim's ignorance that he has been discriminated against. Witherspoon, "Civil Rights Policy in the Federal System: Proposals for a Better Use of Administrative Process," 74 Yale L.J., 1171, 1192 (1965). This would be particularly true for cases in which proof of discrimination is difficult, and would above all be true where subjective evaluation of an applicant's qualifications are important.

Many victims are fully aware that they have been discriminated against but, for a variety of reasons, choose not to file complaints. This does not indicate that such victims are uninterested in the matter. See Blumrosen, "Antidiscrimination Laws in Action in New Jersey: A Law Sociology Study," 19 Rutgers L. Rev. 189, 200 (1965). There may, for instance, be a variety of psychological reasons why a person, who knows that he has been discriminated against because of his race or national origin, may be unwilling to file a complaint. Also failure to file complaints may frequently reflect skepticism that anything good could come from the filing.
The problem of delay from the time a complaint is received until it is investigated and resolved exists in many agencies. By way of illustration, one of the largest, the Department of Housing and Urban Development received 28 Title VI complaints in its Chicago regional office (Region IV) during 1969. As of February 1970, 10 of these cases had been closed while 18 still remained open. Of the 18 open cases, two had been received as early as February 1969; two had been received in March 1969; and five had been received in April 1969. Investigations had been completed on only four of the 18 open cases and only one of those four had been of a complaint received prior to April 1969. This meant that as of February 1970, Region IV had not even completed the investigations on eight of nine Title VI complaints received on or before April 1969, almost a full year before.

An analysis of the Department of Labor's complaint system in January of 1969 revealed that there were similar problems of investigating and resolving complaints in a timely manner.

350/ This analysis was conducted by the Department of Labor itself. See "Pilot Evaluation Study of the Manpower Administration's Equal Opportunity Program," supra note 349. The findings of the report relate to both Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
The analysis disclosed that:

The amount of time it took to settle the sixteen sample cases varied greatly. The shortest elapsed time was 5 weeks. The longest was 18 months. The numerical average duration for all closed cases in the sample was slightly over four and one-half months. The average duration of the still-open cases is eleven and one-half months. (Emphasis added.)

The delay in resolution had some undesirable results for "often programs in which the complainant claimed discriminatory non-enrollment would be terminated before the determination could be made, making a finding in favor of the complainant moot."

Another problem is poor investigation. In the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), before complaint investigation responsibility was shifted to the Departmental Office of Civil Rights, complaints were investigated by FAA's field Title VI staff. One such complaint

351/ Id., at 28.

352/ Id.
lodged in 1968 alleged that a barber at a federally assisted airport had refused service to a Negro customer. The complaint was found invalid. However, some months later, the Justice Department criticized the quality of the investigation. The Department commented as follows:

Specifically, with respect to the investigation into the practices of the barbershop ... it would appear to be insufficient to obtain the sworn statement of many white persons but only one Negro (an employee of the airport) for purposes of determining whether the barbershop discriminates against Negroes. In addition the review attached does not indicate what, if any, specific questions were asked of persons interviewed, but instead merely contains their sworn statements which, in some instances, consist of only a few brief sentences. Reliance on the statements alone, without discussing in detail the information obtained from specific inquiries, would not appear to insure the full disclosure of all pertinent facts.

While the name of the victim of the alleged discrimination apparently could not be determined in the instance, it is of course mandatory that all such victims be interviewed whenever possible. Moreover, the practice of various barbers of announcing to Negroes who request a haircut

353/ FAA File No. EA 68.80. See also letter from James V. Nielson, FAA Title VI Coordinator to Stephen J. Pollak, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, June 19, 1968.

354/ Letter from James Nielson, FAA Title VI Coordinator to complainant, June 19, 1968.
that they do not know how to cut the hair of Negroes, with the apparent intention and result that Negroes must press their demands for a haircut, would appear to be a violation of law and should be expressly prohibited. 355/

Another significant issue is the adequacy of public information on the rights protected and the procedures that those who believe they have been subjected to discrimination should follow.

Although Title VI regulations provide for apprising beneficiaries of the protections against discrimination, the provision is couched in discretionary language, viz. "as the responsible agency official finds necessary." In actual practice little is done to make beneficiaries aware of their rights and the attendant complaint procedures. There are, however, a few agencies which have included complaint procedures in some of their publications. 356/

Some other agencies are on the verge of doing so--six years after passage of the Civil Rights Act. For example, a draft of a proposed Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (Interior Department) manual chapter dealing with Title VI states that "recipients and subrecipients


DoT has since informed this Commission that this criticism was valid only in the above instance. Following that criticism by Mr. Rose, investigative reports were given greater scrutiny by the national office and field personnel were informed of deficiencies or were requested to provide additional information. Letter from Volpe to Hesburgh, supra note 12.

have a duty to take such action as may be necessary to notify all potential users that their facilities are being operated on a non-discriminatory basis, and that all persons are welcome to make use of the facilities without regard to race, color, or national origin." In a separate attachment concerning "indicators of compliance," procedures for informing participants, beneficiaries, and the general public of recipients' civil rights posture are listed. As of June 1970, the manual provision still had not been issued.

The Office of Economic Opportunity has no system for apprising intended beneficiaries of OEO's complaint procedures. A proposed instruction prepared by OEO's Office of Civil Rights in March of 1969 addresses itself to this issue. It would require that notices be posted "in places where they will be observed by employees, applicants for employment, beneficiaries, and other prospective participants in OEO programs, setting forth the civil rights

357/ See proposed manual chapter attached to memorandum from Director, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation to Director, Office for Equal Opportunity, Department of Interior Oct. 16, 1969, at Part 450-3c.

358/ Id., at Illustration IV.
requirements and indicating where and how to file complaints of discrimination." The instruction still was in draft form nine months later.

The Small Business Administration has developed a poster which must be displayed by each recipient indicating that the firm is an equal opportunity employer and practices equal treatment of customers. The poster which indicates where violations may be reported must be visible to employees, applicants for employment, and the public. Failure to display it may be viewed as evidence of noncompliance with SBA's Title VI regulations or supplemental nondiscrimination regulations.

A number of Federal agencies have never developed internal procedures for dealing with Title VI complaints. In some other agencies, built-in weaknesses impair efficient and timely action. For example, the Department of Transportation currently has no guidelines describing how complaint investigations should be conducted. Further, the civil rights offices within the operating agencies are supposed to forward Title VI and other civil rights

---


360/ Interview with Wilfred Leland, former Chief of the Compliance and Evaluation Section in OEO's Office of Civil Rights, Nov. 18, 1969.

361/ SBA Form 722 (9-66).

complaints to the Departmental OCR. There are no guidelines, however, specifying the kinds of complaints to be forwarded. In the absence of such guidelines, it is likely that the operating agencies will fail to recognize many civil rights complaints, as such, and bypass the Departmental Office of Civil Rights.

In the Department of Commerce, the only Title VI complaints received to date have involved programs of the Economic Development Administration (EDA). According to administrative orders, only the Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity may request that an investigation be initiated, even in cases where it is to be conducted by the operating unit. However, it is the head of the operating unit who decides on the validity of the complaint. Neither the Department generally, nor EDA specifically, has drafted complaint investigation procedures.

Memorandum from Secretary of Transportation Volpe to DOT Administrators, Subject: Civil Rights Standard Functional Statement and Uniform Relationships, May 8, 1969. Attachment 1 to this memorandum states, in part, "that investigations of alleged or suspected discriminatory practices...be conducted by, or...guided by civil rights specialists...."

The problem of civil rights complaints not being brought to the attention of civil rights specialists is not peculiar to the Department of Transportation; other agencies, such as the Department of Housing and Urban Development, have had similar experiences. Interview with Phil Sadler, former Director of Equal Opportunity for Metropolitan Development, H.U.D., Feb. 13, 1970.


Interview with Luther C. Steward, Jr., Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity and Arthur Cizek, Equal Opportunity and Title VI Coordinator, Department of Commerce, Jan. 7, 1970. EDA specialists, however, have been provided with this Commission's Compliance Officer's Manual. In addition, certain sections of EDA Directive 7.03 pertain to employment investigations. Letter from Siciliano to Glickstein, supra note 49.
The system for handling civil rights complaints in the smaller agencies is no less confusing or fragmented than for the larger agencies. During the course of Commission staff interviews, the Headquarters Office of Civil Rights for the Office of Economic Opportunity could provide no reliable data on the processing of complaints in the regions. This was a result of the lack of any provision for regular, orderly reports to the headquarters civil rights staff. Because the handling of complaints was, for the most part, a totally decentralized process, the central civil rights staff had no knowledge of the number, nature, or disposition of complaints in the regions, except in cases where a particular complaint was brought to their attention. On July 31, 1970, however, OEO instituted a new complaint control system whereby every Human Rights Coordinator is now required to report all cases to Headquarters. A central file is maintained in Washington and the Enforcement Branch of the Human Rights Division is responsible for insuring that the complaints are processed in a minimum amount of time.

367/ There have been relatively few Title VI complaints; most have concerned alleged discriminatory employment practices by the Community Action Agencies or their delegate agencies.

368/ Interview with Wilfred Leland, supra note 360.

369/ Letter from Hjornevk to Glickstein, supra note 99.
E. Methods of Enforcement

1. Voluntary Compliance

The simplest and least disruptive way of achieving the goals of Title VI is through voluntary compliance, whereby recipients agree to abide by the law and do so. Title VI places emphasis on voluntary compliance by providing that before an agency may take any compliance action against a recipient, the agency must advise the offending party of his failure to comply and must seek to secure compliance by voluntary means. However, neither the Act nor the legislative history affords guidance in determining the lengths to which an agency must go in attempting to obtain compliance by voluntary means. Some agencies have interpreted this requirement broadly and have entered into protracted negotiations with noncomplying recipients. Sometimes Federal officials, believing they were on the verge of obtaining compliance, have acquiesced in repeated delays. In short, some Federal agencies have construed "voluntary means" so generously as to permit open-ended negotiations and interminable postponements.

The great danger of heavy emphasis on voluntary compliance is that it may be a substitute for enforcement, rather than a means of assuring compliance, encouraging recipients to delay in eliminating

discriminatory practices. It also may further erode public confidence in the Government's determination and ability to enforce the letter and spirit of the law.

The difficulty in making effective use of voluntary compliance as a means of enforcement and setting limits on the negotiation process is illustrated by problems which have arisen at the Department of Labor. Labor's Compliance Officers' Handbook states that the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title VI regulations "require that efforts be made to the fullest extent practicable to obtain voluntary compliance before there can be a refusal, suspension, or termination of Federal financial assistance." The Handbook warns, that:

Attempts to obtain voluntary compliance should not be unduly protracted.... Intensive negotiation is likely to reveal whether the recipient is actually using the process of negotiation for purposes of delay or whether in fact concrete headway is being made.  

However, time limits for negotiation and other efforts at voluntary compliance are not specified, nor are "protracted" negotiations defined. A report of a recent training session for regional staff indicated the following:

372/ Id.
The participants, rather than having ideas as to how voluntary compliance could be more effectively achieved, held little faith in voluntary compliance. They wanted specific guidelines as to how long to pursue voluntary compliance, and what steps were to be taken when this tactic failed. 373/

In the past, the Department of Labor has been reluctant to employ sanctions such as court enforcement or termination of assistance in instances of noncompliance. The preference for negotiations is evidenced by the fact that no recipient has ever been taken to a hearing leading to the imposition of sanctions. In one case, in which the Justice Department participated, negotiations were entered into with the Texas Employment Commission in May of 1968. An agreement was submitted to the Texas Employment Commission in December of 1968 and resubmitted in May of 1969 with some minor revisions. In July of 1969, more than one year after negotiations had begun, the Texas Commission asserted its refusal to sign the agreement although the Commission already had agreed to take corrective action and had begun to do so. 374/

373/ Undated memorandum from Nelson Burke, Assistant Director of Labor's Office of Equal Employment Opportunity, to all OEO Staff, On Equal Opportunity training sessions for Regional Staff in Philadelphia (held Nov. 4, 1969), at 5.

In October 1969, the Assistant Secretary for Manpower and the Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, wrote to the Administrator of the Texas Commission urging him to reconsider his decision not to sign the agreement and indicating that further compliance reviews would be conducted. Further compliance reviews were conducted and concluded that the Texas Commission was not complying with several important provisions of the agreement (such as first-in first-out referral systems) and was probably violating Title VI. As of June 1970, more than two years after negotiations had begun, formal action had not yet been initiated against the Texas Employment Commission.


376/ Hodgson letter, supra note 150.

377/ According to Labor, the Texas Employment Commission recently submitted a proposed program to eliminate discrimination. Hodgson letter, supra note 150. One other case has been referred to Justice. In 1968 the Justice Department filed a complaint in a U.S. District Court against the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services, alleging racially discriminatory practices in the operation of the federally financed employment service in violation of Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Labor's Title VI regulations, Employment Security Manual of the Bureau of Employment Security (currently being revised), Title VI assurances, and the Fourteenth Amendment. As of October 1969, the case was still pending in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Ohio, U.S. v. Ohio Bureau of Employment Service (Civil Action No. 68-391), where an attempt was being made by the litigants to negotiate some sort of agreement. Oct. 27, 1969, Memorandum from the Solicitor of Labor to the Assistant Secretary for Manpower.
These practices of the Labor Department indicate an unwarranted reliance on negotiations, almost to the exclusion of other enforcement actions. This is not unique to the Labor Department. For example, the Agriculture Department's Federal Extension Service also has been engaged in protracted negotiations. In a March 6, 1970 letter to this Commission, the Assistant to the Secretary for Civil Rights wrote (conveying an FES response to a Commission questionnaire):

Assurances of Compliance with the U.S. Department of Agriculture Regulation under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 have not been certified by the Presidents and Directors of Cooperative Extension Services at [eleven] Land-Grant Universities....

Nevertheless, Federal financial assistance still is being extended to these universities six years after the enactment of Title VI.

378/ The Labor Department comments on this point:

We would like to emphasize that we have done our utmost to achieve compliance with Title VI. However, we are mindful that a cutoff in funds would produce a harmful effect on the beneficiaries of the program, many of whom are the disadvantaged. Therefore, alternative legal action must be considered (e.g., suit by the Department of Justice) which would secure compliance but would not produce a detrimental effect on the beneficiaries.

Hodgson letter, supra note 150.

2. **Sanctions**

Sanctions for recipient noncompliance with Title VI may include fund cutoff or other means authorized by law. Specifically, Title VI stipulates that:

Compliance with any requirement adopted pursuant to this section may be effected (1) by the termination of or refusal to grant or to continue assistance under such program or activity to any recipient... or (2) by any other means authorized by law....

However, it is clear from the legislative history of Title VI that the drastic measure of fund cutoff is not to be undertaken lightly. As one of the sponsors of Title VI emphasized:

Cutoff of assistance is not the object of Title VI.... I wish to repeat: cutoff is a last resort, to be used only if all else fails to achieve the real objective—the elimination of discrimination in the use and receipt of Federal funds....

a. **Termination**

In order for an agency to terminate assistance under Title VI, the allegedly noncomplying recipient must be afforded an opportunity for an administrative hearing and there must be


381/ 110 Cong. Rec. 7059, 7063 (1964).

382/ There is provision in the regulations for waiver of the hearing. See, e.g., 45 C.F.R. 80.9(a) (HEW): "An applicant or recipient may waive a hearing and submit written information and argument for the record. The failure of an applicant or recipient to request a hearing under this paragraph or to appear at a hearing for which a date has been set shall be deemed to be a waiver of the right to a hearing under section 602 of the Act and...this part and consent to the making of a decision on the basis of such information as is available." An examination of other agencies' Title VI regulations reveal a similar provision.
an express finding on the record of failure to comply.\footnote{383} The agency head is also obliged to file a written report with the Congressional committees having legislative jurisdiction over the program or activity involved and then wait 30 days before effecting an order terminating Federal financial assistance.\footnote{384} Some agencies include an additional requirement to this sequence, viz., that the agency head may "vacate it, or remit or mitigate any sanction imposed."\footnote{385}

Once an agency decides to use the sanction of fund cut-off, elaborate and often time-consuming steps have to be taken to insure due process. The procedures developed at HEW illustrate how extended the hearing process may become. It should be noted that negotiations frequently take place at any or all stages of the proceedings outlined below.

After HEW's regional Office for Civil Rights (OCR) staff has conducted a compliance review (a time-consuming process in itself), a report is prepared recommending that appropriate steps be taken

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{384} Id.
\footnote{385} 45 C.F.R. 80.8 (c)(3). This requirement was deleted by HEW in an amendment to the regulations, 32 Fed. Reg. 14556 (1967). However, Title VI regulations of other agencies still impose a similar requirement.
\end{footnotes}
to terminate Federal assistance to the noncomplying recipient. These recommendations are examined by OCR Washington staff and by HEW's Office of General Counsel, and a summary of the case is submitted to the Department of Justice for review. After the staff recommendation (that enforcement action be initiated) has been approved (and provided the Department of Justice has not raised a question or objection within 7 days) a notice of opportunity for hearing is issued. The actual proceeding is heard by an examiner designated by the Civil Service Commission pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act. The decision by the hearing examiner to terminate Federal funds is final unless appealed to a review tribunal, whose members are appointed by the Secretary pursuant to the revised Title VI regulation. The decision of the review tribunal is final unless the Secretary agrees to review the proceedings. The Secretary transmits a report of the final decision of the review tribunal or the hearing examiner to the appropriate Congressional committees and, 30 days after this report is delivered, the order terminating Federal


387/ The review tribunal which originally was a three-man body was expanded to five members in May 1969. 34 Fed. Reg. 7390 (1969).
funds takes effect. The entire process may take six months or more.

The emphasis on HEW hearings should not be construed as indicating wide use of the sanction of fund cut-off. In fact, most agencies have never noticed a recipient for hearing, nor have they ever terminated

---

For additional information on HEW's hearing operation, see U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, *HEW and Title VI* 54-55 (1970). Also note that the status of cases in the HEW Office of General Counsel as of January 23, 1970, was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status of Case</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under review for possible enforcement proceedings</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noticed but not yet heard</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heard but no Initial Decision Rendered</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presently Terminated</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In August of 1969, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit decided a case, Board of Public Instruction of Taylor County, Florida v. Finch, 414 F.2d 1068, 1079 (5th Cir. 1969), which may lengthen the fund cut-off process even more. The case held in part that "the administrative agency seeking to cut off Federal funds must make findings of fact indicating either that a particular program is itself administered in a discriminatory manner, or is so affected by discriminatory practices elsewhere in the school system that it thereby becomes discriminatory." *Id.*, at 1079. As a result of *Taylor*, approximately 50 pending Title VI cases which had already passed the hearing stage, had to be remanded for rehearing. In addition, there are more than 100 new cases which must be heard in accordance with the new requirements imposed by *Taylor*. Telephone conversation with Lewis E. Grotke, Office of General Counsel, Civil Rights Division, HEW, Apr. 15, 1970. The Taylor County case itself was not reheard until April 16, 1970. As of June 1970, the case was still pending. See Administrative Proceeding in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, *In the Matter of Taylor County Board of Public Instruction and State Department of Education of Florida*, Respondents, Docket No. CR-512, On Remand - Federal Agencies' Brief and Proposed Additional Findings, Conclusions and Amended Order, May 28, 1970, at 1-3.
b. Other Means Authorized by Law

The threat of termination of assistance is obviously most effective against recipients who rely heavily on Federal aid. However, if, despite the threatened or actual loss of assistance, a recipient still refuses to comply, consideration must be given to alternative courses of action.

The Department of Justice's "Guidelines for the Enforcement of Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964" list two additional courses of

---

390/ Agencies which have not held hearings or terminated assistance include the Departments of Housing and Urban Development, Commerce, Labor, and Transportation, and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Tennessee Valley Authority, and Office of Emergency Preparedness. Other agencies have been a party to a hearing conducted by HEW but have never held their own (e.g., Atomic Energy Commission, National Science Foundation, and Veterans Administration). The Departments of Agriculture and Interior, the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Small Business Administration have independently conducted Title VI hearings.

391/ 28 C.F.R. 50.3.
action--court enforcement and other administrative action.

Before action other than a hearing is taken to effect compliance, Title VI regulations require that a minimum of 10 days elapse after notice to the recipient of his failure to comply before such action is initiated.

Possibilities of judicial enforcement include (1) a suit to obtain specific enforcement of assurances, convenants running with federally provided property, statements or compliance or desegregation plans filed pursuant to agency regulations, (2) a suit to enforce compliance with other titles of the 1964 Act [such as Titles II (Public Accommodations), Title III (Public Facilities), or Title IV (Public Education)], other Civil Rights Acts, or constitutional or statutory provisions requiring nondiscrimination, and (3) initiation of, or intervention or other participation in, a suit for other relief designed to secure compliance.

Such action may include

(1) consulting with or seeking assistance from other Federal agencies... having authority to enforce non-discrimination requirements; (2) consulting with or seeking assistance from State or local agencies having such authority; (3) bypassing a recalcitrant central agency applicant in order to obtain assurances from, or to grant assistance to complying local agencies; and (4) bypassing all recalcitrant non-Federal agencies and providing assistance directly to the complying ultimate beneficiaries.

See, e.g., 45 C.F.R. 80.8(d) (HEW). HEW's Title VI regulations, before being amended in 1967, required the approval of the Secretary before "other means authorized by law" could be undertaken to effect compliance. This requirement was deleted in the 1967 amendment (See 29 Fed. Reg. 16298 (1954) as amended at 32 Fed. Reg. 14556 (1967). The regulations also require that during this 10 day period additional efforts be made to effect compliance by voluntary means.
Litigation, the principal "other means", is of value, especially in cases of school desegregation, as a sanction in addition to fund cut-off to provide added leverage in the effort to secure compliance. That is, recipients would know that not only would Federal funds be cut off for noncompliance, but litigation could be brought to bring about compliance. Thus, defiance of nondiscrimination requirements, even at the cost of losing Federal funds, would be an act of futility.

Over the last year, however, litigation has been used in lieu of, rather than in support of, fund termination procedures. In fact, it now appears that litigation is the principal Title VI enforcement tool. This was in part signaled in a July 3, 1969 statement issued jointly by the Secretary of HEW and the Attorney General. Speaking about school desegregation, they noted that:

To the extent practicable, on the Federal level the law enforcement aspects will be handled by the Department of Justice in judicial proceedings....

---

The statement further indicated that it was the objective of this procedure:

To minimize the number of cases in which it becomes necessary to employ the particular remedy of a cutoff of Federal funds.... 396/

Secretary Finch also enunciated this position in a recent radio interview:

Mr. Thomas Foley: 397/ One part of that law calls for cutting off the funds to schools that refuse to desegregate. I think the last time that you did cut off those funds was maybe last August, sometime. Now several orders for cutoffs are apparently headed to you now. What's going to be your policy? Is there a new change in policy?

Secretary Finch: No. We will follow the same policies, but I would say that on the whole, what we try to do is to make a much greater effort to get that district, not under administrative proceedings, but under Court proceedings, to set a timetable and a program which the court orders, and then if the school system or the schools involved do not follow that agreed upon program, then we will cut off funds. But we won't do it in advance of the court order. 398/

The strategy of using the courts to enforce the requirements of Title VI, for bringing about school desegregation, instead of economic leverage of fund cutoff, was examined at length in this

396/ Id.

397/ Mr. Foley is a Los Angeles Times reporter.

398/ This dialogue occurred on Metromedia's "Profile", Mar. 1, 1970, at p. 10 of transcript.
Commission's September 1969 report on Federal enforcement of school desegregation. Among the Commission's findings were the following:

Frequently, court orders have imposed less than minimal requirements. 400/

In case after case, district courts have entered desegregation orders that have largely been ignored by local officials. 401/

A small minority of Federal judges ... have indicated by their past judicial actions that they will not, where school desegregation or other civil rights cases are concerned, discharge their responsibilities impartially.... 402/

The report also noted that Title VI was envisioned as removing the burden of desegregation in elementary and secondary schools from the courts and shifting it to administrative machinery.


400/ Id., at 10.

401/ Id., at 11.

402/ Id., at 40.

403/ Id., at 34. The Report of the White House Conference, To Fulfill These Rights, also stressed this point:

It was the Congressional purpose, in Title VI ... to remove school desegregation efforts from the courts, where they had been bogged down for more than a decade .... Judicial proceedings by the Attorney General can play an important role in enforcement, but litigation cannot be made a substitute for the administrative proceedings prescribed by Congress as the primary device of enforcing Title VI. Those school districts which remain in outright defiance of national policy should be subjected immediately to administrative action, lest the credibility of the national policy remain any longer in doubt.

Report of the White House Conference, To Fulfill These Rights, at 63. The conference was held June 1-2, 1966.
4. Post-Termination Proceeding

In 1967 the Committee on Uniform Title VI Regulation Amendments recommended, as an additional means of assuring compliance, the adoption of standards and procedures prerequisite to restoration of funds to a recipient whose assistance had been terminated. The Committee's recommendation was taken in part from amended Title VI regulations of HEW. HEW is the only agency to provide specifically for post-termination procedures.

HEW's Title VI regulation states that a recipient will be restored to full eligibility to receive assistance if it comes back into compliance with Title VI. In the case of an elementary or secondary school, or school system to which assistance has been terminated, in order to be restored to full eligibility the school or school system may file a court order or an acceptable desegregation plan with the Commissioner of Education and provide reasonable assurance that it will comply with the order or plan. During the period from July 1969 to January 1970, 14 terminated school

404/ Report of the Committee on Uniform Title VI Regulations Amendments, at 21 (attached to a November 28, 1967, memo from David Rose, formerly Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, to all Title VI Coordinators).


406/ 45 C.F.R. 80.10(g)(l).
districts returned to compliance as a result of a court order; 4

districts returned to compliance as a result of a voluntary plan.

A former recipient who is seeking to restore its eligibility
to receive Federal financial assistance must show that compliance
has been achieved. If the request for restoration is denied,
the recipient may request a hearing and a determination on the
record. However, the burden of proof is on the recipient and
while the proceedings are pending, the sanctions imposed by the
original order remain in effect.

407/ Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, "Information
on Compliance Proceedings, Office of General Counsel - Civil Rights
Division" (current up to Jan. 23, 1970).

408/ 45 C.F.R. 80.10(g)(2).

409/ 45 C.F.R. 80.10(g)(3).

410/ 45 C.F.R. 80.10(g)(3) and (4).
F. Coordination

1. Introduction

From the time the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was signed by the President, on July 2, 1964, it was clear that a single body would be necessary to review and assist in coordinating the activities of the large number of Federal agencies which were directed by Title VI of that Act to eliminate all racial and ethnic discrimination from their programs. It was acknowledged that there would be problems in legal interpretation, staff acquisition and training, development of investigative capability, and commitment to take strong action in cases where recipients refused to comply with the mandates of the law. Foremost among the anticipated difficulties was the inherent reluctance of program personnel to pursue vigorously a responsibility which might interfere with what they considered the essential purpose of their organic statutes--to keep Federal financial assistance flowing.

The Justice Department had taken a leading role in defining the requirements of Title VI during the Congressional debates on the 1964 Civil Rights Act and, immediately thereafter, was in the forefront of the interagency effort to draft agency regulations for approval by the President, required by the Title. The first agency, however, to which the leadership, review and coordination functions were assigned

411/ Interview with Lee C. White, former Special Counsel to President Johnson, June 16, 1970; interview with David Filvaroff, former General Counsel, President's Council on Equal Opportunity, June 17, 1970.

412/ Filvaroff interview, supra note 391.
was the President's Council on Equal Opportunity. The Council, created by Executive Order on February 5, 1965, was under the direction of the Vice President.

Its role went beyond Title VI coordination. The Council's function was to act "as a coordinating device" for the entire Federal civil rights effort. The life of the Council was short. On September 24, 1965 it was abolished by another executive order.

413/ Exec. Order 1197 (1965). Its members consisted of 16 government officials, including the Attorney General, the Secretaries of Defense, Agriculture, Labor, HEW, Commerce; the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, the Commission on Civil Rights and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Sec. 2(2).

414/ The Executive Order gave the Council wide latitude. Sec. 4. The Council discussed such diverse subjects as police and jury discrimination in the South, school desegregation, the need for cease and desist powers for EEOC, racial data collection, discrimination in the building trade unions, equal opportunity in housing and the availability of hearing examiners to judge compliance of Federal aid recipients charged with violating Title VI. Interview with Wiley Branton, former Executive Director, President's Council on Equal Opportunity, Apr. 6, 1970.

415/ Exec. Order 11247, "Providing for the Coordination by the Attorney General of Enforcement of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964."

A memorandum to the President from the Vice President, which was released on the day the Council was abolished, indicates:

during this period of evaluation and adjustment to the Civil Rights Act of 1964 it has been essential to have had the Council on Equal Opportunity...Now that this significant program of insuring that Federal funds are not used to support state and local programs administered on a discriminatory basis has moved to the phase in which hearings and possible judicial action is involved, the Justice Department which has the ultimate responsibility for enforcing Title VI should be assigned the task of coordinating the Federal Government's enforcement policies in this area.

Memorandum for the President from the Vice President on "Recommended Reassignment of Civil Rights Function "(Sept. 24, 1965). It has been asserted that the main reasons for the transfer of duties were political and related to conflicts between the White House Staff and the personnel of the Council. Branton interview, supra note 414. For a further discussion of the President's Council on Equal Opportunity, see Chap. VI, infra.
That same executive order transferred to the Attorney General the responsibility for assisting Federal "agencies to coordinate their programs and activities and adopt consistent, and uniform policies, practices, and procedures with respect to the enforcement of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964." 

2. The Justice Department Title VI Coordination Effort

a. Structure and Staffing

Shortly after Executive Order 11247 was issued, the former General Counsel of the President's Council on Equal Opportunity, David B. Filvaroff, was appointed Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI at the GS-17 level. The Office of the Special Assistant had a professional staff of two attorneys and one research assistant. Although the Special Assistant reported directly to the Attorney General, his office, for administrative purposes, was made part of the Civil Rights Division.

From the inception, there was a conflict between the approach of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, who advocated that the Department adopt a broad view of its responsibilities, and officials in the Department's Civil Rights Division, who essentially

416/ Id. Executive Order 11247 also indicated that the reorganization was motivated by the fact that the future issues arising under Title VI would be legal in character.

417/ The Special Assistant, David B. Filvaroff, had worked on the staff of Attorney General Katzenbach when Mr. Katzenbach was Deputy Attorney General and therefore a personal relationship existed between them.
viewed the Title as a litigation tool. Although there was some contact between the Division and the Office of the Special Assistant, it was on an *ad hoc* basis.

When Mr. Filvaroff resigned in August 1966, no replacement was named; rather, the First Assistant to the Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division assumed the function on a part-time basis. In December 1966, one of the Civil Rights Division's chief trial attorneys was given the job of Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI. The new Special Assistant, D. Robert Owen, a GS-16, was required to spend a large percentage of his time away from Washington working on trials he had become involved with prior to his appointment. Although it had been announced by Mr. Owen that the professional staff of the unit would triple in size, only one part-time attorney was added to the staff during Mr. Owen's short tenure.

418/ Filvaroff interview, *supra* note 411. Interview with Morton H. Sklar, Attorney, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, Feb. 13, 1969. Mr. Sklar was one of the original two-man staff of the Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General and was still acting in that capacity at the time of the writing of this report.

419/ Stephen J. Pollak was the first Assistant to the Assistant Attorney General at this time. No replacement had been secured for Mr. Filvaroff despite the fact that he provided the Attorney General with more than four months notice of his intended departure and strongly urged that an independent, high level replacement be secured. Filvaroff interview, *supra* note 411. Mr. Pollak's tenure began the process of integration into the Division of the Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI.

420/ Since one of the two original staff attorneys assigned to the office left during the same period of time, the effective size of the office was actually smaller than it had been a year and a half earlier.
In early April 1967, only four months after Mr. Owen became Special Assistant and only eight months after the first Special Assistant resigned, another Justice Department staff member, David L. Rose, assumed the role of Special Assistant to the Attorney General. During Mr. Rose's almost two and a half years as Special Assistant, the size of the professional staff reached its peak, growing from two attorneys and one research assistant to eight attorneys and two research assistants. It was also during this time, however, that the emphasis of the Office's work began to shift away from Title VI.

The Office became an integral part of the Civil Rights Division, with Mr. Rose reporting to the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, not the Attorney General. It became the focal point for all Justice Department contact with other Federal agencies on civil rights matters, whether or not related to Title VI.

421 / Mr. Owen became the First Assistant to the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights and David L. Rose, who had been Assistant Chief of the Appellate Section of the Civil Division of the Justice Department, became Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Civil Rights. Mr. Rose, who was a GS-15 in the Civil Division, became a GS-17 when he came to the Civil Rights Division. Interview with David Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General, Feb. 8, 1969. See Department of Justice News Release, Apr. 4, 1967.

422 / Directive No. 10 from Stephen J. Pollak, Assistant Attorney General, "Reorganization of the Civil Rights Division," Jan. 18, 1969. When the Civil Rights Division revised the geographic boundaries of its litigation sections in January 1969, the Office of the Special Assistant for Title VI was formally made part of the Division, and directed to report to the Assistant Attorney General. The memorandum set forth three duties for the Office: assisting and coordinating the Title VI efforts of the Federal agencies; preparation and presentation, in conjunction with the litigation section, of court cases relating to Title VI; and research and development of civil rights legislation.
The unit was assigned the Division's legislative drafting responsibilities and became involved in a good deal of litigation, some of which related to Title VI, but most of which did not. These added responsibilities more than consumed the additional manpower added to the Title VI Office.

By July 1969, when the Office of the Special Assistant for Title VI was merged by the Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division with the Division's internal Office of Planning and Coordination, any semblance of independence for the Office or of the existence of a "Special Assistant to the Attorney General" disappeared. The Assistant Attorney General's memorandum announcing the merger indicated that the new Office of Coordination and Federal Programs "will be responsible for planning appeals and legislation as well as internal coordination and coordinating the civil rights programs of the Federal agencies." The staff time devoted to Title VI work did not increase. In fact, the added functions of the unit resulted in even less emphasis on Title VI matters.

In September 1969, the Civil Rights Division was reorganized and Mr. Rose became Chief of the Employment litigation section. One of the staff members who had been appointed as his deputy in the July

423/ Memorandum No. 69-3 to All Personnel from Jerris Leonard, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, "Merger of Coordination Functions In The Civil Rights Division", July 28, 1969.
reorganization, J. Harold Flannery, an experienced Civil Rights Division attorney, became director of the partially reorganized Title VI unit, now called the Office of Coordination and Special Appeals. Mr. Flannery did not assume the title "Special Assistant to the Attorney General" nor, despite his long Civil Rights Division experience, did he have a background in matters relating to Title VI. His main function as director of the new unit was to review all appellate briefs and to draft briefs of special importance. Mr. Flannery did not report directly to the Assistant Attorney General, as had his predecessor, but reported to the senior Deputy Assistant Attorney General.

424/ Interview with J. Harold Flannery, Director, Office of Coordination and Special Appeals, Nov. 14, 1969.

425/ Mr. Flannery's predecessor, Mr. Rose, had urged that Mr. Flannery be given the title. The title, "Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI", was originally created so that the individual holding the position would be able to relate on an equal basis with the civil rights and program officials of the various Title VI agencies. It was also felt that the agencies would then understand that they have no appeal from the decisions of the Special Assistant, other than to the Attorney General himself. Rose interview, supra note 421.

It became common practice, however, for agencies to go to the Assistant Attorney General, when unhappy with opinions of the Special Assistant. Thus, beginning in late 1969, most important letters to agencies coming out of the Special Assistant's Office were signed by the Assistant Attorney General.

426/ Id. Actually, none of the individuals, other than David Filvaroff, assigned responsibility for the Title VI coordinating function, had any significant background or experience in working with the Title, nor had familiarity with the programs of the large number of agencies involved.
The Office of Coordination and Special Appeals consisted of Mr. Flannery, his deputy, five staff attorneys, and one research assistant. Only one person was assigned to Title VI on a full-time basis. The division of responsibilities within the unit was structured so that Mr. Flannery was mainly occupied with appellate litigation and his deputy, Benjamin W. Mintz, was to supervise the Federal liaison efforts. Mr. Mintz's orientation, however, was in the employment discrimination area, which is only tangentially related to Title VI.

Finally, on June 1, 1970, with the departure from the Justice Department of Mr. Flannery and Mr. Mintz, the Coordination and Special Appeals Section was split into three separate units. The Title VI unit was placed under the direction of Thomas Ewald, a GS-15

---

427/ Interview with Benjamin Mintz, Deputy Director, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Feb. 23, 1969; Flannery interview, supra note 424.

428/ Memorandum 70-2 to All Personnel from Jerris Leonard, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, "New Appointments and Personnel Changes", May 27, 1970. In addition, to a Title VI unit, two other units were created: Legislation and Special Projects, and Planning and Special Appeals. The Director of the first of these units reports directly to the Assistant Attorney General, and the second unit head reports to Mr. Leonard's senior Deputy.
attorney from the Civil Rights Division's Employment Section, who has had no previous significant experience with Title VI matters.

Thus the Title VI function, previously under the direction of a section chief, has been further downgraded by being assigned to a small unit under the direction of a relatively junior attorney. Further, he reports to one of the junior Deputy Assistant Attorney Generals. The unit, with its staff of four professionals, spends full-time on Title VI coordination; on the development of a Title VI program, and on litigation under Title VI.

429/ Mr. Ewald has been involved in Civil Rights enforcement for four years and when he was appointed unit director was a GS-14. The Department of Justice has indicated that Mr. Ewald's first order of business, which is now being carried out, is to survey the state of compliance with Title VI, to identify the problems of enforcement and coordination, and to prepare a detailed program for carrying out the requirements of Title VI, including developing goals, priorities, organization, techniques, and staffing. Such questions as the number of persons needed on the staff, the amount of Title VI litigation to be conducted and its relationship to non-litigative activities, and the grade level and responsibilities of the Director's job and each other job in the Office, will be determined by the needs of Title VI enforcement as developed in this program. (emphasis added) Letter from Jerris Leonard, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, attachment, Aug. 25, 1970.

430/ Id.
Where Federal Officials are defendants in suits alleging racial discrimination, the unit handles the factual investigation within the defendant agency and coordinates between the defendant officials and the Department's Civil Division, which usually represents the Government at trial. The Title VI unit continues to serve as the Division's liaison with Federal agencies concerning civil rights matters, many of which do not relate to Title VI.

The Justice Department's effort to fulfill the mandate of Executive Order 11247 regarding coordination of Title VI matters within the Federal Government has suffered from inadequate staffing and a progressive lowering in priority. The reasons why Justice's Title VI responsibilities have been handled in this manner relate to the basic philosophy of the Civil Rights Division. First and foremost, the Division, made up entirely of lawyers and their research assistants, is geared for and oriented toward a litigative approach to problems. There is little or no appreciation of the value of nonlitigators within the Division and they are regarded as performing a lesser

\[431/\text{Id.}\]

\[432/\text{Mintz interview, supra note 427. For example, a staff member of the Title VI unit was involved in a meeting held in June 1970 concerning implementation by the Federal Communications Commission of their rule prohibiting employment discrimination by broadcasters. However, the Justice Department has indicated that the unit is no longer responsible for the Division's liaison with all Federal agencies on all civil rights matters. Letter from Jerris Leonard, supra note 429.}\]
function. Thus when David Filvaroff, the first Special Assistant, left his position, the Division sought to turn the Title VI unit into a litigating arm.

Justice officials, in defense of their approach to Title VI, contend that the best way to learn about the programs of an agency and to win the respect of agency personnel, is to work with the agency on a law suit. In addition, there appears to be a belief within the Division that the remedy available under Title VI--fund termination--is not as effective as court suits.

Since a major part of the Title VI unit's function has become one of trying civil rights cases, it is reasoned that it should be an integral part of the Civil Rights Division, reporting to the Assistant Attorney General. Further, it is argued that if the Division is to have a unit for assisting agencies with their Title VI programs, that same unit ought to conduct all of the Division's coordinating activities. Finally, the Division argues that the

---


435/ In view of the fact that the Division's number one priority for the past few years has been employment discrimination, a matter only tangentially affected by Title VI, most of the Title VI unit's efforts in the coordination field have centered around that goal.
Attorney General should have only one advisor on civil rights—the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights.

The staffing and organization decisions, based on these arguments, though rational on their face, have prevented the Justice Department from exercising the effective leadership and coordination that is necessary to effective enforcement of Title VI.

b. Coordinating Activities of the Department of Justice

In the three and three-quarter years of its experience in the Justice Department, the Title VI unit has engaged in a number of significant activities aimed at coordinating and assisting the agencies' Title VI programs. In its first year, the Office was responsible for: following through on some of the efforts of the President's Council on Equal Opportunity; the issuance and initial implementation of three plans of coordinated procedures for enforcing Title VI in the areas of higher education, medical facilities and elementary and secondary schools; the issuance of guidelines signed by the Attorney General governing the deferral of funds or

---

436/ Rose interview, supra note 424; interview with D. Robert Owen, First Assistant to the Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division Jan. 23, 1969.


For a discussion of the substance and operation of these plans and an evaluation of HEW's role thereunder, see U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, HEW and Title VI (1970).
action on an application for assistance by an agency because of a recipient's probable noncompliance with Title VI; assisting HEW on the preparation of its guidelines for desegregation of elementary and secondary schools; drafting proposed Title VI regulation changes; and establishing a framework for assisting and evaluating agency compliance and termination efforts.

For example, personnel of the Title VI office worked with officials from the Departments of Agriculture, Defense, Interior and HEW, and the Office of Economic Opportunity, concerning the procedures they intended to utilize in terminating assistance to recipients who would not sign assurances of compliance or who had signed assurances but


439/ Memorandum from Morton H. Sklar and Jeffrey M. Miller, Attorneys, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI to David B. Filvaroff, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, "Prognosis for the Office of the Special Assistant for Title VI", Aug. 10, 1966. Sklar interview, supra note 418.
continued to discriminate in the provision of Federal assistance
to beneficiaries. The Special Assistant and his staff appeared at
meetings of the Bureau of the Budget to assist that agency in
evaluating the compliance forms being developed by such Title VI
agencies as the SBA and the Departments of Interior, Labor, and
Commerce. In addition, legal issues such as the meaning of the
Section in Title VI that employment practices of recipients are
not covered unless employment is a primary purpose of the assist-
ance program, were discussed with the Departments of Commerce, HEW
and Interior.

During the period from August 1966, when Mr. Filvaroff left
the Justice Department, until April 1967, when Mr. Rose was
appointed Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI,
little new activity was undertaken by the Title VI Office. Brief
reviews were undertaken of the Title VI problems and programs of
major agencies. These were performed, however, mainly by Civil
Rights Division staff, on loan especially for that purpose, and

440/ See, e.g., Memorandum from Robert Moore, Attorney, Civil
Rights Division, to the Files, "Federal Aviation Agency," Dec. 14,
1966; Memorandum from Owen M. Fiss, Special Assistant to the
Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, to D. Robert
Owen, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI,
"Title VI Program of the Department of Commerce," Dec. 15, 1966;
Memorandum from Dr. Robert Owen, Special Assistant to the Attorney
General for Title VI, to the Files, "Department of Interior
were concluded in a matter of less than two weeks. In addition, Mr. Owen met with the Title VI officials of key agencies, such as the Departments of Agriculture and Interior, to discuss their manpower needs and then tried to obtain Bureau of the Budget approval for staff and budget increases for the agencies.

During that period, the Office limited its activities largely to responding to legal and policy questions put to it by Title VI agencies, e.g., AEC, and the Departments of Interior, Treasury, Commerce, HUD and Labor. It also helped in the preparation of litigation relating to Title VI, which the Division was handling, e.g., a suit against the Alabama Department of Pensions and Security for refusal to sign a Title VI assurance, and a proposed desegregation suit under Title VI against the Dale County, Alabama school system. Work continued on proposed uniform changes in agency Title VI regulations and on developing regulations for the National Foundation for the Arts and Humanities.

441/ Interviews with Morton H. Sklar, Attorney, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Feb. 13 and 20, 1969. At the meeting of agency Title VI officials at the Justice Department on Dec. 1, 1966, Mr. Owen indicated that he expected to increase the size of the Title VI unit, clear up all outstanding questions and submit to the President a complete package of Title VI regulation amendments by Apr. 1, 1967. See, Memorandum from Walter B. Lewis, Director, Federal Programs Division, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights to the Files, "Title VI Coordinators Meeting," Dec. 2, 1966. None of the above were completed within that time span; indeed, the Title VI regulations were not transmitted by the Justice Department until Sept. 30, 1968.
The Title VI Office began to take on its present form during the period in which Mr. Rose was Special Assistant. The Office continued to respond to agency requests for assistance, initiated some attempts at improved coordination, and on occasion, attempted to stimulate increased and improved agency compliance activity. But two significant, related changes occurred in the operation of the Office: first, it no longer restricted itself to Title VI issues; second, its staff began to participate in the preparation and conduct of litigation, much of which was unrelated to Title VI. These added activities, combined with the Office's legislative and appellate functions, prevented an increase in the amount of time devoted to Title VI commensurate with staff increases that occurred.

The most important coordinative activities engaged in by the unit fall into seven major categories: (1) Collection and analysis of Title VI quarterly reports; (2) Meetings with Title VI coordinators; (3) Appointment of special interagency committees; (4) Assistance to agencies in the development of a system for establishing equal opportunity goals for each of their programs; (5) Ad hoc assistance to agencies in resolving particular problems; (6) Assistance in litigation; and (7) Coordination of matters not related to Title VI.

442/ See section on structure and staffing, 733 supra.
The Title VI Office inherited a reporting system from the President's Council on Equal Opportunity under which each agency with programs covered by Title VI was required to submit quarterly reports detailing the status of Title VI activities undertaken by the agency. These reports were not in narrative form, but rather consisted of a listing of data, such as the number of assurances of compliance submitted by recipients, the number of complaints received and investigated, the number of compliance reviews undertaken, and the number and nature of actions taken on noncompliance situations. The quarterly reports were of limited value, since they provided only statistics and offered no explanation of what the statistics meant.

The reports were not regularly reviewed by members of the staff of the Title VI Office and follow-up was rare. In the spring of 1968 Mr. Rose requested agencies to attach copies of complaint investigation and compliance review reports to the quarterly report forms. On a few occasions, Mr. Rose commented to the

agencies on the inadequacy of the reviews. The reporting system was finally discontinued in late 1969.

(2) Another President's Council practice inherited by the Title VI Office was the holding of meetings with all of the ranking civil rights officials of the Title VI agencies. These meetings were used as a forum for making important announcements, e.g., the Attorney General's guidelines on deferral assistance; for discussing implementation of an important

444/ In late 1968, as a followup to a letter he had sent, Mr. Rose and a member of his staff met with the civil rights staff of the Department of Transportation (DoT) to discuss the adequacy of compliance reviews DoT had attached to their quarterly reports. Himmelstein interview, supra note 431. Department of Interior compliance reviews were inspected and found to be similarly wanting; and although no letter was sent, an attorney from the Title VI unit did mention her findings to an Interior Department official. Interview with Dorothy Mead, Attorney, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Feb. 28, 1969. Letters were also drafted to VA, SBA and the Economic Development Administration of the Department of Commerce, pointing out the flaws in the compliance reviews they had submitted. Interview with Morton H. Sklar, Attorney, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Feb. 14, 1969.

445/ Interview with Carolyn Mays, Research Assistant, Title VI Unit, Civil Division, June 16, 1970.

446/ The Attorney General's Guidelines were announced and explained at a December 27, 1965, coordinators meeting.
policy, e.g., the coordination plans administered by HEW and as a means of facilitating communication among officials with Title VI enforcement functions and to stimulate them to take increased action. Although major policy decisions were not made at the meetings, it was generally felt that they had a good effect on agency personnel. Individuals who attended could go back to their agencies and indicate that action had to be taken because "the Attorney General said so." Nevertheless, no meetings were held after December 1969, despite the fact that the Special Assistant recommended to the Assistant Attorney General in November 1968 and early 1969 that they be continued.

In addition to the large coordinators' meetings, the Attorney

---

447/ Justice had a meeting of all Title VI Coordinators on Dec. 1, 1966, at which time F. Peter Libassi, then Director, Office for Civil Rights, HEW, explained his agency's Title VI program. He then outlined how other agencies would receive information and join in HEW fund terminations under the coordinated operating procedures. See Lewis Memorandum of Dec. 2, 1966, supra note 441.

448/ At the Coordinators meeting of July 11, 1967, the Attorney General spoke of the importance of Title VI in his own and the Administration's order of priorities, explained how Justice was fulfilling its Title VI responsibilities and stressed the need for agencies to conduct compliance reviews. A similar meeting was held in December 1967.

449/ Memorandum from David Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI to Stephen J. Pollak, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, "Title VI Coordinators Meeting," Nov. 15, 1968; interview with David Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Mar. 5, 1969.
General met, on a fairly regular and informal basis with the top civil rights officials of the Departments of HEW, HUD, Labor, and Agriculture to discuss their Title VI programs. These meetings kept the Attorney General informed of broad Title VI problems and encouraged agency activity. These meetings also ceased in early 1968.

(3) The third coordinative mechanism utilized by the Department of Justice consisted of interagency task force committees. In July 1967, Mr. Rose established four such committees to study problems in data collection and regional coordination, Federal transactions, employment discrimination under Title VI, and the development of uniform Title VI regulation amendments. Even though Justice attorneys did most of the work, Justice officials did not consider the experience with the committees to be a successful one. One committee actually prepared a draft set of uniform Title VI regulation amendments, which it submitted to

450/ Rose interview, supra note 449.

451/ Rose Nov. 15 Memorandum to Pollak, supra note 449; Rose interview, supra note 449.

452/ Rose interview supra note 449.
Mr. Rose in November 1967. The others, however, were less productive. For example, the Federal transactions committee did not file a report, and the only result of its study was an amendment to GSA regulations requiring a nondiscrimination clause in GSA contracts for sale of land to public agencies. The employment committee never got off the ground. No further attempts at utilizing interagency committees has been made.

(4) The most ambitious attempt made by the Title VI unit in the area of coordination was its proposal to the Attorney General in July of 1968 that he propose to the Title VI agencies that they adopt and implement specific equal opportunity goals

---

453/ The Title VI regulation amendments committee included representatives from HEW, DoT, Commerce Department, Defense Department, Justice Department and the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. It was co-chaired by Mr. Edward Yourman of HEW and Mr. Robert Cohen of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. It discussed and resolved a number of significant issues, e.g., the revision of the definition of "discrimination" to take into account the consideration of racial factors to overcome past discriminatory practices; the revision of the definition of "employment" along the lines of the EDA and Appalachian Commission proposals which sought to clarify those situations in which employment practices are covered by Title VI; and the inclusion of illustrative examples relating to site selection.

454/ Rose interview, supra note 449. For a discussion of the duties of the various committees, see, Memorandum to the Files from Morton H. Sklar, Attorney, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, "Minutes of Coordinators' Committees," July 21 and 24, 1967; Memorandum from Benjamin W. Mintz, Deputy Chief, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, to David L. Rose, Special Assistant, "Committee No. 2 on Coordination," Aug. 21, 1967.
for each of their major programs providing Federal financial assistance. The goals were to consist of two parts: the first would seek to identify measurable targets for civil rights compliance activities which are aimed at eliminating segregation and other institutionalized discrimination; the second part would be concerned with the administration of the Federal assistance itself, rather than with civil rights enforcement activities as such.

The basic objective of these goals would be to afford to minority group members their fair and intended share of the services and benefits that are provided by each program. Attainment of these goals would have required the identification and removal of program procedures which exclude or reduce minority group participation to a point substantially below the proportion of their representation in the target population to which Federal assistance is directed.

455/ Memorandum from David Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI to the Attorney General, "Establishment of Agency Equal Opportunity Objectives and Accompanying Reporting System," Jul. 5, 1968. The proposal was based in part on traditional Title VI authority and in part on proper program planning and administration techniques.

456/ Id.
The proposal included a requirement that the agencies report to the Justice Department on the progress made in achieving their goals. Examples of how the system would operate in various programs were prepared by Justice attorneys, and meetings were held between Mr. Rose and representatives of the Agriculture Department and HEW to discuss the proposal before it was sent to the Attorney General for approval. In his speech to Federal program and equal opportunity personnel at an equal opportunity conference in October 1967, then Attorney General Clark had appeared to endorse just such an approach. A proposal was officially sent to the Attorney General in July 1968, but he refused to approve it. Despite continued support for the

457/ **Id.** Also see Memorandum from David L. Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI to Messrs. Chapin, Lewis, Libassi and Seabron (the top Title VI officials at the Departments of Labor, HUD, HEW and Agriculture) "Establishing Equal Opportunity Objectives and Reporting System," Jan. 17, 1968.

458/ Although the proposal was sent to the Attorney General in July, he did not comment until October or November. He offered no reason for his adverse decision. Rose interview, *supra* note 449.
project by Title VI staff, after Attorney General Clark's initial decision not to endorse it, no further action was undertaken.

(5) Measured by the amount of time devoted to it, the most important facet of the Justice coordination effort has been ad hoc problem solving. The number of Title VI issues, both large and small, that have been referred to the office or that have been initiated by it is extensive. They include: efforts to prod such agencies as HUD, the Agriculture Department, and the


460/ Rose and Sklar interviews, supra notes 449 and 444. It should be noted that the goal setting approach was endorsed by the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation and the Director of the Office for Civil Rights in HEW. See Memorandum from Alice M. Rivlin, Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, and Ruby G. Martin, Director, Office for Civil Rights, HEW, to the Secretary, HEW, "Equal Opportunity Goal Setting," Jan. 17, 1969.
Interior Department, into more aggressive Title VI actions; attempts to get certain Federal agencies, such as LEAA and the Federal Highway Administration, to adopt regulations to cover the

461/ Justice attorneys drafted the HUD public housing tenant selection plans issued in 1968 and held lengthy discussions with Walter Lewis, when he was Director of Equal Opportunity for HUD, concerning that agency's failure to conduct adequate investigations. The Attorney General also spoke with the Secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Development, Robert Weaver concerning the status of HUD's Title VI program. Rose interview, supra note 449; interview with Simon Eilenberg, Attorney, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Feb. 7, 1969.

Mr. Rose and his staff reviewed the compliance reviews conducted by Agriculture Department field program staff and State officials, and found them totally inadequate. The findings of Agriculture's Office of Inspector General, that discrimination abounds in the Cooperative Extension Service, were of special concern to Justice, but despite discussions at the highest level, Agriculture took little remedial action. Rose interview, supra note 449; interview with David Marblestone, Attorney, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Feb. 17, 1967.

The Departments of Interior and Justice conducted a joint review of the Alabama park system in July 1968 and Justice spent considerable time trying to get Interior officials to act on the finding of non-compliance made by the reviewers. The general inadequacy of the Interior Title VI effort was recognized by the Assistant Attorney General, and on November 11, 1968, the Civil Rights Division wrote to the Secretary of the Interior supporting the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights' recommendation that Interior restructure its Title VI office. Rose and Mead interviews, supra notes 449 and 444.
employment practices of their grant recipients; sending
memoranda to the VA, defining its responsibility under Title VI
for educational institutions which it certifies for use by
Veterans; continued efforts to get the Title VI regulations
amended; and the issuance of an opinion that Title VI does
not bar assistance to the economically disadvantaged.

462/ Memorandum from David Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney
General, Civil Rights Division, to Daniel L. Skoler, Acting
Director, Office of Law Enforcement Programs, LEAA, "Proposed
Equal Employment Opportunity Regulation for LEAA Grantees,"
Mar. 12, 1969. Rose, Mintz and Himmelman interviews, supra
notes 449, 427 and 433.

463/ Rose and Sklar interviews, supra notes 449 and 444. Memorandum
from David L. Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for
Title VI, to Stephen J. Pollak, Assistant Attorney General, Civil
Rights Division, "Programs to Enforce Title VI in regard to GI
Bill Benefits," Nov. 18, 1968; Memorandum from Morton Sklar,
Attorney, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General
for Title VI, to David L. Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney
General for Title VI, "VA's Compliance Procedures," Dec. 17, 1968;
Memorandum from David L. Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney
General for Title VI, to Jerris Leonard, Assistant Attorney
General, "Pending Matters of Significance in the Title VI Office,"

464/ Memorandum from the Attorney General, to the President,
The regulation amendments were sent to the President in late 1969,
but were not approved because of President Johnson's desire to
leave decisions to the President-elect. Two agencies still had
no regulations as of Sept. 1, 1970--the Appalachian Regional
Commission and the National Foundation for the Arts and Humanities.
The DoT regulations were sent to the White House again in May
1970, and were finally issued on Jun. 18, 1970. Rose and Mintz
interviews, supra notes 449 and 427.

465/ Memorandum from David L. Rose, Special Assistant to the
Attorney General, to Title VI Coordinators, "Grants of Assistance
to the Economically Disadvantaged," July 8, 1968.
In addition to these relatively significant activities, the Title VI unit continued assisting the Bureau of the Budget in reviewing agency Title VI compliance forms; working with the compliance programs of agencies such as AEC, Defense Department and NASA--agencies which have relatively minor Title VI programs; and answering legal inquiries from such agencies as OEO and the Defense Department.

(6) In the opinion of Justice Department officials, the most important aspect of the Title VI office's work is litigation. Mr. Rose estimated that they spent almost 40 percent of their time preparing for and conducting trials. The section has handled a wide variety of court suits, including suits under Title VI to require school districts to disestablish dual school systems; defending the Secretary of HEW when his decision to terminate financial assistance was challenged; suing a local

466/ Rose and Sklar interviews, supra notes 449 and 444.

467/ Rose interview, supra note 449. In some cases nearly 85 percent of the time of a staff attorney in the coordination unit would be spent in litigation. Interview with Harold Himmelman, Attorney, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Feb. 15, 1969.


469/ Taylor County Board of Public Instruction v. Cohen, (5th Cir.); Bulloch County Board of Education v. HEW, (5th Cir.).
housing authority for its failure to comply with HUD's tenant
470/ selection plans; and a number of employment suits not directly
471/ related to Title VI. For each of the cases filed, many others
have been reviewed by the Title VI office. For example, the unit
joined the Department of Labor in investigating the practices of
the Texas Employment Service; conducted reviews into discrimina-
tion in the Alabama and Mississippi Cooperative State

470/United States v. The Housing Authority of Little Rock, et al.,
(E.D. Ark.).

471/ United States v. Frazer, et al. (M.D. Ala.), which success-
fully challenged as discriminatory the employment practices of
the six Alabama State agencies which are subject to the Federal
merit system standards; United States v. Ohio Bureau of Employ-
ment Services and Willard P. Dudley, (S.D. Ohio) in which it is
alleged that the Ohio Bureau discriminates against Negroes in the
operation of its State employment service system; and United States
v. Local 189, United Papermakers and Crown Zellerbach in which the
District Court on March 24, 1968, issued an order requiring the
union and Crown Zellerbach to eliminate the system of job seniority
which the court found has the necessary effect of perpetuating
past discrimination against Negro employees, and restraining Local

472/ Interview with Benjamin Mintz, Deputy Director, Office of
the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI,
Extension Service in preparation for suit; and conducted field visits to a number of cities to determine compliance with HUD's tenant selection plan by local housing authorities.

Justice officials offer several reasons to explain why the coordinating unit is engaged in trial work, instead of focusing entirely on attempts to improve government-wide Title VI implementation. This use of manpower is justified on grounds that suits are a coordinating device; that the attorneys desire and need the experience if they are to be able to work effectively

473/ Interview with David L. Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Jan. 23, 1969; Marblestone interview, supra note 461.

474/ Interview with Diane Wayne, Attorney, Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Feb. 8, 1969.

475/ Interview with Stephen J. Pollak, former Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 8, 1969; Rose interview, supra note 473. Justice officials contend that by working with agencies on a law suit you learn the deficiencies of their program, their compliance procedures and their equal opportunity staff, thus enabling you to work with them on nonlitigative matters on a more realistic basis. Id.
with agency personnel; and that agencies will not always accept the position of the Department of Justice unless a suit is brought by the Department or is pending against the agency.

Justice officials also assert that the cases handled by the Title VI unit cannot be handled by the litigative sections because of the small size of their staffs and because their attorneys have no experience in dealing with Federal agencies. In addition, it is contended that if the litigative sections were to bring these suits, the Title VI unit would not be able to effectively coordinate with the trial attorneys and would thus not be in a

476/ Rose interview, supra note 473, interview with J. Harold Flannery, Chief, Coordination and Special Appeals Section, Nov. 14, 1969.

477/ Rose, Himmelman and Eilenberg interviews, supra notes 473, 467, and 467. It was felt that HUD, Labor, and the Office of State Merit Standards of HEW would not have acted against the State agencies subsequently sued by Justice even if urged to do so by the Attorney General. For example, Justice urged the Department of Agriculture to move against the State Extension Services which discriminate, but Agriculture refused and now Justice has joined one private suit against the Alabama Cooperative Extension Service and is seeking to join another suit against the Mississippi Cooperative Extension Service. Id.

478/ Rose and Mintz interviews, supra notes 473 and 472. These reasons probably were more cogent prior to the time that the Civil Rights Division was reorganized in Sept. 1969 and attorney assignments were shifted from a geographic basis to a subject matter basis. It is now anticipated that the Housing Section and the Employment Section will handle almost all of the litigation in their respective areas. Interview with Frank Schweib, Chief, Housing Section, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 13, 1969; Rose interview, supra note 473.
position to obtain a good deal of important information.

(7) The final category of coordinative activities engaged in by the Title VI unit relates to non-Title VI matters. The unit's involvement in these matters resulted from its assignment, by the Civil Rights Division, as coordinator for all Government civil rights problems and programs. The range of subject matters covered under this category is broad. Unit staff conducted investigations into housing discrimination in violation of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968; it reviewed the structure and civil rights operations of the Civil Service Commission in carrying out its responsibilities under Executive Order 11246 for assuring nondiscrimination in Federal employment; it reviewed apprenticeship programs sponsored by the Navy; it studied problems of minority entrepreneurs and contractors; it inquired into discrimination by local draft boards under the Selective Service System; and it participated with the Bureau of

479/ Mintz and Himmelman interviews, supra notes 472 and 467.

480/ Interviews with David Rose and Diane Wayne, supra notes 473 and 474. It should be noted that this activity predated the establishment of the Housing Section in the Civil Rights Division. Work of this nature is now being undertaken only by that Section.
the Budget and other Federal agencies reviewing programs available to disadvantaged veterans.

The main non-Title VI activity of the Office of the Special Assistant has been coordination with EEOC and OFCC. The Deputy Director of the Office spent almost all of his time on employment matters, much of which concerned those two agencies. The Title VI Office was involved in drafting OFCC regulations in 1968, passing on the legality of the Philadelphia Plan, attending the Joint Coordinating Staff Committee meetings, reviewing affirmative action plans negotiated between OFCC and Federal contractors, and ad hoc problem solving for EEOC and OFCC.


482/ Mintz interview, supra note 472. Mr. Mintz was Deputy from June 1967 to June 1970.

483/ Mintz and Sklar interviews, supra notes 472 and 481. For a further discussion of the role of the Civil Rights Division in the area of equal employment opportunity see Ch. 2, Sec. V supra.

484/ See Ch 2, Sec. 4, supra for a discussion of the operation of the joint EEOC, OFCC, Justice Department coordination effort.
Although Executive Order 11247 charges Justice only with responsibility for Title VI coordination, there is little doubt that the Justice Department, in general, and the Civil Rights Division, in particular, have a key role to play in assisting and coordinating the entire Federal civil rights effort. It is not feasible, however, for the Title VI unit, with its extremely limited staff resources, to engage in this broad an enterprise. If the unit is to perform effective Title VI coordination, it cannot become involved in protracted litigation even if the issues involved in the cases relate to Title VI. The result of the Civil Rights Division's assignment of litigation and non-Title VI coordination responsibilities to the Title VI unit has been that there is rarely a time when as much as two man-years have been devoted to the type of work anticipated by Executive Order 11247.

Despite these impediments, the Title VI office has provided a significant amount of assistance to a number of agencies. Yet, as indicated in this chapter, the Title VI agencies, for the most part, have not undertaken the kind of effort necessary to purge their programs of racial and ethnic discrimination. Justice must accept a portion of the blame for this. The Department has not taken the kinds of actions necessary to establish it as a credible leader in the Title VI area, and the Government's Title VI effort has suffered as a result of this failure.
The Title VI unit never has clearly identified government enforcement goals and priorities; it has undertaken no program of systematic, in-depth analysis of agency compliance potential; it has not routinely supported agency civil rights staffing requests before the Bureau of the Budget; it has not met regularly with agency personnel to discuss quarterly reports and to identify deficiencies in agency actions; it has not used all the means at its disposal to ensure that agencies take strong and prompt administrative action where noncompliance is uncovered; and it has taken no steps to require agencies to devote adequate manpower to the problems of the Spanish-speaking minority. Finally, instead of increasing manpower and expanding the effort to develop an effective uniform government Title VI program, the Justice Department has cut back its Title VI staff, reduced the level of its Title VI Office, and relegated it to the role of litigating Title VI suits and responding to agency requests for aid on an ad hoc basis.
III. INSURED AND GUARANTEED LOAN PROGRAMS

A. Introduction

Title VI is concerned with assuring against discrimination in programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance by way of loans and grants. All of the programs subject to Title VI involve direct outlays of Federal monies, funneled through intermediaries for the purpose of providing assistance to a wide variety of individual beneficiaries. The Federal Government also administers programs which seek to provide assistance not through direct Federal expenditures by way of loans or grants, but through the stimulation of credit through private lending channels. These programs operate through the mechanism of Federal insurance and guarantees of loans from private lending institutions.

Although these programs do not typically involve the expenditure of Federal funds, they nonetheless represent a significant means of assisting millions of individuals and they involve as intermediaries thousands of financial institutions and other business enterprises. Because of the protection against loss afforded by the Federal insurance or guaranty, private lending institutions are encouraged to invest in areas they otherwise might be reluctant to enter. By the same token, these programs, which typically provide more liberal terms than generally can be obtained under ordinary credit standards, enable individuals to secure financing which otherwise might be unavailable. 485/

485/ See, for example, the discussion of FHA and VA housing programs Ch. 3, supra.
Like Title VI programs, programs of insurance and guaranty involve intermediaries between the Federal Government and those intended to be beneficiaries under the programs. Also like Title VI programs, key decisions on who may participate and the conditions under which they may participate frequently are made by these intermediaries, as well as by the Federal Government. To the extent these programs involve assistance solely in the form of contracts of insurance or guaranty, however, they are expressly exempt from the effectuating provisions of Title VI.

B. The Programs

Federal programs of insurance and guaranty are administered by five departments and three independent agencies. The value of

---

\[486/\] A lending institution always represents one of the intermediaries between the Federal Government and the ultimate beneficiary. In some cases, however, such as FHA-assisted housing programs, builders, developers, and apartment house owners also are intermediaries and ultimate beneficiaries. Homeseekers must gain approval of both sets of intermediaries before obtaining the benefit of FHA mortgage insurance.

\[487/\] Section 602 of Title VI directs Federal departments and agencies to "effectuate the provisions of Section 601" with respect to programs or activities extending Federal financial assistance "by way of grant, loan, or contract other than a contract of insurance or guaranty." Section 605, however, provides: "Nothing in this Title shall add to or detract from any existing authority with respect to any program or activity under which Federal financial assistance is extended by way of a contract of insurance or guaranty." Thus it is made clear that Title VI does not curtail existing authority to assure nondiscrimination in programs of insurance and guaranty.

\[488/\] Department of Agriculture (FMHA); Department of Commerce (Economic Development Administration and Federal Maritime Administration); Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Department of Housing and Urban Development (Federal Housing Administration, and Metropolitan Development); and Department of Interior.

\[489/\] Veterans Administration, Small Business Administration, and Export-Import Bank.
all loans insured or guaranteed under these programs will amount to approximately $40 billion in 1971. Some of the programs are unrelated to issues of civil rights or social and economic injustice. Others, however, deal with important social welfare concerns, such as housing, business entrepreneurship, education, and farm assistance. It is these programs which this section of the report will consider.

490/ The Budget of the United States Government, 1971. Special Analyses (1970), at 69. [Hereinafter cited as Special Analyses]. The total value of all Government-insured and guaranteed loans outstanding is approximately $145 billion. Id., at 78. In addition, there are six major Government-sponsored, privately owned institutions which administer credit programs. These are: The Federal National Mortgage Association; the Banks for Cooperatives, Federal Intermediate Credit Banks and Federal Home Loan Bank Board; and the Federal Reserve. The total value of loans made by these institutions which are outstanding constitute an additional total of more than $46 billion. Id., at 77. See discussions in Ch. 3, supra and section IV of this chapter on direct assistance, infra.

491/ For example, the Federal Maritime Administration's Federal Ship Mortgage Program involves insurance of commercial loans to finance the construction and reconditioning of maritime vessels. The Export-Import Bank's Export Credit Insurance and Commercial Bank Guaranty Program protects American exporters against loss of export sales and credit transactions caused by political events or business factors.

492/ Approximately 85 percent of all of the value of loans insured or guaranteed by the Federal Government relate to housing. They include programs of the Federal Housing Administration, the Veterans Administration and the Farmers Home Administration.
1. Housing

The Federal Housing Administration (FHA), a component of the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), insures housing loans made by private lending institutions to assist individuals in purchasing or renting housing or in repairing their present dwelling. FHA estimates that the value of its insured loans in fiscal year 1971 will be in excess of $21 billion. It is anticipated that more than 1.2 million housing units will be affected by these FHA programs in fiscal year 1971.

The Loan Guaranty Service of the Veterans Administration (VA) guarantees loans by private lending institutions to veterans for the purchase of homes. Approximately 220,000 such loans, valued at more than $4 billion, were made in 1969. It is estimated that such loans will total $5.3 billion in fiscal year 1971.

493/ Special Analyses, supra note 490, at 69.


495/ Figures supplied by the Veterans Administration in response to a questionnaire sent by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Nov. 2, 1969. Data or information obtained from such sources will hereinafter be cited as Questionnaire Response of (Name of Agency). Special Analyses, supra note 467, at 69.

496/ Special Analyses, supra note 490, at 69.
2. Business Entrepreneurship

The Small Business Administration (SBA) guarantees loans by private lending institutions for the establishment and operation of small business companies. In 1969, more than 6,600 guaranteed loans, valued at more than $402 million, were approved by SBA. In fiscal year 1971, it is estimated that such loans will total $825 million.

3. Education

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) guarantees loans by private lending institutions to students to help them obtain a higher education. In 1969, more than 787,000 such loans, valued at approximately $64 million, were made. It is estimated that more than one million student loans, valued at approximately $150 million, will be made in fiscal year 1971.

4. Farm Assistance

The Farmers Home Administration (FMHA), an agency of the Department of Agriculture, insures loans for a variety of purposes,

497/ Questionnaire Response of Small Business Administration.

498/ Special Analyses, supra note 490, at 69.


500/ Budget Appendix, supra note 494, at 426-7.
such as farm and home ownership and improvement, in rural areas.

In 1969, nearly 73,000 loans, valued at $990 million, were insured by FMHA. 501/ It is estimated that more than 165,000 insured loans, valued at approximately $1.8 billion, will be made in fiscal year 502/ 1970.

C. Areas of Possible Discrimination

As noted earlier, insurance and guaranty programs, like Title VI programs, involve parties other than the Federal Government in the key decision-making process that determines who will benefit in the programs and under what terms and conditions they will benefit. In insurance and guaranty programs, the sole intermediary may be a lending institution, as in the case of SBA-guaranteed small business loans or HEW-insured student loans. They also may involve additional intermediaries, such as builders and developers, as in the case of FHA and VA housing programs. As in Title VI programs, these decisions may be made in a discriminatory manner so as to deny minority group members program benefits or make them available under less desirable terms or conditions. 503/


502/ Id.

503/ Even in programs which involve a direct relationship between the Federal Government and ultimate beneficiaries, opportunities for discrimination exist. See Section IV of this chapter, infra.
Such discrimination may take an overt and obvious form. For example, lending institutions may deny SBA-guaranteed business loans to minority group applicants while approving similar loans for applicants of the majority group having the same credit standing. They also may require more onerous credit terms for minority group applicants than for majority group applicants, such as higher down payments and shorter loan terms. In federally insured housing programs, which represent the great bulk of Federal insurance and guaranty program activities, builders and developers may refuse to sell the housing to minority group families or sell at a higher price than offered to majority group homeseekers.

Discrimination also may take a more subtle form. For example, business or farm loans insured by the Farmers Home Administration, when made to whites, may be of an amount and kind sufficient to enable them to improve their housing or their financial position, while those made to similarly situated black applicants may enable them only to meet emergencies or existing credit expenses. By the same token, FHA- or VA-assisted builders may sell houses to minority group members, but only in designated parts of their subdivisions. Even in the absence of current discriminatory practices, the knowledge by minority group members of past discrimination against them and apprehension over possible rejection or humiliation may make them reluctant to assert rights that are secured in legal theory, and represents an equally formidable factor in denying them full access to the benefits of these programs.

Existing racial and ethnic data on participation in programs of insurance and guaranty suggest that, in fact, minority group members are not sharing equitably in program benefits. They also suggest that the departments and agencies which administer these programs have been
failing to take the steps necessary to assure full minority group participation. For example, as pointed out earlier, this Commission, in its recent hearings in St. Louis, found that less than one percent of FHA-insured subdivision homes in the metropolitan area were occupied by Negroes. Analysis of business loans guaranteed by SBA in 1969 showed that only 2.1 percent of such loans were made to Mexican American borrowers and the average amount of the loans made to them was less than $27,200 as compared to an overall average amount of $50,500 received by all borrowers. Similarly, analysis of farm ownership loans insured by the Farmers Home Administration in 1969 showed that only 4.5 percent of such loans were made to Negro borrowers and the average amount of the loans made to Negroes was only $11,050, as compared to an overall average amount of $20,400 received by all borrowers.

D. Nondiscrimination Requirements

As noted earlier, to the extent these programs involve assistance solely in the form of contracts of insurance or guaranty, they are expressly exempt from the effectuating provisions of Title VI. This, however, does not mean that these programs may not be operated in a discriminatory manner or that the Federal agencies which administer them do not have a legal obligation to assure against such discrimination.

504/ See Ch. 1.

505/ Calculations from data supplied in Questionnaire Response of Small Business Administration.

506/ Calculations from data supplied in Questionnaire Response of Farmers Home Administration.

507/ See note 487, supra.
Some of these programs involve assistance not only in the form of insurance and guaranty, but also in the form of cash payments or other financial subsidies. These programs, by virtue of the payments or subsidies, are subject to the requirements of Title VI and the regulations thereunder.

Further, in programs involving housing, which represent, in dollar amount, the great bulk of Federal insurance and guaranty program activities, most of the housing is subject to the nondiscrimination requirements of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. In addition, Executive Order 11063 directs the FHA, VA, and Farmers Home Administration "to take all action necessary and appropriate to prevent discrimination " in housing provided by loans insured or guaranteed under their programs.

The basic prohibition against discrimination in these programs and the basic legal obligation to assure against it, imposed upon Federal agencies that administer them, is a Constitutional one. Although the discrimination may be practiced by private parties, such as lending institutions and builders, the Federal involvement and the extent of Federal control over the way in which these programs operate is so great as to place the Federal Government in the position of violating the

508/ For example, lower-income housing programs administered by the FHA, such as rent supplements, section 235, and section 236, involve assistance payments to lower-income housing sponsors and homeowners, as well as mortgage insurance. See Ch. 3 supra. Similarly under HEW's program of guaranteed loans to students seeking higher education, HEW pays part or all of the interest on the loans.

prohibition against discrimination contained in the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. Federal agencies cannot justify the persistence of discriminatory practices in programs of insurance and guaranty by claiming that it is private parties, not themselves, that are practicing the discrimination. Their failure to prevent it through the exercise of control available to them renders them constitutionally culpable. As the U.S. Supreme Court has stated: "/N/o State may effectively abdicate its responsibilities by either ignoring them or by merely failing to discharge them...."

In fact, of the five agencies whose insurance and guaranty programs are considered in this section, four already have adopted requirements against discrimination and the fifth is about to. The manner in which these agencies enforce these requirements, however, differs widely. None has developed the mechanisms necessary to enforce them with maximum effectiveness.

510/ Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715, 725 (1961). For a full discussion of the constitutional prohibition against discrimination in programs of insurance or guaranty, see Legal Appendix.

511/ At the time of Commission interviews, the Small Business Administration indicated its intent to prohibit discrimination in its guaranteed loan programs. Interview with Arnold Feldman, Assistant Director, Office of Equal Opportunity, SBA, May 28, 1970. Regulations to this effect were subsequently published and became effective August 1, 1970. 35 Fed. Reg. 9920 (1970). In two cases, FMHA and HEW's student loan program, insured loans are considered subject to Title VI. In the FMHA, the bulk of insured loans are actually made directly out of the Agricultural Credit Insurance Fund and then the notes are sold to private lenders. Therefore, the Department of Agriculture considers them subject to Title VI. 7 C.F.R. 15 Subtitle A Appendix Supp. No. 3, at 162; and Supp. No. 4, at 163. The civil rights obligations of FHA are embodied in Executive Order 11063 and have been incorporated into program manuals. For additional information see Ch. 3.
E. Mechanisms for Enforcing Nondiscrimination Requirements

The existence of a nondiscrimination requirement is of limited value unless the agencies responsible for administering the insurance and guaranty programs institute the mechanisms and procedures necessary to secure it in fact. They must assign sufficient staff to carry out this responsibility; they must develop procedures by which complaints of discrimination can be processed expeditiously and fairly; they must institute review techniques to assure that nondiscrimination requirements are being complied with; and they must develop data collection systems to determine whether their programs are reaching intended beneficiaries on an equitable basis.

1. Staffing

Of the five agencies under consideration, only the Veterans Administration maintains civil rights staff with specific responsibility for programs of insurance and guaranty. The VA maintains a staff of two in its central office who devote full time to the civil rights aspects of the loan guaranty program. Of the other agencies, personnel who handle other civil rights aspects of programs also handle programs of insurance and guaranty. Thus, at HEW the Office for Civil Rights carries out this responsibility. At the Farmers Home Administration, a staff of two is maintained in the central office to monitor all civil rights aspects of that agency's programs. And at the Department of Housing

512 Interview with Aaron Englisher, Staff Assistant to Director, Loan Guaranty Service, VA, Nov. 14, 1969.


514 Interview with William Tippens, Civil Rights Coordinator, FMHA, Apr. 6, 1970.
and Urban Development, the Departmental Office of Equal Opportunity carries the responsibility for assuring nondiscrimination in FHA mortgage insurance programs.

Thus, in most agencies, those concerned with administering the insurance and guaranty programs are divorced from civil rights responsibility. Further, with the exception of the Department of Agriculture, which in 1969 instituted a comprehensive training program for program personnel, including those of the Farmers Home Administration, the agencies do not provide civil rights training for officials who administer their programs of insurance and guaranty.

2. Informational Channels

The requirements for nondiscrimination in programs of insurance and guaranty must be made known at three levels: Federal field offices, intermediaries (e.g., financial institutions), and prospective beneficiaries (borrowers).

a. Federal Field Offices

Information concerning nondiscrimination requirements is transmitted to Federal field offices through such devices as notices, manuals, regulations, and instructions. Although all agencies transmit this information generally to their field offices, not all provide such

515/ As noted earlier, there currently is confusion at HUD as to who actually has this responsibility. See Ch. 3, supra.

Once SBA's mechanisms concerning nondiscrimination in its guaranteed loan program are in effect, SBA staff having overall civil rights responsibility undoubtedly will handle civil rights for the guaranteed loan program. See note 511, supra.

516/ SBA indicated that it is planning to provide training for its staff in the near future. Questionnaire Response of Small Business Administration. HEW, in 1966 and 1967, carried on extensive training for its civil rights staff. See U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, HEW and Title VI 15, 16 (1970).
information specifically on programs of insurance and guaranty. For example, HEW provides no information to its field offices concerning nondiscrimination in its student loan program. The Farmers Home Administration also provides no information on nondiscrimination requirements that singles out its farm and home loan insurance programs. The FHA, while it does provide specific information concerning nondiscrimination requirements on most of its mortgage insurance programs, does not do so with respect to its property improvement program. The VA does provide information to the field specifically addressed to nondiscrimination requirements in its loan guaranty program.

b. Intermediaries

Nondiscrimination requirements typically are transmitted to intermediaries involved in Federally insured or guaranteed loan programs through notices and through appropriate language incorporated in application documents used by intermediaries. For example, under the HEW student loan program, the lender's Contract of Federal Loan Insurance carries a provision for nondiscrimination certification.

517/ Donaway interview, supra note 513.

518/ FMHA Officials pointed out to Commission staff that a letter from the Administrator, FMHA, to all State Directors, May 28, 1965, does point to the requirement on nondiscrimination in all FMHA loan programs. This letter is currently being revised. Interview with Sylvester Pranger, Assistant Administrator, FMHA and other FMHA officials, Oct. 27, 1969.

519/ A FHA official involved in this program conceded that no instructions or policy statements regarding nondiscrimination in the property improvement program had been transmitted. Interview with William B. Stansbery, Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Property Improvement, FHA, Jan. 30, 1970.

520/ See e.g., VA Manual 26-5, Change 10, Sections 1.10, 1.11, 5.04.1 5.04.2 and 5.13, Oct. 30, 1969.

521/ Donaway interview, supra note 513.
FHA and VA commitment forms submitted by builders and lenders include a general notice that nondiscrimination is required. FHA forms, however, still make no reference to the fact that the Federal fair housing law prohibits discrimination in housing provided under its programs.

c. Beneficiaries

Nondiscrimination requirements are transmitted to beneficiaries by way of program brochures which contain general statements that nondiscrimination is required, or by posters in local Federal offices which contain similar general statements. In

---

522/ See e.g., FHA Form 2433. In the Farmers Home Administration Loan Insurance Programs, it is the Federal agency that actually makes the loan; therefore, information is not transmitted to lending institutions, whose role is to hold the loan.

523/ New FHA forms will be required in the future containing notification that violations of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 could result in withdrawal of FHA support. The new forms, however, will not be issued until a substantial supply of older forms, lacking such notification, are exhausted. As of June 1970, no interim notification of this requirement had been transmitted to intermediaries or to local FHA offices pending printing of the new forms. Interview with George O. Hipps, Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Home Mortgages, FHA, Jan. 30, 1970. Thus, more than two years after Title VIII was enacted into law, no notification of its requirements had appeared on FHA forms.

524/ See e.g., HUD, Brochure, "Fixing Up Your Home"; VA Pamphlet, "To the Home-Buying Veteran."

525/ See e.g., HUD Poster, "Equal Opportunity."
some cases, however, such statements do not provide persons, who believe they may have suffered discrimination, guidance as to how they may seek redress. In the case of some agencies, program brochures contain no reference to nondiscrimination requirements.

3. Complaint Procedures

In contrast to programs covered by Title VI, where complaint procedures typically are spelled out in detail, programs of insurance or guaranty seldom provide specific procedures for processing, investigating, or resolving complaints. The VA is the only one of the five agencies that provides a specific procedure for the processing of complaints. The lack of specific complaint procedures in federally insured or guaranteed programs represents a serious deficiency. Specific complaint procedures that are well publicized would have several salutary effects. They would inform beneficiaries of their right to complain and how to go about having their complaint heard. They also would provide specific guidance to program officials on the proper and expeditious processing of such complaints. Currently, complaints in most of the agencies are handled on an ad hoc basis. The lack of

526/ The HUD brochure indicates that persons aggrieved may file suit or complain to HUD but gives no details on the procedure to be followed. See note 524, supra. On the other hand, the VA provides specific information on how complaints are to be filed. See note 521, supra and note 528, infra. See notes 519 and 524, supra.

527/ None of the FHA brochures or HEW brochures regarding insured loans contains any mention of nondiscrimination requirements. See e.g., FHA brochures "Rural Housing Loans." SBA reported that no announcement or poster publicizes nondiscrimination requirements. Questionnaire Response of Small Business Administration.

specific complaint procedures is particularly unfortunate in light of the often-relied upon argument of Federal officials, including those that administer insurance and guaranty programs, that the lack of complaints means that there is no discrimination in their programs.

4. Compliance Reviews

If systematic compliance reviews are a necessary ingredient to an effective enforcement program under Title VI, they are equally necessary to enforce nondiscrimination requirements in insurance and guaranty programs, which also operate through intermediaries. In only one instance, of those agencies considered, are compliance reviews carried out by Federal agencies that operate these programs. Thus, enforcement of nondiscrimination requirements is limited largely to reliance on the good faith of intermediaries who execute certifications of nondiscrimination and the processing of complaints.

529/ E.g., one FHA official stated that he doubted the existence of discrimination in his program and indicated that he could remember only one complaint alleging discrimination in 22 years. Stansbery interview, supra note 519. See generally, Ch. 3, supra.

530/ The Farmers Home Administration recently introduced a revised compliance review form which is accomplished on an annual basis by District and State FMHA supervisors. Interview with William Tippins, FMHA Civil Rights Coordinator, Aug. 24. 1970. In some cases, compliance reviews are not conducted because, although the agency may recognize the desirability of such reviews, it simply has not established procedures which call for them. Interview with Samuel J. Simmons, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, HUD, Mar. 5, 1970. Also Questionnaire Response of the Department of Housing and Urban Development. In other agencies, the value or necessity of such reviews is not recognized. Stansbery interview, supra note 519.
5. **Compliance Reports and Racial and Ethnic Data Collection**

As in the case of Title VI, a well-developed system of compliance reports, utilizing data collection and analysis, can provide a substantial basis for identifying actual or possible discrimination in programs of insurance and guaranty. Further, through the collection of data on racial and ethnic participation in these programs it is possible to determine whether program benefits are reaching intended beneficiaries on an equitable basis and whether the programs are achieving their goals.

Although most intermediaries involved in programs of insurance and guaranty are informed of nondiscrimination requirements through notifications and certifications associated with application documents, none are required to submit reports concerning their compliance with these requirements to Federal agencies administering such programs. The absence of a requirement for compliance reporting from intermediaries means that the Federal Government is denied one important mechanism for informing itself as to whether or not discrimination, in fact, exists. For example, Federal agencies do not know on a systematic basis whether minority group applications for loans by lending institutions are disapproved at a differential rate from those of other applicants. The availability of such information would constitute a significant means for implementing equal opportunity in federally insured and guaranteed loan programs.
Four of the five agencies -- SBA, HEW, FMHA and VA -- collect some racial and ethnic data concerning their insurance or guaranty programs. The quality and usefulness of these data vary.

For example, SBA collects monthly data from all of its offices on the number of applications, withdrawals, and approvals in its insured business loan programs, by race and ethnic background of the applicant. This information is fed into a computer and evaluated by both the civil rights enforcement staff and officials concerned with the minority entrepreneurship program. Farmers Home also maintains detailed information on loan applications processed by its offices. The agency did not begin to collect data on minority group members, other than Negroes, however, until this year. The VA gathers information concerning the race or ethnicity of persons involved in the showing or sale of VA-owned properties. VA-owned properties, however, constitute a small percentage of homes for which VA assistance is provided. HEW only collects data on the number of insured student loans by race or ethnicity. No data are available on the amounts loaned by race or ethnicity.

FHA does not yet collect any racial or ethnic data at all. HUD Secretary Romney decided in April 1970 to collect such data on all HUD programs. Problems of implementation currently are being worked out.

Questionnaire Response of Small Business Administration.

Pranger interview, supra note 518.

Englisher interview, supra note 512.


Donaway interview, supra note 513.
The example of one agency -- the Farmers Home Administration -- illustrates the value of racial data collection as a means of both determining civil rights compliance and evaluating programs to insure that program goals are being met. In 1965, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, in its report on *Equal Opportunity in Farm Programs*, examined selected loan programs administered by the FMHA and found evidence of racial disparities in the type, amount, purpose, and supervision of loans made to white and Negro borrowers in the South. Shortly thereafter, the FMHA upgraded its racial data collection capacity by centralizing the collection process and utilizing computers in the analysis of the data. As a result of these improvements the FMHA now has available extensive data depicting the impact of its loan programs on minority group borrowers. Armed with facts and figures establishing that Negroes were not sharing equitably in the benefits of their programs, FMHA officials were able to refocus their efforts and by 1969 the number of loans to Negroes in the South represented an almost 100 percent increase over the number of loans in 1964, from 11,000 to 21,000, and the total dollar value of such loans increased by more than 300 percent, from $21.7 million to $95.2 million.


538/ Calculations from data supplied in *Questionnaire Response of Farmers Home Administration*. There is some reason to believe that the progress made by FMHA is not consistent throughout the Nation and that although some FMHA offices have changed policies, others have not. See Washington Research Project, "Farmers Home Administration Services to Negroes" (1970).
IV. DIRECT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

A. Introduction

Title VI programs and programs of insurance and guaranty both involve intermediaries intervening between the Federal Government and the ultimate beneficiaries of the program. The Federal Government also administers programs which involve a direct relationship between Government and the beneficiaries. These direct assistance programs typically take the form of cash benefits, such as income security payments, direct loans, and cash subsidies.

By far the largest category of direct assistance programs is that of income security benefits and payments. For example, the Social Security Administration (SSA) administers the old age and survivors insurance program which will pay approximately $29.7 billion in retirement and survivor benefits to approximately 23.5 million retirees and their dependents in 1971. SSA also administers the disability insurance program which will pay approximately $3.2 billion to more than 2.5 million beneficiaries in 1971. The Railroad Retirement Board administers similar programs and will pay in 1971 to approximately one million

539/ They also may take the form of technical assistance, such as that provided to farmers by the Soil Conservation Service.


541/ Id.
beneficiaries, $1.7 billion in benefits. The Veterans Administration (VA) also administers a wide range of direct benefit and service programs for more than 5 million veterans and their dependents (as of June 1969) which will amount to approximately $10 billion in 1971.

Direct loans by the Federal Government will amount to approximately $12.4 billion in 1971. For example, the Small Business Administration (SBA), in addition to its guaranteed

---

542 / Id.


544 / Direct loans involve an expenditure of Federal funds whereas guaranteed or insured loans involve only the guaranty or insurance of private investment against loss. See Section III, supra. In general, the trend of federally assisted credit programs has been away from direct loans in favor of guaranteed and insured loans. For example, direct loans in FY 1969 amounted to $15.9 billion and guaranteed and insured loans amounted to $25.3 billion. In FY 1971 direct loans will amount to only $12.4 billion while guaranteed and insured loans will amount to $39.1 billion. Special Analyses, supra, note 540 at 69. Eligibility criteria are generally the same for both direct and guaranteed or insured loans. Repayment time for guaranteed and insured loans is generally longer.
business loan program, also makes direct loans for the establishment of small businesses. It is estimated that loans under this program will amount to more than $350 million in 1971. The Farmers Home Administration (FMHA), in addition to its insured loans programs, makes direct loans to farmers for operating and emergency expenses. It is estimated that such loans will amount to more than $400 million in 1971.

The Federal Government also provides direct subsidies to individuals. The primary example in this category are payments for the support of farm income. Payments in this category, the bulk of which are administered by the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS), will amount to approximately $4.2 billion in 1971.

In 1971, total Federal expenditures for direct assistance programs will amount to approximately $75 billion, some three times the amount in grant-in-aid programs which are subject to Title VI.

---

545/ Special Analyses, supra note 540, at 69.

546/ Id.

547/ Id., at 270. Other examples of government subsidies include payments by the Civil Aeronautics Board to air carriers and the operating differential subsidy of the Maritime Administration.

548/ Id., at 8, 69.
B. Possibilities for Discrimination

It might be expected that possibilities for discrimination in direct assistance programs are more remote than in grant-in-aid programs or programs of insurance or guaranty because the relationship between the Federal Government and the ultimate beneficiaries is a direct one and because many programs determine the rights of beneficiaries according to strict and impartial criteria. Indeed, this view is held by some Federal agencies that administer direct assistance programs and has been offered as justification for the failure to take specific steps to assure against discrimination. For example, the Railroad Retirement Board, in response to a Commission questionnaire concerning nondiscrimination regulations governing the operation of its programs, said:

...we have published no regulation prescribing a non-discrimination requirement; entitlement to the benefits provided by the Railroad Retirement and Railroad Unemployment Insurance Acts is a matter of statutory right, with any denial subject to judicial review in the United States Courts of Appeals, and there is thus no possibility of discrimination in the adjudication of benefit claims under these Acts. 549/

Similarly, the Veterans Administration said on this point:

549/ Information provided by the Railroad Retirement Board in response to a questionnaire sent by the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Nov. 2, 1969. Data or information obtained from such sources will hereinafter be cited as Questionnaire Response of (Name of Agency).
Nondiscrimination is not applicable in this program /compensation for service connected disability as well as for non-service connected disability/ because of the nature of the benefit. 550/

There is some question, however, whether this confidence that direct assistance programs necessarily operate in a nondiscriminatory manner is warranted. Even though these programs involve direct relationships between Federal officials and beneficiaries they frequently permit a degree of discretion and judgment on the part of Federal officials that lends itself to acts of discrimination against minority group beneficiaries. Even in programs which limit the discretion of Federal officials and grant benefits as a matter of statutory right, this right nonetheless may be undermined.

For example, disability benefits to veterans depend on the degree of disability found by Federal officials. These officials, by finding a lower degree of disability for minority group veterans than for white veterans similarly disabled, can reduce the amount of benefits awarded to minority veterans. By the same token, Social Security Administration officials or VA officials may systematically fail to advise minority group members of their rights under Social Security or VA benefit programs, thereby preventing them from enjoying the full benefits they are entitled to. Again, Soil Conservation Service officials may offer minority group farm operators technical assistance of a

550/ Questionnaire Response of Veterans Administration.
lesser amount or quality than offered to white farmers, leading to lower productivity of their land. Further, in face to face dealings with minority applicants, Federal officials may be deliberately rude or may otherwise treat them in an insulting or degrading manner.

These examples are not entirely hypothetical. There is evidence to suggest that minority group beneficiaries are not participating in some direct assistance programs on an equitable basis. For example, the Soil Conservation Service which provides technical assistance but no financial assistance to land owners and farm operators, provided one quarter more services on a per capita basis to whites than to Negroes in 1969. Of direct business loans made by SBA in 1969, 22.1 percent were made to minority borrowers; however, the composition of economic opportunity direct loans--considerably smaller in size of average loan--was 69.9 percent minority. Of direct loans for operating and

551/Calculations from data supplied in Questionnaire Response of Soil Conservation Service. Furthermore, calculations from the same source revealed that only 30.7 percent of the potential workload of nonwhite farmers were cooperating in the soil conservation program compared to 52.2 percent of the white potential.

552/Calculations from data supplied in Questionnaire Response of Small Business Administration. Direct business loans average $22,600 but direct economic opportunity loans averaged only $10,830.
emergency expenses made by FMHA in 1969, Negroes received 11.2 percent of the operating loans and 21.1 percent of the emergency loans; however, the composition of economic opportunity loans--again, of smaller average size--was 34.2 percent Negro. The ASCS Agricultural Conservation Program encourages farmers to install approved conservation practices by sharing the costs with the farmers. A 1968 survey of selected counties showed that 34 percent of the eligible white operators but only 18 percent of the eligible Negro operators were participating in the program.

553/Calculation from data supplied in Questionnaire Response of Farmers. The average size operating loans received by Negroes was $2,226 but was $5,928 for loans received by whites. Such large discrepancies are caused in part by the fact that the size of operations is much larger for whites. It must also be remembered, however, that FMHA loans only to persons who cannot receive credit elsewhere. Thus the extent of the differential in size of loans by race or borrowers raises the question as to whether or not such differentials can be explained away in nonracial terms. In addition, there are also racial discrepancies in the size of economic opportunity loans. The average size of such loans to whites was $2,281 but only $1,319 for Negroes. Size of farm operations bears little relation to differentials in this category of loans.

554/Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, "Report on Minority Group Participation in ASCS Programs, Committee Elections, County Office Employment, and Public Meetings in 1968" (1969). The major decision-making power in ASCS is a system of indirectly elected three-member county committees. Although such committees have been in existence since the mid-1930's, it was not until 1968 that the first Negro was elected to such a committee in the South. Another Negro was elected in 1969 making a total of two Negroes out of a total 4,150 county committeemen in the South. Nationwide, out of a total of approximately 9,200 county committee-men, only 97 are held by minority group members, with three Negroes, 20 Mexican Americans, 10 American Indians, and 12 Oriental Americans having been elected in 1969. The remaining 52 minority group members were elected in previous years. Questionnaire Response of Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.
In the largest categories of direct assistance programs, those dealing with income security, the lack of racial and ethnic data make it impossible to determine whether minority group members are participating on an equitable basis. The Commission has received complaints, however, alleging discriminatory treatment in the operation of these programs.

The examples cited above, both hypothetical and actual, suggest that discrimination in programs of direct Federal assistance may be more of a problem than some Federal officials believe it is and that there is a need to institute mechanisms and procedures to assure against it.

C. Nondiscrimination Requirements

There is no question that discrimination in direct assistance programs is in violation of the Fifth Amendment to

555/ For example, the Commission recently received complaints concerning the administration of the Social Security program in one southern city. The principal complaint concerned discourteous treatment by SSA office staff, such as referring to Negro applicants as "Niggers." Other complaints allege that benefits were terminated without reasonable explanation and that SSA officials were not providing assistance to Negro applicants.
the United States Constitution. Nonetheless, although Federal agencies have established regulations prohibiting discrimination in programs involving other governmental bodies and private citizens as well, such as education, welfare, contract compliance and federally assisted housing, they have generally failed to do so with respect to direct assistance programs where the Federal Government itself is most closely involved and where the constitutional mandate is clearest. This general failure to establish regulations to implement the constitutional obligation of nondiscrimination in direct assistance programs places the Federal Government in the untenable position of imposing stricter nondiscrimination requirements upon recipients of indirect assistance programs than it is willing to impose upon itself.

556/ See, letter from the Deputy Attorney General to the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, Dec. 2, 1963. "A number of programs administered by Federal agencies involve direct payments to individuals...Discrimination in connection with them is precluded by the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution..." See also Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497 (1954), where the United States Supreme Court said that racial discrimination by the Federal Government is "unthinkable."

557/ Only one agency, the Department of Agriculture, has spoken directly to the problem of prohibiting discrimination in direct assistance programs. Its regulation, which parallels its Title VI regulation, specifically prohibits discrimination in direct assistance programs or activities by Department agencies and employees and establishes a complaint procedure. 7 C.F.R. 15.50. In addition, VA has a general statement forbidding discriminatory conduct by VA employees but provides no procedure or mechanism for monitoring it. 38 C.F.R. 0.735-10(c). Some agencies, such as the Soil Conservation Service, Farmers Home Administration, Veterans Administration (Educational Assistance Payments) and HEW (Medicare Payments) consider some direct assistance programs as subject to Title VI. See Section III, of this chapter, supra.
D. Mechanisms for Enforcing Nondiscrimination in Direct Assistance Programs

1. Staffing

No agencies maintain specific staff assigned to implement and enforce nondiscrimination in direct assistance programs and activities. Where responsibility for nondiscrimination in these programs is recognized, either explicitly or implicitly, it often is carried out by personnel identified as Title VI staff. Further, few agencies administering direct assistance programs have engaged in civil rights training specifically designed by the agencies to meet their needs. Even where civil rights training has been conducted, direct assistance has been incidental to other areas covered.

---

558/ See discussion of Title VI organization and staffing, Section II of this chapter, supra. In agencies which do not operate Title VI programs, such as the Social Security Administration and the Railroad Retirement Board, or where the majority of programs are not subject to Title VI, such as the VA, there are no staff and no specific procedures for enforcing nondiscrimination in direct assistance programs. ASCS, where the majority of programs are direct assistance, is an exception. In ASCS, there is one full-time person assigned to both Title VI and non-Title VI matters.

559/ Two exceptions are HEW and the Department of Agriculture. Both have provided civil rights training developed for their own needs. In 1966-67, HEW concentrated on compliance training for its civil rights staff. Agriculture, in 1969-70, undertook a program concentrating on sensitizing program officials to minority group concerns. USDA agencies have included compliance training in their program, however. SBA has also indicated it has conducted training for its own staff and plans to provide training to program officials as soon as training program can be developed. Questionnaire Response of Small Business Administration.
2. **Informational Channels**

Agencies administering direct assistance programs, while they frequently issue general directives concerning the need for fairness and impartiality, have been almost uniformly silent on providing information concerning the need for nondiscrimination. The program regulations of the VA are case in point. The VA rating schedule guidelines concerning the degree of compensation for disability have remained unchanged since 1945. They contain the following statement:

"The rating official must not allow his personal feeling to intrude; veterans attitudes should not in any instance influence the officer in the handling of the case."\(^{560/}\)

The guidelines make no specific reference to racial attitudes or discrimination, nor do they even inform VA officials that racial discrimination is prohibited. Similarly, information to beneficiaries of VA direct assistance programs does not include notification of nondiscrimination policies. In contrast, ASCS, through pamphlets, \(^{562/}\)

---

\(^{560/}\) Letter from Rufus H. Wilson, Chief Benefits Director, VA, to Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Jan. 8, 1970, at Item 8.

\(^{561/}\) Id. Interview with Frank Williams, Deputy Director, Compensation, Pensions and Education Services, VA, Nov. 13, 1969.

\(^{562/}\) "Veterans (and other claimants) are routinely furnished with data on appellate rights from a decision on an issue of a basic benefit administered by the VA. The standard language does not include any reference to race, color, or national origin." Questionnaire Response of Veterans Administration.
posters in local offices and handbooks of instruction to local office employees, has attempted to communicate some information on non-discrimination requirements in its programs. Although no non-discrimination requirement exists in programs administered by the Social Security Administration, that agency reported several steps it has taken to provide nondiscriminatory treatment in its programs.

3. Complaint Procedures

Although many Federal officials conceded the weakness of agency positions with respect to the state of civil rights enforcement in direct assistance programs, they contend that discrimination is not a problem in such programs, pointing to the absence of specific complaints as evidence to prove their contention. Given the

563/ An ASCS pamphlet, "Vote for Farmers of Your Choice," does not mention nondiscrimination or equal opportunity, but clearly communicates the idea of integrated committee meetings and services through pictures showing white and Negro farmers together. An ASCS poster, "Equal Opportunity," July 11, 1966 required to be posted in all local ASCS offices, specifically refers to equal opportunity program participation and employment as well as giving specific guidance on filing a complaint. The ASCS Handbook, 5-CA "Basic County Administrative Management," contains sections establishing requirements that officials not participate in segregated meetings as well as nondiscrimination clauses in leasing of space and facilities. Other Handbooks prescribe equal employment opportunity, civil rights reviews, and nondiscriminatory conduct of elections. See also ASCS Handbooks, 6-CA and 7-CA.

564/ The steps include: attempting to insure that all facilities used are equally available to all; conducting special programs to insure that all who may be entitled to benefits are aware of their rights; and opening offices in areas to insure easy access by minority group members. Questionnaire Response of Social Security Administration. No additional information as to how these steps were being carried out was provided.

565/ Interview with Rufus H. Wilson, Chief Benefits Director, Department of Veterans Benefits, VA, Nov. 20, 1969; interview with William R. Van Dersel, Deputy Administrator for Management, SCS, Nov. 4, 1969.
inadequacies of present mechanisms for facilitating the filing and processing of discrimination complaints in the programs, this evidence appears extremely weak. In many cases, however, there have been substantial numbers of discrimination complaints.

In addition, the way in which some agencies handle civil rights complaints leaves much room for improvement. For example, in the Veterans Administration, the Contact and Administration Service maintains written complaint procedures but they are not used as an instrument for enforcing nondiscrimination in direct assistance programs. The complaint procedure calls upon VA attorneys in local field offices to record the complaint and attempt to advise the veteran on all remedies available to him. VA officials told

566/ The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights annually receives more than a thousand complaints alleging denial of equal protection of the laws. Many of these complaints are directed toward Federal assistance programs and, of these, a substantial number regard direct assistance programs such as veterans benefits and services, farm payments, loans, and the like. It is likely that the complaints which come to the attention of the Commission represent only a small proportion of the complaints received by the Federal agencies themselves.

Commission staff that no complaints had been referred to Washington and that only six complaints had been made nationwide during the first ten months of 1969. These officials had made no inquiry into the nature of the complaints, keeping a record only of the number that had been processed at the local offices.

In many cases, agency procedures do not provide specific guidance as to how such complaints are to be investigated. The usual procedure is to refer the complaint to a field level program official with instructions to look into the matter and prepare a report. Further, when program officials are used to conduct complaint investigations, they are seldom trained in complaint investigation techniques. Rarely does an individual complaint trigger a program compliance review to determine if the complaint is unique or possibly part of a wider pattern.

Officials of the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation

568/ Interview with John G. Miller, Director, Contact and Administration Services, VA, Nov. 14, 1969.

569/ Id.

570/ Williams interview, supra note 561. Interview with H. Eugene Harker, Director, Administration Division, Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, USDA, Oct. 28, 1969. Interview with Dr. H.C. Kretzschmar, Assistant Chief Medical Director, Department of Medicine and Surgery, VA, Nov. 24, 1969. Exceptions to this exist in SBA and the work of the Office of Inspector General in USDA. Questionnaires Responses of Small Business Administration and Department of Agriculture.


572/ Interview with Majorie Quandt, Director, Medical Administrative Services, Department of Medicine and Surgery, VA. Nov. 24, 1969.

573/ Phillips interview, supra note 571. Interview with William B. Seabron, Assistant to the Secretary, USDA, Oct. 12, 1969.
Service, for example—an agency of the Department of Agriculture which administers programs for the maintenance and stabilization of farm income which total more than $4 billion or two-thirds the net expenditures of the Department of Agriculture—conceded to Commission staff that a considerable number of "program irregularities dealing mainly with landlord-tenant relations, had been found in investigating civil rights complaints. They added, however, that no finding of discrimination had ever been made. They stated that it was difficult to make a finding of discrimination unless a particular complaint was found to be part of a pattern. When asked if ASCS had attempted to determine if such patterns existed, the officials admitted that only a limited number of instances had such an attempt been made.

4. Compliance Reviews

As in the case of programs of insurance and guaranty, compliance reviews are not conducted in direct assistance programs. Many Federal agencies that administer direct assistance programs conduct administrative or financial reviews of their programs, but these do not include questions which would provide reviewers with information

574/ Phillips interview, supra note 571.
575/ Id.
576/ Id.
577/ Questionnaire Response of Railroad Retirement Board. Williams interview, supra note 561; Miller interview, supra note 568; Phillips interview, supra note 571.
on whether the programs are operating in a nondiscriminatory manner.

The single exception to this is the auditing activity of the Office of Inspector General in the Department of Agriculture, which had incorporated civil rights compliance reviews into its regular program audits.

5. **Racial and Ethnic Data Collection**

As noted earlier, the most effective and perhaps the only accurate way to measure the relative impact of direct assistance programs upon individual beneficiaries and to assure that equal opportunity policies are in fact working is to collect and use racial and ethnic group data. Such information can help determine whether minority group recipients are being reached in proportion to their need and if program objectives are being achieved.

Racial and ethnic data collection among Federal agencies administering direct assistance varies widely. Some agencies collect such information and use it to measure the nondiscriminatory operation of their program. Others collect such information

578/ Kretzschmar interview, supra note 570, Samler interview, supra note 565. Interview with John McGovern, Chief, Manpower Utilization and Standards, Department of Medicine and Surgery, VA, Nov. 24, 1969.

579/ The Office of Inspector General, USDA, conducts more that 5,000 audits annually. In 1968, it added to its regular audit guides, a section regarding civil rights for major programs. USDA, Office of Inspector General, "Audit Guide for Civil Rights Activities," 7050.1, Mar. 1968.

580/ E.g., both SBA and FMHA collect racial and ethnic data regarding, direct loans and use such information to evaluate whether minority groups are receiving an equitable share of such loans. FMHA also collects data on the socio-economic characteristics of its borrowers and can measure the economic impact of its loans upon beneficiaries.
but do not use it effectively. Still others collect no racial data at all.

Many agency officials interviewed expressed confidence in the nondiscriminatory operation of their direct assistance programs, despite the lack of adequate data to demonstrate it. They based their confidence either on their long experience with the programs which enabled them to sense whether or not such problems existed, from the absence of complaints alleging discrimination, or on program quality control mechanisms which, though not directed toward the specific question of nondiscrimination, were thought to assure that all other program requirements were being satisfied.

General program familiarity and lack of complaints, however, are unreliable indicators of the actual state of affairs with respect

---

581/  *E.g.*, SSA has the capacity for distinguishing the number of beneficiaries of its programs by race and ethnicity, but apparently does not evaluate such information as a means of assessing the impact of income security programs. Similarly, although ASCS collects racial and ethnic data on program participants, it did not begin to use such information for measuring nondiscrimination in its programs until recently.

582/  *E.g.*, VA collects no racial data on beneficiaries of its direct assistance programs. Neither does the Railroad Retirement Board.

583/  *Questionnaire Response of Social Security Administration*; *Wilson interview, supra note 565*; *Samler interview, supra note 565*; *Williams interview supra note 561*.

584/  Interview with James W. Stancil, Chairman, Board of Appeals, VA, Nov. 19, 1969. Interview with Frank J. Frankina, Director, Legal and Legislative Staff, Department of Medicine and Surgery, VA, Nov. 24, 1969.

585/  *Williams interview, supra note 561*; *Miller interview, supra note 568*.

586/  *Samler interview, supra note 565*; *Van Dersal interview, supra note 565*. 
to the nondiscriminatory operation of programs. While familiarity with program operations undoubtedly provides an official with a certain feel for overall operations, it cannot be depended upon as an accurate, much less specific, measure of the existence or absence of discrimination. Similarly, lack of complaints alleging discrimination is no assurance that discrimination is not present. It might equally reflect such factors as the unavailability of appropriate mechanisms for the surfacing of complaints or reluctance on the part of beneficiaries to complain. By the same token, quality control mechanisms which are not specifically directed toward the discovery of problems which might reflect discriminatory treatment or patterns of discriminatory program operations can only reveal the existence of such problems on an accidental basis. In short, there are no reliable substitutes for the collection and use of racial and ethnic data as a means of informing program administrators of the impact of their programs on minority group beneficiaries. Few agencies, however, collect these data.

For example, the Veterans Administration, third largest of all Federal agencies in terms of civilian employment, an agency which administered a budget of more than $8.7 billion in 1969 for a wide range of program services and benefits to more than 5 million veterans and dependents, collects no racial or ethnic data regarding participation of program benefits with the exception of its relatively minor housing loan guaranty program. In interviews with Commission
staff, VA officials repeatedly asserted that they were confident that veterans and their dependents were not discriminated against. Yet, when pressed as to the basis of their judgment, they were unable to support their contention with any degree of persuasion. There are, in fact, indications that minority group veterans may not be receiving important VA services such as educational and employment assistance, vocational rehabilitation, and counseling and social work services, which are responsive to their needs as compared to services received by white veterans.

587/ The primary basis for their assertion of nondiscrimination in VA programs was the absence of complaints. Commission staff inquired if any systematic program review involving racial and ethnic data was used. All responses were in the negative. Commission staff then inquired "How, in the absence of such an affirmative process, such disclaimers could be made with certainty." VA officials conceded that they could not really be certain whether discrimination occurred in their benefits programs. Wilson interview, supra note 565; Samler interview, supra note 565; Williams interview, supra note 561; Miller interview, supra note 568; Kretzchmar interview, supra note 570.

588/ A recent survey of Veterans Administration services to returning Vietnam veterans by the Bureau of the Budget found sufficient indication of problems among minority group veterans as to raise the question of whether they are being reached and served equally. Bureau of the Budget, A Survey of Socially and Economically Disadvantaged Vietnam Era Veterans (Nov. 1969); See also, James Fendrick and Michael Pearson, "Difficulties of Adjustment and Alienation Among Black Veterans (Mar. 1970).
V. Summary

The Federal Government maintains a large number of federally assisted programs, many of which are aimed at meeting key social and economic problems of the American people—housing, education, health, job training, economic development. These programs frequently take the form of benefits flowing directly from the Federal Government to the individual beneficiary, such as social security payments, Small Business Administration business loans, and farm support subsidies. Other Federal programs involve one or more intermediaries, and program benefits reach individual beneficiaries indirectly, through the intermediaries. Some of these indirect assistance programs take the form of cash disbursements—grants or loans—which go to intermediaries to be used for specified program purposes, as in the case of urban renewal and Federal aid to education. In other cases, the indirect assistance is in the form of Federal insurance or guarantees of loans for specific purposes made by private lending institutions, as in the case of VA housing loan guarantees and HEW student loan insurance.

All three forms of Federal program assistance carry prohibitions against discrimination. In direct assistance programs, which involve only the Federal Government and the individual beneficiaries, the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution clearly prohibits racial or ethnic discrimination by Federal officials who administer these programs.
In indirect assistance programs that operate through Federal insurance and guarantees of loans made by intermediaries, the Constitutional prohibition against discrimination applies with equal force. In indirect assistance programs involving loans or grants, this Constitutional prohibition is buttressed by legislation--Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Although Federal agencies that administer these programs of direct and indirect assistance have largely recognized the legal principle of nondiscrimination, the manner in which they have sought to translate this principle into operating practice in the administration of their programs varies widely. In the case of Title VI, some agencies have made efforts to enforce nondiscrimination requirements aggressively, but in no case have Federal agencies implemented these nondiscrimination requirements with maximum effectiveness.

**Title VI and Federally Assisted Programs**

Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act has great potential for eliminating discrimination throughout the country. The loan and grant programs subject to its provisions affect the lives of most Americans and are of vital importance to the Nation's social and economic growth. Community development programs, such as urban renewal and Federal aid for the construction of highways, are necessary to the orderly development of cities and metropolitan areas. Federal aid for education is playing an important role in the effort to assure
quality education for the Nation's children. Federal programs of health and welfare are needed to assist in caring for those who are infirm and indigent. Through these programs, substantial leverage is afforded to attack the problem of racial and ethnic discrimination on a broad front. Title VI provides Federal departments and agencies with strong authority to make use of this leverage. Thus far, however, the Federal effort under Title VI has failed to match the law's promise.

The mechanisms developed by Federal agencies with Title VI responsibilities have glaring deficiencies. For example, as of June 1970, some agencies with programs subject to that law, had not yet issued regulations to effectuate its provisions.

In addition, there are inconsistencies in the way agencies view the scope of their responsibilities under Title VI. Uniformity of interpretation has not yet been achieved even with respect to the meaning of basic statutory terms, such as "Federal financial assistance," "program or activity," or "discrimination."

In addition to the problem of lack of uniformity and inconsistent interpretations by agencies with Title VI responsibilities, there are a number of deficiencies common to nearly all Title VI agencies. All are severely handicapped by a lack of sufficient staff to carry out Title VI responsibilities adequately. In most agencies, the official in charge of Title VI compliance has relatively low status, as measured by title, grade, authority, and relative position within the
administrative hierarchy. In some instances, Title VI duties are secondary to other functions and are shared with program managers over whom the Title VI officers have no authority. Rarely do agencies conduct training programs for civil rights or program personnel to assist them in developing the knowledge and awareness necessary to carry out effective Title VI compliance programs. In those cases where training programs are conducted, they tend to be superficial and inadequate.

The methods agencies have devised for achieving and monitoring compliance with Title VI requirements have had serious weaknesses. Undue reliance frequently has been placed on paper assurances, with no attempt made to review the actual compliance status of the recipients. In the case of at least one agency a number of recipients have never even submitted assurances.

Further, although Title VI regulations provide for submission of compliance reports by recipients to assist agencies in determining their compliance status, few agencies have made adequate use of this important monitoring device. In some cases, recipients of Federal aid have never been asked to furnish compliance reports or to provide information showing racial or ethnic participation in their programs. In others, where such information is provided, the data lack sufficient detail to be of real use as a means of determining compliance. Many reporting systems which otherwise are adequate are rendered ineffective because information is elicited too infrequently (e.g., every second or third year).
Of those agencies which have developed good compliance reporting systems most have not developed the capacity to utilize fully the data collected. Few agencies follow up on the information revealed in compliance reports by conducting on-site reviews of recipients' facilities and services to determine the actual state of compliance. Some agencies never have conducted a single on-site review of any of their recipients. No agency has reviewed more than a small fraction of its recipients and many of the reviews that have been conducted have been superficial or otherwise lacking in thoroughness. Frequently persons assigned to conduct field reviews for purposes of Title VI compliance are drawn from program bureaus and lack any Title VI training. Further, to the extent compliance reviews are conducted, they are almost always conducted well after the funds are committed and the program is underway. In many cases, it then is too late for effective corrective action to be taken. For example, a water and sewer line planned and constructed so as to bypass those areas where minority families are heavily concentrated cannot easily be altered once it is built, nor can the configuration of a federally aided highway which effectively seals off centers of minority population from the rest of the community readily be changed after it is completed.

Another problem common to most agencies with Title VI responsibilities has been their passive approach to implementation. Most rely heavily on receipt of complaints as the principal indicator of
compliance. The way they carry out their responsibility for complaint processing, moreover, leaves much to be desired. Inordinate delays in investigating complaints are commonplace. In some instances, agencies fail to conduct any investigation at all. Further, many complaint investigations are not performed adequately.

One of the strengths of Title VI lies in the strong sanctions available to Federal departments and agencies to bring about compliance. Among the available sanctions is termination of Federal financial assistance. It rarely has been used. Rather, many agencies have placed sole reliance on voluntary compliance as the means of ending discrimination in their programs. There have been protracted negotiations with noncomplying recipients, sometimes extending over a period of several years, while Federal funds continue to flow. In most instances where the sanction of fund termination has been used, it has been imposed only after a protracted course of investigation, negotiation, hearing, and appeal and review, during which time discriminatory practices often have continued unabated. Further, the mechanism of judicial enforcement, intended to be used in addition to the administrative procedure leading to fund termination, currently is being used instead of the administration procedure, further weakening the force of Title VI.

Because Title VI involves well over 20 Federal departments and agencies and covers some 400 Federal loan and grant programs, coordination of agency efforts is of particular importance. It has been inadequate.
Under Executive Order 11247, the Department of Justice is vested with responsibility for coordinating and supervising enforcement of Title VI. The Department consistently has failed to devote adequate manpower or resources to the task. Over the years, Title VI coordination has become increasingly peripheral to the work of the Department. Originally, this responsibility was carried out by a Special Assistant to the Attorney General, who reported directly to the Attorney General. Currently, it is carried out by a junior attorney, who directs a small unit within the Civil Rights Division. He reports to a junior Deputy Assistant Attorney General. Further, the Department of Justice views its Title VI responsibility narrowly, focusing on litigation, rather than on assuring effective administrative enforcement by various Federal agencies. Liaison with agencies is maintained primarily on an ad hoc basis. The inconsistencies in agency interpretations of their responsibilities under Title VI and the general inadequacy of agency compliance programs can be attributed, at least in part, to the failure of the Department of Justice to carry out its coordination responsibility with maximum effectiveness.

Programs of Insurance and Guaranty

Federally insured and guaranteed loan programs constitute a significant economic benefit for millions of persons in the United States. They involve assistance in such key areas as housing, education, business entrepreneurship, and agriculture. In terms of dollar value alone, these programs will amount to some $40 billion in fiscal year 1971. Although programs of insurance and guaranty, like
Title VI programs, generally operate through intermediaries intervening between the Federal Government and individual beneficiaries, these programs are expressly excluded from coverage under Title VI to the extent they involve assistance solely in the form of insurance or guarantees. Despite this exemption from Title VI coverage, discrimination in programs of insurance and guaranty is prohibited by the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. Further, most agencies that operate these programs are prohibited from practicing or permitting discrimination, either by Presidential executive order or by regulations which they have issued. The enforcement mechanisms established by these Federal agencies, however, have not been adequate to assure compliance with their nondiscrimination requirements. For example, no agency requires compliance reports from intermediaries such as lending institutions. The racial and ethnic data concerning program participation that agencies collect themselves, frequently are inadequate to inform the agencies whether minority group beneficiaries are participating on an equitable basis. None of the agencies conducts affirmative compliance reviews to determine firsthand whether intermediaries are following nondiscriminatory policies and practices. Sole reliance for enforcement most frequently is placed on complaint procedures. These procedures rarely have been formalized, nor have specific guidelines been set down governing investigations and resolution of complaints. Further, little information is provided to the public or to Federal officials responsible for assuring compliance with nondiscrimination requirements concerning the existence of these requirements or the procedure to be followed when discrimination occurs.
If the mechanisms established to enforce Title VI have been inadequate, the civil rights enforcement mechanisms for programs of insurance and guaranty are in barely rudimentary form.

**Direct Assistance Programs**

Direct assistance programs—those in which Federal benefits flow directly to individual beneficiaries—involve benefits, such as social security, business loans, and assistance to veterans, which are of importance to many Americans. In terms of dollar value, they will amount to some $75 billion in fiscal year 1971, three times as much as the amount represented by grant-in-aid programs covered by Title VI.

Discrimination in direct assistance programs clearly is prohibited by the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. Unlike indirect assistance programs involving loans, grants, insurance or guarantees where statutory and administrative procedures and requirements have been established to prevent discrimination by public and private program intermediaries, almost no action has been taken to implement non-discrimination requirements in direct assistance programs. Congress has not addressed itself to the problem of discrimination in these programs, nor has the President or the agencies that operate these programs taken any significant action to assure against such discrimination. Thus, the Federal Government is in the position of holding itself to a lesser standard of nondiscrimination enforcement than it imposes on others.
These programs, which operate without intermediaries, frequently limit the discretion of Federal officials in determining the rights of beneficiaries. Thus the opportunities for discrimination are somewhat more remote than in programs of indirect assistance. Nonetheless, these opportunities exist and charges of discrimination have been made.

Currently, little in the way of mechanisms exists to assure equal opportunity in direct assistance programs. Compliance reviews are not conducted. Data on racial and ethnic participation frequently are not collected at all, and when collected, are not adequately used. There also are no complaint procedures specifically concerned with racial or ethnic discrimination, nor are personnel given special guidance on how such complaints are to be investigated or what steps should be taken to eliminate discrimination when found.
Chapter 5

REGULATED INDUSTRIES AND CIVIL RIGHTS

I. Introduction

Many of the Nation's largest business enterprises are subject to close Federal regulation and supervision. They are members of industries which Congress has deemed of sufficient public importance to create independent agencies with responsibility for overseeing their activities, pursuant to specific rules and regulations.

Many of these business enterprises require Federal licenses in order to conduct business at all and, because of the limited number of licenses granted, enjoy, in a sense, a federally protected monopoly position. For example, radio and television stations, telephone companies, and other communications enterprises are licensed and regulated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Railroads, motor carriers, freight forwarders, and other common carriers are licensed and regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), the oldest of the regulatory agencies. Hydroelectric plants and natural gas companies are licensed by the Federal Power Commission (FPC). In addition, many electric power companies are regulated by the FPC. Those in the business of providing air transportation are regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) and they may only operate on routes as approved by CAB.
In other industries, although individual companies are not licensed by the Federal Government, their activities, nonetheless, are subject to close Federal regulation. For example, those in the shipping business are regulated by the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC).

These Federal agencies are charged with responsibility for regulating specific industries, such as power, communications, and transportation. Other agencies have regulatory responsibilities that cut across industry lines. For example, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has major responsibility for protecting consumers and enforcing anti-trust laws, regardless of the industry involved. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has the responsibility to provide protection for investors and the public in securities transactions, without regard to the industry to which the company involved belongs. The overriding criterion governing the activities of these regulatory agencies is the public interest.

There are civil rights issues involved in the activities of these regulated industries and there are ways in which the agencies, charged with responsibility for regulating them, can contribute significantly to furthering the cause of equal opportunity. Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, all business enterprises, with 25 or more employees, including most members of regulated industries, are required to follow equal employment policies. Further, to the extent that regulated businesses are government contractors,
they also are subject to equal employment opportunity requirements by virtue of that status. Beyond the requirements imposed on Government contractors and other employers, members of regulated industries, because of the unique federally protected status that many of them enjoy, should feel a special obligation to further the cause of the key national policy of equal employment opportunity. In view of the size and resources of many of these regulated businesses, affirmative efforts to employ and upgrade minority group members could contribute significantly to furthering this cause. By the same token, action by the regulatory agencies to require and promote equal employment opportunity in the industries they regulate could contribute significantly to the achievement of this national goal.

In addition to the issue of equal employment opportunity, which is common to all industries, in some industries there are special opportunities for facilitating the goal of increased minority entrepreneurship. Certain industries, such as shipping and airlines,

1/ Executive Order 11246 (1965) prohibits discrimination by all government contractors and requires the adoption of affirmative programs to promote greater employment opportunities for minority group members.
require such large capital investments as to preclude the possibility of all but a very small number of minority group entrepreneurs from even applying for entrance. Other regulated industries, such as those involving communications and motor transportation, involve relatively small capital investments and offer good opportunities for minority entrepreneurship. For example, the cost of operating a radio station or a trucking company, while considerable, is not so prohibitive as to bar minorities, solely on a financial basis, from entering this aspect of the business world. In view of the authority of the regulatory agencies concerned (FCC and ICC, respectively) to determine, through their licensing power, who may conduct business in these industries, a special opportunity is provided to promote minority business ownership. Further, with respect to the radio and television industries in particular, greater minority group participation in ownership and operation could contribute substantially to greater understanding and sensitivity on the part of the white majority to the social and economic injustices that underlie the unrest of the black and brown minority.

Another civil rights issue with which these industries and the agencies that regulate them should be concerned, is discrimination in the provision of services by the regulated business. For example, discrimination and segregation by railway and bus companies, regulated by the ICC, or by air carriers, regulated by the CAB, is unlawful, but
instances of such discrimination and segregation continue to show up. Further, recreational facilities provided at hydroelectric projects, licensed and regulated by the FPC, may be operated on a racially discriminatory basis, even though such discrimination is unlawful. More subtle issues may arise with respect to the provision of services on a nondiscriminatory basis. Railroad and bus routes may be designed for the convenience of the majority group, alone, and recreational facilities may be located in a manner that effectively excludes use by minority group members or may be of a kind (boating marinas, for example) that would appeal mostly to the more affluent.

These are some of the civil rights issues with which members of regulated industries and the agencies that regulate them should be concerned. In this chapter, we will examine the policies and practices of the following major regulatory agencies to determine their current and potential role in furthering the cause of equal opportunity:

Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC)  
Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

2/ The ICC, the oldest of the regulatory agencies, was created in 1887, and charged with responsibility of regulating interstate railroad transportation. Throughout the years the responsibilities of the ICC have expanded. It now also exercises regulatory responsibility over motor carriers, inland water carriers, and freight forwarders.

3/ The FTC was created by Congress in 1914, under the Federal Trade Commission Act. Its regulatory duties are divided between direct consumer protection and enforcement of anti-trust laws.
Federal Power Commission (FPC) \(^4/\)
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) \(^5/\)
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) \(^6/\)
Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) \(^7/\)
Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) \(^8/\)

\(^4/\) The FPC was created in 1920, under the Federal Water Power Act and given responsibility to issue licenses for non-Federal hydro-electric projects. The agency now also has responsibility for regulating the interstate transmission of electricity and the interstate transportation and sale of natural gas.

\(^5/\) The SEC was created in 1934, under the Securities Exchange Act. The laws administered by the SEC relate to fields of securities (stocks) and finance, and seek to provide protection for investors and the public in securities transactions.

\(^6/\) The FCC was created in 1934, under the Communications Act. It has responsibility for regulating interstate and foreign communication by radio, television, wire, and cable.

\(^7/\) The FMC was created by Congress in 1961, with responsibility to regulate waterborne foreign and domestic offshore commerce and to assure that American international trade is open to all Nations on fair and equitable terms. In contrast to the Federal Maritime Administration of the Department of Commerce, which has the responsibility to promote and subsidize American shipping trade, the FMC only regulates such trade.

\(^8/\) The CAB was created by Congress in 1958, under the Federal Aviation Act with the responsibility to promote and regulate interstate air transportation.

For a discussion of financial regulatory agencies, see Ch. 3, supra.
II. Equal Employment Opportunity in Regulated Industries

Of the seven regulatory agencies under discussion, four--FPC, ICC, CAB, and FCC--have the capacity to play a significant role in expanding job opportunities for minority group members in specific industries. The industries they regulate--power, surface transportation, airlines, and communications--offer a valuable source of skilled, high-paying jobs. Currently, minority group members are grossly underrepresented in all of these industries. In many cases, there is evidence to suggest that their underrepresentation is not accounted for entirely by factors such as lack of training, but rather, is the result of discriminatory practices.

A. The Industry Record

1. The Power Industry

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's report on employment patterns in the power industry for 1966-67 showed that

9/ Neither the FTC nor the SEC regulates a specific industry. Rather, these two agencies regulate broad sectors of the business world and have only limited potential for promoting equal employment opportunity in any given industry. Nonetheless, the FTC and the SEC can have significant impact on equal employment opportunity throughout industries. See p. 77infra. While the FMC regulates a specific industry--water carriers--the employment practices of the industry are the responsibility of the Federal Maritime Administration of the Department of Commerce under the provisions of Executive Order 11246 and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
the record of this industry in employing minorities lagged far behind that of other industries. Only 3.7 percent of the industry jobs were held by Negroes—the lowest percentage among major industries. Spanish surnamed Americans accounted for only one percent of the jobs. Further, black and Spanish surnamed employees were heavily concentrated in lower-level jobs. 

In June 1968, the Federal Power Commission and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission held a joint conference in Washington, D.C., with members of the power industry to encourage greater progress in opening employment opportunities to minority group members. A year later, however, little if any progress had been made. For example, according to William H. Brown, III, Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, in 1969, the electrical power industry occupied the bottom rung of the ladder in terms of minority


11/ The FPQ has indicated that "/A/ is a follow-up to this meeting some 100 visits were made to the utility companies by representatives of EEOC and the FPC in an effort to encourage better minority employment practices. The FPC will continue to assist EEOC in its effort to effect a better minority employment posture in the industries we regulate." Letter from John N. Nassikas, Chairman, FPC, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 7, 1970.
employment. At a hearing of the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights in Montgomery, Alabama, in April 1968, it was found that the Alabama Power Company, a Federal contractor in the amount of $2.5 million, had a work force that was eight percent Negro. Almost all of the Negro employees were laborers or service workers.

The Department of Justice has filed suit against one electric power company under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, alleging that the company, which employs some 6,300 white persons and about 450 Negroes, maintains a racially segregated, dual system of jobs and lines of progression. The Justice Department alleged that the company considers only white persons for jobs with the highest pay and the greatest opportunity for training and advancement. It also is

12/ Address by William H. Brown, III, Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, at the Edison Electric Institute’s affirmative action conference, Denver, Colorado, May 1969. Mr. Brown’s statement was based on reports for 1968 and 1969 submitted to the EEOC by the 115 members of the Institute. These members employ a majority of the work force in the electric power industry.


13/ Hearings before the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights held in Montgomery, Ala., Apr. 27 - May 2, 1968, at 413-427.
alleged that the company maintains racially segregated facilities for 14/ employees.

At another Commission on Civil Rights hearing, held in San Antonio, Texas, in December 1968, it was found that Mexican Americans, who represent more than 45 percent of the area population, were less than 10 percent of the work force of the El Paso Natural Gas Company, which maintains its headquarters in that city, and were totally absent 15/ in supervisory positions.


15/ Hearings before the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights held in San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 9-14, 1968, at 1074. For the first time in the history of the FPC, a petition for intervention in a power company license renewal proceeding has been granted. The petition, which was made by the California Rural Legal Assistance, Inc. (CRLA) on behalf of low-income persons in 19 rural California counties, alleged discriminatory employment practices on the part of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company.
The Chairman of FPC, John N. Nassikas, recently testified before a Senate Subcommittee that "we are mindful of the seriousness of the problem because when we talk of quality of life we consider as inherent part of that quality human rights, we could observe them.... Certainly the progress in the entire United States is not to the satisfaction of concerned citizens regarding involvement in equal employment opportunity. I think progress is being made. It is slower than it should be. I think we will try to assure that it will be made."  

2. The Transportation Industry

The transportation industry, regulated by the ICC, offers exceptional opportunities for minority group members. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, because of the steadily rising demand for motor freight services, employment in the motor freight transportation and storage industry is expected to increase rapidly. Between 1947 and 1964, employment in this industry

---

increased by 80 percent, from 516,000 workers to nearly 920,000. By 1975, it is expected that employment will increase by an additional 30 percent to 1.2 million.

Although racial and ethnic employment data are not available on an industry-wide basis, a number of lawsuits against trucking and railroad companies, filed by the Department of Justice and private


18/ The Justice Department has filed four suits against trucking companies.


In addition, the Justice Department filed three suits against railroad companies.


parties suggest that minority group members are not sharing equitably in the benefits of the transportation industry's growth.

In a suit against the Roadway Express Company, for example, the Department of Justice complaint stated that Roadway:

...employs no Negroes among its 2,110 long haul over-the-road drivers, or its 7,334 officers and managers, or its approximately 232 professional, technical and sales personnel; of approximately 1,143 office and clerical employees, two are Negro. The balance of Roadway's Negro employees are garage workers, pick-up and delivery workers, checkers and service workers.

The complaint alleges that this low Negro representation is a result of discriminatory policies and practices.


The NAACP Legal and Education Fund, Inc., has filed a number of cases against employment discrimination by railroad and trucking companies:

Railroad Companies:


Trucking Companies:

The former Deputy Contracts Compliance Officer of the Post Office Department, Paul A. Neagle, stated in a March 1967 speech, that one of the difficulties the Department had was in bringing truckers into compliance with Executive Order 11246. The main problem was in the employment of Negro sleeper-drivers. Drivers constantly travel in pairs in over-the-road trucking. One sleeps in the back of the truck car while the other drives. He stated that integration of these teams is strongly resisted by companies and unions alike.

A study prepared for the Colorado Civil Rights Commission, under the auspices of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, showed that throughout the Southwest among companies reporting to the EEOC, including transportation companies, a general stairstep employment pattern for minority workers showed that their portion of the available jobs in an occupation descends as the occupational hierarchy ascends and that their share of available jobs descends steeply once

---

20/ Address by Paul A. Neagle, former Deputy Contracts Compliance Officer, Post Office Department, at Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Affirmative Action Workshop, sponsored by Joint Council Thirteenth International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Mar. 9, 1967. He indicated:

...one large company which has been training Negro sleeper-cab drivers tells us that its employees, while not opposing Negroes into line-haul jobs, finds its white drivers reluctant to go to truck stops where drivers for other companies speak in the most vulgar possible terms of the tomorrow when the drivers themselves will be sharing the bunk in a cab with a Negro.... I, for one, feel more than a little unclean whenever an operator suggests that he might be able to place Negroes in sleeper service provided that each such Negro agrees to take off whenever his accepted partner absents himself from duty. Id.
the line separating white-collar from blue-collar jobs is crossed.

3. The Airline Industry

According to employment statistics of the major air carriers, provided to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in 1966, only 4.7 percent of the jobs were held by Negroes. Spanish-surnamed Americans accounted for only 2.5 percent of the employees. Since then, the situation has not appreciably improved. EEOC's 1969 report shows that only 5.7 percent and 2.6 percent of major airline employees are black and Spanish surname, respectively. Further, they generally are heavily concentrated in lower-level jobs. Of the more than 46,000 professional and managerial employees, the percentage of minority group members is less than 1 percent. In laborers' jobs, however, minority group members were much better represented—33.1 percent for blacks and 6.9 percent for Spanish-surnamed Americans.

4. The Communications Industry

The employment records of radio and television stations and of telephone and telegraph companies show similar underrepresentation of minority group members. According to 1969 EEOC reports, only 5.8 percent of the employees in the broadcasting industry were black and only 3 percent were of Spanish surname. Again, minority group members were grossly underrepresented in supervisory and skilled jobs and much

better represented in lower-level jobs. Black employees represented only 1.5 percent of the officials and managers and only 3.7 percent of the technicians, and Spanish-surnamed Americans were 0.7 percent of the officials and managers and 1.4 percent of the technicians. For service workers, however, blacks were 36.8 percent and Spanish-surnamed Americans were 4.4 percent.

There is evidence to suggest that the record of telephone and telegraph companies is similar to that of broadcasting companies. At the Commission's 1968 hearing in San Antonio, Texas, numerous complaints were received concerning the employment practices of the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company. At the time, less than 15 percent of the company's employees in San Antonio were Mexican Americans, although the population was approximately 40 percent Mexican American. In addition, a number of private lawsuits have been filed against telephone companies alleging employment discrimination, as well as many complaints filed with the EEOC.

22/ For further documentation of the underrepresentation of minority group members in the broadcasting industry, see Hearings Before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, on Discrimination in White Collar Employment, held in New York City, Jan. 15-18, 1968, at 325, 352, 369, and 621. See also, Hearings Before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, on Utilization of Minority and Women Workers in Certain Major Industries, held in Los Angeles, Cal., Mar. 12-14, 1969, at 288, 318, and 330.

23/ San Antonio Hearings, supra note 15, at 593.

B. Current and Potential Role of the Regulatory Agencies

Of the four agencies that regulate the industries whose employment records have just been described, only one—the FCC—has taken significant action to improve the employment record of the industry it regulates. The other three regulatory agencies, however, possess ample authority to take similar action. Further, to the extent that these agencies permit a continuation of discriminatory employment practices in their respective industries, they are in violation of the United States Constitution.

1. Federal Communications Commission

On July 5, 1968, the FCC adopted a broad policy statement prohibiting employment discrimination by licensed broadcasters.\(^{25/}\)

It was the first regulatory agency to speak out on this important subject. The basis for the FCC's policy statement was the agency's responsibility under the Communications Act to insure that broadcast stations operate in the public interest, taken together with the national policy against employment discrimination embodied in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In discussing its legal authority

\(^{25/}\) The action resulted from a petition filed on April 24, 1967, by the Board for Homeland Ministries and the Committee for Racial Justice Now of the United Church of Christ, asking for a rule that would deny a broadcast license to any station found to have discriminated in employment on grounds of race, color, religion or national origin and would require evidence of compliance to be furnished annually.
to require nondiscriminatory employment practices of its licensees, the FCC said:

When these two considerations are taken together--the national policy against discrimination and the nature of broadcasting--we simply do not see how the FCC could make the public interest finding as to a broadcast applicant who is deliberately pursuing or preparing to pursue a policy of discrimination--of violating the national policy. 26/

26/ FCC Memorandum Opinion and Order and Notice of Proposed Rule Making, Docket No. 18244, July 5, (1968) at 5. The FCC can grant an application for a broadcast authorization only after finding that the "public interest, convenience and necessity" would be served thereby.

Section 307(a), (d) and 309(a) of the Communications Act, 47 U.S.C. 307(a), (d) and 309(a). In making this determination, the FCC has to consider whether the applicant has violated the laws of the U.S., see F.C.C. v. American Broadcasting Co., 347 U.S. 284 (1953).

In addition the broadcast licensee is a "public trustee," Television Corporation of Michigan v. FCC, 294 F.2d 730, 733-34 (D.C. Cir. 1961); McIntire v. William Penn Broadcasting Corporation of Philadelphia, 151 F.2d 597, 599 (3rd Cir. 1945), cert. denied, 327 U.S. 779 (1946). In Office of Communications of United Church of Christ v. FCC, 359 F.2d 994 (D.C. Cir. 1966), the court's opinion written by Judge Warren Burger, new Chief Justice of the U.S., stated that:

A broadcaster seeks and is granted the free and exclusive use of a limited and valuable part of the public domain; when he accepts that franchise it is burdened by enforceable public obligations . . . . After nearly five decades of operation, the broadcast industry does not seem to have grasped the simple fact that a broadcast license is a public trust subject to termination for breach of duty. Id., at 1003.
Stephen J. Pollak, then Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Civil Rights Division, was consulted by the FCC before the issuance of the policy statement. Mr. Pollak urged adoption of anti-discrimination rules and supported the FCC's authority to do so, stating:

Because of the enormous impact which television and radio have upon American life, the employment practices of the broadcasting industry have an importance greater than that suggested by the number of its employees. The provision of equal opportunity in employment in that industry could therefore contribute significantly toward reducing and ending discrimination in other industries. For these reasons I consider adoption of the proposed rule, or one embodying the same principles, a positive step which your Commission appears to have ample authority to take. 27/

The FCC policy statement indicated that the agency doubted the usefulness of embodying the policy in rule form and requiring periodic (at renewal time) showings of compliance with the policy, but the agency requested comments from interested parties on these issues. The FCC found the comments urging issuance of a rule to be

---

convincing. It issued a Report and Order, released on June 6, 1969, adopting the policy statement in rule form.  

The FCC's adoption of its rule against employment discrimination by licensees represented a significant affirmative step. Following its adoption, however, the agency, showed little inclination to implement the rule. For example, in October 1969, this Commission pointed out to the FCC that one of its radio licensees, WMUU, in Greenville, South Carolina, was owned by Bob Jones University, which has been debarred under Title VI by HEW for refusing to submit an assurance of nondiscrimination. The Commission also pointed out that the University employed no Negroes among its nearly 200 employees which suggests a possible violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights

---

28/ The FCC stated in its June 6, Report and Order that

A number of commenting parties have urged that a formal rule would be useful, not only to emphasize the policy and make it specific, but also to make available the remedy of forfeitures under Section 503 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. 503, where there is no compliance. We find these contentions to be meritorious . . . . Despite the workload problems, these considerations impel us to adopt further requirements to assure equal employment opportunity. . . . In order to accomplish the foregoing purposes, we are adopting rules modeled closely upon the equal opportunity program requirements which the Civil Service Commission has adopted for government agencies, and which are the product of considerable experience.

Act of 1964. The Commission urged the FCC to investigate this situation and, in the event it found violation of Title VI and VII, to refuse to renew the radio station's license. The Commission learned, however, that the FCC did not conduct an investigation but only wrote to this licensee concerning its employment policies. The station stated that it employed only one Negro, a part-time employee, on its 21 man staff, justifying this by a lack of applications. The station added:

The stations [sic] program [is] primarily classical and religious music with a rather complicated news format. Negro announcers and other personnel are not generally interested in this type of format. Their training preference seems to run more to the rock and soul music type of format. 31/

Despite the obvious inadequacy of this explanation, the FCC renewed the license. On June 5, 1970, however, following receipt of additional correspondence from this Commission, the FCC rescinded its action and

30/ Id.

placed the station's application in "deferred status pending further consideration of the matters raised by the United States Commission on Civil Rights." The FCC is presently conducting a field investigation of radio station WMUU.

There was further indication of a lack of vigorous enforcement of its rule by the FCC. In November 1969, the FCC Acting Director of the Conglomerate Study Group, Louis C. Stephens, in speaking about the FCC equal employment requirement was quoted as informing the Delaware, Maryland and District of Columbia Broadcasters' Association: "No one that I know of can look at an employment profile and say whether or not a station is obeying or disobeying the law." He urged broadcasters to "make a decision which you feel is fair in your mind, and if you do, you will probably find the decision is fair as far as the Commission [FCC] is concerned." Although he substantially disclaimed his statement in a letter to the newspaper which quoted it, there was no public statement by the FCC, itself,

32/ Letter from George S. Smith, Chief, Broadcast Bureau, FCC, to Bob Jones University, Radio Stations WMUU and WMUU-FM, June 5, 1970.
33/ Letter from Ben F. Waple, Secretary, FCC to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 5, 1970.
35/ Id.
concerning the importance it placed on its nondiscrimination rule.

On June 3, 1970, the FCC adopted implementing procedures for this rule. As of July 10, 1970, the FCC announced that they would require an annual report of employment statistics broken down by racial and ethnic groups from its broadcast licensees. It will also require the preparation of equal employment opportunity programs to be furnished by existing stations and to be included in all applications for construction permits, assignments or transfers of control and renewals of licenses. As of August 1970, the proposed FCC forms, to implement the rule, had not been approved by the Bureau of the Budget.

37/ The U. S. Commission on Civil Rights urged the FCC Chairman to issue an official statement denying the accuracy of the coverage of the remarks cited in the newspaper article, and affirmatively setting forth the policy of the FCC. Letter from Isaiah T. Creswell, Jr., Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, to Dean Burch, Chairman, FCC, Dec. 18, 1969.


39/ At a meeting held at the Bureau of the Budget on June 25, 1970, to discuss FCC's application forms for broadcast licensees, the FCC representatives stated: (a) that their Commission had not adopted standards as to what would constitute full compliance with their rule; (b) it was proposed that the FCC would set up within the Broadcast Bureau a full-time staff of nine people, to review affirmative action plans received by the FCC from the broadcasting stations; (c) that the FCC presently did not have the manpower to review the affirmative action plans of the stations because the necessary funds were not included in the FCC's 1971 fiscal budget, and they did not have enough staff now on board in order to transfer people into the unit on a temporary basis. A representative from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights suggested that the FCC request a supplemental application from the Bureau of the Budget, so that it can hire the necessary staff as soon as possible.

In addition, a representative from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights suggested that all statements or posters announcing equal employment opportunity in the broadcast industry should be written both in English and Spanish, in order to afford Spanish-speaking citizens an opportunity to share in the full benefits of the rule.
While the FCC has requested comments from different organizations, including civil rights groups, public interest law firms, as well as the broadcasting industry, concerning the most appropriate mechanism for enforcing the rule, the agency currently relies exclusively on the processing of complaints. The FCC also has not established any formal coordination with other agencies concerned with equal employment opportunity, such as the EEOC and the Department of Justice.

If the FCC rule is to be a significant force for opening employment opportunities for minority group members, it must be effectively implemented. The FCC is the first regulatory agency to take a stand against employment discrimination by the industry it regulates. It is important that the FCC's performance under this rule be a model from which other regulatory agencies, that have not yet instituted a similar rule, can profit.

In addition to the rule prohibiting employment discrimination by broadcasting stations, the FCC adopted on November 19, 1969, a "Notice of Proposed Rule Making," stating that its policy prohibiting employment discrimination would also be extended to the common carriers (telephone and telegraph companies). The FCC statement indicated that the same considerations of public policy, on which the decision to cover the employment practices of the broadcasting stations were based, were applicable to common carriers subject to their jurisdiction. As of May 1970, the rule had not yet been adopted.  

40/ The issue was still pending in the FCC's Common Carrier Bureau. It was expected to reach the Commissioners for a final vote by the end of June. Interview with Tracy Westen, Legal Assistant to Commissioner Nicholas Johnson, May 26, 1970.
The FCC's extension of its rule to telephone and telegraph companies would have special significance. Its regulatory relationship to broadcasting stations is much closer than to telephone and telegraph companies, involving periodic license renewals based on a number of considerations, including whether the licensee's programming is satisfactory to the various elements of the community. With respect to telephone and telegraph companies, while FCC approval is required before they may commence or discontinue operations, there is no provision for renewal of such approval.

Thus, if the FCC's action with respect to the broadcasting industry could be considered unique because of its special relationship to the members of that industry, its extension of the rule to telephone and telegraph companies would have potentially far-reaching significance as precedent for other regulatory agencies. Just as the FCC's approval of these companies, once given, generally is permanent, certificates of authority granted by other regulatory agencies also are, for the most part, permanent. Accordingly, their legal relationship to the industries they regulate, while perhaps distinguishable from the legal relationship between the FCC and the broadcasting industry, is closely analogous to that of the FCC to telephone and telegraph companies. The analogy also exists in a practical sense. A certificate to operate a telephone company, because of the enormous financial investment required, is not the readily saleable commodity that a radio or television
license is. By the same token, a certificate to operate a major airline or a power or natural gas company, similarly, is not readily saleable. While other agencies, therefore, might distinguish FCC's action regarding the broadcasting industry on practical grounds, such a distinction cannot be made with respect to telephone and telegraph companies.

2. Interstate Commerce Commission, Civil Aeronautics Board, and Federal Power Commission

Although the ICC, CAB, and FPC are governed by the same criteria of serving the public interest as the FCC, none of the three has taken similar action to prevent employment discrimination in the industries they regulate. Further, none has gone so far as to assert that it has authority to take such action. In this Commission's view, the broad and plenary power granted to all three agencies by Congress to control the interstate operation of those industries is ample, in each case.

41/ Of the three regulatory agencies, the FPC and the CAB have demonstrated some degree of interest in issuing a policy statement similar to the FCC. The FPC, under the chairmanship of Lee White, determined that the FPC should begin to assume the responsibility of eliminating discrimination in the utilities industry. A proposal was sent to the General Counsel's Office for consideration in early 1969. Interview with Lee White, former Chairman, FPC, Feb. 17, 1970.

(Footnote Cont'd)
Footnote 41 continued.

As of August 1970, there has been no decision from the General Counsel's Office. The reason provided as to why no action has been taken is that the FPC is presently considering the petition made by the California Rural Legal Assistance (CRLA), requesting a denial of a license renewal to the Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (PG&E) for allegedly utilizing discriminatory employment practices. (See p. infra, for further comment on this case). The FPC is expected to pass on the extent of its power in this area, which would therefore relate to any rule prohibiting employment discrimination by the industries it regulates. Interview with Drexel Journey, Deputy General Counsel, FPC, June 5, 1970.

A copy of the FCC's policy statement prohibiting employment discrimination was provided to Mr. Charles Keifer, former Executive Director of the CAB, by a representative of the Commission on Civil Rights in December of 1969. He indicated that he had not heard of the FCC action and had not contemplated the possibility of the CAB's taking similar action until that time. He sent a copy of the rule to the General Counsel's Office for legal research. Interview with Charles Keifer, former Executive Director, CAB, Dec. 5, 1969. As of May 1970, the CAB had taken no action on the proposed rule. Interview with Oral D. Ozment, Deputy General Counsel, May 27, 1970.

The Deputy General Counsel of the ICC, Fritz Kahn told Commission staff that the FCC's jurisdiction did not cover the employment practices of the regulated industries. He felt this was the responsibility of the EEOC, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, and the Department of Justice. Interview with Fritz Kahn, Deputy General Counsel, ICC, Jan. 14, 1970. The ICC's position was recently restated:

The Motor Carrier Act of 1935 is a remedial statute under which this Commission possesses only that jurisdiction which is specifically delineated or which may be reasonably inferred as necessary and incidental to regulation of the dynamic character of the nation's surface transportation system and its inherent problems. That jurisdiction relates solely and directly to the regulation of transportation. In my opinion, neither the Act nor its legislative history provide any indication of a Congressional intent to convey to this Commission any jurisdiction over the employment practices of regulated carriers--matters which appear to be the sole responsibility of the EEOC, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, and the Department of Justice. To convey such jurisdiction to this Commission, an amendment to the Interstate Commerce Act would be required.

Letter from George M. Stafford, Chairman, ICC, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, July 23, 1970.
The ICC, CAB, and FPC, like the FCC, are granted power to issue rules. They also have extensive power to issue, revoke, extend, or amend licenses. While the legal relationship of the FPC to the industries it regulates differs from that of the ICC and CAB, they have the same regulatory authority and are governed by the same principle of serving the public interest.

For example, when railroads, airlines, or natural gas companies apply to respective regulatory agencies for certificates of authority

---

    49 U.S.C. 1324    (Federal Aviation Act).

43/ The ICC and CAB not only regulate, but license, through certificates of authority, the industries over which they have jurisdiction. The ICC regulates and issues certificates of authority to interstate railroads, bus and trucking companies, inland water carriers and freight forwarders. The CAB regulates and issues certificates of authority to interstate "trunk line" carriers conducting long-haul passenger and cargo operations, local air carriers (e.g., Mohawk and Allegheny Airlines), and helicopters. The FPC issues licenses for the planning, construction, and operation of non-Federal hydroelectric projects. Hydroelectric projects are licensed for a maximum period of 50 years and at the expiration of the period are subject to being taken over by the United States Government or licensed to a new licensee or licensed to the original licensee. In addition, the FPC issues permanent certificates of authority to natural gas companies in interstate commerce. While the FPC regulates the rates and services of companies selling electricity in interstate commerce at wholesale rates, it does not license these companies. Although, an electric company whose electric rates and services the FPC regulates may also be a licensee and therefore regulated on both scores.
they must establish the following: (1) that their services are a public convenience and necessity; (2) that they are willing and able to render service; and (3) that they will conform to the provisions of governing law and to rules and regulations adopted by the regulatory agencies.

Further, although all three agencies have power to issue certificates of authority for a period of time, in practice, they issue permanent certificates. All three also have authority to revoke certificates of authority for failure to comply with their rules and regulations. They seldom have had to resort to use of this sanction. Industry members generally come into compliance with agency rules and regulations rather than defy them and run the risk of losing their certificates.

Thus the three agencies have the power to delineate, through administrative decisions and rules and regulations, the scope of their responsibilities, guided by the principle of serving the public interest. In fact, this principle governs every decision

and action taken by the three agencies. While regulatory agencies, themselves, frequently have tended to interpret their public interest responsibility narrowly, the courts over recent years have viewed the responsibility more broadly. For example, the courts have made it clear that the agencies' primary responsibility is not the mere protection of the regulated industries, but lies in

45/ ICC: "The Outlook of the Commission and its powers must be greater than the interest of the railroads, or of that which may affect those interests. It must be as comprehensive as the interest of the whole country," Interstate Commerce Commission v. Chicago, R.I. & Pac. Ry. Co., 218 U.S. 88, 103 (1910).

FCC: In Banzhaf v. Federal Communications Commission 405 F. 2d. 1082 (D.C. Cir. 1968) the court decided that in the public interest the FCC, under its fairness doctrine, had to demand from the television and radio station time for anti-smoking organizations to present to the public their case against the dangerous health consequences of smoking. "Whatever else it may mean, however, we think the public interest undisputedly includes the public health. The public health has in effect become a kind of basic law, both justifying new extensions of old powers and evoking the legitimate concern of government wherever its regulatory power otherwise extends." Id., at 1097.

FPC: In Scenic Hudson Preservation Society v. Federal Power Commission, 354 F. 2d 608 (2nd Cir. 1965) and in Udall v. Federal Power Commission, 387 U.S. 428 (1967) the courts showed an awareness that environmental preservation must not only be considered but must be given primary consideration by the Federal Power Commission and its regulated industries.
serving and protecting the general public. 

In view of these judicial decisions, the agencies would appear to have clear legal authority to use their broad rule making power in support of the established national policy of equal employment

46/ FPC "...the Commission has claimed to be the representative of the public interest. This role does not permit it to act as an umpire blandly calling balls and strikes for adversaries appearing before it; the right of the public must receive active and affirmative protection at the hands of the Commission." Scenic Hudson Preservation Society v. Federal Power Commission, 354 F. 2d. 608, 620 (2nd Cir. 1965).

"We agreed that the Federal Power Commission has an active and independent duty to guard the public interest and that this may require consideration of alternative courses, other than those suggested by the applicant." Citizens for Allegan Company v. Federal Power Commission, 414 F. 2d 1125, 1133 (D.C. Cir. 1968).

CAB: "It is the Board's duty under the Civil Aeronautics Act to ascertain, promote and protect the public interest, as to which the Board is the final arbitrar," Western Airlines v. Civil Aeronautics Board, 184 F. 2d 545, 549 (9th Cir. 1950).

ICC: "The National Transportation Policy has recently been authoritatively summarized by Congress. That declaration requires administration so as to preserve the inherent advantages of each method of transportation and to promote 'safe, adequate, economical, and efficient service.' Such broad generalizations, while well expressing the congressional purpose, must frequently produce overlapping aims. In such situations, the solution lies in the balancing by the Commission of the public interests in the different types of carriers with due regard to the declared purposes of Congress." ICC v. Parker, 326 U.S. 60, 66 (1945).
opportunity, concerning which all three branches of the government have acted. There is no question that the adoption of fair employment practices is in the public interest. Further, it is well established that a licensee or holder of a certification of authority is a trustee for the public interest and that the regulatory agencies may refuse to renew their licenses or certificates if they fail to act in the public interest. These three regulatory agencies need only follow the example of the FCC to require their licensee to act in the public interest in this area as they are required to do in other areas.

Aside from question of the authority of these agencies to require their licensees to be equal opportunity employers, there is a serious question whether failure to do so places these agencies in the position of violating the United States Constitution. Through the issuance of licenses or certificates of authority, the agencies confer upon the regulated industries an exclusive right to enjoy the use of part of public domain. The FCC permits licensees to make exclusive use of particular airwaves; the CAB and the ICC give airlines and railroads the right to provide service, free of the extensive competition they ordinarily would have if the industries were not regulated;

and the FPC permits gas companies to offer their services, free from similar competition. In view of the substantial and close involvement of the regulatory agencies in the affairs of the industries they regulate, through licensing and control of their activities, for these agencies to permit employment discrimination would appear to represent a violation of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. 48/

III. Minority Group Ownership and Management of Regulated Industries

A. Introduction

In this section, only the FCC and the ICC will be treated in detail. The industries over which they exercise jurisdiction—-the radio, television and motor carrier industries—-are ones that offer substantial opportunities for entrepreneurship by individual minority group citizens or minority group organizations. The cost of purchase of a radio station or a trucking company, for example, is not so prohibitive as to continue to bar minorities from taking part in this aspect of the business world. In these industries, which do not require enormous initial investments, many minority group members are in a position to seek new certificates or challenge existing licensees or holders of certificates of authority. In short, lack of sufficient capital investment is not the sole reason why minorities are not better represented in those industries. Another reason has been the failure of the FCC and ICC to change their institutional

48/ See Legal Appendix, for a discussion of the Constitutional issues involved in discrimination by regulated industries.
procedures to enable minority groups, barred from entry into ownership
circles by decades of racial and ethnic discrimination, to compete
on an equal basis with existing licensees or certificate holders.

The CAB and the FPC, because of the nature of the industries
they regulate, do not appear to have much opportunity to facilitate
minority ownership of their regulated industries, such as gas and
water power companies and airlines, which require an initial capital
investment of many millions of dollars. In these industries there
are few new or competing applicants--minority or majority group--in
search of licenses or certificates of authority.

B. Interstate Commerce Commission and Federal Communications Commission

1. Interstate Commerce Commission

There are more than 15,000 certified motor transportation
companies in the United States. There is no firm estimate of the
number of certified motor carriers owned totally or partially by
minority group members. The ICC does not maintain statistics on the
racial or ethnic ownership of motor carriers. According to senior
ICC staff, however, the number of minority owned motor carriers is
extremely small. The motor transport industry offers special

49/ This section on the ICC will deal only with the agency's regulation
of motor carriers, which is more important for purposes of the
Commission's study than inland water carriers or freight forwarders,
which play a less significant economic role.

50/ Interview with Martin E. Foley, Managing Director of the ICC, Dec. 23, 1969. Jack Anderson's column in the Washington Post, Mar. 20, 1970, at D 15, stated that there are only 18 motor carriers owned
entirely or partially by minority group members.
opportunities for minority ownership. Entrance into this industry requires a relatively low capital investment—in some cases, as little as $25,000 is sufficient—which frequently is available to individuals or groups, either through savings or through loans under government minority entrepreneurship programs.

The ICC's present policy, however, has the effect of maintaining the status quo and thus precluding minority ownership. The ICC requires applicants to show "public convenience and necessity" for their services, before a certificate is granted. The principal criterion on which the agency bases its evaluation of new applications, however, is not the need to provide service to the public, but rather, the need to guarantee the solvency of presently certified motor carriers. Thus, the ICC interprets its duty to the public as requiring it to protect the existing certified motor carriers. As one commentator has observed:

In its decision, the Commission (ICC) emphasized repeatedly that where existing carriers have expanded their energy and resources in developing facilities to handle all available traffic and where their service is adequate, they are entitled to protection against the establishment of a new, competitive operation. 51/

As long as the certified motor carriers show economic solvency and necessary equipment, the ICC will bar any new competitors, even if they offer a service which is lower-priced, more efficient, and more responsive to the needs of the shippers.

The ICC policy is to allow entry only to those applicants whose presence would not create "unreasonable" competition for companies already certified, a policy that necessarily limits competition. Under this policy, it is unlikely that a program of increasing minority business ownership can be successfully implemented in the motor carrier industry. Minority groups, willing and able to enter the motor carrier industry, have an almost impossible burden of proof—to establish

52/ "Another difficulty for new carriers was an early ruling by the Commission that the offer of lower rates to shippers cannot be considered a factor in determination of adequacy and efficiency of existing service." Robert Nelson, The Economic Structure of the Highway Carriers Industry in New England, submitted to the New England Governors on Public Transportation, 31 (July 20, 1956).

that the service they offer is so unique that they offer no competition to existing certified carriers or that there are an insufficient number of carriers currently operating in their area—in order to acquire a certificate of authority.

The following example shows how the ICC's procedures make the entry of minority applicants into the motor carrier industry very difficult:

In November 1965, Joe Jones, a black trucker in Atlanta, Georgia, who had obtained a Small Business Administration (SBA) loan of $25,000, was denied a motor carrier certificate of temporary authority because he could not show an "immediate and urgent need for his services."

Mr. Jones was a driver with many years of experience. He presented evidence to the ICC from two companies (Mayo Chemical and Sophie Mae Candy) to the effect that, if he was not granted a certificate, the companies would be forced to buy their own trucks. The ICC concluded, however, that this was not sufficient proof to show the need for his service and that, therefore, his application did not meet the ICC's standard of "public convenience and necessity." 53/

53/ ICC No. MC-127 543 TA, filed Sept. 2, 1965, and denied by the entire Commission, Nov. 22, 1965. Under 49 U.S.C. 310a (Part II of the Interstate Act-Motor Carriers) temporary authority will be granted by the ICC when the applicant can prove "an immediate and urgent need" for his service and that there is no existing carrier service capable of meeting such need. Transportation service rendered under such temporary authority will be subject to all applicable provisions of the Act, and to the rules and regulations of the ICC. Such temporary authority will be valid for such a time as the ICC sees fit to specify, but for not more than 180 days. The section states that the granting of a temporary authority "shall create no presumption that corresponding permanent authority will be granted thereafter."
Although Mr. Jones proved that his services were needed, he was refused certification six times. Finally, after two years of effort and heavy pressure from the news media, the ICC approved Mr. Jones' application for a permanent certificate of authority.  

This example suggests that, unless the restrictive standards that bar entry to any possible threat to existing carriers are liberalized, minority group members will not be able to extensively participate in this important economic enterprise.


55/ The ICC's position was set forth in a letter from its Chairman, George M. Stafford, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, July 23, 1970: "The Congressional purpose in enacting the Motor Carrier Act was to restrict entry by application of a common standard--public convenience and necessity" and not to "formulate a new policy favoring minority group applicants for authority." Such a policy would be contrary to the spirit and the legislative history of the Act. All applicants, he stated, must be judged by the same standards. "Thus justification for any new grant of authority under the criteria of public convenience and necessity comprehends the submission of evidence that a new service is needed because existing carriers are unable to meet the reasonable transportation requirements of the public." To allow the ICC to grant certificates of authority by the mere fact that the applicant may offer services at a lower rate would create havoc to the national transportation system. Letter from George M. Stafford, supra note 41.
The ICC justifies maintenance of its restrictive standards, which tend to exclude minority entrepreneurs, on the ground that minority business enterprises should be judged by the same standards by which other applicants are judged. Its rulings, however, tend only to preserve the status quo—to protect those already in the motor carrier business, almost all of whom are members of the majority group, against fair competition from minority truckers who seek only a chance to compete on equal terms. The agency's policies not only restrict

Chairman George M. Stafford's letter to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights stated that the ICC "has consistently awarded authority to meet the needs of minority groups where the proof was adequate to justify the grant of authority." He cited seven cases to substantiate his statement:

N.B.T.A. v. United States, 284 F. Supp. 270, aff'd. per curiam, 391 U.S. 408 (1967);

Michigan Pickle Co., Common Carrier Application 77 M.C.C. 549 (1958);

Illing Contract Carrier Application 52 M.C.C. 79 (1950);

Bracero Transportation Co., Inc. - Migrant Workers, 78 M.C.C. 549 (1958);

Matura Trucking Corp. Contract Carrier Application, 68 M.C.C. 766 (1956);

Martinez Common Carrier Application, 78 M.C.C. 25 (1958);


A review of these cases showed that only in three cases were the nationality or race of the owners specified: (a) A Puerto Rican couple who obtained a certificate of authority to transport Puerto Rican migrant workers, (b) a temporary certificate of authority was granted to a black trucker from New Jersey and (c) a certificate of authority granted to an Italian-owned company in Up-State New York to transport spaghetti goods to New York and environs. Chairman Stafford's letter does not deal primarily with the question of minority ownership, as does our report, but rather with service to minorities. It is distressing to note that in the cited cases, dealing with service for minority group individuals, the service was in most instances, to transport migratory workers.
opportunities for minority entrepreneurs, but also prevent the public from gaining the benefits of lower prices and more efficient service that ordinarily result from free competition.

Recently, an ICC examiner took a step to encourage minority ownership of motor carriers. The Cheetah Charter Bus Service Co., Inc., a minority owned enterprise in New York City, filed an application for a charter.

The company's three black stockholders had experience in the operation of bus lines. The stockholders were long-time residents of the Harlem area of New York City. Based on opinions from various persons requesting bus service in the Harlem area and from black and Spanish speaking citizens (Puerto Ricans) of other parts of New York City, there was a need for additional charter bus service. Cheetah's main purpose will be to serve the black and Puerto Rican population of Harlem, South Bronx, and other areas of New York City with minority group concentrations. The recommended departure point is 110th Street (Harlem), and the destination points include four counties in New Jersey and range throughout 19 other States.
The company was found to be "fit, willing and able to properly perform [charter inter-state bus] service." The examiner concluded that the Cheetah Charter Bus Service could fill the gap which exists as a result of the insufficient charter bus equipment, presently available to meet the needs of the Harlem community, particularly in the peak summer travel periods.

57/ Cheetah Charter Bus Service Co., Inc., Common Carrier Application with the Interstate Commerce Commission; Examiner's Opinion No. MC-13573 (Feb. 4, 1970). The original application was filed by Cheetah Corporation on March 19, 1969. Public hearings were held in New York City that fall. Thirty-seven witnesses appeared on behalf of Cheetah's application, and there was support from Congressmen and State legislators.

The examiner stated in his decision that: "A substantial number of the witnesses contend that authority should be granted the applicant because it is black controlled and if granted authority will be black operated and this is important to the black community because the development of black business is essential for the black people to entering the mainstream of the economy, that a black operated bus company could better understand and meet the needs of the black community, and that it would serve as an inspiration, particularly among the black youth." Id., at 28.

58/ In ICC's Decision and Order No. MC-133573, May 4, 1970, Cheetah Charter Bus Service Co. was granted a certificate of permanent authority.
2. **Federal Communications Commission**

Of the approximate 7,500 radio stations throughout the country, only 10 are owned by minorities. Of the more than 1,000 television stations, none are owned by minorities. The importance of this almost total absence of minorities from ownership of radio and television stations lies not only in the lost opportunities for minority entrepreneurship, but also in the significance of radio and television in shaping the Nation's attitudes toward problems of racial injustice. The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, for example, reported that the communications media had "not communicated" to the majority of their audience--which is white--a sense of the degradation, misery and hopelessness of living in the ghetto.

Greater representation in these important communications industries of people who are familiar with ghettos and barrios and who are sensitive to the feelings of hopelessness and frustration of those who live there could contribute significantly to greater understanding on the part of majority white Americans.

---

59/ All are owned by Negroes. Interview with Robert Cahill, Secretary to the Federal Communications Commission, Nov. 6, 1969.

60/ Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, 210 (1968).

61/ The FCC stated in a letter to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights that it "cannot govern the racial makeup of its licensees." But the FCC does require that licensees, "whatever the racial composition of their ownership, serve the interests of all listeners and viewers." Letter from Ben F. Waple, Secretary, FCC to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 5, 1970.
Economics is by no means the sole reason for the lack of minority owned radio and television stations. Although the cost of purchasing an existing radio or television station can be high, and in the case of a television station, prohibitively high, most of the purchase price is not accounted for by the cost of the equipment but by the value of the license granted by the FCC. For example, the purchase price for an average existing television station can be as much as $3,000,000. The price of the television equipment, however, can vary from as little as $200,000 to $250,000 dollars. For a radio station, equipment cost generally between $25,000 and $50,000, but the purchase price of an existing A.M. radio station is as much as $1,000,000.

In short, it is the license that sells at a high price. If an applicant is awarded a license through a competitive proceeding, rather than through purchase, he gains it at no cost. Further, once the license is awarded, it would not be difficult to obtain the funds necessary to operate the station. For example, on the strength of the license, banks would be willing to lend money toward the purchase of necessary equipment. A recent ruling by the FCC, however, tends to block new competition for licenses in favor of preserving the status quo.

On January 15, 1970, the FCC issued a policy statement, declaring that it will not entertain license challenges against radio and television stations that "substantially" meet the programming needs of their communities. As in the case of the ICC, the FCC's ruling tends to preserve the status quo and continue the exclusion of minority groups from ownership of communications media outlets.

Prior to the policy statement, if a competitive application for a license was received at renewal time (three year intervals) the FCC's apparent position was to award the license to the applicant that offered more challenging and deserving programming to the public. On January 23, 1969, for the first time in the FCC's history, the agency

---

63/ The basis of this ruling is that a broadcaster's past performance should be given more weight than the "promises" of challengers who seek to take over a license when it comes up for renewal.

64/ WHDH-TV (Channel 5), vol. 16 FCC 2d, 1 (Jan. 22, 1969); see generally the 1965 Policy Statement on Comparative Broadcast Hearings, 1 FCC 2d, 393, 1965.

The FCC has indicated that:

Prior to the policy statement, as well as subsequent to its adoption, the Commission gave considerable weight to the past record of the existing licensee and did not deem the program proposals of the new applicant to be decisive. The FCC believes that its policy statement carries out the public interest in protecting only licensees, who are substantially serving their communities. Letter from Ben F. Waple, supra note 61.
denied the renewal application of an existing television station (WHDH-TV in Boston, Massachusetts) and granted the license to a competing applicant. Legislation was introduced shortly after the decision, to prevent the FCC from taking similar action in the future.

---

65/ Id. FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson, in a concurring opinion, said the case opened the door "...to challenge media giants... at renewal time with hope of success...." He further indicated that the WHDH decision gave incentive to applicants presenting competitive proposals, but that before the WHDH decision, people were inhibited by the belief that they did not have a chance of winning.

Thus, with the WHDH decision, the competitive market was opened. The decision served as a tool for both applicants and licensed stations to compete before the FCC as to who offers a more challenging and deserving program to the general public. It would stimulate ideas in an already dormant and mediocre field.

66/ The bill, S.2004, introduced by Senator John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), provides that for the FCC to accept a competitive application, it would first have to deny the renewal to the existing licensee (something the FCC has never done with regard to a television station on the basis of its programming, in the absence of a competing application, during the FCC's 42-year history). This bill, which was passed by the House and is still pending in the Senate, has created heated arguments. The broadcasters claim that the uncertainty resulting from the WHDH-TV case would inhibit broadcasters from making long-term investments. Critics of the bill contend that the high profitability of major television stations and the comparatively low capital investments required will continue to make broadcasting financially attractive. See Hearing on S.2004 Before the Communications Subcomm. of the Comm. on Commerce to Amend Communications Act of 1934, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., Ser. 18, pts. 1 and 2 (1969).

The strongest argument against the bill was stated by Rep. Emanuel Cellar (D-N.Y.). "The bill's passage would guarantee that mediocrity would be firmly entrenched; potentially superior service would be ruled out. The Commission may never know and would be precluded from finding out whether a superior prospective licensee exists." 115 Cong. Rec. 5283-84 (June 25, 1969).
The FCC's policy statement of January 15, 1970, represented a compromise between the pending legislation and the WHDH decision.

According to the statement, community groups are permitted to file challenge applications against any broadcaster at renewal proceedings. If, however, an established broadcaster demonstrates that his programming served the public interest "substantially"--which the FCC defines as "solidly" or "strongly"--the challenge will be dismissed, without reference to other issues.

Although the full significance of the agency's policy statement cannot yet be determined, it appears that it necessarily will discourage license competition and tend to exclude minority participation in the

---


68/ Voice of Los Angeles, Inc. petitioned the FCC to withdraw their competing application to acquire station KNBC-TV after the issuance of FCC's policy statement on January 15, 1970. Voice of Los Angeles, Inc. decided that the agency's new policy effected a substantive change in FCC's comparative renewal standards, tending to stifle the desires of minority groups to challenge incumbent licensees. The FCC, in an unusual decision, reimbursed Voice of Los Angeles, Inc. for costs incurred during the initial portions of its comparative challenge, essentially on the grounds that the policy statement came as a surprise to the challenger and that given the change in policy, it would be inequitable not to permit it to withdraw. National Broadcasting Co., Inc. (KNBC), FCC 70-691 (Docket No. 18602) released July 7, 1970.
ownership of broadcasting stations.  

FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson, dissenting from the policy statement, argued that "the American people have been deprived of substantial rights by our action today....
A broadcaster whose performance is merely satisfactory, will be protected from competition against a still better challenger."

The Citizens Communications Center (CCC), a Washington, D.C. based organization devoted "to encouraging television and radio programming more responsive to the direct needs and interests of all segments of the broadcasting audience," has taken an active opposition to the January 15, 1970 policy statement. The FCC, on January 16, 1970, denied a petition from the CCC asking the FCC to enact the policy statement in rule form. By enacting it in rule form, the FCC would have been forced to ask the general public for comments approving or opposing the policy statement. The procedures governing the issuance of a policy statement do not require the FCC to ask for comments from the general public.

On February 16, 1970, the CCC filed with the FCC a petition for reconsideration for repeal of the policy statement and reconsideration of the order dismissing the petition for rule making. On July 21, 1970, the FCC rejected the petition for reconsideration (FCC 70-738, RM-1551). The FCC stated that "the policy statement was not a rule and did not have the force or effect of a rule; consequently...we must reject the contention that the adoption of the policy statement contravenes the rule making requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act."

Commissioner Nicholas Johnson in his dissenting opinion stated:

the mere existence of the policy statement will deter groups that otherwise might have entered comparative contests. Between WHDH, Inc. and our policy statement, a number of applicants filed competing license challenges with the Commission. To my knowledge, not one TV application has been filed since January 15, 1970--and one major applicant has even withdrawn on the basis of our policy statement. See National Broadcasting Co., Inc. (KNBC), FCC 70-691 (Docket No. 18602) (released July 7, 1970). In addition, our policy statement will doubtless be applied to future cases without exception.

The FCC action has come at a time when minority groups are demonstrating an increasing interest in entering the broadcasting industry. In the last year, a number of interracial groups have filed applications to acquire television broadcasting licenses. In Los Angeles, Voice of Los Angeles, Inc. has filed for the license of station KNBC-TV. Forum Incorporated, a group that includes several blacks, has filed an application to acquire the license of station WPIX-TV in New York. In Washington, D.C. a group that includes several blacks is attempting to acquire the license of WFAN, Channel 14, and AM radio station WOOK. These examples indicate the growing desire of minority groups to become involved in the communications industry.

As the economic and educational levels of minority groups increase, they will have further possibilities and opportunities to compete for radio and television licenses. Unless the FCC modifies its procedures to facilitate minority group participation in ownership of radio and television stations, however, such opportunities will be largely foreclosed.

---

71/ The Voice of Los Angeles, Inc. recently withdrew its petition for competing application.


A return of license awards on the basis of "competitive" proceedings could have an advantage in addition to permitting entry into the broadcasting market by groups with new and innovative programming. "Competitive" proceedings can be an effective mechanism in bringing about greater racial and ethnic sensitivity in programming, nondiscriminatory employment practices, and other changes which otherwise might not take place. If the licensees are adequately serving the needs of the community, they should not fear challenge at license renewal time. It is precisely the threat of competitive applications which will stimulate broadcasting stations to be more responsive to the community.

74/ In 1966, the D.C. Court of Appeals, in Office of Communications of United Church of Christ v. FCC, 359 F. 2d 994 (D.C. Cir. 1966) held that responsible representatives of the listening public had standing as parties in interest to contest renewals of broadcast licenses. The Court went further and held that the FCC must hold evidentiary hearings to resolve public interest issues raised by claims of a broadcaster's racial, ethnic, on religious discrimination and oppressive over-commercialization by advertising announcements.

75/ "The recent wave of license challenges...has without question raised the level of program aspiration in most major markets, and particularly in those where the jump applications were filed. There is on the whole discernably more local involvement, more community affairs and educational programming, more news and discussion and more showcasing of minority talent since the license challenges than there were before." Variety, 33, Aug. 20, 1969.
Currently, each broadcasting station must present to the Renewal Division of the Broadcast Bureau, three months prior to license expiration, a copy of a survey which will demonstrate how the licensee has ascertained the needs and interests of the community. The Division's staff is charged with assuring that the applicants for licenses or license renewals demonstrate that their programming serves the needs and interests of the community. With a staff of three broadcast analysts evaluating from 300 to 400 renewal applications every two months, it is unlikely that the regulations are being

76/ Interview with Evelyn Appley, former assistant to the Director of the Renewal Division of the Broadcast Bureau, FCC, Nov. 5, 1969.
fully enforced.

This is a serious flaw in the FCC's operations. If the renewal process is not adequately enforced and challenges are discouraged, little incentive appears to exist for self-improvement.

The FCC stated in a recent letter to this Commission that every renewal application is carefully reviewed by the FCC's Broadcast Bureau. As an example, the letter mentioned that "in the past license period involving 604 renewal applications of stations in Kentucky, Indiana, and Tennessee, the renewal staff wrote 216 letters of inquiry checking on matters contained in the applications." Letter from Ben F. Waple, supra note 61. However, see for example the following cases where the FCC renewed the license applications of various television and radio stations even though they were apparently violating the Communications Act of 1934:


Herman C. Hall, 11 FCC 2d 344 (1968).

Lamar Life Broadcasting [WLBT], 38 FCC 1143 (1965); 14 FCC 2d 431, 442, 484 (1968).


In the matter of liability of Olivia T. Rennekamp, FCC 69-1275 (Nov. 19, 1969).

Star Stations of Indiana, Inc. [WIFE], 19 FCC 2d 991 (1969).


As stated earlier in the chapter (supra note 66 , the FCC in its 42-year history has failed to deny a renewal application of a television station on the basis of his programming.
IV. Discrimination in Services and Facilities by Regulated Industries

Another civil rights issue that should be of concern to the regulatory agencies is discrimination in services or facilities by the industries they regulate. For example, railroads or bus companies, licensed by the ICC, may practice discrimination against passengers. By the same token, air or water carriers, licensed by the CAB or FMC, respectively, also may practice discrimination in their services. In addition, recreational facilities which frequently are provided at hydroelectric projects, licensed by the FPC, may exclude persons in a discriminatory manner or may provide access only on a racially segregated basis.

This section will be concerned with the extent to which regulatory agencies have assumed responsibility for preventing such discrimination and, in those cases where responsibility has been assumed, with the manner in which it is carried out.

A. Prohibitions Against Discrimination in Services or Facilities

Of the five regulatory agencies under consideration—ICC, CAB, FMC, FPC, and FCC—all operate under statutes that prohibit discrimination in the facilities or services provided by the industries they regulate. Four of the five specifically have recognized their responsibility to assure against racial or ethnic discrimination
and have taken some steps to carry it out; only the FMC has failed to do so.

For example, the ICC, pursuant to its governing statute, which makes it unlawful for "any common carrier... to subject any particular person... to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever..." has issued regulations prohibiting racial discrimination in the passenger service of interstate motor carriers. Although the Interstate Commerce Act became law in 1887, it was not until 1949 that the ICC specifically recognized the application of the statutory prohibition to discrimination against minority passengers in service and terminal facilities.

78/ 49 U.S.C. 3(1) (emphasis added). This requirement applies equally to water and motor carriers. 49 U.S.C. 316(d), 904(d) and 905(c).


On July 9, 1963, in a letter to Senator Warren W. Magnuson, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce, the ICC, commenting on the pending civil rights bill (later enacted as the Civil Rights Act of 1964), said that the fact that the bill would bar private discrimination based on race, color, or national origin, "...would not appear to affect directly the jurisdiction or functions of this Commission or to impair our administration of the laws entrusted to us. In either case, however, the bill's passage into law...is...a matter of broad Congressional policy." 2 U.S. Code Cong. and AD News, 2388-2389 (1964).

The CAB, on the basis of the following provision in the Federal Aviation Act, also has prohibited racial or ethnic discrimination in the operation of certified airlines:

No air carrier or foreign air carrier shall make, give, or cause any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to any particular person, port, locality, or description of traffic in air transportation in any respect whatsoever or subject any particular person, port, locality or description of traffic in air transportation to any unjust discrimination or any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever. 81/

Unlike the ICC, however, the CAB has not issued specific regulations barring racial and ethnic discrimination by air carriers, other than its Title VI regulations, which are applicable only to the small number of subsidized air carriers. Rather, the agency

81/ 46 U.S.C. 1374(b). In Fitzgerald v. Pan American World Airways, 229 F. 2d 499 (2nd Cir. 1956), the Court stated that under Section 404(b) of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, prohibiting air carriers from practicing discrimination, the provision of "separate but equal" facilities for different races did not satisfy the requirements of the Act.

The CAB supplies Federal financial assistance ($40,917,000 for fiscal year 1970) to 13 small air carriers, nine local service carriers, e.g., Allegheny, Trans-Texas, Piedmont, and four carriers serving within Alaska and between Alaska and the Pacific Northwest. The operation of these airlines is therefore covered by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination in federally assisted programs. The CAB promulgated formal regulations (14 C.F.R. 379) in 1964 pursuant to Title VI, which are applicable only to the subsidized air carriers. (See Chapter VI). The CAB has indicated, however, that a violation of Title VI would also be a violation of Section 404(b) of the Federal Aviation Act and that the sanction that they would employ would be the one provided in the Federal Aviation Act. Interviews with John Russell, Director of the Office of Facilities and Operations, CAB, Sept. 28, 1967, and Oral D. Ozment, Deputy General Counsel, Sept. 29, 1967.
merely has informed each of the airline companies of this prohibition.

The FPC also has taken action to prevent discrimination in the use of recreational facilities provided at licensed hydroelectric projects.

On April 27, 1967, the FPC issued an order in rule form, requiring that all members of the public shall be given unobstructed use of public recreational facilities at licensed projects, without regard to race, color, religion or national origin. The rule also states that the licensee shall make reasonable efforts to keep

82/ Interview with John Russell, Director of Facilities and Operations, CAB, Dec. 5, 1969. The courts have extended this prohibition to include airport facilities not under the control of the air carrier. See U.S. v. City of Montgomery, 201 F. Supp. 590 (M.D., Ala. 1962).

83/ Most of the hydroelectric projects licensed by the FPC are multiple purpose projects. The Federal Power Act specifically recognizes the need for considering all beneficial uses and provides:

...that the project adopted...shall be such as in the judgment of the Commission will be best adapted to a comprehensive plan for improving or developing a waterway or waterways for the use or benefits of interstate or foreign commerce, for the improvement and utilization of water power development and for other beneficial public uses, including recreational purposes;... 16 U.S.C. 803(a) (emphasis added).

Recognizing the mounting needs for improved recreational opportunities throughout the nation, the FPC has placed emphasis on recreational planning at its licensed projects. The FPC has called for the filing of recreational use plans as a part of every application for major licenses. In some instances, this has meant supplementing recreational attractions already developed; in others it has involved the creation of new programs. At the end of Fiscal Year 1968, approximately 270 recreational use plans had been filed by licensees. Federal Power Commission, Recreation Opportunities at Hydroelectric Projects Licensed by the Federal Power Commission, 7 (June 1969).

84/ 18 C.F.R. Pt. 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3.
the public informed of the availability of project lands and waters for recreational purposes (such efforts include publication of notice in a local newspaper once each week for four weeks after the facility opens) and of the license conditions relating to public access to recreational facilities. Further, the rule states that all signs advertising recreational facilities must carry a statement that: "the recreation facilities are open to all members of the public without discrimination."

Radio and television stations, licensed by the FCC, are required to develop programming that is responsive to community needs. The FCC, although it has not issued regulations concerning the matter of discrimination in programming, has taken action along this line in individual cases. For example, on February 27, 1970, the agency deferred action on renewing the radio and television licenses of 28 Atlanta, Georgia stations. This was done at the behest of a local black citizens group which requested additional time to discuss with the stations a proposal to increase programming, as well as to improve the stations' hiring record. It was the first time the FCC extended the regular time period for accepting citizens objections to a proposed license renewal. It also was the first time that all of the broadcasting stations in one city faced challenges based on their
racial policies.

85/ The Washington Post, Feb. 28, 1970, at A 2. The Community Coalition on Broadcasting, representing 20 black organizations, was seeking broad agreements for hiring more blacks, presenting a more representative view of the black community, and more involvement in black business affairs. The Coalition was prepared to contest all the licensees on the grounds that the broadcasters were failing to comply with two FCC regulations: that broadcasting stations must be responsible to community needs and that broadcasting stations must develop an equal opportunity employment program. Id.

On March 30, 1970, the Community Coalition on Broadcasting negotiated agreements with 22 of Atlanta's 28 radio and television stations. The Coalition announced that it would actively oppose the relicensing of three radio stations and a UHF television station and the FCC granted another extension for further negotiation with two other radio licensees.

Details of the agreements between the Coalition and the broadcasters varied with the size of the stations:

(1) All stations with their own news-gathering organizations pledged to improve coverage of the black community, and even the smaller stations promised to present information and documentaries about problems of the poor. Stations offering play-by-play reports of college sports events henceforth will cover black college events on an equal basis.

(2) Several stations agreed to place business with black-owned banks, advertising and public relations firms. None of the stations would agree to the Coalition's demand for free advertising for new black business ventures, but some did promise to "spotlight" such businesses in their news coverage.

(3) The city's three major television stations will send one black reporter, each, for a 10-week program at the Columbia School of Journalism this summer, and they agreed to "encourage" use of black models in locally originated commercials.

(4) One of the major television stations is planning programs on black heritage, black problems, fashions for blacks and a black oriented children's program.

(5) Two of the television stations already are using black anchormen on weekend news programs.

(6) All of the 22 stations that have settled with the Coalition have agreed to such items as monthly consultation with a coalition committee, public service announcements of black interest, and on-the-job training for black employees. The Washington Post, Mar. 31, 1970, at A 6, col. 1.
The FMC, like the ICC, CAB, and FPC, operates under a statute which prohibits discrimination. The statute provides as follows:

It shall be unlawful for any common carrier by water, or other person subject to this chapter, [terminal and passenger and cargo services] either alone or in conjunction with any other person, directly or indirectly—

First, to make or give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to any particular person, locality, or description of traffic in any respect whatsoever, or to subject any particular person, locality, or description of traffic to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever...86/

Unlike the other four agencies, the FMC has taken no steps of its own to implement this prohibition with respect to racial and ethnic discrimination. It has issued no regulations or policy statements concerning this matter.

B. Actions to Implement Nondiscrimination Requirements:

Although four of the five regulatory agencies have taken positions--formally or informally--against discrimination in services or facilities provided by their respective industries, none has taken affirmative actions to implement their stands. They all rely almost entirely on individual complaints for purposes of enforcement.


87/ Interview with John Mazure, former Acting Managing Director, FMC, and Leroy F. Fuller, Director, Bureau of Domestic Regulation, FMC, Feb. 16, 1970.
1. Complaint Processing

Complaint processing, traditionally, has been a relatively ineffective way of securing the right of minority group members to be free of discrimination.

There are several reasons why this is true:

Many minority group members do not know the agency to which their complaint should be addressed. This is especially so with respect to regulatory agencies, which tend to operate in a business world with which few minority group members have any familiarity.

Many minority group members have grown accustomed to discrimination, as being in the nature of things, and are reluctant to complain even in clear cases of overt discrimination.

So inured are minority group members to practices of discrimination that they are reluctant to exercise their right to use facilities and services which, by law, are supposed to be available without discrimination.

Complaint processing places the burden of proving discrimination upon the individual complainant. This is a burden that individuals often find difficult to sustain.

As this Commission pointed out in 1968:

There is substantial unanimity among FEP /fair employment practices/ commissions and professional sources, including a number of persons who have specialized for a lifetime in problems of administrative law, that complaint-oriented procedures to enforce nondiscrimination requirements, for various reasons, do not work. They cannot, in the light of two decades of experience, be expected to work.

Letter from Howard A. Glickstein, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights to Rosel H. Hyde, former FCC Chairman, Sept. 9, 1968.

Chairman Nassikas of the FPC, indicated in his letter to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights that there is no difficult burden on individuals who wished to place complaints before the FPC. He stated that "to initiate a proceeding, all that is required is that the complainant state 'facts forming the basis for the conclusion that there has been a violation of an Act administered by this Commission or of a rule, regulation, or order issued by the Commission'."

The experience of each of the regulatory agencies bears this out. In most cases, few complaints have been received. For example, neither the FMC nor the FPC has received any complaints alleging discriminatory practices in the facilities under their jurisdiction—port facilities and recreational facilities at hydroelectric plants, respectively. The CAB has received a total of 14 complaints related to discrimination on the basis of race or ethnic and national origin. The ICC maintains no data on the number of complaints it has received, but acknowledges that it has received some complaints relating to discrimination in passenger services and use of terminal facilities. The FCC is the one regulatory agency that has received a sizeable number of civil rights complaints. During the fiscal year 1969, the agency's Complaint and Compliance Division received 180 complaints alleging racial or ethnic discrimination in programming.

The agencies' effectiveness in resolving received complaints vary, but in general they have not been markedly successful. The CAB has received 14 complaints:

One complaint was satisfactorily resolved.

One complaint alleging discrimination because of sex and national


90/ Interview with Richard O'Melia, Director of the Bureau of Enforcement, CAB, Jan. 20, 1970.

91/ Interview with Martin Foley, Managing Director, ICC, Apr. 14, 1970.

92/ Sixty were against AM radio stations, 33 against FM stations, and 87 against TV stations. In addition, 66 complaints concerned employment discrimination by broadcasters. Interview with William B. Ray, Director of the Complaint and Compliance Division, FCC, Nov. 12, 1969.

93/ The complaint files of the CAB were analyzed by a Commission staff attorney in January 1970.
origin was not found to be valid after an adequate investigation. Eight complaints alleging racial discrimination were investigated and closed for lack of sufficient evidence or jurisdiction. Two complaints were closed, one without adequate investigation, and the other for lack of jurisdiction.94/

Two complaints relating to South African Airways apparently were closed on grounds that there was no discrimination and that, even

94/ The complaint dealt with a travel bureau's policy of refusing to accept blacks on its tours and was, in the Commission's view, improperly closed.

The CAB has no direct supervision or jurisdiction over travel agents, except in cases where travel agents are alleged to have engaged in "unfair or deceptive practices or unfair methods of competition in air transportation." 49 U.S.C. 1542.

The complainants claimed that the travel agency violated the Act which prohibits "deceptive practices" for failing to state in its brochures the discriminatory policy towards blacks. The CAB investigation documented that the travel bureau had a discriminatory policy towards blacks and that the brochure of the tour did not mention the bureau's discriminatory policy. The CAB, after its investigation, closed the case for lack of jurisdiction.

The CAB's rationale, as set forth in an August 1, 1966 letter to the complainants, was that the Section of the Act forbidding "deceptive practices" did not apply to instances of racial discrimination. The CAB interpretation of its authority was unnecessarily narrow; just a little more than a year later, the Federal Trade Commission, interpreting essentially the same statutory provision, reached the opposite conclusion. It held that a landowner who would not rent or sell to Negroes, but who did not so indicate in his advertising, is as guilty of deceptive advertising as if he had affirmatively misled the public by what he wrote in his advertisements. See pp.889-92 infra.
if there were, the CAB has no power to prevent it.\footnote{95}{The main issue in these complaints is whether, while South African Airways continues service on the New York-Johannesburg route, the CAB is taking appropriate measures to assure that South African Airways does not engage in discrimination against Negroes in air transportation in violation of Section 404(b) of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958.}

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights sent a letter on November 19, 1969, to the Chairman of the CAB, asking for an investigation to determine whether practices of the South African Airways violate Section 404(b). The February 12, 1970 CAB reply stated that the CAB conducted an informal investigation which disclosed no discrimination by the South African Airways in seating arrangements, service, or use of aircraft facilities in air transportation between the United States and South Africa. Even if the airline did practice discrimination with respect to international passengers at the airport in Johannesburg, CAB stated that it could not take remedial action.

It is the CAB's position that the South African Government's discriminatory practices are not isolated, but are part of the Government's general racial policy. The CAB's action to penalize the South African Government's designated carrier would constitute United States retaliation against South Africa for that Government's general racial policies. CAB believes this problem raises diplomatic and foreign policy questions which should be handled by the Executive Branch under the Department of State, absent enactment by the U.S. Congress of an overall Government program. Letter from Richard O'Melia, Director, Bureau of Enforcement, CAB, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Feb. 12, 1970.

The Commission has yet to review the adequacy of the investigation undertaken by the CAB, but believes that if South African Airways does discriminate, either in the terminal facilities offered in South Africa or in the seating arrangements on the planes, then the CAB has jurisdiction to require the airline to cease discriminating or to prevent them from providing service in the United States.
The experience of the ICC suggests that another problem relates to the narrow view of the amount of evidence necessary to show discrimination.

In November 1967, attorneys from the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice reported to the ICC that waiting rooms in the Greyhound Bus Terminal in Greenville, Mississippi were operated on a segregated basis. Although there were no signs requiring segregation of white and black customers, two separate waiting rooms were maintained, and one, in fact, was used exclusively by white customers and the other exclusively by black customers.

Staff of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights reported a similar situation to the ICC in August 1969, concerning the Trailways Bus Terminal in Jackson, Mississippi. The ICC's official position concerning these situations was outlined in a letter to this Commission dated August 27, 1969. The letter stated that in the absence of evidence that a carrier is "compelling" or "directing" the use of any particular space for persons of one race, color, or national origin,

---

96/ Letter from John Doar, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division to Bernard A. Gould, Managing Director, ICC, Nov. 3, 1967.


This position appears to be at odds with recent court decisions which have held that violations of civil rights laws require an affirmative action by the party defendants to eliminate the effects of their past discrimination. United States v. Louisiana, 380 U.S. 145 (1965); Green v. New Kent County School Board, 391 U.S. 430 (1968); Pullum v. Greene, 396 F.2d 251 (5th Cir. 1968); Felder v. Harnett County Board of Education, 409 F.2d 1070 (4th Cir. 1969); United States v. Gramer, 418 F.2d 692 (5th Cir. 1969).

In a recent case, United States v. Boyd, Civil No. 474 (S.D. Ga. 1970), the defendant was the owner of a restaurant which had two separate dining rooms, one for whites, the other for blacks. There were no signs posted after July 1967 in the restaurant designating the separate facilities. But, the restaurant's "front room" and "back room", by which the dining areas were known, were undisguised euphemisms for "white room" and "Negro room." The Court stated that:

...the defendant's past actions consist of enforcing racially segregated dining rooms over the last 17 years, and rebuilding their restaurant with mutually inaccessible racially segregated dining rooms four years after the passage of the Civil Rights of 1964, and where the purpose and enforced usage of the dual dining facilities is renowned throughout the city of Statesboro, merely enjoining the defendants from enforcing their policy of segregation is not enough. Any relief ordered by this Court will be inadequate unless the defendants are also enjoined from maintaining racially separate facilities. Since the racial desegregations have become inexorably connected with the existing dual dining facilities at Vandy's Bar-B-Q, and continued operation of the two dining rooms as alternative eating facilities will, therefore, result in continued racial use, the defendants may not continue to offer separate dining rooms to their customers as alternative eating facilities. (emphasis added). Id., at 8.

In addition, ICC's regulations pertaining to discrimination in terminal facilities are clear in its intention to terminate any type of direct or indirect discrimination.

No motor common carrier...shall...provide, maintain arrangements for, utilize, make available, adhere to any understanding for the availability of, ...any terminal facilities which are so operated, arranged, or maintained as to involve any separation of any portion thereof, or in the use thereof on the basis of race, color, creed or national origin. 49 C.F.R. 1055.4 (emphasis added).
The FCC, which has received a substantial number of complaints concerning discrimination in programming, maintains a Complaints and Compliance Division to process them. The Division is authorized only six field examiner positions, and for significant periods of time within the last 12 months, there were as few as three investigators. With so small a staff, it appears impossible to process adequately the substantial number of complaints the FCC has received, especially those requiring field investigations. In fact, of the 180 complaints alleging discrimination in programming, none was

[Footnote 98 continued]

The regulation does not mention the words "compelling" or "directing". The regulation clearly states that the carrier has the responsibility to maintain integrated terminal facilities. Even if there are no signs requiring a separation of races, the mere existence of two waiting rooms, one for black customers and another for white customers, enforces segregation. The carrier may not condone any terminal facilities which are "arranged or maintained" to keep segregated rooms. In this Commission's view, ICC should have ordered the motor carrier to maintain open only one waiting room. The use of two waiting rooms represents tacit approval of segregated facilities.

99/ William B. Ray, Director of the Complaint and Compliance Division of the Broadcast Bureau, has requested a doubling of the size of his Division's personnel and a tripling of the number of field examiners, with no apparent success. Ray interview, supra note 92.

The FCC letter to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights stated that: "Persons from the Complaints Branch or the General Counsel's Office are also utilized from time to time to take part in investigations." Letter from Ben F. Waple, Secretary, FCC, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 5, 1970.
subjected to field investigation. All were handled through correspondence.

Another problem is that persons who wish to complain or otherwise challenge the practices of businesses before the regulatory agencies have the burden of obtaining and paying for legal services. In many cases, legal services are indispensable. For example, the issues concerning rate increases, mergers, or application approvals, are complicated and if complainants are to have any hope of success, they must be adequately represented. None of the regulatory agencies

100/ According to Mr. Ray, most complaints in programming do not require a field investigation. Because of the nature of the violation, it is argued, it can easily be determined whether the complaint is valid and solutions usually can be achieved through correspondence. For example, if a television or radio program allows an attack on one race, it is not difficult for the FCC to check the validity of the complaint concerning the program. Ray interview, supra note 92. A staff of six, however, seems far too small even for this limited activity. This also assumes that the FCC should confine itself solely to complaint processing.

Moreover, field investigations are usually necessary when employment discrimination is alleged. It is very difficult to determine if discrimination exists through the mail due in part to the sophisticated ways used to violate the law. Indeed, depending on the nature of the complaint, a thorough and time-consuming investigation may be required. But because of the lack of an adequate number of personnel, it is likely that the complaints are not properly investigated.

According to the FCC's letter to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, the FCC has conducted field investigations involving both discrimination in employment and programming at a station in Greenville, South Carolina (not the Bob Jones station). Letter from Ben F. Waple, supra note 99.
currently provide free legal services. This necessarily inhibits those who may have legitimate grievances from complaining. Clearly, indigent people and consumer groups, which frequently have little in the way of funds, are severely restricted unless legal services are provided to them.

101/ The ICC has the authority to provide such legal services in 49 U.S.C. 16(11) but has not implemented its authority.

The Commission may employ such attorneys as it finds necessary for proper legal aid and service of the Commission or its members in the conduct of their work, or for the proper representation of the public interest in investigations made by it or cases or proceedings pending before it, whether at the Commission's own instance or upon complaint. . . and the expenses of such employment shall be paid out of the appropriation for the Commission.... The Commissioners are well aware of the pressing need for some means of consumer representative. Yet they abdicate responsibility by not creating some formal procedural mechanism (in the absence of other extra-agency government action) to meet this need. Center for Study of Responsive Law Report, Surface Transportation, The Public Interest and the ICC, Vol. II, 23, 24 (1970).

The ICC recently refused to provide legal services for a consumer group appearing before that regulatory agency. The request stemmed from a proposed 17 percent increase in rail-freight ratio for meat shipments from the West and Southwest to the Northeast. The ICC's rejection prevented the consumer group from becoming a full-fledged "party" to the investigation.

102/ The Administrative Conference of the United States adopted in its secondary plenary session, held on December 10, and 11, 1968, a recommendation asking all Federal agencies to engage more extensively in affirmative, self-initiated efforts to ascertain directly from the poor their views with respect to rule-making that may affect them substantially. The recommendation urged the creation of a People's Counsel which would represent the interests of the poor in all Federal administrative rule-making substantially affecting them.
A recent ruling by the Federal Trade Commission tends to point in the right direction, even though the decision is limited in scope. In the **American Chinchilla Corporation** Case, the FTC dismissed a complaint against one of the respondents on the ground that the hearing examiner should have considered the respondent's request for free counsel because of his indigency, and that the failure to provide counsel deprived the respondent of protection of his rights.

The FTC's decision is limited in that respondents before regulatory agencies are usually not the party requiring free counsel. Rather, it is consumer or civil rights groups who need legal representation if they are to have any hope of success in bringing challenges.

2. **Affirmative Actions**

The regulatory agencies are by no means limited to complaint processing as the sole, or even principal means of assuring compliance with their regulations and policies on nondiscriminatory access to services and facilities. The burden of uncovering discriminatory practices properly should rest with the regulatory agencies, themselves,

---

103/ FTC Docket No. 8774, Dec. 23, 1969. The proceeding before the FTC arose out of a complaint which named a corporation and several individuals as respondents to a charge of violating Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (deceptive practices). It was the duty of the named respondents to answer the allegation or suffer default judgment to be entered against them. The FTC stated that where a named respondent could not answer and defend himself due to his indigency, he was compelled to surrender his rights under a cease and desist order without due process under the law.
and in fact, each has the power to initiate its own investigations. There also are a number of additional steps which the agencies could take, individually or in concert with other agencies, not only to assure against discrimination, but also affirmatively to promote greater minority group utilization of industry services and facili-
ties.

a. Interstate Commerce Commission, Civil Aeronautics
Board and Federal Maritime Commission

All three agencies have responsibility for licensing and regulating those in the business of transportation. Of the three, however, the ICC, because of the nature of the industries it regulates, has greatest significance for minority group members. It licenses and regulates motor and rail carriers which, because of their inexpensive rates as compared with air and water carriers, are the vehicles of transportation most often used by minority group travelers. Yet, the ICC has little way of knowing even the extent to which minority group members are subjected to discrimination in railroad and bus terminals and passenger services. Its last survey concerning this matter was done in the early 1960's.

104/ 49 U.S.C. 320(a) (Interstate Commerce Act).
    49 U.S.C. 1377 (Federal Aviation Act).

There is a bill in Congress (90th Congress, S. 1720 and H.R. 8548) to amend Section 14 of the Natural Gas Act to enable the FPC to gather, publish and disseminate information on all phases of the natural gas industry, similar to its power to gather, publish and disseminate information from the electric companies.

105/ Interview with Martin E. Foley, Managing Director, ICC, Dec. 23, 1969.
There are a variety of actions which all three agencies could take, including independent investigations by field examiners and investigators, to seek out possible violations of nondiscrimination requirements. A basic step would be to hold meetings with minority group leaders across the country to learn more about the discrimination problems that exist, so as to be in a position to meet them.

Further, the ICC and the CAB could institute regular and systematic meetings with representatives of the Department of Transportation (DoT) to explore problems of civil rights concern other than overt discrimination--problems such as whether railways, buses, and highway routes are adequately serving minority group populations or whether they are designed principally to serve members of the majority group. Through an exchange of information, the three agencies would be in a position to determine whether new routes should be opened or whether existing routes should be expanded or curtailed.

b. Federal Power Commission

The FPC also could take a variety of actions to facilitate greater minority group utilization of the services and facilities provided by the industries it regulates. For example,

\[106/\]

\[106/\] In addition, the three regulatory agencies could supply ideas and recommendation to the DoT. For example, the Department has major promotional programs in all fields of transportation and could cooperate with the CAB, FMC and ICC to organize training programs for minority groups in skills which are important in the transportation area, i.e., pilots, administrators, mechanics, technicians, conductors, drivers, stewardesses, engineers. This would assist minority group individuals, lacking in technical or manual skills, to enter into employment in carrier industries and eventually into the management and ownership categories.
the FPC could conduct surveys to determine the extent to which recreational facilities provided at licensed hydroelectric projects are being utilized by minority groups. If the surveys demonstrate a lack of use by minority group members, the FPC could examine the causes of nonuse and be in a position to determine the kinds of actions necessary to improve the situation.

Further, after decades of discrimination in access to recreational facilities, a formal change of policy to one of nondiscrimination is inadequate to bring about significant progress. Minority group members first must be made fully aware of the fact that recreational facilities, which previously were closed to them, now are in fact open. This requires advertising, particularly in minority newspapers and on minority-oriented stations. In areas with large Spanish speaking populations, advertisements and signs should be both in English and Spanish. Currently, the FPC does not require advertising in minority newspapers or radio stations.

107/ The FPC has issued a rule (18 C.F.R. Part 8) stating that a licensee shall make reasonable efforts to keep the public informed of the existence of the recreational facility by requiring publication in a local newspaper once each week for four weeks after the facility is opened and placing a sign at the entrance of the recreational areas (pp. 867-68 supra). The FPC has not, however, issued any further orders or guidelines requiring licensees to insure themselves that minority group citizens are aware that the facilities are open on a nondiscriminatory basis. Interview with Drexel Journey, Deputy General Counsel, FPC, June 5, 1970. The FPC has the authority under 18 C.F.R. 8.1 to demand further advertising of the recreational facilities by the licensees.

Following the issuance or amendment of a license, the licensee shall make reasonable efforts to keep the public informed of the availability of project lands and waters for recreational purposes....Such efforts shall include but not be limited to the publication of notice in a local newspaper once each week for four weeks....(emphasis added). Id.
According to information recently supplied by FPC's Chairman, the FPC has a number of field examiners who regularly inspect licensed projects to assure compliance with FPC statutes, rules and regulations, and observe the extent to which recreational facilities are used by minority group members. The FPC should issue guidelines to its own field examiners specifically geared to assure compliance not only against the continuation of overt discrimination, but against more subtle practices as well. The FPC examiners should determine whether recreational facilities that are formally open to all are geographically and economically accessible to all as well. For example, recreational facilities such as boating marinas will tend to appeal only to the affluent, whereas facilities such as fishing piers and barges, hiking trails and picnic and camping areas, appeal to people of all economic classes.

The FPC also could determine the extent to which minority group members are being served by utility companies it regulates. Currently, the FPC maintains no statistical data to determine the homes being supplied with electricity. The FPC could conduct a

---

108/ Letter from Chairman John N. Nassikas, supra note 88. This Commission has no information concerning the depth of the inspections referred to by Chairman Nassikas.

109/ Interview with James Finch, Legislative Assistant to former Chairman Lee White, Nov. 19, 1969. However, Chairman Nassikas stated that the FPC "reviews recreational use plans to insure that recreation facilities are provided to meet public recreational needs without discrimination. Facilities are required to appeal to people of all classes." Letter from Chairman John N. Nassikas, supra note 88.
survey itself, or require annual statistics from the electrical power companies on the number and location of homes not served. The agency then would be in a position to determine the causes of the lack of service and, where appropriate, take corrective action.

Another area where basic information on services to minority group members is lacking has to do with the rates charged by utility companies. It has been alleged, for example, that inner-city residents, particularly the poor, are paying disproportionately high utility rates. The FPC, in cooperation with local utility commissions, could determine whether this charge is true and, if so, whether the higher rates are justified. In any case, the agency, after learning the facts, would be in a position to do something about the inequities that exist.


111/ The FPC, to date, has not been involved in these social issues. Journey interview, supra note 107.

The former Chairman of the FPC, Lee C. White, highly praised Judge Wright's speech. He asserted that the issues raised by the speech should be of concern to the FPC. Interview with Lee White, former Chairman, FPC, Feb. 17, 1970. It should be reiterated that the FPC's jurisdiction with respect to electric rates is limited to wholesale rates and does not embrace retail or local rates. However, as the Federal agency with jurisdiction over the power industry, the FPC has a close relationship with the electrical companies. It should use its influence to make evident to the utility industries the inequities which exist. See, A Study Made by the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, in their Eighty-first Annual Convention, Sept. 16, 1969, in connection with the Proposed Model State Commission Rules Governing Establishment of Credit for Utility Services, where the high deposits and their effect on the poor are analyzed.
c. Federal Communications Commission

Of the five regulatory agencies under discussion in this section, the FCC possesses the greatest potential for playing a key role in promoting the cause of civil rights and resolving problems of racial unrest. In its role as the regulator of the broadcasting industry, the FCC could take a number of steps on its own and could require and persuade the industry to take additional steps to transform radio and television into powerful instruments for salutary social change.

For example, the agency could examine the impact of current television and radio programming on the aspirations and self-image of minority group members, so as to be in a position to recommend changes for improvement. Further, the FCC could encourage broadcasting stations to serve more of a community education function than they currently do. Local stations could supply information on such matters as the availability of job training programs and the procedures to be followed in obtaining food stamps or assistance for health care. The stations also could be encouraged to initiate consumer education programs to help develop in the general public the sophistication necessary to make purchases economically and wisely.

Above all, radio and television stations could be encouraged to develop programming to attract and appeal to all segments of the community. To an important extent, the broadcasting media help define the individual citizen's sense of belonging to
the community, and the programming they offer bears on his feeling of participation in community affairs. If disadvantaged and minority group families continue to be excluded from the programming concerns of the media, the stations are, in fact, failing to provide service to a substantial section of the community, in violation of law. Beyond this, they are exacerbating the problems stemming from a lack of communication among different economic, racial, and ethnic groups, and are intensifying the sense of alienation from mainstream America that racial and ethnic minorities already feel.

As noted earlier, in one case, the FCC, on the complaint of a local black citizens group, deferred action on renewing the radio and television licenses of 28 Atlanta, Georgia stations. Among the grounds for the complaint was the lack of programming aimed at the minority community. The FCC could take similar actions in other localities, not only on the basis of complaints, but on its own initiative.

112/ Report of The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (Kerner Report), 201-213 (1968). One of the main criticisms stated in the Kerner Report was:

The news media have failed to analyze and report adequately on racial problems in the United States and, as a related matter, to meet the Negro's legitimate expectations in journalism. Id., at 203. This statement is also clearly applicable to other minority groups in the United States.

See, Rosel H. Hyde, former FCC Chairman, addresses before the National Association of Broadcasters, Apr. 2, 1968, and Mar. 26, 1969, urging broadcasters to give greater attention to the problems of minority groups.

113/ See p. 868, supra.
V. Current and Potential Role of The Federal Trade Commission and the Securities and Exchange Commission

The regulatory agencies under discussion above have responsibility for licensing or regulating specific industries. The FTC and SEC do not regulate specific industries. Nonetheless, the two agencies have broad powers that cut across industry lines and each could be a significant force for promoting the cause of civil rights.

A. Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

The statutory responsibilities of the FTC are two-fold—consumer protection and anti-trust enforcement. With respect to each, the agency's sphere of regulation is wide, extending to most businesses regardless of the type of industry. By the same token, the FTC's discretionary power to define the scope of its activities also is wide. For example, in carrying out its consumer protection responsibilities, the statutory mandate is to prevent "unfair and deceptive practices." With respect to its anti-trust activities, a principal statutory mandate is to prevent "unfair methods of competition." Neither term, however, is defined in the laws themselves. Congress, in effect, has left the FTC and the courts responsible for determining, on a case-by-case basis, what these terms mean.

With its wide jurisdiction and discretionary power, the FTC has great potential for contributing to equal opportunity for all citizens. Indeed, the agency already has taken some actions in this regard. Full realization of its potential civil rights role, however,
lies in the future.

1. Consumer Protection

In the following three instances, all involving the Washington, D.C. area, the FTC used its broad powers to assume an active civil rights role. In each case, however, the steps taken proved to be only tentative and partial, and the end results disappointing.

a. Deceptive Advertising in Housing Advertisements

On November 30, 1967, the FTC filed complaints of deceptive advertising against a number of Washington, D.C. area businessmen who failed to disclose that the land and housing they offered for sale or rent was not available to all persons regardless of race, religion, or national origin.

On January 7, 1968, a public hearing on the charges set forth in the complaint was held before a FTC hearing examiner. On

114/ The major portion of the information obtained on the FTC relates to situations prior to January 12, 1970, when Caspar W. Weinberger assumed the Chairmanship of the FTC. The FTC has apparently made significant efforts during the last seven months in the field of consumer protection. Many of the recommendations made by the American Bar Association Commission to study the FTC on September 15, 1969, have recently been adopted by the FTC and are in various stages of implementation. Throughout this section, the significant changes made during the last few months by the FTC are noted, but no evaluation of their effectiveness has been attempted.

115/ The FTC directed its staff to develop facts permitting the issuance of no less than four complaints in the District of Columbia area on the subject of deceptive advertising through failure to disclose material facts, i.e., the conditions under which the advertiser is willing to rent or sell. The investigations were conducted in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area because it was thought appropriate to act first in the Federal city and because it was believed that this was the best method of attracting national attention. These investigations led to the November 30 complaints. Interview with Mary Gardiner Jones, Commissioner, FTC, Nov. 6, 1969.
April 11, 1968, the Federal fair housing law was enacted and the course of the pending case before the FTC was changed.

The hearing examiner's April 24, 1968 decision granted an unopposed motion by respondents to dismiss the complaint on the ground that the issues in the proceedings were rendered moot by the enactment of the fair housing provisions of the 1968 Civil Rights Act.

The examiner's position as to mootness was overruled by the full Commission. Commissioner Philip Elman, writing for the FTC, said:

...the enactment of the Civil Rights of 1968 does not render lawful any acts or practices which would otherwise be deemed unlawful under the Federal Trade Commission Act. Neither in its terms nor its legislative history does the Civil Rights Act disclose an intent by Congress to repeal or modify, in whole or in part, expressly or by implication, directly or indirectly, any provision of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Congress surely could not have intended, in passing the Civil Rights Act, to grant anyone a license to engage in false and misleading advertising that violates the Federal Trade Commission Act.... Conduct that violates one Federal statute does not become immune because it also violates another statute... we reject any contention that enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 constitutes a mandate by Congress to cease and desist enforcement of the Federal Trade Commission Act in the area of false and misleading advertising of housing covered by the Civil Rights Act.117/


117/ Id., at 5, 6.
Nonetheless, the complaint was dismissed by the FTC on the ground that the respondents stated in their motion to dismiss that there was "no real possibility that the alleged restrictions as to race, color, and national origin, which the respondents allegedly failed to reveal in advertising can be continued." The FTC interpreted the respondents' statement "as a positive, unqualified affirmation that the respondents had discontinued and will not resume a policy of restricting the availability of their apartments on the basis of race, color, or national origin." Therefore, it appeared to the FTC that the allegedly illegal acts and practices were effectively terminated and that an order to cease and desist would serve no useful purpose. There was no follow-up, however, to determine whether the real estate owners were complying with their promise to discontinue all forms of discrimination.

So ended the first attempt in FTC's history to deal with an issue directly related to civil rights. The FTC essentially

118/ Id., at 6.

119/ Id., at 6.

120/ Moreover, the FTC's only possible weapon under Section 5 of its Act, which deals with false and misleading advertising, is to demand that the advertisements of housing owners state, "we do not sell or rent to Negroes". Besides being bad policy for the FTC to demand such advertisements, once the Civil Rights Act of 1968 was enacted, such a statement would have been unlawful. See Sec. 804(c) of the Civil Rights Act of 1968.

decided that it had no direct statutory authority to enforce integration. Once the Civil Rights Act of 1968 was enacted, the FTC decided that it would be advisable to leave the area of housing discrimination to the Federal agencies directly responsible for enforcement of fair housing law--the Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Department of Justice.

b. Washington, D.C. Consumer Protection Program

In 1968, the Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders stated that the ghetto poor justifiably felt that they had been unfairly exploited by local white merchants. Three years earlier, Sen. Warren G. Magnuson, Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, had suggested that the Federal Trade Commission initiate in the District of Columbia a "model program for policing those unfair deceptive practices to which the poor are particularly susceptible."

\[122\] Id.
\[123\] Report of The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, supra note 112, at 139.
\[124\] FTC, Report on District of Columbia Consumer Protection Program, 1, 2 (June 1968).
The FTC's special program came into effect in late 1966, and an office was opened at 1101 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. The D.C. Consumer Protection Program was to develop in three directions:

(1) Corrective action and compliance activity on a case-by-case basis; (2) guidance and other liaison programs involving businessmen, consumers and local consumer protection and consumer education groups designed to inform consumers and businessmen as to practices deemed violative of the law and to facilitate the forwarding of complaints to the Commission on suspected law violations; and (3) study of economic and other aspects of these practices in order to provide congress and the public with hard data respecting deceptive sales and credit practices of District of Columbia retailers.

In addition to the D.C. Consumer Protection Office, the FTC, through its Bureau of Economics, undertook a study designed to develop detailed information concerning the credit practices of retailers in the metropolitan Washington, D.C. area. A report, based on the study, was published in 1968, under the title, "Economic Report on Installment Credit and Retail Sales Practices of D.C. Retailers." Another study, undertaken at the same time, concerned food store pricing practices in low-income areas. This report was published in 1969, entitled, "Economic Report on Food Chain Selling Practices in the District of Columbia and San Francisco." Both reports offered detailed information and valuable recommendations. The FTC has taken no action on the first economic report, but it has taken action on food store practices in low-income areas.

In addition, the only comprehensive and organized FTC effort to deal with retail marketing fraud, began with the D.C. Consumer Protection Program. As a result of this program, 108 investigations of sellers in the District of Columbia were opened leading to 36 final orders. Several important opinions were decided by the FTC in connection with these complaints, which laid down landmark law on the legality of easy credit advertising.

126/ Nicholson interview; supra note 121.

127/ Jones interview, supra note 115.


129/ See, e.g., In re Leon Tashof, CCH Trade Reg. Rep., Par. 18, 606 (FTC 1968); Empico Corp./1965-1967 Transfer Binder/ CCH Trade Reg. Rep., Par. 17, 859 (FTC 1967). The American Bar Association Report stated that "the knowledge gained as a result of the project influenced the drafting of the FTC's guides on retail installment credit sales, and is said by FTC personnel to have influenced the enactment by Congress of the truth-in-lending legislation" ABA Report, supra note 125 at 49.
However, the ABA report concluded that:

This program represents an embryonic effort at the type of study which the FTC needs in order to produce a unified plan of attack on consumer problems, but it was conducted on too small a scale, and for too short a period of time to accomplish a sufficiently broad result. 130/

FTC's first venture in coping with the problems of the poor inner-city residents, appears to have been subject to serious limitations in its planning and execution. The first mistake was in setting up the D.C. Consumer Protection Office on Pennsylvania Avenue and 11th Street, N.W., a location not easily accessible to the poor community of Washington, D.C., precisely the community the project was designed to reach, protect and educate. Second, the office was inadequately staffed, initially having only one attorney. Third, there was a reliance for detection of deceptive practices primarily on complaints received from the aggrieved consumer. The office was

130/ ABA Report, supra note 125.


132/ Jones interview, supra note 115. Months after it was opened the office's staff was increased to eight attorneys, four of whom were black. Prior to the FTC's reorganization, effective July 1, 1970, the D.C. Consumer Protection Office had only five attorneys. Interview with Robert B. Sherwood, Director, Division of Personnel, FTC, Feb. 10, 1970.
limited to processing individual complaints -- a case-by-case approach. The one-man staff spent most of its time in the office on Pennsylvania Avenue waiting for complainants to appear. Further, the FTC's attempts to seek cooperation from local consumer groups, community action program representatives, welfare rights organizations, Spanish language groups, OEO legal aid clinics, or any other group that represented the poor community of Washington, D.C., were limited in scope. Among further developments growing out of the D.C. project was an education program developed by two FTC attorneys in which they spoke at high schools and colleges in the city and supplied audiences with pamphlets describing the FTC's history and powers.


Commissioner Mary Gardiner Jones has stated that the staff of the D.C. Consumer Protection Program consulted the records of the District of Columbia Small Claims Court and developed a list of the companies where most complaints were received. In addition, a list was made of D.C. residents who had been the object of garnishment actions. Even though the FTC staff attempted to contact those aggrieved individuals to determine the cause of their complaints, she stated that "staff's experience was that the residents were fearful, also that it was impossible to contact these individuals at their jobs and that going to their homes in the evening met with considerable suspicion and outright hostility. The problem of eliciting complaints from the residents is not as easy as it appears. There has been established in the District [sic] the National Consumer Information Center, funded in part by the Meyer Foundation, whose sole concern is to develop complaints from the community and furnish the residents with medication and legal services where necessary. One of the major problems confronted by the Center has been to develop the confidence of the community and to educate them sufficiently so that they are aware if they have a complaint as to where to go." Letter from Chairman Caspar W. Weinberger to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, attached memorandum from Commissioner Mary Gardiner Jones, July 31, 1970.

134/ Elman interview, supra note 131. However, Commissioner Jones recently stated that the FTC "made every effort to seek the cooperation of local consumer groups." For example, FTC personnel worked with the Urban League and United Planning Organization representatives in the District of Columbia. Commissioner Jones' Memorandum to Chairman Weinberger, supra note 133.
After the FTC reorganization, effective July 1, 1970, the D.C. Consumer Protection Program was disbanded. All D.C. matters were turned over to the Washington area field office, in Falls Church, Virginia, even further away from the needs of the Washington, D.C. inner-city.

Several of the recommendations in the American Bar Association Report appear to have considerable merit. For example, the ABA recommended that the FTC establish special task force offices, to some extent along the same lines as the D.C. Consumer Office, in eight or ten major urban areas, independent of the existing field offices. The report also recommended particular activities for these offices:

\[\text{Their assignment would be to carry forward a model program to detect, proceed against and at the same time, study, classify and report on problems of localized fraud against consumers. These programs should be designed to protect consumers generally, but the emphasis should be on economic fraud and deception against particularly vulnerable groups—the poor, the uneducated, and the elderly.}\]

According to the ABA Report, project content would vary from city to city. In communities where either State, local, or private agencies are energetically pressing legal or administrative actions against economic exploitation of consumers, the program's emphasis would be on coordinating these activities and establishing an education program.


136/ It is still premature to determine the effect of the FTC's decision to disband the D.C. Consumer Protection Program as a separate entity and make it a part of the Washington area field office.

137/ ABA Report, supra note 125 at 55.

138/ Id., at 55-56.
In other cities, however, the FTC emphasis would be on supplementing the enforcement efforts of other groups or agencies.

Pursuant to the ABA’s recommendations, the FTC has recently taken a number of steps intended to make the Commission more responsive in the area of consumer protection and to establish closer contacts with the public, including minority groups, e.g., the reorganization of the FTC’s field offices, the creation of consumer protection coordinating committees within each field office, and closer coordination and cooperation with local organizations. In a recent letter to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Chairman Weinberger indicated that:

Since January, the Commission has worked to establish consumer protection coordinating committees in all of the cities in which its field offices are located. The first such committee was established in Chicago at the end of March and is now very much in operation. Other committees have been set up in New Orleans, Los Angeles, Philadelphia and San Francisco; it is anticipated that we will have committees in Boston and, I hope, New York by the end of the summer. These committees operate as one-stop complaint centers for consumers whereby a complaint submitted to any Federal, State or local

139/ Id., at 56.
140/ Letter from Caspar W. Weinberger, Chairman, FTC, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, July 31, 1970.
141/ Id.
142/ The FTC has directed its field offices to establish and maintain close cooperation with local OEO legal service offices and community action programs, consumer protection organizations, Better Business Bureaus, welfare rights organizations and with representatives of Model Cities Programs. FTC, Recent Developments in the Federal Trade Commission’s Consumer Protection Program Jan. 1970, and Commissioner Jones’ memorandum, supra note 133.
consumer protection authority is immediately referred to the particular authority best equipped to deal with it without further effort by the complainant. 143/

c. Joint Task Force for Washington, D.C.

As a measure to improve relations between persons of low income in Washington, D.C. and the local merchants, and to keep a watch on consumer protection in general, D.C. Mayor Walter Washington and the FTC organized a Joint Task Force in July 1969. The Task Force is composed of one member each from the (1) Corporation Counsel's Office; (2) U.S. Attorney's Office; (3) United Planning Organization (the local anti-poverty agency); (4) Neighborhood Consumer Information Center (NCIC), run by Howard University students; (5) Neighborhood Legal Services; (6) Post Office; and (7) Federal Trade Commission. 144/

143/ Letter from Chairman Caspar W. Weinberger, supra note 140.

Chairman Weinberger further indicated in his letter that private consumer boards, made up of representatives from consumer organizations, were created to assist the coordinating committees in the field offices. In order to assist these new developments, the FTC recruited 59 employees designated as consumer protection specialists. These new employees "have been trained to deal with people who have not had the advantage of a good education or any other training that could protect them from unethical and dishonest business practices." In addition to the 59 new employees, Chairman Weinberger stated that the FTC's attorney recruitment program "was geared to acquire employees who would have a definite commitment to consumer protection." Advance commitments were made to 26 graduating attorneys, 12 of whom belong to minority groups. Id. 144/ Interviews with William E. McMahon, FTC's representative on the Washington, D.C. Joint Task Force and John A. Delaney, former acting Executive Director, FTC, Dec. 11, 1969.
The group has met once a week since September 1969. The main function of the Task Force is to keep itself informed of the city's main consumer problems and the nature of the most prevalent complaints. One of the major objects of complaints has been the household moving companies, which allegedly refused to serve inner-city residents or, if they do, charge them excessive prices. The Task Force recommended to the city government that it license moving companies so that it can have recourse to an administrative remedy—the power to revoke the license—if a company is found to discriminate in the provision of its services.

2. Anti-Trust Enforcement

The second function of the FTC is to prevent unfair methods of competition, and to prevent mergers and other business relations.

---

145/ Id.

146/ Id. The ICC, the Federal regulatory agency which licenses household moving companies, has taken no affirmative action to determine whether any of their licensees engage in patterns of discrimination against minority group citizens. Interview with Martin E. Foley, Managing Director, ICC. Dec. 23, 1969.

147/ Some of the practices which have been found to be violations of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, §41-46, 15 U.S.C. §47-48 (1914), prohibiting "unfair methods of competition in commerce are:

1. Combinations or agreements of competitors to raise or otherwise control prices, tamper with the price structure, or divide sales territories or curtail competitors' sources of supply;

2. Restriction by a seller on the freedom of customers of his product to deal in competing products;

3. Payment of excessive prices for raw materials for the purpose of eliminating weaker competitors dependent on the source of supply;

4. Boycotts or combinations to force sellers into giving preferential treatment to some businessmen over their competitors;

5. Agreements among competitors to restrict exports or imports;

6. The knowing receipt of discriminatory allowances or payments by a customer from his suppliers;

7. Inducing breach of contract between competitors and their customers;

8. Secret bribery of buyers from employees or customers.
ships that may have the effect of substantially lessening competition or tend toward monopoly. Here, too, the agency's wide jurisdiction and discretion and, above all, its position as the principal Federal agency concerned with the competitive activities of the business community, present the FTC with the opportunity to promote progress in civil rights and in furthering social and economic justice. This opportunity is presented both through the FTC's express statutory duties and through the exercise of its broad investigatory powers and use of its prestige in the business community.

a. Mergers

Section 7 of the Clayton Act gives the FTC responsibility to

---

148/ The Clayton Act, §12-21, 15 U.S.C. §22-27 (1914) covers the following specific practices:

1. Price discriminations that illegally favor one customer over his competitor;

2. Exclusive dealing agreements and tying contracts;

3. Mergers of corporations where the probable effect would be to lessen competition or tend to monopolize; and

4. Interlocking directorates of competing corporations.

The Robinson-Patman Act, §13 c, 15 U.S.C (1936), strengthened the Clayton Act by outlawing several forms of favoring particular buyers over their competitors and by prohibiting the inducement of illegal price favoritism.
prevent illegal corporate mergers. Currently, when the FTC investigates the probable effect of incipient mergers, it examines only economic data concerning the companies involved. Its interest is in whether the merger will strengthen or weaken competition. At least one FTC Commissioner believes that the agency's interest should extend to social concerns as well. Corporate decisions, such as where the merged companies will be located, whether company outlets will be maintained or removed from their present locations, and the impact of the merger on employment patterns of the two companies affect the lives of people in ways other than their effect on competition. For the poor, and particularly the minority group poor, these decisions frequently affect their vital interests. For example, mergers that result in reducing or eliminating needed services in inner city areas can have a crippling effect on these areas, creating unemployment, and depriving neighborhoods of vital business enterprise. These


150/ Jones interview, supra note 115. The Acting Director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection has written that even though there are no inaccuracies involved in Commissioner Mary Gardiner Jones view that social concerns should be taken into consideration by the FTC, he believed, in concurrence with Wilmer L. Tinley, Acting General Counsel, that Section 7 of the Clayton Act failed to give the FTC specific jurisdiction over social matters. "The Acts under which this agency functions do not delegate such a role, specifically, they do not call for in-depth consideration of such items as social factors that may result from mergers. We believe that, had Congress intended us to consider such matters, it would have said so in the law, and of course, may still say so in future legislation or amendments." Paul A. Jamaríck memorandum, supra note 135.
factors are currently considered by the FTC only to the extent they bear on the matter of competition. Moreover, the FTC, which has substantial investigative and research facilities, has made no effort to determine the extent to which mergers or other corporate activity have had this effect. 152/

b. Franchises

Franchising has become big business. Under this form of business transaction, a company with an established national name permits local businessmen to use the name and provides necessary financing for the franchise. The business, however, is owned and operated by local entrepreneurships. While franchisors, to protect their national name, are permitted to exercise control over matters such as the cleanliness of the establishment and the quality of products sold by the franchisees, they are restricted under anti-trust laws with respect to the conditions they may impose on franchisees. For example, they may not control the prices charged, nor may they restrict franchisees in decisions concerning those to whom they sell or those from whom they purchase.

Franchising offers excellent opportunities for minority business ownership. Opportunities also are presented for exploitation of would-be minority franchisees. For example, franchisors, recognizing the limited opportunities for business ownership open to minority group businessmen, may seek to impose greater restrictions on minority entrepreneurs than they ordinarily impose on majority group franchisees.

151/ Interview with Harry Garfield, Attorney Advisor to Commissioner Mary Gardiner Jones, May 28, 1970.

152/ Id.
According to a Federal official concerned with the Government's minority enterprise program, franchisors may seek to involve businessmen in franchises which it knows are economically unsound. The FTC can play a constructive role in facilitating new business opportunities for minority group members and should, in its examination of franchising problems, focus on means of preventing malpractices.

c. **Broadened Use of Investigatory Powers**

Under Section 6 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the FTC has broad investigatory powers "To gather and compile information...of any corporation engaged in interstate commerce." Under its powers, the FTC has authority to investigate practices of inner city companies that exploit ghetto residents and, in many cases, the agency can take appropriate legal steps to prevent them.


154/ The FTC is presently involved in preventing monopolistic and descriptive advertising of franchises, but it is not focusing its attention on its effects on minority entrepreneurs. Garfield interview, supra note 152. However, Paul A. Jamarick, Acting Director, Bureau of Consumer Protection, stated in his memorandum to Chairman Weinberger that "the FTC is very definitely focusing attention on the effects that descriptive advertising has on minority enterprises through an active project in the Division of General Litigation, Bureau of Consumer Protection." Paul A. Jamarick's Memorandum, supra note 135.

One example of the use of the FTC investigatory powers for this purpose was its recent review of the pricing patterns and impact on competition in the Washington, D.C. area of food stores owned and operated by the Safeway and Giant Food companies. Each controls 30 percent of the food market in the Washington, D.C. area—the area with the highest food prices in the Nation. An FTC staff memorandum stated:

The thrust of this investigation is what is believed to be an actual monopolization of this market by a few dominant firms, a monopolization that is reflected in excessive concentration and prices that exceed competitive levels.... If all the allegations under investigation are proven, the staff intends to seek ... divestiture of stores of Giant and Safeway.156/

The FTC has broadened its inquiry of food store practices beyond the Washington, D.C. area. The agency has issued subpoenas for the profit statements of four chain stores in each metropolitan area with a population of more than 500 thousand persons.

d. **Use of Prestige and Discretionary Power**

In addition to its formal statutory powers and responsibilities, the FTC has available to it discretionary powers and a reservoir of prestige which could be brought to bear to deal with some of the pressing problems facing minority group residents and others confined to the inner city. For example, existing business establishments in the inner city tend to hold monopoly positions because companies that

could offer strong, healthy competition, to the benefit of inner city residents, refuse to locate there. The FTC could convene meetings and conferences with manufacturers, retailers, and trade associations, calling their attention to the opportunities that exist in the inner city and urging them to offer their goods and services to inner city residents on a competitive basis.

The FTC also could take steps to help inner city residents assume a stronger competitive position by providing instruction on organizing buyer associations or cooperatives to take advantage of the lower prices afforded to those who buy in large quantities. Further, the agency could promote minority business entrepreneurship by offering advice on business organization and on banking and investment practices. The Clayton Act also offers the FTC sufficient flexibility to permit special arrangements to facilitate minority entrepreneurship. On one case, the FTC took advantage of the flexibility afforded it for that

157/ The FTC presently does not have a policy geared to influence businessmen to enter into the inner-cities as a means of offering healthy competition. Jones interview, supra note 115. Commissioner Jones has been most interested in this area and has indicated in various speeches the valuable role the FTC could play. Addresses by Commissioner Mary Gardiner Jones, "The Revolution of Rising Expectations: The Ghetto's Challenge to American Business," annual meeting of the National Association of Food Chains, Oct. 16, 1967; "The Urgent Need for Consumer Protection in our Inner Cities", Twin Cities Federal Executive Board, May 24, 1968; "Our Most Urgent Task: To Protect the Consumer Needs of our Poverty-Stricken Families", Greater Miami Section National Council of Jewish Women, Inc., Apr. 22, 1966.
purpose. Under a 1968 FTC Advisory Opinion an apparel manufacturer was permitted to provide extended credit terms to one class of his customers and was advised that this would not contravene the anti-trust laws. Under this Opinion, extended credit terms could be given if:

1. The business is a newly established business located in an urban ghetto-type area;

2. The proprietor or principal owner of the business is a resident of the urban inner core, ghetto-type area within which the business is located;

3. In light of its ownership, management, and location, the business stands a reasonable chance of survival. 159/

One year after its Advisory Opinion the FTC received a follow-up report from the manufacturer. According to the report, 41 stores had been opened under the program, 14 were to be opened in the near future, and 34 additional stores were contemplated. Of the 41 stores opened, many were so successful that they were able to repay some of their invoices and avoid the necessity for extended credit.

B. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

The SEC administers several statutes dealing with securities, all enacted for the protection of investors and the public. Two of


159/ Id.
its statutory duties have important civil rights implications:

(1) Disclosure of relevant financial information by companies offering stock or other securities to the public; and (2) SEC rules and regulations permitting stockholders to use the proxy mechanism to raise issues relevant to the management of the corporation.

1. Disclosure of Information

The Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 require full and fair disclosure of all pertinent facts by any company wishing to sell stock to the public. To facilitate the disclosure required by the Act, the Securities and Exchange Commission has drawn up forms which describe the format in which information must be given to investors.

---

The Securities Act of 1933 and Securities Exchange Act of 1934 were designed to facilitate informed investment analysis and prudent and discriminating investment decisions by the investing public. It is the investor, not the SEC who must make the ultimate judgment of the worth of securities offered for sale. The SEC is powerless to pass upon the merits of securities, and assuming proper disclosure of financial and other information essential to informed investment analysis, the SEC cannot bar the sale of securities which such analysis may show to be of questionable value.

The SEC is the repository of information for companies who issue bonds or shares of stocks across state lines. It makes certain, through its laws and regulations, that pertinent financial information is disclosed to it for the use of the general public. The SEC, therefore, does not directly regulate the purchase or sale of bonds or stocks, as opposed to other regulatory agencies which actually regulate the performance, rates, licenses, etc., of different industries.

Interview with Meyer Eisenberg, Staff Attorney, General Counsel's Office, SEC, Mar. 11, 1970.
Among the items on the forms is a "description of business" which appears as item 9 on SEC's Form S-1.

Item 9(c) of Form S-1 requires that "...if a material part of the business of the registrant and its subsidiaries is dependent upon a single customer, or a very few customers, the loss of any one of which would have a materially adverse effect on the registrant...." such facts must be included within the prospectus. The release

---

Item 9 reads:

(a) Briefly describe the business done and intended to be done by the registrant and its subsidiaries and the general development of such business during the past five years, or such shorter period as the registrant may have been engaged in business....

(c) If a material part of the business of the registrant and its subsidiaries is dependent upon a single customer, or a very few customers, the loss of any one of which would have a materially adverse effect on the registrant, the name of the customer or customers and other material facts with respect to their relationship, if any, to the registrant and the importance of the business to the registrant shall be stated. Release No. 4988, Securities Act of 1933, July 14, 1969.

---

In addition, Instruction 4 to Item 9 of Form S-1 requires that: Appropriate disclosure shall be made with respect to any material portion of the business which may be subject to renegotiation of profits or termination of contracts or subcontracts at the election of the Government.

Further, Item 12 of Form S-1 requires disclosure with respect to material pending legal proceedings. A key term in the instructions to Item 12 is "material" which is defined by Rule 405 under the Securities Act as follows:

The term "material," when used to qualify a requirement for the furnishing of information as to any subject, limits the information required to those matters as to which an average prudent investor ought reasonably to be informed before purchasing the security registered.
also requires, in the case of such customer, disclosure of "other material" facts with respect to their relationship." This would seem to require the company to disclose any facts in their knowledge which could result in the termination of its contract with this customer. These provisions for disclosure also would seem to require a company to disclose the status of its compliance with Federal contracting requirements, including those related to equal employment opportunity.

Presently, the registrant company is responsible for determining what facts should be disclosed in the registration statement. The SEC offers no specific guidance with respect to civil rights related issues which should be reported. There is a need for the agency to issue such guidelines setting forth the types of action to be reported, including, but not limited to, judicial or administrative actions in the civil rights area against the registrant.

Under these guidelines, the SEC could insist that a registering company with substantial government contracts, which has been debarred or otherwise subject to sanctions under Executive Order 11246, disclose this information in its registration statement. By the same token,

163/ This is not the present policy of the SEC. When asked whether the SEC would adopt such a policy, Charles Shreve, former Director, Division of Corporation Finance, SEC, indicated to Commission staff that the SEC would take this matter under advisement. Interview with Charles Shreve, Feb. 12, 1970. At the present time, the SEC has not passed on this Commission's suggestion, mainly due to staff changes in SEC's Division of Corporation Finance. As of June 1970, the SEC still had the matter under its consideration. Interview with Alan B. Levenson, Director, Division of Corporation Finance, SEC, June 4, 1970.
disclosure of a Department of Justice pattern or practice suit brought under section 707 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, an EEOC finding of employment discrimination, or a lawsuit filed by a private party under section 706 of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, also should be required. For example, the Duke Power Company has been in litigation since 1968 for allegedly violating Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The company's latest registration statement, filed with the SEC under the Securities Act of 1933, fails to disclose the pending legal proceeding. In addition, if the ICC, the CAB, or the FPC should issue a rule prohibiting employment discrimination by their regulatees, as the FCC has done, a regulatee found to be in noncompliance with the rule, should be required to disclose this fact to the SEC. Indeed, the action which a regulatory agency can take is much more significant than the mere loss of a contract. It involves the basic right of the company to continue in business.


165/ SEC Form S-7, Registration No. 2-37953, filed July 10, 1970.
These civil rights violations are "material" under Item 12 of Form S-1 and must be disclosed in order to inform "an average prudent investor" of the possible financial repercussions that such legal or administrative proceedings would have on the companies.

Disclosure by companies debarred or subjected to other sanctions under Executive Order 11246, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, or nondiscrimination rules of regulatory agencies, not only could be of assistance in assuring compliance with nondiscrimination requirements, it also is necessary to protect the public investor. For example, as noted earlier, the Federal Power Commission issued an order on September 8, 1969, granting a petition filed by the California Rural Legal Assistance (CRLA) to intervene in the application proceedings for a license to construct a hydroelectric plant

166/ Rule 405, Securities Act of 1933.

167/ The SEC, has indicated that "...it may well be, that not every proceeding pursuant to the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or Executive Order 11246 would be deemed material as that term is defined under Rule 405 for purposes of disclosure in registration statements. In such cases, the Commission has no authority to require such disclosure." Letter from Commissioner Hugh F. Owens. SEC, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, July 24, 1970.

168/ See note 15, at p. supra; and note 41, at p. 839 supra.
by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E). CRLA alleged that the company's application for a license should be denied because of its failure to provide equal employment opportunity. It is likely that the project, for which the license was sought, is economically significant and that the earning potential of PG&E would be affected by a denial of the license. Furthermore, all future license applications of PG&E would be affected by this review of the company's equal employment status. A stockholder or potential stockholder of PG&E should be entitled to know of the action pending against the company.

Similarly, in 1968, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance issued notices warning seven companies of impending government debarment action. Three of the companies--Timkin Roller Bearing, Bemus Paper, and Bethlehem Steel--reached the stage of debarment hearings. During the public hearings, Timkin Roller Bearing and Bemus agreed to comply with Executive Order 11246. The Bethlehem Steel case is still pending and its registration statement at the SEC fails to disclose \textsuperscript{169} OFCC's debarment action. If any of these companies went through a public stock offering after they were warned of possible debarment action, potential investors were entitled to know of the fact that sanctions might be imposed on the companies.

\textsuperscript{169} SEC, Form S-7, Registration No. 2-37104, filed Apr. 17, 1970.
2. Stockholders' Ability to Raise Management Issues

A stockholder may bring to the attention of other security holders, by utilization of a stockholder's proxy proposal, issues which he deems relevant to the management of a corporation. In order to preclude abuses by persons seeking personal ends to the detriment of stockholders and the corporation, and to facilitate the submission of stockholder's proposals at shareholder meetings, the SEC adopted Rule X-14A-7. The regulation limits the subject matters which may be raised by stockholders. As adopted on December 18, 1942, the rule specifies that the proposal must be a "proper subject for action." Throughout the years, the SEC has limited its definition of "proper subject." Specifically excluded from the meaning of that term are "general economic, political, racial, religious, social, or similar causes."

The restriction prohibiting use of proxy mechanisms for the purpose of promoting "general economic, political, racial, religious, social or similar causes" substantially limits the freedom of stockholders to challenge corporate employment and other policies. To some extent,

170/ 17 C.F.R. 240.14a-8(c)(2). However, the SEC indicated in their letter to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights that Rule 14-8 "does not automatically prohibit inclusion in proxy material of shareholder proposals relating to employment practices of a company subject to the rule". Letter from Commissioner Hugh F. Owens, supra note 167.

171/ See, letter from Donald F. Schwartz, Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center, to the Division of Corporation Finance, SEC, Mar. 10, 1970, for a comprehensive discussion on the subject of stockholders' ability to raise management issues.
this SEC restriction is an anachronism—a holdover from a time when social considerations were considered irrelevant or inconsistent with the vital interests of business. In recent years, however, many of the Nation's leading business organizations and trade associations have recognized the need to become closely involved in problems of social and economic injustice. In a large sense, these companies have recognized that if they are to thrive economically, they no longer can ignore the problems that underlie social unrest and racial alienation.

In addition, there are sound financial reasons for abolishing this prohibition. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provides an individual with a right to sue employers, labor organizations, and others for discriminatory employment practices. The prospect of litigation is of legitimate concern to an investor or stockholder. A proposal which would require management to be an equal opportunity employer and to take steps to overcome the effects of its past discrimination by establishing an affirmative action program, therefore,
would be relevant and a "proper subject." Yet, in at least one

172/ Rule 14a-8 has been challenged in two cases: Peck v. Greyhound Corp., and Medical Committee for Human Rights v. SEC. Peck v. Greyhound Corp., 97 F. Supp. 679 (S.D. N.Y. 1951) involved a challenge to the segregated seating system which Greyhound maintained in the South. The stockholder proposed that the company's proxy material include "A RECOMMENDATION THAT MANAGEMENT CONSIDER THE ADVISABILITY OF ABOLISHING THE SEGREGATED SEATING SYSTEM IN THE SOUTH." The SEC determined that the primary motive of the stockholder was to undo the segregated system maintained by Greyhound. Although the proposal was germane to the business of the company, the fact that the stockholder was motivated by social conscience precluded the inclusion of the stockholder's proposal in management's proxy material. The suit brought by James Peck challenged the SEC's refusal to demand that Greyhound include the proposal in its proxy material.

The District Court refused to issue a temporary injunction and the matter ended there. The basis upon which the District Court denied Peck's claim was that he had not exhausted his administrative remedies and therefore the issue of whether or not the SEC may constitutionally prohibit stockholders' proposals on racial issues was not reached.

Medical Committee for Human Rights v. Securities and Exchange Commission, C.A. No. 23105 (D.C. Cir. July 8, 1970). The Medical Committee, one of Dow Chemical Company's shareholders, requested that a resolution be submitted to Dow shareholders authorizing Dow Board of Directors to amend the company's charter to prohibit the sale of napalm by Dow to any buyers refusing to give assurances that the napalm would not be used on or against human beings. Answering Brief of the SEC, Respondent, at 3.

Dow notified the SEC of the Medical Committee's proposal and advised both the Commission and the Medical Committee that it had decided to omit the proposal from its proxy materials. The proposal was omitted on grounds of "...promoting a general political, social or similar cause," and as solely consisting of a recommendation "...with respect to...the conduct of...[Dow's] ordinary business operations...." Id., at 4.

The SEC, on March 24, 1969, "...determined to raise no objection to the omission from the management's proxy statement of certain resolutions proposed by the Medical Committee for Human Rights." The SEC also denied the request of counsel for the Medical Committee to be heard by the Commission. On May 29, 1969, the Medical Committee filed a petition for review in the Court of Appeals. The SEC, in its brief, argued entirely on procedural grounds.

On July 8, 1970, the Washington, D.C. Court of Appeals ruled that corporate shareholders have the right to be involved in corporate policy decisions that have social impact and that they must be allowed to vote on many of these issues by proxy or at shareholders' meetings. The Court did not flatly order inclusion of the napalm resolution, but told the SEC to reconsider its ruling in light of the Court's own finding that corporate proxy rules cannot be employed as "a shield to isolate such managerial decisions from shareholder control." Medical Committee For Human Rights v. Securities and Exchange Commission, No. 23 105 (D.C. Cir. July 8, 1970).
case the SEC has ruled that requesting a company to hire on an equal opportunity basis is not a proper subject for a proxy.

If the SEC should liberalize its current definition of "proper subject" to permit socially motivated stockholders to introduce proposals of civil rights importance, the potential impact could be substantial. The issues susceptible to resolution through use of the stockholder proxy mechanism are far-reaching. For example, companies that are abandoning inner city ghetto areas could be directed by their stockholders to relocate there and provide additional goods and services to ghetto residents. Companies could be directed to institute training programs to expand employment opportunities for minority group members. Companies also could be directed to invest in the inner city and seek other means of assisting in the creation of a sound economy in the ghetto. These are but a few examples of the kinds of proposals which might emanate from stockholders if the SEC were to remove its restrictions on the types of issues that may be raised through the mechanisms of stockholders proxies. Further, even in those cases where such proposals are not adopted by the stockholders, their introduction and full discussion of their merits could

On February 17, 1970, an organization named "Project on Corporate Responsibility," popularly known as Campaign GM, delivered to the General Motors Corporation nine stockholders' proxy proposals to be included at their annual meeting of shareholders to be held on May 22, 1970. The ninth proposal asked GM for an implementation of nondiscriminatory policies in selecting dealers and hiring employees. On February 27, 1970, the General Motors Corporation determined that the nine proposals were the subject of unlawful proxy solicitation under Rule 14a-8, and not a "proper subject for action." Letter from George W. Combe, Jr., Secretary, General Motors Corp., to SEC, Feb. 27, 1970. The SEC determined on March 18, 1970 not to take any enforcement action should General Motors omit proposals and proposals 4 through 9 from its proxy statement.
stimulate greater corporate concern and activity.

The SEC has taken several limited actions of potential benefit to minority group members. The SEC Washington, D.C. Regional Office, for example, has created a program with Howard University which should serve as an example to other regulatory agencies.

Members of the SEC staff met with members of the Howard University Law School in order to create a symposium in Federal securities laws. The SEC members were distressed to find that Howard University Law School did not offer courses in security laws. This is an area, they believe, which is of prime importance to all minority groups. All minority groups must learn to understand the security law, its meaning and application, so as to make their entry into the world of securities easier.

The Commission's Regional Office plans to offer the symposium every year. Their next step should be to stimulate other SEC regional offices to establish similar programs. The FMC, FTC, FCC, CAB, FAC, and ICC should follow the SEC's example and offer lectures on their pertinent laws and regulations. This will not only be a public relations vehicle for each agency, but it will also stimulate minority group law students to become interested in fields of law which their curriculum presently ignores and possibly a few of them will seek employment with a regulatory agency. Interview with Alex Brown, Regional Administrator, Washington, D.C. Office, SEC, Mar. 12, 1970.

The SEC and other Federal regulatory agencies' efforts should not be limited to law students. The regulatory agencies should extend their courses to groups of minority leaders, entrepreneurs, consumer protection groups, so as to familiarize a wider section of the community with their laws.

In addition, the SEC has adopted Regulation A, pursuant to an act of Congress, to provide exemptions from the registration requirement as an aid primarily to small business. The law provides that offerings of securities not exceeding $300,000 may be exempted from registration, subject to such conditions as the Commission prescribes for the protection of investors. 15 U.S.C. 77c.(b). In addition, the SEC's Regulation A permits certain domestic and Canadian companies to make exempt offerings not exceeding $300,000, provided certain specified conditions are met, including the prior filing of a simple "Notification" with the appropriate regional office and the use of an offering circular containing certain basic information in the sale of securities.

Regulation A, even though it was adopted to aid small business, is a complicated registration form. In order to be effectively used by small businessmen, Regulation A must be rearranged so as to make it easier to understand and be used by minority entrepreneurs. The Washington, D.C. Regional Office, for the past several months, has been drafting a simpler type of prospectus which could be filed under Regulation A. The new prospectus will apply only within the jurisdiction covered by the Washington, D.C. Regional Office and is geared for the benefit of minority groups. Id.

Once a final draft is acceptable, the form should then be translated into Spanish in order to facilitate the use of the prospectus by Spanish-speaking minorities.
VI. Summary

Over the past 80 years, Congress has created a number of regulatory agencies and provided them with authority to control the activities of specific industries. For example, the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) regulates railroads and motor carriers; the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulates radio and television stations, and telephone and telegraph companies; the Federal Power Commission (FPC) regulates gas and electric companies; the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) regulates airlines; the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) regulates water carriers.

Congress also has created regulatory agencies with responsibility for controlling specific business practices, rather than particular industries. For example, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has responsibility for preventing deceptive business practices and unfair competition, regardless of the industries in which these practices occur. By the same token, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has responsibility for protecting investors and the public by requiring full disclosure of financial information by companies offering stock or other securities. The SEC's authority also extends across industry lines.

The common standard governing all of these regulatory agencies is that of serving the public interest. There are a number of civil rights issues that necessarily arise in connection with the activities of the industries they regulate and, by close adherence to the standard of serving the public interest, the agencies could contribute
substantially to furthering the cause of civil rights and contributing to social and economic justice.

For example, nearly all of the business enterprises they regulate are subject to the equal employment opportunity requirements provided under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Many also are government contractors and, by virtue of that status, are subject to the equal opportunity requirements of Executive Order 11246. In view of the degree of control exercised by the agencies over the industries they regulate, the agencies could be a significant force for promoting the cause of equal employment opportunity.

In some industries, excellent opportunities are presented for enabling minority group members to participate in business ownership and management. For example, the motor carrier industry and the radio and television industry both require relatively small capital investments. By virtue of the licensing authority the ICC and the FCC have, these agencies could contribute significantly to facilitating greater minority business entrepreneurship. Moreover, minority participation in radio and television could be of special help in creating greater understanding in the majority community of the deep-seated injustices which minority group members experience. Further, the agencies could play a key role in eliminating discrimination or segregation of services and facilities provided by members of the industries they regulate.

The agencies, in most cases, have ignored their civil rights responsibilities. In those cases where they have accepted these responsibilities, their performance has been disappointing.
For example, only one of the five agencies that regulate specific industries--FCC--has taken steps to assure against employment discrimination by the members of its industry. The FCC has issued a rule against such discrimination by radio and television stations and is planning to issue a similar rule regarding telephone and telegraph companies. None of the other four agencies under consideration in this chapter has given indication of taking a similar step. Some of the FCC's actions, such as license renewals of radio stations that apparently discriminate in their employment policies, have suggested that the agency does not consider its rule to be of a high priority.

Neither the ICC nor the FCC has taken advantage of the special opportunities afforded to them to promote greater minority participation as owners and managers in the industries these agencies regulate. In fact, the standards used by the two agencies in approving license applications tend to exclude new entrepreneurship in favor of protecting those already in the industry.

Further, while most of the agencies operate under statutes which prohibit discrimination in facilities or services offered by industry members, few have taken even rudimentary steps to carry out their responsibility to enforce these statutory prohibitions against overt discrimination. Little, if anything, has been done to eliminate the more subtle forms of discrimination in their industries, such as programming policies of FCC-licensed radio and television stations and recreational facilities provided at FPC-licensed hydroelectric
plants. Nor have any of the agencies attempted even to inform themselves of the extent to which minority group members are participating in industry provided services and facilities.

The five agencies charged with responsibility for regulating specific industries have barely joined in the civil rights effort being carried out by other Federal departments and agencies. To the extent they have adopted rules and policies against discrimination, they enforce them solely through the processing of complaints. Only the FCC has adopted an affirmative program to assure against discrimination. None has taken even the basic step of establishing a staff or person with direct responsibility for implementing the agency's civil rights functions. Thus, such important matters as devising affirmative civil rights programs, coordinating the agency's civil rights responsibilities, establishing liaison with other departments and agencies having similar civil rights functions, and proposing new ideas for strengthening the agency's civil rights performance, are largely ignored in that no one is given specific responsibility for handling them.

The Federal Trade Commission and the Securities and Exchange Commission, although they do not regulate specific industries, are charged with responsibilities that carry significant civil rights implications. For example, the FTC, in carrying out its responsibility to prevent deceptive practices, could be an affirmative force for protecting the ghetto poor from unscrupulous businessmen who exploit them. Indeed, the FTC has recognized the need to act in this area. Its one effort, however, involving creation of a Washington, D.C. task force generally failed because of inadequate staff and lack of
imaginative implementation. Further, in carrying out its responsibility to enforce anti-trust laws, the agency should be concerned in appropriate cases with the effect of incipient mergers on the economy of ghetto areas, including such matters as unemployment, price levels, and the quality of goods and services that will be available. Currently, the FTC does not view its functions with sufficient breadth to take these matters into account.

The SEC, in carrying out its responsibility of assuring full disclosure of information by registering companies, could contribute to more effective civil rights enforcement. For example, the agency could require registering companies to disclose the fact that sanctions are being imposed for violation of Federal contract requirements under Executive Order 11246, of pending lawsuits under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and findings of employment discrimination by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. In addition, if the ICC, the CAB, or the FPC issue rules prohibiting employment discrimination by their regulatees, as the FCC has done, a regulatee found to be in noncompliance with the rule, should be required to disclose this fact to the SEC. The requirement of public disclosure not only would tend to strengthen enforcement of equal employment opportunity laws, but also would be of legitimate interest to potential stockholders who are concerned over possible loss of important contracts or pending litigation against companies in which they are thinking of investing. Currently, the SEC does not require the disclosure of such information.
Further, stockholders, by way of the proxy mechanism, could be in a position to bring an end to discriminatory practices by the companies in which they own stock and to transform these companies into instruments of social progress. The SEC, however, currently prohibits use of the proxy mechanism for the purpose of promoting "general economic, political, racial, religious, and social" causes, thus preventing socially motivated stockholders from even suggesting changes in company policy related to any of these matters.

Each of the regulatory agencies considered in this chapter can play a significant role in promoting the cause of civil rights. None has made more than a half-hearted effort to assume this role. Some of the agencies have failed to recognize any civil rights responsibilities at all. In this Commission's view, only after all of these agencies have acted forcefully and affirmatively to promote civil rights and end social and economic injustice can they truly proclaim themselves to be protectors of the public interest.
CHAPTER 6
THE CIVIL RIGHTS POLICY MAKERS

I. Introduction

In a number of the civil rights areas discussed in earlier chapters, mechanisms exist to coordinate and focus the efforts of departments and agencies having civil rights responsibilities in common. In housing, HUD is charged by statute with the duty of coordinating the activities of all other agencies that operate programs and activities relating to housing and urban development, and of providing leadership in the Government-wide effort to further the purposes of fair housing. The Department of Justice has responsibility, under Presidential Executive Order, to coordinate the Title VI activities of the large number of Federal agencies that administer the variety of loan and grant programs covered by that law. The Civil Service Commission is responsible, also by Presidential Executive Order, for coordinating the effort to assure equal opportunity in Federal employment. And in the area of private employment, a loose-knit arrangement among the three agencies principally concerned with preventing private employment discrimination--OFCC, EEOC, and Justice--serves this function.

There also are coordinating mechanisms that function across subject area lines, and there are agencies whose authority--directly or indirectly--extends beyond coordination to decisions on overall civil rights policy and uniform methods of assuring compliance with all civil rights laws. The duties and scope of authority of these across-the-board civil rights coordinating mechanisms differ
widely. Some have no role in the formulation of civil rights policy and programs. Their function is to see to it that Federal programs are understood at the local level and that Federal policy is carried out effectively. Thus, the Federal Executive Boards, consisting of regional representatives of a large number of Federal agencies, have responsibility for disseminating information on the many social and economic welfare programs operating in the various cities and metropolitan areas in which they are located, and assuring effective and coordinated implementation.

Other agencies, in addition to serving an across-the-board civil rights coordinating function, also play a significant role as civil rights advocate, either as Government spokesman for minority group members generally or for particular minority groups. The Community Relations Service, part of the Department of Justice, serves as a needed link between the minority community and the Federal bureaucracy and tries to make the Federal Government more responsive to the needs of the Nation's ghettos and barrios. The Cabinet Committee on Opportunity For The Spanish-Speaking, recently given a legislative mandate, performs a similar advocate function in stimulating the Federal Government to protect Spanish surnamed Americans against denials of civil rights and to assure their equitable participation in the benefits of Federal programs.

Although these agencies and mechanisms have authority to coordinate or press for more effective implementation of Federal
laws and programs, they are in no position to determine overall civil rights policy or to make binding decisions on how departments and agencies shall implement civil rights and related laws. There are agencies and mechanisms, however, that do have such authority. They are key parts of the decision-making process that determines Government-wide civil rights policy and influences the manner in which all Federal agencies carry it out.

The Department of Justice, in addition to its Title VI and equal employment coordinating functions, plays a broader and more determinative role in the Government's overall civil rights program. As the Government's principal litigator, the Department can be the key to determining strategies and priorities in civil rights enforcement. As the President's chief legal advisor, it can be instrumental in determining how broadly or how narrowly civil rights and related laws are interpreted. Through its legal interpretations, it can either stimulate greater compliance and enforcement activities by other Federal departments and agencies or set severe limits on these activities.

Within the Executive Office of the President, two mechanisms exist which have great potential utility in directing the course of civil rights policy and enforcement. The Bureau of the Budget, through its functions of reviewing budgetary submissions by all Federal departments and agencies and planning and evaluating Federal programs, can stimulate greater civil rights compliance
activity by urging the allocation of additional resources for civil rights enforcement and more efficient program evaluation systems to assure that minority group members are receiving the benefits of civil rights and other Federal programs as intended. 1/

The President's own staff of White House assistants also can play a major role in bringing about needed Government-wide changes in civil rights policy and practice. Although they possess no formal authority over operating departments and agencies, the close working relationship with the President that many of them enjoy affords them unusually persuasive leverage to bring about such changes on a significant scale. In addition, the ready access that some White House staff members have to the President provides them with special opportunities to generate sweeping Government-wide changes in civil rights laws and policies through Presidential directive.

The current and potential role of each of these mechanisms and agencies is discussed in the following sections of this chapter.

1/ The Bureau was reorganized in July 1970, and the President indicated that the focus of its activities will be on management rather than budget.
II. Federal Executive Boards

A. Background

Upon taking office in January 1961, President Kennedy voiced concern that policy formulated in Washington was not being adequately implemented or coordinated in the field. A study team verified that this was in fact the situation—that many Federal agency directors in major centers were not even acquainted with each other or with the programs of the other agencies. 2/

As a consequence, in November 1961, President Kennedy ordered the establishment of Federal Executive Boards, under the supervision of the Civil Service Commission and the Bureau of the Budget, in the Nation's largest metropolitan areas. The Boards were initially designed primarily as a vehicle for rapid communication of Presidential concerns to the field and to facilitate coordination among various agencies in a particular locale. Their focus was altered in 1966, when they were charged by the Civil Service Commission with identifying critical urban problems and coordinating programs and policies to deal with those problems. Although never given specific civil rights duties, they have been involved in a general way in such civil rights matters as equal employment opportunity and fair housing programs and, more specifically, in programs designed to serve the poor and minority groups—such as minority entrepreneurship and summer youth programs.

2/ Interview with Bernard Rosen, Deputy Executive Director, and Gene Rummel, Staff Assistant, Civil Service Commission, Apr. 7, 1970.
B. Organization

The Federal Executive Boards are organizations composed of the top agency officials located in specified metropolitan areas. Initially, 10 FEBs were established in 1962, in cities in which Civil Service Commission regional offices were located. Five more were created during the next six years. Pursuant to recommendations made to President Nixon by the Civil Service Commission and the Bureau of the Budget, FEBs are currently being established in 10 additional metropolitan areas of significant Federal activity. Thus, FEBs will operate in 25 metropolitan areas.

3/ The FEBs were antedated by Federal Business Associations and Federal Executive Associations which concerned themselves with community relations, employee recognition, and like matters. Unlike FEBs, the latter, which still exist in some 90 cities that do not have FEBs, are voluntary associations open to all Federal managers in the area. Rosen, Rummel interview, supra note 2.

4/ The ten were established in the cities of Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, and St. Louis.

5/ Kansas City and Los Angeles were added in 1963; Cleveland, Honolulu, and Minneapolis-St. Paul in 1968.


7/ The cities include: Albuquerque, Baltimore, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Detroit, Miami, Newark, New Orleans, Pittsburgh, and Portland, Oregon.
Members of the Federal Executive Boards are the highest officials of their agencies in the particular locale and are designated by the head of the agency in Washington. Although members are usually agency Regional Directors, the ambit of concern of the FEBs does not extend to the entire region but is limited to the particular metropolitan area in which the office is located. The sizes of the FEBs vary from 40 to 70 members. Officers, i.e., Chairmen and Vice Chairmen, and a five or six-man Policy Committee, are chosen by the members. The FEBs meet only on a quarterly basis, but the Policy Committees convene monthly.

Past operational procedure has included the appointment of standing committees and subcommittees to deal with matters of special concern to the FEBs, e.g., employee development and cost reduction. Committee assignments frequently were unrelated to a member agency's own program involvement. This, coupled with a proliferation of committees, lessened the flexibility and effectiveness of the FEBs. As a result of a July 1969 joint BOB-CSC evaluation, FEBs will be reorganized along the lines of three board areas of responsibility; greater reliance will

---

8/ Rosen, Rummel interview, supra note 2.
9/ Id.
11/ See "Implementation," p. 933 infra. The roles are implementing government-wide policies, service to the community and improving the quality of Federal Government operations.
be placed on ad hoc assignments; and the lead agency concept will be followed in selecting project chairmen.

Organizationally, FEBs also suffered from the lack of permanent, full-time staff and budget. Although present and past Board Chairmen have cited the need for permanent staff and budget to improve continuity and effectiveness, neither has been provided to the FEBs.

In the past, responsibility for furnishing guidance to the FEBs resided both in the Civil Service Commission and the Bureau of the Budget. It was the Civil Service Commission, however, which was the focal point for distributing information to the Boards and channeling to appropriate agencies problems and recommendations submitted by the Boards. However, responsibility for liaison, guidance and technical support recently was shifted to a Secretariat in the Bureau of the Budget in order "to offer a better opportunity to inter-relate FEBs to other recently organized field coordinative mechanisms."

___12___ Joint Study, supra note 10, at 10, 11. A lead agency is the agency which supplies the staff, the finances and leadership for a particular assignment.

___13___ Id., at 12.

___14___ Rosen, Rummel interview, supra note 2. This function was vested in the Office of the Chairman and was actually assigned to the Deputy Executive Director.

___15___ Joint Study, supra note 10, at 17.
C. Implementation

Initially FEBs were assigned four broad areas of responsibility: liaison with Washington and among agency heads in the field; management improvement and cost reduction; improvement in relating to State and local governments; and identification and referral of problems to Washington. According to Civil Service Commission officials, FEBs enjoyed some success, during their initial years, in carrying out these functions, particularly in disseminating Administration policy and improving communication channels between Washington and the field.

Following the 1965 riot in Watts, the focus of the FEBs was redirected. The FEBs were asked by the Civil Service Commission to assume a coordinative role in relation to urban problems and Federal programs designed to deal with these problems. To carry out this role, the FEBs established Critical Urban Problems Committees charged with the following duties: identifying urban needs; devising and implementing interagency and intergovernmental efforts to solve critical problems; and improving coordination among the burgeoning number of Federal programs affecting metropolitan areas.

__________________________

16/ Id., at 3, 5.
17/ Rosen, Rummel interview, supra note 2.
Because urban problems necessarily meant involvement with the poor and with minorities in inner city areas, the FEBs became involved in civil rights concerns such as equal employment, consumer protection, minority entrepreneurship, and fair housing, although they were never charged with specific civil rights duties. The FEBs were ill-equipped to assume this new role.

Despite several successful efforts—most notably, the Philadelphia Plan, which was launched in 1967 by the Philadelphia FEB, and a 1968 Study of Federal program delivery in Oakland undertaken by the San Francisco Board—the FEBs proved to be poor vehicles for coordination of civil rights and related Federal programs in urban areas, particularly as a source of program innovation and coordination. Lack of money and staff, infrequency of meetings, as well as absence of continuity in direction and leadership, account for part of the failure. More specifically, however, the FEBs, as constituted, were inherently incapable of playing a key role in civil rights efforts.

---

19/ Interview with Kenneth Kugel, Director, Operational Coordination and Management Systems staff, Bureau of the Budget, Apr. 17, 1970.

20/ Rosen, Rummel interview, supra note 2.


22/ Interview with Andrew M. Rouse, Deputy Executive Director, President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization, Apr. 9, 1970.

23/ Id.
role in coping with the critical problems of metropolitan areas. Among other things, they suffered from a lack of decision-making power, wide differences in authority among the members of the Board with respect to their own agencies, inability to provide sustained attention to problems, and restriction of their activities to metropolitan areas, although many of the problems they dealt with were regional in scope.

As a consequence, in 1969, the role of the FEBs again was redefined. A new coordinating mechanism -- Federal Regional Councils-- was established to deal with severe urban problems, and the civil rights role of the FEBs was accordingly restricted. The FEBs, which will continue to operate without money, staff, or decision-making authority, will concentrate on three areas: implementation of government-wide policy in such areas as equal opportunity in Federal employment and contract compliance; improving Federal service and management; and taking part in community service activities, e.g., blood drives, United Fund drives, etc.

24/ Joint Report, supra note 10, at 6-7.

25/ Id., at 7-9.
The coordinative functions of the FEBs have been assigned to ten Federal Regional Councils composed of the Regional Directors of HUD, HEW, OEO, and the Manpower Administration of the Labor Department. These agencies were chosen because of their involvement in the human resources area and their program impact on urban problems. The three basic functions of the Federal Regional Councils are: identification of conflicting agency policies and programs; coordination of agencies' actions to improve effectiveness of Federal programs; and direction of program managers to improve coordination. The Councils, which will meet monthly, will have full-time support of senior level personnel from the participating agencies, will receive staff assistance from and be coordinated by the Bureau of the Budget, and will have regional authority, thus overcoming most of the deficiencies that impaired FEB performance as a coordinative mechanism. Established late in calendar year 1969, it is still too early to evaluate their effectiveness as a coordinator of Federal programs, in general, or their potential impact in the area of civil rights, in particular.


27/ The Regional Directors of The Department of Transportation will also become a member when departmental regional offices are established.


29/ Kugel interview, supra note 19.
III. Community Relations Service

A. Introduction

The idea of an agency like the Community Relations Service, specializing in resolving racial conflicts, was conceived at least as early as 1957, but did not become a reality until the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed. The Community Relations Service (CRS) was created principally as a means for dealing with the volatile reaction that was expected as a result of desegregation of public accommodations under Title II of the 1964 Act. CRS, made a part of the Commerce Department by the Act, was to function as a peace-making body by providing assistance in the resolution of racial conflicts that impair Constitutional rights or which affect interstate commerce. It was authorized to move into disputes at the request of State or local officials, or to offer

30/ In 1957, then Senate Majority Leader, Lyndon Johnson, drafted a bill creating a Federal Racial Mediation Service. It was not introduced. R. Evans and R. Novak, Lyndon Johnson: The Exercise of Power 126, 377 (1966).

31/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title X. See Memorandum for the President from the Vice President on Recommended Reassignment of Civil Rights Functions, 2, 3, Sept. 24, 1965. Section 204(d) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 gives a court discretion to refer a public accommodations case to CRS for informal settlement whenever the court feels there is a reasonable chance of obtaining voluntary compliance with Title II. The Service may investigate such a referred complaint and hold closed hearings, if necessary.

32/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sec. 1002.
its services on its own initiative. It was directed, however, to seek and utilize the cooperation of appropriate State or local, public, and private agencies in carrying out its functions.

B. Staffing and Organization

According to former Attorney General, Ramsey Clark, as a result of the massive voluntary compliance by businessmen with the public accommodations Title of the Act and the President's desire to make the Attorney General the focal point for the Federal civil rights effort, the President transferred CRS from the Commerce to the Justice Department in early 1966. Until the transfer, the staff of CRS had been kept very small, only 25 professionals.

Shortly after coming to the Justice Department, CRS began to increase

33/ Id.

34/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sec. 1003(a). Section 1003(b) requires CRS operations to be conducted in a confidential manner, and any breach of confidentiality by an officer or employee of CRS is a misdemeanor.

35/ Memorandum to the President from the Vice President, supra note 31. Only seven public accommodations cases were referred to CRS by courts in 1965 and none thereafter. This was only a fraction of the caseload that had been expected.

36/ Interview with Ramsey Clark, former Attorney General, Mar. 30, 1970. The transfer was made pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1966.

37/ Interview with George Culberson, Deputy Director, CRS, Oct. 17, 1969.
steadily in size. In fiscal year 1969, it had achieved a total staff of 130, of whom 70 were professionals. The fiscal year 1970 appropriation provides CRS with a staff of 180; the 1971 budget request contemplates a staff of 275.

The Community Relations Service is a Division of the Justice Department. It is administered by a Director, who holds the rank of Assistant Attorney General and a Deputy Director.


39/ Budget of the United States Government, Appendix, 1971, p. 1031. The appropriation for fiscal 1966 was $1,300,000; for fiscal 1968, $2 million, and for fiscal 1969, it was $2,275,000. For fiscal 1971, however, the budget request is for $4,995,000. Most of the increase requested will go into an expanded field staff.

40/ The Community Relations Service operates relatively independently from the rest of the Justice Department. There are a variety of factors which contribute to this. Perhaps the most fundamental is that the agency, unlike the other Divisions in the Department, is not a law enforcement body. Its operations are confidential, and it is relatively new to the Department. CRS's location in a separate building also has heightened the sense of independence. Moreover, there is a conscious philosophy in CRS that the agency represents the community, not the Government, and there is an element of pride among the staff about the independent and non-bureaucratic nature of the Service.

41/ There have been three Directors of CRS. LeRoy Collins, former Governor of Florida, headed CRS while it was in the Commerce Department. The transfer of the Service to the Justice Department coincided with Mr. Collins' promotion to the Under-Secretary level at Commerce, and Roger W. Wilkins, a Negro, was named to succeed him. Mr. Wilkins served as Director until January 20, 1969, when he resigned. The present Director, Benjamin F. Holman, also a Negro, has held the position since April 1969. Mr. Holman had been Assistant Director in charge of the highly regarded Media Relations Office at CRS from 1965 to 1968.

42/ The Deputy Director, George W. Culberson, has been with CRS since May 1965, was appointed Deputy Director on May 23, 1966, and oversees the day-to-day operations of the Service.
The activities of CRS are carried on by two principal divisions—the Division of Field Services and the Division of Support Services.

The Division of Field Services supervises the program activities of the five CRS regional offices, Atlanta, Chicago, New York, San Francisco and Dallas. The regional directors, in turn, oversee the activities of the 27 CRS field offices. The Division of Support Services is responsible for providing technical assistance to field representatives, indigenous groups, the news media and public officials.

43/ The Director of the Division of Field Services is Harry T. Martin, a Negro. A regional office has an average of 12 professionals called field representatives. The position of field representative was created in 1965. For a brief period thereafter all field supervision was based in Washington. Now, all of the field staff work out of the regional or field offices. The field staff, which is composed of more than 50 percent minority group members, is considered the heart of the CRS operation and was described by one senior CRS official as "dedicated, hip and relevant." Interview with Irving Tranen, Chief, Community Development Section, CRS, Oct. 17, 1969. Also see, interview with Dr. James Laue, former Director of Program Evaluation and Development, CRS, Feb. 5, 1970; interview with Martin A. Walsh, Program Officer, Communications Section, CRS, Oct. 16, 1969.

44/ The Field Offices are in Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo., Albuquerque, Wilmington, Little Rock, Louisville, Buffalo, San Diego, Seattle, San Antonio, Hartford, Gary, Boston, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, Milwaukee, Newark, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, and Washington, D. C. Field Representatives are assigned to cover 35 urban centers either in pairs or singly; and occasionally, one representative will cover two cities. With the expected increase in personnel, CRS hopes to be able to place a team of field representatives in each city, Whenever a team of field representatives is utilized, every effort is made to ensure that it is biracial or bi-ethnic.

45/ The Director of the Division is Edward Kirk. This Division is made up of the Communications Section, the Community Development Section, and the State and Local Agencies Section.
The Division has three main units which specialize in economic development and housing, education and police-minority relations, and communications among groups. The Division of National Services has two sections: the Special Minorities Projects Section and the Private Organization Liaison Section.

C. Program Activities

1. 1965-1968

The focus of CRS operations during the first years of operation was on maintaining peaceful race relations in communities across the country. The agency was essentially crisis-oriented, acting in response to disturbances as they occurred. The agency was heavily Southern-oriented and operated largely as a conciliation service, attempting to keep channels of communication open between hostile groups in racial controversies.

---

46/ The Division does not have a section which works on problems of equal employment opportunity. The economic development specialists only tangentially touch on this area in that they are basically concerned with minority entrepreneurship. Tranen interview, supra note 43.

47/ This Division is headed by Gilbert Pompa, a Mexican American. It deals with national organizations and develops innovative projects on a national basis for CRS.

48/ Clark interview, supra note 36.

49/ In its 1965 Annual Report, CRS listed 564 "community difficulties," by region, which it had serviced. 409 of these were in the South, and 65 more in border States. Of the 178 communities in which CRS had worked, 116 were Southern, and 24 were border areas. 1965 Annual Report of the Community Relations Service, at 19-23.

50/ CRS activity in the South was described by one knowledgeable individual as "a straight cool-it function." Laue interview, supra note 43.
In 1966, CRS began to shift its focus to urban areas, most of which are outside the South. Accompanying this geographic change in orientation was a change in emphasis in the nature of CRS activities. The early experience of CRS in the South had convinced the agency that short-term conciliation of community problems tended to favor the status quo. While playing primarily a "fire-fighting" role, CRS also began to attempt to help organize community resources for change. It was at this time that representatives were placed in the field to serve cities. Finally, CRS began to assist communities in developing substantive programs, such as job training, Model Cities, police-community relations, education, and media relations, which it felt were important to minority groups.

In addition, the agency did much work in response to civil disorders, a role it "fell into" in 1965. It became an advisor to the Attorney General and the White House staff on the causes of ghetto unrest and possible methods of preventing it. Its field representatives were on the scene at almost all actual and potential major outbreaks of racial violence, from those in Selma, in 1965, to the disturbances following the death of Dr. Martin Luther King in 1968.

51/ Walsh interview, supra note 43.
52/ Culberson interview, supra note 37.
53/ Interview with Roger Wilkins, former Director, CRS, Jan. 3, 1970. Mr. Wilkins, then Assistant Director, accompanied Attorney General Clark to Los Angeles during the Watts riot in 1965 and was consulted on the Federal response to each of the disorders which occurred thereafter. Id.
During this period of time, the field representatives work remained almost entirely crisis-oriented, in line with the overall program of CRS. A field representative would concentrate on whatever issue seemed most pressing in a community at a given time. Often the field representative would sense the issue through his contacts in the community, but he would also work on crises as they were defined by newspapers and other media. There was virtually no follow-up in an area once the trouble had abated.

54 / Tranen interview, supra note 44; interview with Phillip Mason, former field representative, Dec. 2, 1969. The following are examples of the type of activities engaged in by representatives: CRS became involved when Indians in a Western State contended that State hunting regulations violated their treaty rights and brought about an armed confrontation with State officials. A field representative met with tribal leaders, convinced them to use the courts to attack the State laws, contacted civil liberties lawyers, and assisted in the formation of a permanent organization of tribal members to deal with long-standing grievances; 1966 Annual Report of the Community Relations Service, at 15. CRS went into a populous Western city where relations between the Mexican American minority and the police were strained, and organized a committee of community leaders and police officials who arranged for the city's first community-wide conference between the police and the Mexican American minority; grievances were aired, positions were clarified, and a program of follow-up developed; 1967 Annual Report of the Community Relations Service, at 5. CRS performed a number of functions relative to the Poor People's Campaign, including visits by staff to 57 cities in order to reduce the possibility of friction and violence between campaigners and local citizens and officials on the route to Washington; 1968 Annual Report of the Community Relations Service, at 3.
One of the most successful undertakings of CRS in its early years was its media relations program. CRS staff sponsored or helped organize local and regional workshop meetings for news media representatives, minority group spokesmen, public officials and human relations specialists in more than 45 cities. Topics covered at the conferences included reporting racial crises, sensationalism in the media, news reporting on a day-to-day basis, recruitment of minority group employees and the impact of the mass media and its role in the current urban crisis. Work was done with professional associations and with local and national newsmen to help them get a better grasp of the daily suffering of minority group citizens in the ghettos and barrios of our cities.

1969 to the Present

There was a growing feeling in CRS that the efforts of the field representatives were too response-oriented and diffuse to have long-run constructive value. In the summer of 1968, then Director Wilkins met with the Attorney General in an attempt to analyze the effectiveness of CRS and to determine what changes in its operations were necessary. As a result of this meeting, an agency-wide reevaluation was undertaken and a new program emphasis developed.


56/ Laue, Walsh and Culberson interviews, supra notes 43, 43, and 37. Mr. Culberson indicated that CRS could not merely have "60, 80 or 100 individuals running around doing good" if it were to continue as a viable agency worthy of being funded by Congress. Culberson interview, supra note 37.

57/ Wilkins, Laue interviews, supra notes 53 and 43.
The current program of CRS is based on the premise that there must be constructive social change, and this involves increasing the influence of minority groups within and upon majority institutions. CRS believes that its proper role in this process is to give technical advice and support to minority groups to assist them in achieving the specific goals which they desire. Therefore, the emphasis of the agency is now on development or particular program areas, rather than on ad hoc concern with crisis-oriented situations. In addition, the efforts of CRS now are more equitably divided geographically, with priority given to large cities with sizeable minority group populations.

The new approach has radically altered the function of the field representative, who is now expected to spend 70 percent of his time on programmatic work. His remaining time is to be used for unstructured activities, such as assisting in the solution of local crises, and aiding indigenous groups in any project the field representative feels is significant. In each city where CRS seeks to provide continuing service, the field representative conducts a comprehensive survey of problems in the agency's five priority areas (economic development, education, police-minority relations, housing and communications). From this survey the field representatives outline methods whereby CRS will attempt to marshal resources (local, State, and Federal) to help resolve the problems. The Support Services Division provides

58/ Wilkins, Walsh interviews, supra notes 53 and 43.
59/ Walsh, Laue and Culberson interviews, supra notes 43, 43 and 37.
technical assistance in the service cities both in CRS program development and implementation.  

Although CRS can provide consultants to work with the community, it has no authority to award grants to communities for program development and enforces no civil rights laws. Its present emphasis is on working with the minority community for such purposes as establishing and improving self-help and self-determination projects; assisting communities in identifying their social problems; communicating to Federal agencies its impression of the operation of their programs on a local level; facilitating delivery of Federal programs which affect social and economic conditions of minority citizens. To carry out these programs, CRS necessarily has become involved, on a systematic basis, with the programs of other Federal agencies.

Before this change in program emphasis, CRS efforts at working with Federal agencies were on an ad hoc basis and, according to CRS

60/ Memorandum from Lawrence S. Hoffheimer, Chief Counsel & Special Assistant to the Director, CRS to David L. Norman, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, Aug. 25, 1970, appended to a letter from Jerris Leonard, Assistant Attorney General, to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 25, 1970.

61/ Tranen interview, supra note 14. Lists of consultants have been prepared in some subject areas. About thirty-five education specialists had been selected, along with approximately fifteen specialists in the economic development field, and the same number in the housing area. The number is expected to grow as the staffs of the various units are organized. Id.
officials, were not always productive. Model Cities was the only program with which CRS was deeply involved. When the program was first passed, CRS performed capability analyses of cities expected to apply for Model Cities grants. Subsequently, CRS reviewed grant applications to check the accuracy of the cities' self descriptions. CRS made no significant attempt to evaluate the impact of other Federal programs.

62/ Interview with Nathan Greene, Program Officer, Division of Support Services, CRS, Oct. 17, 1969; Walsh and Watkins interviews, supra notes 43 and 55. At one point, CRS established a Federal Liaison Office with two staff members. Now the units of the Division of Support Services have expertise in substantive Federal programs and develop agency liaison with appropriate Federal agencies.

Under Roger Wilkins' directorship, dealings with Federal agencies were often at a high level and were on a personal basis. Mr. Holman has been attempting to develop more structured ties with other Federal departments and agencies. He has been meeting with individuals at the Under-Secretary level in other agencies. At these meetings, he explains CRS, its programs, and discusses areas of possible coordination with the agency in question. Further relationships with the agency then are to be conducted on the staff level. Culberson and Greene interviews, supra notes 37 and 62.

63/ Greene interview, supra note 62. Mr. Greene feels that CRS raised questions of basic policy, such as open housing, which officials of the Model Cities program would not deal with at the time, and have not yet faced. Presently, CRS has a representative on the Model Cities Inter-Agency Team in Washington, and the regional directors sit on the regional inter-agency teams. CRS's present chief concern with the Model Cities program is to assure adequate citizen participation and to provide technical assistance for community groups in areas with Model Cities' projects. Id.

A recent CRS Memorandum on Model Cities stresses that this program should be given agency-wide attention. CRS feels that since the Model Cities program may become a "vehicle for the eventual funneling of all Federal monies into our cities," it has a "potential impact upon CRS constituents which is both profound and constant." Memorandum From the Director, CRS, to CRS Professional Staff, CRS Policy on the Model Cities Program, Sept. 2, 1969.
programs on minority groups. Nor did it make any evaluation of the civil rights aspects of Federal programs other than Model Cities. Under the provisions of Section 808(e)(4) of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the Office of Housing Opportunity of HUD is supposed to cooperate with CRS in the effort to eliminate discriminatory housing practices. Exploratory meetings were held last winter between HUD officials and the CRS Program Development Officer. It was concluded that CRS could have only minimal impact in this area due to its meager resources compared to those of HUD. Further discussions, however, are contemplated.

The program focus of current CRS activities has led it to seek closer contact with other Federal agencies. For example, as part of its efforts to improve police-community relations, CRS has begun to formalize a relationship with officials of the Justice Department's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). The main thrust of the CRS effort in dealing with LEAA is to promote the use of LEAA

64/ Id.; Walsh interview, supra note 43. CRS's dealings with agencies like HEW, the Agriculture Department, OEO and EEOC, have been sporadic. With none of these has there been any sustained cooperation. Tranen interview, supra note 43.

65/ Memorandum from Lawrence S. Hoffheimer, supra note 60, at 2.

66/ Interview with Roscoe R. Nix, Chief, State and Local Agencies Section, Support Services Division, CRS, Oct. 15, 1969.
funds for such purposes as experimental programs to promote good relations between minority groups and police forces, and law reform projects, rather than solely for items such as riot control equipment. CRS is making similar efforts to cooperate with officials of the Small Business Administration, the Economic Development Administration of the Commerce Department, and the Office of Education of HEW.

67/ Id. In a September 4, 1969 memorandum from the Director of CRS concerning liaison with LEAA, it was stated that CRS should work at the State and local levels to help these jurisdictions to request and use LEAA funds effectively. CRS feels that LEAA cannot do this itself, because of the very limited control which the Justice Department is statutorily permitted to exercise over the use of the funds. As part of its efforts in this field, CRS plans to work toward making State councils, and local and regional advisory councils, more representative of minority groups. It has reviewed State plans submitted to LEAA for 1969, and will make recommendations to that agency on the basis of its review. Memorandum From the Director, CRS, to CRS Professional Staff, CRS Liaison with LEAA, Sept. 4, 1969.

68/ Id. Tranen interview, supra note 43. See, 1969 Annual Report of the Community Relations Service. At the time of the Commission review, CRS was still in the transition stage of the switch in program emphasis. The field representatives had chosen priority areas for their cities, and were in the process of preparing the actual programs. The Washington staff was also at the developmental stage of its new activities. Therefore, the coordination and evaluation efforts which CRS expects to make were not sufficiently under way for Commission staff to evaluate.
Although CRS and the Civil Rights Division both are heavily involved in civil rights concerns, relations between these two Divisions of the Justice Department have not been especially close. However, in crisis situations, representatives of both branches of the Justice Department have worked well together. Otherwise, continuing liaison is not systematically maintained.

69/ Mason interview, supra note 54. Interview with Frank Schwelb, Chief, Housing Section, Civil Rights Division; Nov. 13, 1969; interview with J. Harold Flannery, former Chief, Coordination and Special Appeals Section, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 14, 1969. In meetings between representatives of the Civil Rights Division and CRS field representatives in 1969, some CRS participants expressed their disapproval of what they termed the lack of relevance, slowness and conservatism of the Division. Id. The Community Relations Service recently indicated to this Commission the extent of its relationship with the Civil Rights Division.

The Civil Rights Division and CRS have established a cooperative working relationship. This began in 1968 when, at CRS's request, the Civil Rights Division prepared a comprehensive compilation of federal civil rights remedies for CRS staff utilization. This was followed up by a meeting between CRS lawyers and CRS field representatives... where CRS's role and policies were explained. In January 1969, a meeting was held between CRS Regional Directors and CRD Section Chiefs... at which an exchange of maps and telephone numbers was made.... Memorandum from Lawrence S. Hoffheimer, supra note 31, at 2.

70/ Culberson and Tranen interviews, supra notes 37 and 43. This is true even though the Special Assistant to the Director, the Regional Director for the Northeast and the Chief of the Community Development Section of the Support Services Division are all former Civil Rights Division attorneys. Cooperation was achieved at such times as the Poor Peoples March and in the disorders following the death of Dr. Martin Luther King.
The posture and program of the Community Relations Service are quite different from those of most Federal departments and agencies, for it is neither a policy maker, a distributor of Federal benefits or a law enforcement body. In the past, CRS has played an important role in promoting peaceful race relations by opening lines of communication between conflicting racial and ethnic groups. Its new program of encouraging and assisting local minority efforts for self-improvement and the attainment of social and economic influence is a logical outgrowth of its earlier efforts. At a time of minority alienation and animosity regarding the Federal establishment, CRS serves as a valuable communication link between minority groups and Federal agencies.

In this way, it is similar to the Cabinet Committee on Opportunity For The Spanish-Speaking. Yet, its growing field staff and its representation of all minority groups set it apart even from the Cabinet Committee. It can, in the long run, prove to be an invaluable instructor, not only to the minority community, but to the Federal bureaucracy as well. In the short run, it may succeed in improving the flow of Federal benefits to many of those most in need. To insure the success of this effort, however, it needs to develop a staff in Washington as conversant with Federal programs as its field staff is knowledgeable about the sense of powerlessness and frustrated aspirations of those in this Nation's ghettos and barrios.

71/ See p. 952 infra. For a discussion of the Cabinet Committee on Opportunity For The Spanish-Speaking.
IV. Cabinet Committee on Opportunity For The Spanish-Speaking 72/

A. Introduction

Although most of the efforts of Federal agencies to end discrimination have been taken on behalf of Negroes, this does not mean other minority group citizens are not subject to similar and equally reprehensible discrimination. One group that suffers heavily from discrimination is the Nation's second largest minority group, the Spanish-speaking community—Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans and other Latin Americans. Here, language barriers

72/ The Cabinet Committee was not established until December 30, 1969, and is still not fully operational. Its predecessor organization, however, the Inter-Agency Committee for Mexican American Affairs, was in operation for two and a half years. Thus, most of the material in this section will relate to the Inter-Agency Committee.


By latest estimate, there are more than 9.2 million persons in the United States who identify themselves as being of Spanish origin, of which 55 percent are Mexican American and almost 16 percent are mainland Puerto Ricans. Of the 9.2 million figure, more than 4.6 million consider Spanish their basic language. Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports, p. 20, #195, "Spanish American Population: Nov. 1969", Feb. 20, 1970.
and cultural differences have joined with overt discrimination on the part of the majority to keep many people with Spanish backgrounds out of the American social and economic mainstream.

This point was emphatically made to President Johnson and his staff by Mexican American leaders after the conclusion of the June 1966 conference, "To Secure These Rights," which dealt almost exclusively with the problems of discrimination faced by Negroes. As a result, the President created a task force to determine the feasibility and objectives of a similar conference relating to problems of Mexican Americans. However, the initial result of the task force meetings was not a conference, but the formation of a special Presidential committee.

74/ Interview with David North, former Executive Director, Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs, Feb. 3, 1970.

75/ Id. Two preliminary sessions were held between the Administration's task force and members of the Mexican American community in October and November of 1966. A third session was held with members of the Puerto Rican community, shortly thereafter. After the sessions ended, the task force submitted a series of recommendations and alternatives to the President. President Johnson, after his experiences with previous conferences, which had brought about criticism from the general public and the press, did not favor a Mexican American conference. A compromise was reached between the Administration and the Mexican American community with the creation of the Inter-Agency Committee for Mexican American Affairs.
B. Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs

By Executive Memorandum on June 9, 1967, President Johnson created the Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs. The Committee consisted of the heads of seven major executive Departments and agencies. Its chairman was Vicente Ximenes, who was confirmed as a Commissioner of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in June 1967. The Committee's mandate was: to ensure that Mexican Americans were receiving the Federal assistance they needed; to promote new programs to deal with the unique problems of the Mexican American community; to establish channels of communication with Mexican American groups; and to suggest how the Federal Government could best work with State and local governments, with private industry, and with Mexican Americans, themselves, in solving the problems facing Mexican Americans throughout the country.

76/ Memorandum from the President to the Secretaries of the Departments of Labor, HEW, Agriculture, and HUD, the Director of OEO and Vicente Ximenes, Member, EEOC, June 9, 1967. The Department of Commerce was added to the Committee in August 1967. Mr. David North, a member of the task force, from the Labor Department, was chosen Executive Director.

77/ Id.
The Presidential mandate was short and general, leaving the responsibility of establishing budget, staff, and policy to the Secretaries and staff of the Chairman of the Committee. In theory, the Committee members, appointed by the President, would meet as the need arose and the policy-making decisions were to be shared by the Chairman and the Staff Director. In the nearly two years of Chairman Ximenes' tenure, the Inter-Agency Committee met only three times.  

An initial problem, which continued to plague the Committee, was its lack of Congressional funding. Since it owed its experience to a Presidential directive, it had to derive its financial resources from the Departments and agencies which comprised its membership. This dependence, for monetary support, on agencies which it might criticize remained a difficult and time-consuming problem until it was solved by Congress in December 1969. The fiscal year 1969 budget of the Inter-Agency Committee was roughly $485,000 and its staff for that period consisted of 20 persons.

78/ Interview with EEOC Commissioner Vicente Ximenes, Chairman of the Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs, Dec. 11, 1969.

79/ Id. On that date Congress passed the bill establishing the Cabinet Committee on Opportunity For The Spanish-Speaking. The new Committee is funded by Congress.

80/ North interview, supra note 74.
1. **The El Paso Conference**

Most of the early efforts of the Chairman and staff of the Committee went into preparing for a Mexican American Conference, which was held in El Paso, Texas, in October 1967. The conference was in the form of a hearing, in which representatives of the more than 1500 Mexican Americans who attended told the President's Cabinet Secretaries about the problems of the "barrio". Three recurring complaints emerged:

(1) the lack of bilingual and bicultural policy makers, administrators and community workers in the Federal Government;

(2) the failure to accept bilingualism as a fact of life in all phases of public activities, especially education;

(3) the failure of government to make a commitment in good faith which produced action.

The conference was the first significant attempt by the Committee to fulfill the mandate of the President. It also offered the Cabinet members their first opportunity to be faced directly with the problems of the Chicanos. The fact that the conference gave ranking Federal

81/ Ximenes interview, supra note 78. Initial White House opposition to the conference was overcome by the Chairman with the assistance of Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz, and the Director of the Office for Economic Opportunity, Sargent Shriver. Id.


83/ "Chicano" is an increasingly accepted name for Mexican Americans, particularly among the younger, more active members of that community.
officials a new perspective and awareness, made it a success in the view of the Committee officials.

In addition, a memorandum was sent to the President on January 25, 1968, which suggested solutions to some of the more acute problems raised by Mexican Americans at the conference. The proposals covered education, housing, Federal employment, manpower training, health, welfare, administration of justice, poverty and rural programs.

2. Coordination with Federal Agencies

After the El Paso conference, the Committee started the difficult task of implementing the suggestions made to the President. Since the Committee had no enforcement power and was not even Congressionally sanctioned, the success of its efforts with other Federal agencies depended, to a great extent, on the personal relationship between the Chairman and the President, the President's forceful support, and the good relations between the Chairman and the Cabinet members.

---


85/ Memorandum from Vincente Ximenes, Chairman, and the Members of the Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs, to the President, Re: Summary of Suggested Solutions to Problems raised at the El Paso Conference, Jan. 25, 1968. No response was made to the memorandum by the White House. Ximenes interview, supra note 78.
Although the Committee spent much of its time working with the complaints of individuals and opening employment opportunities for Mexican Americans within the Federal establishment, its activities touched a wide range of subject areas and Federal programs. For example, it was significantly involved in getting the Bureau of the Census to include a question in the 1970 census questionnaire which permits persons of Spanish heritage to identify themselves; it

86/ North interview, supra note 74. See, e.g., letter from John Macy, Chairman, U.S. Civil Service Commission to Vincente Ximenes, Chairman, Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs, June 20, 1969. The letter outlines steps the Civil Service Commission took or planned to take to increase employment of Mexican Americans in the Federal service. A similar letter was received from Assistant Postmaster General Richard J. Murphy on Jan. 2, 1968.

87/ Letter from A. Ross Eckler, Director, Bureau of the Census, to Chairman, Vincente Ximenes, May 23, 1969. This question concerning origin, in addition to the question regarding languages other than English used in the respondent's childhood home, will make possible the first accurate nation-wide count of Spanish-speaking Americans. It will be easier for Spanish-speaking groups to demand, on the basis of statistics, more equitable treatment by Federal program officials. Prior to the 1970 census, when there was no way to determine how many Spanish-speaking Americans were in the country, some Spanish-speaking communities were denied participation in the federally assisted programs, e.g., HUD's Model Cities, HEW's Education grants, and OEO's Community Action Programs.
unsuccessfully attempted to get the Economic Development Administration of the Commerce Department to focus more of its efforts on the Southwest; it participated with HUD in the process of selecting municipalities for Model Cities grants; it unsuccessfully urged introduction of a home ownership concept into HUD's Urban Renewal program; it established communication with the Chairman of the Selective Service System concerning the small number of Mexican Americans serving on local draft and appeal boards in the Southwest; it dealt on a regular and fairly successful basis with HEW on a number of issues; it urged unsuccessfully that the Labor Department

88/ Ximenes interview, supra note 78.

89/ Id. After cities were selected, including 17 with large Mexican American concentrations, the Inter-Agency Committee continued to act as an adviser to the Model Cities staff. In San Antonio and Albuquerque, for example, important Mexican American "barrios" had not been included in the original Model Cities boundaries. The omissions were discussed with HUD and, in both cases, the oversights were corrected. Letter from Robert C. Weaver, Secretary, HUD, to Vincente Ximenes, Chairman, Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs, Apr. 4, 1969. The Inter-Agency Committee, however, was not always successful. The Spanish-speaking community in Oakland, California, felt the neighborhood designations for the Model Cities program did not include a significant Mexican American area. This was discussed with HUD officials but the boundaries were not changed. Id.

90/ Id.

91/ Letter from Lewis B. Hershey, Director, Selective Service System, to Vincente T. Ximenes, Chairman, Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs, Feb. 20, 1968.

92/ Ximenes and North interviews, supra notes 78 and 74. In cooperation with the Inter-Agency Committee, HEW (1) created an Office of Spanish-Speaking Affairs at the Secretary's level, whose main purpose was to coordinate all HEW's programs dealing with Mexican American needs; (2) a Mexican American Affairs Unit was created in the Office of Education to serve the education needs of Mexican Americans. Its role was basically the same as that of the Inter-Agency Committee: to serve as an ombudsman, coordinator and in-house lobbyist for all problems pertaining to Mexican Americans in the field of education. In addition, the Social Security Administration began a broad recruitment program aimed at hiring Mexican Americans.
ban "green card holders", i.e., Mexican citizens who obtain U.S. visas (green cards), cross the border daily to pursue their employment (usually at lower wages than paid to domestic workers) and return to their established homes in Mexico in the evening, thereby depriving Mexican Americans of employment; it was instrumental in convincing the Agriculture Department to buy grazing land in the Southwest and to encourage Mexican Americans to come and work on it; and, finally, it worked closely with OEO to make that agency's programs more responsive to Mexican Americans.

The Inter-Agency Committee devoted comparatively little time to working with State or local governments. Further, its activities were not geared to any Spanish-speaking group other than the Mexican American. For example, during the existence of the Committee, it had

93/ Ximenes interview, supra note 78. Secretary of Labor Wirtz, did, however, issue an order banning "green card holders" from working on farms where workers were on strike. Mr. Ximenes was not able to convince the Johnson administration to support collective bargaining for farm workers. Id.

94/ Id.

95/ Id., North interview, supra note 74.

96/ North interview, supra note 74.

97/ Id. The former Staff Director of the Committee, David North, indicated that President Johnson's main concern, being a Texan, was the Mexican American community. The Inter-Agency Committee was the President's creation and he determined its goals and scope.
very little communication with the Puerto Rican community; the Committee had had only one Puerto Rican employee and the two publications

98/ Of the more than 1,500 persons who attended the conference in El Paso, Texas, in October 1967, only six were Puerto Ricans. Manuel Diaz, Deputy Commissioner, Manpower and Career Development Agency, Human Resources Administration, City of New York, stated before the Senate's Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization in 1969:

We were well received by our Mexican friends but it was not our conference. I suggested to Mr. Ximenes that a similar conference be organized in New York or in Chicago where urban issues could be addressed by Puerto Ricans in a city readily accessible to them. He was sympathetic to the idea, and he is an honorable man, but to date, there has been no further action in this direction. Hearings before the Subcomm. on Executive Reorganization, supra note 82, at 204.

The Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs held a one-day conference--the Midwest Conference on Mexican American and Puerto Rican Affairs--in Detroit, Michigan, on October 19, 1968. The main purpose of the conference was said to be to bring together Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans from Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Iowa and Wisconsin, so that they could present to high-level officials from Federal, State and local government and leaders from business, industry, labor and universities, recommendations for solutions to the problems of the Spanish-speaking people of the Midwest. The conference was attended by approximately 500 Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans and dealt primarily with education and employment problems. According to Mr. North, out of the 500 attendants only 20 to 25 percent were Puerto Ricans. The conference was an outgrowth of the meeting in El Paso, Texas. It was an attempt by the Inter-Agency Committee to establish stronger ties with the Mexican American community in the Midwest, and to explore the main problems of the Mexican American community in that area. The Puerto Rican community was, again, inadequately repre-sented. See Inter-Agency Committee for Mexican American Affairs, Press Release, Oct. 17, 1968; North interview, supra note 74.
the Committee produced did not provide adequate coverage of Puerto Ricans.

C. Creation of the Cabinet Committee on Opportunity For The Spanish-Speaking

Beginning in late 1968 Commissioner Ximenes spent a great deal of time attempting to convince the President and his staff of the need to make the Inter-Agency Committee permanent, to improve its funding arrangement, to add more Cabinet members to it, and to provide

99/ The Inter-Agency Committee issued two publications:

(1) Spanish-Surnamed American College Graduates (1968);

The Spanish-Surnamed American College Graduates is a valuable informational booklet. It provides the names of colleges, and graduates from California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, Wyoming and New York. The six Southwestern States are thoroughly documented; but the State of New York is only partially covered. The Committee failed to gather information from Fordham and St. John's Universities and some of the branches of the City University of New York, where many Puerto Ricans attend.

The second publication, as indicated by its title provides materials relating only to persons of Mexican heritage. No similar publication has been prepared for Puerto Ricans, Cubans or other Latin Americans.

A third publication, Testimony Presented at the Cabinet Committee Hearings on Mexican American Affairs, held in El Paso, Texas (Oct. 26-28, 1967) deals solely with the hearing, which was concerned almost exclusively with problems of Mexican Americans.

100/ Ximenes interview, supra note78. Having been created through a Presidential memorandum, the Committee had no stability, its life could have been terminated at the whim of the President.
it with a full time chairman. A bill incorporating these suggestions 
was introduced in Congress and was passed on December 30, 1969. The 
principal provisions of the law are: (1) change of the name from "Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs" to "Cabinet 
Committee on Opportunity For The Spanish-Speaking", thus clearly giving the Committee responsibility for dealing with Puerto Ricans, Cubans and other Latin Americans; (2) legislative authorization for the Committee, with provision for appropriations through the ordinary budget process; (3) the addition of Federal agencies to the Committee: the Secretary of the Treasury, the Attorney General, the Administrator of the Small Business Administration and the Chairman of the Civil 
Service Commission; (4) a prohibition against the Chairman of the Committee concurrently holding any other office or position of employment with the United States, and a requirement that he serve in a 
full time capacity as the Chief Officer of the Committee; (5) the
creation of an Advisory Council on Spanish Speaking Americans, to be composed of nine members appointed by the President from among individuals who are representative of the Mexican American, Puerto Rican, Cuban American, and other elements of the Spanish-speaking community in the United States; 106/ and (6) expiration of the Committee in December 1974.

D. Activities of the Cabinet Committee

Martin Castillo, who had been Chairman of the Interagency Committee from May 28, 1969, until it was abolished by the statute creating the Cabinet Committee, 108/ is the present Chairman of the Committee. He has a staff of 27 and a budget for fiscal year 1970 of $510,000.

Since Mr. Castillo became Chairman, the activities of the Committee have continued along the same lines as those undertaken by his predecessor. Its main efforts have been to act as a lobbyist within the Federal Government;

106/ Sec. 7(a) and (b). As of mid-June 1970, no appointments to the Council had been made. Interview with Henry Quevedo, Executive Director, Cabinet Committee on Opportunity For The Spanish-Speaking, June 15, 1970.

107/ Sec. 12.

108/ Mr. Castillo also served as Deputy Staff Director of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights from April 22, 1969, to June 7, 1970.

109/ Quevedo interview, supra note106. One member of the staff is Puerto Rican and another is Cuban.
to improve the Federal allocation of funds to the Mexican American community; to increase the number of Mexican Americans employed within the Federal Government and to seek to resolve individual complaints.

More specifically, among the actions taken by the Committee are:

- meetings with the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission and representatives of the Departments of HUD, HEW, Transportation, Treasury, and OEO, to discuss recruitment and placement of Spanish-speaking personnel throughout the Federal Government;
- meeting with SBA regarding minority entrepreneurship;
- cooperation with the Department of Labor in creating manpower training programs for Spanish-speaking people and assistance in accelerating OEO grants to "barrios;"
- meetings with HEW officials, which led to the issuance of an HEW policy defining the requirements that school districts provide equal

\[110/\text{Interview with Martin Castillo, Chairman, Cabinet Committee on Opportunity For The Spanish Speaking (CCOSS) and Henry Quevedo, Executive Director, CCOSS, Nov. 5., 1969.}\]

\[111/\text{Letter from Henry Quevedo, Executive Director, CCOSS, to Martin Sloane, Assistant Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Mar. 18, 1970.}\]

The Committee has created a placement referral system complete with a depository of Federal employment applications filed by Spanish-speaking citizens.

\[112/\text{Id. The Committee is compiling a list of Spanish-speaking contractors who are interested in working on Federal contracts. Cabinet Committee on Opportunity for The Spanish-Speaking, Newsletter, Vol. II, No. 3, Mar. 1970, at 2.}\]

\[113/\text{Id.}\]
educational opportunity to national origin minority group children, \footnote{114/} deficient in English language skills.

In addition, the Cabinet Committee persuaded the Census Bureau to prepare a pamphlet entitled "We, the Mexican Americans," to stimulate interest among the Spanish-speaking people of the need and importance \footnote{115/} of being counted in the census. One final example of the type of work done by the Cabinet Committee, is that Chairman Castillo assigned several staff technicians to consult with five organizations in Washington, D. C., which are primarily interested in meeting the problems of the more than 75,000 Spanish-speaking people in the Nation's Capital, which have \footnote{116/} been neglected.


\footnote{115/} Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs, Newsletter Vol. II, No. 1, Jan. 1970, at 2. The Committee distributed the pamphlets to its entire mailing list and to all Spanish-speaking organizations and individuals who requested it. The pamphlet, however, should have been named "We, the Spanish-Speaking Americans." In this same regard, the Committee sought the assistance of broadcasters with Spanish-speaking abilities to publicize the importance of the census through radio and TV spots. Unfortunately, all the TV and radio spots were geared to Mexican Americans in the Southwest. \footnote{16/} Id.

\footnote{116/} Id., at 3.
The Cabinet Committee on Opportunity For The Spanish-Speaking and its predecessor, the Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs, have engaged in a significant number of worthwhile projects which might never have been undertaken but for their efforts. After decades of neglect, activities in the interests of Spanish surnamed Americans are needed and must be expanded. Yet there are several limits on the capacity of a body such as the Cabinet Committee, whose work is essentially that of a broker and lobbyist on behalf of Spanish-speaking people, to bring about immediate and dramatic results when so much of its work depends upon the sufferance of other Federal agencies. In any event, while Congress, as a matter of statutory authorization, has expanded the Committee's responsibilities to include all Spanish-speaking groups, it is up to the Committee, itself, to so structure its activities as to assure that the rights of all are, in fact, protected.
V. The Department of Justice

A. Introduction

The Department of Justice and the Attorney General hold a central position in the formulation of domestic policy and in determining how it will be carried out. As the Government's lawyer, the Department represents most agencies of the Executive Branch in court and is key to determining the Government's litigation policy and practice. Further, the legal opinions provided by the Attorney General are relied upon as ultimate legal authority by the agencies and often have served to set the limits of agency authority. In addition, of great practical importance is the fact that recent Attorneys General have been men with considerable personal influence with the President and their views have had an important bearing on decisions and issues of great national importance.

In the area of civil rights, the role of the Justice Department is even more significant than it is in other areas of domestic policy concern. Here, the Department controls what, thus far, has been the most effective civil rights sanction--law suits; it is the initiator of civil rights legislation; it coordinates Title VI enforcement activity; it is the final arbiter on questions concerning the scope

117/ This could be said of Herbert Brownell and William P. Rogers in the Eisenhower Administration; Robert Kennedy in the Kennedy Administration; Ramsey Clark in the Johnson Administration; and John N. Mitchell in the Nixon Administration.
of authority under various civil rights laws; and it is the traditional pace-setter for the entire Federal civil rights effort. Yet, in the years following passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, during which the Department has assumed a central role of civil rights leadership for the entire Executive Branch, it has been unable to generate effective government-wide civil rights compliance and enforcement.

B. The Justice Department and Civil Rights

1. The Civil Rights Division

The Justice Department has maintained a unit dealing with civil rights matters since 1939 when a civil rights unit was established in the Criminal Division. The Civil Rights Act of 1957 created a separate Civil Rights Division within the Department, and provided it with limited jurisdiction to bring lawsuits in matters involving voting discrimination. Since that time, the Division, by virtue of the

118/ Order of the Attorney General No. 3204, Feb. 3, 1939. The civil rights unit in the Criminal Division was concerned with violations of certain non-civil rights matters, such as the Hatch Act and Corrupt Practices Act. Its civil rights responsibilities were limited to enforcement of then existing civil rights laws, such as those dealing with slavery and peonage, 18 U.S.C.A. 1581, 1583 and 1584, and those statutes prohibiting police brutality and conspiracies to deprive citizens of their Constitutional rights, 18 U.S.C.A. 241 and 242.

119/ 71 Stat. 637. The Division was formally set up by Order of the Attorney General, No. 155-57, Dec. 9, 1957.
civil rights legislation enacted in 1964, 1965, and 1968, has received authority to file suit in a variety of areas, including discrimination in public accommodations, public facilities, schools, employment, and housing. It also has received expanded litigative and administrative powers to cope with voting discrimination and additional authority to act against those who interfere with the civil rights of others. Finally, the Division is empowered to enforce the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution.

120/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title II.
121/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title III.
122/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IV.
123/ Civil Rights Act of 1964, VII.
124/ Civil Rights Act of 1968, Title VIII.
127/ The Department may well also have the power to initiate action under the so-called "general civil rights laws" of 1866. 42 U.S.C. § 1981 et. seq. See Memorandum from Louis F. Claiborne, Assistant to the Solicitor General, To The Attorney General, "On The Implications of Jones v. Mayer Co.,” June 24, 1969. Jones v. Mayer Co. was a case brought by a private party to enforce his right to purchase property pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1981.
Weaknesses in the Civil Rights Division, the principal civil rights arm of the Justice Department, go to the heart of the Justice Department's failure to exercise more effective executive leadership in this vital area. Although it has expanded consistently, the size of the Division has always been much too small, in relation to the scope of its responsibilities. In 1953, the civil rights unit had 8 attorneys; in 1958, it had 14 attorneys; in 1961, it had 32; in 1965, it had 72; and in 1969, the number of authorized attorneys was 114, out of a total of 274 authorized positions in the Division. The growth of the Division has not kept pace with the vast new responsibilities assigned to it in the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and the Civil Rights Act of 1968. The Division is less than half the size of the Antitrust Division, less than two-thirds the size of the Tax Division and is considerably

128/ Address by Arthur B. Caldwell, Chief, Civil Rights Section, to Civil Rights Class of the University of Pennsylvania, July 16, 1953 (Mimeo. copy revised 1957).


130/ Id.


In 1958, the Division's budget was $185,000; *Justice*, supra note 126, at 272; in 1965, it was $2,034,000. *Law Enforcement*, supra note 128, at 113. By fiscal 1969, this had increased to $3,265,000, Subcomm. hearings, supra note 133. The budget request for fiscal 1970 is $4,400,000 and the fiscal 1971 budget contemplates a total of $5,398,000 with 340 total positions including 159 attorneys.
smaller than either the Criminal and Civil Divisions. Furthermore, the Division has not been fully staffed in recent years. Former Attorney General Clark recently described the severe limits on Division activities caused by staff shortage: "Until 1968 there was not enough manpower in the Civil Rights Division to enforce

The following breakdown indicates the relative size of the various divisions, in terms of appropriations for fiscal 1969 (adapted from Hearings, supra, note 133, 221-22, 223-24:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Positions</th>
<th>Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>$8,352,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>5,655,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>5,525,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>4,256,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lands</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>3,953,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Rights</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>3,265,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR3</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>2,252,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Security</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1,336,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Legal Counsel</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>681,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solicitor General</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>656,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interview with David L. Norman, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Feb. 11, 1970.
all the civil rights laws in any one State or any one civil rights law in all the States."

The size of the Division has a direct effect on the number of law suits in which it can participate. For example, the Chief of the Employment Section of the Division indicated in November 1969, that, in the coming year, his unit could file 20 to 25 new cases. Inadequate as this number is in light of the magnitude of the problem of employment discrimination, it is unlikely that the Division will file even that many suits. As of mid-June 1970, it had filed only four new cases.

Another weakness relates to the system of priorities that governs the Division's activities and its failure to turn its attention to problems before they reach crisis proportions. The Division's efforts prior to 1968 were concentrated almost exclusively on the South. It

136/ Interview with Ramsey Clark, former Attorney General, Mar. 30, 1970. One Bureau of the Budget official noted that when asked why he did not ask for a doubling of his staff instead of requesting a small increase, Assistant Attorney General John Doar indicated that he could not effectively handle such a large staff. Interview with James V. DeLong, Senior Staff Member, Office of Program Evaluation, Bureau of the Budget, Apr. 23, 1970. This appears to be in line with a criticism of the Division made by former Attorney General Clark, who stated that the Division, for most of its existence, was run like a small private law firm, and not a Federal law enforcement office. Clark interview, supra note 136.

137/ Interview with David L. Rose, Chief, Employment Section, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 12, 1969.

138/ Interview with Frank E. Schwelb, Chief, Housing Section, and John M. Rosenberg, Chief, Criminal Section, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 13, 1969 and Nov. 7, 1969, respectively.
was not until the riots in the North persisted and gained in intensity that the Division reorganized and devoted substantial staff resources to dealing with the severe problems of racial discrimination in that part of the country. To a large extent, however, the Division's heavy concentration on the South was a reflection of its desire to devote its limited staff resources to areas where civil rights problems were perceived as being most severe. The Division also has failed to devote sufficient resources to combat discrimination against Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans and American Indians. The staff of the Division has indicated an awareness of the need to devote more attention to the problems of these groups and attempts are being made to develop more cases on their behalf.

According to former Attorney General Clark, until mid-1967, the Division not only did not maintain a system of priorities and it lacked even a sense of a need for priorities. This undoubtedly accounted in

139/ Clark interview, supra note 136.

140/ For example, Division Supervisors met with representatives of the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund in March 1970 to discuss discrimination against Mexican Americans, and what the Division should do in this area. The Division has also opened an office in Houston, Texas, with a Mexican American attorney in charge. On May 26, 1970, the Division intervened in a suit, against the Sonora Texas School District, which alleged discrimination against Mexican American students. In addition, the Division is a party in suits against five school districts in Texas alleging discrimination against Mexican American students.

141/ Clark interview, supra note 136. The Division did have informal priorities. Prior to the Voting Rights Act of 1965. The Division's announced priority was voting. The reason given for the establishment of this priority was that other rights would naturally flow to Negroes if they were able to exercise the franchise and thus participate in the political process. B. Marshall, Federalism and Civil Rights (1964). Mr. Marshall was a former Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division. After the Voting Rights Act, the Division turned its attention to school desegregation matters and by 1968, most Division resources were focused on problems of employment discrimination.
large part for its failure to foresee some major problem areas within its jurisdiction and act to remove the causes of injustice. To some extent, the Division's failure to develop systematic priorities can be accounted for by the need to respond to the many crises of the mid-1960's. In any event, it was not until 1968 that the Division established written priorities pursuant to a Department-wide requirement. Its Program Memorandum for fiscal year 1969 proposed that the resources of the Division be allocated among its sections in the following manner: Employment, 27 percent; Education, 17 percent; Criminal, 17 percent; Housing, 17 percent; Voting and Public Accomodations, 14 percent; and Coordination, Special Appeals and Title VI, 8 percent. Although the Memorandum discussed in detail the priorities within each subject matter category, little consideration was given to the overall rationale underlying the structure of the Division's program.

The Civil Rights Division still does not appear to order its priorities within the context of the national need for improved civil rights enforcement. Despite its central role in the Federal civil rights enforcement effort, the Division's goals are limited to those within the confines of its statutory mandate and bear little relation to the development of national and civil rights goals in this area. Periodic Division reviews of the total civil rights picture (which would include learning about the activities of private groups and other Federal agencies, noting the areas of progress, and assessing the major problem areas) would enable it to program its activities to complement and further existing private and Government efforts.

142/ At the time this report was written, the fiscal year 1970 program Memorandum was not available.
The priorities of the Division also remain confined almost exclusively to the narrow focus on law enforcement through litigation. The Division has virtually ignored use of its nonlitigative powers. The Department has the capacity to serve as a catalyst to stimulate increased efforts by other Federal departments and agencies. In addition, acting through the Division or through United States Attorneys, it may also generate action by State and local agencies, private organizations, and private individuals. For example, the Criminal Division has stimulated a massive advertising campaign to prevent auto theft and narcotic addiction. In these efforts the Criminal Division has enlisted the support of numerous agencies, both Federal and private, and private businesses and persons. The Civil Rights Division, however, has tended to concentrate on its traditional litigative activity and, for the most part, has not sought to enlist the aid of others in its effort to assure equal rights.

---

143/ The Justice Department has indicated that the Civil Rights Division has expended substantial energies trying to solve problems by informal means. For example: it overlooks the joint undertaking of the Department of Justice, HEW, the Cabinet Committee, the White House Staff, and the State Advisory Councils, toward the solving of school desegregation problems. "From the President on down, no effort so dramatically illustrates our nonlitigative and cooperative approach to this especially sensitive civil rights area. This approach which stresses reasonableness, cooperation, and firmness, might well be applied to other areas as well." (emphasis added) Letter from Jerris Leonard, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Appendix, Aug. 25, 1970.

144/ In the period immediately prior to the effective date of the Public Accommodations Law, Civil Rights Division officials met with numerous business and community leaders in order to ensure the orderly implementation of the statute. In addition, in 1965, Division personnel gave a large number of speeches to business groups interpreting the provisions of Title VII, the fair employment section, of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Another example of the Civil Rights Division acting in concert with private parties is the liaison they maintain with the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, the Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, the Lawyer's Constitutional Defense Committee of the American Civil Liberties Union, and other private legal groups.
In addition, the Division's priorities have been established without benefit of any systematic effort to identify and rank outstanding civil rights problems. Little assistance was sought or provided by the staffs of other agencies or nongovernmental experts. Attempts have not been made to evaluate, quantitatively or qualitatively, the effects of its past litigation nor the probable result of its present litigation program.

A further problem has been the overly cautious approach of the Division in carrying out its civil rights responsibilities. It also has been contended that cases often require much less proof than that the Division believes it must submit. On occasion, the Division also has opposed Department participation in litigation involving important principles of civil rights law. For example, the Division opposed Justice Department participation in the landmark case of Jones v. Mayer and Co.

145/ Interview with Roger W. Wilkins, former Director, Community Relations Service, Department of Justice, Jan. 3, 1970. The Justice Department has indicated that:

It is Division policy and practice to conserve litigation energy whenever possible. A thorough study of the cases in which the Division has been involved over the past 18 months would demonstrate this point. That study would also demonstrate that the Division has encouraged, not opposed, 'Departmental participation in litigation involving important principles of civil rights law.'

Letter from Jerris Leonard, supra note 139a.

146/ Wilkins interview, supra note 145. The reason given by the Division for providing voluminous evidence in support of its arguments in court suits is that civil rights cases are so important that it cannot afford to lose any of them, thereby establishing "bad law" which may be cited by other courts in future cases.

147/ 392 U.S. 409 (1968). In that case, a provision of the 1866 Civil Rights Act, which grants to Negro citizens the same rights as white citizens to rent or purchase property, was construed by the Supreme Court to prohibit racial discrimination in the sale or leasing of all housing, private as well as public.
at the trial Court, Court of Appeals and Supreme Court levels. The Department ultimately did file an amicus curiae brief and presented oral argument at the Supreme Court level, but only because Division attorneys were overruled by the Attorney General, at the request of the Solicitor General's Office. Even after the Supreme Court decision, the Division has not utilized the Jones decision in subsequent litigation. In addition, the recent positions taken by the Division on school desegregation have been unreasonably restrictive.

148/ Clark interview, supra note 136.

149/ Interview with Louis Claiborne, Deputy Solicitor General, Jan. 15, 1970.


For other criticisms of the Justice Department, see, for example, Justice, supra note 126; Law Enforcement, supra note 128; U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Political Participation (1968); U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Law Enforcement: A Report on Equal Protection in the South (1965); U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Mexican Americans and the Administration of Justice in the Southwest (1970); U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Voting Rights Act: The First Months (1965); R. Harris, Justice: The Crisis of Law, Order and Freedom in America (1970).
2. The Attorney General as Leader of the Federal Civil Rights Effort

In spite of these significant problems--lack of sufficient civil rights staff, inadequate priorities, narrow view of its civil rights role, and overly cautious approach to carrying out its litigation function--the Justice Department consistently has been the Government's civil rights focal point and the Attorney General consistently has been the single most important figure in the Government's civil rights program during the decade of the 1960's. There are several reasons why the Justice Department has assumed this key role. First, Presidents have sought to reduce the number of individuals with whom they must confer to obtain information and advice. According to Joseph A. Califano, Jr., former Special Assistant to the President, it was decided, during President Johnson's Administration, that overall civil rights responsibility should be vested in a single agency head and that, since the Justice Department possessed the most civil rights "clout," the Attorney General should have responsibility for coordinating the entire Government effort to protect the rights of minority citizens. Second, the President wished to insulate himself from the criticism that was bound to come either from the conservative or from the liberal spokesmen, depending on the aggressiveness of the enforcement effort undertaken. Therefore, it was deemed desirable to place the civil rights coordinating responsibility in the Justice Department -- a logical agency somewhat removed from the

151 Interview with Joseph A. Califano, Jr., Special Assistant to President Johnson, Mar. 24, 1970; see also, interview with Charles L. Schultze, former Director, Bureau of the Budget, Apr. 11, 1970; Clark interview, supra note 136.
President or his Executive Office. An additional factor was that the Justice Department traditionally takes the lead in drafting the President's legislative proposals in the civil rights field and in working with Congress to enact them.

Despite these justifications, the plain fact is that the Attorney General has not been able to successfully coordinate Federal civil rights activity even in the one area--Title VI--where he has been assigned specific responsibility by Executive Order. Former Attorney General Clark has expressed the opinion that the Attorney General should not be the President's top advisor on civil rights. The powers of the Justice Department, he said, are too limited and the perspective of Attorneys General is too narrow. Indeed, there is considerable factual basis for the former Attorney General's conclusion.

152/ Califano and Schultze interviews, supra note 151. For example, these were the reasons given for transferring the responsibility for coordinating Title VI activities from the President's Council on Equal Opportunity to the Justice Department. See p. 1005, infra.

153/ Interview with Stephen J. Pollak, former Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Nov. 8, 1969. Legislative proposals are cleared with the Deputy Attorney General after the Assistant Attorney General and his staff draft them. The Assistant Attorney General solicits suggestions for new legislation from all departments and agencies and, on occasions, has formed task forces of agency personnel to review problem areas and draft legislative proposals. Id.

154/ See ch. 4 supra for discussion of the activities of the Department of Justice as a coordinator of Title VI.

155/ Clark interview, supra note 136. Mr. Clark stated that Attorneys General are generally lawyers who have practiced law in the private sector and have no experience in the civil rights field. He added that in a position as demanding as that of the Attorney General, on the job training is impossible.
The Attorney General, while an important Cabinet member, is only one of twelve such Cabinet members. While he can advise his Cabinet colleagues on civil rights, he cannot order them to follow his advice on specific civil rights actions. In some instances, the result has been that his advice is ignored. For example, despite repeated discussions with the Secretary of Agriculture concerning discrimination in his Department and specific suggestions for remedial steps, little action was taken by that Department to rectify the situation. In such a case, where a Cabinet member chooses not to abide by the civil rights advice of the Attorney General, the Attorney General's only recourse is to appeal to the President—a course of action which, as a practical matter, can be taken only on matters of great importance.

Further, the civil rights perspective of the Civil Rights Division, the unit traditionally looked to by the Attorney General for advice on civil rights matters, in fact has been a narrow one. The Division has tended to view problems strictly in terms of litigable legal issues.

156/ Id. See p. 104, infra, for a further reference to this situation. Mr. Clark indicated that in a large agency there is great difficulty in even getting the cooperation of Bureaus within the agency. For example, the FBI promised him that they would have 100 black Special Agents on board by early 1968. As of August 1970, they only had 47. Similar difficulty existed in trying to get the Bureau of Prisons to increase the number of black correctional employees at its institutions.

The FBI has indicated that it:

... is not aware of any request on the part of Mr. Clark that this Bureau have 100 Negro Special Agents on its rolls by early 1968 and accordingly, never made any promise to that effect. In fact, the FBI never had a specific set quota concerning Negro Special Agents. Letter from Jerris Leonard, supra note 143.

157/ See ch. 4, supra for a discussion of this point.
In addition, as the law firm for the Executive Branch, the Justice Department necessarily has become involved in a number of cases in which allegations have been made that Federal agencies have participated in the discriminatory operation of federally assisted programs.

158/ For a thorough treatment of this significant problem, see Memorandum from Morton H. Sklar, Attorney, Office of Coordination and Special Appeals, Civil Rights Division, to J. Harold Flannery, Chief, Office of Coordination and Special Appeals, Dec. 3, 1969. The Memorandum, in establishing the extent of the problem, sets forth a sampling of the cases brought against the Federal Government:

In the housing area, the City of Bogalusa, Louisiana, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development have been sued to enjoin the further allocation of Federal funds to support the construction of low rent public housing units according to a site selection pattern that is alleged to encourage and perpetuate racial discrimination. Hicks v. Weaver, E. D. La., No. 68-986. An injunction has also been sought against HUD for unlawfully approving the Model Cities Plan submitted by the City of Chicago, despite the fact that it allegedly did not provide for adequate participation by low income residents in the planning and carrying out of projects as required by the Model Cities statute. Coalition for United Community Action v. Romney, N. D. Ill., No. , August 6, 1969.

A wide variety of suits have been brought against Federal agencies in the field of employment. Cases have been filed against the Secretary of the Treasury to enjoin disbursement of Federal funds to Federal contractors on the ground of their discriminatory employment policies (see, e.g., Noble v. Kennedy, W. D. N. Y., No. 1969-324); the Department of Labor, for failure to enforce non-discrimination requirements applicable to the employment referral practices of the Ohio Employment Service (Jamar v. Ohio Bureau of Employment Security, ); and the Civil Service Commission, for failure to enforce equal employment (Hobson v. Hampton, et al., D. C., No. 2603-69). Id., at 2, 3.
The Department, recognizing the awkwardness of its position, has for the most part attempted to argue these cases on procedural grounds, rather than defend them on their substantive merits. It has not, however, systematically undertaken to determine if the allegations made in civil rights law suits against Federal agencies are justified and, where indicated, required the agency involved to take prompt remedial action. This approach undoubtedly undermines the Department's position as leader of the Federal civil rights effort.

The Justice Department, despite its past inadequate performances, remains a logical place to vest civil rights leadership responsibility. The Justice Department must take a more active role and develop a broader perspective if it expects other agencies to cease treating civil rights as a minor responsibility which they carry out passively and reluctantly. In short, the Attorney General not only must offer clear, continuous and visible guidance to the agencies, but must see to it that his Department sets an example of imaginative and aggressive enforcement of laws prohibiting discrimination against citizens because of their race, color, national origin, or sex.

159/ Id., at 5,6.
A. Introduction

One leading expert on the Presidency has written, "[T]he Bureau of the Budget...serves the President as an 'administrative general staff'.... Without it the President could not begin to do his job as Chief Executive". The Bureau is an extension of the Presidency and its function is essentially to provide him with staff service to promote the effective and economical administration of the Federal Government.

As the President's task of managing the Executive Branch has become more complex, the responsibilities and the power of the Bureau have grown commensurately. One of the functions which has expanded significantly is that of overseeing executive management. This role includes making studies and offering proposals for the reorganization of Executive departments and agencies; coordinating government programs and policies; keeping the President informed of the performance of Executive departments and agencies and seeing that they are responsive to Presidential priorities and policies.

These duties, plus its fiscal, legislative and statistical functions, make the Bureau of the Budget one of the most powerful institutions in the Federal bureaucracy, and one which can have

---

vital impact on the Governmental effort to protect the rights of the Nation's minorities. Through its central role in the budget submission process, the Bureau has a direct voice in determining the amount of staff and other resources that will be made available for civil rights compliance and enforcement activities. Through its authority to review and approve all legislative proposals, the Bureau can play a significant role in assuring adequate legislative consideration of the civil rights implications of various bills concerned with social and economic welfare as well as promoting more effective civil rights legislation. And through its responsibility for approving agency proposals for data collection, the Bureau can be the key to the institution of Government-wide systems of racial and ethnic data collection to determine the extent of minority participation in Federal programs and to help measure progress under civil rights laws. Thus far, however, the Bureau has not geared its functions specifically to civil rights goals, nor even fully recognized the important civil rights functions it can perform.

B. **Background and Responsibilities**

Until 1921, Executive agencies submitted their individual budget requests directly to Congress. In that year, however,

162/ The following discussion is of the Bureau of the Budget as it operated until its reorganization on July 1, 1970. The reorganization and its potential effect on civil rights will be treated at the end of this section.
Congress decided that a single Executive budget to be submitted by the President was desirable and passed the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, placing responsibility for coordinating the budget submission process in a new agency, the Bureau of the Budget (BoB). At first, the Bureau was placed in the Treasury Department, although directly responsible to the President. In 1939, the Executive Office of the President was created and the Bureau of the Budget was shifted to the Executive Office. The activities of the Bureau were defined in Executive Order 8248, which was issued immediately after the Bureau moved into the Executive Office.

The Bureau's duties fall under five broad headings: (1) preparation and execution of the Budget; (2) improvement of Government organization and management; (3) improvement of accounting and other phases of fiscal management; (4) legislative analysis and review; and

---

163/ 31 U.S.C. 1, as amended. Section 209 of the Act provided the Bureau with the basic charge for its management responsibilities. It indicates that, upon the request of the President, the Bureau shall conduct studies into the organization, methods of operation, and appropriations of the various agencies.

164/ Plan 1 of the Reorganization Act of 1939 (PL 79-19). The shift had been advocated by the Brownlow Committee (President's Committee on Administrative Management) and submitted to Congress in 1937 but not favorably acted upon until April 1939. Two of the five major recommendations of the Committee dealt with the President's office. They were (1) that the White House staff be expanded so as to keep the President in closer touch with the affairs of his administration and provide him with faster access to the information necessary for executive decisions; and (2) strengthen the managerial arms of Government, especially those dealing with budget and planning.

165/ Exec. Order 8248, Sec. II. 2 (1939).
(5) coordination and improvement of Federal statistical policies.

The Bureau is responsible solely to the President and its effectiveness is dependent on his support. Its staff size, although it increased from 40 in 1939 to more than 500 in 1969, is still considered grossly inadequate by knowledgeable observers.

Despite its small size, the Bureau of the Budget has tremendous influence with Government agencies. This can be attributed to its relationship to the President, its control over purse strings, and the fact that it alone, among Federal agencies, is concerned with the full spectrum of Federal activities.

The Bureau staff is presently divided into six Divisions, and

---

166/ Id. The Order lists eight duties of the Bureau, the last of which reads:

To keep the President informed of the progress of activities by agencies of the Government with respect to work proposed, work actually initiated, and work completed, together with the relative timing of work between the several agencies of the Government; all to the end that the work programs of the several agencies of the executive branch of the Government may be coordinated and that the monies appropriated by the Congress may be expanded in the most economical manner possible with the least possible overlapping and duplication of effort. Id., at (h).

167/ P. Brundage, supra note 161, at 56; interview with Andrew M. Rouse, Deputy Executive Director, President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization, Apr. 9, 1970. Mr. Brundage was Director of the Bureau of the Budget from April 1956 to March 1968; Mr. Rouse was formerly Director, Resources Planning Staff, Bureau of the Budget. The Budget for the Bureau was $8,813,000 in FY 1967, $9,500,000, in FY 1968, $10,050,000 in FY 1969 and estimated at $12,141,000 in FY 1970. Budget of the United States, Fiscal Year 1971, 53.
five Offices. The six Divisions are the normal channels through which the Bureau maintains its working relationship with the Federal agencies. Among the duties of the Divisions are the review of agency programs and budget requests; the development of recommendations on the budget; the analysis of proposed legislation and Executive orders; the stimulation of improved agency management and organization; and work on special projects involving long-range budgetary and organizational improvements in the coordination of agency programs.

The five Offices deal with Government-wide problems of a specialized character and provide guidance to the Divisions.

For example, the Office of Legislative Reference coordinates the Bureau review of agency proposals for legislation and agency views on pending legislation. The Office of Program Evaluation appraises Federal programs, prepares Government-wide program overviews which

168/ (1) The Economics, Science and Technology Programs Division relates to such agencies as the Department of Commerce, the Security and Exchange Commission, the Department of Transportation, National Science Foundation and the Civil Aeronautics Board; (2) the Human Resources Program Division relates to the programs of agencies such as HEW, OEO, HUD and Labor Department; (3) the General Government Management Division deals with agencies like the Justice Department, the Civil Service Commission, the Post Office Department, the General Service Administration; (4) the Natural Resources Programs Division works with such agencies as the Interior Department, TVA, Army Corps of Engineers and the Agriculture Department; (5) the International Programs Division is concerned with such agencies as the State Department, AID, Peace Corps and USIA; (6) the National Security Programs Division relates to the programs of the Defense Department. Bureau of the Budget Directory, Apr. 1969. See Brundage, supra note 161.

169/ The Offices are the Office of Budget Review, Office of Executive Management, Office of Legislative Reference, Office of Program Evaluation and the Office of Statistical Standards.
show costs and benefits of programs and characteristics of beneficiaries, and leads in the formulation of major program issues that must be analyzed for the budget.

C. **The Bureau and Civil Rights**

There are a large number of problems which face the Bureau of the Budget in its efforts to develop a rational budget, reduce duplication, and maintain a uniform Government legislative program. The number and complexity of Federal programs have increased manifold over the last thirty years and new issues have demanded and obtained national action. In most cases, the Bureau has been able to adapt to each of these new demands. One of the new areas demanding Bureau attention has been the Federal civil rights effort, which has, over the last decade, presented all of the problems involved in other Federal programs. Here, however, the Bureau has not yet adapted itself to the need. According to former Bureau Director, Charles L. Schultze, Bureau of the Budget involvement in the civil rights field has so far been limited to its participation in the legislative process.

In each of its major roles, the Bureau of the Budget has the opportunity and responsibility for exerting leadership over agency  


Mr. Schultze indicated that the Bureau of the Budget did not have the expertise to take a leadership role in civil rights, and that he believed that it was the responsibility of the Justice Department. Another reason may be that as a staff arm of the President, the Bureau reflects the priorities which exist or are perceived to exist at the White House. **Id.**
civil rights programs. Yet, basic steps to enable the Bureau to fill that civil rights leadership role have not been taken. There is no locus of responsibility for civil rights matters in the Bureau, nor has it acknowledged any formal civil rights coordinating role. No instructions have ever been issued to Bureau personnel indicating the type of program that agencies should develop to carry out their civil rights responsibilities. BoB staff have received no civil rights training, nor has the Bureau issued any memoranda or other documents delineating what its civil rights role should be.

In the budget review process, carried on by the budget examiners of the various Divisions, civil rights concerns are included only to the extent that an individual examiner happens to

171/ Id. For example, no memoranda have been sent to budget examiners indicating that they should make an effort to be aware of civil rights problems when they conduct field program studies.

172/ Id. The BoB Manual for budget examiners is silent on civil rights matters. When asked if he thought that the Budget Bureau should become more involved in Title VI enforcement, the Special Assistant to the Attorney General indicated mixed feelings. He felt they could be of great hypothetical assistance because of the important voice budget examiners have in the operation of an agency. However, he added that examiners had shown no inclination for involvement in civil rights work and that the Bureau's reviews of agency operations was not of sufficient depth to get to the root problems. Interview with David Rose, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI, Mar. 5, 1969. One of the possible reasons for this apparent insensitivity to civil rights concerns is the Bureau's own employment patterns. There are no minority group budget examiners, and of the more than 300 professional positions in the Bureau only eight above the GS-12 level are filled by minorities; six Negroes and two Orientals. Interview with George F. Mills, Manpower Statistics Division, U.S. Civil Service Commission, June 23, 1970.
have an interest or concern in the problem. For example, one Bureau examiner, because of his personal concern for a more effective contract compliance program, made repeated and ultimately successful efforts to stimulate OFCC to conduct its compliance activities on the basis of industrial priorities. No systematic review is made of agency civil rights programs to determine if there is sufficient funding to meet the mandates of particular civil rights requirements, such as, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Executive Order 11246, Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, or to determine if the funds allocated for civil rights purposes are being efficiently utilized.

The Bureau is in charge of Federal statistical data policies and typically encourages Federal agencies to collect a wide variety of data for the purpose of determining how effectively programs are working. Yet it has not required agencies to collect racial or ethnic data. Nor has the Bureau even established Government-wide guidelines concerning the collection of such data although it is clearly necessary in view of the confusion which exists as to whether the Government can collect racial and ethnic data, and if so,

173/ Interview with David Kleinberg, Examiner, Human Resources Program Division, June 22, 1970.

174/ Swartz interview, supra note 170; interview with Ralph R. Mueller, Assistant Director, Human Resources Program Division, June 6, 1970.

175/ Id.
in what form it should be collected.

This has permitted inconsistent approaches within the Government and has made it impossible for the Bureau and others to determine if Federal Assistance programs are reaching minority group citizens in proportion to their eligibility for such assistance.

The Office of Statistical Policy, which is responsible, among other things, for giving approval to agency requests for data which are being sent to more than 10 people, has taken a limited view of its function in civil rights matters. According to one former Bureau staff member, the view of the Office was that its primary function is reviewing proposed agency forms. Even those reviews directly related to civil rights have tended to concentrate on traditional data questions such as how long it will take to fill out the form, rather than on key questions such as whether all necessary data are being collected, what is specific use of the data in reaching compliance decisions, and whether the data is part of an effective system. Rarely are efforts made to determine if

176/ Interview with Carol B. Kummerfeld, former staff member, Office of Statistical Standards, June 22, 1970.

177/ Interview with James V. Delong, Senior Staff Member, Office of Program Evaluation, Apr. 11, 1970. The Office of Program Evaluation is beginning to develop a pilot government-wide analysis of where and to whom Federal assistance goes. The categories they are using region of the country, urban-rural-suburban, race and age level. This effort has been handicapped by a lack of agency-collected racial data and thought is being given to requiring each agency to make such an analysis each year. Id.

178/ Interview with Karen Nelson, former staff member, Office of Statistical Policy, June 23, 1970. The Bureau was assigned this responsibility under the Federal Reports Act of 1942.
the forms are, or should be, part of a coordinated inter-agency program or whether their use has been coordinated between agency civil rights personnel. The Office has established an Advisory Council on Federal Reports which it consults in passing on forms submitted to it that are being sent to the business community. The Council consists entirely of representatives of industry; no comparable Council of civil rights leaders or minority group spokesmen exists.

When the Bureau is asked to review draft legislation involving matters, such as housing or education, which have important civil rights implications although not designated as civil rights bills, it usually neither inquires specifically into the civil rights aspects, nor requests the comments of agencies that have special civil rights expertise. For example, in 1967, this Commission requested of the Bureau that it be given the opportunity to comment on possible civil rights implications of a variety of categories of draft bills dealing with social and economic welfare, such as housing,

179/Id. Budget examiners rarely attend meetings called to discuss proposed forms. Kleinberg interview supra note 173.

180/ Id.

181/Id.; interview with Donald Kummerfeld, former Budget Examiner, Human Resources Program Division, BOB, Jan. 25, 1967.
community development, poverty, welfare, and education. Despite the Bureau's assurance that the Commission would be afforded this opportunity, it has forwarded to the Commission for comment only one draft bill in the three years since the request was made—the draft Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968.

The Bureau has taken some action which relates to civil rights. The General Government Management Division has collected data on the civil rights budgets and staffing of the various agencies. However, the information provided to it has not always been accurate and significant use has not been made of the data. Studies occasionally have been conducted of programs, which to a large degree, service minority group citizens and the Bureau, according to its former Director, Charles Schultze, has an orientation toward programs for the disadvantaged. Yet, BoB has engaged in no continuing review of the long-range impact of Federal programs or policies on racial

182/ Letter from William L. Taylor, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights to Wilfred Rommel, Assistant Director, BOB, Jan. 25, 1967.

183/ Swartz interview, supra note 170. For example, the manpower and budget data provided to BoB in past years by the Agriculture Department was inflated and BoB was informed of the fact by the Justice Department. Rose interview; supra note 170.

184/ Schultze interview, supra note 170. For example, BoB conducted a study of types of recipients of funds under Title I of the Education Act, in an effort to insure that the funds intended to assist school districts with large numbers of poor families did not go to wealthy school districts that merely wanted to shift some of the cost of running the schools to the Federal Government.

185/ Id.; Swartz interview, supra note 170.
problems and it has done little to foster increased or improved agency activity in the civil rights field.

D. Reorganization of the Bureau of the Budget

On April 5, 1969, President Nixon established an Advisory Council on Executive Organization with a mandate to conduct a thorough review of the organization of the Executive Branch. The first area the Council turned to was the Executive Office of the President. The Council found that the preparation and administration of the Budget by BoB dominated that agency's attention to the detriment of its other functions. Thus, the Bureau never achieved its other principal goal—that of being the principal management arm of the President. It was found that the Bureau's program reviews were not of sufficient quantity or quality to effectively coordinate or evaluate the effects of the numerous Federal programs, nor was it felt that the Bureau did enough in the way of issuing guidelines and rules to standardize inter-agency activities. The Bureau's failure in these important areas, it was concluded, prevented Presidents from receiving timely and coherent information about the operation of those programs.

186/ Statement by the President, to the Congress of the United States Accompanying Reorganization Plan #2 of 1970, Mar. 12, 1970

187/ Id. See Briefing Outline - Reorganization Plan - Executive Office of the President, Undated; The White House Press Conference of Roy L. Ash, Chairman, President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization; Walter N. Thayer, Member; Murray Comarow, Executive Director; and Robert P. Mayo, Director, Bureau of the Budget, Mar. 12, 1970.

It was asserted that the level of program review at BoB is minimal and that since budget examiners spent only 5 percent of their time in the field and do not have sufficient information systems they are not able to judge how programs really operate on the local level. Rouse interview, supra note 167.
As a result of the Council's efforts, a reorganization plan was announced, which transfers to the President, all functions vested by law in the Bureau of the Budget and redesignates the Bureau as the Office of Management and Budget. The President has announced that he will delegate all of the functions of the Bureau to the new Office. The size of the Office will be enlarged and its Director will be authorized, subject to the approval of the President, to appoint six additional officers at level V of the Executive Schedule. The principal concern of the new Office will be non-budgetary matters; it will particularly focus on "program evaluation and coordination, improvement of Executive Branch organization, information and management systems and development of executive talent."

Although indicating that program evaluation remains basically a responsibility of each agency, the President stated that the inter-agency nature of some program areas makes it impossible to rely merely

---


190/ Id. Reorganization Plan #2 of 1970, Part I, Sec. 102. A level V on the Executive Schedule is equivalent to a Commissioner of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or the Staff Director of the Commission on Civil Rights. The Plan also creates a White House-based Domestic Council, which is discussed on pp. 111-15 infra.

on the evaluation performed by the individual agencies. Furthermore, the President acknowledged that White House perspective in evaluating programs may well differ from that of an agency. Essentially, the new Office of Management and Budget will focus on the means of implementing national policy and evaluating the results of agency efforts to carry out their program assignments.

The reorganization does not go into effect until July 1970, subsequent to the writing of this report. Therefore, it is not possible to determine in detail what specific new procedures and actions the Office will initiate. It is clear, however, that from the point of view of accelerating delivery of Federal benefits to minority group citizens and improving the effectiveness of enforcement of civil rights laws, the reorganization offers an opportunity for significant improvement over the former BOB structure. An enlarged program evaluation effort, accompanied by a sensitivity to the unique problems of the minority groups in America could produce dramatic changes in agency policies in a reasonably short period of time. It remains for the Director and staff of the proposed Office of Management and Budget to make civil rights problems a priority issue of concern and to shape the mechanisms necessary to uncover the problems neglected for so many years by its predecessor and the other Federal agencies.

A key phrase used by the President in referring to the type of evaluation he desired is "assessing the extent to which programs are actually achieving their intended results, and delivering the intended services to the intended recipients." Id. Another matter assigned to the Office of Management and Budget is the responsibility for assisting agencies in their attempts to coordinate interagency field activities.
VII. The White House

A. Introduction

"The executive Power shall be vested in a President of the United States of America.... He shall take care that the Laws be faithfully executed..." Thus the Constitution grants the full power of the Executive Branch of Government to one person--the President. Our President is more than an enforcer of laws. He is intimately associated with the legislative process, generating most of the important legislation Congress acts upon and, even more importantly, he is looked to as the moral as well as the political leader of the people. As in other areas, the exercise of Presidential power and leadership is vital to the cause of civil rights.

Previous chapters have dealt with the limited successes and the inadequacies of efforts made by the departments and agencies of the Executive Branch to enforce the mandates of the Constitution, the laws passed by Congress, and the Executive Orders of the President in the field of civil rights. In the final analysis, it is the President who has responsibility for the success or failure of those efforts. It is the President who appoints the

\[193/\] W.S. Const. Art. II, sec. 1 and 3. Article II, Section 1 (8) sets forth the Presidential oath of office: "I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the Office of President of the United States, and will to the best of my Ability, preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States."

\[194/\] For a general discussion of the roles of the President, see C. Rossiter, The American Presidency (1956), where some of the roles of the President are listed as: Chief of State, Chief Executive, Chief Diplomat, Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces, Chief Legislator, Chief of Party, and Chief Spokesman of the People.
heads of Executive agencies, provides them with direction, can remove them, and for whom they act. The resolute commitment of the President to the principles of equal opportunity for all Americans is essential if Government is to take an affirmative role in advancing the cause of civil rights. Even with Presidential commitment, the task of harnessing the Federal bureaucracy so that it carries out his civil rights policies is a difficult one. The President's control over the Federal establishment, as a practical matter, is far from absolute. The number and geographical distribution of the members of the Executive Branch, the long tenure of many Federal

195/ As has been demonstrated in this report, the Federal Government has, in the past, been an integral part of the economic and social systems of this country that discriminate against some of our citizens because of their race or ethnic background. The Federal Civil Service was segregated. Federal assistance, in areas such as housing and health care facilities, was openly provided to segregated groups and institutions, and, in fact, was used to promote segregation. See Ch. 2, 3 and 4, supra, for a further discussion of these points.

196/ There are presently more than 2.9 million Federal civilian employees who work for 125 agencies, boards and commissions, spread across every major city in the Nation. The President appoints fewer than one percent of these officials. Cong. Rec. E 1521, Mar. 3, 1970.
employees, and the limited amount of time the President can
devote to each of the diverse and complex issues that constantly

One Presidential scholar has written about the obstructionist
tendencies of the bureaucracy:

A more reliable restraint is to be found in the federal
administration—in the persons and politics and prejudices
of, let us say, the top twenty thousands civil and
military officials of the government of the United States.
Were the Presidents of the last fifty years to be polled
on this question, all but one or two, I am sure, would
agree that the "natural obstinacy" of the average bureau
chief or commissioner or colonel was second only to the
"ingrained suspicions" of the average congressman as a
check on the President's ability to do either good or
evil.

.../o/ur federal civil servants are no less anxious than
he to get on with the business of good and democratic
government. But his idea and their idea of what is "good"
or "democratic" must often be at stiff odds with one
another, especially when he is pushing some untried and un-
conventional policy, even more especially when they have
the support of strong men and groups in Congress....

I think, in this instance, of all the written and spoken
directives of our last three Presidents aimed at eliminat-
ing racial discrimination in the civil service and the
armed forces, and I wonder how many thousands of times
some stubborn or fainthearted official has made a mockery
of the President's good intentions.

Rossiter, supra note 194, at 43, 44. Also see statement by
President Franklin D. Roosevelt in M. Ecceles, Beckoning
Frontiers 336 (1951).
are presented to him, make it impossible for the President, alone, to assure that his civil rights policies are being carried out uniformly and aggressively. Mechanisms outside the control of the bureaucracy are needed to serve the President in assuring

198/ See, R. Neustadt, Presidential Power (1960) for a general discussion of the limits on the power of the President. More specifically, a former aide to President Franklin D. Roosevelt wrote:

Half a President's suggestions, which theoretically carry the weight of orders, can be safely forgotten by a Cabinet member. And if the President asks about a suggestion a second time, he can be told that it is being investigated. If he asks a third time, a wise Cabinet officer will give him at least part of what he suggests. But only occasionally, except about the most important matters, do Presidents ever get around to asking three times. J. Daniels, Frontier on the Potomac 31, 32 (1946).

Robert F. Kennedy, in discussing the intended removal of American missiles from Turkey, wrote:

The President believed he was President and that, his wishes, having been made clear, would be followed and the missiles removed. He therefore dismissed the matter from his mind. Now he learned that the failure to follow up on this matter had permitted the same obsolete Turkish missiles to become hostages of the Soviet Union. R. Kennedy, Thirteen Days 95 (1969).

Most recently, Bill D. Moyers, Appointments and Press Secretary to former President Johnson, indicated:

Many Cabinet officers are men who are not well-known to the President prior to his inauguration. They also become men with ties to their own departments, to the bureaucracy, to Congressional committees, rather than exclusively to the President.... H. Sidey, "The White House Staff v. the Cabinet, an Interview with Bill Moyers," The Washington Monthly 2, 3 (Feb. 1969).
that his civil rights programs and policies are being carried out with maximum effectiveness. At a minimum, these mechanisms must serve the following functions: (1) provide the President with accurate and prompt information on what is happening around the country and in Government; (2) convey information to the bureaucracy concerning Administration civil rights policy; and (3) evaluate agency action and stimulate more forceful action to carry out that policy. One place where Presidents have sought to locate these mechanisms is the White House itself.

B. Past Presidential Mechanisms for Coordinating Civil Rights

1. Subcabinet Group

Although over the years there have been individuals at the Cabinet or White House staff levels committed to promoting equal opportunity for racial and ethnic minorities, no permanent body ever was set up under White House aegis to review civil rights policies until President Kennedy created a Subcabinet Group on Civil Rights in 1961. The Subcabinet Group was a loosely structured organization, which operated under the leadership of White House Assistants. Initially, ranking representatives from key agencies attended the monthly meetings of the Subcabinet Group, but eventually the size of the group became unwieldy and ceased to function effectively. The Subcabinet Group, which was,

199/ Prior to the 1960 election, it was expected that John Kennedy, if elected, would form a White House Office on Civil Rights; however, as a result of the narrow margin of his election, and the advice of some of his advisors, no such office was set up during his administration. Interview with William Taylor, former Secretary to the Subcabinet Group, Apr. 23, 1970.

200/ Id.
for the most part, a discussion group, dealt with a wide spectrum of issues, including such matters as equal employment opportunity in the Federal Government; the appearance of Federal officials before segregated meetings; discrimination in the military services; the inclusion of a nondiscrimination clause in the Federal merit employment standards agreements (which applied to six State-administered Federal assistance programs); the collection of racial and ethnic data; and the development of Executive Order 11063, prohibiting discrimination in the sale of housing with mortgages insured or guaranteed by the Federal Government. The Subcabinet Group also started a rudimentary reporting system whereby agencies reported monthly progress in areas of concern to the group. Agencies often presented oral reports at the Subcabinet Group meetings but, as a rule, none was criticized, even if its reports.

[^201]: Id. See Meetings of Subcabinet Group Meetings, 1961-1964.
demonstrated a lack of activity.

The Group's most important function was to serve as a clearing-house for disseminating information, exchanging ideas, and exerting pressure on agencies. One of the major failings of the Group was that it lacked policy-making authority and, in fact, several of its policy recommendations on important issues were rejected by the

---

202 An October 1961 report of the Agriculture Department, for example, indicated:

**Extension Service**

7 States have removed the word "Negro" from the title of extension employees and others may follow; 6 States where a salary disparity exists have narrowed the gap by raising salaries for Negro agents more than for Whites, and in 5 States titles have been established for all workers which result in uniform salaries irrespective of race. But reports indicate that Agriculture is seeking salary equalization first, leaving (sic) more difficult problem of desegregation for later.

Memorandum from William L. Taylor, Secretary, Subcabinet Group, to Harris Wofford, Special Assistant to the President, "Summary of October Reports of Department and Agencies," Oct. 27, 1961. It is disheartening to note that as of 1970, salary disparities and segregated service patterns still exist in Extension Service offices.

203 Taylor interview, supra note199. The meetings enable officials to go back to their agencies and state "this is what the White House wants us to do."
President or his senior staff. Although the Group was chaired by White House staff members who were responsible for civil rights, the important policy decisions were made by another set of Presidential advisors, who became involved with civil rights only when critical decisions needed to be made.

2. President's Council on Equal Opportunity

The second major effort to develop a mechanism for coordinating the civil rights activities of the Executive Branch came shortly after the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, with the establishment of the President's Council on Equal Opportunity.

204/ For example, there was strong feeling in the Subcabinet Group favoring adoption of a policy prohibiting discrimination in Federal assistance programs. (This requirement, which is the essence of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, had been previously suggested by the Commission on Civil Rights in 1962). Memorandum from William L. Taylor, Secretary, Subcabinet Group to Lee C. White, Assistant Special Counsel to the President, "Executive Action to Deal with Massive Resistance," Oct. 26, 1962. The President refused to support this proposal of the Subcabinet Group.

205/ The White House Aides most associated with the Subcabinet Group were Harris Wofford, Frank Reeves and Lee White, whereas, the real decision-makers during President Kennedy's Administration were White House Aide Theodore Sorenson and Attorney General Robert Kennedy. Interview with Lee C. White, former Special Counsel to the President, Apr. 23, 1970; Taylor interview, supra note 195; W. Taylor, "Executive Implementation of Federal Civil Rights Laws: An Issues Paper for the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights" 7, 8 (1968).

The Council was chaired by the Vice President and its membership consisted of the top officials of 16 Federal agencies. The purpose of the Council was to review and assist in coordinating the activities of all departments and agencies of the Federal Government which had civil rights responsibilities. It did not have power to set policy. Rather, its function was to collect information and make reports to the President on the need for new laws, Executive Orders, policies, and changes in administrative structure of the agencies.

The Council was in existence for only six months--from March to September, 1965. By the time it was totally staffed, had appointed committees, had begun a reporting system, and laid the

207/ Id., at Sec. 2, (1) and (2). The members of the Committee were the Vice President as Chairman, the Secretary of Defense, the Attorney General, the Secretary of Agriculture, the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, the Administrator of the Housing and Home Finance Agency, the Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Chairman of the Commission on Civil Rights, the Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Administrator of General Services, the Commissioner of Education, the Director of the Community Relations Service, the Chairman of the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, and the Chairman of the President's Committee on Equal Opportunity in Housing.

Each agency was to appoint an official at a rank not lower than Deputy Assistant Secretary to act as liaison with the Council. Id., at Sec. 8.

208/ Id., at Sec. 4. The Council was also authorized to hold conferences with Federal, State and local governments and groups to promote and coordinate the equal opportunity efforts of these groups. Id.
groundwork for broad participation in the Federal civil rights effort, it was abolished. It had begun to get involved in a number of matters, such as, working with the emerging Equal Employment Opportunity Commission; developing a plan for the collection of racial and ethnic data; evaluating new school desegregation in guidelines; drafting coordination plans under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act for agencies with the same recipients; and working with local communities to accelerate the flow of poverty funds. Although the Vice President maintained an active interest in the affairs of the Council, its ties to the President's staff were not close, and conflicts soon arose. The official reason for the abolishment of the Council was that it was no longer necessary--that the remaining problems in civil rights enforcement could best be handled by the Justice

209/ The Council did not actually meet until March 1965, did not get its Executive Director until April, and was abolished by Executive Order 11247 on September 24, 1965. Interview with Wiley Branton, former Executive Director, President's Council on Equal Opportunity, Apr. 6, 1970; interview with David Filvaroff, former General Counsel, President's Council on Equal Opportunity, June 19, 1970.

210/ Id. There were, however, only four meetings of the Council and its Executive Director, though indicating that agency reaction to Council guidance was good, stated that the Council "never got off and running." Branton interview, supra note 209.

211/ For example, the Council's Executive Director was in Los Angeles at the time of the Watts riot, and was asked by the Vice President to conduct an investigation of the causes of the riot and report to the Council. The report was prepared, but the President cancelled the Council meeting and sent his own investigating team to Los Angeles. Other problems of coordination between the Council and the White House related to school desegregation guidelines and jurisdiction for the pending civil rights conference "To Secure These Rights". Branton interview supra note 209.
Department and the program agencies. The sudden demise of the Council left those agencies and agency personnel that had come to look to it for leadership and support without any White House-level office to relate to on civil rights matters or from whom to receive guidance on a regular basis.

3. Coordination on an Ad Hoc Basis

a. 1965 - 1968

The Executive Order abolishing the President's Council transferred to the Department of Justice the responsibility for

212/ Memorandum for the President From the Vice President on Recommended Reassignment of Civil Rights Functions, Sep. 24, 1965. The Memorandum read in part:

In short, I believe the time has now come when operating functions can and should be performed by departments and agencies with clearly defined responsibility for the basic program, and that inter-agency committees and other interagency arrangements would now only diffuse responsibility.

It has been contended that the Vice President never saw the memorandum until the morning it was released. Branton interview, supra note 209; A. Phillip Randolph Institute, The Reluctant Guardians: A Survey of the Enforcement of Federal Civil Rights Laws (prepared for the Office of Economic Opportunity) 2-10, 11 (1969). From this and like experiences, knowledgeable observers have concluded that a Vice President can never successfully operate a civil rights coordinating function. Branton interview, supra note 205; interview with Charles Schultze, former Director, Bureau of the Budget, Apr. 9, 1970; interview with Joseph A. Califano, Jr., former Special Assistant to President Johnson, Mar. 24, 1970.
coordinating the enforcement efforts of the twenty-two agencies with Title VI programs. According to former Attorney General Ramsey Clark, the Department lacked the stature, inclination, and manpower to adequately fulfill this mandate. Other vital areas of civil rights concern which had been within the Council's responsibility, such as discrimination in the private employment sector, were no longer subject to any specific coordination or policy direction.

During the last three years of President Johnson's Administration, White House staff were not systematically involved in the Federal civil rights program. They became involved only when an important problem arose, when a major new policy was to be enunciated, or when they desired action on a particular matter. In cases where the White House staff intervened in civil rights matters involving particular departments, department heads (either because they did not agree with the position of the White House staff or because they felt that the proposed course of action was not politically feasible) sometimes would disregard the requests for

213/ Exec. Order 11247 (1965). Top advisors to President Johnson have indicated that one of the reasons civil rights duties were focused in the Department of Justice was the President's respect for Attorney General Katzenbach and Clark. Califano and Schultze interviews, supra note 212.

214/ Interview with Ramsey Clark, Mar. 30, 1970. For a discussion of how the Department of Justice is fulfilling its responsibilities under the Executive Order, see Ch. 4, supra.

215/ Clark and Califano interviews, supra notes 214 and 212. White House staff members who dealt with civil rights questions were Joseph A. Califano, Jr., Special Assistant to the President, and Harry C. McPherson, Jr., Special Counsel to the President. During their tenure on the White House staff, Lee C. White, Special Counsel to the President and Clifford L. Alexander, Jr., Deputy Special Counsel to the President, also worked on civil rights questions.
action. No regular meetings were held between White House staff and government civil rights officials, and no reporting system was developed to provide the President and his staff with information on the state of the Federal civil rights enforcement effort. Decisions were made on the basis of ad hoc advice from the Attorney General, Presidential assistants, and private individuals outside the Government family, with little provision for follow-up.

Thus no mechanism was developed to replace the President's Council on Equal Opportunity. The vacuum created by the demise of the Council was not adequately filled either by the White House staff, the Bureau of the Budget, or the Justice Department. Agency civil rights staffs were left largely to fend for themselves in the effort to assure that civil rights received priority

216/ Califano interview, supra note 212. For example, the White House staff raised questions with Cabinet Secretaries about rampant discrimination in the Department of Agriculture’s Federal Extension Service and the building trade unions which are closely tied to the Department of Labor. Yet no significant action was taken by Secretary Freeman to enforce Title VI with regard to the Extension Service and the action taken by Secretary Wirtz to break the discriminatory patterns of the building trade unions was highly inadequate to cope with the pervasiveness of the problem.

Id.

217/ Id.

218/ White interview, supra note 205.
b. 1969 - June 1970

Although the assignment of White House personnel to deal with civil rights matters currently is more structured than it previously was, some of the deficiencies of the past still exist. Five White House staff members spend all or most of their time dealing with issues and programs relating to minority group citizens. Two of them are utilized almost exclusively in promoting the Administration's minority entrepreneurship and equal opportunity in Federal employment programs, working on

219/ As a result of the conflict in agency priorities, which the injection of civil rights issues often causes (e.g., the job of a contracting officer has traditionally been to obtain goods at the cheapest price with the fastest delivery date and not to ensure that the low bidder employs a fair percentage of minority group individuals; a grant program administrator generally has been concerned only with getting his assistance out to the public, not requiring that everyone, regardless of race or ethnic background, receive an equitable share of the assistance) most of the Federal civil rights programs atrophied. There is some reason to doubt, however, that the President or his top staff were aware of this fact.

220/ The top staff member with civil rights responsibilities is Leonard Garment, Special Consultant on Civil Rights, Voluntary Action and the Arts, who ordinarily reports to John D. Ehrlichman, Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs. Mr. Garment has an Executive Assistant, Bradley H. Patterson, Jr. Robert J. Brown, a Negro, is Special Assistant to the President and reports to both Mr. Ehrlichman and Mr. Garment. His assistant, Thaddeus V. Ware, a Negro, is a Staff Assistant to the President. The last person assigned to civil rights matters is Bruce Rabb, also a Staff Assistant to the President. Mr. Rabb was formally on the staff of Mr. Ehrlichman, but works closely with Mr. Brown and Mr. Garment.

221/ Messrs. Brown, Ware and Rabb all spend full time on minority group affairs. Interview with Robert J. Brown, Special Assistant to the President, Mar. 17, 1970. Interview with Bruce Rabb, Staff Assistant to the President, Mar. 4, 1970. Both Mr. Garment and Mr. Patterson spend the overwhelming percentage of their time on civil rights matters. Interview with Bradley H. Patterson, Jr., Executive Assistant to Leonard Garment, Apr. 22, 1970.
special projects and handling correspondence. The chief
civil rights official on the White House staff, Leonard Garment,
and his assistant, however, have a number of duties in
addition to civil rights, and are assigned to special projects
and committees which require significant amounts of their time.

222/ Interview with Robert J. Brown, Special Assistant to the
President, Apr. 9, 1970. Mr. Brown indicated this was also true
for Mr. Ware and himself. Examples of the types of special
assignments Mr. Brown is assigned to is work that he performed
in the summer of 1969 evaluating the various types of day care
centers that the Government could fund and the work he performed
with Federal agencies to develop or restructure assistance pro-
grams to make them more relevant to the needs of predominantly
black colleges.

223/ A recent newspaper story concerning Mr. Garment set forth
his duties in the following manner:

His assignments quickly multiplied, soon justifying
his description of himself as the administration's
"odds and ends" man. As Special Consultant, he is the
President's liaison officer for cultural affairs in
the State Department, Indian affairs in the Interior
Department, minority business enterprise in the Commerce
Department, civil rights (all departments); he is
director of the National Goals Research Staff and is
White House agent with the Civil Rights Commission,
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the
President's Committee on Equal Opportunity in Housing,
the President's Council on Youth Opportunity, the
Indian Claims Commission, the National Foundation on
the Arts and the Humanities, the Commission on Fine
Arts, the Smithsonian Institution, the Joseph H.
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, the National
Council on Indian Opportunity and the Bicentennial
Commission. In addition, he is responsible for
administration programs on voluntary action, voting
rights, problems of the aging and women's rights and
resibilities.

Garment spent nearly all his time for two months this
spring assembling a lawyer's brief for the President
on the whole question of school desegregation. After
the statement was completed, the President put him on
a special commission on school desegregation headed
by the Vice President.

Brown interview, supra note 222.
Although these various other demands on the time of White House civil rights staff are, for the most part, related to minority group affairs, they are not related to compliance or enforcement of civil rights laws and policies.

Two types of information systems are used by White House aides. The first is a formal one: the filing by the agencies of monthly reports concerning significant civil rights activities and the holding of periodic meetings with agency officials.

The second information system is informal, consisting of following events reported in the press, reading reports issued by the Commission on Civil Rights or private civil rights groups, and speaking with minority group leaders and government officials.

The monthly reports requested are narrative and the agency determines what to include and what not to include. This system makes it almost impossible to evaluate accurately agency performance on an objective basis or to determine what an agency should be doing that it is not doing. In any event, no evaluation of the reports is made. The basic purpose of the periodic meetings is to disseminate information. No attempt is made to

224/ Brown interview, supra note 222.

225/ Patterson interview, supra note 221.

226/ Interview with Thaddeus V. Ware, Staff Assistant to the President, Mar. 17, 1970. A representative number of the reports were reviewed by Commission staff and found to vary significantly from agency to agency, with material in almost all cases being quite superficial.
use the meetings for policy-making purposes, or for making critical appraisals of agency efforts. Rather, the agenda for the meetings usually consists of a discussion by a Presidential aide or agency representative explaining either a new policy or on an action taken in furtherance of a program considered of National importance, e.g., the minority enterprise program or the Philadelphia Plan.

Brown interview, supra note 221. There are twenty-eight agencies which are invited to send representatives to the meetings. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has not been asked to participate in the meetings. However, another White House source has indicated:

Reports that are made at the meetings are made not only to inform the other members of the particular subject matter being discussed, but also to provide an opportunity for criticisms and recommendations by the other people present. In addition, the meetings also include a period for discussing issues not included in the agenda which those present think should be raised.

Opportunities to appraise agency efforts, moreover, are not limited to the agency officials who attend the meetings on a regular basis. At the March 5, 1970, meeting, for example, the Assistant Director of the National Urban League was invited at his request to discuss ways in which the Federal agencies could help achieve a more accurate count of minorities in the 1970 census. Memorandum from Bruce Rabb to Leonard Garment, 2, Aug. 24, 1970, appended to a letter from Leonard Garment to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 25, 1970.
A number of efforts in the area of civil rights have been undertaken by White House staff on an ad hoc basis. A sample of these efforts includes: accompanying Department of Defense civil rights officials on visits to certain military installations; working with various agencies, especially the Office of Emergency Preparedness, to develop mechanisms to assure that Federal disaster relief is provided on a nondiscriminatory basis; meeting with Federal Executive Boards to describe the Administration's minority entrepreneurship program; visiting various parts of the country to talk with minority group leaders and others local minority group citizens; and working on HEW's school desegregation

228/ Rabb interview, supra note 221. According to a White House official, the visits were one aspect of an effort on the part of White House Staff to determine the causes of rising racial tension in the armed forces and to develop means for eliminating the causes. Memorandum from Bruce Rabb, supra note 227, at 3.

229/ Id. As part of this effort White House Staff went to Mississippi and Louisiana after Hurricane Camille and visited Texas after it was struck by Hurricane Celia.

230/ Brown interview, supra note 221. White House Staff has also worked in the development of the contract compliance program, and have stepped in where necessary to assure compliance with that program, as in the case of the major contracts to Ingalls Ship-building Company in Pascagoula, Mississippi (May 1969) and to Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company (June 1970). Memorandum from Bruce Rabb, supra note 227.
Despite this increased activity by White House staff, there still is no systematic effort to ensure that the enforcement efforts of the Federal agencies are evaluated, or that their

guidelines.

231/

Brown and Patterson interviews, supra note 221. In the area of school desegregation:

[m]onths of White House senior staff time...was given over to researching, drafting, defending, and explaining the President's whole series of statements and actions concerning school desegregation...

Specifically, the staff worked on:

[T]wo brief and one very long policy statements, the creation and staffing of a special Cabinet committee, the appointment of seven bi-racial State Advisory Councils, a personal Presidential meeting with each, an additional Presidential meeting with the seven chairmen and co-chairmen, a special Presidential trip and news-briefing to New Orleans...Memorandum from Bradley H. Patterson, Jr. to Leonard Garment, 2, Aug. 25, 1970 which is as appended to a letter from Leonard Garment to Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 25, 1970.
civil rights activities and policies are coordinated. This, coupled with the failure of the Bureau of the Budget, the other principal staff arm of the President, to evaluate agency civil rights activities, has an adverse effect on the amount and accuracy of information which is provided to the President. Furthermore, no goals or priorities have been set by the White

Indeed, White House Staff members have indicated that they believe that this is not the proper function of the White House staff:

...regular, system-wide program review is simply not the role of personal White House Staff under any Presidency; it indeed is the role of the Executive Office of the President and as I understand it will be one of the major roles of the Office of Management and Budget.

Personal White House executive assistants...are always ad hoc, always delving into specific issues, one by one, as these issues face the President. They may prod the President, inform the President, help the President, amplify the President's decisions but their quintessential usefulness is in their intimacy with the President and their flexibility to his needs. They know where in government to go to get information, know how to use the organized, systematic staffs of the government's Departments and Agencies and parts of the Executive Office--but they themselves are neither Departments nor the continuing Executive Office.... A staff of personal White House Assistants organized on any other principle, especially attempting systematic, structured monitoring of agency operations, always gets into trouble....

Memorandum from Bradley H. Patterson, Jr., supra note 231.
House for the agencies. These continuing weaknesses result, in part, from the inadequate number of White House staff devoted to civil rights and the failure to develop a structure or system to deal with civil rights problems of National import, which cut across the jurisdiction of the Federal agencies.

C. White House Reorganization

As indicated earlier, on March 12, 1970, the President announced a reorganization plan, establishing an entirely new entity, the Council on Domestic Affairs, to coordinate policy formulation in the domestic area. The mandate of the Council is purposefully general; it is designated to perform such functions as are assigned to it by the President. Its members include the President, Vice-President and the heads of all Cabinet departments, except the Departments of State, Defense,


234/ Id., at Sec. 202.
and Post Office. The plan also provides for the appointment by the President of an Executive Director of the Council, who directs its staff.

The Council is intended to serve as a coordinator of Executive policy. Its concern will be with what the Federal Government should do. It will be the duty of the Office of Management and Budget (formerly the Bureau of the Budget) to determine how policies should be carried out and how well they are carried out. Creation of the Council has the effect of structuring and institutionalizing many important functions that previously were performed by the President's personal staff. It is anticipated that the Council will proceed to define National needs, goals, and priorities; develop alternative methods of achieving the goals; provide the President with prompt advice on important domestic issues; and review, from a policy standpoint, the conduct of ongoing

235/ Id., at Sec. 201(b). The Cabinet heads who are members of the Council are: the Attorney General, the Secretary of Agriculture, the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of Transportation and the Secretary of the Treasury. The President indicated his intention to add to the Council the Postmaster General and the Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity. Statement by the President to the Congress of the United States Accompanying Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970, 2 Mar. 12, 1970.

236/ Id., at Sec. 203. Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs, John D. Ehrlichman was named Executive Director of the Council on June 11, 1970.

237/ Presidential Statement of March 12, supra note 235, at 2.
programs. Most of the Council's work will be accomplished by a series of temporary committees which will be staffed by agency personnel, supplemented by staff of the Council as well as that of the Office of Management and Budget. The staff of the Council is expected to consist of approximately 50 professionals, although it may run as high as 70.

The Domestic Council will advise the President on total domestic policy and will be a vital link between the agencies and the President, disseminating the President's policies to the agencies and communicating agency positions to the President. The Council will bring together, under one roof, many of the resources necessary for conducting research on long-range goals, developing an integrated domestic policy and designing specific new programs. The Council, itself, is not intended to meet often, but its committees will meet as often as necessary to fulfill the assignments given to them.

238/ Id., at 3. The Council will absorb the Council for Urban Affairs, the Cabinet Committee on the Environment, the Council for Rural Affairs and the Committee on National Goals.

239/ Interview with Andrew M. Rouse, Deputy Executive Director, President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization, Apr. 9, 1970.

240/ Id.; Press Conference of Roy L. Ash, Chairman, President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization (PACEO); Walter N. Thayer, Member, PACEO; Murray Comarow, Executive Director, PACEO, and Robert Mayo, Director, Bureau of the Budget, Mar. 12, 1970.
The creation of an institutionalized structure in the Executive Office of the President presents great potential for increased White House involvement in the Federal civil rights effort. An adequately staffed subcommittee of the Council, dealing solely with civil rights policies and enforcement, would be a first step toward providing the type of overall coordination that is so necessary. Working closely with the evaluative arm of the President, the Office of Management and Budget, and the various governmental units charged with specific coordinative functions, the subcommittee of the Council could provide the President with the quantity and quality of information that is necessary for him to make the decisions and take the actions that he must, to fulfill his executive responsibility.
VIII. Summary

In several of the specific subject areas covered by civil rights laws, provision has been made for mechanisms to coordinate the activities of agencies that have compliance and enforcement responsibility. In housing, HUD is charged with this responsibility by statute. Coordination of Title VI activities is the responsibility of the Department of Justice, pursuant to Presidential executive order. In Federal employment, the Civil Service Commission has this responsibility, also by virtue of Presidential executive order. And in private employment, a loose-knit arrangement among OFCC, EEOC, and the Department of Justice serves this function.

Mechanisms that cut across subject area lines also have been established to coordinate agency civil rights and related activities. Some of these mechanisms, such as the Federal Executive Boards, are limited in function to disseminating information concerning Federal programs on the local level and assuring that they are carried out in a coordinated manner. Others, such as the Community Relations Service and the Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for Spanish-Speaking People, also serve as advocates for minorities in general or for particular minority groups, and seek to make the Federal Government more responsive to the needs of the minority community. These agencies and mechanisms play little role in determining overall civil rights policy and they have no authority to make binding decisions on how departments and agencies carry out particular civil rights and related laws.
There are agencies and mechanisms, however, that play important roles, at the highest level of Government, in determining across-the-board civil rights programs and policies, and whose functions involve decisions that can directly influence the compliance and enforcement activities of departments and agencies having various civil rights responsibilities. The Department of Justice, through its functions as the Government's litigator and chief legal advisor, can be key to devising strategies and priorities in civil rights enforcement and to determining how broadly or narrowly departments and agencies construe their civil rights responsibilities. The Bureau of the Budget, through its functions of reviewing budgetary submissions by all Federal departments and agencies and planning and evaluating Federal programs, can stimulate greater civil rights compliance activities. And the President's own White House staff, through the close association and direct access that many of them have with the President, possess the persuasive leverage necessary to induce significant changes in overall civil rights policy and in the way departments and agencies carry it out.

Federal Executive Boards (FEBs)

As previously noted, Federal Executive Boards were established in 1961 as vehicles for rapid communication of Administration policy to the field and to facilitate coordination among the regional offices of the various agencies located in particular cities and metropolitan areas. Although never given specific civil rights duties, the FEBs have become increasingly involved in civil rights and related matters, particularly in the period following the 1965 riot in Watts.
The FEBs, while they have enjoyed some success--most notably, the Philadelphia Plan concerning equal employment opportunity in the construction trades, which was initiated in 1967 by the Philadelphia FEB, and a 1968 study of Federal program delivery in Oakland, which was undertaken by the San Francisco FEB--have proved to be poor vehicles for coordination of civil rights and related Federal programs in urban areas, particularly as a source of program innovation and coordination. There are several reasons for their relative ineffectiveness. Lack of money and staff, infrequency of meetings, and lack of continuity in direction and leadership account for part of the failure. In addition, they have suffered from a lack of authority to make decisions binding on particular agencies or programs. Further, their activities have been restricted to the particular metropolitan areas in which the regional offices of the agencies represented are located. Many of the problems with which they have had to deal, however, are regional in scope. They also have suffered from unwieldy size, with membership ranging from 40 to 70 members.

In 1969, the civil rights role of FEBs was restricted and a new coordinating mechanism--the Federal Regional Councils--was established to be the primary coordinating mechanism dealing with urban problems. The Federal Regional Councils have several advantages over the FEBs. First, their membership is limited to the regional directors of only four Federal agencies--HUD, HEW, OEO, and the Manpower Administration of Labor--those most concerned with human resources and urban problems. Thus, the problem of the unwieldy composition of FEBs is not present with the Federal Regional
Councils. Second, the Councils, unlike the FEBs, will have full-time support of senior level personnel from the participating agencies and will receive staff assistance and be coordinated by the Bureau of the Budget. Third, it will have regional, as opposed to local, jurisdiction. Like the FEBs, however, the Federal Regional Councils will not have authority to make decisions binding on the participating agencies. The Councils were established late in 1969 and it is still too early to evaluate their effectiveness as a Federal programs coordinator in general or their potential impact in the area of civil rights.

**Community Relations Service (CRS)**

The Community Relations Service was created as part of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 principally as a means for dealing with the volatile reaction that was expected as a result of desegregation of public accommodations under another provision of the 1964 Act. Originally, a part of the Department of Commerce, it was to function as a peace-making body by providing assistance in the resolution of racial conflicts. In early 1966, it was transferred to the Department of Justice and its Director holds the rank of Assistant Attorney General.

In its early years, CRS was essentially crisis-oriented and its program, heavily concentrated in the South, operated largely as a conciliation service, attempting to keep channels of communication open between hostile groups in racial controversies. In 1966, CRS began to shift its focus to northern urban areas. It also began to change the emphasis of its activities from efforts
at short-term conciliation to assistance to communities in developing substantive programs capable of bringing about long-range changes. Special emphasis was placed on the agency's media relations program, working with professional associations and with local and national newsmen to help them get a better understanding of the daily suffering of minority group citizens in the ghettos and barrios of our cities.

The emphasis of CRS activities currently has shifted even further away from crisis orientation to program development. CRS has designated two groups of goals which govern the activities of its field representatives. The first is the building of minority institutions and consists of economic development and land use, (housing and planning). The second is aimed at changing establishment institutions and is composed of education and police community relations. To carry out its programs, CRS necessarily has become involved on a systematic basis with the programs of other Federal agencies. For example, CRS has begun to establish a formal relationship with officials of the Justice Department's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, and is making similar efforts to work closely with officials of the Small Business Administration, the Economic Development Administration, and HEW's Office of Education.

The activities of CRS are quite different from those of most Federal departments and agencies. It is neither a policy maker,
a dispenser of Federal benefits, nor a law enforcement agency. Rather, it serves as a valuable communication link between minority groups and Federal agencies. At a time of minority alienation toward the Federal establishment, CRS potentially can be a valuable instructor, not only to the minority community but also to the Federal bureaucracy. It also serves as an advocate for minorities, seeking to make the Federal Government and Federal programs more responsive to minority needs and more sensitive to their hopes and aspirations.

Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for Spanish-Speaking People

The emphasis of nearly all Federal agencies concerned with civil rights has been on meeting the problems of black Americans. One agency exists, however, with activities relating exclusively to the problems of another minority group, subject to equally severe discrimination--the Spanish-speaking community, consisting of Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans, and other Latin Americans.

In the face of demands for increased attention to the problems of Mexican Americans, President Johnson, in 1966, formed the Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs. The Committee consisted of the heads of seven major departments and agencies. Its mandate was to assure that Mexican Americans were receiving the Federal assistance they needed, to promote new programs dealing with the unique problems of Mexican American groups, and to suggest ways of meeting the problems facing Mexican Americans throughout the country.
The Committee's first major effort to fulfill this mandate was a conference held in October 1967, in El Paso, Texas, at which representative of the more than 1,500 Mexican Americans who attended told Federal department and agency heads about the problems they were facing. Several months later, Chairman Ximenes sent a memorandum to the President suggesting solutions to some of the more acute problems raised at the conference, such as education, housing, manpower training, health and welfare, and the administration of justice.

The work of the Committee covered a broad spectrum of subject areas and Federal programs. For example, it was involved in discussions with the Bureau of the Census resulting in the addition of a question in the 1970 Census questionnaire permitting persons of Spanish heritage to identify themselves. It participated with HUD in the process of selecting municipalities for model cities grants, and it attempted to persuade the Economic Development Administration to focus more of its efforts on the Southwest. It also worked with the Department of Labor and Agriculture, and the Office of Economic Opportunity in an effort to make the programs of those agencies more responsive to the needs of Mexican Americans.

Several problems limited the success of the Committee. One was funding. Since the Committee owed its existence to a Presidential directive it had to derive its financial resources from the departments and agencies which made up its membership. Its staff was extremely limited, consisting of 20 persons during
Fiscal Year 1969. Secondly, the Committee had no enforcement power and was not even sanctioned by Congress. The success of its efforts with other Federal agencies depended, in large part, on the personal relationship between the Chairman and the President, the President's support, and the good relations between the Chairman and the heads of agencies. Thirdly, its activities were not geared to any Spanish-speaking group, other than Mexican Americans.

In December 1969, Congress enacted legislation giving the Committee a statutory base and expanded the scope of its jurisdiction. The name was changed to the "Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for Spanish-Speaking People," and provision was made for appropriations for the Committee through the ordinary budget process. The Committee still has no enforcement authority and serves primarily as an advocate and lobbyist on behalf of Spanish-speaking people, working with various Federal agencies to improve their conditions of life.

Despite the severe limits on the authority of the Cabinet Committee and its predecessor, the Inter-Agency Committee, the two agencies have engaged in significant projects on behalf of their constituency and have contributed substantially to making the Federal Government more aware of the problems of Spanish-speaking Americans and more responsive to their needs.

The Department of Justice

The Department of Justice holds a key position in the formulation of domestic policy and in determining how it will be carried out. The Department is the Government's lawyer, and as such, plays a major role in determining the Government's litigation policy and
provides legal opinions on important matters of statutory and constitutional authority. In the area of civil rights, the Justice Department plays a particularly significant role. It possesses the most important civil rights legislation; it coordinates Title VI enforcement activity; it is the authority concerning questions of legal interpretation; and it has been the traditional pace-setter for the entire civil rights effort.

The major arm of the Department in this important area is the Civil Rights Division, which was established in 1957. The responsibilities of the Division include litigation in such areas as discrimination in public accommodations, public facilities, voting, schools, employment and housing. The Civil Rights Division has consistently been understaffed. For example, it is less than half the size of the Antitrust Division of the Justice Department. The Division's staff shortage has not only limited the number of suits that it could participate in, but also has restricted its ability to adequately become involved in all matters of importance in the civil rights area.

Until recently, the Division did not have written priorities and still does not appear to order its priorities within the context of the national need for improved civil rights enforcement. The priorities of the Division are heavily focused on law enforcement through litigation and insufficient attention has been provided to the use of non-litigative powers.

The Attorney General has become the most important single figure in the Government's civil rights program. However, he has
not been able to coordinate effectively the Federal civil rights
effort. He has no authority over other Cabinet members and represents
a department whose view of civil rights has been a relatively
narrow one--tending to view problems strictly in terms of
litigation. The Attorney General remains the logical individual
to assume a coordinative role but he must require that his Depart-
ment develop a broader perspective and set an example of imaginative
and vigorous enforcement of civil rights laws if he expects other
agencies to cease treating civil rights as an insignificant re-
ponsibility which can be carried out passively.

Bureau of the Budget

The responsibility of the Bureau of the Budget is to provide
the President with staff service to promote effective and economical
administration of the Federal Government. Its function of overseeing
executive management and assuring that Executive
departments and agencies are responsive to Presidential priorities
and policies make it one of the most powerful institutions in the
Federal bureaucracy and one which can have a significant impact on
the government's civil rights effort. Specifically, its central
role in the budget submission process, its authority to review and
approve all legislative proposals, and its responsibility for approv-
ing agency data collection proposals, afford the Bureau significant
opportunities for improving the effectiveness of civil rights
compliance and enforcement.

The Bureau's involvement in civil rights has been limited so
far largely to its participation in the legislative process.
In each of its major roles the Bureau has the opportunity for exerting leadership over agency civil rights programs. Yet basic steps to enable the Bureau to fill that civil rights leadership role have not been taken. The Bureau has not acknowledged that it has any civil rights coordinating role, nor has its staff received any civil rights training. Civil rights concerns are not systematically included in the budget review process but are considered only when individual examiners happen to have an interest in civil rights. No systematic review is made of agency civil rights programs to determine if there is sufficient funding to meet the requirements of particular civil rights laws.

Although the Bureau encourages Federal agencies to collect a wide variety of data for the purpose of determining how effectively programs are working, it has not recommended government-wide collection of racial or ethnic data, nor has it established government-wide guidelines concerning the kind and form of such data. This has permitted inconsistent approaches within the government and has made it impossible for the Bureau and others to determine if Federal assistance programs are reaching minority group citizens in proportion to their eligibility.

In its review of legislation having important civil rights implications, such as housing or education, the Bureau usually neither inquires specifically into the civil rights aspects nor requests the comments of agencies that have special civil rights expertise.

Recently, the President announced a reorganization plan, transferring to him all functions vested in the Bureau of the
Budget and redesignating the Bureau as the Office of Management and Budget. The President has announced that he will delegate all of the Bureau's functions to the new Office. The principal concern of the new Office will be non-budgetary matters, including program evaluation and coordination. Essentially, the Office will focus on the means of implementing national policy and evaluating the results of agency efforts to carry out their program assignments. The reorganization offers an opportunity for greater Bureau involvement in improving the effectiveness of agency civil rights compliance and enforcement. Enlarged program evaluation efforts accompanied by an increased sensitivity to the problems of minority groups could produce dramatic changes in agency policies. It remains for the Director and staff of the proposed Office of Management and Budget to make civil rights a priority issue of concern and to shape the mechanisms necessary to uncover the problems neglected for so many years by its predecessor.

The White House

The Constitution vests the full power of the Executive Branch of government in the President. In the final analysis, it is the President who has responsibility for the success or failure of departments and agencies in carrying out their civil rights responsibilities. It is difficult, however, for the President to maintain full control over the decisions and actions of the various agencies that have civil rights responsibilities. Mechanisms, outside the control of the Federal bureaucracy, are needed to serve the President in assuring that civil rights programs and policies are being carried out with maximum effectiveness.
One place where Presidents have sought to locate these mechanisms is the White House itself.

In 1961, President Kennedy created the first White House unit—the Subcabinet Group on Civil Rights—to review civil rights policy and practices. The group, consisting of ranking representatives of key agencies, limited itself largely to discussion of a variety of civil rights matters. Its most important function was to serve as a clearinghouse for disseminating information, exchanging ideas, and exerting pressure on agencies. The Cabinet group lacked policy-making authority and in fact, several of its policy recommendations on significant civil rights issues were rejected by the President or his senior staff.

The second major effort to develop a White House mechanism for coordinating agency civil rights activities, was the establishment of the President's Council on Equal Opportunity shortly after passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Council, consisting of top officials of major Federal agencies, was chaired by the Vice President. It did not have the power to set policy. Rather, its function was to collect information and make reports to the President on the need for new laws, Executive Orders, policies, and changes in administrative structure of the agencies. During its six months of existence it became involved in a number of important civil rights matters, such as developing plans for the collection of racial and ethnic data and evaluating school desegregation guidelines. It was abolished by the President in September 1965, and its functions related to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 were transferred to the Department of Justice. Other civil rights matters with which it had been
concerned, however, were no longer subject to specific coordination.

During the last three years of President Johnson's Administration, civil rights coordination was handled on an ad hoc basis and decisions were made on the basis of advice from the Attorney General, Presidential assistants, and private individuals, with little provision for followup. In short, the vacuum created by the demise of the Council was not filled and agency civil rights staffs were left largely to themselves in the effort to assure civil rights received priority agency attention.

Currently, White House involvement in civil rights matters is more structured than it previously was. Five White House staff members spend all or most of their time dealing with issues and programs relating to minority group citizens. They receive civil rights information through monthly agency reports and periodic meetings with agency officials, and through informal meetings, such as discussions with minority group leaders and government officials. Nonetheless, the current system shares some of the deficiencies of the past. Some of the White House staff members assigned civil rights responsibilities have a number of duties in addition to civil rights which require significant amounts of their time. Further, the agency reports consists of material which the agencies choose to include, making it almost impossible to evaluate accurately agency performance or to determine what an agency should be doing that it is not doing. No evaluation of the reports is made. White House staff have undertaken a number of ad hoc projects concerning civil rights but there still is no
systematic effort to evaluate the enforcement activities of Federal agencies, to coordinate their civil rights efforts, or to set goals or priorities for the agencies.

The President's recently announced reorganization of the Executive Office established a new White House entity--the Council on Domestic Affairs--which will have authority to coordinate policy formulation in the domestic area. The Council, which will have an executive director and a staff, is intended to serve as a coordinator of Executive policy. Its concern will be with what the Federal Government should do. The Office of Management and Budget will determine how policies should be carried out and how well they are carried out. Establishment of the Council offers an opportunity for bringing about added structure to the coordination of civil rights activities. Through an adequately staffed civil rights subcommittee, necessary overall coordination of civil rights policies and enforcement can be achieved. This subcommittee could provide the President with the quantity and quality of information necessary for him to take the civil rights actions that he must to fulfill his Executive responsibility.
GENERAL FINDINGS

The Federal civil rights arsenal consists of legislation, Presidential Executive Orders, and court decisions, outlawing racial or ethnic discrimination in almost every aspect of American life. It represents a powerful instrument for assuring equal opportunity for all citizens. A variety of problems common to most agencies with civil rights responsibilities, however, have prevented full utilization of these laws and have virtually rendered them incapable of achieving their goals.

1. Without exception, all agencies with civil rights responsibility lack sufficient staff to carry them out at an acceptable level of effectiveness.

2. In most agencies, the official in charge of civil rights responsibilities lacks the status, authority and position in the administrative hierarchy to make certain that civil rights needs and goals are accorded an appropriate priority among agency activities.

3. In most cases, agencies either have failed to state the goals of their civil rights programs with sufficient clarity and specificity or have defined them too narrowly. This has impeded the setting of strategic priorities for civil rights activities and the development of programs capable of attacking the problem of discrimination on a broad scale.

4. Many agencies operate their substantive programs in isolation from civil rights compliance and enforcement programs and
without regard to their civil rights implications. Few agencies offer civil rights training to their program officials.

5. Some agencies have failed to recognize that they have any civil rights responsibility. Others, while recognizing the applicability of nondiscrimination laws and policies, have failed to take any action implementing these laws and policies.

6. The agencies have not been adequately concerned with the civil rights problems of such groups as Spanish surnamed Americans, American Indians and women.

7. The agencies have failed to collect, maintain and evaluate racial and ethnic data to determine compliance and to measure the impact of substantive and civil rights programs.

8. Many agencies have adopted a passive role in carrying out their civil rights responsibilities. They have relied mainly, or entirely, upon the receipt of complaints as the indicator of civil rights compliance and have exhibited reluctance to initiate compliance actions, such as instituting compliance reporting systems and conducting on-site compliance reviews.

9. There has been a failure to adequately coordinate and focus the Federal civil rights enforcement effort. Agencies having civil rights responsibilities in the same area have tended to operate independently—-with different goals, different orientations, and different levels of compliance activity—-even where specific coordination
mechanisms have been provided. There also has been a failure to provide overall coordination of and direction to the Federal civil rights enforcement efforts.

FINDINGS IN SPECIFIC SUBJECT AREAS

I. Employment

A. Federal Employment

1. The Federal Government, with nearly three million civilian workers, is the largest single employer in the Nation. Despite recent improvements, minority group members remain underrepresented in the Federal employment ranks.

   a. Disparities are most pronounced at higher grade levels. In nearly all Federal agencies the proportion of Negroes, Spanish surnamed Americans, and American Indians decreases at each grade level above GS-3 or its equivalent.

   b. Minority underrepresentation is more pronounced at the regional than the central office level.

2. Over the past year, the Civil Service Commission, responsible under a Presidential Executive Order for supervising the Federal equal employment opportunity effort, has taken up its equal employment opportunity duties with increasing vigor and imagination. CSC has reorganized, centralized, and strengthened its equal opportunity
office to facilitate carrying out the affirmative action program of minority employment called for by the President in his 1969 Executive Order.

3. CSC has initiated innovative programs and has made energetic efforts to increase minority employment in the Federal service. Among the steps CSC has undertaken are:

a. Increased efforts to recruit more minority employees

b. Continuing reappraisal of civil service examinations to weed out bias and to eliminate tests that tend to winnow out minority group applicants.

c. Revision of Federal merit procedures to reduce the possibility of deliberate or inadvertent discrimination and to facilitate more rapid promotions for minority group employees.

d. A requirement that all first-line supervisors undergo training to make them aware of and sensitive to equal opportunity problems.

e. Increased attention in CSC inspections to equal employment aspects of agency programs.

f. Revision of discrimination complaint procedures to facilitate resolution of problems on an informal basis.

g. Modernization of the system for collecting and maintaining Federal employment data by race and ethnic origin, with recommendations for adoption by all Federal agencies.
h. Increased efforts to promote communication between Federal agencies and private groups and individuals concerning issues of equal employment opportunity.

4. Of great potential significance is a recent CSC guideline which emphasizes specific goals in the Federal equal employment opportunity effort. In the past, CSC has discouraged agencies from listing specific numerical or percentage goals in their equal employment opportunity plans of action. The recent guideline suggests that these earlier restrictions may be modified.

5. Despite the recent affirmative steps taken by CSC, weaknesses remain in the effort to increase employment opportunities in the Federal service for minority group members.

a. Some Federal agencies have not adopted adequate procedures for collecting and maintaining racial and ethnic data on Federal employment, necessary to provide them with an accurate picture of progress being made. Further, use of broad categories, such as "Spanish American" or "Spanish surnamed American," precludes a more accurate assessment of problems affecting ethnic groups within these categories, such as Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Cubans.

b. Although currently there is greater emphasis on training supervisors in becoming aware of and sensitive to civil rights problems, training to facilitate advancement of lower- and middle-grade
employees and to permit full utilization of their talents remains inadequate.

c. Positions at the executive level usually are filled by promotion from the ranks of senior level personnel already in the Federal service, most of whom are white.

6. Rigid adherence to the existing merit system by CSC and other Federal departments and agencies has impeded achievement of the goal of equitable representation of minorities in the Federal service.

B. **Contract Compliance**

**Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC)**

1. Federal efforts to require government contractors to follow nondiscrimination in their employment practices began nearly 30 years ago and culminated in the issuance of Executive Order 11246, in 1965, under which leadership responsibility was assigned to the Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) in the Department of Labor. Until recently, OFCC had failed to adopt and implement policies and procedures that would produce vigorous compliance programs in the Federal agencies immediately responsible for contract compliance.

   a. OFCC and the contracting agencies were grossly understaffed and, despite recent increases, remain so.

   b. OFCC monitoring of compliance agency enforcement activities—a key ingredient to an effective contract compliance program—was
haphazard, consisting of a series of *ad hoc* efforts which did not have lasting effects. For example, OFCC was not systematically informed of the number, kind and adequacy of compliance reviews of government contractors conducted by the agencies, nor was there a method of evaluating the reviews of compliance agencies.

c. OFCC had to deal with a large number of compliance agencies, which were assigned responsibility for equal employment opportunity on the basis of the amount of the contracts each had with particular companies.

d. OFCC failed to define what was meant by the "affirmative action" requirement of the Executive Order, leaving compliance agencies and contractors in doubt as to what steps were called for to satisfy the requirement.

e. Efforts to establish an effective compliance program in employment by federally assisted construction contractors failed to produce significant results.

f. Effective OFCC liaison with the Department of Justice and EEOC, which also have significant responsibilities in the equal employment opportunity area, was not achieved. For example, between 1965 and 1970, OFCC referred only eight cases to the Department of Justice for litigation.

2. Recent OFCC actions show promise of overcoming some of these past weaknesses.
a. Early in 1970, OFCC expanded its regulations dealing with the nature of the affirmative action requirement of the Executive Order, to require contractors to establish plans which include specific numerical goals and timetables to correct deficiencies in minority utilization.

b. OFCC recently improved its capacity for monitoring the activities of compliance agencies by reorganizing its own structure and reducing the number of compliance agencies from 26 to 15. Compliance agency responsibility now is assigned on the basis of particular industries rather than individual contractors.

c. OFCC has established a firm basis for a government-wide construction compliance program through the Philadelphia Plan—establishing numerical goals of minority employment by federally assisted contractors, and the stimulation of community-developed plans, or "home-town solutions," establishing such goals for all construction in a given community.

3. A continuing weakness in the contract compliance program is OFCC's failure ever to impose the sanctions of contract termination or debarment on non-complying government contractors. The failure to use these sanctions lessens the credibility of the Government's compliance program and weakens the contract compliance effort.

Compliance Agencies

1. Of the 15 departments and agencies currently assigned contract compliance responsibility, the Department of Defense, the major Federal
contracting agency, is the most important. Until 1970, the Department did not perform effectively.

   a. In two 1969 contract compliance matters, involving southern textile mills and a large aircraft manufacturer, the Department of Defense failed to follow its own compliance procedures.

   b. Its compliance review efforts have been inadequate. Only a small fraction of its contractors are reviewed at all. Although noncompliance frequently is found, follow-up reviews to determine whether violations have been corrected almost never are done.

2. Since exposure in 1970 of noncompliance by a multi-billion dollar aircraft manufacturer, the Department of Defense has made significant changes to strengthen its compliance program. The Department has assisted in developing a model compliance plan by the aircraft contractor and has issued "show cause" notices (the first formal step leading to the imposition of sanctions) to more than 35 contractors.

3. The other 14 compliance agencies, including agencies such as HUD and GSA which are responsible for billions of dollars in government contracts and federally assisted construction contracts, have failed to take the steps necessary to assure compliance with equal opportunity requirements.

   a. The compliance agencies do not have sufficient staff to carry out contract compliance responsibilities and frequently assign staff to contract compliance duties on less than a full-time basis.
b. Only a small percentage of contractors are reviewed by the compliance agencies. When deficiencies are found, few follow-up reviews are conducted to determine whether corrective action has been taken.

c. None of the compliance agencies has taken more than rudimentary steps to implement OFCC's recent guidelines on affirmative action.

d. Lesser sanctions, such as passing over noncomplying low bidders for construction projects and temporary suspension of contractors, rarely have been used. In no case have they been used systematically and consistently as compliance tools. In most case where agencies have determined noncompliance, they take no action, themselves, but forward the cases to OFCC. The sanctions of contract termination or debarment never have been imposed by compliance agencies.

e. The compliance agencies do not collect adequate information to measure the impact of the contract compliance program. Consequently, they are unable to plan effective compliance programs or evaluate the extent of progress in minority employment.

C. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

1. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), charged with responsibility for administering Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibiting private employment discrimination, has not had sufficient
budget and staff resources necessary to carry out its responsibilities with anything like maximum effectiveness. It has not been able to process expeditiously the large number of employment discrimination complaints it receives and has been unable to devote adequate attention to its other responsibilities.

2. The effectiveness of EEOC has been adversely affected by a rapid turnover and long vacancies in key agency positions, such as Chairman, Commission members, Executive Director, General Counsel, and Director of Compliance. This has resulted in a lack of continuity and direction in the agency's program.

3. In carrying out its functions, EEOC, limited by statute to enforcement by "conference, conciliation, and persuasion," has further restricted its effectiveness by adopting a passive role, placing heavy emphasis on the processing of individual discrimination complaints received. EEOC has made relatively little use of its initiatory capabilities, such as public hearings and commissioner-initiated charges, to broaden its attack against job bias.

4. Although EEOC has placed primary emphasis on processing individual complaints, it has failed to establish mechanisms necessary to process them in an expeditious manner. It currently takes the Commission approximately 16 months to two years to process a charge of discrimination. This delay has the effect of rendering cases moot, making respondents less willing to conciliate, and
requiring reinvestigations by the Department of Justice in cases which it wishes to litigate. New procedures have been developed, however, designed to accelerate the complaint process.

5. Another weakness in EEOC complaint processing is that no system of priorities has been developed by which cases of greater importance are handled on an expeditious basis, nor have efforts been made to broaden EEOC investigation beyond the individual incident complained of or to secure relief that would benefit persons in addition to the individual complainant.

6. EEOC has not made effective use of the affirmative action mechanisms available to it.

   a. Technical assistance and cooperation with State and local fair employment practices commissions have, for all purposes, operated in a vacuum, all but unrelated to EEOC compliance functions.

   b. Public hearings have not been coordinated with the activities of other Federal agencies concerned with equal employment opportunity--OFCC, Department of Justice, compliance agencies--nor have they been followed up in a systematic fashion.

   c. In collecting racial and ethnic data concerning employment, EEOC has had difficulty in processing the data in a timely fashion. Thus, studies based on these data tend to be outdated by the time they are published. Further, this places severe limits on use of the data for compliance purposes.
D. **Department of Justice**

1. The Employment Section of the Civil Rights Division, which carries out the Department of Justice's litigation role in enforcing the equal employment opportunity provisions of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and Executive Order 11246, has the largest number of authorized attorney positions in the Division—25, but the number is not sufficient to make a significant impact on existing discriminatory employment practices.

2. Employment cases brought by the Department have been largely limited to those involving discrimination against Negroes. To date, it has brought few cases in which Spanish surnamed Americans, American Indians, or women are the major victims of employment discrimination.

3. The Department has failed to coordinate its law suits into a total government effort to eliminate employment discrimination. It also has failed to effectively coordinate its non-litigative activities with EEOC and OFCC.

E. **Coordination**

1. Despite overlapping legal jurisdiction and inadequate staff, EEOC, OFCC, and the Department of Justice have not yet effectively coordinated their efforts.

   a. Each has independently developed its own goals, policies and procedures which are not geared to those of its sister agencies and sometimes reflect inconsistencies.
b. Until recently, there were no systematic efforts to share data or findings based on complaint investigations or compliance.

c. Employers occasionally have been reviewed by two or three different Federal agencies and inconsistent demands have been made upon them.

d. An Interagency Staff Coordinating Committee consisting of representatives of EEOC, OFCC and the Department of Justice, formed in July 1969, to deal with problems of coordination among the three agencies, has made little overall progress in resolving these problems.

2. The lack of successful coordination in meeting problems of discrimination in employment has resulted, in large part, from the fact that responsibilities are split among three separate agencies, having different orientations and goals.

II. Housing

A. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

1. HUD, which has fair housing responsibilities under Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act, Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and Executive Order 11063, is the only Federal Department other than the Department of Justice whose chief civil rights officer is at the Assistant Secretary level.

2. HUD lacks sufficient staff to carry out its fair housing responsibilities with maximum effectiveness.

3. Although HUD is restricted in the methods of enforcing fair housing laws, it has not made full use of the enforcement tools at
its command, nor has it made most effective disposition of available resources.

a. The Department has emphasize processing of individual complaints almost to the exclusion of other potentially more effective means of furthering the cause of fair housing.

b. Although HUD has begun to assume a leadership position under Title VIII in attempting to focus the entire Federal housing effort toward promoting the purposes of fair housing, it has been less vigorous in shaping its own programs to that end. For example, although it previously had urged Federal financial regulatory agencies to require mortgage lending institutions to maintain racial and ethnic data on loan applicants to implement the prohibition against discrimination in mortgage lending, HUD did not decide to collect such data regarding its own programs until April 1970, and as of August 1970, did not yet actually collect the data. Similarly, HUD urged GSA and agencies that maintain major installations to establish site selection criteria that will assure open housing available to lower-income employees in determining locations for Federal installations. In its own programs, however, decisions on site selection criteria had not yet been made as of August 1970.

c. HUD has done little systematically to carry out other Title VIII responsibilities such as publishing and disseminating reports and rendering technical assistance to public and private agencies concerned with fair housing.
d. Under Title VI and Executive Order 11063 (1962), there has been little activity by HUD. As of April 1970, the basic step of establishing complaint procedures had not yet been taken.

B. Department of Justice

1. The Department of Justice, which has responsibility under Title VIII for bringing law suits in cases involving patterns and practices of violations, has undertaken an aggressive enforcement program.

   a. Within its staff limitations, the Department has brought a comparatively large number of law suits on the basis of criteria involving size of city and extent of minority group population.

   b. Justice has sought to establish a close working relationship with HUD to assure effective coordination of the activities of the two Departments.

2. Justice's fair housing activities suffer from a serious staff shortage, limiting the number of law suits in which it can be engaged.

3. The Department has been insufficiently concerned with problems of housing discrimination against minority groups other than Negroes.
C. Veterans Administration (VA) and Federal Housing Administration (FHA)

1. VA and FHA relied almost entirely on complaint processing as a means of assuring against discrimination in housing provided under their loan guaranty and mortgage insurance programs. They have received relatively few complaints and have been of assistance to minority group members in only the comparatively small number of cases brought to their attention.

2. In the few cases in which builders have been debarred for discrimination, neither VA nor FHA impose requirements for reinstatement other than the builder's renewed agreement that he will not discriminate—an agreement he already has violated.

3. VA rarely has taken the initiative in adopting civil rights requirements, usually following the lead of FHA, or lagging behind that agency.
   a. FHA has eliminated the exemption of one and two-family owner occupied housing from coverage under Executive Order 11063. VA retains that exemption.
   b. FHA requires a certification of nondiscrimination before it will insure loans on property carrying racially restrictive covenants. VA does not require such a certification.
   c. In the important area of collection of data on racial and ethnic participation in programs, however, VA preceded FHA in officially recognizing the need for such data.

D. Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies

1. Federal agencies that supervise and benefit the great majority
of the Nation's mortgage lending institutions (savings and loan associations, commercial banks, and mutual savings banks) have failed to institute mechanisms--such as requiring the institutions to maintain racial and ethnic data on loan applications for examination--necessary to monitor compliance by mortgage lending institutions with the Title VIII requirement of nondiscrimination in mortgage finance. The agencies have agreed instead to send questionnaires to member institutions for the purpose of determining current policy of mortgage lenders and the extent to which the problem of discrimination exists.

2. The agencies have failed to institute procedures by which member mortgage lending institutions would include nondiscrimination clauses in their agreements with builders, as further tool to assure against housing discrimination.

E. General Services Administration and Site Selection for Federal Installations

1. The General Services Administration (GSA), responsible for acquiring space for most Federal agencies, instituted a policy in 1969 of avoiding sites for the location of Federal installations which lack adequate low- and moderate-income housing in reasonable proximity. This policy has not yet been fully implemented and is silent on the matter of assuring access to housing for minority group members.

2. In February 1970, the President issued an Executive Order which, in effect, extended GSA's policy announcement to all Federal departments and agencies. The Executive Order also is silent on the
matter of racial discrimination.

3. HUD recently has initiated a series of meetings with major departments and agencies aimed at establishing a uniform site selection policy for Federal installations dealing both with the need for housing for lower-income families and for minority group families. As of June 1970, however, no such uniform policy had been established.

F. Department of Defense and Off-Base Housing

1. The Department of Defense program of equal opportunity for military personnel in off-base housing, which operates mainly through the submission of nondiscrimination assurances by landlords, was initiated several years ago and has substantially improved housing opportunities around participating military installations.

2. Although almost all landlords have signed such nondiscrimination assurances, a review of statistics on the number of housing facilities subject to such assurances which are in fact integrated indicates that the degree of integration still is low.

3. Military base officials generally have not consulted with minority personnel to determine the extent and nature of the problem of unequal housing opportunity in the surrounding communities.
III. Federal Programs

A. Title VI and Federally Assisted Programs

1. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964—which directs all Federal departments and agencies, that administer programs involving Federal financial assistance by way of loans or grants, to adopt measures to prevent discrimination in the operation of these programs—can have a significant impact on ending the overall problem of racial and ethnic discrimination in the country.

2. Although most agencies that have programs subject to Title VI have issued uniform regulations approved by the President, some agencies still have not issued regulations covering Title VI loan and grant programs. No uniform substantive amendments designed to strengthen the Title VI regulations have ever been promulgated despite the clear need for revision.

3. No Title VI agency has sufficient staff to carry out its responsibilities under that law with maximum effectiveness. Further, the position of the official in charge of Title VI compliance, in most cases, is disproportionately low, when measured by his title, grade, and position in the administrative hierarchy. At only one agency—HUD—is the chief civil rights officer at the level of Assistant Secretary.
4. Few agencies provide adequate civil rights training to civil rights or program personnel whose work involves Title VI and related matters.

5. Methods by which most Title VI agencies seek to achieve and monitor compliance need strengthening.
   
   a. Some agencies rely solely on the receipt of assurances of compliance, with no effort to determine for themselves whether compliance is, in fact, being achieved.

   b. Some agencies never have conducted on-site visits to determine whether recipients are in compliance. Of those that do, most reach only a small fraction of their total recipients. Many of the on-site reviews that are conducted are perfunctory and superficial.

   c. Despite the fact that in many cases, such as those involving construction of highways, public housing, and various public works projects, it is necessary to determine compliance before the financial assistance is made and the projects are built, such pre-approval reviews rarely are undertaken.

   d. Many agencies, rather than undertaking action on their own initiative to monitor compliance, such as on-site compliance reviews, rely on the receipt of complaints as the yardstick of
compliance. Further, some agencies have failed to develop adequate complaint procedures and complaint investigations often are of poor quality.

6. There is little sustained collection and use of racial or ethnic data to determine whether program benefits actually are reaching minority group beneficiaries on an equitable basis.

a. Most agencies do not collect racial or ethnic data on a continuing basis, nor do they use data that are collected for purposes of evaluating the effectiveness of their programs.

b. Many agencies do not require recipients to submit compliance reports indicating, on a racial and ethnic basis, use of their services and facilities. Where compliance reporting systems have been developed, the information often is not elicited on a sufficiently frequent basis and reports are not subjected to evaluation.

7. Most agencies have been reluctant to impose sanctions as a means of enforcing the nondiscrimination requirements of Title VI.

a. Some agencies have emphasized voluntary compliance as the principal method of enforcement and have permitted protracted negotiations and interminable delays on the part of recipients, while continuing to provide Federal financial assistance.
b. The sanction of fund termination, authorized under Title VI with procedural safeguards, rarely has been used by the agencies. Some agencies never have imposed this sanction.

c. Litigation by the Department of Justice, which can be of value as a supportive mechanism to fund termination proceedings, currently is being used as an alternative to termination proceedings, thus, lessening the force of Title VI.

8. The Department of Justice, responsible under Presidential Executive Order for fulfilling the need for coordinating enforcement of Title VI by the more than 20 Federal departments and agencies having Title VI responsibilities, has not done an effective coordination job.

a. The status of the official responsible for carrying out the Title VI coordinating function of the Justice Department has been systematically downgraded. Originally it was carried out by a Special Assistant to the Attorney General, who, although housed in the Civil Rights Division, reported directly to the Attorney General. Currently, it is carried out by a junior attorney in the Civil Rights Division.

b. The amount of staff assigned to the Title VI unit in the Civil Rights Division is inadequate.

c. The Civil Rights Division views its Title VI coordinating
responsibility narrowly, focusing on litigation rather than on assuring effective administrative enforcement by the various Federal agencies.

d. Liaison with agencies is not systematic, but carried on, primarily, on an ad hoc basis.

e. In some instances, Justice Department recommendations to other departments and agencies calling for increased enforcement activity have not been acted upon.

B. Insurance and Guaranty Programs

1. Federal programs involving financial assistance solely in the form of insurance or guaranty, are expressly exempted from the effectuating provisions of Title VI. Although most agencies that administer insurance and guaranty programs have issued nondiscrimination requirements, either through Presidential Executive Order or on their own, these requirements lack the support of specific legislation.

2. The mechanisms for implementing and enforcing nondiscrimination in programs of insurance and guaranty have been deficient.

   a. No agency requires compliance reports from intermediaries such as lending institutions. Many agencies do not collect racial and ethnic data concerning program participation, and to the extent they do, the data frequently are inadequate to inform the agency
whether minority group beneficiaries are participating on an equitable basis.

b. None of the agencies conduct on-site compliance reviews to determine firsthand whether lending institutions and other intermediaries are following nondiscriminatory policies and practices. Sole reliance, most frequently, is placed on receipt of complaints. Further, complaint procedures rarely have been formalized, nor have specific guidelines been set down governing investigations and resolutions of complaints.

c. Little information is provided to the public or to Federal officials responsible for assuring compliance with nondiscrimination requirements concerning the existence of these requirements or the procedure to be followed when discrimination occurs.

C. Direct Assistance Programs

1. Discrimination in direct assistance programs which involve benefits flowing directly from the Federal Government to individual beneficiaries, is clearly prohibited by the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution, but neither Congress nor the Executive Branch has established specific regulations or procedures to assure against such discrimination.

2. Currently, little in the way of mechanisms exists to assure
equal opportunity in direct assistance programs.

a. Compliance reviews are not conducted.

b. Data on racial or ethnic participation frequently are not collected at all, and when collected, are not adequately used.

c. There are no complaint procedures specifically concerned with racial or ethnic discrimination, nor are personnel given special guidance on how such complaints are to be investigated or what steps should be taken to eliminate discrimination when found.

IV. Regulated Industries

A. Industries such as broadcasting, motor and rail transportation, airlines, and power, which are regulated by independent agencies--Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), and Federal Power Commission (FPC), respectively--can contribute to the cause of equal opportunity through opening opportunities for employment to minorities and assuring non-discriminatory delivery of their services. The agencies, through issuance of appropriate rules and orders can assure that the industries they regulate do make such a contribution.

B. Despite uniformly poor employment records in these four industries, only one of the regulatory agencies--FCC--has issued rules prohibiting employment discrimination.
C. The FCC and ICC regulate industries (broadcasting and trucking) which, because of the relatively low capital investment necessary to enter them, offer substantial opportunities for minority entrepreneurship. Because of the agencies' cumbersome procedures regarding issuance of licenses, which serve mainly to protect the economic interest of existing licensees, many minority group members are effectively barred from entry into these industries and are prevented from competing on an equal basis with existing licencees.

D. Many minority group members are unable to challenge proposed agency actions by the high cost of such challenges and the lack of needed legal assistance. None of the four regulatory agencies offers free legal services to individuals or groups who wish to challenge a license renewal or other proposed agency action, but do not have the financial means to do so.

E. Although all four agencies have recognized the requirement of nondiscrimination in services and facilities by the industries they regulate, none has instituted the mechanisms necessary to assure against such discrimination.

1. All rely basically on receipt of complaints as the indicator of noncompliance. Complaint processing has been inadequate.

2. None has instituted affirmative actions to promote greater
minority utilization of industry services and facilities.

F. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC), through its authority to protect consumers and to assure fair business competition, can contribute to protecting the rights of minorities.

1. Although the FTC has taken some actions, such as the Consumer Protection Program in Washington, D.C., to protect the ghetto poor from unscrupulous businessmen who exploit them, the agency has not devoted sufficient staff to such activities and has not carried out the responsibility with sufficient vigor or imagination.

2. In carrying out its responsibility to enforce anti-trust laws, the FTC has not been concerned with the effect of corporate actions, such as mergers, on the social and economic life of ghetto areas.

3. In the area of franchising the FTC has not sufficiently exercised its authority to protect minority businessmen from investing in economically unsound franchises.

E. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), in carrying out its statutory responsibility of assuring full disclosure of pertinent information by registering companies, can contribute to more effective civil rights enforcement.
1. The SEC leaves to registering companies the decision what information must be disclosed to potential investors and does not require specific disclosure when sanctions are being imposed for violation of Federal contract requirements under Executive Order 11246 (1965) or when lawsuits are pending under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, although such public disclosure would tend to strengthen enforcement of equal employment opportunity requirements and would be of legitimate interest to potential stockholders.

2. SEC regulations, which currently prohibit stockholders from raising questions involving "general, economic, political, racial, religious, and social" considerations, prevent socially motivated stockholders from suggesting changes in company policy that would permit corporate enterprises to play a more significant role in contributing to the resolution of civil rights problems.

V. The Civil Rights Policy Makers

A. Federal Executive Boards (FEBs)

1. Federal Executive Boards, consisting of the regional directors of a large number of Federal agencies, were established to provide rapid communication of Administration policy to the field and to facilitate coordination of programs of the various agencies located in particular cities. Although they have enjoyed some successes,
they have been largely ineffective in coordinating civil rights and related programs in urban areas, because of such problems as lack of staff, unwieldy membership, limited jurisdiction, and lack of authority.

2. **Federal Regional Councils**, recently established to replace the FEBs as the primary coordinating mechanism dealing with urban problems, offer several advantages over the FEBs in that they will have staff, more manageable membership, and broader jurisdiction. Like the FEBs, however, Federal Regional Councils will not have authority to make decisions binding on the agencies.

**B. Community Relations Service (CRS)**

1. The Community Relations Service, which originally was crisis-oriented and sought to keep channels of communication open between hostile groups, now serves as a valuable communication link between minority groups and Federal agencies.

2. CRS, which neither dispenses Federal benefits nor enforces civil rights laws, plays an important educational role, not only for the minority community, but also for the Federal bureaucracy, instructing it on the needs and desires of minority group members.

**C. Cabinet Committee on Opportunity for the Spanish-Speaking**

1. Both the Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for the Spanish Speaking and its predecessor, the Inter-Agency Committee on
Mexican American Affairs, which have served primarily as advocates on behalf of Spanish-speaking people, have engaged in significant projects on behalf of their constituency and have contributed substantially to making the Federal Government more aware of the problems of Spanish-surnamed Americans and more responsive to their needs.

2. The Cabinet Committee, which recently replaced the Inter-Agency Committee, has several advantages over its predecessor.

   a. The Cabinet Committee has a statutory base and is able to obtain funds through appropriations from Congress, while the Inter-Agency Committee, which was created by Presidential order, had to obtain its funds from its member agencies.

   b. The jurisdiction of the Cabinet Committee is wider than that of the Inter-Agency Committee, covering all Spanish-surnamed Americans, including Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Cubans.

   c. Like the Inter-Agency Committee, however, the Cabinet Committee has no enforcement authority.

D. Department of Justice

   1. The Civil Rights Division, which is the major civil rights arm of the Department of Justice, having responsibilities in such areas as voting, schools, employment, housing, public facilities, and public accommodations, has been unable to carry out all of
these activities with maximum effectiveness.

a. The Division consistently has been understaffed, which limits the number of law suits in which it can participate and restricts its ability to become involved in all areas of importance.

b. Until recently, the Division had not established a system of written priorities. Currently, its priorities are ordered in terms of its own statutory mandate rather than in terms of the national need for improved civil rights performance.

c. The Division focuses its activities on law enforcement through litigation and pays insufficient attention to its non-litigative powers.

2. The Department of Justice, which has been the focal point of the Federal civil rights enforcement effort over recent years, has not been able to coordinate effectively the civil rights activities of other departments and agencies.

a. The Attorney General has no authority to direct other Departments and agencies to take specific actions. On occasion, his advice on civil rights has been ignored by these agencies.

b. The Department has tended to view civil rights issues in terms of litigation and has been insufficiently concerned with the need for more effective government-wide administrative enforcement.
E. Bureau of the Budget

1. Although the Bureau of the Budget--through its central role in the budget submission process, its authority to review and comment on all legislative proposals and its responsibility for approving agency data collection proposals--can play a significant role in improving the effectiveness of civil rights compliance and enforcement, it has failed to do so.

   a. The Bureau has not officially acknowledged that it has any civil rights coordinating role, nor has its staff received any civil rights training.

   b. Civil rights concerns are not systematically included in the budget review process, but are considered only when individual examiners happen to have an interest in civil rights.

   c. No systematic review is made of agency civil rights programs to determine if there is sufficient funding to meet the requirements of particular civil rights laws.

   d. Although the Bureau encourages Federal agencies to collect a wide variety of data for the purpose of determining how effectively their programs are working, it has not recommended government-wide collection of racial or ethnic data to permit the Bureau and the agencies to determine if Federal assistance programs are reaching minority group citizens on an equitable basis.
e. In its review of substantive legislation having important civil rights implications, the Bureau usually neither inquires specifically into the civil rights aspects nor requests the comments of agencies that have special civil rights expertise.

2. The Office of Management and Budget, which will replace the Bureau of the Budget under the President's recent reorganization plan, will focus on implementing national policy and evaluating the results of agency efforts to carry out their program assignments. This will permit the new Office to become more deeply involved in agency activities implementing national civil rights policy, including evaluation of the civil rights implications of agency programs and coordination of agency civil rights efforts.

F. The White House

1. Despite the efforts of White House civil rights units established over the years, such as the Subcabinet Group on Civil Rights and the Council on Equal Opportunity, White House coordination of civil rights still is not conducted on a systematic and comprehensive basis.

   a. Although there are specific White House staff members currently assigned to civil rights enforcement, some have other duties which require significant amounts of their time.

   b. Reports received from agencies on their civil rights
activities are inadequate for purposes of accurate evaluation of agency performance. Further, no systematic effort to evaluate these reports is made.

c. White House staff have undertaken a number of *ad hoc* projects concerning civil rights, but there is no systematic effort to evaluate the enforcement activities of Federal agencies, to coordinate their civil rights efforts or to set goals or priorities for the agencies.

2. The White House Council on Domestic Affairs, established under the President's recent reorganization, is intended to serve as a coordinator of executive policy. The Council on Domestic Affairs, through establishment of a civil rights Subcommittee, and the new Office of Management and Budget can work in cooperation to develop national civil rights goals and priorities and assure that the agencies work effectively to carry them out.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The responsibility for seeing to it that civil rights laws, as well as all other laws, operate with maximum effectiveness lies with the President. To carry out this responsibility, the President is entitled to and must have the full cooperation and support of all Executive Departments and agencies that serve under his direction. In the Commission's view, what is needed is a vehicle outside the Federal bureaucracy, responsible to the President, to provide the assistance he needs in setting national civil rights goals and priorities and assuring that the activities of Federal agencies serve to achieve them. For this purpose the newly created mechanisms in the President's Office—the Council on Domestic Affairs and Office of Management and Budget—can be utilized effectively.**

** Among the recommendations that have been made to strengthen the overall Federal civil rights enforcement effort is the creation of a Cabinet-level Department of Human Rights. See Ripon Society Magazine, Feb. 1969. See also R. Nathan, Jobs and Civil Rights (prepared for the United States Commission on Civil Rights) 245-63 (1969).

Under this proposal, all civil rights enforcement responsibility would be transferred to a new Department whose sole functions would pertain to civil rights. This proposal has the attraction of elevating considerations of civil rights to the highest councils of Government and creating a single civil rights chief of Cabinet status. In addition, this proposal, by consolidating all civil rights enforcement responsibilities in one agency, undoubtedly would contribute substantially to eliminating existing problems of inadequate coordination among the various agencies with civil rights responsibilities.

One principal problem with this proposal is that the Secretary of Human Rights would be, at best, co-equal of a number of other Cabinet Secretaries whose departments would continue to operate programs having important civil rights implications. He would not have the authority to order his Cabinet colleagues or other agency heads to take specific civil rights actions. If conflicts should arise, he would have to rely, as does the
1. The President should establish a special civil rights subcommittee of the White House Council on Domestic Affairs, with the following responsibilities:
   
a. To identify civil rights problems, develop specific national goals, and establish government-wide priorities, policies, and time tables for their achievement.

b. To establish, with the assistance of the Office of Management and Budget, and Federal departments and agencies, such mechanisms and procedures as are necessary to expeditiously implement the policies and achieve the goals.

c. To determine the need for additional civil rights legislation and Executive Orders or for strengthening of existing civil rights laws and Executive Orders.

2. The President should instruct the Director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to establish a Division on Civil Rights within his office, which would work closely with the civil rights subcommittee of the Council on Domestic Affairs, and provide civil rights guidance and direction to OMB examiners and other appropriate OMB units.
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Attorney General under the existing structure, on Presidential intervention which, as a practical matter, he could call for only in the most important matters. Further, removal of civil rights enforcement responsibility from existing departments and agencies would tend to lower the priority accorded to civil rights in their decisions on substantive program operation.

If the Secretary of Human Rights were provided with authority to order his Cabinet colleagues or other agency heads to take specific actions, such as terminating Federal financial assistance under programs covered by Title VI, additional problems would arise. Removal from other Cabinet heads and agency officials of the right to determine the operation of their own programs undoubtedly would lead to institutional resentment of the new Department and its Secretary and would deter the full cooperation that is necessary if substantive programs are to be harnessed for purposes of promoting civil rights goals.
3. The Director of the Office of Management and Budget should direct appropriate office units and budget examiners to give high priority to civil rights considerations in their dealings with Federal departments and agencies, subject to the guidance and direction of the OMB Division on Civil Rights. Among their specific duties should be:

   a. To assist agencies in developing civil rights goals of sufficient breadth and specificity and in establishing program priorities and policies to promote achievement of these goals.

   b. To evaluate existing compliance and enforcement mechanisms, such as compliance reports, collection of racial and ethnic data on program participation, on-site compliance reviews, complaint procedures, and imposition of sanctions, utilized by agencies having civil rights responsibilities and, where necessary, to recommend appropriate changes to assure vigorous and uniform civil rights implementation.

   c. To evaluate the extent of coordination between the operation of substantive programs and civil rights enforcement efforts and recommend such changes as are necessary to promote more effective coordination.

4. In furtherance of national civil rights goals, priorities and policies established by the Council on Domestic Affairs, all agencies should, in cooperation with the Office of Management and Budget, establish specific civil rights goals toward which their programs and activities will be directed and they should delineate the steps and procedures by
which these goals will be achieved. These should include reference to the overall results to be achieved, a timetable for their achievement, the way in which substantive programs will be geared to the effort, and the compliance and enforcement mechanisms that will be utilized.

5. The President should direct the head of every Federal department and agency to elevate the position of chief civil rights officer to a level equal to that of officials in charge of agency programs. To the extent legislation is necessary to accomplish this, as in the case of establishing Assistant Secretary positions, Congress should enact such legislation.

6. The President should direct the heads of all Federal departments and agencies to submit proposals for increased staff and financial resources necessary to carry out their civil rights responsibilities with maximum effectiveness. These proposals should be evaluated by the Office of Management and Budget and, where necessary, adjustments should be made based on a realistic assessment of agency civil rights responsibilities and the staff and other resources necessary to fulfill them. The President should request appropriations legislation to provide the necessary resources and Congress should enact such legislation.

7. All agencies with civil rights responsibilities should significantly increase their compliance and enforcement activities to assure adequate attention to the civil rights problems of such groups as Spanish-surnamed Americans, American Indians and women.
RECOMMENDATIONS IN SPECIFIC SUBJECT AREAS

I. Employment

A. Federal Employment

1. The Civil Service Commission (CSC) should clarify its current policy, emphasizing specific goals in the Federal equal employment opportunity effort and develop a Government-wide plan designed to achieve equitable minority group representation at all wage and grade levels within each department and agency. This plan should include minimum numerical and percentage goals, coupled with specific target dates for their attainment, and should be developed jointly by CSC and each Department or agency.

2. CSC and all other Federal agencies should develop and conduct large-scale training programs designed to develop the talents and skills of minority group employees, particularly those at lower grade levels. Congress should amend the Government Employees Training Act, as necessary, and should appropriate sufficient funds to permit these programs to operate with maximum effectiveness.

3. Existing procedures concerning complaints of discrimination should be strengthened in the following ways:

   a. Free legal aid should be provided on request to all lower grade employees who require it. In this connection, CSC should take the lead in establishing a government-wide pool of attorneys who are prepared to volunteer their services in discrimination complaint
cases or adverse actions involving minority group employees.

b. Agencies should take appropriate disciplinary action against supervisors or administrators who have been found guilty of discrimination.

c. Adequate compensation, such as retroactive promotion and back pay, should be provided to employees who have been discriminated against in promotion actions. To the extent legislation is necessary for this purpose, Congress should enact it.

4. CSC should direct all Federal Departments and agencies to adopt new procedures it has developed for collection and maintenance of racial and ethnic data on Federal employment. CSC should use the expanded data basis to produce studies and reports to provide public information concerning such matters as recruitment efforts, training, rates of hiring, promotions and separations by race and ethnicity, and other significant facts concerning Federal personnel practices.

5. Increased efforts should be made to increase substantially the number of minority group members in executive level positions by recruiting from sources that can provide substantial numbers of qualified minority group employees, such as colleges and universities, private industry, and State and local agencies.

B. Contract Compliance

OFCC, with the assistance of the 15 compliance agencies, in implementing OFCC's recent regulations on affirmative action requirements,
should develop a comprehensive equal employment opportunity plan, on
an industry-by-industry basis, aimed at securing equitable representa-
tion of minority group members in all industries and at all job
levels. The plan should include the following elements:

1. Establishment of numerical and percentage employment goals,
with specific time tables for meeting them and procedures describing
the means by which they will be met.

2. Development of uniform data collection and compliance reporting
systems and procedures for evaluating and following up on the
information submitted.

3. Development of uniform on-site compliance review systems
containing procedures for establishing priority of reviews, frequency
of reviews, and review techniques.

4. Prompt imposition of the sanctions of contract termination
and debarment where noncompliance is found and not remedied within
a reasonable period of time.

C. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

1. Congress should amend Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
to authorize the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to
issue cease and desist orders to eliminate discriminatory practices
through administrative action.

2. EEOC should emphasize initiatory activities, such as public
hearings and Commissioner charges, as opposed to the essentially
passive activity of processing individual complaints, to facilitate elimination of industry-wide or regional patterns of employment discrimination.

3. EEOC should amend its complaint procedures to make more effective enforcement use of the complaint processing system. Priority should be assigned to complaints of particular importance, complaints should be consolidated wherever possible, and emphasis should be placed on processing complaints involving classes of complainants rather than individuals.

D. Coordination

The President should issue a reorganization plan transferring the contract compliance responsibilities of OFCC and the litigation responsibilities of the Department of Justice to EEOC, so that all responsibilities for equal employment opportunity will be lodged in a single independent agency.

II. Housing

A. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

1. Congress should amend Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act to authorize HUD to issue cease and desist orders to eliminate discriminatory housing practices through administrative action.

2. HUD should establish specific fair housing goals, governing its efforts under Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act, Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and Executive Order 11063. These goals should be of sufficient breadth not only to facilitate the successful resolution of individual complaints, but to expand substantially housing opportunities throughout metropolitan areas for minority group members and to reverse the trend toward racial and economic separation.

3. HUD should establish program priorities and policies governing the administration of its programs of housing and urban development as well as its fair housing programs to facilitate achievement of these goals. Based on an analysis of racial and ethnic data on program participation, HUD should adjust its program priorities and policies to facilitate achievement of fair housing goals.

4. HUD should strengthen its efforts as leader of the entire Federal fair housing effort to assure that all other departments and agencies that have programs and activities relating to housing and urban development administer them so as to facilitate achievement of fair housing goals.

a. HUD should assign staff to monitor key programs of particular departments and agencies.

b. HUD should convene periodic meetings with other departments and agencies to discuss progress made in furthering the cause of fair housing.

5. HUD should strengthen its efforts under non-enforcement provisions of Title VIII, such as rendering technical assistance to
public and private fair housing agencies and convening conferences on
a local, State and national basis to promote the purposes of fair
housing and to stimulate cooperative efforts of industry and fair
housing groups in achieving them.

B. Veterans Administration (VA) and Federal Housing Administration (FHA)

1. VA and FHA should require aided builders to advertise housing
and develop marketing policies and practices aimed at attracting minority
group as well as majority group purchases.

2. VA and FHA should undertake a program of on-site compliance
reviews to monitor the activities of aided builders.

3. VA and FHA should require aided builders debarred for discriminatory
practices must agree to additional affirmative actions, such as submission
of periodic compliance reports showing the number of houses sold to minority
group families, as a condition to reinstatement. Reinstatement also
should be conditioned on the achievement of specific goals in sales of
housing to minority group families.

C. Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies

1. To implement Title VIII's prohibition against discrimination
in mortgage financing, the agencies which supervise and benefit
mortgage lending institutions (savings and loan associations, commercial
banks, and mutual savings banks) should require these institutions to
maintain racial and ethnic data on loan applications--those rejected
as well as those approved--and develop instructions and procedures for
examiners to enable them to detect patterns of discriminatory practices
by these institutions.
2. The agencies should develop procedures for the imposition of sanctions against institutions in violation of Title VIII. These sanctions should include issuance of cease and desist orders and, in appropriate cases, termination of Federal insurance or charters.

3. To assist in assuring compliance by builders and developers with requirements of Title VIII, the agencies should require mortgage lending institutions to include nondiscrimination clauses in their agreements with builders, including appropriate penalties for violations, such as acceleration of payment.

D. Site Selection for Federal Installations

The President should amend Executive Order 11512 (1970) concerning the selection of sites for Federal installations, in accordance with this Commission's recommendations in its report, "Federal Installations and Equal Housing Opportunity," to assure that communities are, in fact, open to all economic groups and to racial and ethnic minorities, as a condition of eligibility for location of Federal installations.

III. Federal Programs

A. Title VI and Federally Assisted Programs

1. All agencies, that administer programs subject to Title VI, should strengthen their compliance systems by assuring that the following minimum compliance activities are carried out.
   a. Systematic on-site reviews of recipients should be conducted to assure that all recipients are reviewed at frequent intervals.
b. Comprehensive guidelines for compliance reviews should be developed by Title VI agencies, with the assistance of the Department of Justice, to assure thoroughness and, where appropriate, uniformity of review.

c. Pre-approval compliance reviews should be conducted by agencies that administer programs involving construction of facilities, such as public housing projects, recreational facilities, and highways, to assure that these facilities, through location and design, will serve minority group members on an equitable basis.

d. All agencies should establish compliance reporting systems, including collection of data on racial and ethnic participation in agency programs. These data should be subjected to evaluation and, where possible discrimination is indicated, on-site compliance reviews should be conducted.

2. Agencies should place specific limits on the time permitted for voluntary compliance and should make greater use of the sanction of fund termination.

3. Litigation by the Department of Justice should be used as a mechanism in support of fund termination proceedings, rather than as a substitute for such proceedings.

4. The Department of Justice should establish an adequately staffed Office of the Special Assistant to the Attorney General for Title VI coordination, housed in the Office of the Attorney General
and reporting directly to him.

5. Justice should focus its Title VI activities on assuring effective administrative enforcement by the various Federal agencies having Title VI responsibilities, rather than on litigation.

6. The President should amend Executive Order 11247 (1965) to authorize the Attorney General to direct departments and agencies to take specific compliance and enforcement actions, including fund termination proceedings.

B. Insurance and Guaranty Programs

Agencies that administer programs of insurance and guaranty should institute mechanisms to determine compliance with existing nondiscrimination requirements of lending institutions and other intermediaries between the Federal Government and borrowers. The mechanisms should include compliance reporting systems, on-site compliance reviews, and specific procedures for processing discrimination complaints.

C. Direct Assistance Programs

Agencies which administer programs of direct Federal assistance should issue regulations and establish specific mechanisms to assure against racial and ethnic discrimination by Federal officials that operate these programs. The regulations and mechanisms should provide for a system of periodic reviews of agency offices, procedures for complaint investigations, and procedures for gathering and evaluating
racial and ethnic data, and appropriate disciplinary action should be taken against Federal officials found to have practiced such discrimination.

IV. Regulated Industries

A. The Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), and the Federal Power Commission (FPC) should join the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in issuing rules prohibiting employment discrimination by their licensees and in implementing such employment opportunity rules by the institution of appropriate mechanisms—such as compliance reports from licensees, on-site compliance reviews, and requirements under which licensees would have to demonstrate that they are taking affirmative actions to increase minority employment.

B. The FCC and the ICC should amend their procedures concerning issuances of licenses, which currently tend to protect the economic interests of existing licensees, to facilitate minority group entrance as entrepreneurs and to permit them to compete for licenses on an equal basis with existing licensees.

C. To facilitate challenges of proposed agency actions concerning such matters as license renewals, the four agencies should provide free legal services to individuals or groups who wish to challenge the proposed agency action but cannot afford the legal assistance necessary
to do so effectively.

D. To implement existing requirements of nondiscrimination in services and facilities by the industries they regulate, the FCC, ICC, CAB, and FPC should abandon reliance on complaint processing and establish affirmative compliance mechanisms.

E. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) should expand its efforts to protect the ghetto poor from unscrupulous businessmen and should work in close cooperation with local consumer groups, community action representatives, welfare organizations, and other public and private groups concerned with exploitation of the poor. FTC also should impose the sanctions available to it, such as the imposition of penalties, when exploitation is found.

F. In carrying out its responsibilities to enforce anti-trust laws, the FTC should broaden the scope of its investigations of mergers and other corporate actions to include matters concerning the potential impact on the social and economic life of ghetto areas.

G. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), in carrying out its statutory responsibility of assuring full disclosure of information by registering companies, should establish guidelines requiring companies to disclose facts concerning possible imposition of sanctions for violation of Federal contract requirements under Executive Order 11246 or pending law suits under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H. The SEC should amend its regulation prohibiting stockholders from raising questions involving "general, economic, political, racial,
religious and social considerations," as a means of stimulating
greater concern and activity by corporate enterprises in civil rights
and related areas.
CONCLUSIONS

The basic conclusion of this report is that the great promise of the civil rights laws, executive orders, and judicial decisions of the 1950s and 1960s has not been realized. The Federal Government has not yet fully geared itself to carry out these legal mandates of equal opportunity.

The Federal arsenal of civil rights protections is impressive. In nearly every aspect of life--voting, jobs, housing, education, access to places of public accommodation and facility, and participation in the benefits of all Federal programs--equal opportunity is guaranteed to every American as a matter of legal right. In many areas, however, the Government has not yet developed the mechanisms and procedures necessary to secure this right in fact as well as in legal theory.

To some extent, the failure to fulfill the promise of equal opportunity can be traced to impediments in the civil rights laws under which Federal agencies must operate. Coverage, while generally broad, is not always all-encompassing. For example, in the areas of housing and private employment, there are statutory exceptions which exclude millions of jobs and homes from the ambit of civil rights protection. Similarly, the remedies provided under some of these civil rights laws are inadequate to secure in fact the rights that
are guaranteed by law. Often, the only recourse available to persons discriminated against is litigation, which can be a time-consuming and expensive method of securing relief.

Impediments in coverage and enforcement provided under the laws themselves, however, have not been the major obstacles to more effective administration of civil rights laws. Rather, the principal problem has been that the departments and agencies having civil rights responsibilities have failed to make maximum use of the procedures and mechanisms available to them. As a result, there is danger that the great effort made by public and private groups to obtain the civil rights laws we now have will be nullified through ineffective enforcement. The focus of civil rights must shift from the halls of Congress to the corridors of the Federal bureaucracies that administer these laws.

The Federal Government is not a monolith. It consists of a large number of departments and agencies that administer a wide variety of programs and carry different sets of responsibilities. By the same token, the civil rights problems facing these departments and agencies are not all the same and the techniques necessary to meet them often vary depending upon the kind of program the agency administers and the kind of civil rights law it carries out. Further, implementation by these agencies of civil rights laws has by no
means been a total failure. Some agencies have enjoyed marked success in carrying out their civil rights responsibilities. In addition, agencies have been successful in carrying out certain aspects of their responsibilities and unsuccessful in carrying out others. Nonetheless, the Commission's study has revealed that there are a number of fundamental weaknesses and inadequacies in civil rights compliance and enforcement that are common to most agencies, regardless of the programs they administer or the civil rights laws they enforce. Among these shared weaknesses are:

Inadequate staff and other resources to conduct civil rights enforcement activities with maximum effectiveness.

Lack of authority and subordinate status of agency civil rights officials.

Failure to define civil rights goals with sufficient specificity or breadth.

Failure to coordinate civil rights and substantive programs.

Undue emphasis on a passive role, such as reliance on receipt of complaints, in carrying out civil rights compliance and enforcement responsibilities.
Undue emphasis on voluntary compliance and failure to make sufficient use of available sanctions to enforce civil rights laws.

Failure to provide adequate coordination and direction to agencies having common civil rights responsibilities.

Failure to collect and utilize racial and ethnic data—in planning and evaluating progress toward goals.

Some of these weaknesses may be the result of the trial-and-error efforts of agencies attempting in good faith to meet responsibilities in a relatively new area of concern. The Commission has made detailed findings and recommendations concerning each of the subject areas examined in its report, suggesting ways in which agencies can strengthen existing compliance and enforcement mechanisms.

Many of these weaknesses, however, also reflect more deepseated problems—problems of hostile bureaucracies that view civil rights as a threat to their prerogatives and programs, problems of inadequate or misordered priorities—which cannot be resolved solely through modification of specific compliance and enforcement mechanisms.

For example, the failure to make sufficient use of strong sanctions, such as fund termination and contract cancellation, is less a reflection of inadequate enforcement mechanisms than the triumph of program bureaucrats in the artificial conflict between the exercise
of program responsibilities and civil rights responsibilities. Rather than harnessing civil rights and substantive programs in a joint effort to achieve social and economic justice, in most agencies, the two have been separated and civil rights programs have operated in isolation from those that provide substantive benefits.

By the same token, the failure to provide sufficient resources for civil rights enforcement and the subordinate position in which civil rights officials are placed in agency hierarchies, undoubtedly are less a result of a lack of understanding of what is necessary for effective civil rights enforcement than a reflection of the deeper problem of misordered agency priorities in which civil rights is relegated to a position of secondary importance.

These problems suggest that more is needed than a strengthening and modification of compliance and enforcement mechanisms utilized by particular agencies. They suggest that the most serious flaw in the Federal civil rights enforcement effort has been the failure to provide overall direction and coordination—that the basic mechanisms that have been lacking have been those necessary to develop a cohesive, Government-wide civil rights policy and to assure that this policy is faithfully carried out.

In fact, a total civil rights policy has not been developed,
nor have overall national civil rights goals and priorities been established to govern the component parts of the Federal civil rights effort. Agencies have operated independently with little recognition or understanding of what the Government's total civil rights program is or the role they should play in carrying it out. For the most part, they have been only dimly aware of their responsibilities in their own areas of concern. No substantial attempt yet has been made to coordinate the various civil rights laws and policies into a total, coordinated Federal civil rights effort. The Commission also has addressed itself to this problem and has made recommendations to facilitate development of national civil rights goals and policies and to permit effective coordination of the entire civil rights program as well as its separate parts.

This report has dealt primarily with problems of structure and mechanism in the Government's efforts to enforce civil rights laws. The Commission recognizes, however, that achievement of civil rights goals and the full exercise of equal rights by minority group members will involve more than adjustments in civil rights enforcement machinery. It will require dedication and resolve on the part of Government officials and the American people, alike. The Commission's recommendations in this report are addressed only
to ways in which the mechanisms of civil rights enforcement can be strengthened, not to ways in which national will and resolution can be inspired.

In the Government, this is the responsibility of each Cabinet Secretary or agency head, who must take the steps necessary to assure that his subordinates honor and support the principle of equality. It also is the responsibility of public and private groups—groups that labored hard and successfully to get civil rights laws passed, that pushed for the issuance of needed executive orders, and that won the crucial court decisions that established the principle of equality as basic constitutional doctrine. They must now undertake the more difficult job of seeing to it that these laws are faithfully and vigorously carried out.

In the final analysis, achievement of civil rights goals depends on the quality of leadership exercised by the President in moving the Nation toward racial justice. The Commission is convinced that his example of courageous moral leadership can inspire the necessary will and determination, not only of the Federal officials who serve under his direction, but of the American people as well.
LEGAL APPENDIX

This appendix is in two parts. Part I examines the constitutional obligation of Federal regulatory agencies to prohibit discriminatory practices by the industries and other private parties which they regulate. Part II discusses the similar duty which the same constitutional provisions impose upon Federal departments and agencies in administering programs of federally insured and guaranteed loans.

I. FEDERAL REGULATORY AGENCIES

Presently, many regulatory agencies are statutorily required to prohibit discrimination in the facilities or services provided by those under their jurisdiction. 1/ Under judicial interpretation of the

1/ The five regulatory agencies under consideration in this report all operate under statutes that prohibit discrimination in the facilities or services provided by the industries they regulate. Four of the five agencies have issued rules to that effect. Also significant is the obligation of the regulatory agencies to issue rules and regulations prohibiting discrimination in employment by the respective licensees, which has been largely ignored.

The ICC has issued regulations prohibiting discrimination in passenger service of interstate motor carriers, 49 C.F.R. 1055.1-1055.3, and in passenger or terminal facilities of railroads and bus companies, 49 C.F.R. 1055.4, 1055.5. The CAB, unlike the ICC, has not issued specific regulations barring discrimination by air carriers. Rather, the agency merely has informed each airline company of the agency's statutory provision which prohibits discrimination in the operation of certified airlines. The FPC also has taken action to prevent discrimination in the use of recreational facilities provided at licensed hydroelectric projects. Under the authority of 16 U.S.C. 803(a) the FPC has called for the filing of recreational use plans as part of every application for major licenses. The FCC, although it has not issued regulations concerning the matter of discrimination in programming, has taken action along this line in individual cases. For example, on February 27, 1970, the agency deferred action on renewing the radio and television licenses of 28 Atlanta, Georgia, stations. Finally, the FMC operates under a statute which prohibits discrimination, 46 U.S.C. § 815; yet, unlike the other four agencies, the FMC has taken no steps of its own to carry out this prohibition.
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, it also appears that the Constitution imposes a legal obligation upon Federal agencies to assure nondiscrimination in all aspects of the operations of regulated industries and practices, including facilities, services, and employment practices.

A. **Parallel Requirements of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments**

The Fourteenth Amendment provides, in part, that no State shall deny to any person the equal protection of the laws. Federal courts have ruled that the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment imposes upon the Federal Government an equivalent prohibition against racial discrimination. This principle was first enunciated clearly by the Supreme Court in 1954:

The Fifth Amendment...does not contain an Equal Protection Clause as does the Fourteenth Amendment which applies only to the States. But the concepts of equal protection and due process, both stemming from our American ideal of fairness, are not mutually exclusive. The "equal protection of the laws" is a more explicit safeguard of prohibited unfairness than "due process of the law," and, therefore, we do not imply that the two are always interchangeable phrases. But, as this Court has recognized, discrimination may be so unjustifiable as to be violative of due process. 2/

---

Further, specifically with regard to racial discrimination, the Court said:

In view of our decision that the Constitution prohibits the states from maintaining racially segregated public schools, it would be unthinkable that the same Constitution would impose a lesser duty on the Federal Government. We hold that racial segregation in the public schools of the District of Columbia is a denial of the due process of the law guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. 3/

Thus, it seems clear that discriminatory practices which, on the State level, violate the equal protection clause are also prohibited by the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. Consequently, the Federal Government is bound by the substance of the Fourteenth Amendment equal protection mandate. 4/

B. State Action Under the Fourteenth Amendment

Although there must be some degree of State involvement in otherwise private conduct before the Fourteenth Amendment is applicable, there is no requirement that the State directly sponsor an activity in order for the constitutional restriction to apply.


4/ See: 2Am Jur 2d § 193 Administrative Law (at 25-26): "While the Fifth Amendment contains no equal protection clause and restrains only such discriminatory acts of the executive as amount to a denial of due process, in the exercise of every state power emanating from the people there enters the constitutional command of equal protection of the laws, which means equal rights for all similarly situated ...."
Court cases have delineated the type and amount of State involvement needed to constitute "state action". One of the most significant of these, Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority, 5/ involved a restaurant in a building owned and operated by a State agency, which refused to serve black persons. In considering the question of how to determine the existence of State action, the Court stated:

Only by sifting facts and weighing circumstances can the non obvious involvement of the State in private conduct be attributed its true significance. 6/

In Burton, a State agency owned and operated the building, and had leased the space for the restaurant. There was no nondiscrimination provision in the lease, and the Court found that:

The State has so far insinuated itself into a position of interdependence with Eagle that it must be recognized as a joint participant in the challenged activity, which, on that account, cannot be considered to have been so "purely private" as to fall without the scope of the Fourteenth Amendment. 7/

The plaintiffs in Simkins v. Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital, 8/ were Negro physicians, dentists, and patients who sued two private hospitals for denying staff privileges to Negro doctors and denying

6/ Id. at 722.
7/ Id. at 725.
or limiting admission to Negro patients. Each hospital had received substantial sums of Federal funds. The Court of Appeals approached the case in terms the Supreme Court had outlined in Burton:

In our view the initial question is, rather, whether the state or the Federal Government, or both, have become so involved in the conduct of these otherwise private bodies that their activities are also the activities of these governments and performed under their aegis without the private body necessarily becoming either their instrumentality or their agent in a strict sense. 9/

In holding that the necessary amount of State participation, "in the broad sense, including Federal," 10/ was present, the court relied upon more than involvement through substantial amounts of Federal funds. The distribution of Hill-Burton grants was pursuant to a publicly made survey of all health needs within the State. The hospitals participated because of the assessment of the public need. This participation subjected them "to an elaborate and intricate pattern of governmental regulations, both State and Federal...." 11/

In addition to cases, such as Burton and Simkins, which have determined the existence of State action on the basis of State involvement, another approach which courts have taken is to decide whether or

---

9/ 323 F.2d at 966.
10/ Id. at 967.
11/ Id. at 964.
not the function at issue is a municipal one. Thus, in Marsh v. Alabama, 12/
the Fourteenth Amendment was held to apply to a privately owned "company
town," on the grounds that it was a municipality to the same extent as
is a "public" town.

Similarly, delegation of part of the electoral process to a private
group does not exempt that group from Fourteenth Amendment limitations. 13/
A park managed by private trustees"for whites only", which previously had been a
city park for many years, was held to be in violation of
the Fourteenth Amendment's provision against racial discrimination. 14/
In so ruling, the Supreme Court considered both the past history of the
park, and the fact that the service rendered "...even by a private park
of this character is municipal in nature". 15/ The Court concluded that:

the public character of this park requires that it be
treated as a public institution subject to the command
of the Fourteenth Amendment regardless of who now has
title under state law. 16/

15/ Id. at 301.
16/ Id. at 302.
The duty of nondiscrimination under the Fourteenth Amendment thus is imposed not only upon State-owned and operated activities and facilities, but upon those enterprises which perform an essentially public function or with which the State has some measure of involvement or interdependence.

C. Applicability of Constitutional Requirements of Nondiscrimination to Regulatory Agencies

By virtue of their close involvement with and control over the activities of the private entities with which they deal, Federal regulatory agencies fall within the ambit of the Fifth Amendment due process requirement, and are prohibited from permitting discrimination in their fields of regulation. Furthermore, many of the areas subject to Federal regulation, because of both their nature and the amount of Federal assistance they receive, are virtually public in nature. This clarifies even further the applicability of the Fifth Amendment to the regulated practices.

In 1952, the Supreme Court ruled that a privately owned transit corporation and a privately owned communications corporation which were regulated by a federally created commission were subject to the due process requirements of the Fifth Amendment. 17/

The Court imposed this constitutional obligation on the basis of the "sufficiently close relation between the Federal Government and the service." 18/

In finding this relation we do not rely on the mere fact that Capital Transit operates a public utility on the streets of the District of Columbia under authority of Congress. Nor do we rely upon the fact that, by reason of such federal authorization, Capital Transit now enjoys a substantial monopoly of street railway and bus transportation in the District of Columbia. We do, however, recognize that Capital Transit operates its service under the regulatory supervision of the Public Utilities Commission of the District of Columbia which is an agency authorized by Congress. We rely particularly upon the fact that that agency, pursuant to protests against the radio program, ordered an investigation of it and, after formal public hearings, ordered its investigation dismissed on the ground that the public safety, comfort, and convenience were not impaired thereby. 19/

The Public Utilities Commission in Pollak had no more extensive involvement with its regulated companies than do Federal regulatory agencies, and it had not acted extraordinarily in that case.

In exercising their statutory mandates, 20/ the Federal agencies have maintained extensive control over their respective industries.

18/ Id. at 462.

19/ Id.

They issue them licenses or certificates of authority and require the industries to follow strict rules and regulations. In exchange, the industries enjoy an exclusive right to use part of the public domain. Often they receive government subsidies for their operations and are free from outside competition. As a result, it has become well established that a licensee is a "trustee" for the public. 21/

A reading of the agencies' statutory responsibilities and citation to a few regulations passed under their rulemaking powers demonstrates a substantial degree of agency involvement in the activities of the

---


A broadcaster seeks and is granted the free and exclusive use of a limited and valuable part of the public domain; when he accepts that franchise it is burdened by enforceable public obligations. A newspaper can be operated at the whim or caprice of its owners; a broadcast station cannot. After nearly five decades of operation the broadcast industry does not seem to have grasped the single fact that a broadcast license is a public trust subject to termination for breach of duty.

See also, Television Corp. of Michigan v. FCC, 294 F.2d 730, 733-34 (1961); McIntire v. William Penn Broadcasting Co., 151 F.2d 597, 599 (1945).
industries they oversee. Although the extent and kind of this Federal regulatory activity varies from agency to agency, several common categories of regulation emerge. Thus, most issue licenses or certificates of public convenience and necessity, exercise a ratemaking function, require approval for changes in ownership or mergers, enforce standardized reporting and accounting practices, and require certain standards of safety and quality in the delivery of the industry's service or product.

22/ An examination of the statutory duties of the FPC, ICC and CAB illustrate the extensive involvement which regulatory agencies have with their areas of regulation.

Under its statutory authority the Federal Power Commission (1) issues certificates authorizing natural gas pipelines to construct, extend, acquire or operate transportation and storage facilities for the transportation of natural gas in interstate commerce and for the sale of natural gas in interstate commerce for resale, (2) investigates the need for and, when appropriate, directs pipelines to sell natural gas to local distributors, investigates and regulates the rates, charges, and services for natural gas transported or sold for resale in interstate commerce, (3) authorizes abandonment of facilities or discontinuance of service subject to Commission jurisdiction, (4) promulgates and enforces a uniform system of accounting to assure that natural gas pipelines accurately report their financial position, (5) assures nondiscriminatory transportation and purchase of gas in submerged lands of the Outer Continental Shelf, (6) regulates the rates and services of public utilities selling electricity in interstate commerce at wholesale, (7) issues and administers permits and licenses for the planning construction, and operation of nonfederal hydroelectric projects on waters or lands subject to federal jurisdiction, (8) promulgates and enforces a uniform system of accounting for interstate public utilities, (9) regulates certain issuance sales of securities by electric public utilities, (10) regulates the merger or consolidation of electric public utilities and their disposition or acquisition of electric facilities, (11) reviews and approves proposed rates for the sale of electric power from certain federal and international hydroelectric projects, (12) authorizes the exportation of electricity and natural gas to a foreign (FOOTNOTE 23 continued on following page.)
It can be safely asserted that while the industries remain largely in private hands and management retains many prerogatives, the economic regulatory power of the agencies is, in theory, sufficient to control country and issues permits for maintaining facilities at international borders for their transmission. Under its rulemaking and regulatory powers, the Federal Power Commission has required the development of recreational facilities by its licensees, and provision for use of such facilities on a nondiscriminatory basis. The Commission has also insisted on regulatory safety inspections of facilities. Most other regulations detail the proper forms to use when submitting applications and other requests, or set forth the exact accounting procedures to be followed.

The Interstate Commission Commission (ICC) regulates railroads, motor carriers, water carriers and freight forwarders. Under its statutory authority the Commission passes upon virtually every important economic policy of the industries it oversees. For example, the Commission is authorized (1) to adjust rates and routes for motor carriers and freight forwarders; (2) to establish joint rates and routes; (3) to pass upon the extension or abandonment of any line; (4) to prescribe the form for posting, publishing, and filing schedules; (5) to approve agreements between carriers relating to pooling and division of traffic, service, or earnings; (6) to approve the issuance of securities by the carriers and the modification of railroad financial structures; (7) to require detailed reports and a uniform system of accounting; (8) to require safety devices and systems. Under its rulemaking powers, the Commission has filled three volumes of the Code of Federal Regulations 49 C.F.R. Pts. 1000-1339 (1970). Most of these rules amplify and detail the procedures and requirements authorized in the statute. For example, instructions to railroad companies on maintaining accounts cover 825 separate items. Other regulations concern more specialized matters such as use of superhighways by motor carriers, special or chartered parties, nondiscrimination in services and facilities of interstate common carriers, surety bonds and policies of insurance, and transportation of household goods.
the ability of any particular company to survive. The pervasive presence of the agency in the most vital economic matters which a company must face--profit margin, ability to borrow, issue stock, and merger--cannot be denied and should satisfy any test based on sufficiency of contacts.

Analysis of the relationship between the agencies and the regulated industries to determine the substantiality of the former's involvement with the latter represents one approach to establishing a constitutional duty on the part of the agencies to enforce and the industries to follow nondiscriminatory practices. Another approach would turn from an examination of the contacts between agency and industry and instead would focus on the failure of the agency to issue nondiscriminatory

(FOOTNOTE 22 continued from previous page.)

Under its statutory authority the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) acts primarily as an economic regulator of the airline industry. The Board issues licenses or certificates of public convenience and necessity enabling air carriers to engage in air transportation. The Board retains the power to alter, suspend, or revoke these certificates, and no carrier may abandon any route granted without Board approval. It has special authority to provide for the carriage of mail. The CAB must pass upon changes in rates charged by the industry for the transportation of persons, property, and mail. The Board also regulates the industry's accounting and reporting procedures, changes in ownership of a particular airline, the grant of any loan or financial aid by the Government, and the method of competition adopted by air carriers. There is even broad authority to investigate the management of the business of any air carrier. The CAB, under its rulemaking authority, has extended its power over the airline industry to include such diverse subjects as charter trips and special services, realistic flight scheduling, a uniform system of accounts and reports, nondiscrimination in federally assisted programs administered by the Board, and visual in-flight entertainment and service of alcoholic beverages.
practice rules. It can be argued that whatever the contacts between agencies and industries, the agencies must exercise their power to issue such rules because failure to do so involves them in discriminatory practices through inaction. One of the key factors in Burton was the State's failure to include a nondiscrimination clause in the lease. The Court condemned this failure: "[b]y its inaction...the State has...made itself a party to the refusal of service." 23/ In another context, a district court has held a State contracting authority responsible for insuring nondiscrimination by those awarded contracts: "[W]here a state...undertakes to perform essential government functions with the aid of private persons it cannot avoid the responsibilities imposed on it by the Fourteenth Amendment by merely ignoring or failing to perform them." 24/ In the case of Federal agencies and regulated industries it can be argued that the agencies are under an affirmative duty to end any discriminatory practices (including employment) of their own and that this obligation extends to all who deal with the agency whether the relationship be grantee, contractor, or regulated licensee. When the agency undertakes the essentially government function of regulation, it cannot fail to impose nondiscriminatory rules on the private parties who come within its jurisdiction.

23/ 365 U.S. at 725.

It is important to note that at least one Federal administrative agency has taken the position that they are not only prohibited from discriminating on the basis of race, but also from sanctioning such discrimination. 25/

In addition, on July 5, 1968, upon the recommendation of the United Church of Christ, the U.S. Civil Rights Commission and others, the Federal Communications Commission issued a policy statement prohibiting employment discrimination in the broadcasting industry. 26/

The FCC policy statement was adopted as a rule on June 4, 1969. The rule currently applies only to broadcasters and it remains for

25/ The National Labor Relations Board has rescinded the certification as bargaining representative under the National Labor Relations Act of labor unions which have engaged in racial discrimination. Holding that it was constitutionally required to take this action, the Board stated:

Specifically, we hold that the Board cannot validly render aid under Section 9 of the Act to a labor organization which discriminates racially when acting as a statutory bargaining representative.

Independent Metal Workers Union, Local No. 1, 147 N.L.R.B. 1573, 1577 (1964).

26/ See fuller discussion in text, supra.
the FCC to issue a similar rule for common carriers. 27/ Likewise, other regulatory agencies have yet to issue such a policy statement or rule.

Based on this analysis of the constitutional prohibitions against racial discrimination contained in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, it appears that Federal regulatory agencies are so closely involved in the practices of the private entities within their jurisdiction as to bring such practices within the scope of the Fifth Amendment. These agencies are therefore constitutionally required to make efforts to assure nondiscrimination in the fields they regulate.

II. PROGRAMS OF INSURANCE AND GUARANTEE

Just as the Constitution imposes a duty upon Federal regulatory agencies to assure nondiscrimination, so it obligates the Federal government not to permit discrimination through its programs of insured and guaranteed loans. The standards of nondiscrimination imposed upon the Federal government by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments are applicable in any situation in which there is a sufficient nexus between the government and the "private" activity. With programs of insured and guaranteed loans, the extent of Federal

27/ In addition to the rule prohibiting employment discrimination by broadcasting stations, the FCC adopted on November 19, 1969, a "Notice of Proposed Rule Making," stating that its policy prohibiting employment discrimination would also be extended to the common carriers (telephone and telegraph companies). The FCC statement indicated that the same considerations of public policy which prompted its rule regarding broadcasters were applicable to common carriers subject to their jurisdiction. As of April 1970, the policy statement had not yet been adopted.
involvement with the private sector is less readily apparent than it is in the case of regulatory agencies. Yet, it is extensive enough to bring these programs within the ambit of the Fifth Amendment, under the reasoning of Burton and Bolling v. Sharpe.

The Federal government administers a large number of programs in which the form of assistance is insurance and guarantee of loans obtained from private lenders. Unlike grant programs, the beneficiary does not receive Federal financial aid. Rather, he obtains a loan from a private lender, which is guaranteed against loss by the Federal agency administering the program. The agencies issue regulations and guidelines which determine eligibility for programs of insured and guaranteed loans, and they also have the authority to approve or reject individual applications.

The best known of these programs are insured and guaranteed loans for home ownership, administered by the Federal Housing Administration and VA. However, there are a multiplicity of others, most of which are under the direction of five departments and three independent agencies. 28/ The financial involvement of the Federal government in these programs is substantial. The value of all loans insured or guaranteed will amount

28/ Departments of Agriculture (FmHA), Commerce (EDA and FMA), Health, Education and Welfare, Housing and Urban Development, Interior; Veterans Administration; Small Business Administration; and Export-Import Bank.
to approximately $40 billion in 1971. 29/ The total value of all
government insured and guaranteed loans outstanding is approximately
$145 billion. 30/ The Federal government also plays a major role in
the areas in which it provides insurance and guarantees through the
criteria it establishes for eligibility for an insured loan, and
through the conditions it imposes upon the beneficiary (the recipient
of the loan) and the intermediary (the lending institution). Finally,
these Federal programs have a significant impact upon the social and
economic development of the country, just as regulatory agencies help
shape the industries within their jurisdiction.

The programs of insurance and guarantee in the field of
housing are an excellent example of the close involvement between the
administering agency and the area of the private sector which it services. 31/

(1970) at 69.

30/ Id. at 78.

31/ A Federal District Court described the role of government insurance
and guarantees as follows:

The involvement of the Government (through FHA and VA)
in the construction of a housing community...consists
of a guarantee to various banks and lending institutions
that money advanced by them to purchasers of individual
properties will be repaid, incidental to which guarantee
and for the purpose of minimizing the risk of loss to
the Government is the prescribing of the conditions
upon which the Government will undertake to guarantee
the loans.

The individual home loans insured by FHA and VA 32/ enable persons to buy homes who might otherwise be unable to do so, since loans are for a long period of time, reducing the amount of monthly payments. Also, banks are more willing to make loans if the risk of nonpayment is removed. Finally, these programs encourage housing construction, since builders are more sure of finding a market for their homes.

In addition to insuring loans, the FHA is involved in the planning and construction of both single-family and multi-family projects in connection with approval for an insured loan. Typically, the FHA requires the execution of a regulatory agreement in which the owner-mortgagor acknowledges that he will "comply with the requirements of the National Housing Act and the Regulations adopted by the Commissioner pursuant thereto." 33/

For both single and multi-family projects the Commissioner has established standards regarding such matters as planning, construction, heating, plumbing and sanitation, electricity, and site improvements.

32/ 12 USC § 1709, 38 USC §§ 1810, 1814. The Farmers Home Administration administers a similar program in rural areas, 42 USC §§ 1484, 1487.

33/ FHA Form No. 2466 (Revised Feb. 1963).
Consequently, from the inception of these projects, through their construction and continuing into their operation, the FHA is not only involved, but exercises substantial control.

Many of the programs of insurance and guarantee in areas other than housing give the Federal government an influential role. The existence of insurance and guarantees spurs development, whereas lack of them can make development more costly and, therefore, slower.

The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) of the Department of Agriculture administers programs of insurance and guarantee for such diverse projects as the acquisition and development of grazing land, soil and water conservation, and the development of recreational facilities. 34/ For all of these, the recipient must make monthly progress reports to the FmHA County Supervisor for the first year after he has received the insured loan, and submit books for an annual audit in following years. 35/

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare insures student loans for post-secondary education under the Higher Education Act of 1965. 36/ In 1969, more than 780,000 such loans, valued at approximately

34/ 7 USC § 1926.
36/ 20 USC § 1071.
$60 million were made. 37/ In connection with these insured loans, HEW requires that educational institutions compile semi-annual reports on the status of students who have received such loans, and that participating lending institutions submit quarterly reports of the loans outstanding under the program. 38/ Thus, HEW plays a monitoring function over both the participating student's activity and the financial institution. Also, the program, as indicated by its volume, enables many persons to go to college who would not be able to otherwise.

A final illustration of the significance of programs of insurance and guarantee are the programs administered by the Small Business Administration. The insurance and guarantee of loans for rental of property, purchase of equipment, working capital, and the general needs of low income businesses 39/ serve to keep this part of the economy viable.

Thus, programs of insurance and guarantee involve the Federal government in a number of significant ways with the lending institution and the loan recipient. In all instances, the administering agency exercises control over the intermediary and beneficiary of the program,


38/ OEO Catalog, supra n. 35, §13.460.

in the form of pre-award conditions, periodic reports, and audits. No program of insurance or guarantee involves only a financial commitment by the Federal government. Rather, there is always some control over the purpose and quality of the project for which the loan is used. Furthermore, programs of insurance and guarantee have been a major stimulus to areas such as housing construction, development of rural areas, private entrepreneurship, and higher education. They have had a direct impact on American economic and social development.

This involvement of the Federal government is extensive enough to make applicable the Fifth Amendment's prohibition against discrimination in any aspect of a program of insurance or guarantee, under judicial interpretation of this constitutional provision. Following the reasoning of the Court in *Burton* that a State cannot abdicate its responsibility to guarantee nondiscrimination by ignoring that duty,^{40} it is clear that Federal agencies are under an obligation to assure nondiscrimination by intermediaries or beneficiaries in connection with programs of insurance and guarantee.

^{40} See note 23, *supra*. 